A NOTE ON THE BOOK

This book has a long and chequered history. It began as a trickle of talks by the author to a small audience, under the auspices of the South Indian Teachers' Union, over fifty years ago. Only Tamil scholars, and those with a background of English education and general knowledge, such as teachers, could be expected to be interested in those days. No more than a few dozen people attended the talks. An abridged report was published in the Madras Tamil daily "Swadesamitran".

The Tamilian Education Society, Madras, (founded in 1917 by a few enthusiasts under distinguished guidance, which had for its main object "the propagation of modern scientific knowledge among the Tamil masses through the medium of Tamil") felt that a wider publicity for the lectures among the teachers and the educated public would provide useful results. At its request, Mr. R. Swaminatha Aiyar wrote down his thesis a little more fully, after careful consideration of possible criticisms. This was published serially in 1922-23 as supplements to THE TAMILIANS' FRIEND (Tamilan Neiday), the Tamil Journal of the Society, and attracted rather more attention.

Since Mr. R. Swaminatha Aiyar's theories covered not merely the Tamil language, but also the other languages of the Dravidian group, he followed up his thesis, which was published by him in Tamil first, by writing a number of articles in English to some journals, particularly in the Andhra area, and he read too a number of learned papers at several conferences of scholars in Madras, Poona (1919), and elsewhere. He delivered a series of lectures on the Philology of
the Dravidian languages in the capacity of a Special Reader of the Calcutta University. These lectures are referred to by the author in Appendix II-A (p. 552). They attracted the attention of a few scholars in those areas and elsewhere. Linguistics had not yet become an object of wide study. It was true that Dr. Caldwell and a few others had put forward their views. Some accepted them wholesale, while others were too little inclined to investigate such an abstruse matter. Mohenjo-Daro had not been discovered, and nothing was known of the Indus Valley civilization and of the language and script of the seals discovered there.

During all this period, Mr. R. Swaminatha Aiyar was gathering more and more material, much of which confirmed him in his theories, and some of which suggested that certain ideas, which had been put forward by him, perhaps needed revision. So he decided to write them out more fully and elaborately, and to publish them in the form of a book. His attitude was one of detachment in his conclusions, but one of close attachment to truth in his selection and presentation of data. He had his manuscript material, typed with diacritical marks, explanations, quotations, and indications of the authorities which he had referred to, either to agree with or to differ from. He gave it to the Madras Law Journal Press for printing. But the author died before the printing was completed.

The problem was what to do next. The material had been examined by some scholars like Professor S. Kuppuswami Sastri and others, who decided that the book should be completed. Dr. Chintamani, one of the Professor's pupils, was assigned the work of going through the manuscript and the proofs. Dr. Chintamani too did not live to complete the work; Professor Kuppuswami Sastri had died earlier. For a long time, the printed material lay almost neglected in the premises of the Madras Law Journal Press, and in course of time the paper perished and could no longer be bound and issued as a book.
Ultimately some eminent personages were willing to sponsor the publication. The Madras Law Journal Press was willing to do the laborious and extremely difficult work of printing the work over again, though almost all those who had something to do with the work in the previous attempt were no longer there, owing to death or superannuation, and the Press wrote to the present writer in 1968 asking him to help with the proofs. But the difficulties connected with printing—proof-reading, correcting, and checking—were almost insurmountable. There were hardly any with a scholarship approaching that of the learned author in its range or depth in so many languages and dialects of the country. It extended from Vedic Sanskrit to Classical Sanskrit, and to the various Sanskrit-based dialects of North India, and also to the early classical, later classical, and dialectal forms of the various Dravidian languages of the South. However, the sponsors were so convinced of the utility, at least as a jumping-off ground or basic point, of the pioneering work of Mr. Swaminatha Aiyar (pioneering because he disagreed with Dr. Caldwell and propounded other theories) that they persisted with the work. The Press had printed twenty-one formes, when again the work got bogged down and had to be re-started after a time. It has now been completed, though some material is missing.

On behalf of those who corrected the proofs, the writer of the present note submits that they did their best, but that their best fell far short of legitimate expectations. There are a number of mistakes in proof-reading, numbering etc. They hope that the scholars who go through this work will help to correct at least some of the mistakes and inaccuracies that may have been unwittingly allowed to creep in, and be good enough to intimate them to the publishers.

Apart from such inaccuracies, the major conclusions of the author may not find ready acceptance at the hands of those who are convinced of the truth of the influential
theories that he assails. This is natural, and there would be nothing wrong if his views were criticised, provided the criticism was done dispassionately in the interests of truth. With regard to the deciphering of the Mohenjo-Daro seals, for example, there has been a long and lively controversy in our time, and there seems little prospect of its terminating decisively in favour of any particular solution. Nevertheless, no one regrets the controversy, as it is bound to further the truth in the long run.

Mr. Swaminatha Aiyar’s work is placed before the public as a pioneering contribution to a field of study in which there have been too few workers. Whatever be the absolute value of his work, all earnest workers will salute his memory as that of a painstaking scholar who laboured long over it with single-minded devotion, more than fifty years ago, in the cause of linguistic science. His labours should help promote national integration, by showing how, over two or three millenia ago, people living in different parts of India lived in linguistic amity taking freely from neighbouring languages and thereby enriching their own.

What Mr. R. Swaminatha Aiyar has so generously and warmly said of Dr. Caldwell’s book, namely, “This book is a storehouse of information on everything Dravidian, and bears evidence, on every page of it, to the immense learning of the author, his indefatigable research, his genius for analysis, and his familiarity with the grammars of almost all the languages of the world”, will apply equally well to his own book.
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Mr. R. Swaminatha Aiyar was one of the galaxy of brilliant men who were born and bred in the Tanjore District in the nineteenth century. He belonged to a generation which produced several giants of learning, who were as versatile as they were profound, and whose moral stature matched their intellectual greatness.

He was a contemporary of Sir P. S. Sivaswami Aiyar (and therefore of Sri V. Krishnaswami Aiyar as well), and continued as his close associate and friend, with mutual respect and admiration. Both were erudite, soft-spoken, and believed in an extraordinary degree of integrity, and hard and sustained work; and they practised their beliefs throughout their lives, respecting themselves as much as they did others.

Like so many other great men of those days, Mr. R. Swaminatha Aiyar also commenced his life as a schoolmaster in the Districts, serving as such from 1880 to 1884. In 1885, he was appointed Assistant Professor of Mathematics in Presidency College, Madras, and served in that capacity, till 1888. In 1889, he entered the Revenue Department, and served as a Head Clerk, till 1892. In 1893, he became a Senior Assistant in the Board of Revenue, and held that post, till 1894. In 1895, he became Registrar of the Revenue Department in the Board of Revenue. In 1896, he returned to the profession of teaching, and was appointed Professor of Mathematics in Presidency College, a post which Mr. C. H. Stuart had held before him. In 1897 he was appointed as "Famine Assistant", again in the Revenue
Department. He seems to have also held the appointment of Tamil Translator to the Government of Madras.

In 1910 and later, he served as Treasury Deputy Collector, and as Administrative Deputy Collector in various districts of what was the Madras Presidency. He served in the Telugu areas, in Godavari, Kakinada, Jammikmadugu, and other places, and in the Tamil Districts of Coimbatore, and Tirunelveli.

His intellectual qualities and his cultural background made him interested in the physical and moral well-being of the community, looking upon himself, as he did, as its servant. He moved with the people closely, and ascertained at first hand their needs and requirements of everyday life. Because of his proficiency in their language and dialects, he was also interested in their cultural and linguistic activities. Because of this, he was also able to perceive and understand the nuances of language and dialect in an extraordinary degree. The knowledge he had cultivated of Vedic Sanskrit and of Classical Sanskrit, from his boyhood, at a time when such knowledge was more prevalent and valued, was of great help in preparing his mind for linguistic study. So too his knowledge of the Classic Tamil of the Sangham and later periods helped him in his study of the dialects of the Tamil country.

Thus, by birth, early training, bent of mind, and the opportunities provided by his occupation, he became eminently fitted for the work he dedicated himself to later on in life.

Mr. R. Swaminatha Aiyar was a linguist, administrator, mathematician, grammarian, educator, scholar, orientalist, and polymath, a versatile genius. The writer of this note used to marvel at his phenomenal knowledge, memory, powers of analysis, marshalling and synthesis, faculties which he was able to draw upon easily and almost spontaneously. It never occurred to this writer then to
ask him how he had learnt so much and so well, what books he used, where he got them from, and what were the methods which he used to arrange, analyse and index them, in order to draw upon them and to use them.

R. Swaminatha Aiyar was profound, yet very likeable, widely and deeply learned, yet disciplined and modest; and, with a scholar's sense of humour, yet mild and gentle.
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CHAPTER 1
DRAVIDIAN THEORIES

1. THE POSITION OF INDO-ARYAN AND DRAVIDIAN
   AMONG THE LANGUAGES OF INDIA

The chief languages of India are grouped under four
main heads, viz.,

1. the Indo-European, comprising the Iranian and
   the Indo-Aryan branches;

2. the Dravidian, including Brāhūī spoken in the
   Khante of Kelat;

3. the Austro-Asiatic, comprising the Mon-Khmer
   and the Mundā sub-families and

4. the Tibeto-Chinese.

Of these the Tibeto-Chinese and the Mon-Khmer
groups are spoken chiefly in the territories on the East and
on the North-East, while the languages included in the
Iranian branch are mostly confined to similar areas on
the West. Excluding these and confining attention to
India proper, that is, to the country known as India
from the earliest times, the languages spoken therein
may be grouped under three main heads, viz., 1. the
Indo-Aryan, 2. the Dravidian and 3. the Mundā; these have
been in contact with one another from prehistoric times
and may be expected to have greatly influenced one another.
The speakers of the Mundā group number about four
millions roughly and are now to be found chiefly in the
plateau of Chota-Nagpur and in the adjoining hills and
jungles; they are all aboriginal people of low culture and
social status. The languages of this group are steadily being supplanted by Indo-Aryan forms of speech; the habitat of this group was once very much more extensive extending perhaps over the greater part of Northern India. The Indo-Aryan languages are spoken by about 230 millions of people inhabiting Northern and Western India and Deccan; these languages are traceable to the Vedic language through the Prâkrts and the Apabhramśas which arose out of the corruption and the breaking up of the Vedic dialects. The Dravidian family comprises all the principal languages of Southern India and the speakers thereof number about 64 millions, including the Brâhūs and the small tribes speaking Dravidian dialects in the Central Provinces and Chota-Nagpur, and up the banks of the Ganges at Râjmahâl. The small Dravidian communities in the North and in Central India, scattered like islets in a sea of Aryan population are, it is stated, being rapidly Hinduized and their language adopts an ever increasing Aryan element till it is quite superseded by Aryan speech. This process has been going on for centuries and is still going on. (Linguistic Survey of India, Vol. IV, p. 278.)

Kumârila Bhaṭṭa (7th Century A.D.) discusses in his Tantavârīka the meanings of certain 'Non-Aryan (mleccha) words which he says belongs to the Drâvida-bhāṣā. The phrase Drâvida-bhāṣā is taken by some Dravidian scholars to indicate a division of the Dravidian family of languages into two groups, Āndhra and Drâvida and following this supposed classification it has been usual to divide the family into two main groups Āndhra and Drâvida. Professor Sten Konow, in Volume IV of the Linguistic Survey of India undertaken in connection with the Indian Census of 1901, appears to have thought that Brâhūs should be regarded as an independent third group, but subsequent Census Reports recognise only two groups Āndhra and Drâvida,
while Gōndi etc., partaking of the characteristics of both the groups are shown as an intermediate group. The cultivated Dravidian languages are Tamil, Malayalam, Kanarese and Tulu belonging to the Drāvida group and Telugu belonging to the Andhra group. Of these five, Tamil, Malayalam, Kanarese and Telugu possess inscriptions and extensive literatures; the speakers of these four languages number 60.2 millions. The speakers of Tulu number about 6 millions; while the speakers of all other Dravidian languages, viz., Koḍagu, Toṭa, Kora, Kurukh, Malti and Brāhūti, belonging to the Drāvida group, Kalāmi and Kanjhi or Kui belonging to the Andhra group, Gōndi etc., comprising the intermediate group, number only about 3.2 millions.

The following table exhibits the distribution of the population (Census of India, 1921):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family, Sub-family, Branch.</th>
<th>No. of languages spoken.</th>
<th>No. of speakers in millions.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Languages of India</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>314.389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) Austrio Family</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4.529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muniyā branch</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) Tibeto-Chinese Family</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>12.885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) Dravidian Family</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>64.128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drāvida group</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>37.286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate group</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andhra language</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23.601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. W. language</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv) Indo-European Family (Aryan Sub-family)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>232.847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iranian branch</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dardic branch</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indo-Aryan branch</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>229.561</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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2. THE SCOPE OF THE PRESENT WORK.

The cultivated Dravidian languages abound in Sanskrit words and words of Sanskritic origin to such an extent that learned scholars once entertained the opinion that these languages were descended from Sanskrit like the modern languages of Northern India and the Deccan. But a closer acquaintance with the Dravidian grammatical structure led to the abandonment of this extreme view, and Bishop Caldwell's "Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian Languages" contributed not a little to this result. The almost universal opinion held at present in regard to these languages is that they attained their development long anterior to the advent of the Sanskrit and Prâkrt-speaking immigrants into India and that, though the subsequent commingling of the Aryan and the Dravidian races has introduced a very large number of Aryan culture words into the Dravidian languages, they continue to be wholly Dravidian as well as the basic portion of their vocabularies; and it is also claimed for these languages that the simplicity of their structure has exercised a profound influence on the grammatical structure of Sanskrit and of its descendents on Indian soil, and that a considerable proportion of Sanskrit roots is of Dravidian origin. The pendulum has thus swung back to the opposite extreme; for if the theory of direct descent from Sanskrit erred on one side, the current theory which assigns a remote antiquity to the development of the Dravidian languages and regards their structure as unaffected by contact with Aryan idioms errs equally on the other side. The materials collected by the present writer in the course of a detailed examination of the subject would seem to lead to the inference that a very considerable majority, if not all, of the Dravidian grammatical forms have arisen from suffixed elements borrowed from Sanskrit and the Prâkrtis during the last twenty or twenty-five centuries, and
that the basic portion of the Dravidian vocabulary not traceable directly or indirectly to Sanskrit or other Aryan sources is not very large. To deal fully with the various aspects of the question, it will be necessary to consider it under the heads (i) basic portion of the vocabulary, (ii) nominal declension and (iii) conjugation of verbs. It is proposed to deal in the following pages with the last and most important of these heads, viz., conjugation of verbs, leaving the other two for a future occasion.

A finite verb in Dravidian languages consists in most cases of a verbal base, a pronominal termination, and certain intermediate particles or letters which indicate the tense and mood of the verb. It is these particles and letters which are referred to as tense and mood signs in the title of this book; and an attempt will be made in the following pages to trace the etymology of all such signs in use in the cultivated Dravidian languages.

The pronominal terminations are either pronouns or modifications of pronouns and show the person and grammatical number of the verb, and in most cases the gender also in the forms of the third person. In colloquial Malayalam the finite verb contains no pronominal termination, but consists merely of the verbal base and a tense or mode sign and is common to all persons, numbers and genders. Thus Malayalam koṭuttu 'gave' [= kōdu (verbal base)+tu (past tense sign)] contains no personal termination like the Tamil koṭuttēy = kōu+tu+ēy. The Malayalam form is like the English forms 'shouted,' 'created' etc., which are common to all persons, numbers, and genders. Similar forms occur, though to a limited extent, in other Dravidian languages also and it will be shown hereafter that, in the earliest stage of the development of these languages, that is to say, in the pro-Dravidian period, the verb consisted merely of the base and the tense or the mode sign. If these
signs or the majority of them can be shown to be of Aryan origin, it follows that the Dravidian languages must have been under Aryan influence from earliest times.

The verbal bases and pronouns naturally come under the head vocabulary and are not dealt with directly in the following pages. But opportunity is taken from time to time to indicate incidentally that some of the commonest of them are of Aryan origin.


The originator of the current Dravidian theory was the late Bishop Caldwell who followed the Danish philologist Rask in classing Dravidian as a member of the so-called Scythic family. He probably began his "Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian Languages" (1856, 2nd edition 1875) with the object of combating the theory then held by some scholars that these languages were directly descended from Sanskrit, but he went much further than this. Having disposed of this theory in the Introduction (pages 45 to 56) to his Grammar he devoted the body of the work to comparing the Dravidian languages with one another and to determining theirs affinities with the other language-groups of the world—Indo-European, Semitic and Scythic—the last including the language of the Finns, the Magyars, the Tartars, the Turks, and the Chinese and all the other languages included in the term Turanian in the terminology of later years. In conclusion, while acknowledging the existence of a very large percentage of Sanskrit and Indo-Aryan words in the Dravidian vocabularies, he maintained that the Dravidian languages had no structural relationship with Sanskrit and attempted to prove that the grammatical affinities of these languages were mainly Scythic-Turanian in the nomenclature of later years, occasionally Semitic, and that, where the affinities were Indo-European, these did not come into existence on Indian soil, but belonged
mostly to the pre-Aryan period of the pre-historic past when the Aryans and the Turanians were living as one undivided race. The book is a store-house of information on everything Dravidian, and bears evidence on every page of it to the immense learning of the author, his indefatigable research, his genius for analysis, and his familiarity with the grammars of almost all the languages of the world. Further the conclusions arrived at by the eminent author were expressed in no halting or faltering tones, many of the discussions on controvertible points being wound up with some such phrases as ‘I have no doubt’ ‘I have little doubt’ ‘It cannot be doubted’ ‘We can scarcely err in supposing’ etc. It is no wonder, therefore, that the work produced an immense sensation at the time, the views expressed therein being accepted by almost every scholar of note, and that the theories propounded therein have continued to dominate the Dravidian field for nearly seventy years. Among those who accepted these theories in their entirety special mention must be made of Dr. H. Gundert and Dr. F. Kittel, two missionary names, which Dravidian scholars should always hold in grateful remembrance for the Dictionaries and Grammars bearing these names.

The theory of direct descent from Sanskrit was based wholly on the extraordinary proportion of words of Sanskrit origin in the Dravidian vocabularies and took no note of the dissimilarity of the Dravidian grammatical forms to the Sanskrit forms. Bishop Caldwell had no difficulty in demolishing that theory, but he installed in its stead the equally untenable Scythic theory which it took many years of discussion to dislodge from its position. It is no disparagement to a pioneer worker, however eminent, to have it said that subsequent workers discovered serious errors in his work. The materials necessary for a historical treatment of the Dravidian question were not available in Bishop Caldwell’s time and
generalising on the imperfect and incomplete materials then to hand, he has sown the Dravidian field with a large number of questionable etymologies and equations which now impede progress at every step. Most of these etymologies, analogies, and equations will be fully dealt with in the following pages, but a few of them may be mentioned here to show how fundamental Bishop Caldwell's misconceptions were.

i. There is a class of Telugu forms ending in-y which are called drutaprankr̥tika; the final -n of these words is often not pronounced except when the words are followed by vowels. Bishop Caldwell regarded the final -n of many of these words as put in for the purpose of preventing hiatus between two consecutive vowels in a certain class of cases just as -y is put in for the same purpose in the remaining class of cases called kala (c.p.o. pages 72-74). The *druta* of the copulative conjunction *un*, of the benedictive suffixes *edum* and *-tan* and of the third person aorist form *cepunu* appears as-*m* in other languages: in these and in most other cases this *druta* or final -n is an essential part of Telugu suffixes and post-positions and enables us to trace the relationship of Telugu forms with the corresponding forms in other languages. To ignore this *druta*, as Bishop Caldwell does, as merely euphonic and adventitious, will have the same effect on these words as phonetic spelling will have on such words as *doubt, should, alms, receipt*, etc., in English.

ii. Bishop Caldwell also considered it probable that the -n of the Tamil-Telugu past tense forms in -inta and the -d of the past tense forms of some verbs in Kanarese were euphonic. Thus the past relative participles—Tamil kāṭṭina 'that showed'; Telugu kōṭṭina 'that beat'; Kanarese māḍida 'that made'—were according to him made up as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Kāṭṭina} &= \text{Kāṭṭ} + i + (n) + a \\
\text{Kōṭṭina} &= \text{Kōṭṭ} + i + (n) + a \\
\text{Māḍida} &= \text{Māḍ} + i + (d) + a
\end{align*}
\]
the intervening -n- and -d- being put in to prevent hiatus. He also had an alternative theory that the -n- and -d- were perhaps the signs of the preterite and either way he arrived at the equation \( d = n \), the former letter being the older (pages 390-394). The fact that modern Malayalam which separated very late from Tamil shows neither -d- nor -n- in the forms under consideration shows how untenable these theories are, especially the former.

iii. He also got together a number of Tamil forms—

\( \text{irukkin\text{\textregistered}an} = \text{he is}; \text{irundan\text{\textregistered}an} = \text{he was}; \text{porul\text{\textregistered}a} = \text{things that are real}; \text{varu\text{\textregistered}a} = \text{things that will come}; \text{enma\text{\textregistered}\text{\textregistered}r} = \text{they will say} \)—which he analysed as follows:—

1. \( \text{irukkin\text{\textregistered}an} = \text{irukkin\text{\textregistered}r} + (y) + an \)
2. \( \text{irundan\text{\textregistered}an} = \text{irundu} + (y) + an \)
3. \( \text{porul\text{\textregistered}a} = \text{poru\text{\textregistered}a} + (y) + a \)
4. \( \text{varu\text{\textregistered}a} = \text{varu} + (y) + a \)
5. \( \text{enma\text{\textregistered}\text{\textregistered}r} = \text{enma} + (y) + \text{ar} \)

the intervening -n- being put in, according to him, to prevent hiatus (G. D. G. pages 74-75). There are forms in Old Tamil like \( \text{irund\text{\textregistered}ru} = \text{it was}, \text{vand\text{\textregistered}ru} = \text{it came} \) etc., in the third person neuter singular, which in accordance with the above analysis should be resolved into

6. \( \text{irund\text{\textregistered}ru} = \text{irundu} + (y) + tu \)
7. \( \text{vand\text{\textregistered}ru} = \text{vandu} + (y) + tu \) etc.,

where -\( \text{y} \)- does not fill up any hiatus between vowels. This shows that Bishop Caldwell’s analysis is wrong. The forms must be resolved thus:—

1. \( \text{irukkin\text{\textregistered}an} = \text{irukkin\text{\textregistered}ru} + an + an \)
2. \( \text{irundan\text{\textregistered}an} = \text{irundu} + an + ay \)
3. \( \text{porul\text{\textregistered}a} = \text{poru\text{\textregistered}a} + an + a \)
4. \( \text{varuk\text{\textregistered}a} = \text{varu} + k\text{\textregistered}u + a \)
5. \( \text{enma\text{\textregistered}\text{\textregistered}r} = en + ma\text{\textregistered} + \text{ar} \)
6. \( \text{irund\text{\textregistered}ru} = \text{irundu} + ay + tu \)
7. \( \text{vand\text{\textregistered}ru} = \text{vandu} + ay + tu \)
It can be shown that, in each of these cases, the intermediate -y- is an integral part of suffixes derived from Aryan.

It is on the basis of instances like these that he arrived at his conclusion that the Dravidian languages resembled Greek in using the letter -y- to prevent hiatus between vowels. (C. D. G. Introduction page 76.)

iv. His equation that the Tamil formative suffix -ku was the same as the Telugu -su and the Kanarese -su (pages 97-98) entirely overlooks the fact that there are Telugu forms in which the -k- of the original -ka suffix has not been palatalized. The Telugu suffix -ca was a late addition to Telugu roots and does not appear to have been adopted in the pro-Dravidian period when -ka was fully established in Tamil. The view taken in the following pages of the -ca suffix is that it has arisen from an older -jya or -tu suffix, but Bishop Caldwell actually warns his readers against this view and against the illusory resemblance of the Tamil veiccu (veittu) to the Telugu veici 'having placed' (pages 396-397).

4. THE VIEWS OF GUNDERT, KITTEL AND POPE.

Dr. Kittel was a profound scholar of the Kanarese language and literature, and his Kannada-English Dictionary published in 1894 is the best that has appeared of any Dravidian language; his Grammar of the Kannada language published in 1903 deals exhaustively with the grammatical forms of the ancient, the mediaeval, and the modern Kanarese and embodies the results of the labours of a life-time. Dr. H. Gundert, a profound scholar of the Malayalam language and literature belonged to an earlier generation, and his Malayalam-English Dictionary (1872) in which, in addition to his own life-work, he has utilised the materials collected in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries by the Portuguese and Italian missionaries of Verapoli is a
monument of research; his Malayalam Grammar (2nd edition 1868) appears to have been the first grammar that has been published in that language. These scholars accepted Bishop Caldwell’s theories in their entirety and supplemented his work by doing for the Dravidian vocabularies what Bishop Caldwell had done for the common grammatical framework of the languages. Dr. Gundert’s Dictionary furnishes under each Malayalam word information as to whether the word is to be found in other cultivated Dravidian languages also and, if so, in what other languages, and in cases where the word is common to all the five cultivated languages, viz., Tamil, Malayalam, Kanarese, Tulu and Telugu, the Roman numeral 5 is written after the word. In Dr. Kittel’s Dictionary the information under this head is much fuller, the allied words and roots in all the five languages being given in great detail. The vast heap of materials brought together in the works of these authors is of great help to the Dravidian student in constructing a pro-Dravidian vocabulary, but the want of familiarity of these scholars with the Vedic dialects and with the Prākṛts (secondary and tertiary) arising out of these dialects detracts much from the value of the theories propounded in their works. This is specially the case with the long list of roots given in the Introduction to Dr. Kittel’s Dictionary which Sanskrit is supposed to have borrowed from the Dravidian; the list includes a selection from the lists previously published by Bishop Caldwell and Dr. Gundert.

Dr. G. U. Pope was a distinguished missionary, well versed in Tamil language and literature, but he did not accept Bishop Caldwell’s theories; and in a series of articles in the Indian Antiquary he suggested enquiry as to whether in these theories “certain things have not been taken for granted rather too suddenly in regard to the Dravidian dialects”. He was the first to point out that the law of the
harmonic sequence of vowels did not obtain in most of these dialects. He was further of opinion,

1. "that between the languages of Southern India and those of the Aryan family there are many deeply seated and radical affinities;"

2. that the differences between the Dravidian tongues and the Aryan are not so great as between the Celtic (for instance) and the Sanskrit; and

3. that, by consequence, the doctrine that the place of the Dravidian dialects is rather with the Aryan than with the Turanian family of languages is still capable of defence." He illustrated these positions by means of copious illustrations and pointed out that "the resemblances (appeared) most frequently in the more uncultivated Dravidian dialects" and that "the identity (was) most striking in the names of instruments, places, and acts connected with a simple life". He also promised "to consider derivative words" in a future paper "and to show that the prefixes and affixes (were) Aryan"; but no such paper appears to have been published.

5. DR. STEN KONOW'S VIEWS.

The next great landmark in the history of Dravidian philology was the publication in 1906 of Volume IV of the Linguistic Survey of India which gives specimens of the chief Dravidian languages and of their dialectic varieties. The preparation of this volume was entrusted to Dr. Sten Konow of Christiana and Sir G. A. Grierson, the editor of the series, is jointly responsible with him for the theories put forth in the volume. Unfortunately the area for which the Government of India ordered a linguistic survey in connection with the Census of 1901 did not include Southern India where the cultivated Dravidian languages are spoken and where the vast majority of the Dravidian speakers live.
The Editors have, however, thought it advisable to give a short sketch of the principal Dravidian languages without reference to habitat, in order to make it easier to compare and classify the North Indian members of the family included within the scope of the Survey. Hence only short accounts are given of Tamil, Malayalam, Kanarese and Telugu while the minor Dravidian dialects of the South, viz., Kodagu, Tulu, Toḍa and Kōṭa are not described at all.

At pages 278 to 282 of the volume these scholars give a summary of the results of the fifty years discussion since the first publication of Bishop Caldwell’s book. It is impossible to explain in detail here how most of the Turanian affinities elaborated by the latter have had to be given up, but the net result will be clear from the following extract (page 282).

"The denomination ‘Scythian’ is a very unhappy one. The Scythian words which have been handed down by Greek writers are distinctly Iranian, i.e., they belong to the Indo-European family. But nevertheless the name has been used as a common designation of all those languages of Asia and Europe which do not belong to the Indo-European or Semitic families. Moreover, those languages cannot, by any means, be brought together into one linguistic family. The monosyllabic languages of China and neighbouring countries are just as different from the dialects spoken in Caucasus or from the speech of the Finns and Magyars, as is the Indo-European family. The points in which they agree are such features as recur in almost all languages, and they are by no means sufficient to outweigh the great and fundamental characteristics in which they differ from each other. In regard to the Dravidian languages the attempt to connect them with other linguistic families outside India is now generally recognized as a failure and we must still consider them as an isolated family."
It is but natural that such attempts should fail, for the Vedic Aryans probably entered India about 4,000 years ago, and if, as is held by many, the Dravidian languages were spoken not only in the South but also in the West and the North-West of India formerly, these languages must have been in contact with the Aryan dialects now for forty centuries. However this may be, confining attention to the Dravidian languages spoken now in the Deccan and Southern India and to the historic period in which large Hindu, Jain, and Buddhistic colonies are known to have been established in the South, we may confidently say that the Dravidian languages have been in close contact with the Aryan dialects certainly for the last 2,000 years, probably for 2,500 years; and we know that several aboriginal races have abandoned their mother tongues and are now speaking Aryan languages, while many indigenous dialects are now being rapidly Aryanised under our very eyes. In regard to the cultivated languages—Tamil, Malayalam, Kanarese and Telugu—which have a literature and a grammatical standard and which have remained practically unchanged for a considerable period, it must be remembered that the Brahmans, Jains and Buddhists who first cultivated these languages were full of northern learning and would have greatly Aryanised their structure. In these circumstances it was illogical, to say the least, to minimise, ignore, and reject as Bishop Caldwell did, Sanskritic and Aryan analogies, and to take a jump over the Himalayas and the Hindukush in search of analogies in distant Finland, Hungary, Lapland, Caucasus, Japan etc., on the basis of an unproved assumption that the Dravidians came from the West and must have been speaking a Turanian language originally.

In regard to the question whether or not the Dravidians are autochthonous to India, the Editors of the Survey
remark:—"With regard to the Drávidas, some authorities believe that they arrived in India from the South, while others suppose them to have entered it from the North-West where a Dravidian language is still spoken by the Bráhūís of Baluchistan. The Bráhūís do not belong to the Dravidian race but are anthropologically Iranians, i.e., they have merged into the race of their neighbours. It is possible that the same is the case with the Dravidian tribes of the South wherever they came from, but anthropology only tells us that the Dravidian race comprises Munḍas and Drávidas, and we have no information to show that the Drávidas are not the original inhabitants of the South" (L. S., Vol. IV, page 5).

The alleged relationship of the Dravidian languages with the Munḍa is examined at pages 2-5 of the volume and the conclusion arrived at is that the two families only agree in such points as are common to most agglutinative languages, that there is no philological reason for deriving them from the same original and that they form two quite independent families.

The Editors express an equally emphatic opinion that all "attempts to show a closer connection with the Indo-Germanic family have proved just as futile" (Vol. IV, page 282).

The aim of the present writer is to show that a closer relationship with the Indo-Aryan languages, than that allowed by Bishop Caldwell or by the Editors of the Linguistic Survey of India does exist, but not in the sense that the Dravidian is derived from the Indo-Aryan, like the modern Aryan languages of Northern India and of the Deccan.

6. THE ARYAN ELEMENT IN DRAVIDIAN VOCABULARIES
(A selection from Bishop Caldwell’s Supposed Pure Dravidian words.)*

*The author’s typescript does not contain this list of words.
The conclusion which the materials collected by the present writer lead to has been briefly stated in section 2 above; it is to the effect that most of the Dravidian grammatical forms have arisen from suffixal elements borrowed from Indo-Aryan and that the non-Aryan element even in the basic portions of the Dravidian vocabularies is not considerable. This position is utterly at variance not only with the views of European scholars but also with those of Indian scholars generally; for though there may be many Indians who hold the opinion that there is a much larger admixture of the Aryan element in the Dravidian vocabularies than that allowed by Bishop Caldwell and Prof. Sten Konow, there are perhaps few or none who think that the Dravidian grammatical elements are derived from Aryan sources. The reason for this appears to lie in the circumstance that the Aryan elements compared with the Dravidian languages have till now been taken mostly from classical Sanskrit. For instance, at page 48 of the Introduction of Bishop Caldwell's Comparative Grammar some sixty words of primary importance (not including pronouns and numerals) in Tamil are contrasted with their equivalents in Sanskrit and the conclusion arrived at is that the two languages have no common basis. The Sanskrit words chosen are from classical Sanskrit and not from the Vedic idioms or from the spoken Prākrits.

Though classical Sanskrit had its roots in a dialect similar to the Vedic idioms, it latterly became, owing to various causes, an artificial, literary language confined almost wholly to books and ceased to be the home speech even of the learned. Similarly Māhārāṣṭri, Pāli and other literary Prākrits, though originally they were popular idioms, became highly artificial in course of time. Words relating to philosophy and the sciences are no doubt often borrowed from books, but wherever there is a large infusion of foreign
words and idioms in the spoken language of a people, we have
to look for their source in the spoken speech—the colloquial and
vulgar idioms—not in literary works. These idioms and elements
adopted at first in the popular speech ultimately find their way
into literature and into books.

To ascertain to what extent Dravidian language and
grammar have been affected by Aryan forms of speech, we must
compare the former with the popular Aryan idioms
prevailing at the time when the Aryans and the Dravidians
first came in contact, and not with an artificial language
confined only to books. For a similar reason it will be seen
that as much importance, if not more, is attached in
this book to colloquial, vulgar and dialectic Dravidian
idioms as to standard and grammatical forms.

We proceed to illustrate these observations by about
a dozen examples under each head and begin with a selection
from the words given at page 48 of the Introduction to
Bishop Caldwell's Comparative Grammar. It must be
borne in mind that the equivalences exhibited below hold
good only in regard to the root-forms of the words instanced
and not in regard to the terminations showing number,
gender, etc. Thus the Tamil word Irāma (a proper name)
corresponds to the Sanskrit Rāmah, both the words being
in the masculine nominative singular; but the equivalence
is only in regard to the root-forms, the Tamil irām and the
Sanskrit rāma. The final short vowels of Sanskrit words
of two or more syllables are quiescent, and are at last elided
in popular speech and as no Tamil word can begin with
a- an on-gliding i- is inserted; thus we get the Tamil form irām.
The Sanskrit termination k (for s) has no connection with
the Tamil ag which is an entirely different formation derived
from the Indo-Aryan ant. So also the S. mrgak and the T.
mān both meaning a deer (item 10 below) are equivalent
only in regard to their root-forms, (i.e.) S. mrga and T. mā
(=Pr. maga). The -\textit{} of \textit{māṇ} was a masculine sign in its inception.

Again take the S. \textit{uṣṭra} 'a camel.' Having regard to the limited number of consonants in Tamil the combination \textit{ṣṭra} can exist only as \textit{ṭṭa} in Tamil; the initial \textit{ṣ}- of the word will become \textit{ṭ}- and the final short \textit{a}- will become quiescent; the form which \textit{uṣṭra} should take in Tamil will thus be \textit{ṭṭu}. But the actual forms are \textit{ṭṭai}, \textit{ṭṭakam}, \textit{ṭṭakai}; the first of these is equivalent to \textit{uṣṭra} and the second and the third to \textit{uṣṭrakaka}. The words \textit{vēṭkai}, \textit{ṭrumai}, \textit{kutirai} in the table below should be similarly derived: from \textit{vyāghraka}, \textit{ḥerambaka}, \textit{aśvatāraka}, all containing a pleonastic-\textit{ka}.

It is unnecessary to explain such niceties in detail at this stage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Tamil</th>
<th>Proposed word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. hair</td>
<td>\textit{kēsa}</td>
<td>\textit{mayir}</td>
<td>S. \textit{ śmaśru}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. mouth</td>
<td>\textit{mukha}</td>
<td>\textit{vēy}</td>
<td>S. \textit{ vac}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. (a) nose</td>
<td>\textit{mukha}</td>
<td>\textit{Tam. mākku} {Tel. mukku}</td>
<td>S. \textit{ mukha}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. ear</td>
<td>\textit{kaṇa}</td>
<td>\textit{sevi}</td>
<td>S. \textit{ śrava} \ S. \textit{ śravika}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. (a) hear</td>
<td>\textit{śru} {\textit{keľ} {\textit{keľ} (Tulu)}</td>
<td>S. \textit{(ā) karn}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. (a) cat</td>
<td>\textit{bhakṣ} {\textit{tiy} {\textit{tu} {S. \textit{ tṛyū} {S. \textit{ tr} }</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. walk</td>
<td>\textit{car} {\textit{tiy} {\textit{g-u} {\textit{sel} {S. \textit{ yd} or \textit{ z} }</td>
<td>S. \textit{ car}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
<td>Tamil</td>
<td>Proposed word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. night</td>
<td>nak</td>
<td>ārā</td>
<td>S. rā-trī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. mother</td>
<td>mātr</td>
<td>āyi</td>
<td>yāy (Paś)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. tiger</td>
<td>vyāghra</td>
<td>puli</td>
<td>vēṅga (Tamil)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. deer</td>
<td>mṛga</td>
<td>ōḻai</td>
<td>S. mṛga (maraga)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. (a) beast</td>
<td>mṛga</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pr. mṛgā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. fire</td>
<td>agni</td>
<td>ṛ</td>
<td>S. tejas, tiṭ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. (a) snake</td>
<td>sarpa</td>
<td>ōḻai</td>
<td>S. prasārpa (*paśāp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. (a) snake</td>
<td>sarpa</td>
<td>aravu</td>
<td>S. sarpa (*saṇāp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. village</td>
<td>grāma</td>
<td>ūr</td>
<td>S. pūrī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. buffalo</td>
<td>māhiṣa</td>
<td>erumai</td>
<td>S. hāram-ba (ka)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. (a)</td>
<td></td>
<td>māḍu 'cattle'</td>
<td>S. māhiṣa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. horse</td>
<td>aśva</td>
<td>kutirai</td>
<td>S. aśvata (ka)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. hill</td>
<td>paraṇa</td>
<td>malai</td>
<td>poruppu (Tam)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The first three columns are from Bishop Caldwell's book. The fourth column contains words now suggested for comparison. The lines 2 (a), 4 (a), 5 (a), 6 (a), 10 (a), 12 (a) and 14 (a) are also additions now suggested.

1. The Sanskrit word śmaśāna ‘a cemetery, a burning ground’ has become mayīgam in Tamil, by the loss of the first consonant s-and the weakening of the second s-into-g-. The word mayir has arisen from a similar modification of śmaśru ‘the beard, the hair on the body’.

2. In classical Sanskrit the word śāc means ‘voice, sound, speech’; but in Vedic Sanskrit it also meant the ‘mouth’ as the footnote quotations will show.

2. (a) It may also be pointed out here that the Dravidian word mūkku must be affiliated to the Sanskrit mukha which means not only ‘mouth,’ but is also applied to the ‘beak’ of birds and the ‘snout’ or ‘muzzle’ of lower animals. Greek ustru ‘nose,’ Latin mucus ‘snivel’ may also be mentioned here (Curtius Greek Etymology, page 162).

3. The Sanskrit word śravika ‘ear’ with a ka suffix is probably the original of the Tamil cevi.

1. "Śvayam ēva mantram brucēḥo patni jalam sīśeanti sati pāśor anāgīni ēpāyati "vāk te ēpāyati" iti mantrēna vācam; "prānas ta" iti nāśikē" (Srautapadārthanirvīcanaṁ, page 170).

The wife of the sacrificer sits by the side of the slaughtered victim and washes the various parts of its body pronouncing certain mantras. One of the parts washed is the mouth and she washes it (vācam) saying "vāk te ēpāyati," ‘let your vāk be refreshed.’ Another is the nostrils and she washes them saying, ‘let your prāṇa be refreshed.’ Compare also the following passage in the Taittirīya Upanisad: ‘kṣema iti vāci; yogakṣema iti prāṇaṇāyey; karma iti hastayoh; gatiriti pādayey; vimuktitītī pāyau (T.A. 5-15).
6. The correct etymological syllabification of ḍhū is ḍ-ku. It is well known that an original ṣḍ often becomes ṣ in Dravidian languages.

7. The Tamil word ṣ-ṭā is identical with the root form of ṛ-a-trī.

8. The Old Tamil form of āyi is ṣṭy; allied forms occur in the Paisāca languages of the North-West India and are connected with the Sanskrit verb jāyate 'he is born.' (Vide page 75 of Grierson's Paisāca languages).

9. The Sanskrit vyāghra is obviously the original of the Tamil veṅkai.

10. In Prākṛt the Sanskrit-ṛ-often changes into-ṛ-and mr̥ga 'deer, antelope' becomes maga; in Pāli it is mago (nominative singular). The Tamil words mō 'a beast, an animal' and mōn 'a deer' are both derived from the Sanskrit mr̥ga through Prākṛt maga, the final -g in mōn being probably a masculine termination. Compare Tamil marumakōn 'nephew', marumakal, marumaka 'niece,' which have become respectively marumōn, marumīl, marumā.

The vowel-ṛ-changes also into-ar-and with a glide vowel (svarabhakti) between-ṛ-and-g-the word mr̥ga will become maragu, and this will give the form marai.

12. The Sanskrit sarpa 'a serpent' will become sarapo with a glide vowel between-ṛ-and-p-also *sarapaka with a pleonastic ka. These two altered forms will give aravu and aravan. While *prasarpā 'which creeps along' or *apasarpa 'which glides away' might have given rise to pāp through the intermediate pāsap. For a large number of examples in which Tamil elides-ṛ-in Sanskrit words, see Section 31 below.

13. In many well known instances of names of towns and villages, pura has become ṣṭ in historical times.
(a) Daśapura, a place of pilgrimage mentioned in a grant of Daśāda IV of the first half of the 7th Century is the modern Man-Dasōr in Western Malwa (E.I. Vol. V, page 38).

(b) Rājyapura where an inscription of Mathanadeva (960 A.D.) has been found is now Rājōr or Rājōrgad, a village on a lofty range of hills in the Rājgad district of the Alwar State in Rājputāna (E.I. Vol. III, page 265).

(c) Sihapura which, according to Ceylon tradition was the original home of the earliest Aryan immigrants is now Sihōr.

(d) Ādūr is Pāndipura in a Western Gālukya inscription of the 8th Century A.D. and is Pāṇḍiyūr in the later inscriptions of the Western Gālukyas and the Kadambas (I.A. Vol. XI, page 69).


Such instances may be multiplied. They show that the initial-ḥ-of the Sanskrit ṭhura or ṭhūr becomes v-intervocally and is ultimately lost in course of time, and that the Dravidian ār ‘a village’ is probably a tadbhava of pūr or pura.

Similar changes have taken place in the Telugu prōlu ‘a town or village’ as the following names will show:—

Bhāṭṭiprōlu, Cēybrōlu, Niḍadavōlu, Razōle, Kurnool (formerly Kandenavōlu).

14. (a) ‘Buffalo’ is only a specialised meaning of mahāṣa as mahā and māheṣvī mean ‘a cow’ and māheṣaka means ‘a shepherd’ generally, as also ‘a buffalo herdsman.’ The
word mahiṣa or māhiṣa corrupted into *māṣa and with the last vowel quiescent appears to be the original of māḍ pronounced māḍu. Sanskrit ś changes into ṣ often in Tamil, as in the following words for instance:—

S. varṣa 'a year,' sīṣya 'disciple,' mēṣa 'a sheep,' oṭsa 'a disguise' etc., which exist as varuḷam, sīḍaṉ, mēṭam etc. in Tamil.

The word māḍ means 'a cow' in a Tamil dialect (I. S. Vol. IV, page 347).

15. The initial a of words is often lost when the accent is distant as in the Aryan vernacular forms hām, hāmi, hāke, hagge for the Sanskrit aham 'I' (cf. below). The spirant- ś is pronounced-kk-in some dialects in the north, e.g., Skt. dṛś 'see'; Iṣvāra, a proper name, Vibhīṣaṇa 'Rāvaṇa's brother' etc.; which become dēkh, ikhbal, bibikhan etc., in the north. We thus get a possible kṣutaraka which may be the original of kutirai in Tamil and guṇramu in Telugu by the samprasāraṇa of va. The Sanskrit aṣvatari, Prākrit assatari, asatarī etc., exist as attiri1 in Tamil; this last appears to have meant, not a mere mule, but a valuable riding animal used by noblemen in the Tamil country formerly.

The above notes and remarks do not certainly constitute the last word in regard to some of the words dealt with here, especially *prasarpā and *asvataraṇa which look like artificial formations. But the notes bring out clearly that a comparison of Dravidian words with words of the same meaning given in the dictionaries of classical Sanskrit is not enough for the purpose of determining whether these words have any Indo-Aryan affinities and will often lead to fallacious results.

1. Kövalan the hero of Cilappatikāram rode on an attiri in his palmy days. oṉa vankaiya ṕattiri yēra (Cilap. VI, l. 119) 'the man of high munificence riding an attiri'.
S. 7. THE ARYAN ELEMENT IN DRAVIDIAN VOCABULARIES—(Contd.)
(a) SPECIMENS OF SANSKRIT WORDS IN DRAVIDIAN CHANGED BEYOND ALL RECOGNITION

Criticising the theory (now abandoned) that the Dravidian languages were derived directly from Sanskrit, Bishop Caldwell said that:

(1) "It overlooked the circumstance that the non-Sanskritic portion of the Dravidian languages was very greatly in excess of the Sanskrit.

(2) "It overlooked the still more material circumstance that the pronouns and numerals of the Dravidian languages, their verbal and nominal inflexions, and the syntactic arrangement of their words—everything, in short, which constitute the living spirit of a language—were originally and radically different from Sanskrit.

(3) "The orientalists who held the opinion of the derivation of the Dravidian languages from Sanskrit, relied mainly on the circumstance that all dictionaries of Dravidian languages contained a large number of Sanskrit words scarcely at all altered, and a still larger number which, though much altered, were evidently Sanskrit derivatives. They were not, however, aware that such words are never regarded by native scholars as of Dravidian origin, but are known and acknowledged to be derived from Sanskrit, and that they are arranged in classes, according to the degree in which they have been corrupted, or with reference to the medium through which they have been derived. They were also unaware that true Dravidian words, which form the great majority of the words in the southern vocabularies, are placed by native grammarians in a different class from the above-mentioned derivatives from Sanskrit and honoured with the epithets 'national words' and 'pure words.'
(4) "The Orientalists who supposed the Dravidian languages to be derived from Sanskrit were not aware of the existence of uncultivated languages of the Dravidian family, in which Sanskrit words are not at all, or but very rarely, employed; and they were also not aware that some of the Dravidian languages which make use of Sanskrit derivatives, are able to dispense with those derivatives altogether, such derivatives being considered rather as luxuries or articles of finery than as necessaries. It is true it would now be difficult for Telugu to dispense with its Sanskrit: more so for Kanarese; and most of all for Malayalam:—those languages having borrowed from Sanskrit so largely, and being so habituated to look up to it for help, that it would be scarcely possible for them now to assert their independence. Tamil, however, the most highly cultivated ab intra of all Dravidian idioms, can dispense with its Sanskrit altogether, if need be, and not only stand alone but flourish without its aid."

He also said:

"In general no difficulty is felt in distinguishing Sanskrit derivatives from the ancient Dravidian roots."

These statements are due to a radical misapprehension as to the origin of the so-called "ancient Dravidian roots." The Tamil alphabet is entirely unable to represent or express Sanskrit words as it contains in each varga of consonants only two sounds—unaspirate tenues and nasals—as against the five sounds of the Sanskrit alphabet, and there is reason to believe that the alphabets of Telugu and Kanarese were equally deficient in former times. Sanskrit words which had already undergone great mutilation in the Prākrits underwent further corruptions in the Dravidian languages, so that most of them have been transformed out of all recognition and it is impossible to identify many of them as Sanskrit tadbhavas without a familiar knowledge of
the laws of sound obtaining in the Prākrits. This is the reason why Indian grammarians have regarded a very large class of such words as pure Dravidian unconnected with Sanskrit, but the majority of these supposed Dravidian words can be shown to be very corrupt tadbhanav of Sanskrit. The following selection will illustrate this point.

1. Tamil: kōnam 'gold, a gold coin'
   Sanskrit: kōrśāpana 'a coin or weight.'
   Prākrit: kāhāvātō; Hindi: kāhān; Oriyā, kāhān; Bengālí: kāhāna (B.A.G. Vol. 1, page 355.)

2. Tamil: aṭi 'a man's foot.'

3. Tamil: mutuṇr, munnir 'the sea'.
   S. samudra 'the ocean.' Singh. Old: hamuda; muhūda (with transposition of consonants), later mūda (L.A. Vol. XI, page 213), so that mutuṇr is literally 'water of the ocean.'

4. Tamil: vai 'paddy stalks,' vayal 'a paddy field,' Vide S. 26 below where these are traced to a secondary derivative from the Indo-Iranian vr̥thi 'rice, the rice plant.'

5. Tamil: nel, nellu 'paddy.'
   Vide S. 27 below where these are traced to the Vedic nīvāra 'wild paddy.'

6. Tamil: puravu, purā, prā 'a dove.'
   S. pāravatah, 'a dove'; Pr. pāravo, pārāo (Var : IV. 5).

7. Tamil: pārāi, 'a name of the goddess Pāravati.'

The following three items (8), (9) and (10) exhibit some of the changes which the Indo-Aryan conjunct consonant ṁ undergoes.
8. Tamil *vileam* 'one sixteenth part, containing twenty *munṭērs*, a *munṭiri* being the smallest fraction in Tamil arithmetic.

S. *vinṭātā* or *vinṭā* 'twenty.' H. *bis*; M. *vis*; B. *bic*; G. *Vis* (B.A.G. Vol. I, page 155). The Tamil form corresponds to *vinṭāsakam*.

9. Tamil *vaṅkīṣa* 'a race, family, lineage'; *vālai* 'the plantain'; *mūṅkil*, *vēy* 'the bamboo.' These words appear to be derived from the Sanskrit *vaṁśa* (1) 'a race, family, lineage.' (2) 'the bamboo.'

It is well known that *anuvātra* is pronounced in Oriyā and Bengāli as āṅ (B.A.G. Vol. I, page 275), thus *aṁśa* 'share' should be pronounced aṅgṣa and *sinṣka* 'lion' should be pronounced sīṅgḥa. A few words in Tamil appear to arise from a similar pronunciation of M in a nexus. One of these is the Tamil *ciṅkam* 'a lion'; another is the semi-literary word *vaṅkīṣam* which is the equivalent of *vaṁśaka*. The form equivalent to *vaṁśa* will be *vaṅgīṣ* which appears to be the original of the Tamil *mūṅkil*. Vide S. 8-b below.

If the *anuvātra* is elided and the vowel preceding it is lengthened as in the case of *vinṭā* (=vīc) in item No. 8, then *vaṁśaka* will become *vāṣaka* which is the original of the Tamil *vālai* 'the plantain'—the bamboo and the plantain being apparently called by the same word *Vaṁśa* as they grow in clusters. The Tamil *vēy* 'the bamboo' appears to be due to the form *vāṣ* (=vaṁsa) T. *vedir* 'the bamboo' = S. vētra.

10. Tamil: *tiṅkal*, 'the moon', 'a month'.

S. *triṁśa* 'thirty' takes the form *īis* 'thirty' in the Aryan vernaculars of the North; this change is analogous to that of *vinṭā* (=vic) (Number 8 above).

In Tamil, Malayalam and Kanarese *triṁśa* appears to have taken the form *ṭiṅgṣ* or *ṭiṅgāṣ* (with a glide vowel a)
which is the original of tiṅkaḷ 'a month.' Just as viṭṭam literally 'twenty' stands for a quantity represented by twenty of the smallest fractions, so tiṅkaḷ literally 'thirty' stands for 'a period of thirty days,' i.e., 'a month.'

11. Telugu: āva (lu), Tamil: aṭyava 'mustard.'

S. sarṣapa 'mustard.' Pāli sūṣapa.

When both the s's are elided the word becomes āva which gives the forms āva, aṭyava, with a junction consonant in the latter form.

12. Tamil: erumbu, uḷava; Malayalam: erumbu, irumbu, erumbu; Kanarese: iruve, irیve, irumbe, irumbu, irゅva, irゅhe, irve, irve; all meaning 'the ant.'

The Telugu word is cima which was probably *ciṇma originally. This *ciṇma which has apparently given rise to the other Dravidian words mentioned above through the weakening and the ultimate loss of the initial ś appears itself to have arisen from the Sanskrit krimi 'an ant' (Lith: kirmi) through the palatalisation of k.

13. Bahvṛca 'the Rg-Veda' literally 'having many verses'; bahvrca 'the Rg-vedic Brāhmans.' These have been corrupted into the Tamil paṭiṭiyam 'the Rg-veda' which occurs in a Travancore inscription of the 9th Century (T.A.S. Vol. I, page 8). By the time of Naccinārkkṣiṇiyar it had become paṭṭiyam and paṭṭikam. (Commentaries on Kalittokai, Introduction, and Tolkāppiyam, Eluttu, Pāyiram).

14. Tamil umpalam, umpalikkai 'tax-free lands given for subsistence.' This appears to be derived from the same source as the Aśokan form ṣbalikē 'tax-free' which occurs in the Paderia pillar inscription (E. I. Vol. V, page 5). Dr. Buhler derives ṣbalikē from apabalika 'tax-free.'

Tamil campaḷam 'wages, salary,' is probably connected with sanabalika 'half-tax-free.'
15. Tamil kātam 'a distance of about ten miles.' This appears as kāvatam in Old Tamil where it seems to denote a shorter distance and is traceable to the Sanskrit gaṇvāti 'a distance of two krōṣas' equal to about four miles.

These words illustrate what corruptions the original Sanskrit words have undergone and how it is impossible to recognize many of them as of Aryan origin without a detailed investigation in each case.

16. Tamil: kālaī 'the morning, to-morrow morning,' kilakku 'the east'.

S. kalyam 'dawn.' Pr. kalam. Sindh. kālha, kalha; G. M. kāla; O. kāli; B. kāti, kāla. These words mean 'to-morrow' also 'yesterday.' (B.A.G. Vol. I, page 350).

17. Tamil: mālai 'the evening'; mērku 'the west.' S. malam 'impurity,' malina 'dark.' H. M. maila, G. mai, mēla, P. mālā, māla, mila (Hemacandra II. 138; B.A.G. Vol. II, page 175).

18. Tamil: teg 'southern,' terku 'south.'


Dōhin has apparently become the Tamil teg.

The termination -ku in kilakku, mērku and terku are obviously imitations of the terminations of the Sanskrit forms prāk 'eastern,' avāk 'southern,' pratyāk 'western,' udāk 'northern,' viśvak 'in all directions,' tiryak 'horizontal' etc., Kil, mēl are obviously connected with the Prākṛt words from which the Tamil kālaī 'the morning' and mālai 'the evening' are derived; teg is contracted from dōhin. These three words are not found in Kanarese and Telugu, and are obviously derived by Tamil from Sanskrit.
Bishop Caldwell thought that the termination -ku of these names was the sign of the fourth case. He also thought that kilakku 'the east' and mērkku 'the west' were derived from the Tamil words kil 'below' and mel 'above' and that they were so called from the nature of the Tamil country which sloped down from west to east. This explanation is ingenious but the use of the same words in Malabar is fatal to it (C.D.G.).

(b) SPECIMENS OF SANSKRIT WORDS IN DRAVIDIAN DISGUISED PARTLY BY A CHANGE IN THE PRONUNCIATION OF VOWELS

The Dravidian languages have all the vowels of Sanskrit except the artificial ō and ū, but even here the Dravidian pronunciation differs from that in Sanskrit.

Sanskrit grammarians regard that ō, ū are natural elementary vowels and that ē, ơ, the guṇa vowels and ai au, the ṛddhi vowels are produced from these by shifting the accent to them. On the other hand the Indo-Germanic philologists regard the guṇa vowels ē, ơ as representing the normal stage from which the low grade vowels ō, ū, arise in un-accented syllables. From Comparative Grammar the latter seems to be the correct view and it also agrees with Vararuci's Prākrit rules which generally substitute ē for the first ai and au of Sanskrit words and also for first ō and ū in many cases. This is another reason why Dravidian words should be compared with the corresponding words of spoken Prākrit, not with the words of the artificial classical Sanskrit. The following table will illustrate this point:

1. aita ōt (Var. 1-33) 'ō is substituted for the first ai'.
2. auta ơt (Var. 1-41) 'œ is substituted for the first au'.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit words containing the lowest grade vowels.</th>
<th>Derivative Sanskrit words containing vṛddhi or the highest grade vowels.</th>
<th>Allied words in Tamil.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. śīśa 'a child'</td>
<td>śaisavam 'childhood'</td>
<td>cēy &lt; cēe 'a child, youth'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. piśa 'a demon'</td>
<td>piśāca 'pertaining to a demon'</td>
<td>pēy &lt; pēc 'a demon'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Śibi ('name of a king')</td>
<td>saithya 'a descendant of Śibi'</td>
<td>cempiya (a title of Cōla kings supposed to be descended from Śibi).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. kumāra 'a boy'</td>
<td>kaumāram 'childhood'</td>
<td>kommai 'youth', komara 'ayouth'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. kuṭila 'crooked'</td>
<td>kaṭilyam 'crookedness'</td>
<td>koṭum 'crooked'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. krūra 'cruel'</td>
<td>krauryam 'cruelty'</td>
<td>koṭumai 'cruelty'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. itara 'the other'</td>
<td></td>
<td>etir (v), 'oppose' ētīlar 'neighbours'.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 8. puṣya 'name of a constellation'                | puṣi, puṣa, 'the full moon and the month connected with the constella-
|                                                | tion.'                                                              | pōki (pōti) pōṅgal (pōkki) (feasts occurring in the month). |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit words containing the lowest grade vowels.</th>
<th>Derivative Sanskrit words containing vṛddhi or the highest grade vowels.</th>
<th>Allied words in Tamil.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9. cīra 'a cloth'</td>
<td>celum 'a cloth'</td>
<td>cēlai 'a cloth'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. cūḍā 'a lock on the crown of head'</td>
<td>caulam 'the ceremony of tonsure'</td>
<td>cūliya 'a caste wearing front locks'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. śra 'a plough'</td>
<td>sairika 'pertaining to a plough'</td>
<td>śr 'a plough'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. triśūga</td>
<td>trailiṅga</td>
<td>teluṅku 'the Telugu language'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. ...</td>
<td>maurya 'a dynasty of northern kings'</td>
<td>mōriyar 'the Mauryas'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. ...</td>
<td>Pr. kaila, kāli, kāla from S. kālyam 'the morning'</td>
<td>kīl, kīla-kku 'the direction of morning or of light'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. ...</td>
<td>maila, mēla, mala, from S. mala, 'Dark'</td>
<td>mēl, mērkku 'the direction of evening or of darkness'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. ...</td>
<td>dāhin, from S. daksinā, 'the South'</td>
<td>teg, terku, 'the direction of the south or the right side'.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the explanation of the words in the second column of items 14, 15 and 16 see the notes under items 16, 17, 18 of (a) above.


S.8. THE ARYAN ELEMENT IN DRAVIDIAN VOCABULARIES—(Contd.)

Specimens of Sanskrit words in Dravidian disguised by changes in the initial or final consonants

It often happens that the relationship of Dravidian words to Sanskrit forms is disguised by a change in the initial, or the final, consonants and escapes notice altogether.

(a) Initial r or l in Sanskrit or Aryan sometimes corresponds to n in Dravidian:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Dravidian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lāṅgalam</td>
<td>Tam: uṅcīl 'a plough'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lōkanam</td>
<td>Tel: nākali 'sight'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lalāma</td>
<td>Tam: nōkku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drav: nāmam 'a caste mark on the forehead'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lalātam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nitaṇa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pr: nalāṭa</td>
<td>Tel: netti 'the head'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tam: nertī 'the forehead'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kan: netti 'the forehead, the crown of the head'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lāṅgālam (Foreign)</td>
<td>Pāli: naṅguṭham 'a tail'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>langhūr</td>
<td>Tam: naṅkūram</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the above instances the relationship is obvious. The following instances are suggested on the same analogy.
The word rāṣṭram becomes raṭṭham in Pāli and raṭṭa may become lāṭa through the loss of one of the ḫ’s and the compensatory lengthening of a. Vide S. below. In ‘lāṭa deśa’ and in ‘lārikē’\(^{1}\) of the Old Greek geographers which are the old names of the coast portion of Guzerat the word lāṭ is said to be a corruption of rāṣṭra apparently through rāṭa; the form lāṭ may have given rise to the Dravidian nāṭu.

(b) Often the initial ṭ, ṣ, or ḷ, in Sanskrit is replaced by m in Dravidian. Such a change takes place even in the Dravidian languages themselves.

(1) Tam : vōgam, māgam ‘the sky’, ‘rain’; Tel : vōna; Kan : bān. These words arise from the Vedic māna. ‘the aerial regions’.

(2) Tam : mī ḷ ‘the sky’; Tel : minnu.

(3) Tam : vāṭṭi ‘time’ as in ‘so many times’; Tel : māṭi, māṭu. All these words arise from the Sanskrit āṣṭṭi having the same meaning.

(4) Tam : mūli, sīli, sīli, ‘the eye-ball’.

(5) Tam : viḷunku, viḷunku (v.t.) ‘swallow’.

(6) Tam : verul, miral ‘be frightened, startled as a horse.

---

(7) Pr.: vakuḷa, bakuḷa, makuḷa 'a kind of flower tree'; Tam: makiḷam.

(8) Tam: vəṇṇaṅ 'a washerman'; Mal: vəṇṇaṅ, maṇṇaṅ.

(9) Tam: viṅga 'an action, business'; Mal: viṅga, mina. The form miṅkkelu 'idle away time' occurs also in Tamil.

(10) Tam: vacărī 'small-pox'; S. masūrīkā.

(11) Tam: vaṇṇaṅku; Kan: maṇṇaṅ (v.i.) 'bend, be submissive'.

(12) Tam: Mal: mīḻ, cīl 'to return, to bring back' connected with the S. dvrī 'to return'.

(13) S. vandhyā, 'a barren woman'; Kan: baije; Tulu: baji; Mal: maci; Tam: vandi.

There is no doubt about the identities in the above cases. The following identities are suggested on the same analogy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Dravidian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) brndaṁ 'a collection'</td>
<td>Tam: and Kan: Mandai 'a flock, a herd, a crowd'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pr: vranda 'a crowd'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Var: vanda, iv-27.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) vṛtā 'a word, speech'</td>
<td>Tam: marram 'a word, speech (vide S. below)'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) varṣa 'rain'; also mṛṣ 'sprinkle'</td>
<td>Tel: māṭa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kan: māṭu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tam: māḷai 'rain'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv) vaṇīśa i. 'the bamboo'</td>
<td>Tam: muniṅkil 'the bamboo'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. 'a family, line, a race'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
<td>Dravidian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v) Hindi: bōlti 'a word, a language'; Tam: moḷī 'a word, a language'.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vi) vyṛddhi (—vi+ṛddhi).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tam: mīṭi 'poverty', 'want'. This will become viḍḍhi in Prākṛt 'non-prosperity, ill-luck, misfortune'. Telugu: botṭigā 'completely, entirely'.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vii) pūrta 'completed', pūrī 'completion'. mūr̥tilam 'entirely', mūr̥tu 'completion'.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(viii) vāraṇa (v. t.) 'cover, hide'. māra (v. t.) 'hide, cover'.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ix) vārī 'water', vārīda 'a cloud', literally 'giver of water'. mārī 'rain'.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.**—The words moḷī and mūr̥tilam stand isolated, there being no Dravidian roots from which they can be derived.

The word bōlti is said to arise from Sans: brū to 'speak, say'; this becomes mrū in Persian.

(c) One of the peculiarities of Pāiśācī noticed by Vararuci (x. 4.) is that one of its particles of comparison is piva instead of the Sanskrit iva, e.g., kamalam piva mukham instead of kamalam iva mukham, 'a lotus-like face'. The reason for this appears to be the habit of pronouncing the final m as mp. Thus in Telugu all words ending in -mu may now be pronounced as if they ended in -mbu; a similar practice may have formerly obtained in Tamil to a more or less limited extent.
### Sanskrit | Tamil
---|---
1. *vyōma* 'the sky' | *vēcumpu* 'the atmosphere'.
2. *dāman (n)* 'a rope' | *tāmpu* 'a well-rope, a tether'
3. *upādāma* 'a short rope' | *cāmanī* 'long rope for tying cattle'.
4. *cūrṇam* 'powder' | *tūmpu* 'a short rope attached to the long rope'.
5. *vīryam* 'bravery' | *cūnāmpu* 'camphor powder', formerly; but now 'slaked lime'.
6. *śrāma* 'military exercise, drill' | *cilamp (am)* 'fencing sword play', also *cilamam*.
7. *kṛmi* 'an ant' | *erũmpu* 'an ant'.
8. *ślēṣma* 'the phlegmatic humour' | *iruṃal, also iyunpal* 'coughing'.

(d) There is little or no change in some of the following *tadbhayas*, but they escape recognition owing to a difference in application and use.

### Sanskrit | Tamil
---|---
1. *vaṭu* 'a young man' | *vaṭu* 'small tender mango berries'.
2. *pōta* 'the young of animals' | *pōṭtu* 'a sapling'.

1. Even now in the daily offerings to the deity the *tāmbāla* is described as *karpōṛacūrṇa-samyuktam* 'with camphor powder'.

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Tamil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3. S: kiñcit 'a little'</td>
<td>koñcam 'a little'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāli: kiñci 'a little', kōci any, some'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. kula 'a clan, race'</td>
<td>kulai Compare Kan: gole, gone 'a bunch'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. mac (v. t.) 'grind, pound'</td>
<td>maci (v. t.) 'mash, food etc.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'reduce to a thin pulpy consistency'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. vāt (v.t.) 'blame, censure', vōeya 'blamable, censurable'</td>
<td>vacai (subs. 'reproach, censure'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prākṛt: vacca</td>
<td>vācanu (subs.) 'abuse'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vāt (v.t.) 'abuse.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. ucrh (v. t.) 'raise, be erected'</td>
<td>ucr (v. t.) 'rise, be erected'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ucca 'high, raised'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. kratu (Vedic) 'intention', purpose, design</td>
<td>karuttu 'intention, purpose, design'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. vahitram 'a boat, raft,'</td>
<td>ōtam 'a boat, a raft'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*vōdhram</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. drōni 'a trough or tub'</td>
<td>tōni 'a boat, a raft'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāli: dōni 'a trough or boat'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. bahu (adj.) 'much, many', bahumūnam 'great respect, high esteem, a gift given by a superior to an inferior'</td>
<td>vēku (adj.) 'many'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vēkūnum 'regard, respect'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'honor' a gift as a mark of regard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. mah</td>
<td>'miku'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The illustrative words given in this article and in articles 6 and 7 are enough to demonstrate that the statement, that there is no difficulty in recognising Sanskrit derivatives from the ancient Dravidian roots, involves a fundamental misconception. The further statement that the Tamil language can stand alone, and dispense with the aid of Sanskrit altogether is equally erroneous. This statement of Bishop Caldwell, based doubtless on the opinions of Indians who did not know Sanskrit, has been very often repeated by people who have made no independent investigation of the subject. As a matter of fact, however, a very large number of words which Tamil scholars cherish as Cen-Tamil or pure Tamil have turned out on examination to be Aryan *tadbhavas*, very corrupt, vulgar *tadbhavas*. Things and men are judged by what they are,—not by what they were in the past and there is nothing degrading in a language beginning mainly with a stock of *tadbhava* words. The literary Prākṛts, Pāli, Ardhamāgadhī, Māhārāṣṭrī, etc., have had humble beginnings and originally consisted of nothing but low, corrupt, vulgar Sanskrit *tadbhavas*. Malayalam, which has now got a body of literature cherished by the people and which is the vehicle used for conveying religious, philosophical and scientific truths to millions of inhabitants, has, as we know, arisen from corrupt Tamil.

No systematic investigation has been made as to what percentage of the words till now regarded as pure Tamil can thus be shown to have a Sanskritic or Aryan origin and any estimate that can be ventured on this point will be more or less a guess. But considering

(i) that a very large number of the commonest words and verbal bases, till now regarded as pure Dravidian, turn out to be Sanskrit *tadbhavas*;

(ii) that the Demonstrative and Interrogative pronouns have been derived from Aryan sources;
DRAVIDIAN THEORIES

(iii) and that most of the tense and modal suffixes used in Dravidian are of Aryan origin,—it may be safely presumed that the non-Aryan element in the vocabulary of the Dravidian languages will not be considerable.

S. 9. ANALYSIS OF NON-PRONOMINALIZED VERB-FORMS
DRAVIDIAN: TAMIL, MALAYALAM, KANARESE AND TELUGU

The formation of Dravidian tense and moods is best illustrated by taking a number of verb-forms and analysing them into their component parts.

(1) Tamil present relative participle *paṭikkira* 'that reads' = *paṭi* + *(k)* + *kiru* + *a*.

Here *paṭi* is a Dravidian verbal base; *-kiru* is the Sanskrit root *kr* 'do' used as an auxiliary and is a present-tense sign; and *-a* is the relative participle suffix with Aryan affinities, being in fact the remote demonstrative base *-a* with the final *-a* dropped.1

(2) Tamil benedictive forms *vāli, vāliya, vāliyar* as in the sentence *vāli vēndan, vāliya vēndan, vāliyar vēndan*, all meaning "long live the king". *Vāli=vāl+i; vāliya=vāl+iya; vāliyar=vāl+iyar.*

Here *vāl* "prosper, flourish" is a Dravidian verbal base; *i*, *iya*, *iyr* arise from imitating the intermediate syllables in the Vedic optative third person (middle voice):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Dual</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bhuṇj-i-ta, 'may he eat'</td>
<td>bhuṇj-iyā-tām 'may these two eat'</td>
<td>bhuṇj-iyā(y) r-an 'may they eat'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The long vowels in these syllables are shortened into *i, iya, iyar* and the forms *vāli, vāliya, and vāliyar* are used indiscriminately in all persons and numbers. It is very

---

1. Vide S. 16 (a) 'Aryan affinities of Dravidian Pronouns'.
probable that the final syllables of Vedic forms had already been lost in colloquial Aryan idioms from which the borrowing must have been made.

(3) Tamil conjunctive participle *alaittu* 'having invited' = *alai*+(t)+*tu*.

Here *alai* 'invite' is a Dravidian verbal base; the suffix *-tu* is of Aryan origin, being a corruption of *-ta*.

(4) Malayalam future tense *alikkum* 'will destroy' = *ali*+(k)* ku+m* (common to all persons and numbers).

Here *ali* 'destroy' is a Dravidian verbal base; *ku*<*ky* 'do' is an aorist sign of Aryan origin which has latterly lost its force and is now a meaningless addition to the base in some moods and tenses; *-m* the sign of the future, is also of Aryan origin.

(5) Malayalam present tense *kattunu* 'shows' = *kan*+*tu*+*kunu* (common to all persons and numbers).

Here *kan* 'see' is a Dravidian verbal base; *-tu* is a causative suffix of Aryan origin as also *kunu* the sign of the present tense; the initial *k* of *kunu* is elided as *kattu* is an unaccented base.

(6) Malayalam infinitives *aliya* (ancient form) *alikka* (modern form) 'to be destroyed' = *ali*+*ku+a*.

Here *ali* 'be destroyed' is a Dravidian verbal base; *-ku* has the same origin as in example 4 and *-a* is an infinitive suffix also of Aryan origin, the ancient form occurring in books being apparently in imitation of Tamil which elides the initial consonant of *-ku*; but in the popular speech of Malabar this *-k* appears to be always retained in infinitive forms.

(7) Kanarese conjunctive participle *tinisi* 'having caused to eat' = *tin+i+tu+i*. Here *tin* 'eat' is a Dravidian verbal base; *-i* is a causative suffix of Aryan
origin, -in- is the remnant of an Aryan conjunctive participle suffix which has latterly become an integral part of Kanarese causal bases, and -i is a conjunctive participle suffix of Aryan origin.

(8) Kanarese impersonal imperatives geyyâl, geyyal 'let (him, her, it, them, me or us) do'=geyyu+ali; geyyu +ali.

Here geyyu 'do' is a Dravidian verbal base, ali and ali appear to be derived from a Vedic gerundive suffix.

(9) Kanarese aorist (present-future) relative participles ērisuwa, ēripa (Old Kanarese) 'which raises i.e., causes to rise' =ēru+i+sa+pu+a, ēru+i+pu+a.

Here ēru 'rise' is a Dravidian verbal base; -i-is an Aryan causative suffix, -su-has the same origin as in example No. 7 above, -pu- is the present-future sign of Aryan and -a is the relative participle suffix. In ērisuwa the present future sign p coming after an unaccented vowel has become softened to v.1

(10) Telugu imperative second person plural koṭṭim- pundu 'cause to be struck'=koṭṭu+i+pu+undu.

Here koṭṭu 'strike' is a Dravidian verbal base; the causative suffix i the root extension suffix pu and the termination undu are all of Aryan origin.

(11) Telugu subjunctive naddacinam 'if (I, we, you, he, she, it, they) walked'=nadda+cu+in+an.

Here nadda 'walk' is a Dravidian verbal base; -cu- is a formative syllable of Aryan origin; -in- the sign of the past tense and -am the subjunctive suffix are also of Aryan origin.

(12) Telugu verbal noun ēyaḍamu 'doing'=ēyu+adamu.

---

1. Vide 'Aryan Affinities of Dravidian Pronouns'.
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Here ḍēju 'do' is a Dravidian verbal base; and aḍamu is a verbal noun suffix of Aryan origin.

In the above examples attention is mainly directed to the suffixes, which are considered to be of Aryan origin. The bases are referred to as Dravidian, not because it is admitted that they are of non-Aryan origin, but solely for the purpose of indicating that they were in use in Dravidian dialects as verbal bases at the time when the Aryan suffixes were first imitated or borrowed. As a matter of fact paṭi, vāl alai, ali, gēju, ḍēju, koṭṭu, nāda, cēju, tiṅ are mostly corrupt Sanskrit tadbhavas.

The grammatical forms instanced in this article and, by implication, the vast majority of Dravidian grammatical forms will then be formations obtained by suffixing Aryan words and particles to Dravidian bases most of which are obviously of Indo-Aryan origin.

S. 10. SPECIMENS OF HYBRID FORMATIONS IN UNCOLITI-
VATED DRAVIDIAN

One obvious objection to the theory is that, although one language may borrow words from another language even on a very extensive scale, it never borrows its grammar in the wholesale manner indicated, and that this theory of hybrid formations is prīma facie improvable. This objection does not take account of the circumstance that such borrowings are taking place at present before our eyes. The following instances of Dravidian borrowing may be cited from the pages of Volume IV of the 'Linguistic Survey' of India.

(a) Gōlari or Hōliyā is a dialect of Kanarese spoken by Gōlers or Gōlkars,—a tribe of nomadic herdsmen in the Central Provinces, and by Hōliyās a low caste of leather workers in the same provinces (p. 385). The authors of the 'Linguistic Survey' are of opinion that in consequence of local corruptions resulting from intercourse with Aryan
neighbours the dialect is not uniform everywhere (p. 385). The past tense is formed with the dental sign -t or -d, but the conjunctive participles in -tu or -du are very rare except in compound tense forms; in fact the dialect seems to have almost forgotten their use. In their stead it has formed new participles with the help of the suffixes ke and ko:

\[ mäkhe 'having made'; \]
\[ hōgya 'having gone'; \]
\[ kaltd 'having stolen'; \]
\[ ōdki 'having fun'; \]

*tynd<íkí* 'having eaten'. This is stated by the authors of the 'Linguistic Survey' to be due to the influence of the surrounding Aryan dialects (p. 387).

(b) Gōndī is the principal Dravidian language of Northern India and is spoken by about one million people (L.S. IV p. 472). It has no well-defined linguistic boundaries, the speakers being almost everywhere scattered among people employing other languages. In the North it meets with Eastern and Western Hindī and Rājasthānī, to the West we find Marāṭhī, to the South Telugu, to the East Telugu, Oriyā, Halabī, and Chattīsgarhī (p. 473).

"All forms of Gōndī abound in Aryan words; Aryan speech is gradually supplanting the old Dravidian language of the Gōndīs and it is probably only a question of time when Gōndī shall have ceased to exist as an independent form of speech" (p. 485). The regular Gōndī past tense *kītān* 'I did,' is formed by adding the same suffix -t- which occurs in the form -tt- in Tamil and -d- in Kanarese. The conjunctive participles are formed by adding -t or -st to the root; these suffixes are often strengthened by an additional -kun which the editors of the Linguistic Survey say is probably of Aryan origin (p. 384).
Example: — *kisi-kun* 'having made';
    *hursi-kun* 'having seen';
    *vasti-kun* 'having come';
    *inji-kun* 'having said'.

(c) Most of the Aryan vernaculars of Northern India form their conjunctive participles by adding *-i-* to the root; this *-i-* is a reduction of the Prakritic *-ia-* which arose from the Vedic *-ya*. From the habitual neglect of the final short vowels the participles often assume the form of the bare stem and it has become customary to strengthen these participles by affixing to them *kari* the conjunctive participle of the verb *kri* 'to do' (B.A.G. Vol. III, page 231). This *kari* becomes often *kai*, *ke*, *kar*; the usual substitution of *ya* for *e* produces *kya*, and other forms of *kari* occurring in the Aryan vernaculars are *ki*, *ku*, *kō*. Example: —

*dekh-kari*, *dekhi-kari*, *dekhi-kē* 'having seen';
*bharkai* 'having filled';
*jā-kō* 'having gone'; *dōkki* 'having concealed'.

It is these *ki*, *kū*, *ke*, *kō*, that Gōlari is stated to have adopted.

A few of the Aryan vernaculars of the North use *kan* or *kane* for strengthening the old conjunctive participles. Thus Nepāli has *gart-kan* 'having done'; *khūt-kan* 'having eaten'; *bast-kan* 'having sat'; Eastern Rājasthāni is said to reduplicate *kane* while Mārwāri is said to use *kar-ne* (H.G.G.S. 491). It is these suffixes that Gōndī is stated to be imitating when it adds *kun* to its conjunctive participles.

(d) Burīanḍī is a dialect of Tamil and is spoken by a vagrant tribe in Nimār and in the Central India Agency. The editors of the Linguistic Survey say that the dialect is apparently dying out (L.S. IV p. 343). Certain past tense forms in the language contain a suffix *yō* which the
Editors surmise to be that of a past participle passive and that it is probably borrowed from Rājasthānī (p. 344). Example:

\[\text{ālayōs 'he went'; āgyōs 'it happened';}
\[\text{ākōḍ 'done';}
\[\text{āngyōt 'I drove'.}

It is usually stated that the Dravidian languages will be found in their greatest purity in localities far removed from civilized centres and that the Dravidian philologist in search of uncontaminated Dravidian forms should study the dialects of the aborigines living in the interior in jungles and in mountain fastnesses. This will be no doubt true if we were sure that the so-called aborigines have always inhabited the localities where we do find them. But this is not always the case.

(e) Kōṭa, the language of the Kōtas, a small tribe of helot craftsmen inhabiting the Nilgiri hills and exceedingly filthy in their habits may be mentioned in point. Bishop Caldwell considered their language as a very old and very rude dialect of Kanarese which was carried thither by a persecuted low caste tribe at some very remote period. On examining the vocabulary of the language however, we find that almost all their nouns end in -ē. The personal and demonstrative pronouns also exhibit this peculiarity:

\[\text{āne 'I'; nāme 'we'; nē 'thou'; nīke 'you'; amane 'he';}
\[\text{āwāre 'they' (epicene) the final -ē of which corresponds to the -ē of the Prākritic words hake, hage (=ahake) 'I', amhe 'we',}
\[\text{tuphe 'you', se 'he' etc. This characteristic reminds one of}

the Māgadhī Prākṛt described by Prākṛt grammarians, one of the peculiarities of which was that the nominative singular of its ā bases ends in ā as opposed to the Sauraseni-ā. But this rule is not universally observed in any of the Prākṛts that have survived in literary works. The language of the Svētāmbara canonical works in which this and other Māgadhī characteristics are only partially observed is therefore called Ardhamāgadhī. The final ā in the Kōṭa words shows that the dialect should have been influenced possibly by the old Māgadhī speaking Jains who emigrated to the Karnāṭa country in the fourth century B.C. in consequence of a severe famine in Magadha.

(f) Chentsu. The Chentsus of the Nallamalai hills in the Kurnool district are another instance in point. Mr. Gopalkrishna Chetti, the author of the Kurnool District Manual, considers them to be indigenous, probably the descendants of aboriginal savages, and has noted that they speak the language of the surrounding Telugu population. But the Mohammedan historian Ferishta, whom he refers to, has recorded that the language of the Chentsus could not be understood by their neighbours. The Chentsu words, of which we have a list collected in the last century, are obviously Hindī words. These facts lead to the inference that the original language of the Chentsus has died out and been replaced by Telugu. If these facts be admitted, it follows necessarily that the ancestors of these so-called aborigines must have come from the North, in the wake probably of a conquering army and, having been stranded in the midst of Dravidians, must have taken refuge in the hills and jungles and gradually reverted to barbarism.
CHAPTER II

WAS THERE A PRE-ARYAN SOUTH-INDIAN CIVILIZATION?

S. 11. THE TESTIMONY OF THE PERIPLUS

We have to draw attention in this chapter to the speculations of some eminent Orientalists and Dravidian scholars of the last century on the occurrence of some supposed South-Indian words in Hebrew and in Greek, and to the inferences drawn from these words in regard to the culture attained by the primitive Dravidians. A large amount of new linguistic and archaeological material has since come to light which tends to throw doubt on the conclusions arrived at by these Orientalists and Dravidian scholars. But writers who have made no independent investigation of the subject still continue to repeat these overdrawn estimates of pre-Aryan culture, often without the limitations and qualifications subject to which the estimates were originally made. Fanciful and grossly exaggerated accounts in regard to the nature and extent of this culture are now current not only among patriotic South-Indians but also among a class of English historians of South-India who take their cue from the late M. Kanakasabhai Pillai's book entitled The Tamils, Eighteen Hundred Years Ago (1904). The belief that the primitive Dravidians had attained a considerable degree of culture before the arrival of the Aryans in India and the notion that the Dravidian dialects have produced deep and organic changes in Sanskrit phonology, vocabulary and grammar are at the root of many a deep-seated misconception now current in regard to the Dravidian languages; and it is impossible to determine the true affinities of these languages unless the misconceptions are removed at the outset.

The second of these questions, viz., the changes alleged to have been brought about in Sanskrit phonology and gram-
mathematical structure by the influence of Dravidian dialects, have been examined in the last chapter. It is proposed to devote the whole of this chapter to an investigation of the first of these questions and to subject to a rigid test the evidences adduced in support of a pre-Aryan South-Indian civilization.

In forming an estimate of things pre-historical, we have in most cases necessarily to rely on the merest shadow of a probability; nevertheless, we have to take into account all the available materials likely to influence that estimate.

The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, an anonymous work in Greek supposed by some to have been written in the 1st century A.D., and by others to have been begun in the 1st century but added to by subsequent writers and finally completed in the 3rd century, contains "the best account of the commerce carried on from the Red Sea and the coast of Africa to the East Indies during the time that Egypt was a province of the Roman Empire. Mr. McCrindle, a translator of the work, says that there is internal evidence that the author was a merchant of Egypt and that the work was not a mere compilation from the narratives or journals of other merchants and navigators, but that probably the author had himself visited some of the seats of trade which he has described. This is also clearly the opinion of Mr. W. H. Schoff who, in the introduction to his translation of the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, refers to it as "this plain and painstaking log of a Greek in Egypt, a Roman subject, who steered his vessel into the waters of the great ocean and brought back the first detailed record of the imports and exports of its markets and of the conditions and alliances of its peoples". The work is frequently referred to as an authority in all discussions about the trade relations between the East and the West in ancient times.

One material fact of far reaching consequences which comes to light even on a cursory perusal of the work is that, in the pre-Christian centuries and up to about the time of Pliny (who died in 79 A.D.), the trade between Arabia and the Indian ports—i.e., by implication the trade between the European countries and Indian ports, was performed in small vessels which kept close to shore, and followed its windings; this will be evident from para. 57 of the Periplus. But a little before the time of Pliny, one Hippalos, by observing the bearing of the ports and the configuration of the sea, discovered the direct route across the Arabian sea by taking advantage of the South-West monsoon; and at the time when the Periplus was written, this direct route was usually taken by vessels trading between Egypt and India. It is needless to remark here that, when the trade was carried on by coasting vessels, there would have sprung up *entrepots* in Arabia, in Persia and in Sindh; and that, when foreign names of merchandise got naturalized in European languages, it is the names current in the *entrepots*; and not necessarily the names at the places of production, that would have been so naturalized.

*a.* Pearls:—In para. 35 of the work reference is made to "much diving for the pearl-mussel" at the mouth of the Persian Gulf; from para. 36 it appears that the pearls were inferior in quality to the Indian pearls but that great quantities of them were exported to Arabia and Borygaza (Broach).

*b.* Gold:—From para. 36 of the work it also appears that gold was exported from the ports of Apolos and Omana in Persia to Borygaza (Broach); para. 56 says that a great quantity of coin was imported into the Malabar ports, and it

---


2. "very many pearl fisheries" according to Mc Grindle's translation.
appears from para. 49 that gold and silver coin was imported into Barygaza to be exchanged at a profit for the coin of the country. Para. 38 mentions a port Barbarikon in southern Sindh on one of the mouths of the Indus, but para. 39 mentions gold and silver plate among the imports of this place and not among its exports, though gold was found far up the Indus.

_e. Rice, Pippali—Pepper:_ It may also be noted here that according to the Periplus the only Indian port from which rice (roza) was exported was Barygaza (Broach); this was also the only port from which _pippali_ (piper longum) was exported. Pepper (piper nigrum) was exported only from the Malabar ports.

d. At page 227 of this translation of the Periplus Mr. W. H. Schoff at the end of his notes on the articles traded in by the author of the Periplus quotes the following extract from a letter by the Zamorin of Calicut to the King of Portugal, carried by Vasco da Gama on his return from India fourteen centuries later: "In my Kingdom there is abundance of cinnamon, cloves, ginger, pepper and precious stones. What I seek from thy country is gold, silver, coral and scarlet."

Of the abovementioned Malabar products of the XVth century A.D.:

1. Cloves—_lavan gam_—(Caryophyllon) were not indigenous to India and were probably not known in this country much before the 5th century A.D. (Watt, page 627).

2. Ginger (_zingiber_) is not mentioned in the Periplus as an article of export though supposed to be indigenous to the Malabar coast. "It is not known in a truly wild state, but is doubtless a native of tropical south-east Asia" (Watt, page 1139).

3. Cinnamon. Only malabathron, the leaf Laurus Cassia, is mentioned in the Periplus.

1. Watt’s Commercial Products of India, Birds,
4. Pepper. Mr. W. N. Schoff says (page 213) "The antiquity of the trade in pepper is not so easily shown as that in other spices. There is no certain mention of it in the Egyptian inscriptions. In the Hebrew scriptures it is unknown, nor has it a place among the mint and anise and cummin of the Gospels. Herodotus has no bit of folklore to attach to it. Theophrastus indeed in the 4th century B.C. knows it as a medicine and Dioscorides distinguishes between black, white and long pepper."

S. 12. PROFESSOR MAX MULLER ON SOME FOREIGN WORDS IN THE HEBREW TEXT OF THE BOOKS OF KINGS AND CHRONICLES:

"And the navy also of Hiram, that brought gold from Ophir, brought in from Ophir great plenty of almug trees, and precious stones." I. Kings X-11.

"And the king made of almug trees pillars for the house of the Lords, and for the king's house harps also and psalteries, for singers: there came no such almug trees, nor were seen unto this day." I. Kings X-12.

"For the king had at sea a navy of Tharshish with the navy of Hiram: once in three years came the navy of Tharshish, bringing gold, and silver, ivory, and apes and peacocks." I. Kings X-22.

The above is repeated practically in the same words in II. Chronicles X-10, 11, 22; but what appears as Almug in the Kings appears as Algum in the Chronicles, the exact transliteration of the Hebrew forms being almuggion and algummim; these words are interpreted as meaning 'sandal wood'. The word for 'pea-cock' in Hebrew Text is tuki or tâki. The Hebrew words for 'ivory' appear to be karnoth shen (the horn of tooth) and shen habbim (tooth of Habb), and that for apes is kôf. It is admitted on all hands that almug or algum, tuki or tâki, habb, and kôf are all foreign words in Hebrew.
In his Lectures on the Science of Language, Professor Max Muller drew attention to the occurrence of these foreign words in the Hebrew text, and discussed their significance. He thought that Ophir of the Bible was in Southern Sindh where Ptolemy placed a district called Abiria immediately above Patalene and where Hindu Geographers located a people called Abhira or Abhira, his view being that the name Abhira was corrupted into Ophir by Phoenician and Jewish merchants. He was also of opinion that habb was a corruption of the Sanskrit tīha 'elephant', that tuki was ultimately traceable to the same as the Sanskrit sikhī (sikhīn) 'peacock', that kōf was the same as the Sanskrit kapi 'monkey' and that algum was a corruption of the Sanskrit valguka 'sandal-wood'. "All these articles," he argued, "ivory, gold, apes, peacocks, are indigenous in India, though of course they might have been found in other countries likewise, not so the algum tree at least, if the interpreters are right in taking algum or almug for sandal-wood. Sandal-wood is found indigenous in the coast of Malabar only, and one of its numerous names there and in Sanskrit is valguka. This valgu[ka] is clearly the name which Jewish and Phoenician merchants corrupted into algum and which in Hebrew was still further corrupted into almug." And the conclusion which he drew from the occurrence of these supposed, corrupt Sanskrit names in the Books of Kings was that so early as the time of Solomon (10th century B.C.) Sanskrit language had extended to Southern Sindh and even the Malabar coast.

As already remarked, the testimony of the Periplus that gold was not exported from Barbarikon or from any Indian port is a fatal objection to the location of Ophir in India, and it is now admitted by many scholars that this place must be located in Arabia; it is also generally agreed that habb and kōf are not derived from Sanskrit but from the Egyptian language. We have thus left only tuki and algum which, however, Bishop Caldwell claims as Dravidian.
S. 13. LIST OF WORDS ADDUCED BY BISHOP CALDWELL AND OTHERS AS EVIDENCES OF A PRE-ARYAN SOUTH INDIAN CULTURE

For the purpose of ascertaining the degree of civilization attained by the Tamils prior to the advent of the Aryans in South India, Bishop Caldwell made a detailed analysis of the accounts of India given by Ctesias, Megasthenes and Arrian, Ptolemy's Geography, Pliny's Natural History, the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, the accounts of travellers and stray references to India and matters Indian, contained in the works of classical writers. The results of his examination are summarised in the Introduction to his Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian Languages. They may be arranged under the two heads:—

1. Dravidian names of articles of commerce adopted in foreign languages; and

2. Dravidian names of South Indian towns and tribes occurring in the works of classical writers.

A. NAMES OF ARTICLES ADDUCED BY BISHOP CALDWELL

1. Hebrew *tuki* or *tuki*: Bishop Caldwell objected to Professor Max Muller's derivation of these words from the Sanskrit word *śikhin* 'peacock' on the ground that the latter was already represented in Tamil by the *tadbhava ciki* and contended that they were derived from the Tamil-Malayalam word *tōkai* which ordinarily meant 'a tail' in modern Tamil but was used for the peacock itself in the old Tamil poems. He also asserted that a dialectic pronunciation of *tōkai* was *tōgai* from which he derived Arabic *jauas*, Greek *taôs*, Latin *pavo* and English *paw* (fowl), and contended that the word *tōkai* itself was derived from the verbal base *tōk* or *tōk*, *tuk* or *tûk* 'hang' which, he said, was made up of the ultimate root √ *tō* or √ *tō+ko* or-*ku* a formative addition. Referring to this derivation Professor Max Muller remarked 'if this etymology be right, it would be an important confirmation
of the antiquity of the Tamulic languages spoken in India before the advent of the Aryan tribes”. Bishop Caldwell quotes this remark in the Introduction to his Comparative Grammar and observes in his usual manner “I have no doubt this etymology is right and that the inference deduced from it is well founded.” (Introduction: C.D.G. page 92).

2. Hebrew *algum* or *almug* : Bishop Caldwell accepted Professor Max Muller’s derivation of these words from the Sanskrit *valguka* ‘sandal-wood’ another meaning of which is ‘beautiful’: and expressed the opinion that *valguka* itself seems to be identical with, or derived from, the Tamil-Malayalam *alaku* or *alaka* ‘beauty’ (Ibid., page 92).

3. Hebrew *ahalim* or *ahaloth* ‘Aquilaria Agallocha’; Proverbs VII, 17 etc.; here the harlot is represented as saying to the brainless young man “I have perfumed my bed with myrrh, aloes, and cinnamon”. The words in the Hebrew text for ‘aloes’ appear as *ahalim* and *ahaloth.*

There are two Indian words with which *ahalim* could have been identified, viz., the Sanskrit *agaru* (a-guru ‘not heavy’) and the Tamil *akil* pronounced *ahil*. Bishop Caldwell prefers to derive it from the latter rather “than from the Sanskrit *agaru* though both are ultimately identical” the probable reason being that the Hebrew transliteration showed a *h* (Ibid. page 92).

4. Greek *eryza* ‘rice’ : “It cannot be doubted” Bishop Caldwell says “that we have here the Tamil *arici* ‘rice, deprived of the husk,’ this being the condition in which rice was then, as now, brought up in India for export” (Ibid. page 92).

Dr. Kittel goes further and derives the Sanskrit *vrthi* itself from Dravidian (No. 126 in the Preface to his Dictionary). “This term (vrthi) being without a perceivable root in Sanskrit is no doubt connected with the Dravidian *akki*
(or arki, Tamil arici; Malayalam ari; Tulu ari, akki) and Telugu vari. The syllable ari is the same as Telugu vari and syllable -hi has been formed of Kanarese and Tulu -ki and Tamil -ci. In common Tamil the Sanskrit word vr̥hi is written viriki; Tamil k often stands in the place of h”.

Here Dr. Kittel seems to construct a hypothetical proto-Dravidian *variki or *carigi from which, he says, the Sanskrit vr̥hi is derived. If we ask why not assume vr̥hi itself, an actual word, as the original instead of constructing a hypothetical form, the reply will probably be ‘How could a Dravidian product have an Aryan name?’ Prof. P. T. Srinivasa Iyengar goes one step further than Dr. Kittel and asserts that vr̥hi is the Sanskritised form of arici itself.

5. Ctesias’s karpion: Bishop Caldwell says:—“The earliest Dravidian word in Greek of which we know the date was karpion, Ctesias’s word for cinnamon. Herodotus describes cinnamon as ‘the karpeas (dry sticks) which we after the Phoenicians call kinnamon’. Liddel and Scott say:—‘the word bears a curious likeness to its Arabic name karsi, karsah’. This resemblance must, I think, be accidental seeing that Herodotus considered ‘cinnamon’ alone as a foreign word,……. The word mentioned by Ctesias seems, however, to have a real resemblance to the Arabic word and also to a Dravidian one.”

This word, Bishop Caldwell adds, is “karuppu or kārppu e.g., Malayalam karappu-(t)-tailam ‘oil of cinnamon’”, and that “other forms of this word are kārappu, karuvu, karwē the last of which is the most common form in Tamil.” These words he derives from the Tamil-Malayalam word karu ‘black, pungent’ remarking that the latter meaning “doubtless supplies us with the explanation of karuppu cinnamon”.

It must be mentioned here that the word karpion is not a word used by the Greeks at any time, but is a representation by Ctesias in Greek characters of the name which he
pretends, and is supposed, to have heard from his Persian
informants, as that of a resinous Indian tree. Also that
'cinnamon' was not one of the exports from the Malabar
ports in the time of the Periplus and that the name karphon or
anything resembling it does not occur at all in that work.

6. Greek *ziggiberis* 'ginger'.

This word is generally believed to come from the Sanskrit
*sṛṇgabēra*, Pāli *sīṅgivēra* through the Arabic *zanzabil* (Watt's
Com. Products, page 1139). But Bishop Caldwell accepts
Dr. Gundert's view that the Tamil-Malayalam word *ṇūri*
or *iūci* must have originally begun with as *s-* as the Kanarese
parallel word is *sūnti*. It is stated that "*iūci* 'ginger
would naturally take the addition of *vēr* the Dravidian word
for root" (C.D.G. page 465). Dr. Burnell accepted this view
and said "*iūci* was probably in an earlier form of the
language *niči* as we find it still in Kanarese *sūnti*. Ginger
is chiefly exported even now from Malabar and in earlier
times the Greeks procured it almost exclusively from that
province, so that there is every probability that the word is
Dravidian, not Sanskrit. If we look at the form of the Sans-
krit word, it is impossible to doubt that it is a foreign word
altered by the Brahmins who by their pedantry disguise all
they meddle with" (I.A. Volume I, page 352).

The final conclusion of these scholars was that the
word *zingiber* came from the assumed Dravidian word *cīcivēr*
('ginger root') and that *sṛṇgabēra* was homophonous Sanskrit
for the Dravidian word.

Here a hypothetical pro-Tamil *cīcivēr* is constructed
from which the Greek *ziggiberis* is stated to have been derived.
If we ask why not adopt the actual word in Pāli *viz., sīṅgivērām*,
as the original, the reply would probably be "How could a
Dravidian product have an Aryan name?"
B. NAMES OF TRIBES AND PLACES GIVEN BY BISHOP CALDWELL

In regard to the names of places and tribes Bishop Caldwell found that the word Tamil itself was derived from the Sanskrit word Dravida, and remarked that "a similar peculiarity meets us with regard to almost all the names of South Indian peoples—Cōlas, Kēraḷas, Āndhras, Kaliṅgas etc., which so far as is known at present, are Sanskrit, not Dravidian. The word Kānāṭaka alone appears to have a Dravidian origin." The word Kānāṭaka is claimed by Brahmin Paṇḍītus to be Sanskrit, but Bishop Caldwell agrees with Dr. Gundert in deriving Kānāṭa from the Dravidian kōr-nāṭu 'black country'.

In regard to the names of places he remarks that "the names given by Ptolemy proved that the Brahmans had by that time established themselves at various points in the Karnatic and given names to some of the principal localities." The following words are admitted to be Sanskrit:

- Madura, 'Madura';
- Pāndac, 'Pāṇḍyas';
- Pāndion, 'Pāṇḍiyan';
- Komaria, (Cape) 'Comorin'; probably also
- Kōry, 'Kōti'; perhaps also
- Khaberis, 'Kāvēri'.

As many as twenty-four of the places mentioned had names ending in -our or -oura the Dravidian word meaning 'town'. Bishop Caldwell also noted that the form Pāndion and still better the plural from Pāndiones faithfully represented the Tamil masculine termination -an as distinguished from the old Kanarese termination -am and the Telugu termination -udu.

It will be shown below that -an, -am, -udu arise from the Indo-Iranian -ant.
S. 14. NAMES ADDUCED BY OTHER DRAVIDIAN SCHOLARS


Dr. Gundert appears to take this word to be pippala and to explain it as meaning ‘great excellent fruit,’ Dravidian piri (Kan. hiri) being ‘great’. But Dr. Kittel thinks that much dependence cannot be placed in this derivation; and suggests that if tippali which is the Dravidian equivalent of pippali could be the original form, then Dravidian tin ‘irritation’ may be thought of as furnishing the root syllable.

All scholars agree that pippali is the original of the Greek peperi and we may therefore ignore the suggestion that tippali may be the original form of the word. Dravidian scholars have not stopped to enquire why there is a ‘r’ in the Greek form instead of a ‘l’, why there were no exports of pippali from the Malabar ports even so late as the time of the Periplus and why such exports were confined at that time to Barygaza (Broach).

2. Sanskrit marica, marica, vellaja ‘black pepper’. In No. 113 in the Preface to Dr. Kittel’s Dictionary it is stated:—

“Dr. Gundert says that marica, is connected with Telugu miriya, Tamil milaku ‘black pepper’. There cannot be the least doubt about it. See Dravidian melasu etc., marica and vellaja (not to be derived from a vella) are identical with marica. The leading idea is unknown.”

It will have been noted from the remarks made already the pepper was probably unknown to the Greeks before the 4th century B.C.

3. Sanskrit muktà ‘a pearl’. In No. 73 in the Preface to Dr. Kittel’s Dictionary it is stated:—

“Dr. Gundert, arguing that Tamil fishermen had not waited for the Aryan tradesmen to give a name to the most precious object caught by them in their profession, believes
that the Aryans adopted the now so-called Dravidian *tadbhava muttu* (mōṭī) ‘a pearl’ and attached an etymology to it that somehow suited their own ideas. He thinks muttu to mean "the first or best" (of gems) connecting it with the Dravidian *muttu* (mutal ‘first’). Dravidian mūlku, however, may be compared and the meaning be ‘the immersed one,’ but as the original idea cannot be fixed, one must be content with saying that mukta appears to have been borrowed from Dravidian."

But Dr. Gundert and Kittel seem to have been unaware of the existence of pearl-fisheries at the mouth of the Persian gulf which were much nearer the Punjab, the seat of the earliest Aryan settlements in India, than the Kolkhoi pearl-fisheries. Surely the Aryans, who had connections with Assyria even in the 14th century B.C., knew pearls produced so near their settlements and had a name for the article before they ever heard of the Kolkhoi fisheries. If the Sanskrit mukta and the Dravidian muttu are related, the probability is that the latter was derived from the former.

Para. 59 of the Periplus says:—

"From Komari towards the south this region extends to Kolkhoi where the pearl-fisheries are; (they are worked by condemned criminals); and it belongs to the Pāṇḍiyan Kingdom." Though there were tribes of fishermen on the coast, there were apparently as yet no professional divers in the time of the Periplus and condemned criminals had to be employed for diving for pearl-oysters, a perilous occupation in waters infested by sharks. Mr. Schoff quotes Marco Polo who says that the sharks had to be charmed away and that the "fish-charmers are termed Abraiaman (Brahmans)."

"There can be little doubt" says Mr. Schoff "that this kind of protection was sought by the divers at the time of the Periplus, and Yule observed it still in force, one of the Brahmans exercising this ancestral office being a Christian."
He infers from these circumstances that the Kolkhoi pearl-fishing industry “dates from a time after the Aryan invasion of Southern India” (Schoff’s Periplus, pages 240, 241), Shark-charms are considered necessary even at the present day (Encycl. Brit).

It would seem therefore that the Kolkhoi fishermen did wait for the Aryans to come south and teach them the art of diving for pearl-oysters. If this is a justifiable inference, there will be nothing surprising in ‘pearls’ having a Sanskrit name.

It may be mentioned in passing that there was another art, that of training and teaching elephants, which the Dravidians did not know till the Indo-Aryans came and settled amongst them. For an old Tamil work says that the language in which the elephants were given directions was *nātamaṭi* “Northern language” (i.e.) Sanskrit.

S. 15. BISHOP CALDWELL’S PICTURE OF PRIMITIVE DRAVIDIANS.
ARYAN CIVILIZATION OF THE SOUTH

1. The words given in the two preceding articles are the most important of those that have been adduced as evidences of a pre-Aryan Dravidian civilization in Southern India; and the discussion under each word clearly brings out the mental attitude and prepossessions with which the question was approached by the great Dravidian scholars of the last century who originated the current theories about Dravidian languages.

These scholars appear to have been deeply impressed by the circumstance that *Tūki* and *Algum*, supposed to be corruptions of Tamil words, had found their way into Hebrew so early as the time of Solomon, and Bishop Caldwell seems to have thought Ophir was in South India or thereabouts; for he says:—
“It seems probable that Aryan merchants from the mouth of the Indus must have accompanied the Phoenicians and Solomon’s servants in their voyage down the Malabar coast towards Ophir (wherever Ophir may have been) or at least have taken part in the trade.” (Intro. C.D.G., page 122). From this maritime trade with the West so early as the tenth century B.C. these scholars argued that the Tamils had attained a considerable degree of culture before the arrival of the Aryans in the South and they could not conceive how any special product of South India could have an Aryan name in its native home.

Thus in regard to ‘ginger’ and ‘rice’ for instance, the names current in the European languages and in the Dravidian languages of Southern India indicate that the original forms giving rise to the names must have been something like Śīṅcīvēr and variki or varīji. Instead of accepting the actual Pāli sīṅgivēram and the Sanskrit vṛtiḥ as the originals, these scholars construct the hypothetical words Śīṅcīvēr and variki from which they derive not only the current Dravidian words but also the Pāli and the Sanskrit forms on the ground that these products of the South must have been familiar to the Dravidians before the arrival of the Aryans, and that the latter must have adopted the Dravidian words. So also in regard to words like marīca ‘black pepper,’ muktā ‘pearl’ etc., these scholars are positive that Sanskrit must have borrowed and transformed Dravidian words. Here a pre-Aryan Dravidian culture is assumed and is brought forward to support the Dravidian origin of the words arići, śīći, miḷāku, mūṭu etc.; the present-day writers, on the contrary, assume the Dravidian origin of the words and they adduce these as evidences of a pre-Aryan civilization.

2. Another noteworthy feature is that the Aryan civilization of the South is not conceived by these scholars to have been the result of any large movements of population
from the North to the South, but to have been brought about by a number of small colonies of Aryans, chiefly Brahmins, settled in the midst of the Dravidians. Bishop Caldwell speaks of the Brahmins having established themselves at various points in the Carnatic by the beginning of the Christian era. According to him the earliest Dravidian civilization in the South was that of the Tamils of the Pandyia kingdom; he says that "This civilization was probably indigenous in its origin but seems to have been indebted for its rapid development at so early a period to a succession of small colonies of Aryans chiefly Brahmins"; and that "the leader of the first or the most influential Brahmanical colony was Agastya whose date is placed between the age of the Rāmāyaṇa and that of the Mahābhārata" (Intro. C.D.G., pages 119, 220).

"Though the primitive Dravidians were probably unacquainted with the higher arts of life, they do not appear to have been by any means a barbarous or degraded people. Whatever may have been the condition of the first tribes, it cannot be doubted that the Dravidians properly so called had acquired at least the elements of civilization prior to the arrival amongst them of Brahmins." (Ibid, page 117).

The assumption that the Aryan civilization of the South was effected by small colonies of Aryans, chiefly Brahmins who adopted the speech of the Dravidians, is irreconcilable with the theory put forward in the present book in regard to the cultivated Dravidian languages. If these languages were originally non-Aryan, the extensive changes that have taken place in them even in the popular dialects, could only have resulted from an influx of large bodies of Aryan speaking (not necessarily Aryan from an ethnical point of view) immigrants from the North.

(3) From the evidence of words in use among the early Tamils Bishop Caldwell has drawn a picture of the Primitive

1. Bishop Caldwell does not give the Tamil words he relies on. These have been supplied within brackets wherever obvious.
Dravidians in which he says among other things, "They had kings (Tam: kō) who dwelt in 'strong houses' and ruled over small districts of country (Tam: nōtu). They had 'minstrels' (Tam: pāṉar), who recited 'songs' (Tam: pāṭṭu) at 'festivals' (Tam: cēru) and they seem to have had alphabetical 'characters' (Tam: eluttu) written with a style on palmrya leaves. A bundle of these leaves was called 'a book' (Tam: cuvaṭṭi); they were without hereditary 'priests' and 'idols' and appear to have had no idea of 'heaven' or 'hell', of 'soul' or 'sin'; but they acknowledged the existence of God whom they called kō or king—a realistic title little known to orthodox Hinduism. They created to his honour a temple which they called kō-y-il (God's house). They had 'laws' and 'customs' (vāḷakkam, māṟappu) but no 'lawyers' or 'judges'. Marriage (maṭṭam, māṟṟal, varaiṭṭa) existed among them. They were acquainted with the ordinary metals, (pepp, velī, empu, irruppu) with the exception of tin, lead and zinc; with planets which were ordinarily known to the ancients, (nīṟṟu, tiṅkal, ceyū, vīṟappu, velī) with the exception of Mercury and Saturn. They had medicines (maraṇṭu), hamlets and towns (ūr, patti, pāṭṭanami) but no cities; canoes, boats and even ships, (ōtam, ṉōni, pāṭku, kappal) but no foreign commerce; no acquaintance with any people beyond sea except in Ceylon; and no word expressive of the geographical idea of 'island' or 'continent'. They were well acquainted with 'agriculture' (vēḻōἸراجع) and delighted in 'war' (pōr). They were armed with 'bows' (vil), 'arrows' (ampu, kanaï) and 'spears' (vēl, iṭṭi). All the necessary or ordinary arts of life including spinning (nūṟṟal), weaving (neytal) and dyeing (cōḷam) existed among them. They excelled in pottery (pōṟai, tōḷi) but were unacquainted with higher arts. They had no acquaintance with 'sculpture' or 'architecture'; with 'astronomy', or even 'astrology'; and were ignorant not only of every
branch of 'philosophy' but even of 'grammar' (Ibid. pages 117-118).

The above modest picture may be contrasted with the claim made at the present day by some persons who speak of the Dravidian contribution to the civilization of the world. Even this comparatively unpretentious account exhibits pre-Aryan Southern India as a country teeming with millions, living in organised communities under petty chiefs and engaged in agriculture, industry and trade, inland as well as coasting; but it is doubtful whether this is justified by the earliest accounts that we have of South India in the Rāmāyana and in the face of the evidence of Archaeology that, when the Aryans arrived in the South, the Dravidians were in the Stone Age of culture and were unacquainted with the use of metals. There might have been an agriculture of some sort, but the control over the forces of nature must have been very limited and the land could have supported only a sparse population. However this may be, it must be admitted that the evidence offered in regard to the social condition of primitive Dravidians and the method of proof adopted are unexceptionable; for if these Dravidians were well acquainted with agriculture and other ordinary industries, the products of these industries must now have Dravidian names and the products in which South India had a monopoly for long ages must also be known to the world by their Dravidian names. We shall presently put this evidence to the test.

S. 16. MR. V. KANAKASABHAI PILLAI

Numerous writers have written about South India and its Dravidian inhabitants since the time of Bishop Caldwell and it will be difficult to find even one of them who has not quoted that great orientalist as his authority for his statements. But it has happened nevertheless that
the modest picture which Bishop Caldwell gave of the pre-Aryan Dravidian culture has gradually expanded till it has now become a highly developed civilization of considerable proportions. It will be needless to trace the various steps in this process of exaggeration, but we may give one or two typical instances.

Mr. V. Kanakasahhai Pillai, the author of 'The Tamils Eighteen Hundred Years Ago,' was a Tamil scholar of note and was the first to bring to the notice of the English-knowing public the contents of many of the classics of the Cankam Period. He was also the first to point out that there was no Cochin backwater at the beginning of the Christian era, that the eastern coast of the present backwater was then the sea coast and that Karúr, the old Kērala capital, was not the modern Karúr on the banks of the Amarāvati, but the ruined Tirukkarur on the banks of the Periyār. He has also otherwise added to our knowledge of the conditions of Malabar in those early days, but his intense patriotism appears to have biassed his conclusions and his account of the various component elements of the population of South India and of Tamil civilization can only be described as a few facts diluted with a great deal of imagination.

Mr. Kanakasahhai Pillai says in his book:

"The oldest of the tribes who dwelt in the Tamil-akam were the Villavar and the Minavar literally bow-men and fisher-men."

"These semi-barbarous tribes were conquered by the Nāgas, who were a very numerous and civilized race, and who at one time or other ruled a great portion of India, Ceylon and Burma. They are mentioned in the Rāmāyana, and the Nāga Capital, which probably lay in the heart of Dakhan, is described in that epic." (page 39).
This description is accepted practically in full by Dr. L. D. Barnett in the Cambridge History of India, Vol. I, page 595, where it is stated:

"To the oldest stratum of pre-Dravidian blood belonged the savages termed by the ancient poets Villavar (bow-men) and Migavar (fisher-men) of whom the former may be identical with the modern Bhils, while the latter may have descendants in the Mfns. Another group is that termed by the poets Nāgas, a word which in Hindu literature commonly denotes a class of semi-divine beings, half-men and half-snakes, but is often applied by Tamil writers to a warlike race with bows and nooses and famous as free-booters."

Mr. V. A. Smith, the historian, also accepts the statement that Villavars and Migavars formed the most ancient elements in the South Indian population.

That the ancient poets termed any savages Villavars and Migavars appears to be an addition of Dr. Barnett since it is not found in Mr. Kanakasabhai Pillai's book. The ancient poets did not know of, or refer to, any savages named Villavar or Migavar nor did they make any distinction among the population of South India as old inhabitants and new immigrants. The account of the conquest of South India by the Nāgas and of the civilization of these conquerors is wholly a creation of Mr. Kanakasabhai Pillai's imagination, as also the interpretation bow-men and fisher-men.

Mr. Kanakasabhai Pillai was apparently of opinion that the higher caste Tamils were a superior people quite apart from the rest of the Tamil population and from the Telugu and Kanarese people. He therefore asserted that these higher caste Tamils were later immigrants and thought that the peculiar letter ṁ of the Tamil alphabet was doubtless brought in by these immigrants. He says in his book:
"This letter, I understand, occurs only in some of the Tibetan languages. It indicates most clearly that the primitive home of the Tamil immigrants must have been in the Tibetan plateau. That they were not of Aryan descent is proved not only by the continued antagonism they displayed towards the Aryans, but also by the ancient Sanskrit works in which the Drāvidas are spoken of as an alien people. That the Tamils had attained a high degree of civilization before the advent of the Aryans is established indisputably by the fact that the pure Tamil language is so copious and exact that it can do well without borrowing Sanskrit words. In fact, in the ancient Tamil classical works, the terms relating to music, grammar, astronomy and even abstract philosophy are of pure Tamil origin; and they indicate most clearly that those sciences were cultivated by the Tamils long before the arrival of the Brahmans or other Aryan immigrants. The Tamils obtained a knowledge of these sciences most probably from China, through Bengal or Burma, with both of which countries they had direct and constant intercourse." (pages 51, 52).

As the pure Tamil words relating to music, grammar, astronomy and even abstract philosophy, which Mr. Kanakasabhai Pillai relies on, are not mentioned by him, it is unnecessary to examine that question here. Such statements are freely indulged in by people who have no knowledge of Sanskrit. It must, however, be mentioned that the sound I was however very common in old Kanarese, as common as in Tamil, and Telugu scholars have traced I in some Telugu inscriptions.

There are several other things of a similar nature in Mr. Kanakasabhai Pillai's book which may be mentioned here:

(i) He locates the city—Bhōgavati—of the Rāmāyaṇa, the Nāga Capital (Kiṣkindhā Kāṇḍa, sarga 41) in
Dakhan. It is clear from the epic itself that it is near the southern end of the earth, across the Indian and Southern oceans, only one side on this stage of the abode of the departed souls presided over by Yama. Mr. Kanakasabhai Pillai is apparently thinking of the modern city of Nagpur.

(ii) "It was from the Nāgas that the Aryans first learnt the art of writing; and hence the Sanskrit characters came to be called Devanāgarī" (page 45).

(iii) "Tamil had, indeed, one advantage over Kanarese and Telugu, and this lay in the circumstance that its literary cultivation by the Aryan immigrants led by Agastya began a few centuries earlier."

But Mr. Kanakasabhai Pillai thinks that the tradition of Agastya leading the first colony of Aryans into the Podiya Hills does not deserve credence and Dr. Barnett agrees with him. Mr. Kanakasabhai Pillai's reason for discrediting the tradition is that, according to the Rāmāyaṇa, the hermitage of Agastya was only two yojanas from Pañcavaṭī, on the banks of the Godāvari. He, therefore, thinks that the story of the Agastya of the Podiyal Hills must have been of later growth—after the Brahmans had gained ascendancy in the South; and Dr. Barnett agrees in this view.

This criticism of the Agastya legend is not conclusive. Sargas 40-43 of the Kīśkindhā Kāṇḍa of Rāmāyaṇa in which Sugrīva gives instructions to the Vānara chiefs sent in search of Sītā are an interpolation which displays a knowledge of the geographical and other details, especially of Southern India, which were unknown to the original author of the poem. To him the peninsula south of the Godāvari was a blank as no rivers or kingdoms south of the Godāvari are mentioned in the original Rāmāyaṇa. If Rāma crossed the sea at Rāmeśvaram, he must have crossed the rivers Kṛṣṇā and Kāvērī on his way and must have passed though the Cōḷa and the Pāṇḍya kingdoms; but these are not mentioned anywhere
in the epic except in the Sarga in which Sugrīva gives instructions. But the original author knew that Agastya lived somewhere in the south, that a stranger could not reach his hermitage without a guide, and that he had to pass by, or in sight of, pippali forests\(^1\) on the way. The mention of pippali forests is conclusive on the point and clearly shows that the original writer knew that Agastya’s hermitage was somewhere in the south past the pepper forests of Malabar, but had no clear conception of the distance. Mr. Kanakasabhai Pillai’s criticism thus falls to the ground. It will also be noted that the interpolated sarga 41 correctly locates Agastya on the top of Malaya near the Tāmraparṇī.

Mr. Kanakasabhai Pillai also imagined that the Limirikē, Dymirikē, Damirikē of the Greek writers was a transliteration of the Tamilākam.

Before accepting the identification we may ask why the Greeks used the medial \(d\) in the transliteration when they had a tenue \(t\), why an \(i\) was used for \(a\), and how the intervocal \(k\) in the Tamil word pronounced like a spirant came to be represented by \(k\), not by \(kh\) or \(h\).

Mr. Kanakasabhai Pillai’s view is wholly untenable but some writers continue to repeat it. Greek writers mention not only Damirikē but also Āriake, Lārike. In these three words the termination \(ke\) or \(ike\) is evidently the Greek termination signifying ‘locality’. Limirikē, Dymirikē, Dimirikē

1. On the way to Agastya’s hermitage Rāma says to Laksmana,

“Pippalīnām ca pakvānām vanādasmūdāpāgatah,
Gandho’yam pavanośkṛiptah sakasā kātukodāyāḥ”.

(\(\text{Aranyakānda: Sarga 11, verse 51}\)).

“The smell wafted by the winds from the pippali forests bearing ripened fruits is very pungent”.

2. Bhandarkar’s Early History of the Dakhan, p. 3.
apparently mean the land of the Limirs, Dymirs, Damirs which may be different transliterations of the Prākṛt damiṣa. But we must note that the country so variously designated did not include the whole of the Tamil land as the region about Cape Comorin and the Coromandel coast are outside Damirkē, according to both the Periplus and Ptolemy’s map. In any case we can confidently say that Damirkē is not a transliteration of the latter poetic word Tamiḻakam—Tamil+akam “the home of the Tamils”.

It has been thought necessary to make large quotations from Mr. Kanakasabhai Pillai for criticizing him, because his fancies have been taken to be facts by unsuspecting foreign writers and are finding their way into standard works. His “patriotic” book was never taken seriously in South India; it is now presented to South Indians as genuine history by foreign historians of South India.

S. 17. MR. V. A. SMITH.

(a) The following extracts from Mr. V. A. Smith’s “Early History of India”, 3rd Edition (1914), pages 438-443 may be quoted here:

“The Greek geographer Ptolemy, who wrote his treatise about A.D. 140, was well acquainted with Southern India, which he called Damirkē, a good transliteration of Tamiḻakam, r and l being interchangeable but unfortunately corrupted in the manuscripts into the unmeaning form Limyrkē owing to the frequent confusion between ө and Δ. In his time one language only, the Tamil, was spoken over the whole area, Malayalam, now the speech of Malabar, not having been developed as a separate tongue till some centuries later. The population comprised various elements, of

which the Villavar, or bow-men (Bhils) and Minavar or fishermen (Minas) are supposed to have been the most ancient. The Tamils seem to be later immigrants.

"The early Tamil poetical literature, dating according to competent expert opinion from the first three centuries of the Christian era, gives a vivid picture of the state of society of that period. The Tamils had developed an advanced civilization of their own, wholly independent of Northern India. Immigrants from the North, who had settled at Madura and some other cities sought to introduce Hindu notions of caste and ceremonial, but met with much opposition and the caste system, which for many centuries past has been observed with special strictness in the South was then inchoate and imperfect." 

"Tamil land had the good fortune to possess three precious commodities not procurable elsewhere, namely, pepper, pearls and beryl. Pepper fetched an enormous price in the markets of Europe, and was so highly prized that when Alaric the Goth levied his war indemnity from Rome, in A.D. 409, his terms included the delivery of 3,000 lbs. of pepper. The pearl fishery of the Southern sea, which still is productive and valuable has been worked for untold ages, and always attracted a crowd of foreign merchants. The beryl or aqua-marine gem, which as Pliny truly observed, is closely related to the emerald was highly esteemed by both Indians and Romans, and often furnished material for the choicest achievement of the engraver's art. Its scarcity except in India tempted clever Indian forgers to fabricate imitations made from rock-crystal. Three Indian mines are recorded, namely (1) Punnâta, where Ptolemy noted that beryl was found, close to Kittûr on the Kabbani river;  

1. The Tamils Eighteen Hundred Years Ago, pages 3-10, 39."
a tributary of the Kāvīrī (Cauvery) in the south-west of Mysore; (2) Padiyūr or Pattiāli, 40 miles E.S.E. from the town of Coimbatore where a mine was worked successfully as late as 1820; and (3) Vāniyambādi in the north-east corner of the Salem District, not far from the Kolar Gold Field. The large and numerous hoards of Roman gold coins found in the districts where the mines were situated, testify to the activity of ancient commerce in the gems of Southern India. The fact that the mineral corundum, a variety of the ruby and sapphire, found abundantly in Salem and Coimbatore bears a purely Tamil name (kurandam) affords another indication of the familiarity of ancient Europe with the products of the Indian gem mines."

Here Mr. Smith adopts several of Mr. Kanakasabhai Pillai's specialities—aboriginal Villavar and Minavar and the later Tamil immigrants. It is surprising that he should also have accepted Damarikē as a good transliteration of Tamājakam notwithstanding the d, i, k of the transliteration and that he should not have noted that the suffix of the transliteration is found also in Āryakē and Lārīke. It may be remarked that Ptolemy transliterates the name of the town Tagara as using an initial tenue.

It is curious that, of the three precious commodities of which the Tamil land had the monopoly, not one should be known by its pure Tamil name in Europe. Vaidurya of which beryl is a shortened form is obviously a Sanskrit formation. Kurandam the supposed pure Tamil name of corundum is a shortened form of the Sanskrit Kuruvindam and the word muttu is not known outside the Dravidian country. There were no professional pearl-divers at the time of the Periplus and from the fact of Brahman shark-charmers being found indispensable Mr. Schoff, translator of Periplus, suspects that the pearl-fishing industry perhaps dates from a time after the
Aryan occupation of South India. Mr. V. A. Smith's 'untold ages' must, therefore be accepted with considerable reserve.

In regard to the age of the early Tamil literature Mr. Vincent Smith accepts what he calls 'competent expert opinion' that the literature dates from the first three centuries of the Christian era; but South Indian scholars are not at all agreed on the question, many of them inclining to the sixth or seventh century.

Mr. Smith apparently thinks that the South Indian civilization as described in the early Tamil literature was wholly independent of Northern India and that the immigrants from the North were confined at that time to Madura and some other cities. This view is entirely erroneous. Chapter V of Cilappatikâram which describes the first day of the annual Indra-festival lasting for one month mentions the following deities as possessing temples within the city of Pukâr i.e., Kâvēripattinam:—

(1) Śiva, (2) Subrahmanya, (3) Balarāma, (4) Viṣṇu, (5) Indra,¹ the supreme deity of the Vedic pantheon (11.169-173); it is also stated that Indra's idol was bathed on the Viṣṇu (equinox) day which was the full-moon day of the month of Cittirai. (1. 168.)

Chapter VI of the poem enumerates eleven dances or dramatic representations enacted during the festival. These were:—

¹. It appears from Chapter IX (11.9-15) that the undermentioned deities also had temples in the city:—(6) the Kalpa tree (7) Indra’s elephant Airāvata (8) Indra’s weapon Vajra (9) Kailāsa (10) Subrahmanya’s lance (11) Sātavāhana (12) Śāstā (13) Arhan (14) the Sun (15) the Moon.
1. Śiva’s dance in front of the burning Tripura (11. 40-42),
2. Śiva’s pūddaraṅgam dance as Bhairavi (11. 44-45),
3. Kṛṣṇa vanquishing the elephant despatched by Kāma against him (11 46-48),
4. Kṛṣṇa vanquishing Bāna (11 48-49),
5. Subrahmanya vanquishing Śūrapadma (11 49-51)
6. The umbrella dance of Subrahmanya in front of the Asura army (11 52-53),
7. The pot dance of Kṛṣṇa in the city of Bāna (11 54-55),
8. The dance of Kāma in the form of a hermaphrodite (11 56-57),
9. The dance of Durgā with wooden legs (11 56-57),
10. The dance of Śrī-devī in the form of a fascinating maiden (11 60-61),
11. The dance of Indrāṇi in the fields at the northern gate of Bāna’s city (11 62-64).

Kāma festival was celebrated as now in the month of Phālguna (XIV-11 111-112).

i. Public Worship. The deities mentioned above are either Vedic or Purānic; the dances represented striking and noteworthy incidents of Hindu mythology. It is obvious that the whole system of public worship had become Aryanized.

ii. The names of months. The system of naming the twelve months after the names of the full-moon constellations had been taken over from the Aryan together with the actual names of the months. It does not appear that the Tamils had at any time, any other names for the months.

iii. The names of planets. The Hindu planets (Grahas) were then called by their Sanskrit names:—Cāntirāṇ, the
Moon', 'Kuru' Jupiter', Aṅkōrakāy, 'Mars' (Cilappatikāram XIV-1-195).

iv. The Brahmans. Chapter VI of Cilappatikāram refers to the Varuṇappūtar (35), that is, the patron deities of the four castes, and to the Nāleakūi varunattataṅkākkambalai (163-165) the ceaseless noise created by the four (assembled) castes. The Brāhmaṇas were not confined to a few cities as supposed by Mr. Smith but had also settlements on the banks of the Cauvery (X-143-147) and in other country parts of which the following are mentioned incidentally in the epic:—Talaicceṅkāṇam (XV-11), Tanākāl (XXIII-75), Vayalūr (XXIII-119), Māṅkāṭu (XI-53). Kāppiya-t-tolkūṭi (XXX-83). It is also stated in the epic that the smoke of the offerings of Brāhmaṇas in their Yāgas becomes the nucleus (embryo) of rain clouds. In Chapter XXIII the guardian deity of Madura states that the Pāṇḍya king always followed the counsel of Brāhmaṇas, never listening to the advice of sycophants (H 31-32) and relates how he made suitable amends when he once incurred divine displeasure in consequence of a Brāhmaṇa being put in chains by his agents. In Chapter XXI when Madura is burning, the God of fire is instructed not to injure Brāhmaṇas, ascetics, cows, chaste women and the old and the young (53-54). The kings of Kēraḷa were even then, as they are doing now, rewarding learned Brāhmaṇas versed in Vedic lore and on important occasions they used to distribute, as they do now, their own weights in gold (tulābhūram) as rewards to Brāhmaṇas (XXVI-174-176).

v. Pilgrimage to holy places. People went on pilgrimage to Tirupati, Śrīraṅgam and other holy places as they

1. That the rains are due to the Yāgas performed by the Brāhmaṇas is the teaching of the Śrīraṅgas.
2. Vide the notes called Arumpada Urai.
are doing now. Rāmeśvaram had not apparently attained its present sanctity then; Cape Comorin was then held specially sacred and the people of the Tamil country as well as those from Northern India went to Kanya-Kumārī to wash off their sins. This cape appears to have been regarded then as the site of Rāma’s anikat.

The above are a few items throwing light on the social condition and civilization of Southern India culled from Gīlappatikāram stated to have been written in the second century A.D. by a Buddhistic monk, brother to the Cēra king Cēnkuṭṭuvan. Other early Tamil works containing similar descriptions of early Tamil society are the Maṉimekālai and the Pariṉṭal. It appears from the former of these that the whole system of Indo-Aryan philosophy, orthodox and heterodox, had been bodily transplanted to the south. The latter work confines its description to Madura and its neighbourhood. A perusal of the poems included in the Paripāṭal will show clearly that the major portion of the Hindu mythology, especially the portion relating to the incarnations of Viṣṇu, the birth of Kumāra, his heroic exploits and his marriage with Indra’s daughter and with Valli, has been adopted by the Tamil poets. It is the boast of one of these poets that the citizens of Madura are roused from their sleep in the morning not by the crowing of the cock as in the capital cities of the Cēra and the Cōla kings but by the sound of the Vedas recited by the Brāhmaṇas.

It will be seen from the above that the picture of South Indian society as given in the early Tamil poetical literature does not differ much from what it is now. Indo-Aryan philosophy, Indo-Aryan gods and system of worship, Indo-Aryan divisions of time and chronology and generally Indo-

1. Maṉimekālai, V. 1-37.
Aryan ideals of life had been adopted in the South. There were no doubt fewer Brāhmanas than now; there were also Buddhist and Jain ascetics who enjoyed perhaps as much honour as the Brāhmanas. But it will be wholly incorrect to say that the South Indian civilization of the period was independent of Northern India.

(b) The following extracts from Mr. Smith’s "Ancient and Hindu India" (1920) may also be given here:

"Dravidian culture. The Brahmanical ideas and institutions, although universally diffused in every province, have not been wholly victorious. Pre-historic forms of worship and many utterly un-Aryan social practices survive, especially in the peninsula, among the peoples speaking Dravidian languages. We see there the strange spectacle of an exaggerated regard for caste co-existing with all sorts of weird notions and customs alien to Brahman tradition. While it is not improbable that the Dravidian civilization may be as old as or even older than the Indo-Aryan Brahmanical culture of the north, which was long regarded in the south as an unwelcome intruder to be resisted strenuously, the materials available for the study of early Dravidian institutions are too scanty and imperfectly explored to permit of history being based upon them."

"Distinct Dravidian civilization. Where the Brahmans succeeded in making their way into the kingdoms of the peninsula, including the realms of the Andhras, Cēras, Cōlas and Pāṇḍyas, they found a civilized society, not merely a collection of rude barbarian tribes. The Dravidian religion and social customs differed widely from those of northern India. Even now, when Hinduism, with its strict caste rules and its recognised system of law, has gained the mastery, the old and quite different Dravidian ideas may be traced in a thousand directions. The ancient Dravidian,
alphabet called Vaṭṭeluttu, of Semitic origin, is wholly distinct from any of the northern alphabets. Tradition as recorded in the ancient Tamil literature indicates that from very remote times wealthy cities existed in the south and that many of the refinements and luxuries of life were in common use. The good fortune of Tamil Land (Tamilakam) in possessing such eagerly desired commodities as gold, pearls, conch, shells, pepper, beryls, and choice cotton goods attracted foreign traders from the earliest ages. Commerce supplied the wealth required for life on civilized lines and the Dravidians were not afraid to cross the seas. Some day, perhaps, the history of Dravidian civilization may be written by a competent scholar skilled in all he lore and languages required for the study of the subject, but at present the literature concerned with it is too fragmentary, defective and controversial to permit of condensation."

The remark about Vaṭṭeluttu appears to reproduce Dr. Burnell’s exploded view and does not apparently take into account the later researches of Dr. Buhler and Mr. T.A. Gopinatha Rao.

Nothing can be farther from the truth than the statement that the Brahmanical culture of the North was regarded as an intruder to be strenuously resisted; it appears from the early Tamil literature that this culture had been adopted.

Cōla, Čēra and Pāṇḍya are dynastic names and Mr. Smith seems to be under the impression that these dynasties are of South Indian origin. But early Tamil literature says that they were of northern extraction.

In regard to the succession of ages in India culture, Mr. V. A. Smith says:

"In Southern India stone-tools were superseded directly by iron, without any intermediate stop. The time when
Iron became the ordinary material of tools and weapons is called the Iron or Early Iron Age. In Northern India the case is different. There the metal first used for tools, harpoons, swords, and spear-heads was copper, practically pure. Copper implements and weapons, often of peculiar forms, but sometimes closely resembling those found in Ireland, have been discovered in large numbers in the Central Provinces, Chutia Nagpur, old beds of the Ganges near Cawnpore and elsewhere. Silver objects are associated with them, but no iron. Probably copper-tools were in use when the Rgveda hymns were composed, but commentators differ. Iron certainly was known to the authors of the Atharvaveda, a very ancient book, and was in common use in 500 B.C. We may safely assume that the metal was utilized in Northern India from at least 1000 B.C. It may have been introduced much earlier, and from Babylonia. The earliest of the copper-tools may well be as old as 2000 B.C. In Southern India, the discovery or introduction of iron, may have occurred much later and quite independently.

In regard to the Dravidian languages Mr. V.A. Smith says:—

"The family or group of tongues second in importance is the Dravidian in the peninsula, comprising Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam, Kanarese and Tulu, besides some minor tongues. Both Tamil and Telugu have rich literatures. The Tamil is the principal and perhaps the oldest language of the group. The grammar and structure of the Dravidian speech differ wholly from the Aryan type. The most ancient Tamil literature, dating from the early centuries of the Christian era, or even earlier, was composed on Dravidian lines, and independent of Sanskrit models. The latter literature in all the languages has been largely influenced by Brahmanical ideas and diction. The linguistic family is called Dravidian because Dravidian was the ancient name.
of the Tamil country in the far south. In fact, Tamil is
really the same word as the adjective Drāvida."

S. 18. PROFESSOR J. KENNEDY.

In an article entitled "Early Commerce of Babylon with
India" published in J.R.A.S. 1896, Professor J. Kennedy
examines in detail the evidences that have been adduced
to prove the existence of such a commerce from the time of
Solomon and comes to the conclusion that there was no
intercourse prior to the 7th Century B.C.

In regard to Algum or Almug trees mentioned in the
books of Kings and Chronicles he says that what has been
adduced "is satisfactory proof of an Indian trade in the
time of the author of Kings. But was it sandal wood that
Solomon received or something else that was taken for sandal
wood centuries after the destruction of the temple...... The
wood was used for props and the inclined ascents to the tem-
ple and the palace. I know few material less fitted for such
purposes than sandal wood."

In regard to Tukiyim or pea-cocks he says:—

"Peacocks come with silver and gold, not from Ophir,
but from Tarshish (1-Kings, X-22 ; 2 Chronicles, IX-21).
"Thuki, the Hebrew for pea-fowl, is certainly Dravidian" and
derived from the Tamil tokei or tōgei (Caldwell, page 66,
1st Edition). Now we happen to know, on independent
evidence, that peacocks were exported from India at the time
when the books of Kings and Chronicles were composed; but
here again there arises the question of identity. The exports
of silver from Tarshish are decisive against any Indian locality,
and the LXX says nothing about pea-fowl."

He also rejects the suggestion that Solomon received
his apes from India and comes to the conclusion that Ophir
must be sought for among the Semites and that he could see
no archaeological or literary evidence for a maritime trade with India prior to the 7th Century B.C. He, however, holds the view that "rice, peacocks, sandalwood, every known article which we find imported into Babylon by sea before the 5th Century B.C. brought with it a Dravidian, not a Sanskrit designation" and that these articles are known by their Tamil names in Europe.

In an article entitled "The Gospels of Infancy" published in the J.R.A.S., 1917, he draws attention to the existence of an Indian firm of traders at Nippur1 so early as the 5th Century B.C.

"Among the business tablets of the great banking house tablets of Murashu and Sons at Nippur which cover the latter half of the 5th Century B.C. we find records of their dealings with certain Indian merchants and if there were Indian merchants at Nippur there must have been Indians in other places in Babylonia. And they must have come from the west coast; for about the same time articles of Indian provenance, rice, peacocks and the like became known for the first time in Greece. Sophocles, Aristophanes and others mention them; and they were known under Dravidian names. This Indian colony carried on trade with Barygaza in the time of Periplus and it was still flourishing in the 7th Century A.D."

S. 19. THE CAMBRIDGE HISTORY OF INDIA, DR. BARNETT.

The latest contributions of British Scholars in regard to the ancient civilization of South India and of the Dravidians are contained in Chapters II, XXIV, XXV and XXXI of Volume I of the Cambridge History of India edited by E. J. Rapson, M.A., Professor of Sanskrit in the University of Cambridge. These contributions embody the considered

1. See also pages 51 and 52 of Professor P. T. Srinivasa Aiyangar's 'History of India' (1923).
views of Orientalists and other scholars in regard to these questions and are worth quoting in extenso.


"The great peninsula of India from the Vindhya mountains southward to Comorin, is the home of the Dravidian peoples. And here at the outset we are faced by a difficulty of terms.

"The word Drāviḍa comes from an ethnic term Drāviḍa or Drāmiḍa, in Pāli Damila which is apparently identical in origin with the adjective Tamil; and thus a title which is apparently applicable to a single branch, the Tamils, is extended to a whole family. Again, not only is the term 'Dravidian' used sometimes to denote all the members of the one ethnic family, but it is also employed to designate all the cognate languages spoken by that family—the Tamil, Malayālm, Telugu, Kaṇṇaḍa (Kanarese), and various minor dialects—without regard to the possible differences of race among the groups speaking these tongues; and further more by a deplorable looseness of terminology, it has been applied by anthropologists to a group of races characterised by common physical features,¹ who are chiefly inhabitants of the peninsula, and for the most part, but by no means entirely, use languages which are variants of Dravidian speech. Lastly we must note that an ancient Tamil tradition speaks of a paṇca-Drāvidam or five Dravidian regions understanding thereby the Tamil, Andhra, Telugu and Kanarese countries, the Maharāṣṭra or Marāṭha provinces and Gujarāṭ. The conclusion which is suggested by a review of all the available data is as follows:—"

"At some very early date several millennia before the Christian era, the greater part of India was inhabited by a

¹. These features are very dark hue, long head, broad nose, abundant and sometimes curly hair, and dark eyes.
dark negroid race of low culture characterised more or less by the physical features now known as Dravidian. This early people, however, should more properly be termed pre-Dravidian. In course of time another race, higher in culture and speaking a language of 'Scythian' affinities, from which are derived the tongues now known as Dravidian, gradually made its way from the north or north-west—probably through Baluchistan—into the plain of the Indus, and thence ultimately passed down into the regions south of the Vindhyas. This race may be called the proto-Dravidian. Wherever it came, it mixed its blood to a greater or less degree with that of the earlier inhabitants. From this combination have arisen the Dravidians of history who have preserved few traces of the physical characteristics of the proto-Dravidians, whatever these may have been. Most of the pre-Dravidian tribes in the countries south of the Vindhyas adopted the speech of the proto-Dravidians, while they absorbed their blood, notably in the centre and south of the peninsula, the Tamil, Kannada and Telugu regions. In Gujarat the waves of Aryan immigration gradually submerged Dravidian blood and speech; in Maharastra the same influences obliterated the language and the same has happened in Kalinga (now Orissa and part of the Circars) where a Dravidian language, the Telugu, survives only in the southern districts.

"Long before the beginning of the Christian era the Dravidian South had developed a considerable culture of its own, and its inhabitants had developed themselves into powerful kingdoms, some of which carried on a thriving trade with western Asia, Egypt, and later with the Greek and

1. It is possible that the 'Scythian' features that have been observed among the Maratha Brahmans, Kunbis, Coorgs and Telugus may be survivals of proto-Dravidian characteristics.
Roman Empires. The chief of these were three Tamil kingdoms, the Andhras, Kaliṅga and Mahārāṣṭra."

This extract from Dr. Barnett's article requires a few explanatory and critical remarks.

a. Scythian and Dravidian.—The Scythian affinities referred to are the affinities asserted to exist in the Dravidian languages by Bishop Caldwell who, following the Danish philologist Rask, uses the term Scythian in the sense of what have later been generally called Turanian—non-Aryan and non-Semitic—languages. The existence of these affinities is, as we have seen, denied by the editors of the Linguistic Survey of India and by the generality of scholars.

The phrase 'Scythian features' in the foot-note is adopted from Sir Herbert Risley, who, in his classification of the populations of India, places the broad-headed peoples inhabiting the belt of country on the west of India between Gujarāt and Coorg in the Scytho-Dravidian group. This brachycephalism, Sir Herbert Risley thought, was possibly due to the absorption in the population of Western India of swarms of nomadic peoples who poured into India for a number of centuries about the beginning of the Christian era and "whose outlandish names were conveniently summed up in the generic term Scythian". Sir Herbert defended the supposed brachycephalism of these Scythians on the ground that they came from the Central Asian steppes "a region occupied exclusively by broad-headed races". Dr. Barnett, differing from Sir Herbert Risley, appears to think that this brachycephalism is possibly due to the proto-Dravidians who settled in India before the arrival of the Aryans. A third theory, that of Professor E. J. Rapson, is that the disturbing influence was due to the invasion of a broad-headed Alpine race which

inhabited the plateau of Western Asia (Anatolia, Armenia and Iran) and that these seem to have come into Western India, as the Dravidians also most probably came, through Baluchistan.  

There are other theories about the original home of the Dravidians. We have Sir W. Hunter's Central Asian theory which is rejected by Sir Herbert Risley. Mr. Kanakasabhai Pillai postulated a Central Asian Mongolian origin to the higher strata of Dravidian society. The editors of the Linguistic Survey think that we have no information to show that they (Dravidians) are not the original inhabitants of the South (of India)". Huxley treated them as Australoid; Pischel classed them with Singhalese and Veddahs as people of uncertain origin. Then we have the theory of the submerged Lemurian Continent and some others.

b. Maritime Commerce.—The supposed thriving trade with Western Asia and Egypt and later with the Greek and Roman Empires rests on the assumption that tōgai, pippali, arici, indicēr, and karuppu or kārppu are indigenous Tamil words which have found entrance into foreign languages. It must again be noted, in passing, that there is no such word as in Greek.

c. Panaa-Dravidam.—Reference is made in the extract to "an ancient Tamil tradition" which speaks of "a pāncaa-Drāvidam or five Dravidian regions understanding thereby the Tamil, Āndhra or Telugu, and Kanarese countries, the Mahārāṣṭra or Marātha provinces, and Gujarāt". If, by this, it is intended to convey the idea that there was such a tradition among the Dravidians as opposed to the immigrant Aryans a most emphatical denial should be given to the statement. Bishop Caldwell understood this so-called tradi-

tion to refer to five Dravidian languages and thought Marathi and Gujarati were erroneously included in it (Intro: C.D.G., page 117). The only tradition recorded in Tamil grammars about languages other than Tamil is that the Tamil land is surrounded by seventeen countries in which other languages are spoken, but the authors of these works appear to have had no idea that some of these were related to Tamil, e.g., Telugu, Kanarese, Ta[lu], Koṭagū; for these names occur mixed up indiscriminately with the names of non-Dravidian languages.¹

The various sects of Brahmans in India do not all follow the same ðāras and the Smṛtis divide them into two main classes with reference to these ðāras viz., the Northerners and the Southerners², who have usually been called the Gaṇḍas and the Drāvidas in later times, Gaṇḍa and Drāvida being the most prominent sects of the two classes. And as in the Vedic cosmogony, everything is regarded as five-fold³. The Skanda Purāṇa⁴ refers to the people living north of the Vindhyas as the Pañca-Gaṇḍas viz., Sāravata, Kāanyakubja, Gaṇḍa, Maithilika and Auktala; and to the people living south of the Vindhyas as the Pañca-Drāvidas viz., Karnata, Tailāṅga, Gujara, Āndhra and Drāvida. Tailāṅga and Āndhra refer apparently to one and the same people; so it is usual to omit one of these two and substitute

3. Pañcaghṛthahā vidhāvidam yat tāsām svaśṛṣṭajana-yat pañca pañca (T. S. IV. 3-14).
Mahārāṣṭra instead. This is the origin of the so-called tradition about paṇca-Drāvidas; it refers neither to regions nor to languages but to peoples—Brahman sects, Drāvida and Gauḍa being convenient substitutes for Southern and Northern. This supposed tradition appears to be one of the grounds for Dr. Barnett’s assumption that Gujarāt and the Marātha country were peopled by Dravidans when the Aryans arrived in India.

If there is one tradition regarding Tamil language and literature which is more ancient and more widely spread than others, it is that the sage Agastyā of the Potiya hill wrote the first Tamil Grammar and was the author of various Tamil treatises. That a Sanskritist wrote the first Grammar is fully borne out by the arrangement of the alphabet which follows the Sanskrit order unscientifiably relegating the special Tamil letters to the end and by the circumstance that the Tamil letter corresponding to the Sanskrit visarga bears the name āyām, a tadbhava of the Sanskrit ṣrīta ‘dependent’. Dr. Barnett is one of a small band of oriental scholars who have devoted their lives to the task of interpreting the East to the West and it is unfortunate that he should discredit this tradition (apparently following Mr. Kanakasabhai Pillai) and should speak of the undoubted Brahman tradition of paṇca-Drāvidas regarding the sects of southern Brahmans as ‘an ancient Tamil tradition’.


"It would seem probable that the original speakers of the Dravidian languages were invaders and that the ethnographical Dravidians are a mixed race. In the more habitable regions the two elements have fused while representatives of

1. Vide the contribution of Mr. John Beames at page 160 of the Indian Antiquary, Vol. V."
the aborigines are still to be found in the fastnesses to which they retired before the encroachments of the new comers. If this view be correct, we must suppose that the aborigines have, in the course of long ages, lost their ancient language and adopted those of their conquerors. The process of linguistic transformation which may still be observed in other parts of India would seem to have been carried out more completely in the South than elsewhere.

"The theory that the Dravidian element is the most ancient that we can discover in the population of Northern India must also be modified by what we now know of the Mundā languages, the Indian representatives of the Austro-Malay family of speech, and the mixed languages in which their influence has been traced. Here according to the evidence now available it would seem that the Austro-Malay element is the eldest and that it has been overlaid in different regions by successive waves of Dravidian and Indo-European on the one hand and by Tibeto-Chinese on the other. Most ethnologists hold that there is no difference in physical type between the present speakers of Mundā and Dravidian languages. This statement has been called in question; but if it be true it shows that racial conditions have become so complicated that it is no longer possible to analyse their constituents. Language alone has preserved a record which would otherwise have been lost.

"At the same time there can be little doubt that Dravidian languages were actually flourishing in the western regions of Northern India at the period when languages of the Indo-European type were introduced by Aryan invasions from the north-west. Dravidian characteristics have been traced alike in Vedic and Classical Sanskrit, in the Prākṛti or early popular dialects, and in the modern Vernaculars derived from them. The linguistic data would thus appear to be arranged in the order Austro-Malay, Dravidian, Indo-European.
"There is good ground then for supposing that before the coming of the Indo-Aryans, speakers of the Dravidian languages predominated both in Northern and Southern India; but as we have seen, older elements are discoverable in the population of both regions and therefore the assumption that the Dravidians are aboriginals is no longer tenable." (pages 41, 42).

"The Dravidian languages, with the exception of Brāhūli, are now confined to the peninsula south of the Vindhyā and Ceylon; but it is supposed that at the period of the Aryan invasions they prevailed also in the North. This inference is derived from the change which Indo-European underwent after its introduction into India, and which can only be explained as the result of some older disturbing element. The oldest form of Indo-Aryan, the language of the Ṛg-Veda is distinguished from the oldest form of Iranian, the language of the Avesta, chiefly by the presence of a second series of dental letters, the so-called cerebrals. These play an increasingly important part in the development of Indo-Aryan in its subsequent phases. They are foreign to Indo-European languages generally, and they are characteristic of Dravidian. We may conclude, therefore, that the earlier forms of speech by which Indo-European was modified in the various stages of its progress from the North-West were predominatingly Dravidian.

At the present time Dravidian languages are stable only in the countries of the South where they have developed great literatures like Tamil, Malayālam, Kannarese and Telugu. In the northern borders of the Dravidian sphere of influence, the spoken languages which have not been stereotyped by literatures are, as each succeeding Report of the Census of India shows, still continuing to retreat before the onward progress of Indo-Aryan." (page 49).
The Dravidian characteristics referred to in the above extract are discussed briefly in Volume IV of the Linguistic Survey of India. The chief of them are: 1. the adoption of the so-called cerebral letters in the Indo-Aryan forms of speech. 2. the irregular change of Γ into I and vice versa. 3. the increasing use of conjunctive participles instead of verb forms. 4. the formation of the active past participle and of the periphrastic future. These will be discussed in detail in the next chapter; but it may be mentioned here in anticipation that most of these Dravidian characteristics in Aryan, when examined at close quarters, turn out to be Aryan characteristics in Dravidian.

22. ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE.


"With the palaeolithic peoples of India we are here scarcely concerned. Their rough-chipped implements have been found in large numbers in the southern half of the peninsula and in deposits, which indicate that countless centuries must have elapsed between their last appearance and the dawn of Vedic history, while the forms of the implements themselves, strikingly unlike those of the neolithic age, have suggested to some writers that their authors may not even have had an ethnical connection with the later inhabitants of the land. The neolithic races on the other hand are invested with a more immediate interest for the historian, not only because there are good reasons for supposing that some of the existing peoples of India—notably the Dravidians—are directly descended from them, but because this phase of civilization was preserved in some parts of the country until medieval and probably more recent times. The stone weapons and utensils which are specially characteristic of it are found scattered over a much wider area than the more
rudimentary palæoliths, though mainly in regions where the trap-rock used specially in their manufacture abounds. They exhibit a remarkable variety, illustrated by at least a hundred distinct types, some of which belong to the polished, others to the unpolished class. With few exceptions, however, they are identical in form with similar objects from Western Asia and Europe, and this identity has led to the supposition that the Dravidian peoples, with whom the neolithic culture in India appears to have been peculiarly associated, once dwelt in the highlands of Western Asia and penetrated thence by way of Baluchistan into India; and at first sight, the survival in Baluchistan of a Dravidian language, Brāhūī, would seem to support this view. Other linguistic considerations, on the other hand, have been thought to point to the conclusion that the Dravidians were indigenous in the Dakhan and spread thence over a part of Northern India.

"As the stone age passed gradually away in Northern India, it appears to have given place, not to an age of bronze, as it did in most parts of Europe, but to one of copper."

"At what date iron came to supplant copper in the north of India is uncertain, but literary evidence from Vedas seems to indicate that it was introduced in the second millennium B.C. It was about the same time too that it came into general use in Mesopotamia.

"In Southern India there was no copper age, and iron probably did not take the place of stone till about 500 B.C. Up to that time the Aryans of the north seem to have possessed no very distinct knowledge of the south of the Peninsula which was at once isolated and protected against invasion by the natural defences of the Vindhya hills and the trackless jungles of Central India, and when at last they penetrated through these barriers they found
the Dravidian and other races in the south still in the neolithic stage of culture. The supposition that iron was first conveyed into Southern India by sea from Egypt has nothing to commend it."


"The pre-historic archaeology of India has not attracted the attention which it deserves and many interesting problems connected with the earlier cultures and their relations to the culture of the Rg-Veda remains to be solved; but there is a general agreement as to the succession of cultural strata in Northern and Southern India. The discoveries of ancient implements seem to prove that in the North, the Stone Age is separated from the Iron Age by a Copper Age; while in the South no such transitional stage has been observed—implements of stone are followed without a break by implements of iron. Bronze, it appears, is not found anywhere in India before the Iron Age. If these facts may be held to be established, we must conclude that the chief metal of the Rg-Veda āyas (Latin aes) was copper; and the absence of a Bronze Age in India would seem to indicate that the earlier inhabitants were still in the Stone Age at the time when the Aryans brought with them the use of copper. Iron was probably not known in the age of Rg-Veda; but undoubtedly occurs in the period immediately following, when it is known to the Yajurveda and Atharvaveda as syāma-āyas or 'black copper'. Its use was introduced by Indo-Aryan colonizers into Southern India where the Stone Age culture still prevailed.

"Described in its simplest terms, the earliest history of India is the story of the struggle between two widely different types of civilization, an unequal contest between metal and stone."
a. South Indian Rākṣasas mentioned in the Rāmāyāṇa.

Archaeological deposits and remains never mislead and are more reliable than theories based necessarily in great part on assumptions. We have had a plethora of theories about the original home and the ethnic relationships of the proto-Dravidians. But, wherever they came from, there seems to be now no doubt that the Dravidian inhabitants of Southern India were in the Neolithic stage of culture, most of them probably but little removed from the condition of barbarians, till about the latter half of the first millennium B.C. This is entirely in accordance with the accounts preserved in the Rāmāyāṇa of the peoples whom Agastya and Rāma encountered in Southern India. Agastya had a long struggle in the South with Ilvala and Vātāpi, chiefs of cannibal tribes. In the middle of the Dakhan, Rāma had frequently to war with Rākṣasas whose king Rāvana lived in Ceylon. The following are some of the synonyms for Rākṣasa in the Sanskrit Dictionaries:

1. kauṭapā—* eater of corpses.*
2. krayāḍ, krayāḍa—* eater of raw flesh.*
3. ārrāpē—* drinker of blood.*
4. yātudhāna, yātū—* cannibal.*

More than seven millions of the population of this Presidency still continue to be carrion-eaters.

b. The Telugu Mālā.

Māli, Sumāli, and Mālyavān are the names of three brothers, Rākṣasa chiefs—mentioned in the Rāmāyāṇa—of whom the last was Rāvana’s maternal grandfather; Dhān-yamālā was one of Rāvana’s wives and Jambumāli was one of his sons; Mēghamāli and Mahāmāli are the names of two of the lieutenants of Khara, half-brother of Rāvana. Vasishtha married a Cāṇḍāla girl named Akṣamālā. So many names
ending in or containing māl or māḷ would seem to indicate that māla was a tribal name or a title of distinction among Rākṣasas which has survived to the present day in the name Mālas of the Telugu country. If this surmise is correct we might also infer that Janasthāna was in the delta of the Godāvari or thereabouts; it was on the banks of the Godāvari that Rāma fought with Khara and his fourteen thousand.

23. AN EPIGRAPHIST'S VIEW OF PRIMITIVE DRAVIDIAN CULTURE.

MR. H. KRISHNA SASTRI

Brāhmi inscriptions in the Pāṇḍya country.

The views entertained by epigraphists on the question of early Dravidian civilization, based, as they are, almost wholly on lithic records, must be assigned a prominent place in all discussions about this question.

Till recently the earliest indigenous records available in the Tamil country did not take us further back than the 7th or the 8th Century A.D. During the last fifteen years, however, certain cave inscriptions have been brought to light which are all in Brāhmi characters of the early Aśokan type. These inscriptions have till now been found in eleven different localities in the districts of Madura and Timnevelly and the number of inscriptions copied is over forty. They have resisted all attempts at interpretation, but epigraphists appear to be of opinion that though written in Brāhmi they must contain a strong Dravidian element. In a paper¹ read at the Poona Conference of Orientalists, introducing these inscriptions to the public, Rao Bahadur H. Krishna Sastri, Government Epigraphist for India says:—

"Our present knowledge of the history of southernmost part of the Indian Peninsula, derived mostly from indigenous inscriptions does not extend farther back than the

¹. Pages 327—348 of Volume containing Proceedings and Transactions of the Poona Oriental Conference.
7th Century A.D. The possibility, however, of the existence of a long-standing earlier civilization and dominion is suggested by references to the kingdoms of Cōla, Pāṇḍya, and Kēralaputta bordering on that of the great Mauryan emperor Aśoka and to the mutual commercial relations said to have existed between the countries of Pāṇḍu (i.e., Pāṇḍav) and Rome, as gathered from the statements of early foreign travellers. Nearer home we have the further evidence of the epics Rāmāyāṇa and Mahābhārata and a host of literary references including those of Pāṇini, Kātyāyana, Kālidāsa and Varāhamihira which lead to the same conclusion. Still the data for the existence of a purely Dravidian civilization distinct from the now-existing super-imposed Aryan element of literary, political, religious and scientific thought, is but indefinitely postulated and the evidence in proof thereof, scantily put forth. We are asked to look for traces of the ancient Drāvidas of Southern India in the Dasyus, Kirātas, Vyaḍhas and Sabaras of Sanskrit literature whose modern representatives are again assumed to be the hill tribes of the present day with their crude customs and manners. It is not possible to believe that the Dravidian civilization which, if it deserved that name at all, must have counted in it elements such as civil administration, military organization, commercial adventure, religious forecast, and scientific enquiry should have dwindled down into nothing but fetishism and ill-bred lawlessness of the aboriginal of Southern India. Much less would it be reasonable to work back from the rude elements of aboriginal institutions to arrive at the essentials of the Dravidian civilization. It appears therefore more scientific to suppose that the Dravidian elements of civilization that existed at the time when the Aryans came into Southern India were at once recognised by the conquerors and fast became assimilated with those of the superior and superimposed civilization of the latter the two races
becoming entirely mixed up and the uncivilized element in
society which must have existed even then, finding shelter
only in mountains and forests as it does to this day. Conse-
quently I understand that the elements of Dravidian civil-
ization, if any, have to be worked out purely from literature
and possibly also from a comparative study of civilized institu-
tions both Northern and Southern. Epigraphical research
too, in my opinion, contributes a little in this direction as will
be recognized in the present paper dealing with the natural
caverns and Brāhma inscriptions of Southern India. Before
proceeding to give the preliminary readings of these Brāhma
records and discussing their importance as regards the Dravi-
dio-Aryan elements that may be contained in them, I would
try to acquaint the reader with a general description of these
very interesting monuments—the natural caverns so called...

"Who were the authors of these beds and Brāhma
inscriptions? Firstly, it is useful to inquire whether, pre-
vious to their occupation by the authors of these beds and
inscriptions, however they might be, there had been others
who were using them. Secondly, whether the beds and the
inscriptions were contemporaneous. The late Rai Bahadur
V. Venkayya was of opinion that the inscriptions and beds
were synchronous, and we may accept his view since stone
beds have been noticed in the Buddhistic caves of Bhājā,
Kudā, Jannār, Ajanta and Kondsāte and since Brāhma insc-
riptions in question are sometimes found written on the beds
themselves, as already observed. As regards the first question,
I may refer to Mr. Parker who, in describing the ancient
temples of Ceylon, makes elaborate references to thousands
of natural caverns or rockshelters which formed once the
abodes of the wild Vaeddas, who, he believes, abandoned
them in pre-Christian times, just when Buddhists entered
Ceylon, and converted these into residences for their ascetics.
The Vaeddas themselves are traced by him to the Cōja and
Pāndyan Tamils. It is not improbable that as in Ceylon the natural caverns in the Madura and Tinnevelly Districts may have been occupied in pre-Buddhistic times by indigenous aborigines who were perhaps the ancestors of the Vaiḍḍhas of Ceylon or similar wild hill tribes. One point of difference, however, between these caverns and those of Ceylon is in the provision made in the former for stone beds for the use of the Buddhist occupants. Another is that the language of the Brāhmi inscriptions on these caverns, far from being pure Buddhistic Pāli as in Ceylon, seems to be a mixed dialect in use among the then inhabitants of Southern India, perhaps the Vaiḍḍha ancestors spoken of above. Certain peculiarities of the alphabet too which are noticed below may also distinguish these records from the almost contemporaneous Pāli records of Ceylon."

*The Dravidian element in the Brāhmi inscriptions.*

The following are given in Mr. Krishna Sastri's paper as Dravidian words occurring in the inscriptions:

1. *koṭu koṭa, koṭupitā, koṭupita, koṭupitō.*—The last three of these are compared with the Tamil koṭṭuvitān 'caused to be cut', and also with Childer's Pāli verb koṭṭiti.

2. *nātu* occurring in Ivañjenātu, Euminaçu are stated to be 'apparently Tamil'. *Nātu* 'a district'.

3. *Ora, orā or ura* occurring in Erukkoṭura, Koṭiora etc., are equated with the Tamil ur 'a village'.

4. *uṭaiyu.*—It is stated that this may correspond to uṭaiyōg 'a chief'.

5. *ēri, ēri* in Tamil means 'a tank'.

These identifications are suggested by Mr. Krishna Sastri with reserve.
24. **The real question at issue is between North and South, not between Aryan and Dravidian.**

It will thus be apparent that even in the earliest period of South Indian history there was a mixture of Aryan and Dravidian and as we go further and further back the assumed primitive Dravidian culture recedes further and further from us like a willo’ the wisp. Nevertheless, many writers assume such a culture partly on *a priori* grounds and partly on the evidence of words instanced by Bishop Caldwell and others. We, however, saw on what slender basis it has been assumed that India was trading with the Euphrates valley in the 14th century B.C. and even earlier. We may safely leave out of account such extravagant estimates of the antiquity of South Indian culture and confine our attention to sober views like those for instance of Professor J. Kennedy, who after a detailed examination of the data available, comes to the conclusion that there is no literary or archaeological evidence of any trade between India and the West prior to the 7th century B.C.

It will be seen that Prof. J. Kennedy while narrowly scrutinizing the evidence for early commercial intercourse accepts without question Bishop Caldwell’s statement that *oryza, tuki, algum* etc., are Dravidian names. Hence he infers that the Indian merchants at Nippûr must have come from the west coast of India, which does not exclude the possibility of their having come from Dravidian ports; for, how could the articles traded in have had Dravidian names, if they had not been brought from Dravidian ports?

The ports of Barygaza and Suppāra with which Babylonia traded in the 5th and 6th centuries B.C. are unfortunately outside the limits of what is now regarded as Dravidian India and the theory of the articles having had Dravidian names cannot be supported unless it be shown that these ports were within such limits in those early times by interpreting
the ancient Tamil Tradition about *Pañca Dravidian* so as to include Mahārāṣṭra and Gujarāt. We can now see the full significance and import of Dr. Barnett’s Statement, (already quoted).

“Long before the beginning of the Christian Era, the Dravidian south had developed a considerable culture of its own, and its inhabitants had developed themselves into powerful Kingdoms, some of which carried on a thriving trade with western Asia, Egypt and later with the Greek and Roman Empires. The chief of these were the three Tamil Kingdoms, the Āndhras, Kaliṅga and the Mahārāṣṭra.” He includes Mahārāṣṭra under Dravidian Kigdons and appends the following foot-note—

The Tyrians apparently imported thence ivory, apes and peacock-cocks (*Tamil tōkai*, Gr: *Tαῦς*) as we know from I, Kings, X-22 and II Chronicles, IX-21. Somewhat later we find India—to a large extent Southern India—exporting pepper (*πιπρι*, Tamil *pippatt*), rice (Gr: *οργα* Tamil *ari*i) ginger (Gr: *ζύγιζες* Tamil *inī*-)t) and cinnamon (Gr: *καπνίων*, Tamil *kārṇam* or *Kārṇam*) besides specious stones, coral, pearls, cloth, muslin, silk, tortoise-shell etc. See J. Kennedy J. R. A. S. 1898, pages 241 ff.

In this foot-note Dr. Barnett brings together all the Indian (supposed Dravidian) words on the strength of which a pre-historic Dravidian commerce is postulated. In regard to the Babylonian trade, the known facts of the case are two:—

1. There was a maritime trade between Nippūr and India in the fifth and sixth centuries B.C. 2. About the same time articles of Indian provenance such as rice (*ořiza*) and peacocks become known in Greece under (supposed) Dravidian names. On these the following superstructure is raised.

i. *ari*i (*ořiza*), *tōkai* (*tōas*) etc. must have been some of the articles of trade between Nippūr and the Indian ports.
ii. these ports were doubtless Barygaza and Suppāra, the former of which was trading with Nappūr in the time of the Periplus;

iii. the articles with (supposed) Dravidian names were transmitted from Nippūr to Greece;

iv. the country about the ports must then have been peopled by Dravidians, an exceedingly probable supposition; as,

v. the country now called Gujarat and Mahārāṣṭra formed part of the traditional paṇca drāvīdam of the ancient Tamils; and as,

vi. the Dravidians must once have been in occupation of the whole of the west coast and of western India as far north as the Panjab, as is clear from the Dravidian influences observable even in the Vedic idioms.

None of the items i to vi is a 'historical fact' as we understand the phrase but all are inferences from assumed premises. It has been pointed out already that there is no Tamil tradition in regard to paṇca-drāvīdam; that this Indo-Aryan phrase refers to sects of Brahmans, not to regions; and that the supposed Dravidian influences in Indo-Aryan are really Indo-Aryan influences in Dravidian.

a. The meaning of the terms Dravidian.

We now proceed to consider whether the words relied on in support of the existence of such trade since the 7th century B.C. are really native South Indian words or have been borrowed by South-Indian Dravidians from the speech of the Aryan or Aryanised immigrants from the North. Here it is necessary at the outset to guard ourselves against the ambiguity of language, for many Dravidian scholars seem to think that if an idea or word, common to the Indo-Aryans and the South Indian Dravidians has no counterpart in the Indo-European languages outside India, then the Indo-
Aryans must have borrowed it from the Dravidian language which it is assumed as in the extract from Dr. Barnett's articles above, were spoken in the North and North-west when the Aryans arrived in India. The words 'Dravidian languages' are now applied to a family of languages having certain common characteristics and the vast majority of the speakers of which are confined to South India. This family includes the four cultivated languages dealt with in this book besides a number of minor dialects. This is the sense in which Dr. Barnett used the words and the Dravidian characteristics referred to by Professor Rapson as having been traced in Indo-Aryan idioms are characteristics as found in the Dravidian languages spoken at the present day. We must be careful to use the words 'Dravidian' in this sense and not in the indefinite sense of 'Pre-Aryan Indian'.

b. The original home and wanderings of the Indo-Germanic race (Wiras).

It was till recently generally thought that the oldest probable domicile of the Indo-Germanic race was the steppe country of Southern Russia and that at some distant date unknown to us the Aryan or Asiatic Branch of the race the ancestors of the Iranians and the Indo-Aryans wandered eastwards from the original home, and were settled for sometime on the banks of the Jaxartes and the Oxus, the oasis of Khiva being probably one of the most ancient seats of the Asiatic Branch. Thence, still a united people, they appear to have followed the courses of these rivers into the high-lying country round Khokand and Badakshan, where they separated, one portion marching south, over the Hindu Kush into the valley of the Kabul, and thence into the plains of India; and the other, westwards toward what is now Merv and

Eastern and the other, westwards toward what is now Merv and Persia. After the separation, the once common Aryan speech developed on two different lines and became, on the one hand the parent of the Indo-Aryan, and on the other hand, that of the Iranian family of languages.

A new theory in regard to the original home and the wanderings of the Indo-Germanic race which is rapidly gaining ground is expounded by Dr. P. Giles in Chapter III entitled 'Aryans' in Volume I of the Cambridge History of India. In this theory the original home is located in the area comprising modern Hungary, Austria and Bohemia and the route taken by the Eastern Branch is assumed to be across the Bosphorus or Dardanelles and across the plateau of Asia-Minor or along its fertile slopes on the south side of the Black Sea. The recently discovered inscriptions at Boghas Koi in Cappodocia and the tablets of Tel-el-Amarna appear to lend strong support to this theory which appears to be rapidly supplanting the previous one.

c. North versus South.

Whatever was the original home of the race it is not denied that after separation from the Indo-Europeans, and later from the Iranians, the ancestors of the Indo-Aryan branch of the race must have sojourned in many places and must have developed new ideas by contact with alien races and made additions to their vocabulary. Such new ideas and words may have been evolved \emph{ab intra} or may have been borrowed, or evolved \emph{ab intra} in part and borrowed from others in part; if borrowed they need not necessarily have been borrowed from the Dravidians, supposing that Dravidian languages prevailed in the North and North-west when the Aryans arrived in the country. The supposition that they so prevailed rest wholly on the assumption that Dravidian characteristics have been traced in Indo-Aryan idioms. The reasons for this assumption are examined in
detail in the next chapter and the conclusion arrived at there is that what are called Dravidian characteristics in Aryan are really Aryan characteristics in Dravidian, that in most of these characteristics, the present Dravidian languages present a dim and distorted image of Indo-Aryan, that the above assumption is due to mistaking the image to be the original and the original to be the image, and that therefore it cannot be held to have been established that the Dravidian languages were spoken in the North and the North-west when the Aryans entered India.

However this may be, the question we are considering in this chapter is somewhat different. The question here is whether there was a pre-Aryan South Indian civilization, that is to say, whether the primitive South Indian Dravidians—speaking languages which have since become Tamil, Malayalam, Kanarese, and Telugu—were in possession of certain ideas and culture at the time when Aryan or Aryanised tribes came from the North and settled among them, or borrowed the ideas and culture from the northern tribes. The question is not between Aryan and non-Aryan, nor between Aryan and Dravidian, but between the North and the South. No idea or word can be claimed as belonging to the primitive Dravidian stock of the South which is known, or can be shown to have travelled from the North to Southern India during the Aryan period of Indian history, i.e., after the Aryans had occupied Hindustan or even the Punjab.

In the discussions that follow, the notes given under each word should be taken as in continuation of the notes given in sections 14 and 15 above.

25. Greek ἄγια Sanskrit ṛṛ hi -s through Iranian, or directly from Iranian.

Bishop Caldwell's assertion that the Greek ἄγια was the same as the Tamil ari is still being repeated though philologists and eminent scholars have more than once pointed
out that the Greek word cannot be so derived. The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea does not mention rice as exported from the Tamil country but only from Barygaza (Broach) and the rice exported from this port is described in the Periplus as produced is Orissa and Ariake. Why should Bishop Caldwell assume that rice was likely to become known in Europe by its Tamil name?

In the 5th Edition of his Greek Etymology published in 1879 four years after the publication of Bishop Caldwell’s Dravidian Grammar (2nd Edition, 1875,) George Curtius says of oryza (page 575):

“It is clearly a borrowed word and, as is recognised by Pott and Benfey, seems not so much directly to resemble the Sanskrit vṛihī-ś (m) in sound as to be an attempt at representing a related Persian form which has a sibilant instead of h. Pictet gives the Afghan vṛiški which also has a vowel in the place of r. The Greek by-form oryda comes nearer to Armenian birinz and the modern Persian biring”.

Skeat quoting Raverty gives (vide Etymological Dictionary of the English Language) the following Old Persian forms preserved in the Pashto (Afghan):—wrijzey, wrijey ‘rice’; wrijzǝ’h ‘a grain of rice’.

There is a discussion on the point in Watt’s Commercial Products of India (page 825):—

In spite of the temptation to derive the Arabic ahrızə, anızə, anızə, wiz, etc., from the Tamil ariği modern philologists are agreed that they cannot be so derived, but come from the Old Persian word vərəızə or vərinzə, the modern equivalent of which is biring. Sir C.J. Lyall states that vərinzə is exactly the equivalent we should expect of the Sanskrit word for ‘rice’ vṛihī, and the names point to the time when the two branches of the Aryan race dwelt together and developed
the respective peculiarities of their language from a common or original tongue. The Persians did not borrow the cultivation of rice from the Indians; the plant existed in the region where the two races dwelt together before their respective migrations.”

Indo-Germanic philologists tell us that the original Indo-Germanic palatal medial aspirate -gh- had become -zh- in the primitive Aryan period and that this latter sound became -h- in Sanskrit through an intermediate stage -jh- while it became -z- in Iranian and was further changed into -d- in Old Persian (Brug: I Ss. 396-402). They also tell us that the original Indo-Germanic velar medial aspirate -gh- became -jh- in the primitive Aryan stage and that both these latter sounds became de-aspirated in Iranian thus becoming -g- and -j- while in Sanskrit -gh- remained unaffected and -jh became partly -h- and partly -j- (Brug: I. S. 462).

Thus the Greek by-form arynda referred to by Curtius must have arisen from an Old Persian form *virinda (Iranian *virinza or *virinzi).

The following table gives a number of Aryan words having -h- or -j- Sanskrit, -z- in Iranian and -d- in Old Persian. The words vir, virizy, *virinzi, biriz, virinda, which are on all fours with the words in the table must also have been derived from primitive Aryan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Iranian</th>
<th>Old Persian</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. hasta</td>
<td>zazta</td>
<td>dasta</td>
<td>‘The hand’ (Brug: III. S. 263).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. ḍrayaḥ</td>
<td>ḍrayas</td>
<td>ḍrayaḥ 'the</td>
<td>(Brug : I. S. 402.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(extent)</td>
<td></td>
<td>ḍraya 'sea'</td>
<td>do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. josa</td>
<td>zaosa</td>
<td>dauster 'do do</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'favour'</td>
<td>'favour'</td>
<td>'friend'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. dehi</td>
<td>uz-daeza</td>
<td>daida (Brug, I : S 405.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 ḡūhati</td>
<td>ḡaozaiti</td>
<td>gaudaya 'hide' (Imper- do do</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'hides'</td>
<td>'hides'</td>
<td>ative)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. vṛhi</td>
<td>wrijzye</td>
<td>Pushtu hirung</td>
<td>'rice'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wrijye</td>
<td>*voirinda</td>
<td>Greek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>oryza</td>
<td>aoryndā</td>
<td>Armenian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>hirinz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The net result of the discussion is:

i. that rice was not exported from the Tamil country even so late as the beginning of the Christian era, when there was direct trade between the Malabar coast and Egypt. If rice were exported to Babylonia or European countries from the Malabar ports in earlier times coast-wise, an improbable supposition, it is not necessarily the Tamil name of the article that would have found entrance into the European languages, but the name current in the entre-pots;

ii. that there is, therefore, nor reason to suppose that the European and Arabic names for 'rice' were derived from its Tamil name, and

iii. that the Sanskrit, Iranian, Pushtu and Old Persian names for 'rice' appear to be derived from a primitive Aryan name wizhi or wizhi in complete accordance with established sound-laws.

*Note.—The change of -z- to -d- is also very common in Singhalese and occurs occasionally in Telugu and Marāṭhi.
Professor P. T. Srinivasa Aiyangar’s assumption that *vṛhī* is the Sanskritized form of Tamil *arici* and Dr. Kittel’s surmise that it is derived from Dravidian *vāriki* must now be abandoned.

26. **Tamil arici < Sanskrit vṛhīya or Aryan vṛjīya.**

1. It appears to have been assumed by every body that has taken part in the discussion of the relation between *arici* and *orīza* that the former is an original South Indian word; but this is altogether improbable.

2. The other South Indian words for ‘rice’ *i.e.*, the husked grain, are:—Tamil *ari* ; Mal. : *āri* ; Kan. : *akke* ; Tulu *aoi, akki* ; Koṭagu *ikki* ; Tel. *biyyamu*.

3. The names for unhusked paddy are—Tamil, Malayālam, Kanarese, *nel* or *nellu* ; Tel. ; *vari* (sing), *vaḍīlu* (plural); Singh ; *vi*. The form *vari* occurs in Tamil poetry and in Malayālam, but in the latter it means wild uncultivated paddy. *Navara* in Malayālam means variety of quick-growing paddy.

4. Of these *nel, nelī, navara, navira* containing an initial *n* appear to have a different etymology from the rest and will be considered in the next para. Singh : *vi* and the Tamil, Mal. and Tel. *vari* obviously arise from an apocopated *vṛhī, vṛi* becoming *vi* and *vari* ; at least this is the derivation which Dr. E. Euller gives of the Singh : *vi* (I.A. Vol. XI, page 213). The word *vari* appears to have also existed in Old Persian in the sense of ‘paddy’; for *sparīhī* (Sanskrit *śvēta vṛhī*) ‘white rice’ is the name of ‘husked rice’ in Modern Persian.

5. Of the names for the husked grain in Kanarese, *akki* arises from the usual Kan. substitution of *ṅ* for the palatal in *arici*, while the Mal. and Tulu *ari* arises from the weakening of *c* into *s*, and the ultimate loss of the last syllable in *arici*. Koṭagu *ikki* must have arisen from an original *irici*.
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6. The Tamil arici and irici and the Telugu biyyamu though entirely dissimilar in appearance are, it is suggested, derived from the same word vrihya or Vrijhya, secondary formatives meaning "arising or produced from vrihi or vrijhi", the unhusked grain.

7. The conjunct consonant vri—being unfamiliar to Dravidian, vri-will be simplified into zi- or ri- by the elision of one of the consonants, or converted into vari- or siri- by the insertion of a glide vowel between.

8. It is a rule in Tamil that final -ya may be replaced by -i. Thus vriyja will have given rise to rici, and varici as all palatal sounds are represented by only one character in Tamil, viz., -i pronounced -s when single. The former of these forms with a prothetic vowel will become arici and irici (=akki and ikki), and the latter is apparently the original of the literary Tamil word salci 'food'. The existence of two different prothetics -a- and -i- clearly shows that the original form was rici and that it has been differently treated by the two dialects Tamil and Koḍagu. The Telugu biyyamu is obviously derived from vrihya or vrijhyā (> sīyya, biyya).

9. Another secondary derivative mentioned in the Nighaṭṭus is vraitheya in the sense of 'place for vrihi' or 'connected with vrihi' which may ultimately become shortened into baiya and baiy. The name of paddy straw which is bai in Tuḷu and vai in Tamil-Malayāḷam as in vai-k-kōl (paddy stalks) appears to be derived from baiyja or baiyy; these names may also be derived from vari. In any case the initial labial of bai and vai shows their unmistakable cousinship with the Singhalese sei.

Has the Tam-Mal, saya-l 'a paddy field' any connexion with baiyja< the Taddhita vraitheya? Dr. Gundert's Malayāḷam Dictionary connects this saya with the Kan. and Tel. bayal, bayal, bayal which are entirely different
words meaning 'outside, publicity, open space etc.' and corresponding to Tam-Mal. *veji' and Sanskrit 'bahir.'

27. Dravidian nel or nello < Sanskrit nivdra:

1. It will be noted that Tamil, Malayalam and Kanarese which used nel or nello as the name of the unhusked grain (paddy) are employing arici, arî, akki to indicate the husked grain (rice). The words nel, nello, navara and nivara irresistibly remind one of the Vedic nivdra whatever may be the origin of this word. It probably signified at first paddy-growing wild without cultivation in swamps.

2. A fifth form uru is suggested by the Tulu neji 'paddy'; for in a certain class of words final -ji or -ji in Tulu corresponds to -ru in Tamil and Kanarese.

Thus Tulu 1. aji 'six' appears as oru
2. kañji 'calf' kañru, karu
3. toji 'appear' toru, tóru
4. baji 'empty' varu, bâru,
5. mëji 'three' miţru, mițu

This justifies the inference that corresponding to Tulu neji there must have been a form *neru 'paddy' in Tamil and Kanarese which must have been the original of the modern nel and nello. We thus have the following sequence of successive forms nivdra, navara, naviru, *neru, nello, nel.


According to Watt's Commercial Products of India "this is a perennial shrub, native of the hotter parts of India from Nepal eastwards to Assam, the Khasia hills and Bengal, westwards to Bombay, and southwards to Travancore, Ceylon and Malacca. As manifesting antiquity of knowledge

---

1. Vide foot-note at page XVI of the Preface to Dr. Kittel's Kanarese English Dictionary.
it may be mentioned that the Sanskrit name *pippali* was originally given to this plant and only within comparatively recent times it has been transferred to blackpepper. Long-pepper is mentioned by Pliny and is referred to in the Periplus."

Long-pepper is mentioned in the Periplus under the name *peperi makron* as one of the exports from Barygaza (Broach) while the pepper exported from the Malabar ports is referred to simply as *pēperi* (Ind : Ant : VIII pages 143 and 147). Long-pepper is also called *māgadhi* (native of Magadha) in Sanskrit which name is reproduced in an old Tamil Nighantu, Cūḷāmani. The name *pippali* occurs in the vocabularies of Tamil, Malayālam, Kanarese and Telugu; it exists also in the form *ippali* in the popular dialects of the first three, *l*-being substituted for the initial *p*- in popular speech as the result of dissimilation, just as the Sanskrit *pipālikā* 'an ant' becomes *kupullika* in Pāli.

Brugmann says "Old Iranian had only *r* as opposed to the Armenian-European *r* and *l* and Sanskrit *r* and *l*. Old Persian had *l* only in loan words" (Vol I, page 209).

In the Linguistic Survey of India we find—"Most European languages possess an *l* as well as an *r*...........

In Sanskrit *l* is used in many words where other languages have *r* and *vice versa*. The Old Iranian dialects did not possess and *l* and its irregular use in Indo-Aryan makes it probable that we are face to face with an alien

---

1. Dr. P. Giles says (Cambridge History of India Vol. I, page 741) "In India *r* is often found in words where the languages of the same stock in Europe show *l*; *l* also, though not as frequently, found for *r*; in the Old Persian of the achaemenid inscription *l* is found only in two foreign words and has otherwise been entirely replaced by *r*."
influence. Now it seems almost certain that such an influence can only have been Dravidian. The change of \(-r\) to \(-l\) is, as has long ago been pointed out by Bishop Caldwell, quite common in Dravidian Languages (Vol. I page 279)".

Bishop Caldwell says "In the Dravidian family this interchange of \(-r\) and \(-l\) is one of very common occurrence. Sometimes \(-l\) is corrupted into \(-r\); but in large number of cases \(-r\) appears to be the original and \(-l\) the corruption.... This change of \(-r\) to \(-l\) though not uniform is an exceedingly common one, and one which may be regarded as characteristic of colloquial Tamil. It is common in Malayāḷam also. Seeing that a tendency to change \(-r\) to \(-l\) exists and operates in Dravidian languages, especially in Tamil, it may be concluded that in those ancient roots which are the common property of several families of languages and in which an interchange appears to exist between \(-r\) and \(-l\), ... \(-r\) was the original and \(-l\) the altered sound that is, that the form with \(-l\) is less ancient than the form with \(-r\)." C.D.G., page 56.

The change of the \(-l\) of pippali into \(-r\) of πεπολί shows that the Greeks must have first become acquainted with the article through the Iranians at a time when there was no \(-l\) in the Iranian alphabet (e. f. Weber I.A. Vol. II, pages 146, 147); that is before the Achaemenian (500 B.C.) or Old Persian period when they had learnt to tolerate \(-l\) in loan words. As there do not appear to have been any exports of 'longer-pepper' from the Malabar ports even so late as the time of the Periplus it would seem that pippali was not a southern word but a North Indian word which travelled south along with the pippali industry, i.e., the cultivation of pippali and the collection of pippali fruits as forest produce. The Greeks had become acquainted with the article long, long before South Indian began to export it.
29. Tamil milaku < Sanskrit marica—Prakrit mira.

But what about *piper nigrum* which was for long ages the special product of Malabar and to secure the trade in which the Greeks and the Moors vied with each other? Long-pepper used chiefly in medicine is not much in evidence before the public, while 'black-pepper' enters into the daily food of the people. What is the Tamil-Malayalam name for the latter? And was this name imposed upon the world and adopted in other languages as one would expect would have been the case under the circumstances? The Sanskrit name for it is marica and various tadbhanas from it are in use in Northern India, such as, gul-mira, miri, miri-cung, etc. Telugu, as usual, adheres closely to the Sanskrit form, and has miriyamu, miramu (singular); miriyulu (plural). Kanarese has menasu, melasu and melasu; Tulu munaci; and Tamil-Malayalam milaku, thus showing the difficulty experienced in the Dravidian country in pronouncing a North Indian -r-. Having regard to Bishop Caldwell's rule in regard to the interchange of -r- and -l-, the Tamil form is obviously driven from, and is later than, the Sanskrit form.

In old Tamil black-pepper was also called kari, a word not in popular use at present except in the sense of 'pungent condiments' in which 'black-pepper' or 'capsicum' is a chief ingredient; this word appears to be derived from the Sanskrit khara 'sharp, pungent' which is Indo-Germanic in origin.

There is also a Vedic root marc *mrca* which means 'hurt, injure' and the participle *marcayat* means *keen*.

---
1. *yat kṣureṇa marcayatā supēśam nātrā vāparā keshān*  
   *When you remove the hair with a sharp burnished razor*  
   (Ekāgniṇāḍa II-1).
sharp'; the word marīca appears to be connected with this root. The Avesta has a root mark (morōick) 'kill.'

It is claimed by Dravidian scholars that pippali is a Dravidian word on the a priori ground apparently that a Dravidian product should have a Dravidian name. But the Greek form πέπηπι is not synchronous with the pre-Aryan period of Indian history, for if the Iranians had then spread over Iran as far as the Persian Gulf it is natural to presume that the Indo-Aryans also had spread over a considerable portion of Hindustan. Further when the word came to South India the true Dravidians here were unable to pronounce it correctly and substituted ti for pi.

Throughout India at all times pippali meant only 'long-pepper', and this, which gave rise to the Greek name πέπηπι appears to have been the only pepper known to the Greeks at first. Black-pepper *piper nigrum* was obviously unknown outside Malabar at first. When subsequently this article became known to the Greeks the name πέπηπι appears to have been transferred to it, pippali becoming the Greek *peperi makron* thereafter. The names milaku, marica or mirach never got adopted in Europe.

It would seem from the facts stated above that pippali and mirch are North Indian words that have been adopted in South India in the Aryan period of Indian history. The first Greek writer to mention pepper belonged to the 4th century B.C. There is no evidence that the primitive South Indians knew of its properties or cared to cultivate it prior to the arrival of the Aryans in Malabar.

30. Tamil karappa, karuvi <Arabic qasfa <Greek Karpha.

Ctesias's Carpin.—Ctesias had exceptional opportunities for acquiring knowledge about India since he resided for seventeen years at the Persian court as physician to the king,
Artaxerxes Mnemon. He has, however, been condemned as a deliberate liar not only by the consentient voice of antiquity but also by the generality of the learned in modern times. The following is taken from an article (Chapter XVI) by Mr. E. R. Bevan, M.A., in the Cambridge History of India (Vol. I, page 397):

"Ctesias apparently was a deliberate liar. Modern writers urge that some of his monstrousities—his dog-faced men, his pygmies and so on—can be paralleled by the statements in old Indian books. This shows that Ctesias was not above saving himself the trouble of fresh invention when statements sufficiently sensational were furnished him by other........ One of his most monstrous animals, the creature as large as a lion, with a human face, which shoots stings out of the end of his tail, called in the Indian language, says Ctesias, martikhora—as a matter of fact the word is Persian—Ctesias affirms that he had himself seen, as one was sent as a present to the Persian King. This gives the measure of the man. No doubt his wildest statements about the fauna and flora of India can, if sufficiently trimmed, be made to bear a sort of resemblance to something real, but it seems ingenuity wasted to attempt to establish these connexions."

Bishop Caldwell, has, however, exercised his ingenuity to establish such a connexion between karpon and the Tamil-Malayalam karappa (t-tailam) 'cinnamon oil' and karvā-(p-pattai) 'cinnamon bark.' It will be noted that Ctesias's karpon is on all fours with his martikhora, an imaginary thing, having an imaginary Indian name stated to have been presented to the Persian King and to have been seen personally by Ctesias.

Ctesias was a physician, and a physician to a king and a man of talent. He would certainly have known cinnamon—Greek karpuia (dry twigs)—which the Greeks called
kinnomomon after the Phoenicians. He does not use either of these words in connexion with the Indian tree exuding the fragrant oil, but distinctly says that the Greeks called it *myrora* (unguent roses) and his description of the oil refers only to its extra-ordinary smell and fragrance and seems to show that it was prized only as an unguent. There is nothing in it to suggest pungent taste. Bishop Caldwell’s assumption that Ctesias referred to cinnamon oil and that his glowing description applied to the coarse, inferior Malabar trees which are very poor in oil is hardly justifiable. *Khara* ‘rough, hot, pungent’ is an Indo-Aryan word of Indo-Germanic origin; there is a Vedic word *ksāra* ‘acid, caustic, pungent’ of which the Prākrit *khāra* and the Dravidian *kāram* ‘pungency’ are *tadbhasas*. It has already been suggested that the Tamil *kari* ‘black pepper, pungent condiments’ appears to be derived from *Khara*. It is possible to form derivatives karupp, *kārppu* ‘pungency from *khara* and *kāru*’, but such derivatives are not now in use either in Tamil or in Malayālam. It will be shown in a latter part of this work that *-pu* the Dravidian suffix forming verbal nouns and abstract nouns is of Aryan origin. It will thus be seen that if, as is held by Bishop Caldwell, the words *karappa* and *karuvā* are of Indian origin, then their bases and terminations are both Aryan.

But they do not appear to be of Indian origin. Their most probable derivation is that given in Dr. Gundert’s Malayalam-English Dictionary, viz., that they are traceable to the Greek *karphēna* through the Arabic *qarfaḥ*. The most decisive argument against Bishop Caldwell’s assumption is that cinnamon is not mentioned as an Indian export in the Periplus. China then supplied fine cinnamon and the trade in the coarse, inferior Malabar stuff had probably not yet begun. It is hardly likely as supposed by Mr. Schoff that
the Malabar stuff was kept from the knowledge of the Greek traders and secretly sold to the Arabs.

31. **Tamil istringstream < Sanskrit istringstream or Śṛṅgabera.**

The names given to this article in the Indian languages, especially Dravidian, are most instructive. Ginger was originally a special product of Malabar and is an indispensable requisite in every household either green or in a dry state. Green ginger is called ōḍrakām 'moist, wet, liquefying' in Sanskrit and dry ginger  sūṣkārādakām or merely sūṣkām which is an Indo-German word meaning 'dry' (Brug: I sections 332, 413). There is also a Sanskrit root  sūṇkh 'purify, dry up, from which two derivatives are formed  sūṇthi and  sūṇthyam, both of which are also used names of dried ginger.

In addition to these, there is the word Śṛṅgaveram, Pāli  singivāram, which is applied both to the green and the dry articles; Skeat in his Etymological Dictionary of the English Language explains this word as "hornshaped from the horns on it."

It is well known that the Sanskrit ōḍraka has become allā in some of the Prākṛtis (P.P.G.S. 294); and ōḍraka in the forms allā, allamu is in use in Telugu, Kanarese and literary Tamil in the sense of 'green ginger'; the word appears to exist also in the northern vernaculars in the forms of ōḍrak, āda, āte, allam, as the name of the plant.

*Sūṇthi* exists as  sūṇṭi in Telugu,  sānt in Kanarese and  cundī in Malayāḷam and all these words mean 'dry ginger' *cukku* is the form which  sūṣka assumes in Tamil-Malayāḷam and also means 'dry ginger.' *Sāntthi* appears also to exist in the northern vernaculars as  sōṇth,  sāndh,  sāndhi,  sānth,  sānh.

1. C. F. Pāli  allāvāra 'having a wet cīvata'.
The above were the usual etymologies given of the various Indian names for 'green ginger' and 'dry ginger' till Drs. Gundert and Kittel appeared on the scene. Dr. Gundert derived śvañcha from Dravidian *curul* 'contract, shrivel up, shrink.' Dr. Kittel pointed out that 'dry ginger' was called *cukku, cuceu, cuceu, cuñchi, conchi, congri* in Tamil and compared these words with the Dravidian root (*cukka* Tamil *curuku* ) 'contract, shrivel up, shrink'; the last six names are obviously derived from two different bases *ṣuṣka* and *suvthya*, but Dr. Kittle does not apparently note this and derives them all from one root. It is in view of these forms with an initial *ṣ*- or *ṣ*- that Bishop Caldwell and Drs. Burnell and Gundert considered that the Tamil *iṇci* must have had an initial *ṣ*- formerly, that the Sanskrit *ṣṛṇgabera* was an imitation of the (supposititious) Tamil *ciuṇvar* and that the European *zingiber* was derived from the Tamil name.

There is absolutely no reason to suppose, as Dr. Burnell did, that the Sanskrit Pandits converted *ciuṇvar* into *ṣṛṇgabera* with the object of disguising the Tamil origin of the word. There are several other plant and vegetable names in Sanskrit containing *ṣṛṇga* :

1. *kaṅkaṭasṛṇgī* name of a tree;
2. *ajasṛṇgī*, a plant having fruits like goats' horns;
3. 4. *ṣṛṇgī*, *ṣṛṇgikā* which denote (a) a kind of medicinal plant (b) a kind of poison;
4. *ṣṛṇgakāṇḍah*;
5. *ṣṛṇgakah*;
6. *ṣṛṇgajam*;

*Ṣṛṇgabera* means 'horn shaped' or 'antler shaped' and aptly describes the root of the ginger plant; in Singhalase *ṣṛṇgabera* has become *hingur*, later *ingur*; and it is likely that the Tamil *iṇci* is only a corrupt appocopated form of this word or of *Ṣṛṇgikā* or *Ṣṛṇgī*. 
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Tamil reduces the initial conjunct consonant śr- of Sanskrit words to ś- and ultimately elides it. Before adopting the words as its own, it also elides ś- and ś- in most Sanskrit words as can be seen from the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Tamil form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>śramaṇa</td>
<td>Buddhist mendicant</td>
<td>caṇana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śrāvaṇa</td>
<td>Name of month</td>
<td>āvaṇi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śronā</td>
<td>Name of a constellation.</td>
<td>ōṇam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śraviṣṭhā</td>
<td>-do-</td>
<td>aviṭṭam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śreṣṭhī</td>
<td>Foreman of a guild, a wealthy merchant</td>
<td>cetṭi ; etṭi,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāli: sēṭṭī</td>
<td>(title given by king).</td>
<td>(title given by king).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śrēṇi</td>
<td>A line, a row</td>
<td>ēṇi (a ladder)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāli: niṣṣeni</td>
<td>Telugu niccena</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šrotra</td>
<td>Revealed scriptures</td>
<td>ottu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aśrita</td>
<td>Dependent (adj.)</td>
<td>āyam (a dependent letter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mārgasira</td>
<td>Name of a month</td>
<td>mārkali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sarṣapa</td>
<td>mustard.</td>
<td>Tam : aiyavi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāli: sāsapa</td>
<td>Tel : āvālu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sīsa</td>
<td>lead</td>
<td>iyam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śmaśru</td>
<td>hair</td>
<td>mayir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śmaśāna</td>
<td>a cemetery</td>
<td>mayāṇam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simhala</td>
<td>Ceylon</td>
<td>Iḷam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāli: sīhala</td>
<td>one thousand</td>
<td>āyiram.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sahasra</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
<td>Meaning</td>
<td>Tamil form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sneha</td>
<td>oil</td>
<td>ney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sūci</td>
<td>a needle</td>
<td>ūci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sabhā</td>
<td>an assembly</td>
<td>avai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suparna</td>
<td>having beautiful</td>
<td>Uvaṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>features</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>samaya</td>
<td>fit time, opportunity</td>
<td>amaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śulka</td>
<td>toll</td>
<td>ulku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sarpa (*sarap)</td>
<td>a snake</td>
<td>aravam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sandhyā</td>
<td>evening</td>
<td>anti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śātaka</td>
<td>cloth</td>
<td>āṭai</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

āḷāpasallāpa intimate and familiar conversation: alāvalāvū.

These instances might be multiplied indefinitely. Dr. Burnell's remarks extracted previously deserve consideration, but unfortunately the Periplus does not mention any exports of ginger from the Tamil country or from India. The cultivation of the plant, at any rate for export purposes, seems to have been of late growth and there is no valid reason to postulate a suppositious čiñceivēr especially as allam, ēkku, unṭi and sonṭi are of Aryan origin. Probably the cultivation of the plant began only after the establishment of Aryan colonies in South India and taking all circumstances into consideration it looks as if the Tamil śāci is a corruption of the Sanskrit śṛṅgi, as the Singhalese ingle and hingur are of śṛṅgabera. Further the assumed loss of an initial ś- or s- is itself an admission that the word is foreign. Why should there be any loss in indigenous word to which people have long been accustomed? It is only in strange foreign words that such changes occur.

32. Sanskrit mayūra, nivēra, agaru North

Indian jōwār.

We are now in a position to decide definitely as to the claim for priority between (1) mayūra and mayil: peafowl;
(b) Sanskrit *sandalama* 'sandalwood.'

The following is an extract from para 39 of McCrindle’s introduction to his translation of the Periplus (I. A. Vol. VIII, page 15).

"39. Σανδάρακα and σανδάμαναξύλ Logos of Sandalwood and Sasama (santatum album) exported from Barygaza to the ports of Oman and Apologos (36).

Σαντάλινα is a correction of the Ms. reading *σαντάλινα* proposed by Salmastius. Kosmos Indikopleustes calls sandalwood *τζαζένα*. For *σανδάμανα* of the Ms., Mr. Stuckius proposed *σανδάμινα*—a futile emendation, since seasmle is known only as a leguminous plant from which an oil is expressed, and not as a tree. But possibly red-saunderswood (*Pterocarpus santalinus*) may be meant."
There is no doubt that sandalwood is a special product of South India, about seven-eighths\(^1\) of the world's supply being produced in Mysore; in old times it must have been a monopoly of South India. Red-saunders too is confined to South India\(^2\). There is no mention of it either in the Periplus among the exports from South Indian ports; but certain logs of wood are mentioned among the exports from Barygaza (Broach) which Salmasius by an emendation of the text takes to be \textit{σανδάλτων} sandalwood. The real sandalwood is first mentioned centuries later by Kosmos Indikopleustes as \textit{εξαδάνα}. It is doubtful whether the Periplus really means sandalwood or red-saunders, by \textit{Σανθάρακγ} and \textit{σανθάρακγ} mentioned among the exports from Barygaza; having regard to the localities in which they are now produced there is no warrant for such an assumption.

Unless fresh evidence is forthcoming we must conclude that there were no exports of sandalwood logs from South India even so late as the beginning of the Christian era, when the country had become partly Aryanized.

Lastly \textit{sandana} cannot be a pure Tamil name; for according to \textit{Tolkāppiyam} I—62, no Tamil word can begin with \textit{ca}.

\(c\) Hebrew \textit{Almug, Algum}.

These words need not detain us long. \textit{Almuggim} and \textit{algummim} were brought to Solomon from Ophir as hewn timber in immense quantities and used for props; the girth of sandal wood is not sufficiently large for such a purpose; and as pointed out by Professor J. Kennedy few materials are less fitted than sandalwood for such a purpose. This appears to be also the opinion of other scholars. The identification of \textit{algum} with sandalwood must therefore be given up.

---

tuki: τὰ ὁ ὁ: tōkai

It may be mentioned in passing that the Sanskrit valguka means also 'woop' generally.

It is unnecessary to stop here to consider Bishop Caldwell's suggestion that Sanskrit valgu(ka) is derived from the Tamil aḷa-ku or aḷa-ku 'beauty; these words seem to be related to the Sanskrit alam-kr, 'adorn'.

33. Hebrew tuki—Greek τὰ ὁ: s:
Old Tamil tōkai.

(a) The identification of the Hebrew tuk (with the old Tamil tōkai 'a peacock' was one of Bishop Caldwell's earliest, and by assuming a dialectic variety togel for the latter word he has connected the Arabic tawas Greek τὰ ὁ → Latin pavo, English peacock) with the Tamil word. These relationships having been accepted by Professor Max Muller, all subsequent writers have assumed these equations as a matter of course and regard them as unassailable as propositions in pure mathematics. There are, however, insuperable objections to the identification. The meanings of tōkai and the connected words in the Dravidian languages are as follows:—

1. Tamil, tōkai: 'plumage, a tail, a peacock's tail, skirt or order of a cloth, a peacock.'

2. Malayalam, tōka: 'what hangs down, a tail.'

3. Konarese, tōke—'anything that hangs down, a tail.'

sōge, sōgu: (1) 'the peculiar leaf of palms, sugarcane and the screw pine;
(2) a peacock's feather or tail;
(3) a ship's rudder;
(4) a peacock.'

4. Telugu, toka: 'a tail.'
In Marathi sōgā means 'the skirt of a garment, trailing on the ground.'

It will be seen from the above that tokai usually means 'a tail' in Dravidian languages and that Tamil is the only language in which the word means 'a peacock,' i.e., 'the bird with the tail,' and even here it is only in Old Tamil that has come down to us in poetical works of the early Christian centuries that the word means 'a male peacock' by a figure of speech. The corresponding word in Kanarese is sōge which means 'a tail' and 'a peacock.' In this language sōge navil 'a navil with a tail' means 'a peacock' as opposed to 'a pea-hen'; here also it is by a figure of speech that sōge has come to mean the male of the species.

Instances are given later on, of initial -r- having become -t- in Tamil and one possible explanation is that the Dravidian toka 'a tail' and the Kanarese sōge 'a peacock' have fallen together in the Tamil tokai.

(b) It may be doubted, indeed, whether tokai in the secondary sense of 'a peacock' ever got into ordinary speech. Another serious objection to Bishop Caldwell's identification is that the rendering tokai should be tāhi in Hebrew characters, not tāki. For intervocal single -h- is, as explained by Bishop Caldwell himself, pronounced like -h- in Tamil (C.D.G. pages 23-24). An exactly parallel case is that of the Tamil aki (S. agaru) Aquilaria Agallocha which appears as ahalini, ahaloth in the Hebrew Text in the Proverbs, which Bishop Caldwell says should be derived from the Tamil aki and not the Sanskrit agaru.

(c) Pea-fowls are now plentiful in all the drier parts of India and abound in Gujarāt, Kach and Rajputāna. On would expect that it is the name current in Barygaza.

1. Manimēkalai XIX-62 where tokai means 'the male of the species.'
or thereabouts that would travel with the bird to Babylonia. How does it happen that the Tamil name of the bird goes to the court of Solomon? When it was believed that Ophir was in South India or thereabouts and that Phoenician and Solomon's servants voyaged down the Malabar coast once in three years it might have been accepted without question that Solomon's peacocks were procured from the Tamil country. It is now believed by most scholars that Opir was not in India. Mr. Schoff thinks that "the location of Ophir in India is impossible." It is also certain that pea-fowls were procurable in Northern India. It is, therefore, a priori improbable that the Hebrew tāki is derived from the Tamil name for 'peacock.'

For these reasons it is impossible to accept Bishop Caldwell's identification.

(d) In Chapter XVI of Volume I of the Cambridge History of India Mr. E. R. Bevan says:—

"The peacock which was introduced into Greece during the second half of the fifth century B.C. retained in his designations evidences both of his Indian origin and of the route—via the Persian empire—by which he had been conveyed (Μυσίκως ὜φις)" (page 396). It is not merely the Indian origin that is involved here; Bishop Caldwell's explanation of ῥαδις is based on the assumption that the bird was procured from the Tamil country, the southernmost portion of the peninsula. Of course it does not occur to Mr. Bevan to call into question the usually accepted explanation of the Greek ῥαδις and he reconciles the two explanations. It is, however, clear that the Greeks thought that the peacock was a native of Media, not of India. We have seen that oryzō and peperē were derived by the Greeks from words current in Persia. Similarly Arabic ḥawas

and Greek might τατί have been derived from a name current in Media or thereabouts. The objections to Bishop Caldwell’s derivation of these words from Tamil τοκαί are:

1. There is no dialectic variety togei; Bishop Caldwell transliterates intervocal single -k- by the character -g-, but he admits that both in Tamil and in Malayalam intervocal single -k- is pronounced like -h- (C.D. G. p. 23).

2. He does not account for the initial cerebral of the Arabic word. It is hardly likely that the Arabic name is derived from the Greek word. It is thus clear that the original of the Hebrew τακί and the Greek τατί must be sought for outside the Tamil country.

3. It may finally be pointed out that the root το- or τω- and the suffix -κυ- of the base τομκυ have Aryan affinities, the suffix being a modification of the Aryan root तौ ‘to do.’

34. CONCLUSION.

What is known as Dravidian civilization is really the civilization of Aryan and Aryanized immigrants from the North.

We have now discussed most of the evidence relied upon in support of the assumed existence of a pre-Aryan material civilization in Southern India. This evidence consists merely of a number of European and Hebrew words claimed to be Dravidian and non-Aryan: viz., Oryza, gingers, carpion, algum, tukí.

The earliest reliable account of South Indian trade is furnished by the Periplus of the Erythrean Sea, which may be taken to describe this trade as it existed in the first three centuries of the Christian era, South India, especially, the Tamil land, then appears as carrying on a direct maritime trade with Egypt, the chief exports from South India being black pepper and pearls of superior quality in great quantity, ivory, fine silks, spikenard from the Ganges, malabathrum transparent precious stones, diamonds, jacinths, tortoise shell.
etc. But this was in a period subsequent to the establishment of very many Aryan colonies in the south if not also to the Aryanization of the south and subsequent also to the establishment of a direct intercourse with Africa and the Red Sea coast by the discovery by Hippalus in the first century A.D. of the annual monsoons. In earlier times the trade of Southern India with foreign countries was carried on entirely by coasting vessels. The clay tablets unearthed in Babylonia disclose that in the 5th and 6th centuries B.C., there was a maritime trade between the west coast of India and that country, but this trade appears to have been carried on with the ports of Barygaza and Supparah and not with any ports in Dravidian India. Barygaza and Supparah were apparently entrepots for the South Indian trade at the time.

1. Oryza.—From the Periplus we find that the only Indian port that exported rice in the first three centuries of the Christian era was Barygaza and that the Malabar ports did not export this commodity even after the establishment of direct trade with the Greeks. If we also remember that Malabar has now to import part of the rice required for her consumption, it will be seen how improbable it is that the South Indian name for rice should ever get known to the Greeks or get adopted in the Greek language. As a matter of fact philologists including Potti, Benfey, Curtius, Pictet and Skeat are agreed that the word oryx, which it may be noted in passing was in use in Greece even in the 5th century B.C., is from a lost Iranian word which is equivalent to the Sanskrit vrihi according to the laws of letter change obtaining between the Indo-Aryan and Iranian languages. Thus the Sanskrit vrihi is not a word coined on Indian soil but belongs to the stock of the words inherited by Sanskrit from the Indo-Iranian parent tongue.

The names for rice in use in the South Indian languages look like the debri of the Sanskrit vrihi or vrihi.
Telugu
Malayālam
Tamil
Kanarese
Kodagu

Dr. Kittel constructed out of these debris a supposititious 'varigi' and asserted that the Sanskrit vṛiḥi was derived from this. This theory must now be given up in view of the fact that vṛiḥi must have had its origin in Central or Western Asia where the Indo-Aryans and the Iranians were living together. But was there a non-Aryan South Indian form varigi? If so, it is indeed surprising that the Indo-Iranians in Central or Western Asia and the Dravidians in South India should have independently hit upon two names for rice so nearly alike.

Further, Dr. Kittle’s word does not account for the Telugu bijyamu—which obviously is the Sanskrit secondary formation vṛihyam, nor for the ai of Singhalese, the rai, harr of Tamil and Tulu. There seems to be little doubt that the European names for ‘rice’ are derived from the lost Iranian ariżey, while the South Indian names are derived from the Sanskrit vṛihya or vṛižiya.

The hypothetic form varigi of Dr. Kittel reminds one of the Telugu grains variga and varaga and the Tamil grains varaku, kē̄paraku (rāgi). If these also are to be traced to the Sanskrit vṛiḥi (previously vṛižhi and vṛižhi), as apparently they should, then South India must be poor indeed in indigenous grain names. Naturally so: for, as pointed out by Sir J. H. Marshall, when the North Indian Aryans at last broke through the barriers of hill and jungle that separated them from the Dekkan and penetrated in the South in the first millennium B.C., they found the South Indians in the neo-lithic stage of culture.
(b) zingiber.—The Periplus does not mention any exports of ginger from any Indian port at all. There is no mention of any Greek name for this commodity dating from the pre-Christian era. The trade in this commodity thus appears to have come into existence late. Drs. Gundert and Kittel mix up the various South Indian names of this article derived from three different roots of which inci, cukka, canfi are types and construct therefrom a hypothetical Sincivēr, asserting that the Greek word 'ziggiberis' is derived from this form and that the Sanskrit Syṅgabera was a pedantic modification of the same form. As pointed out above, there are undoubted Sanskrit names containing the conjunct sr- which Tamil has dropped when adopting the names and Syṅgī would have become inci in the usual course in Tamil. The Greek name is apparently of late origin, dating long after the establishment of Aryan colonies in the South.

(c) niḍara is another word of importance in this connection, of which navara, navara, nel and nellu are obvious corruptions and the three words vrīthi, niḍara and Syṅgabera have an important bearing on certain aspects of South Indian civilization. *Vṛthi* and *niḍara* occur in the Vedas and *Syṅgabera* is also very old being found in Pāli in the form *Singgicera*.

The representatives of *niḍara* are found in four languages of Southern India, Tamil, Malayālam, Kanarese and Tuḷu; the representatives of *syṅgabera* are found in Tamil, Malayālam and Singhalese, while those of Suṣka (dried ginger) an Indo-Iranian word, are found only in Tamil and Malayālam. The representatives of *vrīthi* exist only in Telugu, Kanarese, Tuḷu, Malayālam, Tamil and Singhalese. The popular names of these articles in other parts of India are generally derived from words admitted into Sanskrit in later times.\(^1\) This fact seems to show that the people who

---

1. Vidē names in Watts' Dictionary of Economic Products of India.
brought the above words to South India must have been in contact with the Northern Aryans during Vedic times and must have separated from them before the latter had adopted other and later names for the articles.

(d) karpion:—The Cinnamon trees of Malabar appear to be of a very inferior kind and the main use to which their bark is now put appears to be to adulterate the Chinese bark. The Periplus mentions no exports of Cinnamon from India. The Cassia leaf exported in the time of the Periplus, if any Malabar leaf was exported, must have been grouped under Malabathrum. This Malabathrum though exported from Malabar ports appears to have been a product of the interior or to have come from outside India (Paras. 56, 63 and 65 of the Periplus). It is unlikely that Ctesias’s glowing description has any reference to these inferior trees. The names karappu and karuvu are not mentioned in the Periplus and appear to be very late reflexes of the Arabic names kerfet and qartah traceable to the Greek kerpheia which is at least as old as the time of Herodotus and older than that of Ctesius. If the names karappu and karuvu are Indian words, then they are of Aryan origin, for both the base ker—‘sharp’ and the suffix -pu are Aryan.

(e) algum.—There were no exports of sandalwood from any South Indian port at the time of the Periplus. There were exports of some wood from Barygaza which by an emendation of the text of the Periplus, have been understood to be sandalwood. Considering the distance of Barygaza from Mysore and the Western Ghats, the places of production of sandal, it is unlikely that the wood exported from Barygaza was sandalwood. As pointed out by Professor J. Kennedy


2. “All brought from countries further east” according to McCrindle.
sandalwood is not of sufficient girth for use as pillars and props etc., and it is unlikely that the algum and almug of the Hebrew texts meant sandalwood. Bishop Caldwell's identification of algum with the Tamil alaku 'beauty' is fantastic, to say the least of it, the suffix -ku of the alaku is probably from the Sanskrit root kr 'do' and the word is obviously related to the S. alaṁkr (v.—t.) 'adorn'.

(f) tākī.—In regard to peacocks it is unnecessary to repeat the objections detailed above to the identification of the Hebrew tāki with the Tamil tōkai, and of the Arabic ĥawas and Greek ἡδως with a hypothetical Tamil tōgei. But the identifications, even if admitted, do not materially strengthen the theory of a Dravidian civilization. If peacocks were once confined to Southern India, an improbable supposition, then they must have borne a South Indian name wherever they were transported, and there would be nothing surprising in the Hebrew name for its being derived from a Tamil word. This fact will only show that the bird was a native of South India and gives no indication as to the state of civilization of South Indians at the time. The real implication lies in the picture, which Bishop Caldwell tacked to his identification, of the Phoenician merchants and Solomon's servants making voyages once in three years down the Malabar coast towards Ophir for bringing 'gold, silver, ivory, apes and peacocks'. This still continues to fascinate a few Dravidian scholars.

In conclusion algum appears to be some unknown foreign word which Professor Max Muller and Bishop Caldwell thought to be Indian. Karpion which rests solely on the authority of Ctesias had perhaps no South Indian connection. Arici and iici are obviously corruptions of North Indian words.

The theory of a pre-Aryan, South Indian civilization therefore fails to the extent to which it is thought to be sup-
ported by the testimony of these words, *Nellu*, *tippali* or *pippali* and *milaku* also have come from the north. That black-pepper, the practical monopoly of the Malabar coast in the past and so eagerly sought after by the Europeans, is not known by its South Indian names *kari* or *milaku* in Europe indicates that these names came late in the field. So far as an inference can be formed from the testimony of the words mentioned above, we can safely say that what is known as the Dravidian civilization of the South is really the civilization of Aryan and Aryanised immigrants from the North.

The discussion in this chapter and the extracts from various authors who have written about South India bring out how little is known in Europe about the real South India of the past and how apt scholars are to repeat the statements of previous writers without much scrutiny. Such statements frequently repeated acquire a progressively increasing fictitious authority as years roll on. It has thus come about that people think that *karpiion* is a Greek word, that *Damirike* is a good transliteration of Tamilakam and that *vrīhi* and *Drāsiśa* are Sanskritised forms of *arici* and *Tamil*.

It is also surprising that historians should implicitly accept certain details of ancient South Indian history which the late Mr. Kanakasabhai Pillai evolved out of his inner consciousness, namely that the ancient inhabitants of South India were *vilavars* and *milavars*, literally 'hunters and fishermen', that these were conquered by a civilized race called *Nāgar* who were in their turn displaced by Mongolians from Central Asia who reached India through Tibet and the Himalayan passes. The first two items find a place in Mr. V. A. Smith's *Early History of India* and in the *Cambridge History of India*. The last item is not noticed in these books as the theory of a Mongolian irruption through middle Himalayan
passes is opposed to the current theory, that the Dravidians came from the highlands of Western Asia and entered India by the North-West.

Even a writer like Professor J. Kennedy who has re-examined the evidence usually accepted without question in proof of the ancient maritime trade between India and Babylonia and has rejected part of it, has expressed the opinion that 'rice, peacock', etc., were known in Greece in the 5th Century B.C. by their Dravidian, *i.e.* Tamil names. This was, however, unavoidable as the greatest authority on South Indian languages had declared that *oryza, tawar, algum*, etc., were derived from Tamil words. Bishop Caldwell was indeed a great magician. He pronounced a spell and there sprung up a vision of Phoenician seamen voyaging with Solomon's servants down the West coast of India to Ophir once in three years to bring gold, silver, algum, peacocks and apes. This vision still fascinates some Dravidian scholars, though it has been pointed out that the Hebrew *algum* was not wanted for its scent, but to be used as props and pillars for which sandalwood was wholly unfit, that peacocks could be had in plenty in Guzerat and that there was no gold or silver for export from India. The whole vision rests on Bishop Caldwell's opinion that *oryza, algum*, and *tawar* are derived from Tamil words. It is time that the spell is broken.
CHAPTER III.

THE ALLEGED DRAVIDIAN CHARACTERISTICS IN INDO-ARYAN.

35. THE NON-ARYAN ELEMENT IN SANSKRIT VOCABULARY.

The changes stated to have been introduced into the Aryan dialects of India by the influence of the Dravidian languages are arranged by the Editors of the Linguistic Survey under three heads:

1. Vocabulary,
2. Phonology and
3. Inflectional system.

In regard to the first head, some scholars appear to hold the extreme view that all words common to Dravidian and Sanskrit which are not traceable in any of the other Indo-Germanic languages, must have been borrowed by Sanskrit from the Dravidian languages.

Professor Sten Konow gives a fair summary of the controversy on this point in the Linguistic Survey of India. (Vol. iv, pp. 278—9).

"There are in all Indo-Aryan languages a considerable number of words which cannot apparently be identified in other Indo-European languages. This is specially the case in modern vernaculars and the old opinion was that such words had, generally speaking, been borrowed from the language of the tribes which inhabited India before the Aryan invasion. The steady progress of philological studies in later years has enabled us to retrace an ever-increasing portion of such words to Sanskrit, and many scholars now hold that there have hardly been any loans at all. It has, however, been overlooked that it is not sufficient to show that a word is found in Sanskrit or even in the Vedic dialects,
in order to prove that it belonged to the original language of the Aryans. If Bishop Caldwell is right in the opinion just quoted, the foreign element must reach back into the oldest times, and it is necessary to trace the dubious words not only in Sanskrit but also in other languages of the Indo-European family. This is exactly what modern philology has in many cases failed to do. There are, for example, a number of verbal roots in Sanskrit which do not appear to occur in other Indo-European forms of speech. The same is the case with a considerable portion of the vocabulary. We cannot here go into details, the less so, because we do not as yet possess a complete etymological dictionary of Sanskrit. There is, however, every probability for the supposition that at least a considerable portion of such words and bases has been borrowed from the Dravidas. Lists of such words will be found in most of the works dealing with Dravidian philology, e.g.—in Bishop Caldwell's Grammar and in the Rev. F. Kittel's Kanarese Dictionary. I shall only mention one instance. The word Śiva is already in the Vedas used as an epithet of the God Rudra and it is known that Śiva has become one of the principal deities of the Hindu pantheon. It has been asserted that this use of the word Śiva must be explained from a Dravidian Śiva 'red'. Now the word Rudra in the Rg Veda often seems to mean 'red', and it seems probable that the conception of the God Rudra-Śiva has a tinge of Dravidian ideas. I have mentioned this word because it shows how fundamental the Dravidian influence on the Aryans can have been, not only philologically, but also on the whole method of thought."

According to an analysis made many years ago by Professor Edgern, 530 of the Sanskrit roots given in the Dhātupāṭha have representatives in Greek or in the Iranian, the Italic, the Teutonic, the Slavonic and the Celtic languages.¹

¹ Vide Dr. Buhler's article entitled Roots of the Dhātupāṭha in The Indian Antiquary, Vol. xxiii, p. 144.
From Curtius's Greek Etymology we find that 671 of Greek roots have representatives in the other languages of the Indo-European family. The smaller number found in Sanskrit is perhaps due to the earlier migration of the Asiatic Branch from the original habitat of the Indo-Europeans, but it is obvious that both the Greeks and the Indo-Aryans have made very large additions to the stock of words inherited by them from the parent language.

It cannot, therefore, be denied that the old Indo-Aryan which the Aryan immigrants into India developed while they were still in the North-West—the Panjab and Afghanistan—contained a large number of roots and words which did not belong to the Indo-Germanic stock. Much of the new addition was no doubt borrowed from the non-Aryan languages outside India and it is possible that a portion thereof has been derived from pre-Aryan languages spoken in the North-West. But in whatever manner it has been derived and whatever elements it is composed of, this old Indo-Aryan is undoubtedly the original to which the Vedic dialects, the classical Sanskrit, the Prakrit languages, including the Apabhramśas and the Modern-Aryan vernaculars are traceable. If there is no reason other than the similarity between Dravidian and Indo-Aryan sound-forms and words to suppose that the Dravidians once occupied the North-West of India, then the natural presumption will be that these words have really travelled from the north to the south and have been derived by the Dravidian languages of the south from immigrants speaking dialects arising from the old Indo-Aryan.

Professor Sten Konow's opinion that, in the case of the Indo-Aryans, a considerable portion of the new roots and words should have been borrowed from the Drāviḍas is based

on the theory that the Drāvidaś were in occupation of the West and the North-West of India when the Aryans arrived in the country; and this theory again is based on the assumption that Dravidian characteristics have been traced in the Vedic and classical Sanskrit.

As Professor Sten Konow points out, it is impossible to enter into details here and we must content ourselves with examining some typical instance of alleged borrowings from the Dravidian languages. We have an amusing instance in the case of the Vedic karmāra 'a smith,' which is alleged by some writers to have been borrowed from the Dravidian karumā 'a smelter,'—a neolithic people unacquainted with the use of metals possessing a word for 'smelter.'

A long list of Sanskrit words—the names of indigenous South Indian products—like urīhi (rice, rice plant), śringabera (ginger), mukta (pearl), marica (black pepper), pippali, (long pepper), candana (sandalwood), mayura (peacock), etc., have been instanced by Dravidian scholars as having been adopted by Sanskrit from Dravidian languages with some modifications, but it can be proved in most of these cases that the Dravidian name of the product has travelled South from the North during the Aryan period of Indian History. But it may not always be possible to disprove assertions made solely on the basis of the theory that the Dravidians once occupied the North-West of India, otherwise than by showing the theory to be improbable. It is, therefore, necessary to subject to a critical examination the Dravidian characteristics alleged to have been found in the Indo-Aryan languages, which form the basis of this theory.

36. ŚIVA, ŚIVARATRI.

(a) Śiva:—In regard to the typical instance of Śiva mentioned by Professor Sten Konow, it is no doubt true that
the deity Rudra is regarded as red or tawny in colour and that the word Śiva is used in the Vedas as an epithet of this deity. For tāmra, 'coppery' red and aruṇa 'red, ruddy, of the colour of the morning sky', babhru 'deep brown, tawny', sumaṅgala, 'yellow coloured', very auspicious' are some of his epithets, as also Śiva and Śivatara. These last two words, however, do not mean 'red' but 'propitious' and 'highly propitious'; this will be apparent from the other epithets along with which these two words occur, viz., śambhu, saṅkara, 'causing happiness', mayobhu, mayaskara 'causing pleasure, satisfaction'.

Rudra as depicted in the Taittirīya Samhitā is a fierce destroying deity, and the hymns addressed to Him are intended to propitiate Him by calling Him and His weapons good, beneficent, propitious. The word Śiva occurs seven times in the first Anuvāka of śRudrām—a hymn addressed to Rudra.

(T. S. iv—5) In the Taittirīya Samhitā:

(a) yā ta iṣuś śivatamā śivam babhūva te dhanuḥ śivā śaravyā yā tava tayā nō rudra mr̥ḍaya yā te rudra śivā tanūraghorāpapakāśini tayā nas tanuvā śantamayā girisānta bhīkāśīhi yāmiṣum girisantā haste bibharṣyastave śivām giritra tāṁ kuru mā hiṁsiḥ puruṣam jagat śivena vacasā tvā girisācchā vadāmasi.

1. Asau yastiḥro aruṇa ute babhūrs sumaṅgalaḥ.
   (T. S. iv. 5-8.)

2. Namasomāya ca rudrāya ca nāmas tamāraya carūnāya ca nāmas saṅgāya ca pasūpatay ca nāmas ugrāya ca bhīmāya ca
   Namas śambhaye ca mayobhave ca nāmas saṅkarāya ca mayaskarāya ca nāmas śivāya ca śivatarāya ca.
   (T. S. iv. 5-8.)
(6) nisīrya sālyānāṁ mukhā śīvo nas sumanā bhava.

Here we have

(1) te īṣuśivatamā 'Your most beneficent arrow'
(2) śīvam te dhanul 'Your beneficent bow'
(3) śīvā śaravā tava 'Your auspicious aim'
(4) te śīvā tanu śantamā 'Your auspicious form (body),
   most beneficent'
(5) īṣum haste śīvām kara 'please render the arrow
   in Your hand beneficent to us'
(6) śīvēna vacasā tvā vadāmani 'we address You with
   propitiating words'
(7) śīvā nas sumanā bhava 'be propitious and well
   disposed towards us.'

It is with the same object that Rudra himself is called
śīva, śīvatara, sambhu, śaṅkara, mayobhu, mayaskara. Of these
śīva, sambhu and śaṅkara have now become Rudra's names. It
is the merest accident that the Sanskrit śīva 'beneficent'
has the same sound as the Dravidian śīva (= cīva) 'red'. Have
those that assert an etymological connexion between
the two words been able to quote a single passage from the
Vedas in which Śīva the epithet of Rudra means 'red'?

(b) Śivarātri: Another instance can be quoted from
the Vedas of a similar propitiation by the epithet śīva. The
fourteenth night of the dark 'half' of the month (lunar)
of Māgha is called śivarātri. At the time of the Kauśītakī
Brāhmaṇa this must have been the winter solstice night,
(i.e., the night immediately preceding the sun's turning to
begin his northward course. For it is stated in the Brāhmaṇa
(XIX—3).

Sa vai māghasyāmāvāsāyaṁ upem avasati uddhavartyaṁ
upeme vasanti prāyanīyena atirāṭreṇa
yakṣyamāṇaṁ tadenam prathamamāpnuvantī ||
"He (the sun), indeed, rests on the new moon day Māgha, being about to turn towards the north. Thus they rest, who are about to perform the rites of the Prāyanīya Atirātra. Thus they reach him for the first time." The Brāhmaṇa here refers to the Gavāṁ Ayana sacrifice which begins with a Prāyanīya Atirātra; the sacrifice lasts for a year and in the middle of it, the sun reaches the highest point (the Summer Solstice) of his annual course.

Śivarātri thus coincided with the winter solstice: at one time, and was then the longest and probably the coldest night of the year; in high latitudes, the sun would have appeared only for a few hours above the horizon and may not have been visible at all in consequence of mists and fogs. The following passage occurs in the Parisīṣṭa of the Rgveda:"

prapanno'ham śivām rātrim bhadre
pāram asīmahi bhadre pāram asīmahi.

(Mandala X, Anuvāka 10—16)

"I seek the protection of the beneficent night, Oh! Propitious One! may we (safely) reach the other side? Oh! Beneficent One! may we (safely) pass the night?"

The same idea occurs in the Taittirīya Śaṁhitā:—

Citrāvaso svastī te pāram asīya ityāha
rātrir vai Citrāvasuḥ, avyuṣṭyai vā
etasyai purā brāhmaṇa abhaiṣuḥ. (T. S. I, 5—7.)

"It is stated 'Hail Citrāvasu! May I reach your other side!' Citrāvasu is night; in former days the Brāhmaṇas were afraid that it may not dawn."

Putting these passages together and Śāyaṇa's commentary on the last it may be inferred that the propitiatory

1. As per G. Thibaut I.A. Vol. xxiv, p. 87.
2. Hemantartau rāṭreḍīrghatvena prabhātām na bhaviṣyatyeveti kādācid brāhmaṇa bhītaḥ (Śāyaṇa bhāṣya.)

"As the nights are long in the hemanta (dewy) season the Brāhmaṇas were at one time afraid that it may not dawn at all."
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prayer was addressed to the longest night of the year which got its epithet Sīva at the same time perhaps as Rudra got His. The fourteenth night of the dark half of Māgha ceased to be the winter solstice night more than three thousand years ago; at a later period, Rathasaptami—the seventh day of the bright half of the month (lunar) of Māgha was considered to be the first day after winter solstice. Later still the first day of the the solar month of Makara was considered to be the day after the winter solstice; and now the winter solstice occurs on the 22nd December. But Māgha Bahula Caturdaśī still continues to be called Sivarātri, the current traditional explanation being that it is a night sacred to Śiva.

(c) The above examination shows that the statement that the use of Śiva as an epithet of Rudra must be explained from a Dravidian čivu 'red' is merely an assertion. We must now proceed to examine the alleged Dravidian characteristics in Indo-Aryan phonology and inflexional system.

S. 37. Alleged Dravidian Influence on Sanskrit Phonology.

The cerebral sounds in Sanskrit:—The most important item under the second head ‘Phonology’ is the evolution of the cerebral sounds on the Sanskrit alphabet, but scholars are not agreed on this point, some of them holding that these sounds might have been developed ab intra by Sanskrit itself, while others hold that the sounds must have been borrowed from Dravidian. Pages 32 to 48 in Bishop Caldwell’s Dravidian Grammar contain a detailed discussion on the point from which it will be seen that the names Caldwell, Benefey, Norris and Trumpp appear among those of scholars who held the latter view, while the names Wilson, Buhler and Beames are ranged on the opposite side. The former argued that the cerebral sounds which are a special feature
of the Dravidian languages are of Tartar origin and are not found in any of the Indo-Germanic alphabets west of the river Indus, while they exist side by side with the dentals in all the Indo-Aryan alphabets east of the Indus, and that their presence in Sanskrit and other Indo-Aryan dialects must be due to Dravidian influence. The late Mr. John Beames, I.C.S., argued on the other hand that the Indo-Germanic languages possessed only linguals and that these had become partly dentals on Indian soil. He said:

"The sounds of this series as expressed by the Teutonic branch of the family, are among the harsher, though not absolutely the harshest, notes of the series. In expressing -t- and -d-, the Teutons, touch with our tongues the gum or fleshy part of the palate just above the teeth. The Southern European races form the contact lower down, just where the osseous substance of the teeth issues from the gums, thus producing a softer sound than the Teutons. The Persians and Indians form it low down on the teeth almost at their edge thus producing the softest sound of all. This Indian sound, being the result of impact on the teeth is a true dental. We, Teutons, have no dental sounds at all while the Italians have semi-dentals. The Indians have, however, in addition to their true dentals another series produced by contact at a point, very little if at all higher than the Teutonic contact, so that they possess, so to speak, the highest and lowest notes of the scale, but not the intermediate ones."

The following remarks of Professor Sten Konow extracted from the Linguistic Survey of India (Vol. IV, page 279) contain a very fair presentment of the controversy:

"It seems to be a general rule that a people which invades a foreign country, to some degree adopted the pronunciation of its new home, partly as a result of the influence of climate, and partly also on account of the
intermixture with the old inhabitants. This has also generally been supposed to have been the case in India. Thus there has been a long discussion as to whether the Aryans have adopted the cerebral letters from the Dravidas or have developed them independently. Good reasons have been adduced for both suppositions, and the question has not as yet been decided. The Indo-European languages do not seem to have possessed those letters. They had a series of dentals which were not, however, pronounced as pure dentals by putting the tongue between the teeth, but probably as alveolars, the tongue being pressed against the root of the upper teeth. It is a well known fact that these sounds have in India partly become dentals and partly cerebrals. The cerebrals are in most cases derived, from compound letters where the old dentals were preceded by an -t-. Similar changes also occur in other Indo-European languages, and it is therefore quite possible that the Indo-Aryan cerebrals have been developed quite independently. The cerebral letters, however, form an essential feature of the Dravidian phonology, and it therefore seems probable that Dravidian influence has been at work and at least given strength to a tendency which can, it is true, have taken its origin among the Aryans themselves."

This seems a more careful and more accurate statement of the question at issue than that contained in S. 21 above in which Professor Rapson does not seem to recognize the possibility of an independent development of the cerebral letters and appears to think that their adoption in Sanskrit can only be explained as the result of an older disturbing element.

38. Alveolar Sounds in Dravidian

It is well known that the English -t- and -d- are not pure dentals nor cerebrals but alveolar sounds produced
by pressing the tip of the tongue against the root of the teeth. It has been surmised that the original Indo-European languages possessed only these alveolar sounds and that these have become partly dentals and partly cerebrals on Indian soil. In the language of the Avesta they have become whole dentals.

This change of alveolars into dentals in some cases and in some languages and into cerebrals in others can be exemplified by what has taken place in the Dravidian languages themselves. Sanskrit has five classes—vargas—of consonants, viz., gutturals, palatales, cerebrals, dentals and labials. Tamil-Malayalam has in addition a sixth varga: gutturals k, ṅ, palatales ṣ, ṇ; cerebrals ḷ, ṭ; dentals t, n; labials p, m; the sixth varga ṟ, ṣ. This sixth class is placed at the end of the alphabet, after the liquids and semi-vowels, but the rules given in Tolkāppiyam for the pronunciation of the Tamil ṟ and ṣ show that their place of articulation is above that of the dentals and below that of the cerebrals. A single intervocal ṟ is pronounced like a harsh ṟ but the sound of the doubled ūḷ is entirely different.

Dr. Gundert

In the scheme of transliteration prefixed to Dr. Gundert's Malayalam dictionary it is stated:—

"ḷa (the sixth varga) has three different pronunciations.

1. ṭḷa doubled (ṭṭa) is marked ṭṭa (resembling t t in utter).

2. ṭḷa combined with n (ṇḷa) is marked ṭṇa (resembling nd in binder).

3. Initial and medial ṟ is marked ṟ."

In a footnote it is added ṭṭ has semi-dental, ṭṭ dento-gingival pronunciation.
Dr. Gundert thus identified the sounds of \( r t \) and \( n \) with those of the English alveolar \( t \) and \( tt \) and \( nd \).

**BISHOP CALDWELL.**

In Tamil, their pronunciation now is somewhat different. Bishop Caldwell says in his Grammar (page 20):

"\( r \), when doubled is pronounced \( trt \) though written \( tr \). The \( t \) of this compound differs both from the soft dental \( t \) of the fourth varga and from the cerebral \( t \), and corresponds very nearly to the emphatic final \( t \) of our English interrogative what. This sound of \( t \) is not expressed in writing, but in pronunciation it is never omitted; and it is one of those peculiar Dravidian sounds which are not derived from Sanskrit and are not found in it.

Again, in another place, "The hard rough \( r \) of the Dravidian languages is not found in Sanskrit and is not employed in pronouncing Sanskrit derivatives. It is found in Telugu poetry and elegant prose, and the grammarians insist upon using it; but in the modern dialect of the Telugu it is seldom used. In Kanarese the use of this letter is confined to the poets and the ancient dialect. It is evident that it was originally contained in all the dialects; though, possibly through the influence of the Sanskrit, it is now seldom used except in Tamil and Malayalām in which it holds as firm footing as ever." (page 29).

"The letter \( n \) (not the dental \( n \) but the final \( n \) of Tamil), a letter which is not found in Telugu, is often prefixed in Tamil to the rough \( r \) for the sake of euphony, when the compound \( ntr \) acquires the sound of \( ndt \). In another class of words the \( n \) which prefixed to \( r \) is radical, and should be followed by \( d \) according to rule (e.g., in the preterites of verbs whose root ends in \( n \)); but \( r \) is suffixed to \( n \) instead of \( d \) in consequence of which the sound of \( ndt \) is substituted for that of \( nd \)." (page 30).
He considered the r radical and n euphonically prefixed in the words māṇḍru 'three' (Kanarese māṛu) and enku 'one' (for oru); but radical and r euphonically substituted for d in the words: enku (endru) 'having spoken' instead of endu and enku (enndru) 'having gone' for endu (which is used instead of the less euphonic celdu) (page 30).

He does not distinguish the final -g of Tamil by any diacritical remark and it is clear that he did not recognise that its place of articulation was alveolar, higher than that of the dental n.

MR. C. P. VENKATARAMA AIYAR.

In a paper read at the First Oriental Conference at Poona (1919) Mr. C. P. Venkatarama Aiyar, M.A., (now Headmaster, Training School, Tanjore), discusses the exact pronunciation and place of articulation of the hard Dravidian r and after a detailed examination of the available facts bearing on the question arrives at the conclusion "that the hard r is an alveolar plosive and that the hard r and its corresponding nasal with which the enumeration of the Tamil consonantal system ends, are characteristics Dravidian consonants which are still preserved in Tamil." 

INCONSISTENT VIEWS OF DRAVIDIAN SCHOLARS.

Every one can easily satisfy himself by making the attempt that it requires an effort to pronounce a purely dental n except when in combination with a dental consonant t or d as in Sanskrit anta 'end,' manda 'slow.' In all other cases generally the n which is formed without any effort is the alveolar n: e.g.

English: now, when, then, in.

Sanskrit: ananta 'endless,' nāga 'a snake,' bhuvān 'your honour,' gacchan 'going.'

Tamil: ṭiṣ 'eat,' ey 'say.'

When the preterites of the roots ṭiṣ and ey are formed, by suffixing da, the combinations hindu, endu require a change of articulation in pronouncing the conjunct -ad- and this is avoided by converting the dental d into an alveolar mute, when the combination will come to have the same sound as in the English and, bindu, sand. We may regard the character of this alveolar mute as the Tamil-Malayālam r. This is in effect what Dr. Gundert says, but the pronunciation of r and ṭr being somewhat different in Tamil, Bishop Caldwell did not recognize their true nature.

Most of what we know of the phonology of the old Dravidian languages is derived from Tamil-Malayālam, Kanarese and Telugu; of these Tamil is considered to have developed in full the most characteristic of Dravidian features. If Indo-Germanic languages originally possessed only alveolars and if these sounds became cerebrals in many cases on Indian soil through Dravidian influence, how came the most important of the Dravidian languages to possess these alveolar sounds long after Sanskrit had converted its alveolars into dentals and cerebrals, and how comes it that Tamil—the most typical of the Dravidian languages—still possesses them? Bishop Caldwell and Mr. C. P. Venkatarama Aiyar consider them to be characteristic Dravidian consonants not found in Sanskrit, and Bishop Caldwell goes to the length of saying that their disappearance in modern Kanarese and Telugu is probably due to the influence of Sanskrit. We thus have two sets of Dravidian scholars, one set ascribing the cerebralization of Sanskrit alveolars to Dravidian influence, the other set ascribing the disappearance of Dravidian alveolars to Sanskrit.
influence. It is obvious that there is considerable misapprehension in the matter and the question requires detailed examination.

39. **CEREBRALIZATION OF LIQUID-DENTAL IN SANSKRIT AND OF SIMILAR COMBINATIONS IN DRAVIDIAN.**

*(a) The rule of Fortunatov (Uhlenbeck, Sanskrit Phonetics, p. 44).*

As pointed out by Professor Sten Konow (p. 37 above) "cerebrals are in most cases derived from compound letters where the old dentals were preceded by l." This has been established by Fortunatov, who after a detailed examination arrived at the following results:—"Idg. r dental remained unchanged but in combination of l and a following dental the l disappeared and the dental was lingualized." Thus in Sanskrit:

- pāṭa-s 'woven stuff, cloth, garment' (cf. O. Slav. platino, Russ. polotno 'linen').
- pāṭāla-m 'cover, veil, mass' (Ice. feldr. 'cover').
- pāṭu-s 'sharp' (Gr. πλυσμ 'saltish brack').
- vaṭa-s (vaṭa-m, vaṭi) 'snare' (Lith. vaitis 'thread, net'; Russ. voloti 'thread').
- hāṭaka-m 'gold' (O. Slav. zlato, Russ. zoloto).
- kuṭhara 'axe' (Lat. culter).
- pāṇi-s 'hand' (Lat. palma).
- pāṇa-s 'wager, stake, prize, wages, a coin' (Lith. pelnas 'wages').
- bhūṣate 'speaks' bhaṣati 'barks' (Lith. balsar 'voice tone').
- pāṣaṇa-s Vedic pāṣya 'stone' (O. H. G. felis).

The combinations l-, lh-, lg-, lr &c., are now rare in Sanskrit all such having been converted into the corresponding cerebrals as shown above or into rt, rth, rm, rs,
etc., by the change of ldg. l into r. These latter combinations have also been cerebralized in a few instances, the original and the modified words now existing side by side in Sanskrit:

- **bhuta** 'soldier' **bhṛta-s** 'hired' (Gr. φέρω)
- **kaṭa-s** 'mat' **karītā-m** 'weaving' (Gr. κτρος)
- **kaṭu-s** 'sharp' **karto-s** (Lith. kartus)
- **naṭa-s** 'dancer' **nariaka-s** 'dancer'.

Some Indo-Germanic philologists appear to be of opinion that cerebralizations of the latter kind are due to external Prākrit influences, while the cerebralizations of the combinations l and dental, have developed *ab intra* owing to the operation of causes within the Indo-Germanic languages themselves. Other scholars prefer to believe that all those cerebrals which go back on a combination of a liquid (r or l) dental are due to Prākrit influence. There appears also to be a third school of philologists who appear to be of opinion that there was a cerebralizing tendency in the Indo-Germanic languages themselves and that the Prākrit influence referred to above has merely strengthened this tendency.

In the Prākrit languages the combinations *ṛt, ṛth, ṛd, ṛdh*, have, as a rule, and subject to exceptions, been converted into *ṭt, ṭṭh, ḍḍ* and ḍḍḥ. Examples of this change and of the exceptions to the rule will be found collected in P.P.G. Ss. 289-291. Another set of combinations which were occasionally cerebralized were *ṭṛ dr* (vide Ss. 292-4 *Ibid*).

(b) *The Dravidian treatment of the combinations* It, rt, nt in verb-forms.

Dravidian scholars take up the question at this stage and assert that the Dravidian languages were being spoken in the North and the North-west of India when the Aryans entered the country and that the Prākrit influence referred to above is merely the influence of Dravidian languages.
This assertion can be shown to be untrue in the case at least of Tamil (including Malaya[l]am) and Kanarese. There are a number of verbal bases in Tamil ending in -l, -r and in some of the verbal forms of these bases the final consonants -l and -r come in intimate contact with the initial t- of the suffixes. This intimate contact sometimes converts both the consonants into alveolars but never into cerebrals. When the base ends in -r no change takes place in the initial t- or the final -r.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Verbal noun with suffix-tal.</th>
<th>Conjunctive participles with suffix-tu.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vil</td>
<td>'sell'</td>
<td>virral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kal</td>
<td>'learn'</td>
<td>karral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kol</td>
<td>'kill'</td>
<td>kolal or koral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cel</td>
<td>'go'</td>
<td>celal or ceral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tig</td>
<td>'eat'</td>
<td>tiral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>par</td>
<td>'see'</td>
<td>partial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tir</td>
<td>'settle'</td>
<td>tirral</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Kanarese such verbal forms do not contain even alveolars and the initial dentals of suffixes do not undergo any change. Thus:

- *nil* 'stand' has the conjunctive participle *nilu, nindu*;
- *kal* 'learn'
- *nul* 'spin'
- *kur* 'love'
- *kulir* 'bend, stoop'
- *nur* 'smell'
- *an* 'lean, recline'
- *kum* 'bend, stoop'

In Telugu there do not appear to be standard grammatical forms in which the initial t- of the suffixes comes in intimate
contact with -s- or -a- of the bases; but in the case of the roots
<br>ama 'say,' kama 'see or bring forth,' kasa 'buy, take,' nisa
<br>'hear,' nisa 'eat,' -s- comes in intimate contact with the
<br>inital s- of the present participle suffix -sw and the past
<br>tense suffix -sw, and the resulting combination -sw is cerebra-
<br>lized into -sw- as in ana'swa 'saying,' kona'swa 'buying,' ana'swa
<br>'I say,' kona'swa 'I buy,' etc.

(c) The Dravidian treatment of the combinations
<br>-sw-, -sw-, -st- in nominal declension.

In Telugu the initial s- of the oblique case suffix -sw-
<br>comes into intimate contact with the final -sw- or -sw- of the
<br>nouns declined and then the combinations -sw- and -sw-
<br>are replaced by a single cerebral -sw- except in a few cases
<br>where -sw- appears in the place of the combination. Caldwell's
<br>grammar enumerates about 50 words as belonging to this
<br>class. In some cases, where the nouns contain -sw- or -sw-
<br>the combinations -sw- and -sw- are replaced by -sw-.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Oblique form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nāma 'the mouth'</td>
<td>nō-şi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sra 'a river'</td>
<td>s-ra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mudr 'the forehead'</td>
<td>mu-la-şi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>angili 'the palate or throat'</td>
<td>an-ģi-ţi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guppili 'the fist'</td>
<td>gu-prites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kundhu 'a hare'</td>
<td>kuṇţ-ţi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nōgali 'a plough'</td>
<td>nōga-ţi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rōkali 'a large pestle'</td>
<td>rōka-lı</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ilia 'a house'</td>
<td>il-ı</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pullu 'a tooth'</td>
<td>pu-laţi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nilu 'a bow'</td>
<td>ni-laţi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kanna 'the eye'</td>
<td>ka-nəţi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In pronominal declension cerebrals appear in the oblique
plural forms nō-ţi, nō-ţi of the pronouns of the third sw, sw;
these oblique forms correspond to the oblique forms anärru, iwayru of Tamil and to the Kanarese declensional form containing the augment -ar- (K. K. G. Ss. 124, 125, 136). In non-pronominal declension there is an oblique case suffix in Tamil and Kanarese beginning with a dental, but it remains a dental as in Tamil: marattu, Kanarese: marrada ‘pertaining or belonging to a tree’ and undergoes no change of class. Thus, as in the case of verb forms, only alveolars or dentals appear in nominal declension in Tamil and Kanarese and no cerebrals.

(d) No tendency in Tamil and Kanarese to cerebralize.

The illustrations given in (b) and (c) above bring out a marked difference in the phonetic peculiarities of Tamil and Kanarese on the one hand and Telugu on the other. The combinations -lt-, -nt-, -nt- occurring in grammatical forms are cerebralized in Telugu while they are converted into alveolars in literary Tamil and remain unchanged in Kanarese. There is thus no tendency in Tamil or Kanarese to cerebralize the combinations lt, nt, nt occurring in inflections; such a tendency does exist in Telugu, but only in regard to these combinations. It will be seen from the examples given in (a) above that -lt- became -r- and -ln- became -rn- in the pro-Sanskrit period; and no doubt through the continued operation of causes producing these changes, e.g. -rs- and -rn- have become -r- and -rn- in Sanskrit: as in dharṣāmī ‘I dare,’ vart ‘rain,’ karna ‘the ear,’ varṇa ‘colour’ (Uhlenbeck S. 44). This change cannot possibly be attributed to Telugu for in tadbhava words as opposed to tattvam words Telugu avoids r and n; thus, Sanskrit: hariṣa ‘joy,’ karṣana ‘cultivation’ sirṣa ‘head,’ parṣa ‘harsh,’ bhūṣā ‘language.’ Prakṛti: vanna (varna) ‘colour, sound, letter’ exist as arasa, karṣanamuni, āsriṣa, parusa, būṣa, vanna in accae (pure) Telugu.
In these circumstances it is difficult to assent to the view put forth by some Dravidian scholars that the Prākrit influence, referred to by the Indo-Germanic philologists, which cerebralized dentals in Sanskrit was exercised by the Dravidian languages.

40.—(a) ALVEOLAR PRONUNCIATION IN DRAVIDIAN:
OF THE FINAL DENTALS OF Sanskrit DERIVATIVES.

In Malayālam the symbol ə besides expressing final -t serves also for the Sanskrit consonants -t and -d which in that language are pronounced l, e.g., ut, tat, mat etc., adbhuta 'wonderful,' utṣūha 'energy,' tāṭparyam 'real meaning,' camaṭkāram 'cleverness,' and in the 5th case singular of nouns kasmāt, Rāmāt etc., in all of which the final consonants -t, -d of words or syllables are pronounced as -l which has about the same place of articulation as the alveolar -t.

In Tamil, the Sanskrit words (1) adbhuta 'wonderful,' (2) Padmanābha 'a proper name,' (3) tāṭkāla 'that time,' (4) mudga 'a kind of pulse,' etc. in which class, (5) pataṅga 'a bird,' may perhaps be also included, are converted into (1) arputam, (2) Parpanāvav, (3) tāṭkālam, (4) murūgam and (5) paravai.

The final -n of Tamil words denoting masculine singular is derived from Sanskrit -nt as is pointed out below. Later on it is shown that Tamil replaces the final consonants -t and -d of Sanskrit tadbhavas by -l and -n.

(b) ALVEOLARS AND CEREBRAls FROM THE INDO-ARYAN CONJUNCT -t-.

Another surprise is in store for us when we proceed to examine in what classes of words these alveolar sounds are found in literary Tamil. The Sanskrit word Sūtra 'a thread, a string, a coil' gives rise to the Sanskrit denomi-
native root śūtra, 'coil round' from which the Tamil caṟṟu, 'envelope, coil round' is derived. The Sanskrit root māṇa, 'measure' gives rise to the word māṟṟa, 'a measure; a little quantity, a small measure'; it is from this māṟṟa that the Tamil word māṟṟu in poṟṟmāṟṟu, 'fineness of alloyed gold' (measure of pure gold) appears to have been derived.

The above instances in which the double -ṛṛ- arises from the Sanskrit -ṛ- furnish the reason why the Tamil pronunciation of -ṛṛ- resembles, as pointed out by Bishop Caldwell, that of -ṭṭ-. But in some cases the alveolar -ṛṛ- derived from -ṛ- has been replaced by the cerebral -ṭṭ-.

Thus māṟṟa and māṟṟam exist also in the form māṭṭa as in māṭṭa vitāį, 'low price'; accu. māṭṭam, 'an Aśīva (pony) of small stature'; māṭṭa-p-palakai, 'carpenter's square'; anu māṭṭum 'that only (and nothing more). The Sanskrit chūtra, 'a pupil, a student' has come cattāo in Tamil.

A number of Sanskrit words will be given later on below in which -ṛ- is replaced by -ṛṛ- or -ṭṭ- in Tamil.

(e) ALVEOLARS AND CEREBRALS FROM THE INDO-ARYAN CONJUNCT -ṛṛ-.

Another Sanskrit conjunct which becomes -ṛṛ- in Tamil is -ṛ-. Thus the Sanskrit vṛtha, 'in vain, useless'; vāṛṭa, 'unsubstantial'; varṭam, 'chaff' appear to be connected etymologically with the Tamil veṟṟa, veṟṟu, 'empty'; varṇamai, 'poverty.' The Sanskrit vāṛtta, 'a word, speech,' which has become vāṭta in Pāṇīīī and exists as bāt in Hindi and as bāt in Gujarati, Panjabi, Maharāṣṭrī etc., appears as māṟṟam in literary Tamil.

A number of Sanskrit words will be given later on where the combination -ṛ- is replaced by -ṛṛ- or -ṭṭ- in Tamil.

1. Śūtra veṟṟane. The root śūtra is used in the sense of 'surrounding, twisting, coiling round.' Dhātupāṭha, 1908.
In most cases, however, the Sanskrit -\( r \)- is represented by -\( n \)- in Tamil and other Dravidian languages.

For instance:—

\[ \text{artha\varna} \text{ 'a synopsis'} ; \quad \text{affavanai} ; \]
\[ \text{tirtha} \text{ 'a fording place'} ; \quad \text{tit\(h\)u} ; \]
\[ \text{nandy\varia} \text{ 'a flower plant'} ; \quad \text{nany\(\varepsilon\)\varia} ; \]
\[ \text{pratim\(\dot{\text{a}}} \text{ 'a picture, statue'} ; \quad \text{pa\(\tilde{\text{\imath}}\)\(\text{\imath}m\)u} ; \]
\[ \text{v\(\text{\imath}\)}\text{\(\text{\imath}\)a \text{' round'}} ; \quad \text{va\(\text{\imath}\)\(\text{\imath}\)\(\text{\imath}"} ; \quad \text{va\(\text{\imath}\)\(\text{\imath}\)\(\text{\imath}"} ; \quad \text{\(\text{\imath}\)\(\text{\imath}\)\(\text{\imath}\)v\(\text{\imath}\)\(\text{\imath}"} ; \quad \text{\(\text{\imath}\)\(\text{\imath}\)\(\text{\imath}"} ; \quad \text{\(\text{\imath}\)\(\text{\imath}\)\(\text{\imath}"} \text{ etc.} \]

These have probably been adopted from the Prākṛts.

(a) TAMIL -\( r \)-, -\( n \)- AND -\( n \)- ARE Imitations OF THE PRO-SANSKRIT DENTAL SOUNDS.

There seems to be now no doubt that the Tamil -\( r \)- had originally the sound of an alveolar plosive and if Sanskrit dentals were originally sounded as alveolars then the Tamil -\( r \)- substituted for the Sanskrit letters in the examples given in (a) above truly represent the pro-Sanskrit sounds of -\( t \)- and -\( d \)-; -\( l \)- and -\( n \)- which are also substituted in certain connections have nearly the same place of articulation as the pro-Sanskrit -\( t \)- and -\( d \)-.

The combination -\( tr \)- became cerebralized in Prākṛt only in a few instances; in the vast majority of cases -\( r \)- was assimilated with -\( t \)- and the combination was replaced by -\( tr \)- or -\( th \)-; the combinations -\( n \)- etc., were no doubt cerebralized in a very large number of instances in Prākṛt but -\( r \)- also became assimilated to -\( t \)- and the combination replaced by -\( tr \)- in a considerable number of cases. (P.P. P. G. Ss. 281-294). In these cases of assimilation -\( tr \)- of Tamil will truly convey the pro-Sanskrit sound of -\( n \)-. But -\( tr \)- must have been substituted for -\( tr \)- and -\( r \)-, at least for -\( tr \)- even in cases where there was no assimilation and this is apparently the reason why a liquid -\( r \)- intrudes itself in
the Tamil pronunciation of -ṛ- which is sounded as -ṭṛ- and not like a pure alveolar as in Malayālam. The list which will be given later on will leave little room for doubt that there is now in literary Tamil a considerable number of words containing -ṛ- or ṛ- which are merely adaptations of Sanskrit words containing -ṭr- or -ṭt-. The conjunct -ṛ- which was originally substituted for -ṭr- and -ṭt- has since lost one ṛ- in some of the words in the list.

It is thus clear that the alveolars -r-, -ṛ- -n- which are supposed to be peculiar to Tamil occur very frequently in Tamil adaptations of Sanskrit words in the place of -t-, -ṭ-, -ṭr-, -ṭt-, -ṭṭ-, and this circumstance goes to confirm the view held by some philologists that the Idg. dentals were pronounced like alveolars.

(o) CHANGE OF ALVEOLARS INTO DENTAL AND CEREBRALS IN DRAVIDIAN.

As is now generally admitted, the alveolars -ṛ- and -ṛ- existed also formerly in other cultivated Dravidian languages. But in colloquial and vulgar Tamil ṛ- and ṛ- become respectively -ṭr- and ṛṛ ; Sometimes ṛṛ is also pronounced and written -ṭṛ-. In Telugu they generally become -ṭr- or -ṭṭ- and -nt- or -nt- respectively; in Kanares ṛṛ becomes -ṭt- or -ṭṭ- and ṛṇ becomes ṛd, so that it is only in literary Tamil that the alveolar sounds are preserved. The subjoined table illustrate the changes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Literary Tamil</th>
<th>Colloquial and vulgar Tamil</th>
<th>Kanares</th>
<th>Telugu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ċyṛu 'envelope, coil round'</td>
<td>cutṭu</td>
<td>suttu</td>
<td>cutṭu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puṛṛu 'ant hill'</td>
<td>ṭuṭṭu</td>
<td>huṭṭu</td>
<td>puṭṭa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>māṛram 'a word'</td>
<td>matu</td>
<td>mata</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SECT. 40] ALVEOLAR PRONUNCIATION IN DRAVIDIAN


vēṟṟu 'empty, profitless'
vēḻū              bari              veṭṭi
ntt很低 a spring of water
āṭtu            āṭe            āṭa
ēṟṟē 'I said'
ēṇṇu            endenu            anśini

ntt很低 'having said'
ēṇṇu            tindenu            tinśini

ēṟṟu 'sunshine'
ēṇṇu            enda
ntt很低 'a day'
nāḍu
kūṟṟu 'a hill'
kangu

ōṟṟu 'one'
ōṇṇu            ṥṇda            ṣṇdu
avarritirūndu
'from then'
(Old Kanarese) sī

ōḷḷi 'in these'
ivarlli            ṝṭīlō.
(Old Kanarese)

To sum up:

(i) Scholars tell us that the original Indo-Germanic language possessed no true dentals but only alveolars; this view receives remarkable confirmation from the circumstance that in the Old Tamil adaptations of a class of Sanskrit words, Tamil alveolars -r-, -ṛ- and -ṝ- take the place of the Sanskrit dentals.

(ii) Scholars also tell us that these alveolars have become dentals in some cases and cerebrals in others in Sanskrit. Old specimens that have come down to us of Tamil, Kanarese and Telugu contain alveolars side by side with dentals and cerebrals; the alveolars have now become dentals in some cases and cerebrals in others. In this change the Dravidian languages resemble the Indo-Germanic and Sanskrit. This change is certainly not due, as supposed by Bishop Caldwell, to the influence of Sanskrit,
(iii) The view of a number of Dravidian scholars that the external influence which cerebralized the pro- Sanskrit combinations of a liquid (r or l) dental was exercised by the Dravidian languages is altogether improbable. In Old Tamil the combinations -dl- and -dr- are converted into alveolars, not cerebrals; the combination -rl- undergoes no change. None of these combinations undergo any change in Kanarese. They do become cerebralized in Telugu but this may be due to the fact that that language being nearest to the idioms of the North has been more under the Prākṛt influence which cerebralized the Sanskrit liquid dental. Telugu does not tolerate the cerebrals r and l.

The known facts of the case are best explained on the supposition that there emigrated into South India a body of Indo-Aryans in the pro-Sanskrit period when the Sanskrit dental letters still retained the Indo-Germanic alveolar sounds. These sounds thus brought to the South persisted longer here than in the North, where they were soon lost under what the Indo-Germanic philologists describe as Prākṛt influence. We know there has been a continuous stream of immigration from the Prākṛt North to the South throughout the historic period and the alveolar sounds of the South have also disappeared, but more slowly, from the spoken languages through the same Prākṛt influence. We see here, not Dravidian influence on Sanskrit, but some influence acting on Dravidian and Sanskrit alike.

The theory that the cerebral letters of Sanskrit are due to the influence of Dravidian languages as known to us must be definitely rejected.

41. CHANGES IN THE INFLEXIONAL SYSTEM OF SAN SKRIT.

Materials and Method.

In regard to the inflexional system some writers attribute to the influence of the Dravidian dialects every change that
has taken place on Indian soil in the grammar of Aryan languages. The most comprehensive statement to this effect is probably contained in 'The Age of the Mantras' already quoted from, in the last chapter. At page 6 of this book it is stated:—'In the course of its growth in India, on account of the constant influence of the Dravidian tongues, this (Vedic) language lost the subjunctive mood, many infinitive forms and several noun declensions, forgot its richly varied system of real tenses and adopted turns of expression peculiar to the Dravidian idiom. Compare:

Sanskrit kṛtavān, Tamil eytavan;
Sanskrit itī cet after an assertion to indicate a condition,
Telugu ante;
Sanskrit kīca;
Telugu maṇiyamu;
Sanskrit tasya kṛte datam instead of tasmai datam;
Telugu vani koraku iccinati'.

In considering whether, and if so, to what extent, Dravidian influences have affected Aryan inflexion, we must broadly distinguish between borrowing of materials and mere imitation of method. If it is shown that Indo-Aryan has borrowed any suffixes, auxiliaries or particles from the Dravidian, then we have tangible evidence of Dravidian influence. Where, however, the evidence consists of similarity of methods, no definite conclusion can be drawn. For, the Vedic language which was originally highly inflexional had been undergoing a process of disintegration for over three thousand years till there is nothing left of it now as a spoken language except the neo-Aryan vernaculars of northern India and the Dekhan which are not synthetic but analytical. Parallel instances are the

1. In the work referred to the words are not given with proper transliteration.
evolution of the highly analytical modern English from the inflexional Anglo-Saxon and that of New Persian from Old Persian through Pahlavi. When a language loses its inflexional character, it must express grammatical cases by separate particles prefixed or post-fixed to nouns, must form sentences by means of auxiliaries affixed to uninflected participles and must change the order of words in the sentence so as to avoid the ambiguity which the loss of inflexions would produce if the old order were still retained. These and other changes of a similar nature may be wholly illusory and misleading as evidence of imitation of method, and cannot obviously be relied upon. The point may be amply illustrated by taking the first verse in the Saṅkṣepa Rāmāyaṇa :

"Tapasvādhyāyaniratam tapasvi vāgyidām varam : Nāradam paripapraceha Vālmikir munipuruṣagavam ."

"Constantly engaged in tapas and svādhyāya, practising tapas, the best of those skilled in speech, Nārada asked Vālmiki the best of munis ."

In the English rendering one cannot say which is the subject, which the object, which of the adjuncts qualify the subject and which the object. But in the Sanskrit original No. 6 is in the nominative case as also its adjunct No. 2, while No. 4 and its adjuncts 1, 3 and 7 are in the accusative case and the sense is easily made out. In uninflected analytical languages we must therefore enter into some convention in regard to the position of the subject and of the object, and of the adjuncts with reference to the nouns they qualify, and must strictly adhere to the convention. The oft-repeated oracular statement "The Greeks the Romans shall conquer" is wholly ambiguous for want of a convention of this sort.
Granting that some such conventions are necessary, it has been argued that the conventions adopted by the Indo-Aryan vernaculars appear to be imitated from Dravidian. A few points which have been prominently mentioned under this head may be considered here:

"With regard to the inflexion of nouns we may mention the use of postpositions as case-suffixes, the postpositions being usually the same in the singular and the plural. This peculiarity, the Indo-Aryan vernaculars share with Dravidian, but also with the other non-Aryan languages of India, and it would not therefore be safe to base any conclusion upon this fact. Still it is remarkable that the postpositions are often added not to the base but to an oblique form, just as is the case in Dravidian, where the oblique form is commonly used as a genitive. The use of a separate oblique form is, moreover, most extensive in languages such as Marathi and Bihari, where the Dravidian influence must presumably have been strongest. Note also that the genitive is, in both families, an adjective."

"The order of words in modern Indo-Aryan vernaculars, with the governed before the governing word and the verb invariably at the end of the sentence, is also in agreement with Dravidian principles. It is, however, here also possible to think of an influence exercised by other non-Aryan languages, and I only mention the fact that both families agree also in this respect."

The use of separate words as case-suffixes is of the very essence of an analytical language. The use of different suffixes for the different numbers which are already expressed by the number signs attached to the nouns is a needless complexity rightly dispensed with by Aryan vernaculars as

1. Linguistic Survey of India, p. 280.
2. Linguistic Survey of India, p. 281.
by other analytical languages. In these two respects modern English about six thousand miles away follows the same methods which the Indo-Aryan vernaculars follow. But it may be asked why these vernaculars have postpositions instead of prepositions. In this respect they follow the Vedic idioms in which case-signs are post-fixed to nouns. The placing of the governed word before the governing word and of the verb at the end of the sentence is a necessary consequence of using post-positions instead of prepositions. The case-suffix is related not only to the noun to which it is attached, but also to the verb-form governing the noun. Example:

1. Tamil: Rāmaṇ-ai
2. Translation: kēṭṭān
   Rāma of enquired he.
   He enquired of Rāma.

The case-prefixes are called appropriate prepositions in English in their relation to the verbs and come between the verb and the noun it governs. In Sanskrit they are called āpasarga and are prefixed to the verb; in this language also they come between the verb and the governed word.

1. Tamil: pacu-v-ai
2. curri
3. varukirān

1. Sanskrit: gām
2. pari
3. kramati
(literal translation)

English: he
comes round (the) cow.

Thus it is seen that a mere change from post-positions to prepositions produces the entire reversal of the order of words in sentence.
The post-positions are added not to the base but to an oblique form even in the case of English pronouns which have a base, an oblique form and a genitive case as:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominal</th>
<th>Oblique</th>
<th>Possessive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>me</td>
<td>my</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thou</td>
<td>thee</td>
<td>thy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>he</td>
<td>him</td>
<td>his</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>she</td>
<td>her</td>
<td>her</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>they</td>
<td>them</td>
<td>their</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the case of all these pronouns the case-signs are attached to an oblique from and the genitive is an adjective.

It may be argued that the change from the inflexional to the analytical type was itself due to Dravidian influence. How is this established? Is there any evidence that any of the Dravidian languages were spoken in anything like their present form in the Brāhmaṇa or the Sūtra period? We have no specimens of these languages which can be ascribed to a period earlier than the end of the 1st century A.D. and the grammatical changes that have taken place since clearly indicate that the languages must then have been in a state of flux.

In the case of Anglo-Saxon and Old Persian the influence appears to have come *ab intra*; and the facts adduced below would seem to show that in the case of the Vedic language also the changes arose probably *ab intra* and are not necessarily the result of imitation of Dravidian methods. There are certain points in which all agglutinative and all analytical languages must necessarily agree, and no valid inference can be drawn in regard to their origin or influence from such points of agreement.

These discussions become of minor importance in view of the main argument in this book—that in its essential charac-
teristics, what is called Dravidian is made up of elements to be found in Old Indo-Aryan and is merely a phase of Indo-Aryan

42. Pro-ethnic Dravidian Verb.

a. It is also desirable at the outset to settle what was the pro-ethnic form of the Dravidian finite verb. Modern Malayalam uses as finite verbs indeclinable verbal forms which are the same for all persons, numbers and genders, and have no personal endings. Thus \textit{padi-k-kuryu, padi-t-tu, padi-k-kum} from the verbal base \textit{padi} ‘read’ are used as finite verbs in the present, the past and the future tenses respectively in all persons, numbers and genders. In Old Kanarese, verbal forms produced by affixing -\textit{ku, gu, kum, gum} to the base were common to all numbers and genders of the third person. In Old Tamil, finite verbs of the form \textit{ceyum, natakkum, varum} etc., from the bases \textit{cey, do, na} ‘walk’ or ‘come’ etc., were common to all the three singulars and the neuter plural of the third person. There were also other verbal forms in Old Tamil in which the personal terminations were of the most rudimentary kind; this is often the case even now in some Tamil dialects like Burgandy. In Telugu verbal forms like the past \textit{koffedu, kotte}; the aorist \textit{koffuma}; the futures \textit{koffedum, koffendeni, koffeni, koffini}; from the verbal base \textit{koffu} ‘strike’ are common to the three singulars and the neuter plural of the third person, and the analogy of Kanarese and Malayalam suggests the inference that some of these forms were probably used in other numbers and persons also in former times. In a specimen of the Beradi dialect of Telugu given in the Linguistic Survey of India (Vol. IV, p. 604), the following past tense forms are used in the singular without any personal endings:

\begin{align*}
\text{adigiti} & \quad \text{‘he asked’} \\
\text{odi} & \quad \text{‘I came’} \\
\text{agati} & \quad \text{‘you became’} \\
\text{agati} & \quad \text{‘I became’}
\end{align*}
Can we infer from all these that the Dravidian verb was originally uninflected, that is to say, had no personal endings?

6. Bishop Caldwell says: "When the Dravidian, entered India the verb must, I think, have been without personal terminations and therefore without gender." (C.D.G. Introduction, page 75). In another place he says: "It would appear, therefore, that the Dravidian verb was originally uninflected; and this may partly account for the circumstance that Malayālam so readily lost the inflexions which, in common with Tamil, it had acquired. The period when the Dravidian verb was uninflected must have been long prior to the separation of the parent tongue into dialects, in all which, even in the rudest, a system of inflexions has been developed" (C. D. G. page, 377).

The Editors of the Linguistic Survey say: — "the pronominal suffixes are not necessary for the conjugation of the Dravidian verbs, and they are very often dropped in common speech. In Malayālam they are never used, but the tenses are replaced by participles without any distinction of person and number. Such participles are also in other dialects used as conjunctive participles. In Gōṇḍi we occasionally also find them employed in the same way as in Malayālam. In High Tamil we find a similar state of affairs. Such participles probably represent the oldest stage of the development of the Dravidian verb and they have long been recognized as the bases of the so-called tenses i.e., the compound nouns or nouns of agency used as such (L.S. Vol. IV-page 295)." Following these authorities it has been assumed throughout the following pages that the Dravidians were originally using as finite verbs indeclinable verbal forms which have since come to be called participles and verbal nouns.
c. A parallel instance outside India is furnished by the evolution of the past tense in New Persian. "The third person singular of the past tense is the perfect participle ending in -t or -d alone. The other persons of the tense are formed by attaching to this participle the persons of the auxiliary ah be. Thus from kus killed are formed the tense forms:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>kusf-āt</th>
<th>kusf-t</th>
<th>kusf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plur.</td>
<td>kusf-im</td>
<td>kusf-id</td>
<td>kusf-ānd.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The past tense as thus formed is a creation of the New Persian. In Pahlavi the participle alone served to express all persons. Example:

kusf I did, thou didst, he did and so on."

"In the pre-classical period the past tense of transitive verbs was not constructed as shown above; but a passive construction was employed (after the example of Old Persian, the Pehlavi, as also the Sanskrit and the Hindi) the agent of the act was put in the oblique case (originally the genitive) the object of the action became the subject and the shorter form of the two participles was employed in the passive.""

It may be remarked in passing that even the oldest Dravidian specimens available, do not furnish any instance of such passive constructions or use of the oblique case for the agent. It would seem, therefore, that, so far as we can judge from the available materials, the Dravidian past tense has been evolved from the conjunctive participle, not from the past participle passive.


d. We see from the above history of the New Persian past tense how the third person singular in a tense paradigm often comes to be left without any personal ending. Certain indeclinable forms like the Pehlavi kārt or the English did are originally common to all persons and numbers; gradually the first and the second person singular and plural and the third person plural come to be differentiated by suitable personal endings, thus leaving the original form exclusively for the third person singular. In Dravidian which appears originally not to have recognised neuter plural the form for the third person singular was, as it is even now in some cases, used also for this plural.

We may also note here in anticipation that of the non-pronominalised Telugu forms in (a) above kotte and kofftus are corruptions of forms which have given rise to two of the four Telugu past tense paradigms; while kofftūt perhaps the latest of Telugu past forms—has been unable to retain its place in the third person. The forms kofftum, kofftedum, kofftedini have been superseded by kofftula and koffteda in other persons and numbers.

43. The Increasing Use of Participles in Later Sanskrit.

We are now in a position to examine the various items in which Aryan dialects are said to have imitated Dravidian methods on Indian soil. The Editors of the Linguistic Survey say (L. S. IV, p. 280-281):

"If we compare the Dravidian, and the Indo-European verb we are at once struck by a considerable difference. The Indo-European languages have developed a richly varied system of real verbal tenses, while the Dravidians do not use ordinary tenses but employ forms which can best be described as participles or nouns of agency derived
from such participles. The Dravidian verb in this respect also differs from the Tibeto-Burman one, which can most properly be described as a verbal noun.

The Dravidian participles are commonly used without any addition, as conjunctive participles in subordinate sentences. In other cases they are used in the same way in some dialects, but usually pronominal suffixes are added in order to indicate the person of the subject. The same is, to a great extent, the case with ordinary nouns of agency, when they are used as verbs.

It is easy to see how a corresponding tendency has gradually pervaded the Indo-Aryan language and changed their whole appearance.

In the Vedas we still find the Indo-European principle of using a varied system of verbal tenses. But already in the old Epics all this has changed. According to Professor Whitney, the number of verbal forms in the Nalacarita and the Bhagavadgītā is only one-tenth of that found in the Rg-Veda. In classical Sanskrit almost every verbal tense was replaced by a participle, and in the modern vernaculars there are only traces of the old tenses, and new ones have been formed from the old participles, just as in the case with the Dravidian forms of speech. The use of personal terminations in many Indo-Aryan vernaculars and the substitution of the nominative for the agent in some of them point in the same direction.

Side by side with this development we find that the conjunctive participle is used more and more in secondary sentences, another point of analogy with the Dravidian languages. In the Epics this form is used thrice as often as in the Vedas and in later literature its use is steadily increasing."
Every particular in the above enumeration, especially the replacement of tenses by indeclinable verbal forms is a step in the transition from the synthetic to the analytic stage and these steps may have been taken in the natural course of evolution without being suggested by Dravidian forms. What Dravidian or Turanian example did English followed when it discarded almost all inflections and came to tolerate such a sentence as "I got up early in the morning, had a bath before taking coffee, got on horseback and rode twenty miles." The verbal forms get up, had, got and rode have no endings to indicate person, number or gender and are exactly the same as the Malayālam forms eḻunu, mōnum, ceydu, kudara erture, savāri ceydu. In Telugu, the forms will be lēći, mōnumu cēći, guramu vekki, savāri cēsindu the last only having a personal ending. Again there is absolutely no inflexion in the forms of the tense. "I, you, he, she, it, we, you, they had done." English has succeeded in doing what they did only on a very limited scale in classical Sanskrit. This use of uninflected participles is a revolt of the progressive human mind against the tyranny of unnecessary and bewildering inflexions. English which has thrown off this tyranny is easy to learn and to speak and has acquired a power of expression hardly inferior to that of any language ancient or modern. Sanskrit had within itself forms and modes by the free use of which the Epic writers attempted to throw off the yoke of inflexions, but the process did not proceed very far in classical Sanskrit which soon ceased to be a spoken dialect and became stereotyped nearly two thousand years ago. The simplification was, however, continued by the speakers of the Prākrits and the Apabhramśas so thoroughly that the present Aryan vernaculars of India are almost wholly analytical with occasional exceptions.

The substitution of the nominative case for the agent has its analogue in the evolution of the past tense in modern
Persian and appears to be another instance of unnecessary detail dispensed with in the course of simplification.

Let us look at the reverse side of the picture. If the Dravidian finite verb was at first an unchanging participle and had no personal ending, might it not be argued that the Aryan speakers of Dravidian began to attach these endings to the final verb in a sentence in imitation of Sanskrit. In Old Tamil personal endings are also added to verbal forms in subordinate clauses: is it not reasonable to suppose that this was due to the earliest Aryan cultivators of Dravidian-Brahmans, Jains, and Buddhists imitating Old Aryan idioms which preceded classical Sanskrit?

Again taking the Dravidian conjunctive participles and verb forms instanced above elunu, ēri, cepdu, lēci, cēli, yekki, cēśīnu, it will be seen from the explanations given above that the aim of this book is to show that the tense signs -amu, -i, -du, -ci, -i -inu in the above examples are corruptions of Aryan particles. If this is a fact, Dravidian must have borrowed Aryan particles wholesale, and there is no point in saying that Indo-Aryan has imitated Dravidian. If the roots and the tense and mode signs of Dravidian are taken from Indo-Aryan, then Dravidian is not a separate entity.

44. Loss of Many Infinite Forms in Sanskrit.

The loss of many infinitive forms in Sanskrit has been attributed to Dravidian influence by some writers, but without any justification whatever. The infinitive had a

1. a. unarandar kalū - unaranda kalū (Tol. II, 19) "it must be understood."

b. paliccavē kalum (Pattu, X-360) "pass (the spot) after offering up a prayer".

c. ušūnir ērīr āyin. (Pattu, X-65) "if you go (there) thinking of..."
variety of forms in the Vedas, but all these were merely cases of verbal nouns; and the case-form most commonly used as infinitive was the dative though objective infinitives were also frequent; the genitive, ablative and locative infinitives were rare. The dative infinitives like *karaśa kṛ́ 'do'), *śrutwać śṛ́ 'hear') are not known to later Sanskrit in which only the objective infinitives in -*tum like *kartám, *śrotum now survive.

In the Dravidian languages there are two ways of forming infinitives. One form is the dative case of verbal nouns, as Telugu *ṣaṇṭaku, *ṣaṇḍāṇiki, Kānarese *geyṣalige, Tamil *ṣayarku, 'for doing'; and this dative form is mentioned in Tolkāppiyam which is supposed to be the oldest Tamil work extant; the objective case form is unknown to the Dravidian languages. If Sanskrit has discontinued the dative form and adopted the objective form universally, it cannot certainly be through Dravidian influence.

The other mode of forming infinitives in Dravidian is by adding -*a to the root, as, Telugu *ṣaṇa, Kānarese *geya, Tamil *ṣeya. The older form of this -*a is -*an in Telugu which appears to have become -*a in Tamil and Kānarese; this suffix -*an is probably derived from Prākṛti forms.

45. LOSS OF THE VEDIC SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD:

The remark that the Vedic language lost its subjunctive mood through the influence of the Dravidian appears to be equally unjustifiable and shows a misapprehension of the functions of this mood in that language and of the circumstances under which the mood became latterly a superfluity. The Vedic subjunctive had a value similar to that of the optative and its fundamental meaning was one of requisition, less peremptory than the imperative, but more so than the optative. In principal sentences the difference in the values of these moods was only one
of degree; in fact when the subjunctive mood gradually fell into desuetude its forms for the first person—as in bhavanî, bhavāna, bhavāma—were taken over by the imperative which originally had no forms in the Vedas for the first person* (W.S.G. SS. 533-a; 574-a 578).

The subjunctive mood was also used in the Vedas in subordinate clauses in such connections as would be expressed in English by the conditional clauses 'if it should be etc.,' 'lest it should be etc.'; 'in order that it may be etc.'; but here also its functions were shared by the optative which even in the earliest Vedic period had come to be used in dependant clauses with relative pronouns and conjunctions, as a regular means of expressing the conditional and contingent. (W.S.G.S. 576-b). A part of its functions being fulfilled by the imperative and the rest having been taken over by the optative the subjunctive became a superfluity in the language and fell into disuse. It is not easy to see how this disuse can be attributed to the influence of Dravidian.

In the Avestic language also the imperative had originally no forms for the first person; the subjunctive forms of this person were subsequently taken over by the imperative (J. A. V. S. 447 note).

46. THE ARYAN INDECLINABLE PRESENT PARTICIPLE.

The present participle was always declined in Vedic and classical Sanskrit and in literary Prākrit so as to agree with the subject in number and gender. But some of the modern Aryan vernaculars use an indeclinable form of the participle, and whenever this is the case the Editors of the Linguistic Survey remark that such usage is due to the example of the adjoining Dravidian languages. On examining the question, however, it is seen that the indeclinable present participle occurs often in the Aśoka inscriptions of the 4th Century B.C.; and the neo-Aryan vernaculars have
doubtless inherited it from the Māgadhi Apabhraṃśa. The suffixes of one of the Telugu present participles and possibly also of the Kanarese present participle appear to be derived from the termination of the Aśokic participle.

47. THE SANSKRIT PERIPHRASTIC FUTURE.

The Editors of the Linguistic Survey say that "the periphrastic future is used very sparingly in the Brāhmaṇas and only becomes more frequent in the later literature. It is, as is well known, formed from the noun of agency by adding the verb substantive in the first and second persons. Now the noun of agency is a present or indefinite form, not a future. In the Dravidian languages, on the other hand, the indefinite present is commonly also a future. The analogy becomes still more striking when we remember that the verb substantive is only added to the first two persons, just as nouns of agency in the Dravidian languages are used without any additions as verbs in third person singular, while pronominal suffixes are added in the first and second persons. Forms such as kartāmi 'I shall do,' kartāsi 'thou shalt to,' kartāraḥ 'they will do,' thus directly correspond to the Gōṇḍ kiatona. 'I do,' that is, 'I am a doer'; kiatonī 'thou doest'; kihtor 'they do.' (L.S. IV-page, 281).

The above remarks overlook the circumstance that there is a periphrastic future in the Avesta in which the forms of the third person are as in Sanskrit the nomen agentis inflected for the three numbers:

netā  netārau  netāraḥ

In the first and second persons the singular netā is compounded with the corresponding forms of the Avestic verb ah 'to be' in all numbers (K. A. G. S. 471). Brugmann when dealing with periphrastic formations in the Indo-
Germanic languages mentions similar forms in which infinitival words are used with the verb substantive to express the future (Brug. IV S. 899). It will be noted that on the analogy of netāsmaḥ instead of netāsmai, the first person plural is netāsmaḥ and not netāraḥ smaḥ; similarly we have in the Avesta patmaḥi "we will protect" patasto "you will protect" (K. A. G. S. 471).

These forms are a certain token that the component words had become fused into one word even in the Indo-Iranian period (C. F. Brug. IV, 896).

This instance shows the danger of assuming that, if a form not found in the Vedas is found in later Sanskrit, it must have been borrowed from a foreign source. The existence of such a form in the Avesta has demonstrated in this case that classical Sanskrit has inherited materials from some unknown Aryan dialects of India which are not represented in the existing Vedas.

48. THE SANSKRIT ACTIVE PAST PARTICIPLE.

The Editors of the Linguistic Survey say that "forms such as the Sanskrit kṛtavān 'one who has done' are also peculiar to the later Sanskrit. The suffix -vat is of course Aryan, but it is not easily understood how an active form can be arrived at by adding the suffix to a passive participle. In the Dravidian languages on the other hand a participle is active as well as passive and a noun of agency is formed from it in all dialects. Thus from Tamil ceytu 'having done' we form ceytavan 'one who has done.' The close agreement between kṛtavān and ceytavan is of course partly accidental. There cannot, however, be any reasonable doubt about the former having been influenced by the latter. In Sanskrit kṛtavāna is an anomalous form without analogy in connected

1. The corresponding Telugu form will be ēsīnavā-ḍu.
languages, while Tamil eeyavay is quite regular” (L.S. IV, page 281).

Here also the Editors of the Linguistic Survey have overlooked the existence in the Avesta of forms identical with those in Sanskrit. The following are some of the examples given in Kanga’s Avestan Grammar, of past participles active, formed from past participles passive by suffixing the termination -vat (K.A.G. S. 563).


49. The Dravidian terminations of the Nominative Masculine traceable to the Indo-Germanic -nt- through Indo-Aryan.

The Indo-Iranians had inherited two present participles one active and the other passive, viz., bhavat, bhriyamanā; two future participles, active and passive, viz., bhariyyat, bhariyamāna; but only past participle, passive, viz., bharta. In coinage an active participle for the past they followed the model of the present and future participles active, and chose the suffix -vat so that all the three active participles may have practically identical declensions. In the nominative masculine singular -t disappears leaving only -n, as bhavān, bhariyyan, bhartaṇā. In the masculine nominative dual and plural and accusative singular and dual, the full conjunct -nt appears and thereafter only -t.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
<th>Past</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominative Sing.</td>
<td>bharaṇ</td>
<td>bhariyyan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual.</td>
<td>bharaṇantu</td>
<td>bhariyyantu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plur.</td>
<td>bharaṇaṁ</td>
<td>bhariyyaṁ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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If the object was merely to imitate Tamil, this could have been secured better by using the suffix -van which contains no -t and would show -n all case forms like Tamil, as:

*bhṛtavān, *bhṛtavānau, *bhṛtavānah,
bhṛtavānam, bhṛtavānau, bhṛtavānah etc.

The contention that the Sanskrit participle was based on the Tamil model is clearly untenable.

On the other hand it will be abundantly clear from an examination of the Dravidian forms Tamil cezavāy, Old Kanarese ṣeydanam, Modern Kanarese ṣeydanau etc., that the masculine singular nominative of the demonstrative pronoun has in every case imitated Aryan forms. This demonstrative is awan in Tamil and Malayālam, awam in Old Kanarese, awanu in Modern Kanarese, but the Old Kanarese form is still retained by the Badagas on the Nilgiris; it is rādū or rāndū in Telugu, ondu in Madras Gōndi, and oauju oauju in Kūli. The Tulu demonstrative singular masculine remote and proximate are eje and imbe. In the table below, these demonstratives are compared with the masculine nominative singulars of the Aryan present participles which they imitate; the -nt of these participles is, as is well-known Indo-Germanic in origin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dravidian</th>
<th>Dravidian</th>
<th>Aryan</th>
<th>Aryan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tamil</td>
<td>awan</td>
<td>bharān</td>
<td>Vedic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malayālam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Dravidian | Old Canarese | Badaga | Telugu | Madras Gōṇḍi | Kūi. | Tulu
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
forms. | anam | bhanam | vāṭu; vaṇḍu | bharantu | vaṇju | aye
Aryan forms. | | Ardhamāgadhi | | | Apabhraṃśa | |
Aryan dialects. | | | | | | |

The correspondences in this table gives us a clue as to the kind of Aryan influence to which the various parts of Southern India were subject in the earliest times. The Old Canarese *anam* imitating *bhanam* one of the forms assumed by the nominative masculine of the present participle *bharaṭ* in Māgadhi and Ardhamāgadhi betrays Jain or Buddhistic influence, while the Tamil *vaṇḍu*, which corresponds to the Vedic *bhavān* arising from the loss of *-ts* in the *bhavants* probably indicates that the earliest Aryan influence in the Tamil country was Brāhmaṇic. Telugu and Madras Gōṇḍ forms indicate Pāli influence. The Kūi termination *-ṇju* may be taken to arise from the palatalization of Telugu *-ṇḍu*; perhaps so, but there is also the possibility of there having been an Aryan dialect in India possessing the Avestic form *baras* but not represented in Sanskrit or the Prakṛts, and the Kūi language might have received the termination *-ṇju* from the lost dialect. There is nothing very special in the form *baras*, the termination of which arises from anus. C. F. Sanskrit *videśīṃsa*. In the case of the *aye* we have to postulate...
the existence of a similar dialect not represented in Sanskrit or the Prākṛta. Or we may explain in the final -e in sye as due to the Māgadhi influence, and regard the initial a- as equivalent to ae-the vowel being lengthened in compensation for the loss of -e; this Māgadhi influence appears also in mbe the Tulu proximate demonstrative and the long- ā also appears in -af 'she,' -ār 'they (epicene),'

50. The Telugu -ndo has arisen from the Indo-Aryan -ntu.

In the table given in the previous paragraph the Telugu cerebrals -nd- or -d- corresponds to the Sanskrit -nt. As will have been seen from the examples given in S. 39 above Telugu appears to have a predilection for the cerebral -d- and -d-, for what is dental or alveolar in Kanarese and Tamil is very often converted into a cerebral sound in Telugu.

(i) andu, wdu: There is a Telugu form of respectful accosting, viz., emandī, and the respectful form request is ceppandi, daayacēvaṇḍī etc. These correspond to the Sanskrit idiom in which the persons addressed are put in the third person, as in āgacchantu bhavantah. 'May your honours be pleased to come where āgacchantu is the third person plural imperative; of the base ā-gem 'come' and bhavantah is the masculine nominative plural of bhavat 'your honour.' Bhavantah becomes bhonto in Pāli and is further corrupted into honto or hunte in the later Prākṛta (P.P.G.S. 476). An optional form was probably *bhanto or *hanto for the word bhante (= bhavantah) 'sirs' is frequently used when addressing heads, as in Aśoka’s letter to the Magadha Saṅgha where bhante punctuates the sentences. (I. A. Vol. V, page 257). The Apabhraṃśa forms for bhavan will be hanto, huntu and hante respectively (P.P.G.S. 397); these and the imperative plural termination -ntu have apparently become -ndo and
-andu. The forms ceppandu and cejaandu are likely to be mistaken for the third person masculine negative, and the final vowels a probably differentiate the imperative; but we may have ceppandu and ceppulu. Thus 门窗 davečeyendi is really the hybrid formation emi bhavantah dayaceyantu.

(ii) E-du is a suffix indicating measure or quantity which is used in composition, as mure-du ‘cubit length’ jene-du ‘span-length’, mane du ‘as much as a mana etc. This suffix appears to be derived from the Vedic suffix yant expressing the quantitative meaning of ‘much’ which occurs in i-yant ‘so much’ and ki-yant ‘how much’ (M.V. G. 402 (d)). In later Sanskrit iyantā, iyattaram meaning ‘measure, quantity,’ standard, limit, are from the pronoun iyant. In Apabhramsha the nominative singular of this pronoun will be iyantu or entu; the -nt- of these forms being cerebralized we get endu ‘measure’ of the Telugu inscriptions as in mõndu neyar poyagala vandu ‘he must supply a mana of ghee’ (E.I. Vol. VI, page 150). The nasal of this word has now dwindled into an ardhamasvāra (obscure nasal) the existence of which is recognised by grammarians (C. B. Sandhi, 1I, Taddhita, 25).

There is a word anta in Telugu meaning ‘measure, quantity’ as in ravanta, ismanta, konta (=okinta) etc., which is also traceable to an Aryan origin and is probably imitated from the terminations of stava and tava ‘so great,’ yava ‘as great,’ iva and iva ‘so great’ (M.V.G.S. 402 [x]). This imitation must have been recent, long subsequent to the formation of edu.

(iii) Vanti as in afawanti ‘resembling that’; Tadvat in Sanskrit means not only ‘possessing it’ but also ‘like it’; in the former sense -vat is declinable and in the latter indeclinable. Though indeclinable its real form is -vant which will become -vand in Telugu; with the oblique declen-
sional suffix -nt, the latter will become -vanṭi as in atvanṭi, māvanṭi 'resembling us,' mīvanṭi 'resembling you' etc. Compare the last two with the Vedic adjectival forms māvanṭ 'like me,' tvāvanṭ 'like thee' (M. V. G. 402 (c)). Adjectives signifying after the manner of, like etc., were probably made formerly with the suffix -vant (W.S.G.S. 517, 1233. f.) māvanṭ, tvāvanṭ, yuṣmāvanṭ, yuṭīvanṭ, ivānt kīvanṭ, tāvanṭ, etāvanṭ yōvanṭ. Of these, however, only the last three are in use in the later language in the sense of tantus and quantus.

(iv) anda: One of the meanings of the Sanskrit word anta is 'neighbourhood' as in antika, antaraṭīna etc. The Aśoka inscriptions speak of antah meaning 'neighbouring kings' and probably also 'protected princes.' This word appears to have become anda which in Telugu and Tamil means not only 'neighbourhood' but also 'protection.'

(v) Péranda: The Sanskrit word paryanta becomes paryaṇṭa in Prākrit; following the analogy of anta it should become péranda in Dravidian in the sense of 'the area surrounding a house, a backyard.' In classical Telugu the word appears to have lost the nasal and is written pēraṇḍu as if it were a corruption of pṛṣṭha, but the Telugus of the Tamil country preserve the nasal.

(vi) edu: Another example which may be mentioned here, but with some reserve, is that of the Prākrit present participle in ento; for according to Vararuci's sūtras (VII-10 and 34) present participles may end in ento as well as in anto (vide Cowell's Vararuci Introduction, page xxxi, also Hemacandra 11-167 and 158). This ento might have given rise to the suffix-edu in the Telugu present participles vaceedu, angedu etc., but there appear to be no authenticated instances even in Telugu dialects where the nasal is preserved.

The above examples are enough to show that -nt in Sanskrit often becomes -nd in Telugu. The termination
of -vanu and -ondu is thus derived from the Pāli and Apabhraṃśa terminations -ndo and -ntu of the table in the previous paragraph.

The intermediate form between -nt and -nd is the conjunct consonant -nr- of Tamil. This intermediate -nr- appears to occur in a Telugu inscription of Satyāditya of Renandu which is supposed to be anterior to the 9th century A.D. (E. 1. Vol. XI, page 337 et seq.). The words of the inscription in which the above conjunct consonant occurs are:

koṣyapagotrunu, Satyādityanu, elucunti, pēṇnu, cacuwanu, uṇduṇnu;

but there are so many orthographical peculiarities in this inscription that it cannot be relied upon as furnishing indubitable evidence of the -nr- in Telugu. Further it has been suggested that -nr may probably stand for -nbru and may merely be the form; this explanation will not, however, apply to the word elucunti:

51. THE DRAVIDIAN MASCULINE SIGN -n.

It would appear from the discussion above that the termination of the nominative masculine singular of the Dravidian demonstrative pronoun varies from language to language, but in the oblique forms an -n- appears uniformly in all the languages under consideration. Thus we have in the accusative:

Tamil avat, Old Kanarese avanam,
Telugu vinni, Gōndi an (k) kai eeti.

The Dravidian variations in the nominative singular have their counterparts in the corresponding singulars of Aryan present participles, thus:

Vedic bharan, Māgadhī bharam,
Apabhraṃśa bharantu, Pāli bharanto,
Avestic bar, ns, baras, baro dravae.
The Vedic form is due to the elision of the final -t in the masculine singular bharant; the Māgadhī bharant is probably due to a peculiar way of pronouncing the Vedic bharan. In all the Aryan forms there is an inherent conjunct -nt which is Indo-Germanic in origin and which owing to various causes undergoes the above modifications; in cases other than the nominative singular the Aryan -nt or -t reappears.

The Indo-Aryan forms which contain this conjunct -nt are:

(i) The present, aorist and future participles active formed with the suffixes -vant, -vant,

(ii) The past participle active formed with the suffix -vant and,

(iii) The possessive adjectives formed with suffixes -vant, -vant.

Grammarians recognise two forms of the stem in these classes of words—the strong and the weak—the former containing the conjunct -nt as in bhavan, the latter containing only the single consonant -t as in bhavat. All the masculine case-forms from and inclusive of the accusative plural are formed from the weak stem, the previous ones being formed from the strong stem. In the neuter gender only the nominative, vocative and the accusative plural are formed from the strong stem, the remaining case-forms being made with the weak. In classical Sanskrit and in the Vedic dialects the nominative singular always ends in -a in the masculine, as in bhavan, bhagavan and in -t in the neuter, as in bhavat, bhagavat. The feminine form is obtained by affixing -t to the stem and is declined as a feminine noun in e.g. bharantī, bhavatī, kṛtavatī, buddhistī etc.

In the Prākrits, however, which are supposed to represent in some cases a condition of the spoken vernaculars even
anterior to that of the Vedic dialects, there is very great laxity in the use of the strong and the weak stems, almost every case being formed in some of them either from the strong or from the weak stem indiscriminately (P.P.G. Ss. 396-397); (Duroiselle's Pali Grammar, Ss. 219-230).

In the Avestic language there are two weak stems *barad, baren* (Sanskrit *bharat, bharan*) and one strong stem *barand* (Sanskrit *bharant*). The masculine nominative singular is never of the form *baren* (Sanskrit *bharan*) but always of the form *baro, baras, dvaee* (vide table in S. 49 above); the neuter nominative singular is always of the form *barad* (Sanskrit *bharat*). The stem *baren* occurs in the instrumental, dative and ablative plurals and may be used either for the masculine, or for the neuter in these case-forms as an alternative for the stem *barad*. Thus the Indo-Iranian *bharant-bhis, bharant-bhyas* which have become *bharad-bhis* and *bharad-bhyas* in Sanskrit appear as *baradbis, baradbyo, barenbis, barabhyo* in the Avestic language. For further particulars see K.A.G. Ss. 132-132.

The correspondence between the terminations of the masculine nominative singular of the demonstrative pronoun in Dravidian and those of the same case-forms in the Aryan participles and possessive adjectives etc., in -ant, -vant, -mant, is so exact even in details, that it leads irresistibly to the conclusion that the former are imitations of the latter, each Dravidian dialect imitating the contiguous Aryan dialect in this respect. The masculine nominative singulars ending in -n in Sanskrit are:

- *bharan* present participle
- *vydhān* root aorist participle
- *bharīśyan* future participle
- *kṛtvān* active past participle
- *dyutimōn* possessive adjective
- *balayōn* do
To these must be added:—

vidvan
perfect participle

balyan
adjective (comparative degree).

Might it be that seeing this multiplicity of forms, all ending in -a in the masculine singular, many Dravidian languages adopted this letter as the sign of the masculine gender, and that subsequently the terminations of the nominative singular were changed in the various dialects in imitation of the contiguous Aryan dialects leaving the -a unchanged in the masculine oblique cases? The theory put forward in this book is that the Dravidian masculine sign -a, whether derived by imitation or by inheritance, is traceable to the Indo-Germanic ending -nt.

It is needless to point out here that the Sanskrit masculine forms mentioned above indicate only grammatical gender and may refer to irrational animals or inanimate things like sita 'a lion', udagra 'a tiger', nrkya 'a trec,' soma 'the moon or the sama plant' which are all treated as of the neuter gender in Dravidian, as well as to males (and females, though rarely) of rational beings like manuṣya 'a man,' amāya 'a king's minister,' dāta 'a messenger,' kṣatriya 'a man of the kṣatriya caste,' dārā 'a wife.' In Tamil most nouns of the irrational (asadinar) class, which now end in -m, may also optionally end in -a and some nouns of this class have only the latter form.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>maram, maray</td>
<td>a tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aram, araṇ</td>
<td>virtue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nilam, nilaṇ</td>
<td>the ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>itam, itaṇ</td>
<td>a place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pulam, pulaṇ</td>
<td>one of the five senses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>valam, valaṇ</td>
<td>fertility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tiram, tiray</td>
<td>ability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>katam, kataṇ</td>
<td>debt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The forms ending in -$y$ are usually considered archaic and poetical, but in the case of kafay ‘debt’, and a few other words, it is the form ending in -$y$ that obtains in popular speech. In the case kafukay ‘an earring,’ cōsuyen ‘a cloth’, etc., there are no alternative forms ending in -$m$.

It would seem that all nouns of the kind we are considering formerly ended in -$y$ and that such of them as belonged to the irrational class had their final subsequently changed to -$m$ so as to make them correspond to the Sanskrit nominative neuter singular jāmén ‘knowledge,’ bītam ‘an aperture,’ balam ‘strength’ etc., leaving the final -$m$ unchanged in the case of high caste nouns of the masculine gender like manitay ‘a man,’ kanaryan ‘a husband,’ makay ‘a son’ etc. Nouns of the feminine gender like ekay ‘an elder sister,’ ammay ‘mother,’ have now become akā, akkā; ammā, amma, amma; while ammay ‘a goddess’ still continue to be ammay.

The oblique base of these high caste nouns (sparittai) in the singular is the same as the nominative singular, but neuter nouns ending in -$m$ form the oblique base by substituting -$t$ for -$m$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominative singular</th>
<th>Oblique singular</th>
<th>Accusative singular</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rational masculine</td>
<td>makay</td>
<td>makay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘a son’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuter Old form</td>
<td>araya</td>
<td>araya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘virtue’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern form</td>
<td>aray</td>
<td>aray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old form</td>
<td>itay</td>
<td>itay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern form</td>
<td>itay</td>
<td>itay</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This reminds one of the Sanskrit bhavan and bhavat, and of the Avestic bases bāren and bārud.
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52. THE DRAVIDIAN FEMININE SIGN -i.

Professor Sten Konow says (L.S. Vol. IV, p. 220).

"Nouns denoting women and goddesses are, in almost all dialects treated as high-caste nouns in the plural. In the singular, on the other hand, there is a double tendency. Tamil, Malayā|lam and Kanarese use a separate female form of which there appear to be some few traces in other Dravidian languages, while all other dialects substitute the neuter. The analogy from the plural seems to indicate that this latter tendency is an innovation of the languages in question, and that the feminine singular or rational nouns did not originally agree with the neuter. I may mention as a possibility that the feminine singular suffix -al in Tamil and Kanarese is only a modified form of the masculine -ay. It will be shown under the head of Gōndi that there are distinct traces in that language of a system of inflection of nouns where rational masculine and feminine bases form an oblique base ending in -a while the oblique base of neuter nouns ends in -i. Though the latter form is now used in most nouns it is just probable that we have here to do with the last traces of an older stage of affairs where the feminine singular like the feminine plural, agreed with the masculine."

The characteristic sign of the feminine gender in Tamil, Malayā|lam and Kanarese, is the letter -i in the suffix -al. The other Dravidian languages which contain traces of this termination are:—

Telugu which has the words ala 'a woman, wife', kōdalu 'a daughter-in-law', celiyalu, cellelu 'a younger sister', maradalu 'younger female relation'; Kui kuuli 'a Kui woman', Kurukh aili 'a woman'. Telugu has also the adjective ādu (literary ā-du) 'female'.

The nominative plural of the above Telugu nouns in -lu are āndru, kōndrudru, celiyandru, cellendru, maradalndru;
and the combination -ndr- appears in all the plural oblique forms of the nouns: e.g.,

ōnndana, kōḍangara yakka etc.

The final -ru in the above forms is of course the plural sign, but what is the -nd? There is no inflexional increment -t- in the oblique singular of these nouns and the -nd can not be due to any incremental -t. It is apparently the original from which the feminine sign -f in qfu etc., has been derived; the original of -alu must have been andu from which Telugu adu, ā (du 'female' have also been obviously derived by the total or partial loss of the nasal -n-). We saw before, that the Indo-Germanic -at- has been cerebralized in Telugu and has given rise to the masculine sign -ndu as in magandu (husband), allandu 'son-in-law' etc. The -n- of these words became an andhunurā (obscure nasal) as in magu (du, allu) du etc., and has now wholly disappeared in colloquial language as in magadu, alladu etc. By another process of corruption the same -nd (arising from -at) has further become -f as māndu, ašu, āšu containing a cerebral should have become alu, but in this as in many other cases in Telugu / replaces cerebral -f found in Tamil, Malayalam and Kannarese as the sign of the feminine gender. Strange as it may seem both the masculine -s and the feminine ending -f appear to be derived from the same Indo-Germanic ānt.

The feminine suffix -af is, thus, not a modified form, as supposed by Professor Sten Konow, of the masculine suffix -as, but both of them are modified forms of the Indo-Aryan -ant (Dravidian -art, -and). There is, however, nothing improbable in the supposition made by him that in Gōndi rational masculine and feminine bases had at one time oblique bases ending in -s while the oblique bases of neuter nouns ended in -t; for the Dravidian languages have obviously been imitating the endings of Aryan forms.
in this respect. We saw that there were two weak bases in the Avesta of the types barad and bareq. Some Indo-Aryan vernaculars might have had similar weak bases and it is possible that the finals -d and -n of these bases might have been adopted in some Dravidian dialects for irrational and rational oblique bases.

In Tamil, as we have seen, the development appears to have been different. All rational masculine and neuter bases originally ended in -y (imitated from the nominative singular of the Sanskrit grammatical masculine) and the oblique bases also ended in -y. Subsequently the final of the neuter bases was changed to -m, this -m being again changed to -t in the oblique forms. The evolution in Telugu differed from that both in Gōndī and in Tamil. This lack of uniformity shows that Dravidian languages have been subject to powerful disturbing influences.

At pages 120-126 of his Grammar, Bishop Caldwell enters into a detailed disquisition as to the origin and interrelations of the Dravidian signs of the masculine and the feminine singular, and arrives at the following conclusions:

(1) Telugu -nd, Tamil, Malayālam and Kanarese -y and Old Kanarese -m are identical; the masculine suffixes -anu, -an, and, am, of these languages are also identical;

(2) The Kūi word āju 'a man' (which he writes āu) is identical with the Tamil ān 'a male' and also probably with the Tamil āḷ 'a man, a person of either sex.' The Kūi āu, he points out, is in some connections shortened into ānu, and this fact, he thinks, renders it probable that the Dravidian masculine suffix -an is connected with the Kūi ānu 'a man' and the Tamil -an 'a man';

(3) Similarly the Dravidian feminine suffixes -āḷ and -ālu are, he says, derived from Telugu and Kūi āḷu 'a woman,' which is probably connected with the Telugu adjective ālu 'female.'
As we have seen above the suffixes āmu, an, and, am, can be said to be identical only in the sense that they are traceable ultimately to one and the same original; similarly Kui dāu and the Tamil -an and -af are identical only in the sense that their suffixes are derived from a common original. It is probably incorrect to assume that the noun dāu has been shortened into the suffix -dy and the noun dāu into the suffixes -alu and -af; these words have required their meanings of 'a man' and 'a female' respectively in consequence of these suffixes.

There is a connection between the three words dāu, dī, and dī, on one side and the two words āmu and ālu on the other, which Bishop Caldwell has not noticed. In Telugu āmu (adj.) means 'female' and ādudi means 'a woman,' but in Tamil āmu means 'a male' and āsivar means 'males'; in Telugu āmāgi means 'a man of womanish character and ways'; the same word exists also in Tamil as āndakān, (āndakay) 'a eunuch'. It would seem therefore that the terminations of the five words are derived from a common original, though the first three words denote 'a male' while the remaining two denote a female. This goes to confirm the inference stated above that the suffixes -af and -an are modified forms of -ant.

These facts clearly demonstrate that there was no differentiation of sex in the originals from which these words and suffixes have been derived and that each Dravidian vernacular attached to them a masculine or a feminine signification according to its own convention.

53. The Dravidian Feminine Sign -di.

We may next consider how the feminine suffixes ālu etc. Telugu and allied languages came to be superseded by the suffixes -adi, ad etc. Bishop Caldwell and Professor
Sten Konow consider adi, ad etc., as neuter singular demonstratives. The former says (C.D.G. page, 125) :

"There is another mode of forming the feminine singular of appellative nouns, which is much used in all the Dravidian dialects and which may be regarded as specially characteristic of Telugu. It consists in suffixing the neuter singular demonstrative, its termination or modification of it to any abstract or neuter noun. The neuter singular demonstrative being used by Telugu instead of the feminine singular ("it" for "she") this neuter suffix has naturally in Telugu supplied the place of a feminine suffix; and though in the other dialects the feminine pronouns are formed by means of feminine suffixes, not by those of the neuter, yet the less respectful Telugu usage has crept into the department of their appellative nouns. In Tamil this neuter-feminine suffix is -atti or -tti. This will appear on comparing sel-li-atti 'a woman of the cultivator caste' with sel-li-t- an 'a man of the same caste' and van-nā-tti 'a washer-woman' with van-nā-ā 'a washerman'."

Professor Sten Konow says (L.S. IV, page 290) :

"Brāhūṇi does not distinguish the genders even in the case of rational beings. Most other languages of the family Kurukh, Malto, Kū, Gōndi, Kōlāmi and Telugu have no feminine singular but use the neuter instead. The same is the case in Kurumvārī a dialect of Kanarese, Kū, and Gōndi also use the neuter gender in the plural in order to denote feminine nouns. . . . . . . . there are also some traces of the use of a feminine suffix corresponding to the Telugu feminine and neuter suffix -adi in Tamil and Kanarese. Thus Tamil van-nā 'a washerman', van-nā-ā 'a washer-woman'; Kanarese okkalati 'a farmer’s wife'."

The neuter singular demonstrative pronoun is -adi in Telugu, and appellative nouns formed with this as suffix
may no doubt give the feminine names *cimadi* 'a young woman,' *golladi* 'a shepherd woman' etc. But the neuter demonstrative in Tamil and Kanares is *adu*, and it is *adu* even in the oldest specimens of these languages that have come down to us, the final -i of Telugu being due to the special phonetic laws of that language. Further the dental in *adu*, *ad, ad* is a media by etymology and by origin, and its medial sound is not merely due to the intervocal pronunciation of a-i; for it does not become a tenue when it becomes initial by metathesis as in Telugu *dōniki* to it.* It is not therefore easy to see how the "less respectful Telugu usage" would have given in Tamil and Kanares, feminine nouns of the forms *veḷḷāṭṭī, venṇāṭṭī, əkkāḷāṭṭī*, and it is difficult to follow Bishop Caldwell's argument that these last are really neuter formations. The final -ṭi of these forms is probably a corruption of the Sans. *stī* 'a woman' which becomes *iti, itī, thi* in Pali; compare, for example, Pali *cattīṭṭī* 'four women,' *maṇusrīṭṭī* 'a female of the genus homo (or a goddess or aprava),' *natakīṭṭī* 'actresses,' *tanāṭṭī* 'a young woman.' The -ṭi might also have arisen from imitation of the terminations of the Aryan participial and other forms ending in -ṭi, e.g.

*krtāvattī, buddhinattī, balavattī.*

The former of these is the likely explanation, for the -ṭi of these last forms had very early become -ṭi even in even Prākṛts, as Sanskrit, Prākṛt *bhōdī.*

It is worthy of consideration whether the ending -ṭi of Telugu feminine nouns should not be regarded as having been derived from the -ṭi of Aryan forms. If the masculine terminal sign of the Telugu *gōla-du* has arisen from imitating the ending of *balavatī*, we may well suppose the feminine sign -ṭi of *golladi* to have arisen from imitating the termination of *balavatī,*
54. THE ARYAN DEMONSTRATIVE ROOTS AND BASES.

In the last five paragraphs we have discussed the Aryan affinities of the signs which the Dravidian languages employ to distinguish gender in their demonstrative pronouns. It is proposed here to consider also the origin of the demonstrative roots and bases of the Dravidian languages and to ascertain to what extent they are related to the corresponding roots and bases in Aryan languages.

Demonstratives in Sanskrit: (M.V.G. Ss. 392-396; W.S.G. Ss. 503).

(a) Ta the pronoun of the third person serves also as a demonstrative pronoun in Sanskrit. Tya meaning 'that' is another far demonstrative obtained by a slight modification of ta. Besides these Sanskrit has pronouns formed from the demonstrative roots and elements α, i, e. The stems of these demonstrative pronouns are taken by Indian grammarians to be tad, tyad, idas, idam and etad, the forms which they assume in the nominative singular neuter. Of these tad and tyad are inflected like the pronoun of the third person.

(b) The near demonstrative ete obtained by prefixing e to ta means 'this here' and assumes the forms M. etas, F. esô, N. etad in the nominative singular. It is inflected like ta and tyad and calls for no special remarks. The element e- is supposed by some to be the locative of the demonstrative root a.

(c) The near demonstrative which appears as M. eyam, F. ijam, N. idam in the nominative singular means 'this here' and employs the pronominal roots a and (in various modifications) i in its inflexions; its paradigm is made up of forms derived from several stems. The following case forms are formed from the root a.
ARYAN DEMONSTRATIVE BASES.

Instrumental. anayā, ebhis, ābhīs.
Dative. aṣmai, aṣyai, ābhyaṃ, ebhyas, ābhyaṅ.
Ablative. aṣmai, aṣyas, ābhyaṃ.
Genitive. aṣya, aṣyā, aṇayos, āṣāṃ, āṣāṃ.
Locative. aṣmi, aṣyā, aṇayos, ēṣu, ēṣu.

The case terms anena, anayā, aṇayos appear to have been formed from a stem an-. The -a- of this stem is supposed by some grammarians to have been inserted for preventing hiatus.

The forms imau, ime, imās, imā, imāni, seem to be formed from a stem imo-, this stem is supposed by some to be derived from the accusative i-m of i. The form idam is supposed to be made up of i-d (the nom. acc. neuter of i) and the suffix -am.

The forms iyam and gyam are both supposed to be formed from the root i to which the suffix -am is added.

The following roots and stems thus enter into the paradigm:

a, i, id, an, ime.

(d) The far demonstrative which appears as masculine aṃu, feminine aṃu, neuter aḍas in the nominative singular means 'that, there, you'. The fundamental stem used in every case, except the nominative singular, is aṃ which is supposed to be the accusative masculine of the demonstrative root a. This -am gives rise to the extended stems aṃā, aṃu and aṃi.

The singular case forms aṃuo, aṃua, aṃya, aṃṣmin, aṃṣyām and dual forms aṃū, aṃyos are formed from the stem aṃu-.

The dual form aṃūbhyaṃ, and the plural forms aṃūbhis, aṃūbhyaṃ, aṃṣām, aṃṣu are formed from aṃu.

The plural forms aṃi, aṃiḥis, aṃiḥyaṃ, aṃiṣām, aṃiṣu are formed from aṃi.
In a-d as the root a is extended by the pronominal -d and the suffix -as.

In the form enam the root a appears to be extended by -sa-

(a) The pronoun enam 'this' is found two or three times in the Rg-Veda and only in the genitive dual. The pronoun enam 'this' occurs only once in the Atharva-Veda, e.g., amaham enam 'this am I'.

(f) The pronoun enam is almost always used substantively, but its adjectival use like a demonstrative is also occasionally met with.

55. DEMONSTRATIVE IN THE AVESTIC LANGUAGE.

(a) Kanga's Avestic Grammar mentions the following as the crude forms of the demonstrative pronouns in the Avestic language (Ss. 215-224).

i. m: aēta; n: aētād; f: aētā.
ii. m: ima, a; n: imad, id; f: ima, a.
iii. m: enam; n: nam, avad; f: ava.

(b) The inflections of the first set corresponding to the Sanskrit etad do not call for any remarks.

In the inflections of the second set the following case forms appear:

i. Nom. and Acc. Neut. Sing. ad, imad, id, id, Plural ima, f:
ii. Nom. masc. Sing. : aēm, aēm, Plural ima;
iii. Nom. fem. Sing. : im, dual i, Plural ima, imās, imās;
iv. Acc. masc. Sing. : imēm, Plural i, imā;

v. Instr. } masc. Sing. : aēm, aēm, Plural aēmis;
  }fem. Sing. : aya, aha, Plural ābis;

Other forms are
vi. aēbis, aēbyā, ahmāi, ahmād, aēsām, ainghē, ainghāi.

(c) The inflections of the third set are all formed from the base a-.
DEMONSTRATIVE IN NEW PERSIAN


*avē*, *avē*, Fem. *avē*, *avangē*.


Other forms are

v. *avāhēta*, *avanghēta* etc.

Nominative singular forms for the Masculine and the
Feminine are not given.

(d) All the demonstrative roots and stems which occur
in Sanskrit are also found here with the exception of those
arising from the base *am*.

(e) It appears from a comparison of the Avestic and
Sanskrit demonstrative paradigms that the roots and elements
*a*, *i*, *ə* (locative of *a*) and the bases *av*, *am*, *id*, *ad*, *im* were
already in existence in the Indo-Iranian period. Of these
*a*, *i*, *av*, *am*, *id* are even older than this period and are of Indo-
Germanic antiquity (Brugmann Vol. III, S. 409, pp. 329-331). The last of them is to obviously the same as the Latin
*id* and the English *it*.

The stems *ima*- and *ad*- are not found outside Aryan and
it is therefore inferred that the formation of new stems out of
the accusative *i*- and of *a*- belongs to the Indo-Iranian
period; the formation of the stems *amā-, amā-, amī* out of the
accusative *a*- which are not found in the Avestic language
belongs perhaps to the pre-Sanskrit period.

56. DEMONSTRATIVE IN NEW PERSIAN.

(J. T. Platt's Persian Grammar, pp. 80 and 83.)

(a) The independent demonstrative pronouns are:

In 'this here', *ān* 'that there'.
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In is derived from the Paz: in, which, it is stated, is probably from a primitive ama, cf. Sanskrit ama.

In is the same as the Paz: and Phl.: an, Old Persian ana 'other', cf. Sanskrit: anya, Hindi: an. Some scholars, however, refer an to the Zend an- a Sanskrit an or an-a.

(b) The genderless pronouns of the third person singular in the New Persian are:

Singular an, but pronounced a; \( \text{\textit{-}} \), vai; \( \text{\textit{-}} \), \( \text{\textit{a}} \) (old), 'he, she, it's. These appear to be derived from the Avestic demonstrative ama; thus, a=Paz: \( \text{\textit{a}} \)=Old Persian ama; \( \text{\textit{a}} \)=Paz: am=Old Persian ama+hya; \( \text{\textit{a}} \) vai is probably a doublet of \( \text{\textit{a}} \).

Plural I-\( \text{\textit{a}} \)dn (archaic \( \text{\textit{a}} \)dn) 'they'.

(c) Besides these we also meet with the relic of another demonstrative ama (=O.P. ima, S. ima) which invariably replaces the demonstrative in before the words roz 'day', shap 'night', sêt 'year' and occasionally before the word bêt 'time' (page 95).

(d) The affixed demonstrative pronoun \( \text{\textit{a}} \), (archaic \( \text{\textit{a}} \)) called the demonstrative \( \text{\textit{a}} \), or 'the ya that makes the noun determinate'. It is often termed 'the definite article'; but it is really a demonstrative pronoun, and is generally interchangeable with the demonstrative in. It is annexed to a noun in the singular or plural.

Remark. The demonstrative I (\( \text{\textit{a}} \)) is derived from the Phl.: \( \text{\textit{a}} \)=O. P. demonstrative pronoun aita. It is the same pronoun which forms the base of the personal pronoun \( \text{\textit{a}} \) (\( \text{\textit{a}} \text{\textit{a}} \text{\textit{a}} \) third person plural of I) (page 99).

The far demonstrative 'that'.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Nominative</th>
<th>Ablative</th>
<th>Ablative</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hindi</td>
<td>u, ə, vah</td>
<td>us</td>
<td>un, unh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panjabi</td>
<td>uh,</td>
<td>us, uh</td>
<td>un, unh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sindhi</td>
<td>ə, hə, hə</td>
<td>un, hun</td>
<td>huni</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gujarati</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə, ə</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bengali</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>uhə</td>
<td>uhə</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The near demonstrative 'this'.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hindi</th>
<th>Panjabi</th>
<th>Sindhi</th>
<th>Gujarati</th>
<th>Oriya</th>
<th>Bengali</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t, ih, ə, əh, yah</td>
<td>ih, əh</td>
<td>t, hi, hə</td>
<td>ə, əh, ih</td>
<td>ə, ih</td>
<td>ih</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>is, ih</td>
<td>in, hin</td>
<td>ih, əha</td>
<td>ih, eho</td>
<td>ih</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>in, inh</td>
<td>hini</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>do</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the Avestic form əna was practically unknown to the Indo-Aryan literary dialects, it appears to have existed in all the Aryan vernaculars of India, where it has been changed and shortened into ə, ə and u in the far demonstratives of these vernaculars. The same change took place, as we have seen, in New Persian.

Of the three demonstrative roots and elements in the Vedic dialects, viz., ə, i and ə, only ə was used as an independent demonstrative pronoun in those dialects; in the modern vernaculars all the three appear to be so used. Mr. John Beames remarks in his grammar (Vol. II, page 318) :-

"But it is perhaps useless to seek for the origin of these forms in any written works. They have their origin in all probability in a lower stratum of popular speech than ever found its way into writing before the time of Chand, whose forms, may, therefore, in this, as in so many other instances,
be taken as the furthest point to which researches can at present be pushed back.” If Mr. Beamish had noticed the existence of the genderless pronouns -ə (archaic ə), ƒ (archaic ʃ) in modern Persian and had known that ə and ƒ are traceable to the Avestic axt while ə and ʃ are traceable to the Phl ə cor-
responding to the ə of the Sanskrit eta-, he would have seen that the Indo-Aryan popular speeches had preserved pre-
historic forms which had disappeared from literary dialects.

58. THE DRAVIDIAN DEMONSTRATIVE ROOTS AND BASES.

We shall begin this section by reproducing the table of Tamil demonstrative and interrogative pronouns given by Bishop Caldwell at page 316 of his grammar and quoting his observations thereon. (C. D. G. pages, 315-316.)

1. The Tamil demonstrative and interrogative pro-
nouns.

"The most common interrogative prefix is ə. In all the Dravidian dialects this prefix is used in the formation of
pronomininals in precisely the same manner as the demonstra-
tive bases a and ʃ. It forms one of a set of voca
c prefixes (ə, ʃ, ə, ə) which occupy one and the same position, obey
one and the same law and differ only in the particular signif-
ication which is expressed by each. The unity of principle
pervading these prefixes will be clearly apparent from the
subjoined comparative view. The forms which are here exhi-
bited are those of the Tamil alone; but in this particular all
the dialects agree on the whole so perfectly with the Tamil,
and with one another that it is unnecessary to multiply
examples. I exhibit here an alternative (probably an older)
interrogative base in əə which will be inquired into further on.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>toni piex</td>
<td>rae</td>
<td>ihe</td>
<td>can he</td>
<td>was</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mon ilia</td>
<td>eur</td>
<td>ilia</td>
<td>ad filled</td>
<td>near he</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>mai</td>
<td>mai</td>
<td>mai</td>
<td>mai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usual or usual way</td>
<td>usual or usual way</td>
<td>usual or usual way</td>
<td>usual or usual way</td>
<td>usual or usual way</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Proximate Demonstrative**

**Intermediate Demonstrative**

**Interrogative**
"I need not call attention to the beautiful and philosophical regularity of this quadruple set of proximate, remote, and intermediate demonstratives and interrogatives. In no other language or family of languages in the world shall we find its equal or even its second. In addition to which, the circumstance that the demonstrative vowels are not only used in these languages with an invariable and exact discrimination of meaning which is not found in the Indo-European tongues (with the solitary and partial exception of the New Persian), but are also associated with a corresponding interrogative vowel of which the Indo-European tongues are totally ignorant, tends to confirm the supposition which I have already expressed, that the Dravidian family has retained some Præ-Sanskrit elements of immense antiquity; and in particular that its demonstratives, instead of being borrowed from Sanskrit, represent those old Japhetic bases from which the demonstratives of Sanskrit itself, as well as various other members of the Indo-European family were derived."

59. THE SO-CALLED INTERMEDIATE DEMONSTRATIVE "I.

The intermediate demonstrative " is unknown to the popular dialects; Bishop Caldwell says (page 319):—

"The medial " is occasionally used by Tamil poets, more frequently in classical Kanarese and in Tulu, 1 to denote a person or object intermediate between the remote and the proximate ". Again " In Tamil poetry we find an adverbial demonstrative of place, umpar, with the meaning of the intermediate demonstrative "; the correlates of which are umbar "that place", impar "this place" and empas "which place"; umbar means literally a place intermediate between two other places; but it is remarkable that it is also used in a secondary sense to signify "on", "upon", "above" and even "height".

(1) In Tulu it is one of the two near demonstratives.
It is doubtful however whether any instance can be given from Cankam works or from any standard work in which *umpar* is used in the sense of intermediate place; several instances can be given from old Tamil in which the word means "there", "on the other side of"—not the intermediate place: e.g.,

(i) *pangi pala colai veṭṭakatu mpar* "On the other side of the *Veṭṭaka* hills, the groves of which attract the misf.

(ii) *paḷ ver katti nanyattumpar* "On the other side of the beautiful land of the chieftain) *Katti* of many lances".

(iii) *netumoli-p-pulli...nanyattumpar* "On the other side of the boastful Pullis flourishing domain".

The signification "on the other side of" will naturally lead to the secondary and figurative sense "upon", "above", "superior to", "height", etc., some of which are noticed by Bishop Caldwell; this latter sense will not arise from the meaning of "intermediate place". It may be noted in passing that one of the meanings of *umpar* is "the sky the visible heaven". The word *umpar* "on this side" is the correlative of *umpar* and is used in Tolkāppiyam itself. It is doubtful whether *umpar* is used by any old author. The word *āṇka* derived from the same demonstrative *u* has the meaning "better than", "superior to".

(iv) *arattis ūṇkākkam evaṇṭ spikkha* "What is more precious to human beings than (the practice of) virtue".

(v) *arattis ūṇkākkamum illai* "There can be no greater good than (the practice of) virtue".

The word *uḥ-p-pakkam* in the sense of "the farther side" "the side away from us" "the back" as opposed to "the front"

1. Aham 211.
2. Kuruntokai, 11.
3. Aham, 211.
5. Kurāl, 32.
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side," occurs in Karpa] 630. \( \texttt{gi-\text{-}s\_um\ up\up\text{-}akk\_um\ k\_\text{-}n\_\text{-}par} \) they will make even fate turn back" that is, "overcome it."

The oldest Tamil work in existence which also happens to be a grammar mentions three demonstrative letters \( a, i \) and \( u \). Of these, \( a \) admittedly refers to the distant thing or person and \( i \) to the proximate thing or person; \( u \) is a convenient particle to refer to a third person or thing where there are three to be referred to, but commentators have apparently taken it to denote the intermediate person or thing so as to assign distinct functions to the three particles. The latter day interpretation of \( u \) as the intermediate demonstrative is thus not in consonance with its use in Old Tamil. It is not in consonance with its probable etymology. It has already been pointed out that \( a\_\text{na} \) has become \( e \) in Malayalam, Kui and the Gondi dialects. It will be pointed out presently that it became \( a \) and later \( u \) (the pronoun of the third person) in Persian; and that the far demonstratives \( a \) and \( u \) in the modern Aryan vernaculars of the North have the same origin. It is probable that Tamil \( u \) has the same origin; its latter day use to denote the intermediate thing is wholly conventional and limited to literature.

In Tulu both \( \text{in\_d\_u} \) and \( \text{en\_d\_u} \) mean "this". In Kurukh \( u \) means "that there".

We must therefore conclude that the demonstrative element \( u \) is of comparatively late origin. If we have to give a name to this \( u \) we must call it a \textit{proximate demonstrative} from its usage in Tulu and a \textit{remote demonstrative} from its usage in Kurukh and in Old Tamil poetry.

60. \textbf{THE SO-CALLED EUPHONIC S IN THE DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS.}

Dr. Kittel calls \( u \) the intermediate demonstrative; it is not known to what extent such use obtained in Old Kannarese.
According to Bishop Caldwell the -s- in the pronominal forms anan etc., ane etc., esan etc., is wholly euphonous, inserted for the purpose of preventing hiatus between two vowels, as:


In support of this view he draws attention to the circumstance that this -s- appears only when the termination indicating number and gender begins with a consonant, e.g.

a-(v)-aman 'his', a-(v)-ati 'she', a-(v)-am 'they' (epicene), a-(v)-a 'they' (neuter), adu 'it'.

The exceptional forms assumed by the pronominals in Telugu, Gondi, Tulu and Kannarese appear to militate against this view. Thus in Telugu the demonstratives are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Masculine:</td>
<td>vdi-du; vi-du</td>
<td>vdi-du, vdi-ru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feminine :</td>
<td>adi, idi</td>
<td>vdi, vdi-ru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuter :</td>
<td>adi, idi</td>
<td>vdi, vdi-ru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(oblique) diti, diti</td>
<td>(oblique viti, viti, vanti, vanti)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In such of the forms in these paradigms as begin with a -v-, the demonstrative vowels a and i appear to have lost their initial position by metathesis but still the -s- persists. Bishop Caldwell says that in these forms the -v- euphonous has advanced a step further and assumed the position of a demonstrative in the nominative as well as in the inflection. That this -s- however, is not a demonstrative and that the use to which it is put in Telugu is abnormal is shown by the fact that da and di, the inflexions of adi and idi the neuter singular demonstratives of the Telugu d, though certainly not a demonstrative nor even euphonous, but simply a sign or suffix of neuter singularity, has been advanced to a prominent position (by a similar euphonous displacement) as if it belonged to the root.” (page 319.)
In Gōṇi the neuter plural demonstratives av, iv, 1 show a -v- which is not wanted to fill any hiatus.

That this -v- is not euphonic but an integral part of the demonstrative itself is clear from Tolkāppiyam, the Grammar of Old Tamil, which besides mentioning the demonstrative roots a, i, u mentions also extended forms av, iv, uv of these roots. These extended forms, of the existence of which Bishop Caldwell seems to have been unaware, were used in Old Tamil as demonstrative adjectives as well as demonstrative pronouns in the neuter plural e.g.,

av-yōdoi 'that elephant', av-yōdu 'that sheep'; similarly, iv-yōdoi, iv-yōdu; uv-yōdoi, uv-yōdu.

Kaiṭakai noṭi-yon aivu māttirai (Tol: I. Sūtra-7).

(Time taken in) twinkling the eye or snapping the fingers; these are termed māttirai (in grammar).

These extended forms have become obsolete and are unknown to modern Tamil, but a grammatical rule provides that when words beginning with y-are compounded with a, i and u, av should be interposed between them (Nanūl, 162) e.g.: a-yōdoi 'that elephant' becomes avyōdoi, etc.

61. THE TULU DEMONSTRATIVES.

The exceptional and abnormal forms of the Tulu demonstratives will appear from the following paradigms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Masculine</td>
<td>av (rem) imbe (prox)</td>
<td>mēr (prox).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feminine</td>
<td>āl (rem) mōl (prox)</td>
<td>mōkulu (prox).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuter</td>
<td>avu (rem) indu, indu</td>
<td>eikulu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adv</td>
<td>avulu 'there', mālu 'here'.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. The forms given by Professor Sten Konow (L.S. Vol. iv, page 486) are: av, iv, iv.
Bishop Caldwell's explanation of the forms containing \( m \)-instead of \( s \)-is that the latter letter which is merely euphonic has been hardened into \( m \), and that this \( m \) has again been changed into \( mə \). He explains \( mə \) as having arisen from \( imər \) which, he says, was originally \( ivər \) as in the connected languages. Similarly he explains \( məf \) as having arisen from \( iməf \). This latter explanation is hardly acceptable, for the \( -ə \)-in \( məf \) clearly shows that this word must have arisen from \( uməf \), not from \( iməf \). The circumstance that \( u- \) is ear-marked by some as the intermediate demonstrative is no objection to this derivation, as in \( uməf \) this same \( u- \) occurs in the Tulu near demonstrative.

Bishop Caldwell considers that in \( indu \) and \( umdu \), the neuter \( -ə \)-has been nasalized; but it would seem to be more correct to regard them has having arisen from the bases \( im \) and \( um \) which have given rise to \( *iməf \), \( *uməf \), \( *uməfu \) or \( *uməlu \).

The final \( -ə \) in \( øye \), \( imbe \) is perhaps due to Māgadhi influence. The long initial \( a- \) in \( øye \), \( ål \), \( ør \) probably arises from \( àə \) or \( awə \).

It is remarkable that all forms of the proximate demonstrative show a nasal, while those of the remote demonstrative (except the neuter plural) show a \( -ə \) or modifications of \( -awə \). This reminds one of the Avestic \( ima \) and \( avə \), in addition to which Tulu apparently had formerly stems formed from the base \( um \) corresponding to the base \( au \) of poetic Tamil and poetic Kanarese.

These correspondences make it impossible for us to regard the Dravidian bases \( øw \), \( i\.w \), \( w \) as independent of Aryan bases, and to hold, as Bishop Caldwell does, that the final \( -ə \) of these bases was euphonic in ultimate origin, or that the \( -ə \) of \( i\.w \) has been hardened into \( m \) in Tulu. The contrary supposition that the \( -ə \) in \( i\.w \) and \( w \) has taken the place of an older \( m \) has more probability on its side.
62. THE SO-CALLED EUPHONIC -a- IN SOME VERBAL ENDINGS.

Bishop Caldwell says (page 319): "In the higher dialect of Tamil a is often used euphonically instead of -e-, especially in the personal terminations of verbs. Thus instead of irunta (for iruntana) 'he was', the poets sometimes say iruntaga, and for iruntava 'they (neuter) were', the form we should expect to find used iruntapa is universally used instead.

It has already been pointed out that the Old Tamil form iruntaya 'it was', in which -a- occurs between irunta-and-tu, militates against this explanation, and that the forms iruntamay, iruntaya, iruntara, etc., contain a separate suffix -an- inserted between the participle irunta- and the personal endings -an, -ar, -ta, etc. We may regard the combined suffix and personal endings, viz., -an, -andal, -avar, -arla etc., as being personal pronouns from the Aryan demonstrative base an-similar to avan, anal, avar, althu (av-tu) etc., formed from the base av in the verb forms avilawa, avilawal, avilawar, etc.

63. THE RELATION OF DRAVIDIAN DEMONSTRATIVE TO ARYAN.

We are now in a position to discuss what relationship there is between the Aryan and the Dravidian demonstratives.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. ad id</td>
<td>ad-as, id-am</td>
<td>ad-id (Gōndī), adi idi (Telugu).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. av im</td>
<td>av im</td>
<td>atu itu (Tamil).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. an</td>
<td>an</td>
<td>au iv (Tamil, Gōndī).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. aī</td>
<td>aī</td>
<td>avai, iva (Tamil), ava, iva (Mal).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. δ, i (Phl.)</td>
<td>δ, a, δ, i</td>
<td>au, iva (Kan); avai, iai (Tel).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a, u, i (Tamil, Kānarese, Tulu).

(1) occurring in composition. a ‘that’ (Gōndī, Kui, Madras Gōndī, Malayālam), ə (Tamil).

(2) Independent indeclinable adjectives. a ‘that;’ i ‘this’ (Kānarese, Tulu, Malayālam, Kurukh, Telugu).
(a) *nd, *id, *av, *iv:—

The Avestic *nd, *id and the Sanskrit *nd- *av, *id-am are neuter-singualrs. In the neuter plural the bases *av, *im; and *am, *im; are used: the nominative forms being *and, *ina, *i; and *anini, *imam, *ima. In Old Persian the plurals are *away, *inay (cf. Tamil *anam, *inam).

In the Dravidian languages *nd, *id; *adu, *idu; *adi, *idi; are neuter singulars; in the neuter plural the bases *av, *iv come into play, the nominative forms being *av, *iv; *avai, *ivam; *avi, *ivi; *avu, *ivu. The *d of the Dravidian singulars is not due to any intervocal pronunciation of a hard t, but appears like the *d of the Aryan *nd, *id, to be a media (which is foreign to Tamil) by origin; for in Telugu it does not lose its medial sound even when it ceases to be intervocal, as *adi ‘that’, *diki ‘to that’, *idi ‘this’, *diki ‘to this’.

The *av and *im form the bases of masculine feminine and neuter pronouns with suitable gender signs — *as (m) *awa (f), *awad, *adom (n); *ima (m) *ima (f), *imad (n). In the Indo-Aryan literary dialects, the base *av plays little or no part having apparently been superseded by a new base *am formed in the pro-Vedic period in imitation of *im; here *am, *im form the bases of pronouns with distinction of gender; Similarly the Tamil, etc., *av, *iv form the bases of pronouns: *awas, *ivas, *awa, *iwat, *ahtu (*aw-du), *ithu, *it-u) etc.

The Dravidian demonstrative bases and their methods of inflexion thus appear to be identical with the Aryan demonstrative bases and methods of inflexion, but with this difference that in the Dravidian proximate base *iv, *av appears in the place of the *m of the Aryan proximate base *im. The *m,

1. Contrast with this the Telugu imperatives *kanna *agamu, *ka ‘become ye’ where the guttural becomes a tenuis when it ceases to be intervocal.
however, still persists in all the near demonstratives of Tulu, and perhaps in the forms andu 'that', indu 'this' of Telugu, and anta 'that', inta 'this' of Tamil.

It is therefore concluded that the Dravidian bases ad, id, av, iv are derived from the Iranian and Vedic bases ad, id, av, am, im. Of these id and av are of Indo-Germanic antiquity; im and ad were formed in the Indo-Iranian period, and am in the pro-Vedic period.

The change of m into n is very common in Indian vernaculars:

(b) a, i, u, e, o, i, a, e, o:

av also exists in the shortened forms of o, u in the Dravidian languages as in Persian and Modern Indo-Aryan, but with this difference that while, in the latter, these forms are by themselves demonstrative and personal pronouns, they occur only in composition in some of the Dravidian languages; e.g. Gōndī ṣō, 'he', Madras Gōndī ṣadu 'he', Kūi ṣaṇaḷa 'he', Tamil ṣiṅku 'superior to, above'.

a, u, e, o 'that' and i 'this' are used as indeclinable demonstrative adjectives in the Dravidian dialects marked (2) in item 5 of the table at the head of this para. Of these a, u, o, are shortened forms of av and i of iv. It is remarkable that Kūi and Brāhūṣi should use e as a remote demonstrative; compare the Tulu remote neuter plural aikulu. These three instances deviating from the Indo-Aryan practice remind one of the Phil. e and Persian i, the bases of ēshan and Ishan, the plurals of the genderless pronoun of the third person; these bases are traceable through Old Persian aīta to the Avestic demonstrative aēta corresponding to the Sanskrit ēta.

In a specimen of the language of the Nilgiri Badagas published in the Linguistic Survey (Vol. IV, p. 403), the form evam occurs in the sense of 'this man'; if this is not a
misprint, we have here an instance of the use of a in Dravidian as a near demonstrative.

The so-called intermediate demonstrative a appears to be only a shortened form of ā (ā; avā). ā and av appear to be of comparatively late origin formed in imitation of av, im.

a and i as the remote and near demonstratives occur only in composition in the Dravidian languages, though the former figures as an independent demonstrative in the Avestic language and in Sanskrit. The separation of functions between a and i as the remote and near bases is more complete in Dravidian than in Aryan.

(c) av:—The Aryan base av appears to have been imitated in the personal endings ānā, ānal, āni, ānār, āna of verb-forms occurring in literary Tamil. These endings are formed in the same manner as the endings of iruntavan, iruntavanai, etc., are formed the demonstrative stem av. There is, however, one objection to the identification of Tamil av with the Aryan demonstrative av, for the former occurs not only in the verb forms of the third person but also in those of the first and second persons:—iruntavan 'I was', iruntavanai 'we were', iruntavanai 'thou wert', iruntavanai 'you were'. All the above forms containing av are wholly artificial and unknown to the spoken Tamil of the people; and it is possible that the formations were originally confined to the third person in accordance with the demonstrative nature of av but were subsequently extended by the poets to the first and second persons when the true nature of av was lost sight of. Such a thing has happened in poetic Tamil even to the demonstrative base av, for we have the sporadic forms eṉtaṉir 'ye (who) have become great,' kaṉṭaṉir 'ye (who) saw.' In Telugu also we have similar additions of first and second

1. Kali-t-tokai, 140.
person endings to third personal forms, e.g., \textit{umdu} 'he is', \textit{umdr} 'they are', \textit{umdu} 'I am', \textit{umtramu} 'we are', etc.

(d) \textit{ta}: In the Telugu forms \textit{taidu}, \textit{tanu}, \textit{taidu}, \textit{atanu}, \textit{taidu}, \textit{itanu}, etc., and the Kanarese forms \textit{tam}, \textit{tum}, \textit{tiam} the base \textit{-ta} is subjoined to the vocalic demonstrative bases \textit{a}, \textit{a}, \textit{i}, \textit{u}, \textit{u}, \textit{a}, in imitation of the Sanskrit \textit{eta} and the Avestic \textit{aeta}. The dentals of all these forms are tenues as also that of \textit{atham} and \textit{itam} the pronouns of third person in Toda, common to all genders and numbers.

(e) The comparative table given at the head of this section is a practical and sufficient proof of the identity of the Dravidian demonstrative pronouns with some of those found in the Indo-Iranian group of languages and most of the lengthy discussion in SS. 54-62 would have been unnecessary had not Bishop Caldwell obscured the subject by several incorrect propositions such as—(1) that the \textit{-a} of the forms \textit{anag} etc., and the \textit{kn} of the forms \textit{anak} etc., are euphonic; (2) that \textit{-a} is an intermediate demonstrative; (3) that the \textit{-m} of the Tulu forms arises from the hardening of a euphonic \textit{-n} etc. He has also whittled down the affinities between the Dravidian and Aryan demonstratives to such an extent that there is nothing left of them but the identity of the initial vowels \textit{a}, \textit{i}, which again he assumes to be bases belonging to the old Japhetic stock. But we have seen that the demonstrative letters \textit{a}, \textit{i} originally existed in Tamil only as the initial of \textit{am}, \textit{iv}. Here is an illustration of how Bishop Caldwell's theories based on incomplete and incorrect information impede progress at every step.

64. INTERROGATIVE FORMS IN DRAVIDIAN.

Tamil: The personal, demonstrative and interrogative pronouns in use in Old Tamil are enumerated in two sūtras (rules) of Tolkāppiyam (Col. 164 and 169). 211
The former of these relating to high caste (rational) pronouns contains the following list:

(1) asa, iva, uta (Third person masc. sing.)
(2) iva, iva, uta (do. do. semi. do.)
(3) avar, ivar, iva (do. do. epicene plural.)
(4) yor, yan, nom (First person).
(5) yavar, yana, yin (Interrogative).

The latter rule referring to pronouns of the irrational and inanimate caste contains the following list:

(1) atu, itu, utu (Third person neut. sing.)
(2) atu, iatu, utu (do. do. sing.)
(3) au, iau, uai (do. do. do. plur.)
(4) au, iu, u (Interrogatives.)

It is worthy of note that none of the modern interrogatives eava, evai, evar, eta, evai, beginning with a short e finds a place in either list. A word eava is mentioned in Tolkāppiyam (Col. Kilavi, 31) and does occur in Old Tamil but it is genderless in the sense of 'why, what, for what purpose'. For instance, it occurs sixteen times in Kural but always in the sense of 'why, what, for what purpose' and never in the sense of 'who?' (masc.); this eava has given rise to eba, eva, evai in modern Tamil. In medieval Tamil poetry we find the forms etu, evar, evai, of which only etu has survived but with a meaning different from that of evai. We also have in modern Tamil the words yor, or, 'who?'

Malayālam: These facts raise a presumption that the modern forms eava, evai, evar, eta, evai mentioned in Bishop Caldwell's tabular statement (S. 58 above) were unknown to the Tamil dialect dealt with in Tolkāppiyam. This presumption is strengthened, nay, is almost rendered a
certainly by the circumstance that the Malayālam interrogative forms all begin with long े or ू and that the Kanarese set all begin with या, ॆ, or ॊ. In Malayālam we have ेवा, ेवाल, ेवार, ेदु, ेवा; यावा, यावाल, यावार (यार, यार), यादु; े and ी are used as interrogative adjectives, the former occurring only as the initial of compounds like ेक्कोलाम 'what time', ेपप foyer 'how', ेवा नाम 'in what manner, how' etc. None of the forms यावा, यावाल, यावार, यातु, यावाई is used by the common people either in Tamil or in Malayālam.

Kanarese: The Kanarese set all begin या, ॆ, or ॊ. The interrogative adjectives of this language are े, े, ऊ, ऊा, या, यावा, दा. Of these े forms the initial of compounds like ेता 'what place or direction', ेतु 'what quantity or number', ेल 'where', ेदु 'when', ेहाई 'in what manner'. The rest are not compounded but stand as separate words detached from the nouns qualified, e.g.: ेहोटु 'what time', ेवा मातु 'which word', ेवा अरु 'what village', etc.

Tulu: The Tulu interrogatives are ो 'which?'; also ोय 'why?', ोने, ोने 'what?'; ेर 'who?'. This ेर appears as ेर 'who?' in Brähūi.

Telugu: The Telugu forms are masc. ेवा (जु, epicene plural ेवा), fem. and neut. sing.: ेदि, ेदि, neut. plur.: ेवि, ेवि.

Kurukh and Malts have interrogatives beginning with ये.


It is well known that the initial य- of Sanskrit words always becomes ज in Prākṛt—e.g. यस्त्य 'liquorice',

1. Adet yo jū (?) (Var. II, 31) ज is substituted for an initial य-.
yasas 'glory', yakṣa 'a demi-god' etc., become jatthi; jasti, jakkha etc. Similarly the relative pronoun meaning 'who, which' which is indicated in Sanskrit by the type ya has become ja in Prākrit and the modern Aryan vernaculars, and yuvat has become juna through an intermediate yasa.

The Sanskrit palatal medial j is very often changed into d in Ardhamāgadhi and Singhalese languages; e.g., jugudvā 'disgust', jyotma 'moonlight', rījana 'a king', tejās 'luster', mafijā 'marrow, pith' have become dugnāḍā, dosinā, rada; tedu, midul (vide I. A. Vol. XI, pages 216-217). The word jamaṭa 'son-in-law' appears as damaṭā in some North-Indian vernaculars. In Sanskrit itself the form damaṭa 'husband and wife' is derived by some from jamaṭa (jāyopatī). The Avestic x which in some cases is equivalent to Sanskrit j, becomes d in Persian.

In the Dravidian languages also j often changes place with d in words of North-Indian or foreign origin; e.g., jinis, āinis, 'class, kind'; jāvana, dāvana 'the plant artemisia indica' etc.

The alternative forms dōne, jōne 'what' of Tulu indicate that the initial d of interrogative forms has probably arisen from a j; and the Tulu jēr 'who' corresponding to the Brāhūdi dēr 'who', shows that the initial y- has probably become d- through an intermediate j. It is therefore inferred that the Kamarce forms yā, yēva, yēvam, etc., became dā, dēva, dēvam, etc., through the intermediate forms jā, jēva, jēvam etc. This is also the explanation which Dr. Kittel seems to suggest of the initial d- (K. K. G. S. 265, page 231).

66. THE INTER-RELATIONS OF INTERROGATIVE FORMS WITH INITIAL yā, ē AND ə.

Scholars hold wholly divergent views on this question.

(a) Bishop Caldwell says (C.D.G. pages, 316-317):—
"Probably there was originally only one interrogative base, and if so, it must have been ýū and e must have been corrupted from it. The process by which ýū became e is tolerably clear. Æ evinces a tendency to become ë . . . In Tulu ýūr becomes ýer. This is a considerable step towards e. Then also e is commonly pronounced ye, and ë as ye; and in Telugu this y is frequently written as well as heard. This would facilitate the omission of the y in writing, when ýū came generally to be weakened into ý. ë alone would in time have the same force as ýū, and would come to be regarded as its equivalent. The long form ë still survives in Malayālam ënath, ënal, 'he, she, for, ënatt, ënal'; and in the Tamil and Malayālam ëdu, and the Telugu ëdi.'"

Bishop Caldwell does not notice the Kannarese interrogatives beginning with ë.

[6] Dr. Kittle on the other hand regards i as the original base and ýū to have been corrupted from it. According to him "The interrogative pronouns āvar (ýīvaru, dōnami) āval (ýīvalu, dōvalu) ëndu (ýīndu, dōndu), ār (ýīru, dōru), āvaru (ýīvaru, dōvaru) rest on the interrogative ë; that becomes ýū in the oblique cases of the mediaeval and modern dialects, which is another form of ë." (K.K.G.S. 265, page 231). In support of this view he also draws attention to the circumstance that "many Kannāga people pronounce and write the initial vowels i, I, e, ë ungrammatically prefixing ý to them . . . Regarding initial e, they use also ýa instead of ye, e.g., ënath, ënatt, ëntu 'an ox', ënnei 'a buffalo'. Initial ë may also appear as ýd e.g., ýālakki, ýōke for ëlakki 'cardamom', ëke 'for what'; also when attached to an initial consonant: e.g. —

dýāwa, myīle for deva 'a god', mezē 'above.'

As between ë and e, he seems to think that it is immaterial which of these is taken as the original as "they are related
and occasionally interchanged.” (Ibid. S. 138, page 77.) He also considers the -a in āra, yāra, dāra to be euphonic, and that āra and yāra have been incorrectly assumed to be the bases of forms like āram (ē-ā-ram), yāram (ē-ā-ram), etc. (Ibid. S. 265, page 231). In his view āra and yāra are mere substitutes for ē.

(c) Mr. C. P. Venkatarama Aiyar. The question, which of the three initials ū, ē, a is primitive, is discussed in a paper entitled ‘The Glides’ written by Mr. C. P. Venkatarama Aiyar. In this paper, the author considers the etymology of a number of Old Tamil words beginning with yā and of the alternative forms which these words assume with initial ē or a either in Tamil itself or in the other Dravidian languages, and arrives at the conclusion that ē was the primitive initial and that the prothetic yā was an on glide necessitated by the difficulty of pronouncing an initial back-vowel. The opinions of Professor Julline Vinson and of Dr. L. D. Barnett of the British Museum, London are also quoted in the paper in support of these conclusions. Professor Vinson is quoted as saying that ‘‘the palatal semi-vowel is never initial in Tamil and primitive Dravidian. One might suppose that ē was primitive, that it changed into yā, then into ē’’, ‘‘an a could never have been preceded by é and perhaps the collection of the Dravidian forms points to the conclusion that the long ē was primitive’’. Dr. Barnett expresses himself thus:—

"In general I agree with your conclusion as to the initial a-being proto-Dravidian. The evidence suggests...

1. (a) yātu 'a sheep, a goat', (b) yāntu 'a year', (c) yōmai 'a tortoise', (d) yāli 'a lion', (e) yāru 'a river', (f) yōgai 'an elephant', (g) yō' 'who', (h) yōy 'mother', which have also the alternative forms (a) ūtu, štu, (b) ūntu, ū-ťu, (c) ūmai; ūvē (d) ūli, (e) ūru, ūru (f) ūmai, ūnu-ğu (g) ar (h) ay.
that the primitive Dravidian had no initial \( y \)- and that is sporadically developed later after the various languages had branched off.

67. The inter-relations of interrogative forms with initial \( y \), \( ? \), and \( a \) (contd.)

(a) The above extracts show what wholly divergent views have been held by scholars on the question as to which of the three \( yə, \ ?, \ a \) is the primitive interrogative base. The whole of the argument in "The Glides" is based on the assumption that the Old Tamil words with the initial \( yə \) were all true Dravidian words, and that these or their originals existed in proto-Dravidian. This assumption can be disproved in the case of some at least of these words. For instance,

(1) \( yəli \) 'a lion.' The Sanskrit \( vyāla, vyālika \) mean 'a beast of prey.' An initial \( vy- \) of Sanskrit words sometimes loses the \( v- \) in Tamil, cf. \( vyōpōra \) 'trade,' which becomes \( yōvāram \) in Tamil and \( vyāla \) 'Thursday' is often pronounced \( yāla \). \( Vyālika \) may thus become \( yāli \) and this may further change into \( ali \) by the loss of \( y- \).

\( Vyāla \) also means 'a vicious elephant' in Sanskrit and has become \( vēlam \) 'an elephant' in Tamil by another process of phonetic corruption, cf. \( vyāghra \) 'a tiger' which corresponds to \( vēnkai \) in Tamil.

(ii) \( yāy \) 'mother.' This and several allied words occur in the Pāśāca languages of the North-west. Thus English 'Mother,' Wai-Ala \( aïe \); Kalāsa \( apa \); Gawar Bāti \( jai \); Pasai \( ai \): Gario \( yai \); \( śinā \) (dial) \( ëzē \).

Sir George A Grierson thinks that these words are connected with the Sanskrit verb \( jāyate \) 'he is born.' The

---

1. Pāśāca Languages, page 75.
Sanskrit jāyī 'a wife' is also connected with this verb. Thus the initial of yāy arises from the Sanskrit j.

(iii) yāfu 'a sheep, a goat.' This appears to be an Indo-Aryan word of Indo-Germanic affinities. The English word goat appears with a palatal vowel or diphthong in Anglo-Saxon and most Teutonic languages, e.g. A. S. got, Du. geit, Swed. get, Icel. geit, Ger. ges, Gothic gaitu (vide Skeat), Latin haedus shows an h (as is often the case in this language) instead of a palatal medial aspirate. The Sanskrit eda (ka) has the original d cerebralised and appears to have lost the initial aspirate which is however preserved in the Brāhni hi. The initial yā of the Old Tamil yāfu has thus apparently arisen from an original jhā or hā.

The form ifāyaḥ, colloq. ifāṇaḥ 'a shepherd' shows that the initial vowel was originally ə as in the Sanskrit eda (ka), Brāhni hā.

(iv) yōntu 'a year.' The cerebral -nt- was perhaps originally the alveolar conjunct -br-; if so, both yōntu 'a year' and nārū, nārū 'a day' must have been derived from an original *yārū, and all these words are obviously connected with the Tamil eyru 'the sun' and the Telugu enda 'sunshine.' There is nothing surprising in the names for 'day' and for 'year' being both connected with that of the Sun.

The Telugu nāđu 'a day', the Tamil nāl 'a day' are obviously derived from nārū, and the whole group appears to have Aryan affinities.

Some of the other words in the list can easily be shown to be foreign loans but they are not dealt with here as this will cause too great a digression from the subject on hand.

The illustrations given are, however, enough to show that the initial yā- of Old Tamil must have arisen in various ways from various sources.
It is stated in Tolkāppiyam that Tamil words cannot begin with \( y \)- unless this consonant be combined with the long \( ā \). Such words as did begin with \( yā- \) in Old Tamil have, most of them, now lost the initial \( y \)- in popular speech as this was apparently repugnant to the genius of Tamil. Professor Vinson and Dr. Barnett are therefore perfectly correct in saying that there was no initial \( y \)- in primitive Dravidian. We can understand the creeping in of a prothetic \( y \)- in the vulgar pronunciation of palatal vowels, but it is difficult to assent to Mr. C.P. Venkatarama Aiyar’s assumption that in a certain stage of development an initial \( y \)- was found necessary in some of the most highly cultivated of the Dravidian languages, as an on-glide before the initial long vowel \( ā \), and that this \( y \)- was subsequently dispensed with.  

(b) Words found in Old Tamil with the initial \( ya- \) should, prima facie, be regarded as foreign words which have since lost the \( y \)- in accordance with Tamil phonetic laws; this is specially so with regard to the interrogative forms beginning with \( ya- \). The Old Tamil initial \( yā- \) some-

1. \( a\-sū\-tụ \, allatu yakaramutalatu \) (Tolkāppiyam, Eluttu, Moḷi Marapu, 32.)

2. The only example which Mr. Venkatarama Aiyar is able to cite in support of his view is that of the Pālīs of Dinajāpur regarding whom Mr. G. H. Dahant observed “that they seem to be unable to pronounce initial \( y \) and sometimes, initial \( ā \); and that therefore they pronounce \( ā\-mi \) ‘I’ as \( hā\-mi \) with a strong accent on the first syllable” (I. A. 1872). It is possible that \( hā\-mi \) is the correct form and pronunciation of the word in the language of the Pālīs. In the lists of words given at page 1 of ‘The Glides’ \( hā\-mi \) is shown as the pronoun of the first person singular in the Chenchu language and we know that this word is cognate with the Hindi \( hām \) and is ultimately traceable to the Sanskrit \( a\-haṃ \); in the Naipali language \( hām \) is the first person plural nominative (B.A.G., Vol. II, page 302).
times appears as \( \dot{e} \) in mediaeval Tamil and this \( \ddot{e} \) has been shortened into \( e \) in modern Tamil; and all the interrogative forms now current in the spoken Tamil of the people begin with \( e \) or \( \ddot{e} \):

\[ \ddot{e} g, e t u, e n n a, e n t a, e v a \ddot{n}, e v a l, e v a r, e t u, e v a i. \]

None of the modern interrogative pronouns finds a place in either of the two (Old Tamil) lists of pronouns given already. In Tolkāppiyam\(^1\) it is stated that there are only four Tamil words of one syllable ending in \( -v \); these words are stated in the commentaries to be the three demonstratives \( a v, i v, u v \), and a fourth word \( t e v \), 'an enemy'; the interrogative \( e v o \) is not mentioned here. Neither does the short \( e \) referred to in the Naṟṟul (sūtra 162) find a place among the interrogative letters which are stated to be only three \( a, \ddot{e}, \dddot{e} \) though that this interrogative initially in composition as in \( e p p e y a r \)\(^3\), 'what name' \( e v a y i n \).

According to Modern Tamil practice the pronouns \( a t u, i t u, u t u, e t u, yāt u \) receive an inflexional increment \( a \) before the case post-positions, e.g.

\[ a t-a n-a i, i t-a n-a l, u t-a n-o t u, e t-a n-i n, yā t-a n-a i. \]

Tolkāppiyam prescribes this increment for \( a t u, i t u, \) and \( yā t u \), but does not speak of or mention \( e t u \). Similarly the neuter plurals \( w a i, i w a i, u w a i, e w a i, yāw a i \), now receive an inflexional increment \( a g r - \); Tolkāppiyam, prescribes this increment for \( w a i, i w a i, u w a i, yāw a i \) but does not speak of or mention \( e w a i \).

---

1. Vakara-k-ilavi nāṟu moli-y-ṟṟatu (Eluttu, Moli. 48).
These facts leave little room for doubt that the interrogative pronouns with the short initial ē came into use after the time of Tolkāppiyam, i.e., after the beginning of the Christian era; they are even now unknown to Malayāḷam. The interrogative base ya and the pronouns formed therewith were apparently recent adoptions in Tamil at the time of Tolkāppiyam; recent because the ya had not yet been converted into ē or ā; e.g., yāvas etc., into ēvas etc., and yār into ēr.

Ya—The Earliest Interrogative Base.

If initial ē is mispronounced as ya in popular speech, initial ya is also often mispronounced as ē; Dr. Kittel’s arguments for holding ē to be the original interrogative base are therefore not conclusive.

The oldest specimen of Dravidian speech that have come down to us belong to Tamil and Kanarese. The Tamil interrogatives in these specimen mostly begin with yā, but there is also the form ēvaś ‘why, what for’ and the initial short ē in interrogative compounds. The interrogatives in the oldest Kanarese specimens appear to begin with ē or ā; but as the Tamil specimens are earlier by some centuries than the Kanarese specimens it is allowable to assume with Bishop Caldwell that ya was the original interrogative and that ē has arisen from the corruption of ya.

The theory which assumes the ē- in the initial yā of Old Tamil words to be an on-glide has little to recommend it.

68. Affinities of the Base yā-.

Assuming yā- to be the primitive base we shall proceed to enquire if it has any extra Dravidian affinities,
Bishop Caldwell says that the base ṣā- has no extra Dravidian relationship as the ordinary bases of the interrogatives in the Indo-European family and the Scythian group of languages begin with the guttural ḷ and he appears to think the Dravidian ṣā- to be isolated. He also observes (C.D.G. page, 332):

"In the absence of a real relative pronoun, the interrogative is used as a relative in many of the Scythian languages. The base of the Sanskrit relative pronoun ya (ya, yā, yā) bears a close apparent resemblance to the Dravidian interrogative ṣā. The Sanskrit ya, however, like the derived North-Indian jā, and the Finnish yā, is used as a relative whereas the Dravidian ṣā is exclusively and distinctly interrogative.

"It has been conjectured that the Sanskrit ya though now a relative, was a demonstrative originally; and if (as we shall see that there is some reason for supposing) the Dravidian interrogatives ṣā and ṣā were originally demonstratives, it may be supposed that ṣā was also a demonstrative, though of this no direct evidence whatever now remains. If ṣā were originally a demonstrative, the connection which would then appear to exist between it and the Sanskrit relative would require to be removed a step further back; for it is not in Sanskrit that the relative ya has the force of a demonstrative, but in other and more distant tongues, viz., in the Lithuanian yā 'he'; and in the Slavonian yam, and the Zend yim 'him'."

(i) In saying that the Dravidian ṣā is "exclusively and distinctively an interrogative" Bishop Caldwell appears to overlook or ignore the circumstance that ṣā, ṣā, etc., and all the modern variations thereof are used both as relatives and interrogatives. In Cinnayya Sūri's Telugu Bālavyākaraṇamu the interrogative pronouns are called
yat-kim-arthakamu 'Relative-interrogatives'. Illustrations of this double use will presently be given and reference will be made to Dr. Kittel's criticism, thereon, viz., that the 'so called' relative pronouns are interrogatives.

(ii) It is not in the Scythian languages alone that the interrogative is used as a relative pronoun. Indo-Germanic philologists tell us that the stem *i-o which was originally anaphoric came to be used as a relative without losing its anaphoric value even in the pro-ethnic period of the Indo-Germanic languages, and that this relative *i-o was displaced later by derivatives from the interrogative stem *xo and the demonstrative stem *to- in several languages. (Brugmann Vol. III, pages 331-332). We can see this displacement of the relative stem in the use as relatives of the interrogatives who, which what, and of the demonstrative that in modern English in which no representative of the pro-ethnic relative stem *i-o now survives. (In Teutonic hu and th correspond to the prothetic h and t).

69. THE RELATIVE PRONOUNS IN THE VEDAS AND THEIR IMITATION IN TAMIL (DRAVIDIAN).

In his Sanskrit Grammar (S. 512) Professor W. D. Whitney briefly notices two marked peculiarities in the Sanskrit use of the relative pronoun. One of these is "a very decided preference for putting the relative clause before that to which it relates; thus,

Sanskrit, yah sunvataḥ sakho tashā Indrāya gūyata (R. V. English, who (is) the friend of the somapresser, to that

Indra śing ye. . . . . . .

"The other arrangement where the correlative is put before the relative though frequent enough, is notably less usual". The second peculiarity noticed is "a frequent conversion of the subject or object of a verb by an added relative into a substantive clause; thus,
Sanskrit: "pari na pōhi yad dhanam (A.V.)
English: of us protect what wealth (there is)."

The examples given by Professor Whitney, only two of which are reproduced above, are taken from the whole range of Sanskrit literature, but those given below are from the Taittiriya Veda where the two peculiarities have been developed to an excessive degree and are most noticeable.

(i) Sans : ye nas sapatnō apa te bhavantu (T. S. IV.7-32).
Eng: who (are) our enemies let them be banished hence.

i.e., let those who are our enemies be banished hence.

Tamil: yār enkaḷukku vairikaḷ avarkal tolaixtu pāvārkulaṅka.

(ii) Sans: yam dvīṣmo yaś ca na dvēṣṭi tam vō jambhē
dadālini.
Eng: whom we hate and who us hates, him in your jaws I place.

i.e., I place in your jaws (for being crushed) him whom we hate and who hates us.

Tamil: evam ai nūkaḷ pakaikkirōmō evam enkalai pakaikk-
kirōnō avavai nūkaḷ kaiṭviykkal vaikkirēn.

(iii) Sans: Tō (vyōhṛṭīḥ) yō vēḍa sa vēḍa Brahma (T.A. 5-6).
Eng: Those (mystic words) who knows he knows Brahma.

i.e. he who knows those (mystic words) will realize Brahma.

Tamil: Anta (vyōkirti-kalai) evam-ś avan Prahma
t-tai atiśōn.
(iv) Sans: yaṁ viduh amṛtōs te bhavanti (T. A-6-1).
Eng: who this (Being) know immortal they become,
 i.e. Those who know this (Being) (will) become immortal.
Tamil: Inta (-p-parulai) ervakal arikirārkal-ō ervakal marañom illētavarkal āvārka.

(v) Sans: yad aham veda tad aham dhūrayaṇī (T.A. 7-43).
Eng: What I know that let me remember.
 i.e. May I not forget that which (what) I know
 (have learnt).
Tamil: etai nāṭh lurintu konfikakkirūd- adai mara-
vāmal iruppēvāka.

(vi) Sans: yoni anaradāni karmāṇi tānī sevita-uyōni
 nō ittrōni (T.A. 6-64),
Eng: What (are) blameless actions those should be
 performed, no others.
 i.e., you should perform only such actions as are
 blameless.
Tamil: e vai nirtoṭamāṇa kōryam-kaḷ-ō avai-kaḷai
māttiram tōy nīkaḷ śeyya-vēṇīrum.

(vii) Sans: yā vai tōm Brahmaṇa veda amṛtenāṝtāṁ.
Eng: who indeed that Brahman’s knows light-en-
compassed.
Sans: parim tasmai Brahma ca Brahma ca āyuḥ.
Eng: citadel to him Brahman and Brahman long life.
Sans: kṛtāṁ prajāṁ daduḥ (T.A. 1-27).
Eng: Fame progeny will give.
Brahman and Brahman will bestow long life, frame,
and progeny on him who knows that light—encompassed
 citadel of Brahman.
Tamil: *Anta pär ḍoli ānta para prahmattiy köṭṭaiyai evа avikirjun ā avayukkan para-prahmamnam prahmōvum tirkōyuyeiyum, krītiyai-yum Cāntali-yai-yum all-p-pōrkaI.

The above are a few examples taken from the Taittiriya Veda of the relative pronouns derived from the base *yā-; such constructions occur by many hundreds in the Āraṇyaka portions.

They are all practically interrogative constructions; in fact in the English and Tamil (Dravidian) renderings given above interrogative pronouns are used. In Sanskrit the relative construction is distinguished from the interrogative by the use of different sets of pronouns derived from the bases *yā and *kā; in English this distinction is indicated by a difference in syntax and in Tamil (Dravidian) by the use of the particle *d. Thus, in the English sentence ‘He married the girl whom he loved from childhood’ the collocation ‘whom he loved from childhood’ has the force of an adjective qualifying the word ‘girl’; if it was an interrogative the syntactical arrangement would be ‘whom did he love from childhood’. So in Tamil (Dravidian) *āraī pōlyam mutal vilaintør ‘whom did he love from childhood’ is a question which requires an answer; but *āraī pōlyam mutal vilaintør *d ‘whom he loved from childhood’ assumes that he did love somebody from childhood and proceeds to predicate something about that person.

Sometimes the relative pronoun comes after its correlative as in the English idiom ‘he, who etc.; ’that, which etc.’, ‘those which etc.’.

(viii) Sans: *Dhūrva tam yā’ snānā dhūrvcai tam dhūrvā yam vayam dhūrvāmah (T.S.I. 1-5).

Eng: Injure him who us injures, injure him whom we injure.
Tamil: evam ekkaññukta tiikkUU cey-kiññU avaya-k-keñUttU viññUKal.
evamukku nāññal tiikkUU cey-kiññU avaya-ñ-an keñUttU-viññUKal.
(ix) Sans: sa ya etadannammane pratiṣṭhitam veda pratiṣṭhāni.
Eng: he who this food in food fixed knows secures a firm position:
he who knows that this food is established on food secures a firm position.

Tamil: Inta annatukku avamādūram evru evam avikirṇṇād avay nilai perru vallvān.

More rarely the correlative is omitted as in the English idiom 'who steals my purse steals trash'.
(x) Sans: Sañgā bhūrgañ vidyā, parama vyaman pratiṣṭhitā, ya evam veda pratiṣṭhāti.

Eng: who thus knows secures a firm position.
Tamil: evam ippati avikirṇṇād avan nilai perru vallvān.

The second peculiarity where the subject or object of a sentence is converted into a substantive clause by an added relative has naturally led to the insertion of the corresponding correlative also in most cases; this amounts almost to a misuse of the relative construction. Such a construction is usually resorted to when a thing or person cannot be indicated by a single word or phrase; but to convert a sufficiently expressive word or phrase into a clause by the addition of a relative except where such conversion is required for effect, is mere verbiage: thus:

(xi) Sans: yuh pituramajñyāh putrah. sa purastōṇnayati.
Eng: who (is) father's younger sister's son he leads in front.
Sans: yo mātuttanajñyāh putrah. sa paścānnayati.
(T.B. 3-3-4).
Eng: who (is) mother’s younger sister’s son he drags from behind,

In these two sentences the relatives and their correlatives may both be omitted advantageously without any loss of perspicuity.

(xii) Sans: urā tad adva yad vaiśyāh.

Eng: His thighs (are) that which (is known as) the Vaiśya.

Here again the addition of a relative and its correlative seems to be wholly unnecessary. Such constructions are exceedingly numerous in the later portions of the Taittirīya Brāhmaṇa and Āranyakas. (Vide T. B. III—12-6 and 7; T.A. VI—64.)

The two peculiarities noticed by Professor Whitney and carried to excess in the manner illustrated above have made the relative construction look as if it was an interrogative one, and appear to take Sanskrit half way towards dispensing with one of the two pronominal sets as has actually been done in some Indo-Germanic languages.

70. DR. KITTEL ON THE RELATIVE CONSTRUCTION IN KANARESE.

Dr. Kittel thinks that the so-called relative sentences in Kanarese are really interrogative.

"It has been stated (already) that there are no relative pronouns in Kannāḍa and (that) their place is somehow supplied by the so-called relative participles. **** Occasionally, however, there occur sentences in the three dialects which might suggest the thought as if the interrogative pronouns were used as the relative ones, e.g.:

(i) Kan: Avan adhika panyana avanē sēyana?

Eng: who (is) a very righteous man he (indeed) is venerable.
But this translation is misleading; the correct literal translation is "who (is) a very righteous man? he (indeed) is venerable?"

That the meaning of the above and similar sentences is thus to be explained by the interrogative pronoun followed by a demonstrative one becomes plainer by instances taken from the modern dialect in which the vowel ə of questioning is often used, e.g.,

    Eng: what (is) the forepart of an elephant's head, it is the dantabhóga.

(iii) Kan: Yóvumul keka sa mitúwanó? anamul urumwam.
    Eng: who work does? he shall have a dinner." (K. K. G. S. 267).

He returns to the subject again in sections 329 and 330 of his grammar.

"When a relative participle with a demonstrative adverb of time, as barwóga (bara+w+əga) 'when I come; when thou comest; when he, she, it comes; when we, you, they come;" is commonly used, the 'when' is occasionally expressed by an interrogative adverb of time followed by a demonstrative one, e.g.,

(iv) Kan: nivo yóvóga Putéyindu tirigí barwiró əga eva+k bheffii takolliri.
    Eng: you when from Puté back come then visit him, i.e., when you come back from Poona visit him.

This is so to say an imitation of Sanskrit jadó 'when' and its correlative ladó 'then'. (Ibid. S. 329.)

"It might appear as if there existed relative pronouns and their correlatives in Kanaṣṭa (as in Sanskrit). That such an appearance is not based upon idiom has been indi-
cated in S. 267, though in English the instances given there, would naturally suggest the existence of relatives and their correlatives, e.g., 'who—he', 'who—she'. However the pronouns resembling relative ones are interrogatives, and the correlatives are demonstratives, and therefore the instances quoted in section 267 and some additional ones in this paragraph are literally to be translated as follows:—

(v) Kan: Dhanamullan āvan? avane īnḍra?
Eng.: who (is) a rich man? he indeed is (a) prince i.e., A rich man is a prince indeed.

(vi) Kan: āval pativate? avale mə́nye.
Eng.: who (is) a faithful wife? she indeed (is) venerable.

(vii) Kan: yūvanu satkāryagalanu māḍuwanō? avanu sukha paśuṭāne.
Eng.: who virtuous actions does perform? he (is) happy.

Such instances appear to have originally been formed in imitation of Sanskrit ones with the relative yad, yūvaḥ, yathā and their correlatives tād, tāca, tathā. (Ibid. S. 330.)

Dr. Kittel is incorrect in supposing that the particle ē in the modern examples ii, iii, iv, and vii is a letter of questioning. The real interrogative force lies in the pronouns āvan, yūvadu, yūvanu, yūvaga, āval and, as has already been pointed out in (b) above, the use of ē in the modern examples is to indicate that no question is asked.

Further, there is no point in saying that the Kanarese examples are all interrogative constructions, for the Vedic examples given above are practically interrogative constructions though the pronouns used are from the relative stem yā-. and it is in consequence of this practical identity that several Indo-European languages have discontinued the yā-stem and use interrogative pronouns instead, thereby effecting a
simplification by getting rid of unnecessary forms. In many Scythian languages also the same pronoun serves as an interrogative and a relative. The remarks that "the pronouns resembling relative ones are interrogatives, and the correlatives are demonstratives" applies equally well to modern English.

Dr. Kittel himself admits that the sentences he has given to illustrate relative constructions in Kanarese "appear to have originally been formed in imitation of the Sanskrit ones with the relatives yad, yosat, yathā and the correlatives tad, tovat, tathā". The imitation goes back to the oldest specimens of the language which have come down to us, the change in the modern times merely consisting in the addition of the particle ṭ to distinguish a relative construction from the interrogative. Formerly the relative construction appears to have been indistinguishable from the interrogative in Kanarese.

Dr. Kittel does not see that the imitation referred to by him is not confined to mere method but involves also imitation and borrowal of materials (S, 41). The Sanskrit pronominal form yosant which now means 'how much' (relative) originally meant 'which like' or 'whatlike' (W. S.G.S. 517); the masculine nominative singular of yosant is yosan in Sanskrit and there is an indeclinable yosam in Pali. It is from the assumed base yosan of these forms, which also exists as an independent word in Pali, and from its corruption ṭsa that the Kanarese pronouns appear to be formed. ṭsaṃ,

1. In the Dravidian languages the demonstrative pronouns are the same as those of the third person.
2. He has given over twenty-five sentences of which only seven have been reproduced above.
3. Corruptions of yosanant in the forms jauṃ, jauṃ, jum, jīn, jīn, etc. are now in use in some of the North Indian Aryan vernaculars as relative pronoun direct singular (H.G.G.S. 437-{4}).
DR AVIDIAN THEORIES

The above discussion shows:

i. that the interrogative pronouns in the cultivated Dravidian languages (as in many Scythian and several Indo-European languages) are also relative pronouns, i.e., that they are what the Telugu grammarians call *yatl-kim-arthakamu* "relative-interrogative".

ii. that they are imitations of the Sanskrit relative pronouns, derived from the base *yā-,* which look so like interrogatives in their use in the latter Vedic literature.

iii. If the cultivated Dravidian languages had separate interrogatives formerly we must suppose that these have been completely superseded by the relative interrogative forms derived from Aryan.

71-B. DR AVIDIAN INTERROGATIVES BASES AND THEIR PROBABLE INDO-ARYAN ORIGINS.

We shall now briefly enumerate the various developments and modifications which the original Indo-Aryan relative base underwent on Indian soil and indicate how the Dravidian relative-interrogative bases are traceable to them.

The root of the Indo-Aryan relative base is *yat* (m: *yat, s: *yāt, n: *yad*), but in forming compounds the neuter stem *yad* is generally used. Professor Whitney says: "the use
of *ya* as representative stem begins very early; we have *yatäma* in the Veda, and *yatäkin, yadävatya* in the Brähmāya; later on grows more general. From the proper root come also a considerable series of derivatives: *yatä, yatı, yatra, yathä, yadä, yadi, yahi, yävant, yatara, yatama; and the compound *yädräś*" (W. S. S. 510). In *yävant* 'which like' (original meaning) and *yädräś* 'which like,' the pronominal root *ya* is lengthened.

In Pāli we have the adverbial forms *yäva* and *yävam* with the modern meanings of 'until, while, as long as.'

71-C. A POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE THEORY IN REGARD TO THE ORIGIN OF THE DRAVIDIAN INTERROGATIVE FORMS.

It is also possible to conceive of the Dravidian interrogative bases as having arisen from the Aryan interrogative root *k* combined with a palatal vowel or semi-vowel. The neuter interrogative form in Sanskrit is *kim* and the Sanskrit pronoun of quantity *kìvat* was *kivat* in the Vedas formed in the same manner as *tòvat* and *jòvat*. In modern Hindi the neuter interrogative is *kya*. In all these cases the interrogative letter *k* is combined with a palatal vowel or semi-vowel. It is possible that the contiguity of these palatals palatalized the root letter itself which becoming weakened into *c* and *t* was ultimately lost. We saw already that the Skt. *kriya* 'ant' (Lith. *kirmi*) became *svima, sīma* 'an ant,' in Telugu and *irumpu, irimu, orumpu* etc., in the other Dravidian languages of Southern India through the palatalization and ultimate loss of *k*.

In the Avesta there are in addition to the *k* forms special forms of the interrogative beginning with the palatal *c*-—*cī* 'who,' *cid* 'which,' *catti* 'how much' (L. A. V. S. 407, K. A. V. Ss. 228, 229).

"Guzerati has" in addition to the \( k \) forms, "a unique interrogative (masculine) \( s \{ \) (fem.,) \( s \) and (neut.) \( n \) the only approach to which is the Sindhi \( sa \) used only as a neuter"


It is therefore possible that in the language of the Indo-aryans who emigrated into South India in pre-historic times three were interrogative bases of which the initial was \( ky \), \( e \) or \( s \) and that this consonant was weakened into \( y \). Whether the initial of the earliest dravidian interrogatives arose in this manner or was merely imitated from the indo-iranian relative base \( y \) there seems to be no doubt, as will have been seem from section (b) above, that the dravidian interrogative bases are derived from four different \( y \)-\( v \), \( y \)-\( d \), \( y \)-\( a \), \( y \) which have the same suffixes as the sanskrit \( t \)-\( v \), \( t \)-\( d \) and the pāṇi \( t \)-\( a \), \( t \).

Sūtra IV-5 of Vararuci's Prākṛta Prākāśa says that the \( a \) of the words \( y \)-\( v \), \( t \)-\( v \), etc., is elided in Prākṛti and sūtra IV-6 says that the final non-conjunct consonant of words is also elided; but as by that time (1st century B.C.) the initial \( y \)-had also become \( j \)- (II-31) the actual Prākṛti forms of \( y \)-\( v \) (the relative pronoun of quantity) in Vararuci's time were \( j \), \( j \)-\( a \). An earlier form of \( j \)-\( a \) is the Pāli \( j \)-\( a \); it is reasonable to assume that \( j \)-\( a \) too had an earlier form \( j \)-\( a \).

The later forms of \( j \), \( j \)-\( a \) in Prākṛti were \( j \), \( j \)-\( a \), \( j \)-\( a \) (H.G.G.Ss. 438-1).

In several modern Aryan vernaculars of India the direct singulars of the relative pronoun have the forms \( y \), \( j \), \( j \)-\( v \), \( j \)-\( v \), \( j \)-\( a \), \( j \)-\( a \), \( j \) (H.G.G.Ss. 437-4).

1. Vararuci II-31. \( Ad \) \( y \)-\( j \)-\( a \). IV-5. \( y \)-\( v \)-\( d \)-\( j \)-\( a \) IV-6. \( A n y \)-\( a \)-\( h \)-\( a \).

2. \( M \), also appears in the other pronominal forms \( e \), \( e \), \( e \), \( e \), \( e \).
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Pronominal adjectival compounds with the suffix 'vant;' conveying the meaning of 'after the manner of,' like' were freely formed in the older language, e.g., vásant 'like me,' tvásant 'like thee,' yásmásant 'like you,' ivásant 'like this,' hvásant 'like what,' tvásant 'like that,' elásant 'like this,' yásant 'which like' (relative); and that of these only the last three were in use in the later languages in the sense of 'so much,' 'how much.' (W.S.G. Ss. 517, 1233-f).

The forms tásna, yásna, yásman of Pali, tā, tāna, jā, jēna of the literary Prākṛts dealt with in Vararuci's Grammar (IV-5-6) have only the later senses of tāntus and quāntus. There is however reason to think that the older meanings of 'like that' and 'which like' must have persisted down to modern times in the popular dialects, for as noted above the forms jēna, jasan, jasan, etc., are now used in some of the Aryan vernaculars of India as simple relative pronouns—which use is apparently derived from the sense 'which like'.

We may compare also the Telugu forms masanfī 'like me,' masanfī 'like you,' ssanfī 'like that,' jīssanfī 'like this,' ssanfī 'what like' where the suffix 'vant' in the sense of 'like' is preserved.

(i) The Sanskrit masculine singular ending ' when adopted in Tamil originally indicated only the singular number and was common to all the three natural genders. The Sanskrit masculine yāna appears to have been one of the earliest relative-interrogative forms adopted in Tamil and other Dravidian languages and seems to be the original of the Kanarese interrogative pronouns ēma, ēman common to all the three genders (K. K. G. Ss. 102-b, and 125) and of the genderless Old Tamil evam which has become ē in modern times.

(ii) The interrogative ē which appears initially in composition as in Tamil ēppēvar 'what name,' ēsvain.
'what place,' *emmanitap* 'what man' and in Malayālam *ekkulam* 'what time,' *swaññam* 'what manner' has apparently arisen from the imitation of such compounds and combinations as *yaktīma* 'having which desire,' *yaktāraṇam* 'wherefore', *yatsukham* 'which pleasure,' *yaddukham* 'which grief,' etc., which would come to be pronounced *ekkōma, ekkāraṇam, ekkukam, ettukkam* in Tamil and Malayālam. This *e* is another of the earliest relative interrogative forms adopted in the Dravidian languages.

(iii) The Tamil Malayālam forms *yōvaṭ, yōvaḷ, yōven, yōvaṇi,* and the Kanarese *yōva, yōvanu, yōvanavu, yōvanṭu, yōvadu, yōvunu, yōvanu* are apparently derived from the old Indo-Aryan base *yōna.*

The Kanarese base *ōna* and the derivatives *awyaṇ, etc.,* are derivable from *yōna* by the elision of the initial *y* as in *yōnu *'I'* which has become *ōnu.*

The Kanarese forms with the initial *d-* are derivable from the Prākrit bases *dā, jōva,* the initial of which has become *d-*; these must have come in later than the forms with initial *y-*.

The Tamil Malayālam forms *ēvaṭ, ēvaḷ, etc.,* and the Telugu *ēvi* must have arisen from the weakening of the initial *yō* into *ē.*

In the forms *ēvaṭ, ēvaḷ, etc., ēvadu, ēvaru, etc.,* the initial *ē* has been shortened.

The theory of Bishop Caldwell and Dr. Kittel that the *v* of the above forms is intervocal is untenable.

(iv) The assumed old Indo-Aryan *yō* corresponding to the Prākritic *jā* of Vararuci appears to be the original of the interrogative *yō* of Tamil and Kanarese, the interrogative *ē* of Malayālam, Kanarese and Telugu, the interrogative *ā* of Kanarese and the interrogative *dā* of Tulu.
It is also the base of the Tamil yōtu ‘which, what? ’ which became etu, etu later in Tamil, Telugu eddi, eddi are traceable to the same base; as also yār, ār ‘who’ of Tamil, Malayālam and Kanarese, yēr of Tulu, and dēr of Brāhūī. The Kurukk and Malto interrogative nē can also be derived from the assumed Indo-Aryan yā as initial y- often changes into n- in Dravidian. Cf. Dravidian yōn ‘1,’ Sanskrit yama ‘God of death,’ yuga ‘yoke’ which have become nāy, (Telugu nēnu) namav and nakam in Tamil.

72. MISCELLANEOUS DRAVISIAN RELATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS.

(a) The particle o.

Several instances have been given already of relative constructions with the particle o.

Old Kanarese: awan adhika pun yan awand sēyam.
Modern Kanarese: yavane adhika pun yan o awand sēyam.
Telugu: eva du adhika pun yan umalgava do vy ḍē sēyam du.
Tamil: evā atika pun yan ullovay ñ awand cēvikattakkanav.
English: who (is) a very righteous man he indeed (alone?)

(is) venerable.

The construction is the same in all the three languages and is an imitation of the Vedic relative construction, the particle o indicating that the construction is relative, not interrogative,

Sometimes the relative-interrogative pronoun is placed immediately before this o, e.g.:

Kanarese: adhika pun yan pāvandi awand sēyam.
Telugu: adhika pun yan umalgalava du eva ḍē vā ḍē sēyam du.
Tamil: atika pun yan mellavan eva ḍē awand cēvikattakkanav.
English: a very righteous man who (is) he indeed (is) venerable.
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These may be compared with the construction in the following Tamil verse—the very first in the Tiruvāymoli of the Vaishnava saint Nammāyār.

1. Tamil: nāyacca nāraramu nālaiyāyum nāvai adav.
   English: unsurpassed goodness possessor who his (of him).

2. Tamil: mayaccon matinam anilayt vacay awa.
   English: illusionless good intellect bestower who his (of him).

3. Tamil: saipacca amarakku atipati vacay awa.
   English: sleepless immortal gods sovereign who his (of him).

4. Tamil: tayaccon cāvāccon tātulētu awi manuśā.
   English: sorrow dispelling shining feet venerate my mind.

(Free Translation).

Oh my mind! venerate the sorrow dispelling feet of Him who possesses unsurpassed goodness, who bestows illusionless intellects (on his worshippers), and who is the sovereign of the sleepless (unwinking) immortal gods.

The commentators explain that vacay in the above verse is not an interrogative but a relative.

We have seen that the far demonstrative base ava becomes e 'he' as in Madras Gondi awa 'he,' Gondi or 'he,' Kui e anju 'he,' etc. In Malayālam or, ol are alternative forms of ava, awa.

Might it be that the particle e in the relative constructions noted above was originally the genderless correlative ava, and that eva, eva, eva, etc., are contracted forms of eva, eva, eva, etc., corresponding to the English 'who so.' The fact that this e is re-inforced by a second correlative indicating gender and number is not an insuper-
able objection to this etymology as the o has latterly been mistaken for an interrogative particle.

(b) Another form of relative construction uses the particle o, e.g.
Tamil: Nerru vantōyə avan ingressum vantōyə.
Telugu: Ninnu vaccinada va de ādina vaccinōta.
English: yesterday came who he to-day also came.

It looks as if the o here was originally the relative-interrogative ya, common to all genders and numbers, and that o-avam, o-udal, etc., correspond to the English who he, who she, etc.

(c) The relative participles.

This is the name given by European grammarians to certain participles in the Dravidian languages which qualify nouns and are therefore called peyar avam in Tamil. There is a participle corresponding to each tense form as follows:

Past: oyya* that did* geyda cēyana
kūtiga* that showed* cēyana
Present: oyyiga* that does*...
Future: oyyam* doing* or
*that will do*

The majority of these are obtained by adding the particle o to the old non-pronominalized tense forms; where the non-pronominalized forms still continue to be used as tenses, as in the Tamil oyyam and the Telugu avam, no such addition is made.

Bishop Caldwell enters into a long disquisition as to the origin of the suffixed o and comes to the conclusion that it is the sign of the possessive case !! Dr. Gundert on the other hand appears to have been of opinion that the suffixed o was the same as the demonstrative base a (C.D.G., pages 411-414).
Dr. Gundert’s view seems to be the correct one. As in Dravidian the subject of the action is tacked on to the verb-form and becomes enclitic thereto and as we have seen that in the Dravidian the same words are used to denote the correlative, the demonstrative and the third personal pronouns, it would seem correct to regard the suffixed a as the subject of the action expressed in the relative participles; in other words, the suffixed a of the relative participles should be regarded as corresponding to ‘that’ in the relative clauses ‘that did,’ ‘that showed,’ ‘that does’ in the paradigm above. If this view be correct the suffixed a will be the same -as the old demonstrative base which had lost its final -a; in Tolkāppiyam several verb-forms occur ending in -as which now end in -a.

It will be noted that the double use of as- in Dravidian as a demonstrative and as a relative corresponds to the double use of that in the same two senses in English. As in Dravidian is also the base of the pronouns of the third person.

It may also be remarked in passing that without any addition for number or gender as is itself the pronoun of the third person in the neuter plural in Tamil. The original neuter plural forms must have been inuntaga ‘they (neuter) were’ pōkinaga ‘they (neuter) are going,’ etc.,; these have now lost the final -a and exist inunta, pōkinya etc., as if the neuter plural termination was merely a. This has led Bishop Caldwell into supposing that the Dravidian languages resemble Latin in having a neuter plural in short a (C. D. G. Introduction, page 76).

1. Tol. Col. 2: uyartinaiyava e for the modern uyartinaiv ‘they belong to the rational caste’.

Tol. Col. 3: ahrinaiyava e for the modern ahrinaiyava ‘they belong to the irrational caste’.
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73. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION.

The supposed Dravidian Characteristics in Indo-Aryan are really Aryan Characteristics in the Dravidian.

We shall now proceed to summarise the results of the discussion of the various items in which the Dravidian languages are alleged to have affected Indo-Aryan speeches.

First in regard to vocabulary, it is well known that only about a fourth of the roots in Sanskrit can be traced in one or more of the other languages belonging to the Indo-Germanic group. Some scholars seem to hold that every root of the remaining three-fourths which Sanskrit has in common with Dravidian languages must have been borrowed by it from a Dravidian tongue, the contention being that though Dravidian languages are now spoken only in the South of the Peninsula there are reasons to believe that these languages were spoken at one time throughout the continent of India and that Indo-Aryan must have been in contact with Dravidian almost from the time of the arrival of the Aryans in India. On this supposition it is equally possible that the Dravidian languages might have borrowed the words from the Indo-Aryan and we saw in the last chapter that South Indian products such as rice, black pepper, ginger, etc., bear in South India names which have travelled southwards after the arrival of the Aryans in India and which are derived by curtailment from fuller forms found in Sanskrit.

The theory that the Dravidian languages were once spoken throughout India rests on premises which are more than doubtful and can be disproved in some cases. It is argued in support of this theory that there are certain peculiarities in Dravidian forms of speech which are not found generally in the Indo-Germanic group but which have been acquired by Sanskrit on Indian soil, and that
this shows that there must have been formerly in use in the northern parts of India languages similar to the Dravidian languages spoken in South India at the present day. The chief peculiarities thus acquired are stated to be:

1. The adoption of the cerebral series of letters by Sanskrit.

2. The use of participles for tense forms and a continued increase in the use of conjunctive participles in subordinate sentences.

3. The formation of the periphrastic future from present tense forms and of the active past participle from passive participles, and various other minor changes detailed by Professor Sten Konow in Vol. IV of the Linguistic Survey of India.

1. Cerebral letters.—The argument under this head appears to be due to a want of knowledge of the true phonology of the Dravidian languages. For, if cerebral sounds are a special feature of the Dravidian languages, alveolar or semidental sounds were an equally special feature which persisted in these languages long after Sanskrit had converted its alveolars into dentals and cerebrals and still persist in Tamil and Malayālam. This shows some foreign influence which has acted on Sanskrit and the Dravidian alike, not necessarily Dravidian influence on Sanskrit.

2. The use of participles for tense forms and of uninflected participles in subordinate clauses is a necessary preliminary step in the process of evolution from the synthetic to the analytic stage and need not necessarily be in imitation of Dravidian.

3. The periphrastic future and the active past participle were inherited by Sanskrit from the Indo-Iranian period and were not evolved by it on Indian soil.
4. In regard to the change in the syntactical order of words it is obvious that when a synthetic inflected language drops its inflections and becomes analytical some convention is necessary as to the order of words for the purpose of avoiding ambiguity, and a change in the method of declension by prepositions into one declension by post-positions may lead to the complete reversal of the order of words in a sentence. In declining nouns by post-positions and in rendering pronouns enclitic to verbforms Indo-Aryan vernaculars and Dravidian both follow the Indo-Iranian system.

5. The loss of the subjunctive mood and of any infinitive forms in Sanskrit cannot possibly be due to Dravidian influence.

But these considerations become of minor importance in view of the deep-seated affinities, amounting in most cases to identities, between the demonstrative and the interrogative pronouns of Sanskrit and of the Dravidian languages.

(a) The adoption of य, l as the masculine and feminine signs, the replacement of the latter by di in the Andhra group, the adoption of ṇa, ॉ, m, s as the signs of the masculine nominative singulars in imitation of Prākrit terminations and the adoptions of ॉ as the oblique declensional sign—all of which have arisen from the Indo-Germanic n—are inconsistent with the assumption that Dravidian Grammar has not been affected by Indo-Aryan forms of speech.

(b) Even granting that the Dravidian interrogative base यa has no connection with the Aryan relative base यa it cannot be denied that the formations ṣa, ṣa, ṣa and ṣa out of these bases are the same in both groups of languages and that the first three of these formations contain the Indo-Iranian vant and the Indo-Germanic n. The
formation यादृच्छिक in the sense of ‘what like’ which has given rise to the genderless ेन्द्र, ेन्द्र of Tamil goes back to the oldest of the Vedic period while ेत corresponding to the interrogative े of Dravidian is also old; while याव, जोव and े are found in some very old Prākṛts. These facts show that the imitation of Aryan forms began even in the oldest Vedic period.

(c) In regard to the demonstrative pronouns the Aryan bases े and े are of Indo-Germanic antiquity while े and े have been in existence since the Indo-Iranian period; the base े is of exceedingly rare occurrence in the Vedas. Here some of the imitations by the Dravidian must have been from the pre-Vedic period.

Thus if we begin by supposing that the people of South India were originally speaking a group of non-Aryan languages we must,—to explain the borrowings noted in (a), (b), and (c) above,—also assume that there emigrated into South India a large body of Aryans or of Aryanised people who must have separated from the main body of Aryans in the Vedic period when these Aryans were still in the Panjab and other portions of north-western India. This is also what, as we saw in the last chapter, was indicated by the general use in South India of names derived from the very old words े, े, े and े, the representatives of which are now but rarely met with in other parts of India.

That some of the oldest of these immigrants into Southern India must have come from North-West is specifically indicated by some north-western characteristics found in the Tamil vocabulary, as will be shown later on.

74. REASONS FOR LIMITING THE SCOPE OF THE WORK TO THE CULTIVATED DRAVISIDIAN LANGUAGES.

It occasionally happens that when we meet two persons, son and father, of strikingly similar features and apparently
of the same age, we mistake the son for the father. This is exactly what has happened in the case of some Dravidian scholars who have thought that Sanskrit has imitated Dravidian. This is no doubt due in part to not noting that the Sanskrit forms must have been inherited from the Indo-Iranian period, but mainly to the assumption that the present Dravidian forms have been in use from time imme- morial. The influences which to our knowledge have acted on the evolution of the Dravidian languages are such as to render this assumption highly improbable. These languages have been under the influence of Aryan dialects representing a higher culture and civilization for at least twenty or twenty-five centuries, and many Dravidian races have abandoned their mother tongues and adopted Aryan dialects; while many of the remaining indigenous languages are being rapidly aryanised. In this struggle for existence the dialects that will offer the greatest resistance to change will be those that have a literature and grammatical standard; but we have seen above in the case of the demonstrative and interrogative pronouns that even Tamil, Telugu and Kanarese are not above imitating Aryan models. Again the present tense suffixes in Tamil-Malayālam are not the same as those of Kanarese and Telugu. None of the three future tense suffixes in Telugu is found in Tamil or Kanarese, while not one of the four past tense suffixes in Telugu corresponds to the Kanarese past suffix. If these languages belong to the same family, was there not some uniformity originally in these essential forms? What were the external influences that destroyed the original uniformity, if there was one, and produced these extensive changes? The Dravidian problem cannot be fully grasped unless we satisfactorily answer these questions.

The uncultivated Dravidian languages which have no known history will not be of much use in a historical
treatment of the question. It is no doubt true that in many rude languages we often find idioms preserved, which throw light on the abraded forms of cultivated speeches. Thus the language of the Nilgiri Baṣagas who have remained isolated from the plains now for several centuries shows a literary condition corresponding in several respects with archaic Kanarese and the evidence furnished by it may be utilised in tracing the evolution of Kanarese forms. But this is a rare instance of a dialect isolated on a hill top and free from extraneous influences for centuries. Can the same be said of the majority of uncultivated speeches like Göndi, Gōlari and Burganji instanced already which are surrounded and interpenetrated by Aryan dialects and which are full of flux and change and are fast dying out. There is no guarantee in the case of these languages that any peculiar form possessed by them e.g., a -k- suffix for the past tense, or a -t- suffix for the present, is not a recent acquisition and to make use of such forms without a knowledge of their past history may lead to fallacious results.

It is therefore proposed in the following pages to confine attention to such Dravidian languages as have been cultivated and possess literatures, viz., Tamil, Malayālam, Kanarese and Telugu, and to determine with the help of their literatures and inscriptions what grammatical forms were in use in them in the earliest period of their development. A comparison with the present grammatical forms will show what changes have taken place in them since that pro-Dravidian period and how these changes have been brought about. It is also necessary to know what Aryan languages were spoken in their neighbourhood prior to or during the time which corresponds to the pro-Dravidian period and what antiquity must be assigned to the literatures of these languages and the inscriptions written in them.
Before proceeding to enumerate the suffixes in use in the various Dravidian languages, it is proposed to describe briefly the earliest specimens of Indo-Aryan and Dravidian speeches that have come down to us either in the form of inscriptions or of literature and to determine what antiquity should be assigned to them. This description is not intended to be exhaustive as the object in referring to these specimens here is solely for the purpose of determining which are earlier, the Dravidian specimens or the Indo-Aryan specimens. When the Dravidian and the Indo-Aryan suffixes indicating the same tense or mood and having identical signification happen to have similar forms also, it may be sometimes doubtful whether Sanskrit borrowed from Dravidian or Dravidian borrowed from Sanskrit. If in such a contingency it can be established that Sanskrit has inherited the forms and has not evolved them on Indian soil, this will preclude the supposition that it has borrowed the forms from Dravidian. This point will be kept prominently in view and it will be noted in all such doubtful cases if the form existed in the Avestic language also.
CHAPTER IV.
ARYAN LITERATURE AND INSCRIPTIONS.
75. THE AGE OF THE VEDAS.

When the Vedic Aryans first entered India they were no doubt divided into a number of clans speaking different but closely allied dialects. The Rg. Veda is the collection of the sacred hymns of these clans; but as the hymns show few easily recognizable traces of dialectal differences it is supposed by some scholars that they have undergone a process of editing at the hands of those who compiled them into their present arrangement, and that to this extent the language of Vedas must have deviated from the then spoken dialects. However this may be, the Vedas are the nearest approach that we have to the popular Aryan speech of their time.

There are irreconcilable differences of opinion among scholars in regard to the age of Vedas and in regard to the time of composition of many works in Sanskrit and Prākṛt. Whatever date one may choose as the date of any particular work, it is sure to be opposed to the views of some eminent scholar or another. In order to settle the relative priority of Aryan and Dravidian forms, it is very necessary that some rough estimate should be formed of the time when certain Aryan dialects which might have influenced Dravidian languages were actually in use as the spoken languages of the Aryan immigrants. The following summary of the divergent views held by scholars on this question, though far from exhaustive, will be useful in the formation of such an estimate in regard to the age of the Vedas and of some other literatures that have come down to us from antiquity. Classical, Sanskrit with its rigid grammatical rules is excluded from
consideration here as it does not appear to have been the speech of the common people at any time.

**LINGUISTIC ESTIMATES.**

The Vedic period is divided by orientalists into several literary strata:

(a) the age of the Chandas,

(b) the age of the Mantras when the hymns and prayers of the Sainhitās were composed,

(c) the age of the Brāhmanas when the sacrificial ceremonial was elaborated; this age includes in its later phases the age of the Āraṇyakas and of the Upaniṣads; and

(d) the period of the Sūtras.

The lower limit of even the latest phase of the Brāhmaṇa period cannot be fixed later than 500 B.C., for even the latest Upaniṣad doctrines are presupposed by Buddhism. Starting from this lower limit and allowing appropriate durations for the various minor layers of the Vedic literature estimates have been made of the time of composition of the earliest Vedic hymns. In this way Professor Max Muller arrived at 1200 B.C. as the date of composition of the Rg. Veda. Professor Weber's estimate was 1500 B.C., while that of Dr. M. Haug was 2400—2000 B.C. In his History of Sanskrit Literature (1905) Prof. A. A. Macdonnell put the beginning of the Vedic age at 1500 B.C. and deprecated the tendency of some scholars to regard 2000 B.C. as its starting point, as he considered that such a huge period as 1500 years was not required "for a development of language and thought hardly greater than the difference between the Homeric, and the Attic age of Greece." More recently Professors A.A. Macdonnell and A. B. Keith have expressed the opinion that there is no cogent reason for fixing the date.
of the Rg Veda earlier than 1200 B.C. (Vedic Index. 1912—Introduction).

75-A. BOGHAS KOI AND TELL-EL-OMMERNÄ CLAY TABLETS.

In 1907 some excavations at Boghas Koi in Asia Minor brought to light a treaty of the 14th Century B.C. between the King of the Hittites and the king of Mitani in which the deities of both these nations are invoked and Hugo Winkler found among the Mitani gods the names of Mitra, Varuna Indra and Nāsatya. It appears from an article contributed by Dr. A. B. Keith to the Bhandarkar commemoration volume (1917 pp. 98-9) that H. Jacobi and Moulton consider the deities named above to be Indian deities brought to Northern Mesopotamia by an East Iranian tribe, but that Oldenberg takes the gods to be proto-Iranian while E. Meyer regards them as Aryan, i.e., as pertaining to the period when the Indo-Iranians were living as one race. The view of Jacobi and Moulton of course implies that the Vedic pantheon was fully developed in that 14th century B.C. and that the beginnings of the Vedic culture must be placed earlier than this by several centuries. Dr. Keith inclines to the view that the names of the gods belong to some dialect of Western Aryan origin differing from both Iranian and Vedic.

Among subsequent contributions on the subject are the papers by Prof. Sten Konow on the Aryan Gods of the Mitani people (1921) summarised by K. P. Jayaswal in the Modern Review and an article by the late Prof. P. D. Gune in the Journal of the Iranian Association (1921, June). Prof. Sten Konow thinks that the Gods are Indian and Prof. Gune says that the names of the Gods have a decidedly Indian ring.

75-B. ASTRONOMICAL ESTIMATES.

Various attempts have been made to determine the time of the Vedas from references to astral positions which enable
us to locate the equinoctial and the solstitial points of their epochs in particular asterisms. Vedāṅga Jyotiṣa says that the five-year Tāga of the Vedic calendar begins on the winter solstice day when the sun and the moon ascend the sky together with the Śῑravāṣṭhās. It is admitted on all hands that this position of the solstice would have occurred about 1200 or 1100 B.C.

The Kauśitaki Brāhmaṇa refers to the winter solstice as taking place on Māgha Amāvāsyā, and according to a calculation made by Dr. G. Thibaut in 1894 this position of the solstice would have occurred at about 1200 B.C.—the same as the time of composition of the Vedāṅga Jyotiṣa (I.A., Vol. XXIV, pp. 85 to 100); but the calculation appears to be open to question as Dr. Thibaut following some commentary of Vināyaka takes the Amāvāsyā of Māgha to mean the new moon preceding the full moon of Māgha. But accepting the age of the Kauśitaki Brāhmaṇa to be 1200 B.C., the age of the Vedic hymns must be put several centuries earlier. Dr. Thibaut himself put it at 1800 B.C. (Hindustan Review, January, 1904).

The late S. B. Dixit first drew attention to a passage in the Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa which describes the Kṛṣṭikās as never swerving from the east. This position of the asterism at one of the equinoctial points appears to be in conformity with the scheme of the Taittiriya Brāhmaṇa which designates the nākṣatras as devanākṣatras and yamānākṣatras according as they lie north or south of the equator, the former headed by the Kṛṣṭikās revolving south (in the northern hemisphere) daksinena pariṣanti and the latter headed by anurādhās revolving north (in the southern hemisphere) uttaraṇa pariṣanti. This position of the Kṛṣṭikās will have occurred in the 3rd millennium B.C.; if this period is granted for the Brāhmaṇas the age of the Vedas will approximate to 3000 B.C.
Some European and American orientalists have persistently refused to accept such early dates for the Brāhmaṇas and the Vedas. Some of the arguments which, though repeatedly refuted, are adduced even now against those dates, are that the Brāhmaṇa passages relied upon are not capable of the interpretation put upon them, and that the Kṛttikā series of asterisms may have been borrowed late from Assyria, China, Arabia or some other country.

In 1915 Mr. B. V. Kameswara Aiyar, M. A. of Pudukkoṭṭa prepared for the Oxford Congress 1915 (which did not, however, come off owing to the world war) a paper reviewing in some detail the previous discussions on the subject of the age of the Brāhmaṇas. This paper, apparently considerably enlarged, was afterwards sent to the First Oriental Conference, Poona (1919) and has been published in Vol. XII (1922-221) of the Mythic Society’s Journal, Bangalore. The main argument in the paper is that the position of the winter solstice as referred to in the Kauśitaki was not, as argued, by Thibaut, the same as the position described in the Vedāṅga Jyotiṣa, but corresponded with the equinoctial position of the Kṛttikās implied in the Satapatha and the Taittirīya Brāhmaṇas and that the age of the Brāhmaṇas must therefore be put back to 2000-2300 B.C.

It is unnecessary to refer to the speculations of Lokamānya B. G. Tilak (Orion) and of H. Jacobi (I.A. Vol. XXIII) in regard to Vedic passages alleged to contain reminiscences of still earlier positions of the equinoxes and the solstices, as it does not necessarily follow from such reminiscences that any portion of the Vedas had been composed in those very early times. These speculations though warmly welcomed by Buhler and Bloomfield met with strong adverse criticism from Whitney and Thibaut (I.A., Vol. XXIII, pp. 154-9, pp. 238-49, Vol. XXIV pp. 85-100, 361-69).
The unwillingness to admit a very great antiquity for the Vedic culture will become intelligible when we recollect the views of scholars engaged in connected departments of knowledge. The philologist draws attention to the practical identity of the Vedic idiom and the idiom of the Gāthās and to the circumstances that the Iranian tradition does not claim any very great antiquity for the Avestic literature. Some archaeologists are of opinion that it is not necessary to place the Indo-Germanic period earlier than 3000 B.C. or even 2000 B.C.

It will thus be clear that the lowest estimate given by any scholar for the age of the Vedic dialects is 1200 B.C. and the highest 3000 B.C. In view of this conflict of opinions it will be safe to assume 2000 to 1500 B.C. as the date when the Vedic dialects were actually spoken on Indian soil. This is slightly less than the 4000 years tacitly assumed by Sir G. A. Grierson for the evolution of modern Guzarātī from the Vedic dialects (I.S. , Vol. IX, part II pp. 386-7).

76. The Secondary Prākṛts.

(a) Pāli.—The inflectional Vedic dialects became corrupted in course of time into the Prākṛts and the Apabhramśas which are sometimes referred to collectively as the Middle Indian dialects; these latter are called by some scholars Secondary Prākṛts—the Vedic dialects themselves being the Primary Prākṛts. The Secondary Prākṛts were still synthetic in character but the modern Aryan vernaculars evolved out of them that is, the Tertiary Prākṛts, are wholly analytical; these last are supposed to have taken their present shape about 1000 A.D.

Of the Secondary Prākṛts the first to come to notice was a dialect of Magadha in which the Buddha preached his gospel to the people; but none of the early Buddhistic
literature composed in this dialect appears to have come down to us. Literary Pāli which became the sacred idiom of Southern Buddhism appears to be an artificial mixed form of speech having Māgadhi as its basis. Some scholars have held that it developed in the Andhra country while others think that it was perfected in the North West and shows strong affinity to Paśācā (Bhandarkar Commemoration Volume 1917, pp. 117, et seq.)

Of the Buddhistic works in, Pāli the Tripitaka in their present form are supposed to have been composed in the 1st century B.C. while the Dhammapada and the jātakas did not take their present shape till the 5th century A.D. Though composed so late, those works show a literary condition earlier in many respects than that of the Aśoka inscriptions of the 3rd century B.C.; they were obviously composed in an artificial sacred language which had long ceased to be spoken by the people. The prose portions of the Jātakas, written in a free narrative style untrammelled by limitations of poetic composition show perhaps more traits of the original popular speech of the 5th century B.C. than the poetical portions of the above works, and give us an idea to what extent the Vedic dialects had become disintegrated by the time of the Buddha.

(b) Aśoka Inscriptions.—The earliest contemporaneous specimens that we have of a spoken Secondary Prākṛt are undoubtedly to be found in the inscriptions of Aśoka which belong to the middle of the 3rd century B.C. These inscriptions presented many difficulties of decipherment and interpretation, most of which have now been overcome by the labours chiefly of European Orientalists; the results of these labours have been made available to Indian students in the pages of the Indian Antiquary and the Epigraphia Indica. The language of the inscriptions shows many local variations,
but the groundwork is throughout Māgadhī, the Court language, which apparently was understood in all parts of Aśoka’s empire from Afghanistan to Orissa and from the Himalayas to Mysore. The inscriptions are older by several centuries than the oldest Dravidian literature or inscriptions that have come down to us; and one of the suggestions in this book is that in cases where the grammatical terminations in the Aśokic forms are inherited from the Indo-Germanic or the Indo-Iranian period, these terminations may be regarded as the models or the originals of the identical Dravidian terminations. As there is no recognized grammar for Aśoka forms or readily available lists of them, the most noteworthy of them are noted down here for convenience of reference.

(a) In the Vedic and the Avestic dialects the use of the interposed p in the formation of casual bases is confined to a stems; but in the Aśoka inscriptions and the cave inscriptions of a later date the use of the interposed p occurs in other stems also as in the following examples taken from the Rock Edicts I and II and the Hāthigumpha inscription will show (Corpus: Inscript., Vol. I, pp. 65, 67, etc.)

\[ likha|pit\|a, pil|ōṇa|payati, Kti|pāya|t\i, Kāl|ā|mā, lopā|pita \textit{Khāṇā}pita, hārap\|asi|m\|, \textit{ahā}rṇ|paya|ti, from roots likh ‘write, inscribe’; pīd ‘afflict’; krid ‘play’; kṛṣ ‘do’; rup ‘raise’; khan ‘dig’; kṛ, ahṛ ‘bring, take.’\]

(b) There are about ten instances in the inscriptions of the use of what may be called indeclinable present participles which do not agree with the nouns they depend upon in number or gender. One instance is given here from Rock Edict No. XI. Shāhbaygarhī version:—

\[ Ide|katavo|so|tathā|kartam\|iha|loka|ca|āraṇḍha\|erni.\]

Sanskrit. Idam| kartavyam| sah| tathā| kurvan| iha| loka| ca| āraṇḍhayate.

The phrase *hevam ca. kalanam* in the sense of ‘by acting in this manner’ occurs twice in the second separate Rock Edicts of Dhauli and Jaugada: the phrase *khane santam* in the sense of ‘when opportunity arises’ occurs in the latter (I.A., Vol. XIX, p. 102).

(c) In the Vedic the conjunctive participles are formed by means of the suffixes *tvā, tvi, vā* and *tyā*, the corrupt forms of these suffixes occurring in the inscriptions are *tu, ti, ta, sya, ye, i*.


Rock Edict No. IV. *dasayitu, dasayita, drašayitu, daršeti* ‘having shown’ from the causal form of root *dṛś* ‘see’;


Rock Edict No. XIV. *āločayitu, āločayitā, āločeti* ‘having considered’ from root *āloc*;


Separate Rock Edicts at Dhauli and Jaugada.

*jānitu* ‘having learnt or known’ from *jñā* ‘know’;

*katu* ‘having done’ from *kr* ‘do’;

*vēditu* ‘having learnt’, from *vid* ‘know’;
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Amśānuia 'having ordered or instructed' from anuśās 'instruct' (I.A., Vol. XIX, pp. 85, 87; XXI, p. 105).

Delhi Pillar Edict No. IV. nisīyita 'having placed or entrusted' from the causal form of niṣad 'sit'.


Bairat second Rock. adhūgīya 'concerning' from adhūk 'concern, relate to' (I.A., Vol. XX, p. 166).

Paĝeria and Nigilva inscriptions. āgāca 'having come' from āga or āgam 'arrive' (E. I. V., pp. 4 and 6).

(d) In the Girnar inscriptions the conjunct consonants ṭv and ṭm are written ṭp, thus indicating a dialectal variety of pronouncing them; (I.A. Vol. IX, p. 285). catpā, ṭrabhīṭa, hitatpaya, tadātpane, ātapaṣaṅgaḥ = catpāra, ṭrabhītā, hitatpāya, tadātmane, ātapaṣaṅgaḥ.

(e) Attention may also be drawn to the equivalence of the vocables am = a which Senart has established after an examination of a very large number of examples (I.A. Vol. IX, p. 283).

Dosā, hidā, nā, savatā, paŋ̄gh̄a — dosā, hidā, nā, savatā, paṇḍā.

(c) The Prākṛts.—It appears from the Aśoka inscriptions that the then Aryan vernaculars of Northern India contained at least two main dialects, an Eastern and a Western Prākṛt. The principal form of the Western Prākṛt was Sauraseni, the language of the middle gangetic Dōāb and its neighbourhood, while that of the Eastern Prākṛt was Māgadhī or the language of Magadha, the present South Behar. Between the two was Ardhamāgadhī or half Māgadhī which is supposed to have been the language in which Mahāvīra, the Jain apostle, preached to the people; this is the language of the scriptures of the Śvetāmbara Jains. The dialect of
the Berars or the country adjoining was Māhārāṣṭrī which later became the language of Prākrit poetry. In the Northwest there must have been a fourth dialect which later was known as Paiśācī. All that we know about these languages is founded on the literature in which they have survived and on the grammars written to illustrate that literature; but this literature cannot in many cases be considered as illustrating the actual vernaculars. (Grierson—L.S.)

(d) Vararuci's Prākrit Prakāśa, traditionally referred to the 1st century B.C., deals with the grammars of Māhārāṣṭrī Māgadhī, Saurasenī and Paiśācī. This grammar is of great importance to the philologist as showing the corruptions which the original Sanskrit forms had undergone by the beginning of the Christian era. Hāla's Saptāśatī, the earliest work that we have in the Māhārāṣṭrī Prākrit is not probably earlier than the 3rd century A.D., while Rāvanavaho and Gaṇjavaho must be a few centuries later. Māhārāṣṭrī is the language used by high class lady characters in plays, while Sanskrit is used by kings and other persons of high rank. Saurasenī is usually found, it is said, in the prose passages of dramas, while Māgadhī, Paiśācī and other dialects are used by inferior characters.

(e) Caṇḍa's Prākrit Laksanam.—This is also called the grammar of the Ārṣa Prākrit, which many identify as Ardhamāgadhī, the language in which Mahāvira conveyed his teaching. In the second century after Mahāvira's death, there was a very severe famine in Magadha in consequence of which a portion of the Jain community is stated to have emigrated to the Karnāṭa country. During the absence of the emigrants, a council was held at Patañjaliutra which collected the Jain canon consisting of the eleven Aṅgas and the fourteen Puvvasa (—Sansk. Purvas). There was subsequently a schism between the home-returned emigrants and the northern Jains, which was the foundation of the
great division between the Digambaras (naked) and the Svetāmbaras (white robed). The former refused to acknowledge the canon established by the council at Pātaliputra; the Svetāmbara canon as we now have them are in Ardhamāgadhī and were redacted at a second council held at Vālabhī in Gujarat under the presidency of Devardhigani in the year of 454 or 467 of the Christian era. (Hoernle’s Uvāsagadāsāo Introduction.)

The language of these canonical works shows a much later literary condition than the Buddhist literary works in Pāli, thus indicating that the language used by the redactors was of a later date than the standard Ardhamāgadhī of the pre-Christian centuries.

The term Ārṣam is explained by Hemacandra as meaning "belonging to the Rṣis" and he adds that "in the Ārṣam Prākṛt every rule is deviated from and has its exceptions",1 which is the characteristic of a spoken as opposed to a literary dialect. However this may be, the language of the Svetāmbara canon is the only Prākṛt known to us besides that of the Aśoka inscriptions which uses the conjunctive participle in -tu; these canonical works are also of interest to us as using the conjunctive participle suffixes yānam and yāna which have also found their way into the Dravidian languages.

(f) Siddhā Hemacandram. Hemacandra (1088-1172 A. D.) a native of north Gujarat wrote this grammar called after himself and after Śrī Siddharāja his patron. The first seven Adhyāyas relate to Sanskrit while the eighth and the last Adhyāya treats of the following Prākṛts which must all have ceased to be spoken dialects in Hemacandra’s time except perhaps the last:—Māhārāṣṭri, Sauraseni, Māgadhi, Paśāci, Cālikapāśāci and Abhīrāniṣa. Sir G.A. Grierson

1. Hemacandra I-3. commentary. "Rṣinām idam ārṣam" "ārṣe hi sarve vidhayo vikalpyante."
says that the Apabhraṣṭa dealt with by the grammarian was the Nāgara form of the Śārvārṣaṇa Apabhraṣṭa (L.S. IX, part II, p. 326). This grammar clears up several points which are left doubtful or but imperfectly dealt with in Vārāuci.

77. THE MODERN ARYAN VERNACULARS OF INDIA.

The Linguistic Survey of India undertaken in connexion with the census of 1901 and edited by Sir G.A. Grierson deals exhaustively with each of these vernaculars. Several comparative grammars have also been written of these languages. Two of these which will be frequently referred to in the course of the present book are John Béames’s Comparative Grammar of the Modern Aryan of India, and A.F.R. Hoernle’s Comparative Grammar of the Gauḍian Languages.

Béames’s grammar recognises and deals with seven main vernaculars:—(1) Hindi (2) Pāṇjābī (3) Sindhī (4) Gujarāṭī (5) Marāṭhi (6) Oriyā (7) Bengāli.

Hoernle’s grammar breaks up Hindi into West Hindi and East Hindi each of these comprising several dialects and adds a ninth Maipāṭi which with its dialects is called the North Gauḍ. The Marāṭhi language constitutes the South Gauḍ, Bengāli, Oriyā and East Hindi constitute the East Gauḍ; while West Hindi, Pāṇjābī, Sindhī and Gujarāṭī comprise the West Gauḍ.

The Linguistic Survey divides the Old Secondary Prākrits into two groups Inner and Outer, the Outer group comprising Māhārāṣṭrī, Ardhamāgadhī, and Māgadhī and the single Śārvārṣenī forming the Inner group. The classification of the vernaculars derived from the Secondary Prākrit is as follows:—

Eastern group: Bengāli, Assamese; BihāriOriyā.
Mediate group: Eastern Hindi.
Southern group: Marāṭhi.
North-Western group: Sindhī, Lahudā, Dravid or Pāṇjābī.
Central group: Western Hindi, Pāṇjābī, Rājasthānī, Gujarāṭī; Bhilī, Pahāri.
CHAPTER V.
THE OLDEST SPECIMENS OF DRAVIDIAN SPEECH.

78. TELUGU AND KANARESE SPECIMENS.

It is not proposed in this chapter to give any account of the literatures of the cultivated Dravidian languages or of the inscriptions in them, but merely to ascertain the oldest specimens of these languages that have come down to us either in the form of literature or of inscriptions and to determine the age of these specimens. This is necessary not only for the purpose of deciding the relative priority of large number of Dravidian and Aryan suffixes which are identical in form and in value, but also for the purpose of comparing the eldest Dravidian grammatical forms with the modern ones and of ascertaining what changes have taken place in them and how these changes have been brought about. In the case of Telugu and Kanarese there is little doubt or controversy as to the dates to be assigned to the oldest specimens and these languages will be dealt with first in the order stated.

Telugu. The extant Telugu literature begins in the 11th century A. D. and the earliest Telugu work is the renowned Namayya Bhaṭṭarāka’s translation of the Mahābhārata. A superior work of this kind could not have come into existence all at once and argues an antecedent literary cultivation of the language for several centuries.

Telugu inscriptions being earlier, the earliest of them being the Māḷepaṭtu stone inscription of Cōḷamahārāja Saktikomara of Siddhivyutu Rēṇāṅḍu which is referred to the 8th century A. D. (E. I. XI, p. 337 et seq), and the Bezvada stone inscriptions of the two Yuddhamalla’s, grandfather and grandson, which are referred to the latter part of the 9th and the early part of the 10th century. These are
the only inscriptions discovered till now of a date anterior to the time of Rājarāja, the patron of Nannayya.

In addition to the conjunct consonant -nr- referred to in S. 50 supra as possibly an intermediate stage between the Sanskrit -nt- and the Telugu -ṇ-, the Māḷēpāṇu inscription contains the following grammatical forms: -cēśina, iccina, vaccuōṇu, ālucuṇi. It will be pointed out hereafter that since the pro-Dravidian period, Telugu has undergone important grammatical changes; some of these are the lengthening of the old verbal bases ending in vowels by a or a suffix, the formation of a new past tense in ina and also probably a new present participle in cum or tum. It will be seen from the above forms occurring in the Māḷēpāṇu inscription that these important changes had already taken place by the time of Šaktikomara, and it is to be presumed that other changes since the pro-Dravidian period, such as, the past tense in ti and the future forms in e and eda, had also taken place by that time, Telugu had practically attained its present form by the 8th century and has undergone no important changes since. But several alternative forms which grammarians have preserved either as dialectic varieties or as archaic tenses given us a peep into much earlier stages of the languages.

The section relating to Telugu suffixes in Chapter VI is based on Campbell's Grammar of the Telugu Language and Chinnayasūrī's Bālavyākaraṇam.

Kanarese. According to the "Lives of Kannāga Poets" the earliest of the extant literary works in Kanarese are

(1) Kavirājamārga, a treatise on rhetoric ascribed to the Rāṣṭrakūta king Amōghiavarṣa I (814-877) but surmised by some to have been the work of Śrī Viśaya the chief poet of his court, and
(2) Ādipūrāṇa and Bhārata written by Ādipampa who belonged to the 10th century.

Kavirājāmārga mentions the names of eleven noteworthy poets and the quotations made in the treatise from the works of previous poets place it beyond a doubt that the literary cultivation of Kanarese must have begun several centuries before the time of Amoghavarṣa. There is also a tradition that in the 7th century A. D. one Śrīvārdhadeva, a Jaina priest, wrote a very extensive Kanarese commentary (not now extant) on Cūḍāmārin consisting of 84,000 verses besides an abridgement thereof of 12,000 verses.

Kanarese inscriptions begin in the 6th century, the earliest of them being the short one at Bādāmi of the Western Gālkūya king Mangālīsa recording a grant to the garland makers of a temple (I. A. Vol. X, page 60). Other early Gālkūya records appear to be the Balagāme stone inscription of the time of Vinayāditya I (I. A. Vol. XVIII), about eight inscriptions of the time of Vijayāditya and of his son Vikramāditya II at Mahākūṭa, Paṭṭadakal and Aihole (I. A. Vol. X, Nos. 94, 99, 100, 101, 102, 105; I. A. Vol. VIII, Nos. 57 and 58) and the Ādūr inscription of the time of Kīrtivarman II (I. A. XI); there is also one inscription of Vikramāditya II in the Kailāsānātha temple at Conjeevāram at the time of his entry into that city after defeating Nandivarman Pallavamalla. Of the Rāṣṭrākūṭa grants the following two may be mentioned. The Paṭṭadakal inscription of the time of Nirupama I and the charter of Govinda III (I. A. Vol. XI). These and some others not mentioned here are earlier than the time of Amoghavarṣa.

The section relating to Kanarese suffixes in Chapter VI is based entirely on Dr. Kittel’s Grammar of the Kannaṇa Language. Dr. Kittel thinks that there are three distinct stages in the history this language—Ancient, Medieval
and Modern, and this division is followed in the discussion on Kanarese suffixes in the following pages (ancient 600 A. D. to 1250 A. D.; medieval 1250 A. D. to—1600 A. D.; modern 1600 A. D. to the present time (K. K. G. S. 109).

79. (e) TAMIL INSCRIPTIONS.

Tamil inscriptions in the Pallava country begin earlier than those in the Pāṇḍya or Colā kingdoms, and the earliest to which we are in a position to assign a date is the cave inscription of a vassal of the Pallava King Mahendravarman I at Vallam near Chingleput which is referred to the 1st half of the 7th century A. D. (S. I. I. I., Vol. II, part III, p. 340). There appears to be an earlier inscription, that at Tirunādar Kuṟṟu' in South Aroor, recording the Sallēkhanā (religious suicide by fasting) of a Jaina mendicant, the date of which can be determined only on palaeographical grounds. The late Mr. T.A. Gopinatha Rao, Superintendent of Archaeology, Travancore, was of opinion that it belonged to the 5th or the 6th century. Both inscriptions are in what may be called modern Tamil. Other old Pallava inscriptions in Tamil are the Tamil portion of the Kūṟam plates of Para- meśvaravarman which belongs to the 7th century; the Triplicane temple inscription of Dantivarman (E. I. Vol. VIII) and the Tamil portion of the Kaśākuṭi plates issued by Nandivarman Pallavanalla (S. I. I. Vol. II, part. III), both of which belong to the 8th century. The Tamil portions of the Vēḻurpāḷaiyam plates and of the Udayendiram plates appear to belong to the 9th century; to this century.

1. Aimbattēḻ-anaśanaṁ nūṛra Chandiranandi (trans.) Fifty-seven fasting that observed Chandiranandi aśīrkara niśidīka (trans.) religious teacher memorial (Sendamī Vol. V, pp. 410-11). The memorial (stone) of the religious teacher Chandiranandi who (departed this life after) observing fifty-seven fasts.
also belong the two Kīl-Muṭṭugūr inscriptions of the time of Narasimhavarman and the two Āmbūr inscriptions of the time of Nṛpatuṅgavarman (E. I. IV). Several other inscriptions of the same period may be mentioned but they are all composed in modern Tamil, the characteristics of which can be ascertained from grammars.

It must be mentioned here in passing that we have numerous Prākṛt and Sanskrit records of Pallava kings which are centuries older than any of the Tamil inscriptions mentioned above and which enable us to construct a continuous genealogy of the kings of Kāṇeḻi almost from the third century A.D. The earliest of these are the four Prākṛt copper plate grants known as those of Mayidavōḷu (E. I. Vol. VI, page 84) Hirahōḷagallī (E. I. Vol. I, p. I) Dāhura (E. I. Vol. VIII, p. 143) and Kondamudi (E. I Vol. VI, p. 315); the remaining one in Sanskrit.

Cōla Tamil inscriptions begin only in the 10th century and all of them are in modern Tamil. Some of the Pāṇḍya inscriptions belong to the 8th century. Jaṭilavarman Parāntaka was a famous Pāṇḍya king who ruled in the latter half of the 8th century and he is the donor in what are called the Smaller Śīṃmanāṉur plates, the Madras Museum plates and the Vēḻvikkudi plates; all these three contain a Sanskrit portion and a Tamil portion; to this reign also belong two short rock inscriptions, one in Āṇamalai (E. I. Vol. VIII) and the other in Tirupparankūṟam (I. A.), and the Aramboli memorial stone now in the Travancore Museum (T. A. S., Vol. I, p. 153).

It is a remarkable circumstance that between the Brāhmī inscriptions of the pre-Christian centuries and the earliest Tamil inscriptions mentioned above, that is, for a period of one thousand years—there has been found no lithic or copper-plate record in the Pāṇḍya country in Sanskrit, Prākṛt or any other language.
Early Malabar inscriptions are in what may be called good Modern Tamil and begin in the 9th century; and the earliest of them belong to the reigns of two kings-Kokkarunandadakkan who ascended the throne of Malairajyam in 855 A.D. and his successor Vikarmaditya Varagurja who appears to have become king sometime in 866 A.D. There are seven inscriptions belonging to these two reigns of which five are in Tamil and the remaining two partly in Sanskrit and partly in Tamil (T. A. S. Part I., pp. 1 to 18; 187 to 200). A third king Rajasekha is also supposed to have reigned in the former part of the 9th century; the Talamana illem copper-plate in Tamil belongs to this reign (T. A. S. Vol. II., part I, pp. 8 to 14).

Malayalam literature is admittedly quite recent. The Section relating to Malayalam suffixes in this book is based on Dr. Gundert's Grammar of the Malayalam Language and Mr. Seshagiriprahhu's Vyakaranamrtam.

Early Tamil literature.

The Tamil language has a body of literature supposed to be centuries older than the oldest of the above inscriptions and said to contain the productions of the poets composing the Third Cañkam at Madura. A Cañkam is a conference, or better, a school of poets representing a period of literary activity. It is stated that there were three such Cañkams or periods, but only the works of the last stated to have come down to us. These are arranged in eight collections or anthologies:-(1) Kuruntokai, (2) Ainkurunuru, (3) Patigruppatu, (4) Naarinai, (5) Purangananuru, (6) Akananuru, (7) Kalittokai and (8) Paripatal. The poems comprised in the first six anthologies are short unconnected pieces, composed by various poets and dealing with various situations that may arise in the course of love, in married life, in war and in other
affairs of life. The same remarks applies to No. 7 Kalit-tokai but the poems comprised in this anthology are comparatively longer and give us slight insight into the life of the people. No. 8 Paripāṭal originally consisted of seventy poems but only twenty-two of these are now available; of these six relate to the god Viṣṇu, eight to Subrahmanya and the remaining eight to the river Vaikai. The anthologies appear to have taken their present shape long after the Čaṅkam age and perhaps include many later pieces.

There are, besides, Tolkāppiyam the grammar of Old Tamil traditionally supposed to have been composed during the second Čaṅkam and Iṟavaṇār Akapporu, a work on erotics; these two undoubtedly belong to the period to which the anthologies belong. Besides these ten works there is also a collection of ten long poems called Pattupāṭṭu and two epics, Cilappattikāram and Maṇimēkalai which are stated to have been composed by the poets of the Third Caṅkam, but from linguistic considerations they must be placed between the last Caṅkam and the period of the Tamil inscriptions. These three works give a fair idea of the life of the people and of the culture attained by the early Tamils.

As the Caṅkam works contain the oldest specimens that have come down to us of the Dravidian languages, and as Tolkāppiyam, the grammar of Old Tamil, does not give any information as to the tense suffixes then in use, these works have been examined in detail from the point of view of tense suffixes and the results of the examination are given in the special section devoted to Old Tamil. Whenever reference is made to Old Tamil in this book, the language as contained in these works is meant.

80. The Oxyrhynchus Papyrus.

We have to refer here to the language of the papyrus of the second century A.D., discovered at Oxyrhynchus about twenty years ago. The papyrus is discussed by Professor
E. Hultsch in an article in the J. R. A. S. 1904 and his conclusion is that the papyrus contains some specimens of Kanarese; and many people believe that these are the oldest available specimens of that language. The following extracts from the above article will explain Professor Hultsch's position:

(a) "One of the papyri of the second century A.D. which Drs. Grenfell and Hunt lately discovered at Oxyrhynchus in Egypt, contains several passages in a barbarian language which is presumably an Indian dialect. This may be concluded from the facts that that text—a farce—is concerned with a Greek lady, named Charition, who has been stranded on the coast of a country bordering the Indian Ocean, and that the king of that country addresses his retinue by the words' Ἰνδῶν πρὸ ῥων 'chiefs of the Indians'. In other places the same king and his countrymen use their own language. Twice one of the Greeks accompanying the heroine gives the Greek translation of a few Indian words.

1. 59. βραδίν (or βρεθεῖς) = 'let us draw lots for the shares,'

1. 66. κυτταρός = 'give to drink'; ζωπὶς = 'quickly'

In line 64, βραδίς occurs but no meaning is given.

A speech of the King is given which is repeated in the play in a slightly different manner but no meaning is given.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lines 83, and 84,</td>
<td>βηρὴ κοινζεῖ δαμίν πετρεκίῳ πακτεῖ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetition.</td>
<td>βηρὴ . . . . . . πετρεκίῳ δαμμῆ κοινζεῖ παζεῖ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>πανομη βρηκτί κατε μαδόδναμβ βρητουνενὶ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Professor E. Hultsch is of opinion that the words are taken from the Kanarese language, and the following is his explanation:
ζαπτί = jhaḍīti 'quickly'; κις = kūḍāsu 'give to drink'
βραδις = bēr ṛḍīsu 'let us play separately,'
βραδις = bēr ṛḍiṣi (conjunctive participle of the above).

1. βαπ = bērē 'separately';
2. κονζε = κις κα = Kone 'a little';
3. δαμν or δαμν = madhum accusative of madhu 'honey' δ and μ being transposed;
4. πέτρεμ = pātrakke, fourth case of pātra 'a vessel';
5. πακτε or παζε—an incorrect rendering of hāki 'having put';
6. πανομ = pānam;
7. βρα = bēr etti;
8. κα = Kari;
9. μαδαμ = madhum;
10. βραδονεκ = bēr ettwemu.

The meaning of the passage according to the Professor is: 'Having taken up the cup separately and having covered (it) I shall take wine separately.'

(c) The following remarks are offered:—

1. ζοπιτ is now used in a Hindi dialect in the sense of 'quickly.'
2. In the King's speech pānam, madhu, pātram, kį̄ga (=Prākṛt kī̄ga), and possibly also bērē are all words from Sanskrit.
3. The apparent non-Sanskritic residuum thus consists of the conjunctive participle βραδις κατε, πακτε, παζε, and the finite verb βραδονεκ.

Dr. Kittle's Dictionary does not give pāku as the old form of hāku, supposing that the old form was pāku the participal suffixes are τε and ει; these might have arisen from the Sanskrit and the Prākṛt suffixes -tya and -eṣa which may become -te and -e respectively.
Similarly, \textit{\textbf{\textsf{ṣ\textbf{p}h\textbf{v}r\textbf{t}\textbf{a}r\textbf{c}e}}} may be the transformation of a single word \textit{\textbf{\textsf{p\textbf{t}h\textbf{b}}} -\textbf{\textsf{k\textbf{r}\textbf{t}\textbf{y}}}a.\textbf{\textsf{a}}}

The passage is so full of words of Sanskritic origin that it belongs to an Aryan vernacular of the north. If Professor Hultsch's surmises are correct, then there was not much in pro-Kanarese which was not obviously derived from Sanskrit.

81. **South Indian scripts.**

It is now generally admitted that the Indian Aryans became acquainted with a North Semitic alphabet about 1000 B.C. and that they elaborated it so as to suit their own highly developed phonetic system. This elaborated script was first publicly employed in the \textit{\textbf{\textsf{A\textbf{g}\textbf{o}ka}}} inscriptions which were written in two characters, the Northern and the Southern. The Northern, that of the Kapurdisgarhi near Peshawar is written from right to left, while the Southern employed in all other inscriptions is written from left to right. It is now also admitted that all the Indian alphabets of the present day are derived from the Southern variety of the \textit{\textbf{\textsf{A\textbf{g}}}oka} alphabet.

The scripts in use in Southern India are the Telugu-Kanarese, the Tamil-Grantha, and the Tulu-Malayalam besides the disused Vaṭṭeluttu or Round-hand formerly used exclusively in the Pāṇḍya-Cera country. The group Tamil-Grantha includes the modern Tamil script and the script used by Tamil Brāhmans in transcribing Sanskrit works; the affinities between these two groups shows that they must have been derived from a common original. Similarly the Kanarese and Telugu scripts included in the first group are traceable to a common original, as also the Tulu and Malayalam scripts included in the third group. It is now admitted on all hands that these three originals must have been derived from the South \textit{\textbf{\textsf{A\textbf{g}}}oka} alphabet.
In regard to Vaṭṭeluttu Dr. A. C. Burnell the earliest authority on the point was of opinion that “the South Aśoka and the Vaṭṭeluttu alphabets were independent adaptations from some foreign character, the first to a Sanskrit, the last to a Dravidian language.” At page 38 of his South Indian Palaeography he said “This is the original Tamil alphabet which was once used in all that part of the peninsula south of Tanjore and also in South Malabar and Travancore where it still exists though in exceedingly limited use, and in a modern form. It may therefore be termed the Pāṇḍyan character, as its use extended over the whole of that kingdom at its best period; it appears also to have been in use in the small extent of country below the Ghat which belonged to the Cēra kingdom. As it was only gradually supplanted by the modern Tamil character beginning about the 11th century under the Cōḷas, it is certain that the Tolkāppiyam, Naṟṟuḷ, Kūral and all the other early Tamil works were written in it under the most flourishing period of the “Pāṇḍya” (or Madura) kingdom or before the tenth century when it finally fell under the Cōḷas. But though it is certain that the beginning of the Tamil literature may be safely put about the ninth century, there is nothing to show that there was in any way a literature before that time.”

Again at page 49 he says “The ultimate origin of the Vaṭṭeluttu is again a difficult problem in Indian Palaeography. In the 8th century it existed side by side and together with the Grantha; it is therefore impossible to suppose that the Vaṭṭeluttu is derived from the South Aśoka character, even if the conclusive argument of the dissimilarity between the phonetic values of many of the corresponding letters be neglected.”

1. Burnell’s South Indian Palaeography, p. 40.
He was also of opinion that it was "impossible to put the introduction of writing into the Tamil country at so early a period as the third century B.C.," (p. 83).

Every one of Dr. Burnell’s speculations has been totally disproved by the recent discovery of a large number of Brāhmi inscriptions of the third or second century B.C., in the Pāṇḍya country.

Later authorities on the question of South Indian Palaeography are Dr. Buhler and Mr. T. A. Gopinatha Rao. Dr. Buhler enters into a detailed discussion of the development of the Tamil and Vaṭṭeluttu scripts in Sections 32 A and B of his Indian Palaeography. His conclusion is that the Tamil script is derived from the South Aśokan and that Vaṭṭeluttu was a cursive degenerate variety of Tamil. "Palaeographically Vaṭṭeluttu is the running hand of Tamil just as much as the modern northern scripts of office-clerks and tradesmen are to their originals, e.g., the Moḷi of the Marāṭhās to Bālbodh, the Ṭākārī of Dogra in the Pānjab to Sāradā."

In a paper on the evolution of Vaṭṭeluttu published as No. XVI of the Travancore Archaeological series (T.A. S. Vol. I, pp. 282 et seq.) Mr. T. A. Gopinath Rao says "To me it appears that Vaṭṭeluttu is most likely derived from the Brāhmi variety of the Aśoka alphabet like other alphabets of India, the Nāgari, the Tamil-Grantha, and the Telugu-Kannada groups. But it had a separate line of evolution. From the close analogy of the early specimens of the Tamil-Grantha characters we are sure that they must have been derived from the same mother alphabet, the Brāhmi of the Aśoka script." He then proceeds to consider each Vaṭṭeluttu letter and to show in what cases the independent evolution comes in.

Drs. Burnell and Buhler had only two inscriptions in Vaṭṭeluttu before them when they wrote their books;
further they were unaware of the existence in Madura-Timevelly of cave inscriptions of the early Aśokan type with some orthographical affinities to the Ceylon cave characters and the Bhāṭṭiprolu casket script. The existence of these inscriptions was discovered only fifteen or twenty years ago and over forty of them are now known to exist.

Of the earliest Tamil inscriptions mentioned in S. 79-a above all the Pallava inscriptions are in the Tamil script and all the six Pāṇḍya inscriptions of the eighth century are in the Vaṭṭeluttu script, while, of the seven Malabar inscriptions of the ninth century, four are in the Tamil script and three in the Vaṭṭeluttu script. The Cōla inscriptions when they began to appear and the all later Pallava inscriptions were also in the Tamil script, and as the Cōlas gained ascendency in the south, this script gradually displaced Vaṭṭeluttu in the Pāṇḍya country and in Malabar.

Brāhmi inscriptions have till now been found only in Madura-Timevelly where all the early Tamil inscriptions are in Vaṭṭeluttu exclusively. If any of these had been in the Tamil script there might be reason for supposing that the Pāṇḍya kings used two characters, one of which was a cursory variety of the other. Actual facts merely prove the gradual supersession by the Northern Tamil script of the southern Vaṭṭeluttu which, as pointed out by Mr. Gopinatha Rao, was probably an independent evolution from the Brāhmi script known in the south so early as the third century B.C. It is thus unnecessary to assume a separate foreign origin for the Vaṭṭeluttu.

82. The Age of the Cankam Works,
Gajabahu synchronism versus Names of Solar signs etc.

We are now in a position to discuss the period that should be assigned to Tolkāppiyam and other Tamil Cankam
works. There are several conflicting theories on the subject and it is to be regretted that, notwithstanding several decades of critical discussion, there are still to be found, even among English-educated Indians, persons who still cling to theories based on mere legend about the existence of three Tamil Caṅkams each extending over several thousands of years which will take the beginnings of South Indian History and of Tamil culture to the last glacial period. The number belonging to this school is, however, rapidly diminishing.

Outside this school the only concession that is made to the antiquity of Tamil Literary culture is that prior to the time of the Tamil Vaṭṭelutu inscriptions which begin in the Pāṇḍya and the Cēra country in the last quarter of the 8th century A.D., there was a period of great literary activity in Tamil which has in later times come to be traditionally known as the Caṅkam age.

The late Professor Seshagiri Sastri of the Presidency College, Madras, appears to have been the first scholar to furnish materials for a rational discussion of the question of the age of these works. He drew attention to a statement in the last chapter of Cilappatikāram that king Kayavāku of Ceylon was present in the court of the Cēra King Ceṅkuṭuvaṅ on a certain important occasion and identifying Kayavāku with the earlier Gajabāhu of Ceylon history, he was able to fix the age of Ceṅkuṭuvaṅ and of the incidents related in Cilappatikāram (not necessarily of the composition of the work in its present shape) as the 2nd century A.D.

This Gajabāhu-synchronism was adopted by the late Kanakasabhai Pillai as the basis of his work "The Tamils Eighteen Hundred years Ago." This author has constructed from the accounts given in the Caṅkam work genealogies of kings who are alleged to have ruled in the Tamil land from 50 to 150 A.D., of whom the most famous
is stated to be Cōla king Karikāla. This account has been adopted in the Cambridge History of India.

The Gajabāhu synchronism also forms the sheet anchor of Dr. S. Krishnaswami Ayyangar's theories elaborated in *The Beginnings of South Indian History* (1918). In a later work entitled *Early History of Vaishnavism in Southern India* (1920) the learned Doctor throws back the age of the first Ālvars to the 2nd century A.D. on the ground that there is evidence that Poykaiyāḻvār was the author of *Iyuvilai* included in the shorter Caṅkam works and therefore belongs to the Caṅkam age.

In regard to the Gajabāhu-synchronism it has been pointed out by adverse critics that the reference to Gajabāhu of Ceylon occurs not in *Cilappatikāram* itself but in two apparently later supplements subsequently added and that they should not be taken as contemporary references.

Various eminent scholars have pointed out from time to time that there is internal evidence in several works supposed to have been composed by prominent poets of Caṅkam age which shows clearly that these compositions belong to a much later age than the second century A.D.; and it is becoming more and more evident every day that the Caṅkam age should be put forward to the 5th or the 6th century A.D. It may be remarked in passing that the former of these is the estimate arrived at by Pandit M. Raghava Ayyangar of the Tamil Lexicon office, Madras and that the latter is the estimate arrived at by Mr. K. V. Subramania Ayyar, B.A., of the Madras Archaeological Department.

1. One of the foremost poets of the Caṅkam age was Cittalaiaccattanār who is believed to have composed the well-known epic *Marimekalai*. This work contains a reference to *Kuccara-k-kulikai* — a small temple built in the *Gurjara style* — and it has been pointed out by Mr. V. A. Smith
that if this is a reference to Gurjaras the work could not be much earlier than the 6th century A.D. as the Gurjaras are not heard of in Indian History before the middle of the 5th century A.D.

2. In another place the month of Vaiśākha is referred to in the work by the Rāśi name Ṛṣaṇa-corrupt for Sanskrit vrṣabh[a]. Various scholars have pointed out that the division of the year into solar months and the naming of these months by the corresponding Rāśis did not begin in Northern India till after the 5th century and that the adoption of this system in Southern India in the Tamil country must certainly have been later than its adoption in the north.

3. Tolkāppiyam itself (Porul 135) contains the word Ṛrai in the sense of “a lagna auspicious or malevolent according to the position of the planets” and it has been pointed out that the Greek word erule or horel acquired this astrological significance only in the post-Ptolemaic astrology about the 3rd century A.D.

4. Cilappatikāram uses the word Vellivāram ‘Friday.’ It has been pointed out that the Sanskrit word vāram acquired the technical sense of ‘a week day’ only about the 5th century A.D.

5. Stanza No. 229 of Puṇānāṇuṛu contains a clear reference to the ecliptic beginning with Aṣvini while the reference in stanza 11 of Paripāṭal to the position of the sun in the beginning of the month of Avarṇi (July-August) clearly indicates the same ecliptic beginning. These stanzas could not possibly be placed earlier than the 5th century.

The dates mentioned above are the lowest possible limits; the poems and stanzas may be much later.¹

¹ For a more detailed statement of this Question see article “Solar Signs in Indian Literature” by Mr. B. V. Kameswara Aiyar, M.A., in the Quarterly Journal of the Mythic-Society, Bangalore, October, 1921.
Professors G. Jouvean-Dubreuil of Pondicherry and P. T. Srinivasa Ayyangar of Trichinopoly appear to place the great Karikāla Cōla in the 5th century A.D., that is, four centuries later than the date given by Mr. Kanakasabhai Pillai.

83. The Age of the Cankam Works (continued). Possible want of a developed vernacular of uniform standard in the early post-Christian centuries.

The following extract from appendix D to 'Studies in Jainism in South India' (1922) by Professor M. S. Rameswami Aiyangar, M.A., of the Maharaja’s College, Vizianagaram, deals with the question of the Cankam age from another point of view:—

"Writing many years before the discovery of the Caverns and the Brāhmi inscriptions of South India, Burnell thought that the Vaṭṭeluttu and the South Aśokan character were totally distinct importations and postulated a Semitic original in both the cases. The late Mr. T. A. Gopinath Rao in criticising the views of both Burnell and Buhler, has not only pointed out several points of similarity between Vaṭṭeluttu on the one hand and the other alphabets of South India but has successfully established the fact that Vaṭṭeluttu is derived from the Brāhmi variety of the Aśokan alphabet. We can therefore take it as proved that the most ancient Paṇḍyan script Vaṭṭeluttu was derived from the Brāhmi inscriptions of the Madura, Ramnad, and Tinevelly districts. Epigraphists are inclined to assign the end of the 3rd or the beginning of the 2nd century B.C. for the date of the Brāhmi inscriptions. This furnishes us with the lower limit for the period of any Tamil literary activity. The upper limit may be said to be furnished by the Vaṭṭeluttu inscription of the Paṇḍyan king Jaṭṭilavarman Parāntakaṇ (last quarter of the 8th-century A.D.), the earliest known record yet dis-
covered written in Vaṭṭeluttu. In between these two limits must be sought the period of literary activity known as the Caṅkam Age. According to the orthodox school of Tamil scholars the sage Agastya was responsible for the evolution of the Tamil language and one of his twelve disciples, Tolkāppiyar, wrote the famous treatise on grammar, Tolkāppiyam. This grammarian is also believed to have been a member of the first and second Academies each of which existed for hundreds of years. Then was founded the last or the third Academy in which time more than 25,000 lines had been composed. Divested of legend and myth, we can reduce the traditional account to its proper limits thus. Long before Tolkāppiyar there was a period of literary activity, for there can be no grammar without literature. If it is true that Vaṭṭeluttu was the earliest Pāṇḍyan script and that, as has been remarked, it was derived from the Brāhmī inscriptions, we must allow at least three centuries for the development of a literature sufficiently wide to need a grammar. This would bring the date of Tolkāppiyar to the end of the 2nd century A.D. Allowing two more centuries for the first two Academies we may safely arrive at the conclusion that in all probability the third Academy was founded in the 5th or 6th century A.D., a period sufficiently near the epoch for which epigraphic records are available, when Vaṭṭeluttu was perfected and from which we have a continuous literary history.

It is well known that between the Brāhmī inscription of the south and the Vaṭṭeluttu inscription of the 8th century, A.D. referred to above there is absolutely no inscription written in any character or any coin-legend to enable us to fix with some certainty the chronology of the Pāṇḍyan kings. Scholars who, in season and out of season, sing the glories of the Caṅkam Age, its vast literature and spacious traditions, have not cared to inquire why, for a period of
more than a thousand years, there has absolutely been no inscription. A few who thought about the subject argue that, notwithstanding the very early literary activity, the Tamils did not know or cultivate the habit of inscribing on stones and issuing copper-plate grants. This is too large an inference to be swallowed without critical examination.

The early Tamils are said to be an intelligent and civilized race with a great deal of assimilating power. Not far off from their land the Pallavas were issuing copper-plate grants and in their own home they had the Brāhmi inscriptions. And they could have easily imitated the example of their contemporaries. The fact that they did not do so is due to want of a proper developed language of a uniform standard and not to their inability to understand the usefulness and value of inscription.

It might be argued that even supposing that the Caṅkam works were reduced to writing in the period not far remote from the time of Jaṭilavarman Parāntaka, the Caṅkam scholars might still have handed down orally the innumerable verses. The Vedas, the Upaniṣads and the epics, one might say, were thus handed down from generation to generation by oral repetition. It is true that so far as religious poetry is concerned such a method might have been zealously adhered to. But most of the Caṅkam poems treat of love and war and are mostly panegyric in character and there is not much of religion in them. It is therefore hard to believe that the Caṅkam works intact would have been handed down to posterity in the manner of the Vedas. The conclusion of the whole matter is that such intense literary activity as the one that has been ascribed to the legendary Caṅkam is to be sought for in the time approximating the century for which we have the earliest known Vaṭṭeluttu records."

The remark in the above extract about the want of a proper developed language of uniform standard in the
Pāṇḍya country in the early post-Christian centuries will come as a shock to many Dravidian scholars who assume too readily that the Tamil language, as we now have it or as it was spoken in the period of the Caṅkam works, was always in use in the Pāṇḍya country.

We have to reckon now with the language of the Brāhmaṇ inscriptions in the Pāṇḍya country. It is not any known Prākṛt nor is it Dravidian. It cannot be said that as in the case of the Aśoka inscriptions these Brāhmaṇ records are royal ordinances written in the court-language; for they are not intended to attract attention but are found inside caves which are generally difficult of access and appear to have served as abode to ascetics. Mr. H. Krishna Sastri says that the language of the records seems to be a mixture of Prākṛt and Dravidian and that it was probably the language of the people; but much of the supposed Dravidian element turns out on analysis to be Indo-Aryan. The aim of the present work is to show that whatever was the language of Southern India in times long past it has been radically changed by the Aryan speaking immigrants from the North.

None of the modern Aryan vernaculars of the north had assumed their present form before 1000 A.D. The Dravidian languages might have come into existence earlier, but we must accustom ourselves to the view that their beginnings are not far removed from the beginning of the Christian era.
CHAPTER VI.

34. THE TAMIL ALPHABET.

(a) The order and classification of Tamil sounds.

The Tamil alphabet contains thirty letters consisting of twelve vowels and eighteen consonants. The vowels are in order a, á, i, ì, u, ú, e, é, ai, o, ò, au; this is the same order as that followed in the enumeration of the Sanskrit vowels but with the omission of r, ṭ, ṭh, and ḷ. The consonants are k, ṇ, ḷ, ḻ, ṭ, ṭh, ḷ, ṭh, ḻ, ṭ, ṭh, ḻ, ṭh, ḻ. The last four of these are unknown to the Sanskrit alphabet. Of the remaining fourteen, the first ten constitute the gutturals, palata-als, cerebrals, dentals and labials arranged in the Sanskrit order of consonants but containing only two under each class, a tenuis and a nasal. The remaining four sounds y, r, l, v are what are called antar-sthās 'intermediate' in Sanskrit and also follow the Sanskrit order. It is stated in the surface to Tolkāppiyam that this order of letters has never changed, i.e., that it has been in existence from the very beginning.

Besides these thirty sounds there are three others called kurriyalikaram or 'the short i' kurriyalukaram or 'the short ú' and āyam having a symbol consisting of three dots (.)/. There were three i's in the Tamil alphabet i, ì, ì of which the last had only one-half the quantity of the second and one-fourth the quantity of the first; similarly there were three ú, sú, ú, û of which the third had only one-half the quantity of

1. A short metrical preface supposed to be written by a so-disciple of the author of Tolkāppiyam:—

mayankā marap v elutta marai katti

"he explained the never changing order of letters".
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the second and one-fourth that of the first. The āytam corresponds to the visarga of Sanskrit. These three letters are called dependent letters and it is stated that their sounds partake of the sounds of the letters to which they are attached.

The eighteen consonants are divided into three classes (1) vallīgam 'hard class' consisting of the tenues k, c, q, t, p, r; (2) mellīgam, literally 'soft class', consisting of the nasal ķ, ṇ, ṇ, n, m, ṑ corresponding to the tenues in the previous class, and (3) itaiyīgam or the intermediate class y, r, l, u, l, l. The term mellīgam (soft class) which would ordinarily connote mediae is obviously a misnomer, for the letters included in the class have only nasal sounds and they can be said to be soft only in the sense that they indicate that the tenues following them should be pronounced like mediae, i.e., that ķk, ṅṅ, ṇt, ṇt, and ṁp should be pronounced as ṅg, ṅj, ṇd, ṇd and mb. An pointed out already r and ṇ are alveolar sounds which are placed at the end of the alphabet, though their place of articulation is between the dentals and the cerebrals; and l and l though placed after y, r, l, u have places of articulation which lie between those of y and r.

Of the three dependent letters the short ī and short ā were originally apparently intended to indicate glide sounds. The short ī, however, plays no part in modern Tamil and played but little part in old Tamil; it need not be considered here. The short ā has now become an overgrown off-glide and is dealt with below.

(b) The Āytam.

The third sound called āytam has also practically disappeared from Tamil but its name furnishes an important clue in the development of the Tamil idioms and should be considered here. The visarga in Sanskrit when followed by tenues had sounds corresponding to the class to which these tenues belonged. Thus, when followed by a guttural tenus
the *visarga* had the sound of a spirant something like that of \( c \) in *loc* and was called *jihvāmūlīya* (produced at the root of the tongue) as in *Rāmakaroti* 'Rama does'. When followed by \( c \) it was converted into \( ʃ \), when followed by a cerebral tenuis it became \( ş \), and when followed by a dental it had the sound of \( s \). When followed by a labial tenuis it was sounded like the English \( f \) and was called *upadhūmāṇīya* (produced at the lips) as in *Rāmah paśyati* 'Rama sees'. The Sanskrit language had coined separate symbols for \( ʃ, ş, \) and \( s \) the sounds which the *visarga* acquired when followed by palatal, cerebral and dental tenues but it had no separate symbols for the sounds described as *jihvāmūlīya* and *upadhūmāṇīya*. The *visarga* itself, slightly modified, was written in these two cases and the grammar contained a general rule that the sound of the *visarga* in such cases was dependent upon the consonant following, i.e., the *upadhūmāṇīya* and the *jihvāmūlīya* were described as *parāśritan* 'dependent on the following (sounds)'; and they with some other letters were described as *āśritasthāṇābhāgināh* 'having the same place of articulation as the letters on which they depended'.

In Tolkāppiyam the *āyam*, the short \( i \) and the short \( ū \) are described as *cāru pu clutu* 'dependent letters' and one of its rules specifically says that they do not occur independently and that their sounds are determined by those of the letters on which they depend. A special rule in regard to *āyam* says that it always precedes a tenuis *vallīṇam* and its sound is determined by this consonant. This characteristic resembles that of the *visarga* when it is *jihvāmūlīya* and *upadhūmāṇīya*. Several instances will be found below to show that Tamil, when adopting Sanskrit words containing the conjunct consonant \( šr \) omits this conjunct. The word *āśritam*, when dealt with in this manner will become *āritam*, i.e., *āyam*

which is the name in Tamil of the dependent letter we are now considering. Humanly speaking there is no doubt that the word ḍyam is the same as the Sanskrit word ḍṛitam in a Tamil garb.

85. THE TAMIL MALAYALAM SCRIPTS.

Absence of symbols for e and o in the old scripts.—
All the thirty-three sounds enumerated above had special symbols in writing except the short i, the short u, e and o. We gather from Tolkāppiyam that the symbols for e, o were also then used for ē, ō respectively but with a dot over them like that placed over consonants not moved by vowels. The short ī appears to have been left without any mark to distinguish it from the ordinary i; whether there was any symbol for the short ū will be considered later. The sounds e and o whether appearing initially as in evaṅ ēṭi or in combination with consonants as in katu, col, continued to be marked with dots till after the close of the 12th century, for the grammar Naṉpūl written about that time contains a rule that e and o should be marked with a dot to distinguish them from ē and ō.

The celebrated missionary Beschi says in his grammar of Koḻuntamil that the upper loops which now distinguish ē and ō in combination with consonants from e and o in similar combination kē (G̣e), ke (G̣e); kō (G̣e), ko (G̣e) were first introduced by himself. Initial ē (ē) and ō (ō) had apparently come to be distinguished from initial e (ē) and o (ō) even before the time of Beschi.

As pointed out by Bishop Caldwell long ago the fact that the original Tamil script made no distinction between the long and the short e or between the long and the short o but had only one character for the long and short vowels tends to show that the script was in imitation of an alphabet framed originally for the expression of Sanskrit sounds containing only ē and ō, not for those of the Dravidian languages.
which had both $e$, $o$ and $\tilde{e}$, $\delta$. This point is now placed beyond a doubt by the investigations of Dr. Buhler and Mr. T. A. Gopinatha Row.

(6) THE TAMIL AND VATTELUTTU SCRIPTS.

Early inscriptions show that there were two scripts formerly in use in the Tamil country. One of them originally used in the Pallava inscriptions, has gradually spread to the Cōla and the Pāṇḍya territories and has developed into the modern Tamil script and entirely displaced the Vatteluttu which was formerly used exclusively in the Pāṇḍya-Cēra country and in which the oldest Tamil works must have been written. It is admitted on all hands that the modern Tamil script is ultimately traceable to the South Aśokan script, but Dr. Burnell was of opinion that Vatteluttu was an independent adaptation from a foreign character. Dr. Buhler in discusses this question Ss. 32-A and 32-B of his Indian Palaeography and comes to the conclusion that Vatteluttu is a cursive degenerate variety of the Tamil script derived from the South Aśokan. Dr. Buhler and Dr. Burnell had only two Vatteluttu inscriptions to base their conclusions upon; but the late Mr. Gopinatha Row, Archaeological Superintendent, Travancore, whose work lay in the land of Vatteluttu inscriptions, has re-examined this question in detail (T. A. S., Vol. I., pp. 283 et seq) and comes to the conclusion that Vatteluttu is an independent evolution from the Brāhmī script. This is prima facie very probable as numerous inscriptions in the Brāhmī script of the early Aśokan type have recently been discovered in the Pāṇḍya country; Mr. Gopinatha Row shows in fact how each Vatteluttu letter is evolved from the South Aśokan. Drs. Burnell and Buhler were unaware of the existence in the Pāṇḍya country of these Brāhmī inscriptions belonging to the 3rd and 2nd centuries B. G.
(c) MALAYALAM ALPHABET AND SCRIPT.

Though Malayalam is a late off-shoot from Tamil, it has in modern times admitted all the sounds of Sanskrit in its literature. The Malayalam and Tulu scripts are traceable to a common original which again is admittedly derived from the South Aśokan.

86. INDO-ARYAN WORDS IN TAMIL.

(a) Classification of Tamil words.—According to Tol. kāppiyam and Naṇṇūl Tamil words are divisible into four classes: (i) iyavcol, (ii) tiricol, (iii) ticai-e-col, (iv) vaṭacol. *Iyavcol,* literally 'natural words', includes all words in common use; *tiricol,* literally 'altered words', includes all unusual words confined to poetry, literature and the sciences. These are the two main divisions of Tamil proper which, again, may be either 'pure' *centamīl* or 'corrupt' *kofuntamīl*. The word *ticai* in the third class *ticai-e-col* is related to the Sanskrit word *deśya* and appears to imitate the name of the third class in the threefold classification of Prākrit words as (a) *tatsama,* (b) *tadbha,* (c) *deśya.* *Centamīl* and *kofuntamīl* are literally 'straight Tamil' and 'crooked Tamil', and the adjectives *cēm* and *kofum* are derived as well be shown later, from the Sanskrit words *sama* 'straight' and *kuṭ (ila)* 'curved'.

(b) Vaṭacol. Rules for the transcription of Indo-Aryan words in the Tamil script. Although the Tamil alphabet was wholly inadequate to represent Indo-Aryan words containing mediae, aspirates, sibilants and the vowels ṛ, Ṙ and ū, Tol-kāppiyam is very particular that in transcribing such words only Tamil letters should be used and that letters special to the Sanskrit alphabet should be avoided; the grammar adds that it does not matter if the words thereby lose their original shape and sound provided the new forms are suitable. The result has been that Indo-Aryan words admitted into Tamil literature have been greatly altered, sometimes beyond
all recognition; this has also been their fate in popular speech. Naṟṟuḷ, a grammar written perhaps more than ten centuries after Tolkāppiyam, contains a rule which says that in transcribing Indo-Aryan words we might use letters which are common to Tamil and Sanskrit or letters special to the Sanskrit alphabet or both classes of letters. But this deviation from the Tolkāppiyam rule is only apparent, for another rule of Naṟṟuḷ lays down that the special letters of the Sanskrit alphabet should be transliterated in the Tamil script in accordance with a table of equivalents prescribed. These special letters are stated to be—the four vowels ṛ, ṛ, ṛ, ṛ, the anusvāra or nasal ə, the visarga, the aspirate tenuis, the media, and the aspirate media of each of five classes of mutes and the consonants ṣ, ṣ, ṣ, ḷ, ḷ, ḷ and it is laid down that these should be transliterated as follows in the Tamil script:

(i) all mediae, aspirate tenuis, and aspirate mediae should become tenues of their respective classes;

(ii) ṛ > ə or ır; as drṣṭi 'sight', vṛddhi 'increase' tiṭṭi, virutti.

(iii) ṣ > ə; as aja 'a goat', parikṣa 'a lotus' > aya, parikṣaṃ.

(iv) ṣ > ə or ă; as sauli 'a hall', sāmaṇa 'cemetery' > cālai, mayōṣam.

(v) ṣ > ə or ć; as sāsguna 'six qualities', puṣṭi 'nourishment' > caṅkuna, puṣṭi.

(vi) ṣ > ə or ṭ; as sūtra 'thread', vattaradj 'proper name' > cūttiraj, vattaraja.

(vii) ṛ > ā or ḷ; as hōra 'a garland', graha 'a house' > āram, kirakam.

(viii) ḷ ḷ; as pakṣa 'a side' > pakkaṃ.
(ix) final ड > आ; as मला 'a garland, a wreath' > मलai.

(x) final त > ठ; as पूरी 'a town, कुमारी 'daughter' > पूरी, कुमारी.

(xi) Other rules given in Naṅṉūl in regard to the changes to be made in Indo-Aryan words are that words beginning with र, ल, य should have the on-glabes (1) ए, ई, or उ, (2) ओ or ऑ and (3) ए respectively.

(xii) In regard to conjunct consonants, Naṅṉūl lays down that when य, र, ल are the second members of the nexus the conjuncts must be broken up by interposing the vowel ई; that if न, न are the second members, the vowel उ should be interposed; that ए should be interposed when the second member is ए; and that if र is the first member उ should be interposed, as:—सूक्ष्म 'a sentence', राक्र 'crooked', सुक्ष्म 'white', पुद्म 'a lotus', पक्र 'cooked, mature', रत्न 'a gem', सर्प 'a snake', > वृक्कियम्, वृक्कियम्, शुक्लियम्, पुद्मियम्, पक्रियम्, आटानिम्, चारपंणम्.

Nothing is stated in regard to the vowels ऐ, ऐ, or the anusvāra and visarga. The above are the rules which Tamil writers have adopted for their guidance when transcribing Indo-Aryan words in the Tamil script and words so transliterated are placed by them in the fourth class vāṭacol of Tamil words.

(c) Corruptions in popular speech. Dravidic is not the only part of India in which a progressive civilization has necessitated the admission of a large number of Indo-Aryan words into the vernacular vocabularies. The same has happened in the Malayalam, Kanarese and Telugu speaking countries but the cultivators of these languages have expanded their alphabets as so to preserve the Indo-Aryan words
with as little change as possible. It is only the old cultivators of Tamil, with the grammarians at their head, that were very particular that the borrowed words should be transcribed in the defective Tamil script in accordance with certain rules laid down by them. If their object was that people should in course of time forget the northern origin of these words and come to regard them as independent words of the South they have succeeded most wonderfully in their object as is evidenced by the current Dravidian theory and by the contention of many Dravidian scholars that Sanskrit has borrowed largely from Dravidian especially from Tamil.

The whole of this paper is devoted to the discovery of a portion at least of the Indo-Aryan words to which the disguised Dravidian words owe their origin. There is not much difficulty in discovering the originals consciously altered in accordance with the rules laid down by Tamil grammarians, though even here one often meets with puzzles; e.g.,

Indo-Aryan.  
Dravidian

\textit{Jamadagni}  \hspace{1cm} \textit{the father of Paraśurāma'}  
\textit{Prahlāda}  \hspace{1cm} \textit{the son of Hiranya'}  
\textit{Bahuṣa}  \hspace{1cm} \textit{having many verses', a term applied to the Rg-Veda.}  
\textit{Muhūrita}  \hspace{1cm} \textit{a measure of time' (48 minutes)}

But long before the time of Tolkāppiyam, before perhaps writing began, Indo-Aryan words had, owing to the limited range of sounds of which South-Indian mouths and vocal organs were capable, become altered to an extent undreamt of by the authors of Nāṉṉūl and Tolkāppiyam. This may be illustrated by taking the case of the Sanskrit vowel $r$ which should change into $i$ or $iru$ according to the rule of Nāṉṉūl, but has actually changed into $a$, $i$, $u$, $e$, $e$, $ar$, $h$, $ur$
etc., in popular speech, as will be seen in the following examples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Intermediate forms</th>
<th>Tamil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>mṛgah 'a deer, a beast' (Pāli form)</td>
<td>mā (1) 'a deer'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2) 'a beast'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>tṛṣa 'to eat, to graze'</td>
<td>nīg 'to eat', also nū (coll.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>uṣṇa 'to eat, to consume'</td>
<td>uṣ 'to eat'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>ṛksaḥ 'a bear'</td>
<td>ekkhu: enau 'a bear'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pr-ṇa</td>
<td>'to be delighted'</td>
<td>pṛṇ 'to be delighted, pleased'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pr-ṇa</td>
<td>'to delight'</td>
<td>pṛṇ 'to delight'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>pr-nā 'to cherish, to nourish'</td>
<td>pṛṇ 'to cherish, to support'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The words shown in the last column are now regarded as pure Tamil words but they are all obvious Sanskrit tadbhavas; such tadbhavas are to be found by hundreds in the class of words cherished by Dravidian scholars as centamīlarun and in the classes named as koṭuntamīl and ticai-e-col. The rest of this
section will be devoted to the discovery of the laws of letter-change which have transformed Indo-Aryan words in this extraordinary manner and of a portion at least of the missing links lost and forgotten, perhaps for over two thousand years.

87. THE TELUGU ALPHABET.

(a). The Telugu sounds:—The standard Telugu grammar by Cinnayya Sūri enumerates 36 letters as belonging to pure (aṣu) Telugu. There are twelve vowels as in Tamil a, ñ, i, ñ, u, ñ, e, ñ, o, ñ, ñ, and an. After the vowels come a nasal a called amuvóra or bindu and an obscure nasal called ardhanusvóra (half-nasal.). The consonants are twenty two in number: k, g, c, j, f, d, u, t, d, n, p, b, m, y, r, l, v, s, h, l. The first fifteen of these are arranged in the order guttural, palatal, cerebral, dental and labial, each class having a tenuis and a medius; between the palatals and the cerebals come ç and ğ having the value of tr and dr which are the sounds assumed by c and ğ when moved by non-palatal vowels. The class-nasals capable of appearing independently, otherwise than in conjunction with the corresponding tenuis and mediæ, and having separate symbols are n, n, m. The bindu and the ardhanusvóra may take the place of class-nasals before the corresponding tenuis and mediæ.

The grammar does not mention the harsh r of Telugu, called sakaña rēpamu, as a separate letter of the alphabet as it considers that the harsh r is only a variety of the ordinary r; but as the sakaña rēpamu of many Telugu words corresponds to the alveolar r of the corresponding Tamil-Malayālam words there is no doubt that it was originally an alveolar but that its original value has now been forgotten. We saw already that the literary Tamil cruру ‘coil, envelope’ passed into cuṭṭu having the same meaning in Telugu. In the
following instances taken from Cunayya Sūrī's grammar, what ought to be rr in Telugu becomes ṭṭ similarly:—kuru 'small, short': usu 'life, breath'=Kutturu (kurrukurru), eīru 'small'+eluka 'rat'—cīteluka (cīreluka). Where rr does occur, it is pronounced like rr, as in ērā 'red', kurru., vārdā 'a lad, young man'.

Recent epigraphical researches seem to show that the Tamil sound ḷ was also formerly used in some Telugu words. Throughout the historic period all the letters and sounds of Sanskrit have been freely admitted into the Telugu language and literature.

(b) The original Telugu alphabet possibly had only tenues and no mediae.

(1) Though the Telugu alphabet possesses characters to represent unaspirate mediae, some Sanskrit words containing aspirate and unaspirate mediae are written with tenues in the taddhava forms. Examples:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Telugu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>garbhāh 'pregnancy, embryo'</td>
<td>kusupu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḍṛtih 'a leather bag'</td>
<td>tittī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḍṛṣṭ 'in ḍṛṣṭate 'it seen, appears'</td>
<td>ṭalīyuv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhīṣṇyam 'a prepared seat'</td>
<td>tinnī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rājan 'a king'</td>
<td>rūzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mṛgah 'a deer'</td>
<td>rācī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nibham 'pretence, pretext, fraud.'</td>
<td>megamū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brāhmaṇah 'a Brahman'</td>
<td>Korava penāmbra 'a Brahman' Telugu penimi 'husband'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE.—In the Tamil country Brahmanas refer to their wives as *ponnumōōi*, where *ponnum* < *hōmmā* ‘a Brahman’ (Hindi) < S. Brāhmaṇa, and ōōi, is a feminine termination; and Brāhmaṇa women refer to their husbands as Brāhmaṇa. *Penimōōi*, ‘husband’ is apparently the oblique base of a lost word of the form *penamar*; for in the specimen of the Korava dialect referred to in the footnote, a Brāhmaṇa woman refers to her husband as ‘*penāmbra*’, which word is explained to be a corrupt form of Brāhmaṇa. This shows that Brāhmaṇa women of the Telugu country also refer to their husbands as Brāhmaṇa. Compare *ōōi* in which the original uninflected form appears to have been lost.

These examples seem to show that there must have been a period, perhaps the oldest, when as in Tamil, there were only unaspirate tones in Telugu. Of the Prākrit languages mentioned by old grammarians the only one which did not possess any medial sounds was the Cūlika Paiśācikā of Hemacandra which substituted the first and second sounds of each *varga* for the third and fourth sounds.

This rule obtains in certain Cūlika Paiśācī words given by Pischel in para. 191 of his Prākrit grammar; here ōō is substituted not only for ō but also for ō in some instances. Thus Govinda and Keśava appear also as Gopīnta and Keśapo.

Certain varieties of Ārṣa Prākrit dealt with in Cauḍa’s Prākrit grammar appear to have followed a rule similar to the one quoted above; for the MSS. marked C and D ṇ by

1. Hem. (IV-325). Cūlika-Paiśācikā *ṭṛityaṭuryayōr* ādyaduṭiyau; “In Cūlika Paiśācikā the first and the second letter of the *varga* are substituted for the third and the fourth respectively.”

2. Sūtra III-11 (a). *ṭṛityaṭuryathayōḥ, prathamaduṭiyau*; “The first and second letters take the place of the third and fourth letters respectively.” (Hoernle’s Cauḍa, p. 48 Appendix C-D.)
Dr. Hoernle and obtained from Western India contain a similar rule.

(ii) On the other hand in another class of *taubhas-as* in Telugu the first and second letters of a *varga* are often replaced by the third and fourth letters, the fourth again being replaced often by *a*. Examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Telugu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>arthaḥ</td>
<td>ardhena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aśvāthah</td>
<td>aśvaddhama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>etiḥi</td>
<td>vidhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kudāyam</td>
<td>goḍa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mukham</td>
<td>muhamu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sukham</td>
<td>suhamu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>putriṅiḥ</td>
<td>bottiya, botta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paṅktiḥ</td>
<td>banti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>putraḥ</td>
<td>bikṣa (pili in Tamil)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Susraseni pādit

Note.—The substitution of *da* for *tha* occurs only in the colloquial speech in some localities.

The above examples remind us of the usual *ārṣa* rules: 'The third letter takes the place of the first,' 'The second and fourth letters take the places of the first and second.'

In *'kudarama, gurramu,* we have both terms and media.

(iii) These inconsistent and puzzling substitutions obviously relate to words borrowed at different periods in the history of the language, and one is often left in considerable doubt as to which of two or more likely Sanskrit words is the original of any particular *taubhasa* in Telugu.

88. The Kanarese Alphabet.

(a) Kanarese sounds.—In his Kanarese grammar Dr. Kittel, following the works of previous Indian gram-
marians, says that there are 47 indigenous letters in true (acea) Kannada, viz., twelve vowels as in Tamil and Telugu a, ə, i, i, u, θ, e, e, ai, o, o, ou; an aumāra or general nasal and thirty-four consonants: -h, kh, g, gh, n; c, ch, j, jh, r; f, fh, ḍ, ḍh, n; t, th, d, dh, n; p, ph, b, bh, m; y, r, z, l, v, s, h, l, l.

The first twenty-five consonants are arranged in the order of guttural, palatal, cerebral, dental, labial, each class consisting of five including a nasal as in Sanskrit.

The letter l was in extensive use formerly but both r and l have fallen into complete disuse in modern times. Dr. Kittel has, however, introduced them in his Kannada-English Dictionary as he thought "that without them, Kannada and its language cannot be understood." Dr. Kittel also says in the Preface to his Dictionary "True Kannada has no aspirated consonants except in a few imitative sounds although in later years through Brahmanical influence they have crept into writings and certain circles of society; unaspirated consonants have therefore been substituted wherever the aspirated were not sanctioned by grammar." Similarly the dental s has been substituted for the palatal spirant ʃ in all true Kannada words and in tadbhasas. Acting on these principles he has divided the Kannada vocabulary into two main divisions—true Kannada and Sanskrit derivatives—exhibiting the former in bolder type than the latter in his Dictionary.

(b) Uncertain orthography.—Notwithstanding these emendations the Dictionary exhibits uncertainty in regard to the initial mute of a considerable number of words—as to whether the initial is to be a tenuis or a media. The following are a few instances of such uncertainty out of those that have been noted:

gey, key 'to perform, do.'
geleya, keleya 'a companion, friend.'
gaṅke, kuṅke 'the throat.'
gaffu, kallu 'a bank, shore.'
giru, kru 'to scrape.'
gude, kuṭi (I) 'a flag,' (2) 'a circle.'
gūnu, kānu 'a lump.'
gude, kūle 'a basket.'
dumbi, tumbe 'a crowd, a mass.'
dumbi, tumbe, dumbe, tumbe, 'a large black bee.'
dhũ, tōṇu 'jump, pass over.'
diṭṭu, tiṭṭu 'an eminence, elevation.'
duṇi, tuṇi 'to grow fatigued.'

It is not clear whether all or any of the alternative forms are mere provincialisms, or whether they have been admitted into the language at different periods of its history. It is probable that, as in Tehugu, there was a period when there were only tenues, no mediae, in Kanarese. The following Kanarese words may be mentioned as unmistakable instances in which tenues have been substituted for the mediae of Sanskrit words:

1. K. tadhu, addu < S. dadru 'a cutaneous disease.'
2. K. tuṅkana < dakṣina 'southern.'
3. K. titti, tiṭṭi < S. dṛṇi 'a pair of bellows.'
4. K. pubbu, purbu, hubbu < S. bhrā, bhrūva < 'the eye brow.'

Another peculiarity of Kanarese is that a number of words beginning with ca have alternative forms beginning with ce: a few examples may be mentioned here:
cakke, cekke 'a fragment.'
canḍu, cenḍu 'a ball to play with.'
cadamu, cedamu, kedamu 'to scatter.'
cambu, cembu 'the red metal.'
catṭi, cattī 'an earthen pot.'
canda, cenda 'beautiful.'
This reminds one of the rule of Tolkāppiyam that no Tamil words should begin with ʻca, the result of which was that several Sanskrit ṛddhacau words in Tamil which would otherwise have begun with ʻca were written with the initial ʻca.

(c) Telugu and Kanarese scripts are traceable to a common original which is derived from South Aṣokan.

89. SPIRANTAL PRONUNCIATION OF SINGLE TENUIS IN TAMIL IN CERTAIN POSITIONS.

(c) Bishop Caldwell notices the absence of symbols for medials in Tamil and thinks that according to the phonetic laws of the language surds and sonants are mutually convertible into one another and that one character serves for both these sounds.

"This rule" he says, "does not apply merely to the written characters of the language, but is the expression of a law of sound which is inherent in the language itself.

"There are distinct traces of the existence of this law in all the Dravidian dialects; but it is found most systematically and most fully developed in Tamil and Malayālam. The law, as apparent in the Tamil-Malayālam system of sounds, is as follows: k, t, t, p, the first unaspirated consonants of the first, third, fourth and fifth varga, are always pronounced as tenues or surs (i.e., as k, t, t, p) at the beginning of words, and whenever they are doubled. The same consonants are always pronounced as medials or sonants (i.e., as g, ṣ, ḍ, ḍ, ḍ) when single in the middle of words. A sonant cannot commence a word, neither is a surs admissible in the middle, except when doubled; and so imperative is this law, and so strictly is it adhered to, that when words are borrowed from languages in which a different principle prevails, as
Sanskrit or English, the consonants of these words change from sonants to surds, or vice versa, according to their position, e.g., *dina*; Sans. 'a tooth,' becomes in Tamil *tandam*; Sans. *bhāga*; 'happiness,' becomes *pākkiyam*.

"A similar rule applies to the pronunciation of *c* or *j* (the Tamil *ç*), the first consonant of the second varga."

Bishop Caldwell states that the sonants of the surds *k, c, t, t, p* are *g, j, ñ, ñ, b* respectively and does indeed recognise that the values of intervocal *k* and single *c* are not those of the English *g* and *j* but of the Irish *gh* and the Sanskrit *ñ* which are guttural and palatal spirants. The pronunciation of *k, c,* as *g, j* in Tamil occurs only after nasals and Bishop Caldwell's law of 'The convertibility of surds and sonants' fails even according to his own showing in the case of these two consonants. It will be shown presently that it also fails in the case of *p*.

(b) Sounds now actually heard in speech. Single non-initial *k, c* and *p* are never pronounced now like *g, j, b,* in common speech and though single non-initial *t* and *t* generally have the sounds of *ñ* and *ñ* there are indications to show that their pronunciation was different formerly. The name *meliyam* given to nasals would seem to indicate that non-initial *k, c, t, t, p* were perhaps once sounded as medias only when combined with nasals and that in other cases they were pronounced spirantally. The actual sounds heard now are as follows:

The letters *k, t, p* at the beginning of words and these same doubled as *kk, tt, pp* in the middle of words are pronounced hard like tenues; *k* and *p* are also sounded hard in the conjunct consonants *lk, tk tp, tp*. A single *t* in the middle of words whether intervocal or preceded by *y, r, n* or *l* is generally pronounced like a media. The letter *k* is sounded like *g* after *n, ñ* and *ñ* and the letter *p* is sounded like *b* after *ñ, m,*
and $\ddot{g}$; in other cases however $k$ whether intervocal or preceded by $\ddot{y}, \ddot{r}, \ddot{l}, \ddot{f}$ or $\ddot{l}$ is pronounced like a deep guttural spirant—something like $\ddot{ch}$ in loch; and $\ddot{p}$ whether intervocal or preceded by $\ddot{y}, \ddot{r}, \ddot{l}, \ddot{f}$ or $\ddot{l}$ is pronounced somewhat like the English $f$. It has been considered unnecessary, however, to have separate characters for these sounds and they are represented by $k$ and $p$. The letter $\epsilon$ is never sounded like a palatal tennis except when doubled or preceded by the consonants $\ddot{x}$ or $\ddot{f}$; when preceded by the $\ddot{u}$ it is pronounced like $\ddot{f}$; in all other cases whether at the beginning of words or in their middle it is pronounced like the palatal spirant $\ddot{s}$. The character for $\ddot{f}$ is never sounded hard except when doubled as $\ddot{ff}$; in all other cases it is sounded like $\ddot{f}$.

On a careful consideration of the available facts it would seem that the original tendency was to sound non-initial temes like mediae, only when in combination, with nasals and to pronounce non-initial single $k, \epsilon, f, t, p$ as spirants. The spirants corresponding to guttural, palatal and labial temes are sounded without difficulty and these sounds still hold the ground, $\epsilon$ coming to have the spirantal sound even initially. The following are some of the examples: *pahal* 'a day'; *tōhā* 'a tail'; *ahil* 'aquilaria agollocha'; *eṣy-ĉâratu* 'it does'; *eśiru* 'small'; *kaśoppu* 'bitterness'; *vārāpān* 'he who comes'; *mūrpu* 'the chest'; *vâlpù* 'nature' which are pronounced as *pahal, tōhā, ahil, Seyhirađu, śiru, kaśoppu, varāpān, mūrpu, vâlpù*. The form *ahil* is imbedded in the Hebrew *ahilom, ahilot*, occurring in the proverbs in the Old Testament and must be as old as the 5th or the 4th century B.C. Intervocal single $p$ has, in consequence of this spirantal pronunciation, been replaced by $\epsilon$ except in a very few instances; there are special reasons for its retention in the few forms in which it is retained and here it is sounded like $f$;—as *irāpātu* 'twenty', *agāpātu* 'sixty'; *āumpu* 'seventy' etc.; the forms *irâwâtu, agâwâtu, āumpu* are more common. The spirant of $t$ appears to be more
difficult to pronounce and it has in consequence come to be sounded like the class media $d$ although one occasionally hears the spirantal sound as in $svedal$, 'doing'; $podal$ 'going'; $varudal$ 'coming'.

The spirant of $f$ appears to be the most difficult to sound and this is probably the reason why $f$ is pronounced as $d$ except when doubled; but the attempt to pronounce it spirantally has converted it in very many cases into $l$ which next to $s$, appears to be the nearest approach to a cerebral spirant. Example:—

(i) S. $kaṭakam$ 'a house, abode'.
(ii) S. $pēṭakal$ 'a box'.
(iii) S. $ūdō $'pain, annoyance, agony'.
(iv) S. $ūṭi$ 'to pain, torment'.
(v) S. $nāṭi, nāṭi-kā$ 'a measure of time equal to twenty-four minutes'.
(vi) S. $nāṭi$ 'a tube, a tubular vessel'.

Pāli has $nāḷika$ in the sense of a measure of capacity

(vii) S. $astakama$ (1) 'any group of eight'.
(2) 'the eighth part'.

$āḷakkhu$—'the 8th part of one measure'.

$Pkt. aṣṭak$, 'compare'.
S. $aṣṭa$ 'eight'. $āṭh$ in Hindi.
(viii) S. ṭati (instead); ṭati→pali 'requital, amends, in compensation for, revenge'.

(ix) S. ḍakah 'a ram, a wild goat'.

(x) S. ḫilah 'clotted hair' ḫil-yaḥ 'having clotted hair' (c.f. caṭaiyaḥ) 'a name frequently occurring in the list of Pāṇḍya kings'. māli 'the plough'.

(xi) S. mēṭhī, 'the post to which cattle are tied when threshing corn'. K. mēṭī 'plough-tail'.

(xii) S. garuḍah 'the Brahminy kite'.

(xiii) S. haṭṭārakah 'a common name for a temple deity'.

(xiv) S. cuḍākhaḥ 'having a lock of hair on the crown of the head' cōḷyaḥ 'a class of people having a crown-tuft'.

(xv) S. kaṭapātika 'a small shell or cowry'.

Hindi. kaṇḍi, Marāṭhī kandī.

(xvi) S. taṭūríaḥ 'possessing ṛli 'a cloud' literally tuṣṭi or lightning, a cloud'.

The above are all instances of intervocal ṭ or ḍ having been transformed into ṭ; a large number of examples will
be found elsewhere in this book in which the final consonants \( f \) or \( q \) undergo the same transformation.

It may be remarked in passing that \( j, l, y \) of Indo-Aryan words are often converted into \( l \) in Tamil and that it is questionable whether there are many Tamil words in which the sound \( l \) is original.

90. THE OFF-Glide OR Final enNunciatiVe Vowel in Dravidian Words.

(a) Practice in different dialects. In most Dravidian languages there is a tendency to pronounce a short vowel after every final consonant.

Telugu. This rule is absolute in Telugu where no word can end in a consonant except rarely in poetry. For this reason all Telugu verbal bases end in \(-u\) which is put in solely for purposes of enunciation; for it disappears before the initial vowels of suffixes, and when a suffix begins in a consonant which is capable of combining with the last consonant of the base, the final \(-u\) disappears, sometimes optionally, so as to allow this combination to take place. Examples:—

Conjunctive participles. \( kōf\dot{u}+i=kōff\dot{i} \) 'having beaten'.

do \( nā\dot{j}\dot{u}+i=nā\dot{j}\dot{a}c\dot{i} \) 'having walked'.

Imperative. \( c\dot{e}yu+i+\dot{ou}=c\dot{e}yu\dot{a}c\dot{u} \) 'cause to be done'.

Present participle. \( kōf\dot{u}+\dot{un}=kōff\dot{u}\dot{un} \) 'beating'.

do. \( nā\dot{j}\dot{u}+\dot{un}=\{nā\dot{j}\dot{u}\dot{a}t\dot{un} \)

\( nā\dot{j}\dot{u}t\dot{un} \)

'walking'.

do. \( c\dot{e}yu+\dot{un} c\dot{e}yun\dot{un}, c\dot{e}st\dot{un} \) 'doing'.

Kanarese. In Kanarese there is now no verbal theme which ends in a consonant; all roots which in Old Kanarese
ended in consonants having had affixed to them an enunciative $u$ which disappears before suffixes, beginning with vowels. All nominal bases which in Old Kanarese ended in a consonant now generally appear with a euphonic final -u or -i.

Tamil. Tamil is not so particular in regard to the final short vowel of consonantal endings and its grammar says that Tamil words can end in the consonants $a$, $n$, $m$, $y$, $l$, $g$, $l$, $r$; but a short $u$ is heard after every final $k$, $c$, $t$, $p$, $t$, whether these consonants are pronounced as tenues or like mediae as they usually are after nasals. This -u is what the grammarians call kṣṛukaṇam 'short ū' which has only one-fourth the quantity of a long vowel, the rule being that the final -u is short in every word ending in $kū$, $cū$, $ṭū$, $rū$, $pū$, $gū$, if the word consists of more than two syllables or has in it a long vowel or a conjunct consonant. This stands to reason, for where, as in the Dravidian languages, the normal accent falls on the first syllable of a word then the final -u is necessarily short in all words consisting of more than two syllables or having a long syllable. This short -u disappears before suffixes and words beginning with vowels.¹

Including this short -u among vowels we may say that verbal bases in Tamil may end in any vowel except e and in any consonant except k, c, t, p, r, n. It follows from this that all short ū verbal bases in Tamil are practically consonantal bases, as this short ū disappears before suffixes beginning with vowels. For a similar reason all Telugu verbal bases with a few exceptions may be regarded as consonantal bases.

---

¹. The grammatical rule as to short ū has in modern times to be extended so as to include such words as $ēṇu$ 'think', $ēḷu$ 'disregard', $aṇṭu$ 'desire.'
Malayālam. Bishop Caldwell says:—"In Malayālam, a short a sometimes replaces the short ā of Tamil. Dr. Gundert considers this a peculiarity of the Malayālam of Cochin and Syrian Christians. Foreigners who are led more by the written sign than by the spoken sound, have often, he says, been led to regard this letter as a. The short ā of Tamil is still further shortened in Northern Malayālam, so that in the Northern districts it is not written at all, but a small circle or a dot merely over the letter is used to express this sound. The same usage prevails still more extensively in Tulu in which the pronunciation of this ā is still more like the Hebrew sheḵ.

(C. D. G. p. 18).

Mr. Sebagirī Prabhū in his Malayālam Grammar (Vṛś̱ākaraṇāṁṛtam S. 46) says that the final short a is usually pronounced as short a. He adds that the final -a of Sanskrit words and of finite verbs in the present and the past tense is a full a while the final -a of present and past participles is short.

The remark of Dr. Caldwell that the off-glide ā is represented in some places not by the symbol for u, but by a small circle or a dot over the final consonant is worthy of note.

(2) The genesis of the Tamil kurriyalukaram or short ā. It is well known that in most of the Aryan vernaculars of Northern India the final short vowel, specially short a, of words of two or more syllables is generally quiescent. This will be obvious from well-known names of great persons familiar to everybody such as Kēśava Candra Sēna, Rāma Mōhana Rāya which are pronounced Kēśab Canda Sēn and Rām Mōhan Rōy.

Words like kata(ṁ) 'pungency', lōka(ṁ) 'the world etc., as shown in the statement below will be pronounced in the north as kata, lōk, etc., and will become kata, (u)laku etc., in Tamil.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kaṭukam 'a compound of ginger, black and longer pepper'</td>
<td>kaṭuk</td>
<td>kaṭuku 'mustard'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaṭukah 'pungency'</td>
<td>lōk</td>
<td>ulaku.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lōkah 'the world'</td>
<td>rōj</td>
<td>aracu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rājan 'a king'</td>
<td>rōj</td>
<td>aracu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rājah akṣah 'an axle'</td>
<td>acch</td>
<td>accu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amītyah</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṣakatam 'a cart'</td>
<td>ekaṭ</td>
<td>ekaṭu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kapātam 'fraud, trick'</td>
<td>kapāṭ</td>
<td>kavaṭu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dūtah 'a messenger'</td>
<td>dāṭ</td>
<td>tāṭu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dyātam 'gambling'</td>
<td>jūṭ</td>
<td>cāṭu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vādah 'dispute, controversy'</td>
<td>vād</td>
<td>vāṭu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vikalpah 'option, alternative'</td>
<td>vikalp</td>
<td>vikarpu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rūpatam 'form, figure'</td>
<td>rūp</td>
<td>urupu, urusu, uru.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>valayah 'a bracelet'</td>
<td>valay</td>
<td>valai.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuvalayam 'a blue lotus'</td>
<td>kuvalay</td>
<td>kuvalai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nīram 'water'</td>
<td>nīr</td>
<td>nir.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>samarāh 'battle'</td>
<td>samar</td>
<td>amar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tuvarāh 'astringency'</td>
<td>tuvar</td>
<td>tuvar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kēralah 'name of a dynasty'</td>
<td>kērāl</td>
<td>cēral.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>analah 'fire'</td>
<td>anal</td>
<td>aṣal 'the heat of fire'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bālak (1) 'a tail'</td>
<td>bāl</td>
<td>(1) Tam. vāl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vālah (2) 'hair'</td>
<td>vāl</td>
<td>(2) Mal, vāl, māl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mālah 'Viṣṇu'</td>
<td>māl</td>
<td>māl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Tamil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sthāna 'a post, a pillar'</td>
<td>sthāṇa</td>
<td>tāṇ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arṣayā 'a refuge'</td>
<td>arṣān</td>
<td>arṇ. 'a stronghold',</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arṇa 'not fighting'</td>
<td></td>
<td>arṇmāṇai 'a fortified house',</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minah 'a fish'</td>
<td>min</td>
<td>mīn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idhmah 'fuel, especially that used for sacred purposes, as on funeral occasions, etc.'</td>
<td>im 'a burning ground',</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>im 1 'the burning ground',</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>karma(n) 'action, labour, work'</td>
<td></td>
<td>kam.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tabular statement above brings out in a marked manner the difference already pointed out between Telugu and Tamil. In Telugu all final consonants require a short vowel while in Tamil it is only final mutes that require it; thus, the Tamil nir 'water', and tuvar 'astringency' exist as nir and tuvara in Telugu. All the Tamil words shown in the last column as requiring a final u end or should end in mutes in the Indo-Aryan vernacular and the speakers of these languages experience no difficulty in pronouncing these mutes as finals. Thus even an illiterate Marātha when he means 'all the world' Sans. sarvah lōkah says sab lōk and the off-glise, if any, in the two words sab and lōk is almost imperceptible. But sab is impossible according to the rules of Tamil grammar and lōk becomes olaku in popular Tamil, equivalent to (u)laku of literary Tamil.

Having regard to the present practice in Indo-Aryan vernaculars, it would seem that in Tamil mute endings had at first only a slightly perceptible off-glise and that since this glide began to be marked in writing it has gradually

1,2. These two words are found in Tolkāppiyam (I. Pulḷḷi, i. 33).
increased in quantity to half that of a short \( \hat{a} \). The remarks quoted above, that the short \( \hat{a} \) of Tamil is still further shortened in Northern Malayalam and is not written at all in some parts of the West coast, lend support to this supposition.

It is also possible that this off-glide was not marked at all originally and that there was nothing to distinguish it from a consonantal ending. The Tolkāppiyam rules in regard to this matter are as follows:—

'All final consonants should be marked with dots'

(I. Punar. 2).

'They say that the short \( \hat{a} \) is of the same nature'

(Ibid. 3).

The second rule may be taken to mean that the off-glide was not to be distinguished from a consonant but commentators have understood the rule differently.¹

We have to remember that the off-glide \( \hat{a} \) is not now written in the northern districts of Malabar and in Tulu and was not marked in some mute endings quoted by Kumārila Bhaṭṭa.

The very existence of kurriyalukaram in Tamil appears to indicate that a very large number of Indo-Aryan forms with mute endings were adopted in Tamil which the Dravidians found it difficult to pronounce without a perceptible off-glide.

Of course even a normal final -\( \hat{a} \) in a long word will become shortened when the accent is shifted to the first syllable. But why should the grammatical rule associate this final \( \hat{a} \) with the tenues \( k, c, \hat{t}, t, p, r \), to the exclusion of other finals? This fact shows that the genesis of the kurriyalukaram is not to be sought for in a shifting of the accent but in an off-glide necessary in pronouncing final mutes.

1. "Meṟṟṟa eḻḷam pulli-y-otu milaiyal" (I. Punar. 2).

Kurriya lukaram u marreṇa milipa (Ibid. 3).
91. CHANGE OF THE FINAL MUTES t, d, r, ṭ, ḍ INTO ḥ, ḫ, ṣ, ṭ, ḍ IN TAMIL WORDS.

(a) Alternative to the off-glide. Sometimes the final mute of Tamil words undergoes a change if it happens to be a dental, a cerebral or alveolar and no enunciative ẑ is added. Then ṭ and ḍ become one of ḥ, ḫ or ẓ which have nearly the same place of articulation as themselves; while t, d and r will be changed into ḥ or ḫ which have nearly the same place of articulation as themselves. Thus māṭu ‘cattle’, pāṭu ‘ruin’, ‘loss’, irūṭu ‘darkness’, porūṭu ‘a thing of importance’ may appear as maḷ (a dialectic form) pāḷ, iruḷ, and poruḷ while eṭṭu ‘eight’ may appear as en without any enunciative ẑ or off-glide.

(b) A living rule in Malayālam. Some Sanskrit words and compounds used in Malayālam end in -f, or have -f- or -d- as the final letter of the first member of the compound and these letters are sounded like ḥ in that language. Thus the Sanskrit ad-, ud- (a prefix), tad, mad etc., in adbhutam ‘wonderful’, utsōham ‘energy’, tāṭparyam ‘design, object’, samathāram ‘surprise’, gadgadam ‘stammering, faltering’ etc., are pronounced al, ul, tal, mal, gal, adbhutam, utsōham, tāṭparyam, samathāram, gadgadam, etc., in Malayālam. Some of these compounds exist also in Tamil, but here t and d are replaced by r when they happen to be the final letters of the first members of compounds as in ar putam (adbhutam) ‘wonderful’, Par poṇḍapay (Padmanābham) ‘a proper name’, tārkatām (tatkālam) ‘that time’, mūrkaṁ (mudgām) ‘a kind of pulse’. So also Marul ‘a storm God’, jāgat ‘the world, tasmāt ‘therefore’, gurumukhāt ‘from the mouth of the teacher’ are pronounced Marul, jāgal, tasmāl, gurumukhāl. Similarly final -d has the sound of -f; thus jad ‘six’, madhuliṁ ‘a bee’, parivād ‘an ascetic’, are pronounced jaf, madhulif, parivāl in Malayālam. Sanskrit words ending in ḥ, ḫ, ṭ or ḍ are not now in use in Tamil.
This change of ı and ı into ı and ą, is an indication that their sounds were not originally dental but alveolar.

We know that even among the Vedic Aryans there was a tendency to pronounce ą as ı and ı. Thus the word ıda 'the earth, speech' appeared also in the form ıda; and in the first line of the first verse of the Rg-Veda 'agnimśe purohitam' 'I praise Agni the priest', the followers of the Rg-Veda pronounced ıda as ıa. A similar tendency now rendered very general is in full operation in Malayālam, a late off-shoot from Tamil, and gives us a most important clue as to the original form of a large number of Dravidian words which now end in ı, ı, ı, ą, ą. We are in the habit of regarding these finals as original and of supposing that kōl 'wind', porul 'a thing of importance', irul 'darkness, night', pāl 'waste', man 'mud, earth', pan 'a song', are the original forms of words and that kārru, poruṭtu, iruṭtu, pātu, maffi, paffu, etc., having the same significations are derived from them by the addition of the suffix -ṭu or -ṭi. But the above living tendency in Malayālam raises the presumption that the finals ı, ı, ı, ą, ą may in a large number of cases have been derived from ı, ı, ı, ı, ı; and this presumption is greatly strengthened when the Dravidian words having the above finals are compared with the corresponding Indo-Aryan words having the same meaning. The theory submitted by the present writer for the consideration of scholars is that in the vast majority of cases these finals are secondary, and have taken the place of the original dental, alveolar and cerebral mutes.

(e) The following examples will illustrate this alternative change of finals when the enunciative ı is not added.

(i) Tamil and Malayālam, mel, met 'soft'; mella 'slow'; miruṭu, metu 'soft, quiet, slow'. Kanarese medu, mel, mella, mellane.
The Sanskrit adjective *mṛdu* 'soft, quiet, slow' may become *mirudu* by the insertion of a glide vowel (*swarabhakti*) or *mṛdu* by the conversion of *f* into *e*; both these words are in use in Tamil. But *metu*, may lose the final *u*, and be converted into *mel, meyy*, by change of the final *i* into *i* or *y*. Example:—

*melliyam, mekkanaum 'soft kind'—grammatical names for *medias*; meypal 'soft kind'—a literary word for 'soft cultivable ground' which is also called *marutam* in Old Tamil; *mella mella-p-pōyay 'he went slowly'. The Kanarese lexicographer Dr. F. Kittel and the Malayālam lexicographer Dr. Gundert recognise that *mel* is a *tadbhava* of the Sanskrit *mṛdu*.

The oscillation of the final between *i* and *y* should be noted; *i* appears before vowels and *y* before tenues—
as in *melliyam 'soft kind,' melletuttu 'soft letter'; meypal, mekkanaum 'soft kind.' The same oscillation is seen in the Tamil and Malayālam *val, van 'hard, strong,' derived from the Sanskrit *valam 'strength, force'; valliyam, vankanam 'strong class (of consonants)' i.e., tenues:—valletuttu 'a strong letter or sound, a tenue'; vanpāl 'hard kind (of ground)'.

Similar oscillations are observable between *l* and *n* in the following couplets (a) *vel, ven 'white;' (b) *val, van 'generous'; (c) *ol, on 'shining;' (d) *tel, ten 'clear, pure;' (e) *el, eny (l) 'sesamum' (2) 'light, of little value; (f) nalu nala, nav 'middle.'

(ii) Tamil, Malayālam and Kanarese: *mel 'to masticate, chew′; medu, mid 'tread, grind.'

The Sanskrit root *mṛd* (v. tr.) 'tread or grind' has become *mel* and *mala* in Pāṃktī. In Tamil, Malayālam and Kanarese, it has produced the root *mid* 'tread' and *mel 'masticate, grind' (with the teeth); the latter form has been produced by a process of corruption similar to what we have noticed in the adjective *mel 'soft' from Sanskrit *mṛdu 'soft.' Dr. Gundert recognises that these forms are *tadbhava* of the Sanskrit root *mṛd.*
(iii) Tamil, Malayalam and Kanarese man; Telugu and Kanarese maffi; Telugu man, mannu; all meaning 'mud'.

The Sanskrit mṛd 'mud, clay' takes the termination ti and kā and becomes mṛtikā 'mud.' This becomes māṭiyā and also maffi (losing the suffix) in Telugu having the same meaning; the word maffi 'mud' exists also in Tamil and Kanarese. The original Sanskrit word mṛd must by an analogy become māṭ or maf which change into man in Tamil, Kanarese and Malayalam and into man mannu in Telugu, all meaning 'mud.' Dr. Kittel recognise, that Kanarese maffi is derived from Sanskrit mṛd 'mud.'

(iv) Tamil, Malayalam tiṇ, tiṇiya 'strong, stout, firm,' tidam, tippam 'firmness'; Kanarese dida, duṣa, 'strong stout, firm.'

The Sanskrit drṣṭa 'strong, firm,' gives rise to the Tamil-Malayalam tidam, dida, duṣa by the mere change of r, into i or u. Deprived of the final a it should become tīf in Tamil, but as Tamil words cannot end in tenues, it is converted into tiṇ. The word tiṇna exists also in Kanarese where it also means 'largeness, greatness, excessiveness' which senses are also inherent in the Sanskrit 'drṣṭa.'

(v) Tamil and Malayalam: cimil 'a casket,' 'a little round box.' The Sanskrit sampuṭa having the same meaning exists as cempuṭam in Tamil but when it loses its final a it becomes cimil which passes for a pure Tamil word. No Tamil word can begin with ca.

(vi) So has the Sanskrit 'dramiḍa' or 'drāmiḍa (Prākrit damiḍa) become tamil.

92. Sanskrit Words shortened or otherwise altered in Tamil in consequence of a shift of accent to the first syllable.

(a) Tamil words generally accented on the first syllable.
It is generally stated that the Dravidian languages are destitute of accent; but as pointed out by Bishop Caldwell these languages do possess an accent which is upon the first syllable of every word. This is specially so in the case of Tamil. Of course when a speaker has to emphasise a particular idea or to lay stress upon a particular mode of action he has to modulate the voice so as to emphasise syllables other than the first; there is also a class of verbs in Tamil-Malayālam in which the final vowel has to be stressed for the purpose of indicating that the verb is used transitively or causatively. Omitting these exceptional cases we may say generally that in ordinary Tamil speech the pitch of the voice is highest on the first syllable of every word and gradually falls till the last syllable has the lowest pitch; the result of this is that the final syllables of all words are slurred over. It has therefore happened that many words of three or more syllables borrowed from Sanskrit appear in an exceedingly curtailed form in Tamil. In several of the illustrative examples given below it is only the Prākritic corruptions of Sanskrit words that have thus been further shortened in Tamil; but it is thought unnecessary to distinguish such cases here.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Tamil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. pārāvataḥ 'a dove'</td>
<td>purāvū, purā, prā (vulgar).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. orathey 'relating to paddy.'</td>
<td>vai 'paddy stalks,'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. nīrārah 'wild paddy.'</td>
<td>nel 'the paddy plant, paddy grain.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. taist 'name of a month'</td>
<td>lai.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. mārgaśīrṣī do.</td>
<td>mārkāli.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. ānuṣī do.</td>
<td>āyi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. vamīṣāḥ 'the bamboo'</td>
<td>evy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. āpavrakāh 'a room partitioned off'</td>
<td>Mal : pura 'a room.'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9. pariṣīl 'practise'  
Sanskrit.  
10. marīya(m) 'the body'  
Pkt. maccā(m)  
11. kārya(m) 'action'  
Pkt. kacca(m).  
12. pākya(m) 'to be cooked or matured'  
pacca(m) 'uncooked, immature, therefore green.'  
13. randhyā 'a barren woman'  
14. bhastrā 'a leathern bag'  
pātrikāh 'a vessel, cup'  
pracith, pratih 'a hoard.'  
Pāli: pacci 'a collection, a bag.'

Tamil.  
payil 'practise, do again and again.'  
10. mey 'the body,'  
11. māy 'birth, incarnation.'  
12. pai 'green.'  
13. māy 'barren.'  
14. pai 'a bag.'

These examples are all dealt with elsewhere.

(b) Initial i or ai often replaced by e and initial u and au by o.

In Sanskrit, the vowel gradations are:—(i) i, u. (2) e, o; (3) ai, au. Indo-Germanic philologists have demonstrated that of these e and o constitute the natural stage and that they are transformed to i, u in less accented syllables, while ai, au represent the highest grade. The semi-vowels s y and ṣ occupy the same position as e and o and become i and u in less accented syllables; this change of the semi-vowels into the lowest grade vowels is called Sanprastharaṇa.

As the highest pitch in a word is generally on the first syllable in Tamil, it has happened that all words in which
the vowel of the first syllable was i or u in Sanskrit or in Old Tamil now exhibit e or o in the speech of the people; thus ikal (v. tr.) 'despise,' ičaitu 'agreement,' iťam 'a place,' nakkam 'endship,' iťam 'agreeableness,' iyām 'a reward,' imai (v. intr.) 'wink the eye,' iyai 'nature,' ilai 'a leaf,' kukai 'a cave,' kucavai 'a potter,' kuṭam 'a pot,' kuṭam 'quality,' curai 'a load,' curai 'a kind of gourd,' pulampu (v. intr.) 'weep,' kuvalai 'a lily' are pronounced in the ordinary speech of the people a: ekal, eśainu, eṭām, eṭakkam, e am, eṭām, enai, eṛkauanē, eḷai, eκokai, kosavai, koṭam, koṭam, ūmāi, ūlai, pulampu, kuvalai. Similarly the first vowels of Indoiranian words if they happen to be ai or au are changed into e or o in their tatsuuma forms in Tamil.

c) Initial e, yai is very often replaced by ec and vice versa.

Sanskrit. Tamil.
1. vyāghrāh 'a tiger' vēṅkai 'a tiger.'
2. vyāḷāh 'a vicious animal;' vēḷa(m) 'an elephant.'
3. vyāḍārāh 'trade;' vēpāram 'trade.'
   pēram 'bargaining.'
4. Tel. vēḷai 'work, business.'
   be∫a 'a two anna piece.'
5. vyāṅgah 'deformed, deficient, cripple.'
   vēṅk(aṅ) 'a pauper.'
6. vyarthikah 'useless, van.'
   veṛ(t) 'useless.'
7. vyayaḥ 'loss, expenditure.' Tel; veṛ(am) 'expenditure.'
Sanskrit. | Tamil.
---|---
8. vyākṣjanam | vaiccat (am)
9. vyavāsīyaḥ | vaicāy (am)
10. vyasana | vecatt (am) 'grief, 
grief.'

Sometimes the presence of a y in a word converts the first vowel a into e.

11. anya | ēnai 'other, 
'other.'
12. kalya(m) | kela-kku 'the east.'
13. paryasta | peroṭṭu (v. tr.) 'turn 
'turn upside.' peroṭ (v. intr.) 
'upside.' 'down.'
14. samyak | ceemi, cevai 'good con-
'fully, accurately, 
dition, welfare,' 
'well.'
15. samaya | cevai 'opportunity, 
'opportunity, 
'time.' 'fit time.'

The words vyāpāra and pēram now express the business of traders involving only sale or change of goods; but the first of them vyāpāra originally connoted the general idea of business including offices under Government. Thus in the Old Pallava Prākṛt inscriptions the word uṣpata (<vyāprta) referred to officers employed by the king in his service.¹

The word vēnai which is only another form of bēra and which now means 'an office, work, business,' thus appears to be derived from vyāpāra.

---

mands the officer in Dhāṇyakaṭaka.'
The Telugu bēda and the Kanarese hūda, which are merely other forms of the Tamil vēlam, both mean 'silver coin' or in Tamil vēli-kācu. It would thus seem that the Tamil word for Thursday has the same meaning as the Tamil name for Friday, viz., vēli, (suitable names for the brightest heavenly bodies next to the moon) words are traceable to the Sanskrit śvitra(m) and śvitra(m) 'whiteness.'

The word vēkav is used to indicate a pauper, humorously, in popular speech.

Parāṣṭa had become pālaṭh, pālaṭ in some Prākṛts (H.G. G.S. 143).

(d) Vā in an initial conjunct often changes to vā.

Sanskrit. Tamil.

kuvaḥ 'boil' ko-ti (v. intr.) 'boil'
śvānaka 'a dog' cōṇaṇki 'a kind of dog.'
dhvani 'sound' 'toni'
jwara 'fever' coram
jvat (v. intr.) 'shine, burn' colī.

(e) Samprasāraṇa. On the other hand vā and vā at the end of words where the pitch of the voice is lowest are converted into i- and u. Thus tvā and ād the conjunctive participle suffixes of classical Sanskrit which became tu and f in Prākṛt are also in use in Dravidian. In the following words final -ya has been changed to -i in Tamil:—(1) Pāṇḍya 'name of a dynasty,' (2) kanyā 'an unmarried girl,' (3) saṇḍhyā 'time of twilight,' (4) veṇyā 'a harlot,' (5) hātyā 'slaughterer,' (6) Ahalyā, 'a proper name,' (7) saṇḍhyā 'a barren woman' have become (1) Pāņḍi, (2) kānṇi (3) canti-antti (4) vēi, (5) atti, (6) Akali, (7) vanti.

This change called Samprasāraṇa has produced various forms in Sanskrit which appear to have their counter-parts
in Tamil words of Sanskritic origin; but it is difficult to say whether the changes took place in Sanskrit itself, before the words were borrowed in Tamil or after the adoption of the words in Tamil. For instance the roots *yaḥ* (v. tr.) 'sacrifice and *vaḥ* (v. tr.) 'speak,' *vaḥ* (v. tr.) 'sow,' *vaḥ* (v. intr.) 'shine,' *vaḥ* (v. intr.) 'dwell,' have the past participles passives *iṣṭa, ukta, utha, uṣṭa* or *uṣṭa* and verbal nouns *iṣṭa, ukta, utha, uṣṭa.* In these cases the accents in Sanskrit being on the suffixes -*ta* and -*ti,* the initial *ya-* and *va-* of the roots have undergone Samprasāraṇa. Similarly and for similar reasons in the perfect the original re-duplicated bases *yayaj, vaṇac* etc., assume the forms *iṇaj, vaṇca, t:j (H:j), ṛṇca (u ṛṇca).*

Certain Tamil words like *urul* (v. intr.) 'roll' and *āl* (v. intr.) 'come round' appear to be derived from the re-duplicated bases *varṣaṇa, vaṇa* which, when *r* is changed to *l,* would assume the forms *varṣaḷa, vaṇaḷa.* These last by the Samprasāraṇa of the *v*’s appear to have become *urulaḷa, urulaḷa.* It is best to regard the Samprasāraṇa to have taken place in Sanskrit itself where the accent was on the terminations.

93. North-western characteristic in Dravidian words, especially Tamil words derived from in 0-aryan.

Sir G. A. Grierson divides¹ the modern Aryan vernaculars of India into two classes with reference to their mode of treatment of the double consonants in the Apabhraṃśa words which they have inherited.

"It is a commonplace of the history of all Indo-Aryan languages, that the various Prākṛts from which they are derived are full of words containing double consonants. As an example we can take the Sanskrit *bhaktid, 'cooked"

rice' which becomes *bhattu* with a double *tt* in Apabhramśa Prākṛt. In most of the modern Indo-Aryan vernaculars (especially in West Hindi and Gujarāṭī) these double letters are simplified by the rejection of one of them and the preceding vowel is lengthened in compensation. Thus almost universally *bhattu* is represented in modern languages by *bhāt*. But in the Lahndā and Pañjābī this is not the case. The double letter is retained and the preceding vowel remains short. In Sindhi and the Dardic languages and sometimes in Lahndā the compound is, it is true, simplified, but the preceding vowel almost always remains short. There is no compensatory lengthening. Thus Sindhi has *bhātu*, not *bhātu* and the Dardic Kashmiri *bata* not *bāta*. This absence of compensatory lengthening is a most important distinction between the Aryan languages of the North-West, and those of the rest of India. It separates them at once as two definitely distinct groups. In the North-West a double letter is either preserved or is simplified without affecting the preceding vowel. In the rest of India it is nearly always simplified and the preceding vowel is then always lengthened.

Of the twenty-one words given by Sir G. A. Grierson in illustration, the following eleven occur in Tamil also.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(५) bhāktam²</td>
<td>bhatt</td>
<td>bhatu</td>
<td>bhat</td>
<td>pattu¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'cooked rice'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1. In the Tamil country vessels to which boiled rice or other cooked foodstuffs are adhering are regarded as ceremonially impure and are called *pattu* vessels; the name
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Pāṇījā́ī.</th>
<th>Sindhi</th>
<th>West Hindi</th>
<th>Tamil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(ii) uccakāḥ</td>
<td>uccā</td>
<td>uci</td>
<td>ścā</td>
<td>ucci 'the zenith, the crown of the head'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) śabdāḥ</td>
<td>sadd</td>
<td>sād</td>
<td>cattam 'a sound'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv) cakram</td>
<td>cakk</td>
<td>cāku</td>
<td>cekku 'oilman’s wheels'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v) śuśakāḥ</td>
<td>sukka</td>
<td>sakkā</td>
<td>cekku 'dried ginger'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vi) carma</td>
<td>camm</td>
<td>camu</td>
<td>cām</td>
<td>cemnāy 'leather worker'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**pattu** being usually explained as being due to the circumstance that cooked things ‘adhere’ (paruru) to the vessel.

The word *patam* is usually taken to be the same as the Sanskrit *padam* meaning ‘station, place, position’ and is usually understood to mean ‘proper condition’ in the phrase *cēṟṟu-p-patam* ‘the extent to which food has been softened by boiling.’

The explanation of *pattu* and *patam* given in the last column above is new.

I, 2. According to Tolkāppiyam no Tamil word can begin with ca.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(vii) <em>karnah</em></td>
<td><em>kann</em></td>
<td><em>kanu</em></td>
<td><em>kān</em></td>
<td><em>kaṇ</em></td>
<td>the 7th case post-position.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(viii) <em>karma</em></td>
<td><em>kamm</em></td>
<td><em>kanu</em></td>
<td><em>kām</em></td>
<td><em>kām</em></td>
<td>'work, employment'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ix) <em>raktakah</em></td>
<td><em>rattā</em></td>
<td><em>ratō</em></td>
<td><em>rātā</em></td>
<td>(i) <em>ra t t a m</em></td>
<td>'blood'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(x) <em>prsthām</em></td>
<td><em>pitth</em></td>
<td><em>pūthi</em></td>
<td><em>pīth</em></td>
<td><em>pūtth</em></td>
<td>'the back'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(xi) <em>dabhah</em></td>
<td><em>dabh</em></td>
<td><em>dābh</em></td>
<td><em>dābh</em></td>
<td><em>turmbu</em></td>
<td>'a straw'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the eleven words show the characteristic of the North-Western group.

The following list of additional words may be given:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit.</th>
<th>Actual or probable Prākṛt.</th>
<th>Dravidian.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. <em>cūrṇakah</em></td>
<td><em>cunno</em></td>
<td><em>cunāṃbp</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'power'</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tel. <em>sunnam</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. *Api karna* in Sanskrit means 'near', 'close to'; so the Tamil *kaṇ* has been taken to be related to the S. *karnah*. It may also be taken as related to the Tel. *kada* 'side proximity.'

2. *Pitari* in literary Tamil is *cīru puram* 'small back' and is obviously a diminutive form like the Indo-Aryan *pagri* 'a turban' (from the Hindi *pag*) and *tukāji* 'small bit' (from the S. *Śtōka*).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Actual or probable Prākṛt form.</th>
<th>Dravidian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. vyākhyānakāḥ</td>
<td>vakkhas</td>
<td>T. vakkanaį.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'commentary'</td>
<td></td>
<td><em>preliminary or superfluous words, explanation.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. kāṣṭhakāḥ</td>
<td>kaffo</td>
<td>T. kaffai 'wood firewood', kaffa 'a forest' also in Kan. and Tel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'wood, forest'</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kan. kaffa, kafa, kaḍa Tel. kaḍa 'end, limit'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. kāṣṭhakāḥ</td>
<td>kaffho</td>
<td>T. kai, Kan. kaffa, kafa, kaḍa Tel. kaḍa 'end, limit'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'limit'</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tel. aggava 'cheapness Kan. agga, haḍga.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. arghakāḥ</td>
<td>aggho</td>
<td>(1) worth, value, <em>廉价</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'price, value, cheapness'</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2) 'cheapness' Tam. akkaṃ 'grain'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arghyakāḥ</td>
<td>aggho</td>
<td>T. vakkai; K. bage 'a class, kind.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'saleable objects'</td>
<td></td>
<td>T. viṇṇap(pam), K. binnai, binnppa Tel.; viṇṇppa, 'a petition.' T. viṇṇavu, vind (v. tr.) 'enquire, question.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. vargakāḥ</td>
<td>naggo</td>
<td>T. vakkai; K. bage 'a class, kind.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'class, kind'</td>
<td></td>
<td>T. viṇṇap(pam), K. binnai, binnppa Tel.; viṇṇppa, 'a petition.' T. viṇṇavu, vind (v. tr.) 'enquire, question.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. vijnāp 'cause to hear, inform'</td>
<td>viṇṇav</td>
<td>T. viṇṇap(pam), K. binnai, binnppa Tel.; viṇṇppa, 'a petition.' T. viṇṇavu, vind (v. tr.) 'enquire, question.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
<td>Actual or probable Prākṛt form</td>
<td>Dravidian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. viṣṭih  'labour rendered to Government without hire'</td>
<td></td>
<td>veṭṭi(veṭṭai) 'unpaid labour'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. uṣṇakāh  'heat'</td>
<td>unho</td>
<td>uṇa(ṇku) 'be dried'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>uṇa(kku) 'to dry'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>uṭar, uṭar 'to dry.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. śuktiḥ  'oyster shell'</td>
<td>sippi</td>
<td>sippi, ippī, 'pearl oyster.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. vyuṭakam  'sown'</td>
<td>writtam</td>
<td>T. vītu, vītai 'seeds'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>K. bītu, Tel. vītu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. vyuṣṭih  'the dawn, the day-break'</td>
<td></td>
<td>T. viṭ(yat) 'day-break.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Coll.) veṭṭi(yat.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. uṇḍādi  'non-prosperity, ill-luck'</td>
<td>viddhi</td>
<td>T. mīti 'poverty.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. vandhyā  'a barren'</td>
<td></td>
<td>T. māi māc māc 'barren'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>K. banjī Tulu, baijai. Ma. macci.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. marṣya (m)  'the body'</td>
<td>maceu.</td>
<td>T. 1. māi māc as in immai 'this body that is, 'this birth.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. mēy 'the body.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. kārya(m)  'to be done, an action,'</td>
<td>Pr. kajja</td>
<td>kai kae kac 'action work' kai arutat 'to be incapable of action' as through excessive grief.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
<td>Actual or probable Prākṛt form</td>
<td>Dravidian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. pāky(m) 'uncooked, therefore green'</td>
<td>pacco</td>
<td>T. paccu, paccu 'green oolour.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>paccum, paim 'green.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>paiñ(kili) 'a green (parrot).'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pācya(m) 'to be cooked'</td>
<td>payir 'green crops.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. bhastrā 'a leathern bag'</td>
<td>pācī</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pātrakam 'a vessel'</td>
<td>pacci</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pracīh, pracīh 'a collection, hoard'</td>
<td>pacci</td>
<td>pai pac pac 'a bag.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. parva(n) 'the day of the full or new moon'</td>
<td>pavu</td>
<td>Kan. habbu 'a festival.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T. and Mal.: vōma 'holiday, change of the moon.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T. and Tel: ud, wawu 'full moon.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. pīṣṭakāh 'a ground substance, flour, meal'</td>
<td>pīṭṭho</td>
<td>pīṭṭu, pūṭṭu, 'meal cake'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kan. and Tel: pōdi 'powder.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T. puluti, pūli, pāṭī 'dust.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. vyaarthāh 'useless, vain fruitless'</td>
<td></td>
<td>T. Mal. and Tel. vetti 'useless, spoiled.'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sanskrit. | Actual or probable Prākṛt form | Dravidian.
--- | --- | ---
Kan.: bidu, ‘waste, uncultivated land’.
Mal: veṭṭam ‘light’.

22. śvitraḥ ‘related to white’
śvetaḥ ‘the white colour, the planet Venus’
from the root śvī to be white, to be bright.’

T. and Mal: veṭṭi ‘silver, the planet Venus’
veliccam ‘light,’ viḷaṅkku ‘to shine,’
vaiḷaṅkku ‘a lamp’
Kan.: beli ‘silver, the planet Venus,’
belagā ‘to shine’
Tel.: vedi ‘silver’
beḍa ‘a silver coin worth two annas’

23. varta-te ‘he is;’ veṭṭaī lives, conducts himself’

T.: veḷa(ṅku) ‘be accustomed’
vaḷ ‘live, be’

24. vardha-te ‘he grows, continues, flourishes, cuts, distributes.’

T. veḷ-ar ‘grow’
vaḷ ‘flourish’
veṭṭu ‘cut’
vaḷ ‘a knife, a sword’
vaḷ ‘shining’
vaḷa(ṅku) ‘distribute’

(1) Instead of slaked lime South Indians were formerly using powdered camphor with betel leaves. Karpura-cūrṇasaṃyuktam tōmbuttam pratigṛhyatām ‘Please accept (this)
tāmbūtam with the powder of karpūra is the formula now used when offering pansuparī to a deity.

(2) The word kāda in No. 2; and the words rānu (No. 19); pāli (No. 20); ṣī, ṣīnu, ṣīdu (No. 21); bēda (No. 22); rāj, rāj (Nos. 23 and 24); show lengthening of the vowels which is a west-Hindi characteristic. This may be due to later immigrants from madhyadesa.

(9) May also be derived from the Sanskrit nama ‘dry.’

(13) In Nos. 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18, the loss of one ē weakens the remaining ē and it is converted into the semi-vowel ŋ and ultimately vocalised.

(18) The pacc is means ‘a bag’ in Pāli and appears to be derived from or related to the Sanskrit pracītiḥ meaning ‘a hoard, a collection’ just as sāc is related to the Sanskrit sañcītiḥ also meaning ‘a hoard, a collection,’ literally, has come in the Dravidian idioms to mean ‘a bag’ i.e., a receptacle for hoard or collection. But from Pischel’s Prākrit Grammar it appears that some scholars connect a form pacc with the Sanskrit patrīn.

(22) Sūtram has latterly come to signify a kind of leprosy but its original meaning was ‘whiteness’ or ‘brightness.’

94. Changes undergone by the palatal ē original and substituted.

The Tamil alphabet possesses the single symbol ē to represent the following sounds of the Sanskrit alphabet, viz., e, eh, j, jh, ź and s. Tamil ē has the sound of the unaspirated palatal tenuis only when doubled and in the combinations re, fe; it is pronounced like the English j in the combinations źe and has the sound of the palatal spirant ź in all other cases. This spirantal sound is liable to be weakened into j, especially when intervocal, and is often lost. There are a number of tadbhavas in Tamil in which the Indo-
Aryan conjunct śṛ becomes ṝ and in several of them even this ṝ is dropped later. Sanskrit words beginning with the conjuncts śm, śn, etc., often lose the initial ś and ṝ when adopted in Tamil, these conjuncts also undergo various other changes as will be seen from the following examples. It may be said generally that the changes which the Tamil ṝ has undergone disguise a larger number of tadbhavas than the change of any other single letter. The instances given below are by no means exhaustive.

In the following instances the Sanskrit śra and śṛ have been dropped after being changed into ṝ in some cases, probably in all,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Tamil form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>śramaṇa</td>
<td>a Buddhist mendicant</td>
<td>camaṇa, amaṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śravaṇa</td>
<td>name of a month,</td>
<td>ṛvaṇi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śroṇā</td>
<td>name of a constellation,</td>
<td>ṛṇam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śravisthā</td>
<td>do,</td>
<td>avistam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śreṣṭhi</td>
<td>foreman of a guild, a wealthy merchant.</td>
<td>ceṭṭi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāli: sēṭṭhi</td>
<td>'a title given by kings'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śreṣṭi</td>
<td>a line, a row</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāli: nisensi</td>
<td>a ladder</td>
<td>ṛhi 'ladder'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telugu: nissaṇa</td>
<td>a ladder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śrutra</td>
<td>Revealed scriptures;</td>
<td>ōṭṭu 'conversancy with the Vedas'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ākṛita</td>
<td>'dependent' (adj.)</td>
<td>āyam (a dependent letter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śroṇam</td>
<td>'boiled meat etc.'</td>
<td>Mal.: kōli ṛṇam 'chicken broth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śrṅgabera</td>
<td>'green ginger'</td>
<td>iṅcī, 'green ginger'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāli: singiberā</td>
<td>Pāli: hingur, ingur.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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In the following instances the initial ś and ṝ of conjuncts have been dropped,

 śmaśru  'hair'       mayir
 śmaśāna  'a cemetery'       mayāṃam
 snōṇa  'bathing, washing'       nāṇai (v.t.) 'wet'
 sneha  'oil'       ney 'ghee'
       'friendship'       nējām.
 snuṣā  'a daughter-in-law'       nulai
 śrōṇa,  'a cripple'       *lōṇi, nōṇai.
 ślōṇa

In the following examples initial śṛ, śṛ(a), śl(a) have been reduced to ĺ.

 śṛukhṛta  'a chain, a fetter'       caṅkili 'a chain'
 śṛṇga  'the tusk of an elephant.'       caṅkam 'the tusk,
 śṛṇgāra  'handsome, property'       caṅkāram 'beauty'
 śṛṇgi  'a very poisonous plant'       caṅki
 śraddhā  'trust, confidence'       caṭṭai 'regard, respect'
 śravas  'the ear'       cēvi 'the ear'
 śrāvaka  'a disciple of the Hinayana school'
 śrāpaṇa-ti  'he cooks, boils'       caṇai (v.t.) 'cook'
 śleṣman  'phlegm'       cempa 'cough
 among animals'

T. ṭrumat, K: kemmu 'cough'
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In the following list, ś and š wherever occurring have been dropped.

śāhmati *the silk cotton tree* étōva, īlavu.
morgasiras *Name of a month* mārkāli
śīsa *lead* īyam

Śīmhaḷa \{ *Ceylon (a transliteration of īyam)* \īlam

Pāli: Sīhala \{ *one thousand* āyiram

śahasra *a needle* T: ści Tel, śūcī Mal: tūśī.

(T. ści may perhaps have come from the S. vēśī *a needle*)

sabhā *an assembly* āvai
samśaya *doubt* aiyam.
sarṣapa *mustard* Tam: aiyavi,
Pāli: sāsapa Tel: avat(u)

ācūrya *a priest, a preceptor* ācīrya, ācā(ṛ)

suparna *having beautiful feathers* āvānī

samaya *fit time, opportunity* amāyam

śulka *a toll* cuṅkam, uku
sarṣa (sarṣapa) *a snake* arāvū
śandhyā *evening* anti
śarKarā *sugar* akkāram
śāśaka *a cloth* ōśai

alāpa-satāla *intimate and familiar conversation* alāvālavu.
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In the following list, original and substituted, has been weakened into y or lost.

(a) kiṣāh 'the sky,' kāyam kāṣ (v.i.) shine kāy (v.i.) ‘shine’
     kāy (v.i.) ‘be hot’

vac ‘speech’ (Vedic) mouth vāy
 deṣāh ‘a country,’ tēyam,
 yacch (yam) (v. t.) give ic ic
     tēm । (give)
 kruṣ (v. i.) ‘cry out, bawl’ kūy, kū,
     vāy ‘sharpness’
     vēṭi ‘an axe, adze.’

95. OTHER CHANGES IN INITIAL SIBILANTS AND PALATALS.

In Tolkāppiyam it is stated that no words can begin with ca, cai, cau; this rule does not find a place in Nannūl. It is clear that in the interval between the periods of the two grammars a number of words had been admitted into the Tamil language beginning with ca, cai, cau. Even now there are not many words beginning with cai or cau and these are all obviously Indo-Aryan words. There are, however, a number of words in Tamil beginning with ca which are supposed to be pure Tamil; but in view of the presumption raised by the rule of Tolkāppiyam these words must be regarded as foreign.

In the following list of tadbhavas initial ca, sa šra, ja, jha and sa of Indo-Aryan words are converted into ce or ci. There appears once to have been a sense of incongruity in combining palatal consonants with a non-palatal vowel. Palatalis so combined are now pronounced dentally in Telugu and in Kānarese. Many words beginning with ca have alternative forms beginning with ce.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Tamil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) cakram</td>
<td>an oil mill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) carman</td>
<td>'leather'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) car, cel</td>
<td>'go, move'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv) śravas</td>
<td>'the ear'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v) śālmati</td>
<td>'the silk-cotton tree'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vi) samabhāgaḥ</td>
<td>'equal share, one-half'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the following words also the Sanskrit sama meaning 'equal, straight' has become cem.

(viii) cekkōl 'straight sceptre (i.e.) righteous government'  
(ix) centamil 'straight or correct Tamil'  
(x) centākkku 'straight metre'

Nos. (viii), (ix), (x) are the opposites respectively of koṭūkōl 'tyrannical government,' koṭuntamil 'corrupt Tamil' and vaṇci-tākkku. Here koṭum and vaṇci mean 'crooked'; the former being cognate with the Sanskrit hūṭila 'crooked' and the latter with Sanskrit vak-ra (vaṇe) 'crooked.'

(xi) sampūtah 'a round casket'  
(xii) savaraṇah 'like, similar'  
(xiii) jaṭin 'having clotted hair'  
(xiv) ja(ya)vaḥ 'barley' Pkt. javō  
(xv) jhāṭi a small tree, a shrub, a bush'  

'celi-y-an  
'cev-(v-arici) 'barley grain husked'  
'cefi 'a plant, a young tree'
(xvi) jamaļa  'one of a couple'  cevili 'a female companion' as in cevili-t-tōy 'mother's companion'.  

Pkt: jamaļa.  

(xvii) samyak  'correctly'  cevai 'well, completely'.  

truly, entirely,'  

Pāli: sammā  

(xviii) samayāk  'season, opportunity'  cev-i 'fit or proper time, opportunity'.  

(xix) cayāh  'the hand'  cev(v.t.) 'do', Tel: cēyu (v.t.) 'do', cēy 'the hand.  

The following words and a large number of others beginning with ca must be presumed to have been admitted into the language after the time of Tolkāppiyam.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tamil</th>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Tamil</th>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gāṅkam 'a multitude, and assembly'</td>
<td>saṅghāḥ</td>
<td>ekaṭu 'a cart'</td>
<td>sakaṭam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gāṅku 'a conch shell'</td>
<td>saṅkham</td>
<td>caṇal 'hemp'</td>
<td>saṇam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cāvam 'a corpse'</td>
<td>avam</td>
<td>sakkarai 'sugar'</td>
<td>sarkarā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Čavai 'an assembly'</td>
<td>sabhō</td>
<td>cantaṇam</td>
<td>sandanam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camaṭi (v.t.) 'cook'</td>
<td>śrāpayati</td>
<td>caṭai 'matted'</td>
<td>jaṭa.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hair.

In the following list, the initial sibilant or palatal of Sanskrit words appears as t in Tamil, &c.

(i) śrī (subs.) 'wealth', tira (subs.) 'wealth, beauty'  

beauty, lustre, high position, dignity.
(ii) śrītaṃ (subs.)
celvam (subs.) 'riches, affluence'?

(iii) śrīmān (subs.) 'an epithet of Viṣṇu'
tīrūmal (subs.) 'a name of Viṣṇu'

(iv) tēnā (subs.) 'an army'
tōṇai (subs.) 'an army, a weapon'
cēnai (subs.) 'a host, an army'

(v) svārga (subs.) 'the heavens'
tūrakkam (subs.) 'the world of the Gods.'

(vi) sūci 'a needle'
tūci (Mal.) 'a needle'
unci (Tam.)

The interchange of initial ś and t is exceedingly common also in Malayālam and Tulu. The following are a few of the instances noticed in Gundert's Malayālam-English and Manner's Tulu-English Dictionaries.

saṅgam
saṇci
samaram
sabhā
sasyam
sēvi
śona
sōlu
sēgil
sare
sate
seti

tāṅgam
tāṇci
tamaram
tavā
tasya, tāi
tēvi
tōna
tōlu
tēgit
tare
tate
teti

'love, affection'
'a bag'
'a fight, a battle'
'an assembly'
'a shoot, any young tree'
'serve, worship'
'incessant rain'
'be defeated'
'thunder'
'the head'
'a rope for climbing palm trees'
'pure, clear'
The change of intervocal *s* to *t* is also very common in Tamil and Malayālam. Thus, the Sanskrit manas 'the mind', māsah 'a month', mās 'the moon', āsana 'a seat', ṣāsanam 'an order', vāsah 'residence' etc., become manatu, mātam, mati, átāyam, ātāyam, vātam? etc., in Tamil.

(vii) oṣṭhaṇ 'the lips, Paie: oṭalu 'a lip.'

In Prāk. *ṣ* is changed *utalu 'is the standard into sā* (Var: x-6). form

(viii) śiras (subs.) 'the head' Tulu: sare, tare,
Avestic sarah Dravidian: talai 'the head'
Paiśācī sōr (Grierson) Paiē: Lang p. 73 is probably derived from a form suraka.

95. CHANGES OF THE ORIGINAL *p* SOUND IN TAMIL.

1. It was pointed above that (a) initial *p*, (b) doubled *pp* wherever it may occur, and (c) *p* in the nexuses *fp*, *rp*, are pronounced hard like tenuis, (d) that *p* in the conjuncts *mp*, *bp*, *np* are pronounced like *b*, and (c) that in every other position single *p* occurring in Tamil words is sounded like the English *f*. This *f* sound which must once have been common in Tamil speech has in course of time been further weakened into the labio-dental *v* and in consequence we find that the original intervocal *p* has been converted into *v* in almost all cases and that the final *v* has generally been lost except when preceded by *i*. Thus the only cases in which the letter *p* is retained in Tamil words are those included in (a), (b), (c), (d) and the excepted cases in (c).

(a) paḷam 'a fruit, pōmpa 'a snake' pīrā (v.i.) 'to be born', etc.

(b) karuppu 'blackness,' appam 'a cake,' etc.

(c) pūtpam 'a flower,' urpavam 'origin,' virpati 'learning,' etc.
(d) vēmpu 'the margosa,' pōṇpu 'quality,' avipu 'affection,' etc.

(c) verbal participles ending in pu in Old Tamil and still retained in poetic Tamil:

(i) ḍēypu 'running,' ḍēppu 'breaking,' ceypu 'doing,' varipu 'coming,' etc.;

(ii) ceypavaṇu 'doer,' varupavaṇu 'comer,' etc.

(iii) māṟpu 'the breast,' sūrpu 'support, reliance,' cāṭpu 'greatness, superiority,' iṟavüru 'nature, inborn quality.'

(iv) irupatu 'twenty,' arupatu 'sixty,' elupatu 'seventy.'

The words in (c) are obvious Sanskrit derivatives and are few in number.

The participles in (c. (i.) occur only in poetry; the words in (c. (ii.) are agent-nouns from these obsolete participles which are still in use and the p is probably retained in them for the sake of euphony, to avoid the repetition of va as in ceypavāṇu varupavaṇu. The words in (c. (iii.) found in Old standard works have acquired a status of their own.

2. The following are a few examples of Sanskrit words in which intervocal p has been replaced by v.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vāṭi 'a well'</td>
<td>vāṭi</td>
<td>ḍēpaḥ 'a lamp'</td>
<td>tivam, also ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pāṟam 'sin'</td>
<td>pāṇam</td>
<td>ḍētpaḥ 'sun's heat'</td>
<td>āṭavam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koṇṭi 'anger'</td>
<td>koṇam</td>
<td>ḍōpaḥ 'a curse'</td>
<td>cēvam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taṭas 'penance'</td>
<td>tavam, tavam</td>
<td>upamā 'likeness'</td>
<td>uvamam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nāṭitaḥ 'a bar-</td>
<td>nāvīṭaḥ</td>
<td>kāpaṭam 'fraud,</td>
<td>kavaṭu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ber'</td>
<td></td>
<td>deccit'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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These examples can be multiplied indefinitely. People acquainted with Sanskrit recognise the Tamil words as *tadbhava-\textvar at once.

3. In the following examples the final $p$ and $s$ of words of Sanskrit origin have been lost.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) $gopah$ (subs.) ‘one who guards or protects’. The word exists in Mal. &amp; Kan. in the sense of ‘a shepherd’ chief of a district, a king’</td>
<td>*$g\hat{\text{o}}p$</td>
<td>(1) $k\hat{\text{o}}\nu$, $k\hat{\text{o}}$ ‘a king’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) $gabhah$ (subs.) ‘a foetus, an embryo’</td>
<td>*$g\hat{\text{a}}r\hat{\text{u}}\hat{\text{b}}$</td>
<td>(1) $k\hat{\text{a}}r\nu$, $k\hat{\text{a}}ru$ ‘an embryo’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) $pupam$ (subs.) (1) a flower, a blossom; (2) the menstrual discharge</td>
<td>*$p\hat{\text{u}}\hat{\text{p}}\hat{\text{h}}$</td>
<td>(1) $p\hat{\text{a}}\nu$, $\hat{\text{p}}\hat{\text{a}}$ ‘a flower’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv) $rupam$ (subs.) (1) ‘form, shape (2) the inflected form of a noun or verb, the sign of that inflection’</td>
<td>*$r\hat{\text{u}}p$</td>
<td>(1) $u\nu\nu$, $u\nu$ ‘form, shape’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v) $ro\varh$ (subs.) ‘disease, sickness’</td>
<td>*$r\hat{\text{u}}\nu$</td>
<td>(1) $n\nu\nu$, $n\nu$ ‘sickness’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vi) $\hat{\text{se}}pah, \hat{\text{se}}pah, \hat{\text{seva}}h$ (subs.)</td>
<td>*$c\hat{\text{e}}\hat{\text{p}}$</td>
<td>(1) $c\hat{\text{e}}\nu$, $c\hat{\text{e}}$ ‘a bull’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vii) $gumpah$ (subs.) from $guph, gump$ (v.t.) ‘string together, as</td>
<td>*$g\hat{\text{o}}\varh$</td>
<td>(1) $k\hat{\text{o}}\nu$, $k\hat{\text{o}}$ (v.t.) ‘string as beads’ etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
pears, flowers etc.

(viii) eva "a particle added to emphasise or strengthen the idea expressed."

(ix) dēva (subs.) "a god" dēv "a god."

(x) doipah (subs.) "an island" hou "an island, also

 ff as in

(ii) doipah "a lamp, lantern" from dip (v.i.) "flame, burn" dipa-varii "lampwick" it-vallī "a torch" T (1) kūval "a well"

(xii) kūpah "(1) a well, (2) a mast" kūmpu, K. kūna, kū "a mast"

These changes and losses should not be regarded as modern or recent; the laws exemplified by the words given have been in operation from the time of the earliest extant Tamil literature. The words pū "flower" and cē "a bull" occur in Tolkappiyam (I. Uyir. 66, 67, 72) referable to the early centuries of the Christian era. The words (a) urupu, (b) alavu, (c) tirivu, among others, are assigned special technical meanings in that work as distinguished from their further corruptions (a) uru, (b) alavu, (c) tirivu. Thus (a) urupu is "a case form" while uru is "form of shape" generally, (b) alapu is "metrical measure" of sounds while alavu is "measure" generally, (c) tirivu is "change of one sound into another" while tirivu is "change" generally. These technical terms have come down from earlier grammarians and retain their original spelling.
4. We may lay down as a general rule that final \( m \) is always dropped if preceded by \( u \) and may be dropped if preceded by \( o \) or \( e \). If preceded by \( a \) the final \( avu \) may optionally be replaced by \( a \) as in the following cases:—

- \( vīnuv (v.i.) \) enquire \( vīnä \)
- \( aravu \) 'a snake' \( arä \)
- \( unavu \) 'food' \( uṇä \)
- \( nilavu \) 'moon-light' \( nilä \)
- \( curavu \) 'a shark' \( curä \)

\( pukavu \) 'food, eating' \( pukä \)
\( iravu \) 'night' \( irä \)
\( kaṇavu \) 'a dream' \( kaṇä \)
\( wavu \) 'the full moon' \( wō \)
\( puravu \) 'a dove' \( purä \)

These instances might be multiplied. The majority of them are instanced as \( taddhavä \) elsewhere in this book.

5. In the following Sanskrit derivatives the initial vowel of the prefix \( upa \) is lost and \( p \) is sound converted into \( v \).

- (i) \( upūdhāyāh \) 'a teacher, a religious preceptor'
  T. and M. \( vādhyār \); also T. \( āccar \). Tel.: \( ayya \), Kan. \( uṇjā \).

- (ii) \( upāyāsanam \) 'a present, gift'
  T.M.K. and Tel.: \( vayāyam \) 'present of sweet-meats etc., at feasts etc.'

- (iii) \( upa-uptaḥ \) 'to fall, falling to one's lot, to befall, as luck'
  T. \( māy \) 'to be obtained luckily without expectation'

- (iv) \( upās (v.i.) \) 'go near to, hasten near', a Rg-vedic root made up of the prefix \( upa \) and \( śr̥ \) 'go towards'
  T.M. \( r̥, var, vōr \); Tel. \( bō, bār, bōr \); Tel. \( vaccu \) (v.i.) 'come, approach'

- (v) \( Upendrāh \) 'Literally almost Indra'; usually applied to 'Viṣṇu' as brother of Indra; also used in Kan. in the senses of 'Indra, a king'
  T. M. \( vēntaṣ \) 'Indra, a king'
6. In the following Sanskrit derivatives the initial vowel of the prefix upa or apa is lost or transposed but the labial remains tenuis.

(i) upadhā, upidhi, piddā-ya-tē T. potti; T. and M. patañku; Tel. podugu. 
ipidhi 'cover,' 'it is concealed' Kan. pudi, podu, podugu, 'cover, conceal'
ipidhi 'cover,' 'it is concealed' Kan. pudi, podu, podugu, 'cover, conceal'

(ii) upanasthaḥ 'a fast day' Tel. pastu 'a fast', also pastilli.

upanastam 'a fast'

T. and M. paṭṭini 'a fast' Mal. paṇṇi 'a fast'

T. and M. pāḍu 'fasting and waiting' probably derived from a disused paṭṭu.

In Telugu pastilli 'a fast'—pastu illi both of which also mean 'fast'. In Tamil paṭu-kīta is 'to remain fasting within the precincts of a temple for propitiating the deity'; in Malayāḷam pōṭu-āri is 'to remain fasting in or before a debtor's house till he pays the debts, to dun by fasting'. The word pāḍu here is apparently derived from a Tamil pāṭṭu corresponding to Telugu bastu. Paṭṭini and paṇṇi corresponding to Telugu pastilli may derived from upavāsatīthi 'a fasting tithi'.

(iii) upāṣaṇam 'asylum', resting T. pācaṇai 'a fortified retiring place' 

The conjuncts stand sth often become tt, tth as in thāna, sthanā: 'a police station', thevāni: sthōpani? 'a deposit'; pūraṭṭu, pāṣṭa 'turn upside down'.

1. The conjuncts stand sth often become tt, tth as in thāna, sthanā: 'a police station', thevāni: sthōpani? 'a deposit'; pūraṭṭu, pāṣṭa 'turn upside down'.
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(iv) \textit{apāra} 'boundless, unlimited' Tel. \textit{pār-mādu} 'mother-earth'

\textit{apāra} 'the earth' T. \textit{pār} 'the earth'

(v) \textit{apasarpah} 'gliding away' *\textit{pasap}; \textit{paip} of Kumārilila Bhaṭṭa.

\textit{prasarpah} 'creeping along' T. \textit{pāmpu}, Kau. \textit{hānu}; Tel. \textit{pāmu} 'a snake'.

In Hindi, the Sanskrit \textit{sarpah} 'a snake' exists as \textit{Śāmpa} a nasūl.

7. The \textit{ṣ} of Sanskrit words is sometimes found converted into \textit{p} in Tamil. The probable explanation of this is that Tamil adopted the words from some Aryan dialects which had changed the \textit{ṣ} and \textit{b}.

\begin{tabular}{ll}
\textbf{Sanskrit} & \textbf{Tamil} \\
\hline
\textit{kāyam} 'a poem' & \textit{kāppiyam}. \\
\textit{diyam} 'divine' & \textit{tiippiyam} \\
\textit{gandharvah} 'a celestial musician' & \textit{kantarppa(n)} \\
\textit{vardhaya} 'serve food, make offerings to the deity' & \textit{patai} (c.f.) K. \textit{badisu} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

\textit{Pārvati} 'the goddess Durgā' \textit{pārppati} \\
\textit{vasah} 'a boy child' \textit{payya(n)}

8. In the following instances the initial \textit{p} of Sanskrit words appears to have been changed into \textit{v}; the reason is not apparent.

\begin{tabular}{ll}
\textit{pratimā} 'an image, an idol' & T. \textit{patimam} 'shape', \\
\textit{parvan(nt)} 'a festival' & T. \textit{vaivu} 'holiday for a festival'.
\end{tabular}
97. Dra
dian roots and words derived from the Sanskrit roots

\[\textit{vṛt} \text{ and } \textit{vṛdh}\]

Some of the commonest of Tamil and Telugu roots now regarded as 'pure Tamil' (Cen. Tamil) and 'pure Telugu' (Acca Telugu) can be easily shown to be of Indo-
Aryan origin. We shall begin by writing down all the Dra
dian roots and words traceable to the Sanskrit roots \textit{vṛt} and \textit{vṛdh} both of which are clearly of Indo-Germanic origin corresponding to \textit{vart} 'turn, turn oneself, become, be' and \textit{vṛdh} 'grow, increase' of the list of Aryan roots.¹

The conjunct consonants \textit{rt}, \textit{rth}, \textit{rd}, \textit{rth} often become \textit{tt}, \textit{th}, \textit{dd}, \textit{dh} in Prākrit. In many cases they do not undergo any cerebralization but are found as \textit{tt}, \textit{th}, \textit{dd}, \textit{dh}. As pointed out in the following pages, some of these conjuncts occasionally become alveolars in Dra
dian. The vowel \textit{t} undergoes various modifications of which \textit{ar}, \textit{ur}, \textit{ur}, \textit{a}, \textit{i}, \textit{u}, \textit{e}, \textit{e} may be mentioned.

The Sanskrit root \textit{vṛt} has the form \textit{surtate} 'it exists'; this appears as \textit{saffati}, and later as \textit{saffai} in the Prākrits, of which the root-form may be taken to be \textit{saff}.

Similarly the root \textit{vṛdh} has the form \textit{vardhate} 'it increases'; and this appears as \textit{vaddhati}, and later as \textit{vaddai}; of which the root-form may be taken to be \textit{vadd}.

In the languages of the West Hindi group (these two root-forms will usually become \textit{saff} and \textit{vadd} but in the North-
Western group they may remain as \textit{saff} and \textit{vadd}, or lose a a consonant and become \textit{saf} and \textit{vad}.

1. Appendix to Skeat's Etymological English Dictionary.
For reasons already explained these roots cannot end in $t$ or $d$ in Tamil. They must take an enunciative final $n$ or change their final consonants into $l$, $a$ or $n$ and become $val$, $val$, $val$, $val$, $van$ etc.

Some of the meanings of the roots $vṛt$ and $vṛdh$ given in Apte's Sanskrit-English Dictionary are:

$vṛt$

1. Choose, like.
2. Distribute, divide.
3. Be, exist, abide, subsist.
4. Turn, roll on, revolve.
5. Act, behave, conduct or demean oneself.
6. Speak, relate, describe.
7. Shine.
8. Do, practise.

$vṛdhati$ (causal)

$vṛdh$

1. Grow, increase, thrive, prosper.
2. Continue, last.
3. Felicitate, congratulate.
4. Speak.
5. Shine.

$vṛdhati$
sanná divide, apportion.

sangha share, apportion.

The last four roots appear to be Prākṛtic forms of sart and vardh taken back into Sanskrit.

The following Dravidian roots may be derived from the Prākṛtic forms of the above roots.

Tamil (1) vāl (v.i.) 'exist, live', e.g.,

kīṇaṟṟān vāl taraḷai 'frogs living in wells'
kōṟṟa vāl panaṟṟai 'birds living on the branches of trees'; vāl-nāḷ 'life-time'

(2) vāl (v.i.) 'behave or conduct oneself'
vaiyattu vālvaṅku vālpavān vānuraiyum
teyyattu vaṅka-p-ṇaṟum (Kūṟal)

'He who conducts himself after the manner of the world (the wise) will secure a place in heaven.'

(3) vāl (v.i.) 'flourish, thrive', 'last, continue', 'rule, reign'

vēntaṟṟa vaṅka, vēntaṟṟa vaḻiyā 'Long live the king';
vaḻtu, vaḻtu 'bless' are causal forms.

M: vāli 'a ruler', Tam. vāluri 'a title of Pāṇḍya kings'

(4) vaḷaṅku (v.t.) 'distribute'*

cakkarai vaḷaṅkindūr 'he distributed sugar (to the assembled people)'

(5) vaḷaṅku (v.i.) 'be practised'; vaḷakkam 'practice, habit', 'behaviour' (a derived noun)
also belong here.
(6) vātu (v.i.) 'use, make use of, employ';

vāduka 'practice, habit, custom' is a derived noun;
as also Tam: vātiikkai 'habit, custom'.

(7) vāṭiision (v.t.) 'distribute cooked food to the
people seated'.

Tam: vāṭṭi, Kan: haṭisu (v.t.) 'distribute or
serve out food or victuals'.

Tam: paṭai, Aryan haṭai (v.t.) 'serve food'.

All are apparently derived from the Skt. vardhay having
the same meaning.

(8) vāṭa (v.t.) 'cook food'. It originally probably
meant 'distribute cooked food'; but now
applies to the chief duty of the cook, viz.,
'cooking'.

vāṭākamnu is 'the portion distributed'.

The distribution of cooked food being the chief way in
which rich men helped the poor in very early times; the
root vāṭh derived apparently from vāṭadh has come to mean
'give'.

Tamil:

(9) vāṭṭal means 'a great giver', also vāṭṭiyar 'gener-
ous givers'.

(10) vāṭ (v.i.) 'speak' exists in Tamil, only in the
negative forms vāṭā, vāṭāṭu, 'silently', vāṭāmaiv
'silence, taciturnity'.

(11) vāṭ (adj.) 'shining' e.g. vāṭ-nūtal 'bright fore-
head'. The noun vāṭi 'light' belongs, apparently
to this.

1. It will be seen that the Dravidian words are derived
from a causal form c.f. 'yāgumvāṭākhīmi sāma shall serve rice-
gruel sir' (V.F.J.) Vol. VI, p. 366 9d.
Note.—There is no verb sāl 'shine' now in use in Tamil.

(12) vaṭṭa (v.t.) 'cut, hack' apparently comes from vaṭṭ 'cut'.

The noun uli 'a carpenter's chisel' perhaps belongs to this.

(13) vaṭi (v.t.) 'sharpen'; (adj.) 'sharp'

(i) vaṭiṭīl 'a sharp lance'; (ii) vaṭiṭiḷi sharpening a crow bar etc., (iii) vaḷ (subs.) 'a sword', (iv) vaḷi (subs.) 'an arrow', Telugu (vi) vaḍiṁi 'sharpness'; (vii) vaḍraṅki (Sanskrit vārdhaki) 'a carpenter' also come under this head.

(14) vaḷa-r (v.i.) 'grow, increase'.

(i) vaḷarum payir 'growing crops', vaḷarum pirai 'the waxing moon', (ii) vaḷarum pirāyam 'the adolescent period'.

We have till now considered only the roots arising from the bases vaṛt and vārdh. But r may also change into r and giving rise to forms like vīrt, vārdh, and undergo other modification. The roots may be reduplicated or may take prefixes; and the initial va may undergo Samprastāṇa.

(15) urul (v.i.) 'roll, revolve'.

The reduplicated form vaṛart 'turn round and round' will become vārart which by the Samprastāṇa of va will become urulī, urul.

(16) aḷ (v.i.) 'come round and round'. Not in use as a verb, but aḷam in the sense of 'a turn of duty' is in use in Malayāḷam. The reduplicated vaṛart 'turn round and round' will become vaṛaṭ and by the Samprastāṇa of va will become (aḷ) aḷ.
(17) $\ddot{a}l$ (v.i.) 'grow very old, decay'; $\ddot{a}lal$ (subs.) 'things spoiled or decayed'.

The reduplicated form *vanvardh* will become $\ddot{a}l$ as above.

(18) $\ddot{u}lu$ (v.i.) 'feign dislike or anger as a woman to her lover'.

The Sanskrit *apārīt* (v.t., v.i.) 'turn away from, repulse' which in conjugation will take the form *apāvart* (-a-te) will become $\ddot{u}laf$ in some Pākṛtś and may have given rise to the Tamil root. The prefix *apā-* becomes $\ddot{o}$, $u$, and sometimes $\ddot{u}$ in Pāli (c.f. Ep. Ind., Vol. V, p. 5).

(19) Tam: *ul* (v.i.) 'be' (a defective verb). Telugu *ündū* (v.i.) 'be'.

By the *Sanprasādana* of $u$ and may further be nasalized into the form $\ddot{u}ndu$. The form *vāf* is the verb-substantive in Oriya.

(20) *vīlu, vīl* 'large'.

These appear to be traceable to *virddha* for *vrddha* 'grown old, large' which will become *vīḍu*, and finally; *vīlu* and *vīl*.

(21) Tam: *vāṭṭi* (subs.) 'a turn, repetition!' (vulgar). Telugu *māru* (subs.) 'a turn, repetition'; *māṭiki* 'frequently' (literally, 'every time'). These words appear to be connected with the Sanskrit *āvṛtti* 'repetition, turn' and *āvṛt* (subs.) 'coming round and round'. The Sanskrit forms have become corrupted into *āvṛṭṭi* and *āvṛt* and by a transposition of the initial vowel have given rise to *vāṭṭi, māṛṛu* or *māru*.

Some instances have been given of the changes of *r* into *r* and of the change of initial *v* to *m*.

(22) Tamil: *vīl* (v.t.) 'sell'. Tam: and Tel: *māru* (v.t.) 'exchange, barter'. Kan: *bīl* 'sell', *bālu* 'sell for, exchange for'.

1. In the Telugu *vāṇḍu* 'he' and *vīṇḍu* 'this man', the initial *a* and *i* (of the Tamil *vaṇṭ* and *vīṇṭ*) have been transposed.
The word vartakam in Dravidian now means 'trade, exchange or barter' and if we can infer from this that vṛt has the meaning of 'exchange or barter' as undoubtedly parivart has, then we may suppose that vṛt took the form vīrt and was ultimately corrupted into (vīrt) vīl and bil.

Avar will also then have 'exchange or barter' as one of its meanings and may be transformed finally into māru or māru (vide item 21) and bālu.

In the two forms āritti and ārīt considered above the prefix ā displaced by metathesis produces the form vāṭṭi, māṭi 'repetition, turn', and māṟṟu, māru, bālu, 'exchange, barter'. But there are a few Tamil verbal bases containing alveolars which appear to be derived from the Sanskrit vṛt of Indo-Germanic origin corresponding to the Latin věr but there is nothing in the Tamil bases corresponding to the prefixes which give the special meanings to vṛt in the Aryan languages.

(23) The Tamil: māṟu (v.t.) 'deny, refuse' apparently derived from vṛt (vart) with no prefix conveys the idea of the English 'controvert'.

(24) The Tamil vṛḷu (v.t.) 'loathe, feel disgusted' probably derived from the same base vṛt (vart) with no prefix conveys the meaning of the English 'aversion' (from 'avert').

(25) We may also mention here the words māṟṟu, māru, involving the sense of 'the other'; māṟṟavai 'the other man' māṟu-nāl 'the next day', māṟṟupati 'again, a second time'.

(26) The following derivatives from vṛt and vṛḍhi in use in Tamil may also be noted down here.

vāṭṭam (vṛṭṭam) 'a circle'; vāṭtu 'a circular piece in gambling'; vāṭṭil (vartula) 'a circular plate'; vāṭṭai, vāṭṭi; vāṭi 'a way' (vartis 'a way'); vāṭai (vafaka) 'a round cake'; vāṭṭi (vṛḍḍhi) 'increase or interest (on loans)'.
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CHAPTER VII
DRAVIDIAN SUFFIXES

TAMIL I.

98. CLASSIFICATION OF ROOTS

Tamil roots and verbal bases may be grouped under three classes with reference to the principles laid down already: (A) accented, (B) unaccented, (C) accented when transitive or causal, but unaccented in other senses.

A. To the accented group belong:—

1. The verb substantive iṟa 'be' and above fifty roots of obscure formation ending in -a and consisting of two short syllables. Examples:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tamil</th>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>naṟa 'walk'</td>
<td>māra 'forget'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iṟa 'open'</td>
<td>para 'fly'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uṟa 'abandon'</td>
<td>iḻa 'lose'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iṟa 'beg'</td>
<td>uḷa 'labour'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pura 'protect'</td>
<td>kāṟa 'cross'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iṟa 'die'</td>
<td>kiṟa 'be, lie uncared for'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. All bases of obvious Āryan origin formed by affixing i to a Sanskrit or Indo-Āryan root or base. Examples:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Sans:root</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Sans:root</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pṝi 'read'</td>
<td>pṝh</td>
<td>kōpi 'be angry'</td>
<td>kṟp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mṝi 'die'</td>
<td>mṝ</td>
<td>pali 'be fruitful'</td>
<td>pẖala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṣavī 'dwell'</td>
<td>ṣav</td>
<td>pucī 'eat, enjoy'</td>
<td>bhuj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṛavī 'read'</td>
<td>ṛv</td>
<td>naṟi 'dance, pretend'</td>
<td>naṟ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. All causal bases containing one or both of the causative suffixes vi and pi. Examples:—
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ceyvi 'cause to be done'  naṭappi 'cause to be performed'
kaṭuppi 'cause to be given'  azivi 'cause to be known'
uṭuppi 'cause to be put on'  terivi 'cause to be known'
ceyppi 'cause to be done'  naṭappivi 'cause to be performed'

4. A number of miscellaneous bases including adjectives and nouns used as verbs. Examples:—

pār 'see'
ka 'protect, wait'
kaṭu 'give'
ṣu 'take'
poṭu 'lie down'
uṭu 'put on, dress oneself'
ka 'learn'
vil 'buy'
ul 'stand, cease moving'

B. (1) Of the unaccented group the most numerous are those ending in the short enunciative ā. Examples:—

āṭu 'play'
āṭu 'run'
ēṭu 'ascend'
ēṭu 'show'
aṇkā 'become dim'
tāṭi 'push aside`
enā 'count, think'
tū 'disregard'

(2) The following are some of the bases of this class not ending in short ā:—

vai 'abuse'
pāy 'flow (as water)'
ev 'shoot'
ṣu 'cease'
ka 'cut'
puku 'enter'
ĉey 'do'
nāku 'laugh'
pey 'pour, rain'
uku 'be scattered'
ala 'weep'
loku 'touch'
u 'plough'
ifū 'give alms'
telū 'venerate'
pośu 'suffer'
kāy 'be heated'
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C. The following are some of the roots which are accented or unaccented according to sense:—

ifi 'powder, become powdered'
ali 'destroy, be destroyed'
oji 'conceal, hide oneself'
oji 'break, be broken'
uri 'peal off (as the skin), be peeled'
ari 'burn, be burnt'
vifu 'disentangle or cause to leave, leave'
keifu 'ruin, be ruined'
mara 'hide, be lost to view'
ufai 'break, be broken'
arah 'grind, be ground'
anai 'put into, go into'
karai 'dissolve, be dissolved'

Note:—This complex classification may be contrasted with the uniformity that has been attained in Telugu.

99. THE PRESENT TENSE SUFFIXES -kiṟu, -kiṟṟu.

Paradigms Suffix -kiṟu reduced to -ku in some cases.

Corrupt forms. Explanation of dialectical forms.

(a) The present tense suffixes are -kiṟu and -kiṟṟu. The suffix -kiṟu is universal in the popular dialect; it is also now used in literary works though unknown to Old and Mediaeval Tamil. The suffix -kiṟṟu is confined to a literature and is not heard in the common speech of the people.
Present tense paradigms

Accented base *paṭi* 'read'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. <em>paṭi</em>-k-kir-ōn</td>
<td><em>paṭi</em>-k-kir-ōm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Coll.) <em>paṭi</em>-k-krōn</td>
<td>(Coll.) <em>paṭi</em>-k-krōm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. (Coll.) <em>paṭi</em>-k-kir-āy</td>
<td><em>paṭi</em>-k-kir-ār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. (Coll.) <em>paṭi</em>-k-kir-āy</td>
<td><em>paṭi</em>-k-kir-ār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. <em>paṭi</em>-k-kir-āy</td>
<td><em>paṭi</em>-k-kir-ār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. <em>paṭi</em>-k-kir-āl</td>
<td><em>paṭi</em>-k-kir-āl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Coll.) M. <em>paṭi</em>-k-krāy</td>
<td>(Coll.) <em>paṭi</em>-k-krār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. <em>paṭi</em>-k-krāl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. <em>paṭi</em>-k-kir-atu</td>
<td><em>paṭi</em>-k-kir-atu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Coll.) <em>paṭi</em>-k-kr-atu</td>
<td>(Coll.) <em>paṭi</em>-k-kr-atu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unaccented base *ṭu* 'run'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. <em>ṭu</em>-k-kir-ōn</td>
<td><em>ṭu</em>-k-kir-ōm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Coll.) <em>ṭu</em>-r-ōn</td>
<td>(Coll.) <em>ṭu</em>-r-ōm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. (Coll.) <em>ṭu</em>-k-kir-āy</td>
<td><em>ṭu</em>-k-kir-ār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. (Coll.) <em>ṭu</em>-k-kir-āy</td>
<td><em>ṭu</em>-k-kir-ār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. <em>ṭu</em>-k-kir-āy</td>
<td><em>ṭu</em>-k-kir-ār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. <em>ṭu</em>-k-kir-āl</td>
<td><em>ṭu</em>-k-kir-ār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Coll.) M. <em>ṭu</em>-r-ān</td>
<td>(Coll.) <em>ṭu</em>-r-ār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. <em>ṭu</em>-r-āl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. <em>ṭu</em>-k-kir-atu</td>
<td><em>ṭu</em>-k-kir-atu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Coll.) <em>ṭu</em>-r-atu</td>
<td>(Coll.) <em>ṭu</em>-k-kir-atu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In colloquial speech the *i* of *kiru* is elided after accented bases, the whole syllable *ki* being lost after unaccented bases. The third person neuter is often *naṭakkαtu*, *ṭutu*, *pōkαtu*, *erαtu* etc., both in the singular and in the plural in vulgar speech. In the grammatical dialect no elision takes place, and *kίrαtu*
may be substituted for -kira; the third person neuter plurals in this dialect are patikkirana, othukirana, pokirana etc.

(b) In the case of the verb substantive inu 'be' and of kita 'be, lie uncared for' which are both accented the present tense suffix -kira which in the colloquial language becomes -kru by the loss of the vowel i, finally becomes -ku by the assimilation of r to k. Examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. irukku</td>
<td>irukkör</td>
<td>kitaakku</td>
<td>kitaakkör</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. irukkär</td>
<td>irukkir</td>
<td>kitaakkän</td>
<td>kitaakkär</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. irukkal</td>
<td></td>
<td>kitaakkal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. irukkuta</td>
<td>irukkuta</td>
<td>kitaakkutu</td>
<td>kitaakkutu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irukku</td>
<td>irukku</td>
<td>kitaakku</td>
<td>kitaakku</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This use of kitaakku and irukku originally kitaakkrä and irukkru in the neuter without personal endings is probably a remnant of their former use in all person and numbers without personal terminations. The Labbai hawkers even now use irikkiri, in the third person neuter without any personal ending. Mutu irikkiri, paccam irikkiri etc. 'Pearls there are, coral beads there are (with me)'.

(c) Corrupt forms:—The forms of the verb substantive undergo corruptions of other kinds among the lower working classes and in Tamil dialects.

Thus in the town of Madras irukkär 'he is' becomes kiräy with loss of ru and compensative lengthening of the initial i; and also kiräy by a shifting of the accent and the consequent loss of the initial i.

(d) The Linguistic Survey gives specimens of Tamil dialects spoken by Tamil tribes who have wandered from the Tamil country and are settled in the Bombay Presidency,
Berar and the Central Provinces. In these dialects the suffix *kir* enters into the formation of the present tense:—

Korava or Yerukala. *igaru* “he is”, *igada* “it is” *igadø* “I die”. (L.S.N., Vol. IV, p. 320.)

Kaikâdi. *igari* “I am”, *igada* “It is”, *igadã* “they are”.

In Berar *kiri* “I am” etc. are used instead. (L.S.N., Vol. IV, p. 335.)

Burganji. Singular (1) *sirã* (2) *sirã* (2) *sir*

   Plural: (1) *sirã* (2) *sirã* (3) *sirã*

S in the above is interchangeable with e. Thus *cir* “he is”, *ciru* “they are” are also found. Such forms correspond to *kiri* “I am” of the Kaikâdi dialect. (L.S.N., Vol. IV, pp. 343 and 344.)

The correct explanation of these corrupt forms appears to be that the substantive base in which becomes i in Kaikâdi and Korava is elided altogether as in some forms of vulgar Tamil in Madras, # being palatalized at the same time. Professor Sten Konow appears, however, to take the *kir* of these forms to be a verb substantive and to identify the present tense suffix *-kiru* with this verb substantive. (L.S.N., Vol. IV, p. 296.)

100. THE PAST TENSE SUFFIXES

*t-iga*. Various forms of the conjunctive participle.

(*a*) The characteristic signs and letters of the past tense are mentioned in grammars as *t, t, r* and *ig*; here *t* and *t* include also the corresponding medial sounds *d* and *d* which they have after unaccented roots. Of these six signs *t, d* and *r* are merely modifications which *t* undergoes when combining with the final consonants of verbal bases. Thus *t* + *t* becomes *tr* or *gtr,* *s + t* becomes *s*t; *t + t* becomes *nt*; and *t + t* becomes *tt* or *nt*.
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Examples: 1st person singular:—

\[ \text{kal} + t + \text{en} = \text{karren} \] ‘I learnt’
\[ \text{vil} + t + \text{en} = \text{virren} \] ‘I sold’
\[ \text{cel} + t + \text{en} = \text{oerren} \] ‘I went’
\[ \text{vel} + t + \text{en} = \text{berren} \] ‘I conquered’
\[ \text{tin} + t + \text{en} = \text{tiren} \] ‘I ate’
\[ \text{un} + t + \text{en} = \text{unren} \] ‘I ate’
\[ \text{kal} + t + \text{en} = \text{kettren} \] ‘I heard’
\[ \text{kol} + t + \text{en} = \text{konren} \] ‘I bought’

The original signs of the past-tense-forms will hence be only two, viz., \( t \) and \( ig \); there is reason to believe that \( ig \) was not in use in the oldest stage of the language and that the short \( \ddot{a} \) bases which now use \( ig \) in the formation of their past relative participles and tense forms then used the suffix \( i \), which they use even now in forming their conjunctive participles.

(b) The past is the only tense in Modern Tamil which has a verbal participle from which tense-forms can be derived by adding personal terminations. These participles (conjunctive) are derived by suffixing \( tu \) or \( i \) to the base and the forms which they assume for the various classes of roots described above are as follows:—

(i) Accented. A (1) \text{irantu, kifantu, nafantu, marantu} from \text{iru, kifa, nata, mara}.

(ii) All other accented roots. A (2), A (3), A (4), and C. \text{pattu, na} \text{ttu, eynittu, nafappittu; kaytu, karut}; \text{poritu, patuttu; ititu, elittu} from A (2) \text{pati, na} \text{ti}; A (3) \text{eyvo, nafappi}; A (4) \text{par, kay, kal, patu}; and (C) \text{ifi, oli}.

(iii) Unaccented roots ending in short \( \ddot{u} \). B (1) \text{oti, katfi, ezi, enpi, elfi} from \text{otu, kattu, ezu, enyu, elfi}.
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(iv) All other unaccented roots, B (2) and C: "vatu, cytu, koytu, ceytu, peymu, alutu, ulutu, tolu; iotu, iftu, viifu; cenru, cenru, koyru, konru, ifintu, olintu.

From B (2) vai, ey, kar, ey, pey, alu, ulu, tolu, iotu, ifu, viifu; cel, cel, kol, kol; (C) ifi, oli.

(c) In colloquial speech -tu and -ntu become -cu and -scu after y and palatal vowels, and -gru becomes -gnu always. Thus pafittu, ifittu, ifintu, olintu, ufiittu, maraintu, ceyru, konru, etc. become paficcu, ificcu, ificcu, ificcu, uficcu, maraiccu, ceyru, konru etc. The past relative participles are formed by adding a to these conjunctive participles: -nañantu, cenru, konru, kefta etc.

(d) It will be seen that bases ending in short "u form their conjunctive participles with the suffix "i; relative participles and finite verbs (agent nouns) derived from these conjunctive participles will be ofiya 'that ran', kattiya 'that showed', ériya 'that ascended' etc., ofiyang 'he ran,' kättiyam 'we showed', ériyar 'they ascended' etc. These forms were current in Old Tamil but have now been displaced by forms containing the tense sign "ig—ofiya, kättiya, ériya, ofiyang, kättiyam, ériyar etc.; there is, however, no conjunctive participle containing the suffix "ig either in Old or Modern Tamil.

(e) Bases not ending in short "u form their conjunctive participles with the suffix "tu, the initial " of which is doubled after accented bases not included in class A (1); the number of unaccented bases after which "tu is sounded as "du can be counted on one's fingers. After all other unaccented bases and after accented bases included in class A (1) "tu becomes "tu.

(f) Conjunctive participles are sometimes used in the sense of present participles. Examples:
Oti santān 'he came running', nauantu santān 'he came walking', aṛtai niitu-k-katantān 'he crossed the river swimming'.

To avoid ambiguity the auxiliary participle viṭṭu is often added to indicate a past signification; and the auxiliary participle -konṭu is added to indicate a continuing action. Examples:—

cāppiṭṭu viṭṭu 'after having eaten'
muṭṭiṭṭu viṭṭu 'after finishing', 'having finished'
tañkti-k-konṭu inukkān 'he is sleeping'

Viṭṭu is the past verbal participle of viṭu 'leave'; konṭu is supposed to be the past verbal participle of the reflexive auxiliary koḥ.


Examples from old inscriptions showing the original gerundive sense of the suffixes:—

(a) The characteristic letters of the future are p, v.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>inu 'be'</td>
<td>1. irupṣēn</td>
<td>irupṣēm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vā 'come'</td>
<td>2. varuṇāy</td>
<td>varuṇār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tiṇ 'eat'</td>
<td>3. M. tiṇpāy</td>
<td>tiṇpār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tiṇpāl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n. inukkum</td>
<td>inukkum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>varum</td>
<td>varum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tiṇγum</td>
<td>tiṇγum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The letter v arises from the weakening of p after unaccented roots; p after nasals is pronounced b. The neuter termination -um arises from the elision of k in -kum after unaccented roots.
(b) The neuter forms in -kum and -um are the remnants of an old conjugation which appears to have been used formerly in other persons also; as it is even now in Malayālam; in vulgar speech they are in some places even now used in the Tamil country in the 3rd person masculine and feminine singular.

The forms in -kum and -um express simple futurity or the habitual present. The forms in p and v rarely express mere futurity; in most cases they imply contingency, will, obligation, or promise. In colloquial speech simple futurity is often expressed by the present forms in kizu, nālakku varukirēṇ ‘I will come to-morrow’.

(c) There is a 3rd person neuter singular form in p or v which was formerly much used in laying down rules and regulations; the following examples are taken from a Tamil inscription of the 9th century containing regulations for the management of a temple and of the attached seminary in Travancore (T.A.S., Vol. I, pp. 1 to 18).

1. pāni kuttuk-kāl pataṇal oṣvippatu ‘The business should be done without obstruction’.
2. muppurāṟu kuṭam nir koṭuppatu ‘Thirty-six pots of water should be given’.
3. kuraivāra koṭuppatu ‘should be given without any deficiency’.
4. poruvār aryai-k-kalam ilappatu ‘Those who gamble (quarrel) shall lose the day’s meals’.
5. poru saṇṭamum paṭṭu kaṭamaiyum koṭuppatu ‘The tax should be paid in addition to the fine of gold’.

(d) A form ending in -sum implying order or command occurs frequently in letters addressed to inferiors. Examples:

Cīkkiran ayippavum ‘let (it) be sent soon’
Patil utāge elutavum ‘reply immediately’
(a) Another class of words expressing obligation are derived from ka\textit{fava}—which is joined to an infinitive.

\textit{Ceyya-k-ka\textit{fava}\text{\textperiodcentered}n} 'I shall be bound to do'
\textit{Ko\textit{lukka-k-ka\textit{fava}\text{\textperiodcentered}y} 'You shall be bound to give'
\textit{Celatta-k-ka\textit{faviy}\text{\textperiodcentered}ar} 'They shall be bound to pay'

### 102. OTHER FINITE VERB FORMS

#### Imperatives, Benedicts, and Injunctives

(a) Imperatives. The imperative second person singular is the verbal base itself; the plural is formed by adding \textit{-um}, \textit{-mi\text{\textperiodcentered}r} or \textit{-mi\text{\textperiodcentered}r} to the base; \textit{-um} and \textit{-ka\text{\textperiodcentered}f} together form a double plural. Examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Nā\textit{̣}ta 'walk';</th>
<th>\textit{cey} 'do'.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>Nā\textit{̣}ta\textit{um},</td>
<td>\textit{ceyyum};</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nā\textit{̣}ta\textit{mi\text{\textperiodcentered}r},</td>
<td>\textit{ceymmi\text{\textperiodcentered}r};</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nā\textit{̣}ta\textit{u\text{\textperiodcentered}ka\text{\textperiodcentered}f},</td>
<td>\textit{ceyyu\text{\textperiodcentered}ka\text{\textperiodcentered}f}.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textit{El} and \textit{al} are also imperative suffixes; the former is always used in prohibiting; the latter may be used in enjoining or prohibiting. \textit{Ka} may be added to the negative \textit{al} in the singular and may be added in the plural.

1. Nā\textit{̣}ta\textit{vēl}, nā\textit{̣}ta\textit{va\text{\textperiodcentered}ka}, nā\textit{̣}ta\textit{va\text{\textperiodcentered}m\text{\textperiodcentered}n}, (pl.) 'do not walk'.

2. Maka\textit{n} en\textit{a\text{\textperiodcentered}l} mako\textit{ată\text{\textperiodcentered}f} pata\textit{ći en\textit{a\text{\textperiodcentered}l} 'do not call him a man (but) call him the chaff of mankind'.

3. Ollu\textit{watu ell\text{\textperiodcentered}m en\text{\textperiodcentered}a\text{\textperiodcentered}l} 'do everything possible'.

There is also a permissive imperative with the suffix -\textit{ka\text{\textperiodcentered}f\text{\textperiodcentered}um} or -\textit{ka\text{\textperiodcentered}f\text{\textperiodcentered}u} of which the initial \textit{k} is elided after unaccented roots. Examples:

\textit{Av\text{\textperiodcentered}a\text{\textperiodcentered}n pa\textit{ṭikka\text{\textperiodcentered}f\text{\textperiodcentered}um} 'let him read'}
\textit{Nō\text{\textperiodcentered}u vara\textit{ṭ\text{\textperiodcentered}f\text{\textperiodcentered}a} 'may I come?'}
\textit{Av\text{\textperiodcentered}a\text{\textperiodcentered}l poka\textit{фф\text{\textperiodcentered}um} 'let her go'}
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The forms are the same for all persons, numbers and genders.

(b) Benedictions and injunctives are obtained by adding ka to the verbal bases; they are the same for all persons, numbers and genders. The initial k is elided after unaccented roots.

Aratça ṽaḷa ‘long live the king’
Avarkaḷ ellūrum keṭa ‘may they all perish’
Naṭakka ‘walk’; uṭkārka or uṭkāra ‘sit’

These forms have a precautive sense in the 2nd person and are much used by Śrī Viṣṇivas.

There is a very rare variant arpir or ēppir of al-miṅ the suffix of the negative imperative plural which is sometimes used in cursing and is a strong injunctive. Examples:—

turakkam pukāppir ‘you shall not enter heaven’.

103. ECOGam OR INCOMPLETE FORMS

Relative participles—Adverbial participles

Tamil grammars arrange incomplete forms under two heads—peyar-ecoGam and viṅgiy-ecogam. The former is what European grammarians call ‘relative participles’, while the latter head includes infinitives, subjunctives, conjunctive participles, etc.

(a) Relative participles are of the forms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tamil Preterite</th>
<th>English Preterite</th>
<th>Tamil Present</th>
<th>English Present</th>
<th>Tamil Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paṭi ‘read’</td>
<td>Paṭikkira ‘that reads’</td>
<td>Paṭitta</td>
<td>Paṭikkum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patikaḷu</td>
<td>Paṭikkira</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cey ‘do’</td>
<td>Ceykira ‘that does’</td>
<td>Ceyta</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ceyyam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceykira</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ceyyam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kāṭṭu ‘show’</td>
<td>Kāṭṭukira ‘that shows’</td>
<td>Kāṭṭiṇa</td>
<td>Kāṭṭum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kāṭṭukira</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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(b) The second class—eemai-y-eemam—of incomplete forms are stated in Naanul to be of the following types:

ceyu, cyypu, ceyyā, ceyyā, ceyyēna, cey, ceyin, ceyyiyā, ceyyiyar, ceyyay, naṭappōn, ceypākku.

Of these the first five are stated to show the past tense, the sixth to show the present tense, and the remaining six, the future.

The type ceytu which includes the type katti is what has been called the conjunctive participle; it is by suffixing a to this that the past relative participle is obtained. Participles from which present relative participles have been similarly derived by suffixing a are not now in use.

The types, cyypu, ceyyā, ceyyā, ceyyēna are now wholly confined to the literary dialect; the first three of these are really present participles in sense.

The type ceyiy is a subjunctive form.

The types cey, ceyyiyā, ceyyiyar, ceyyay, naṭappōn, ceypākku, are all infinitives of purpose. Of these, only the first is in use in the colloquial dialect. The other five are found only in the literary dialect. The last three ceyyay, naṭappōn, ceypākku are practically unknown to Old Tamil and are not mentioned in Tolkāppiyam.

104. MISCELLANEOUS FORMS

Verbal nouns—Infinitives—Subjunctives

(a) Verbal nouns:—These are usually formed by adding -al, -tal, -pu, etc., to the base. There is reason to believe that the t in tal is only a formative letter interposed between the suffix and the base. The origin of this t and the other formative letters will be adverted to in a later chapter. Examples:
(1) ceyal, ṝiṭal, ṝiṭal 'doing, running, ascending'.
(2) naṭattal, ceyal, ṝiṭulal 'walking, doing, running'.
(3) nēnu 'weaving', ulavu 'ploughing', aruppā 'reaping'.

(ii) Infinitives:

(i) The infinitive of purpose is the 4th case of the verbal noun in al or tal.

ceyarku (ceyal), ceystarku (ceystal), ṝiṭarku (ैठ), naṭattarku (naṭattal).

(ii) Infinitives of purpose are also formed by adding a or ka to the verbal base, k being elided as usual after unaccented roots. Examples:

pañikkā, ceyka, ceypa, ṝiṭuka (ैठ).

These forms are also used in the senses of: (1) so as to, so that; (2) at the time that, when, while. Examples:

(1) avaṭṭai vīla utáttār 'he kicked him so as to cause him to fall down',

(2) poluttu vīṭiya vantarāṭ 'they came when the day was breaking'.

In Old Tamil and often in poetry -ppa is used instead of -kka after accented roots. Examples:

naṭappa, iruppa.

(iii) Forms like ceyriya, ceyriyar, 'for doing', ṝiṭuvāṭ 'for running', naṭappōṇ, naṭappāṭku 'for walking', are also used as infinitives of purpose in poetry.

(c) Subjunctives. The suffixes in use are: ṝīl, ṝīl, in, īl.
The first of these is used with finite verbs (future chiefly), the second chiefly with past verbal participles, and the third and the fourth with the uninflected. Examples:—

naṭappāyēl 'if he will walk'.
malai peyṭāl, 'if it rains'.
avāl varīṭ 'if she comes'.
avar uṇṇīl 'if they eat'.

105. Causal Bases

These bases are formed in literary Tamil by adding vi or pi to the root according as this is unaccented or accented; the original suffix was throughout -pi, but this has been softened to -vi after unaccented roots. Examples:—

cevi, varovi, naṭappi, nirpi.

These casuals appear to have been adopted late and have not yet displaced the old causal bases corresponding to the conjugations of pro-Dravidian period; these old bases maintain their ground and are preferred in popular speech to the later literary forms,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-causal root or base</th>
<th>Causal base</th>
<th>Non-causal root or base</th>
<th>Causal base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>naṭa 'walk'</td>
<td>naṭattu</td>
<td>elūmpu 'rise'</td>
<td>eluppū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nil 'stand'</td>
<td>niruttu</td>
<td>tirumpu 'turn'</td>
<td>tiruppū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vā (varu) 'come'</td>
<td>varuttu</td>
<td>kilumpu 'get up'</td>
<td>kiluppū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>itu 'be, sit'</td>
<td>iruttu</td>
<td>perukku 'increase'</td>
<td>perukku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aḷuntu 'sink'</td>
<td>aḷuttu</td>
<td>urukku 'melt'</td>
<td>urukku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poruntu 'fit'</td>
<td>poruttu</td>
<td>ituku 'become tight'</td>
<td>irukku</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The genesis and the formation of these old bases will be fully dealt with when dealing with pro-Dravidian aorists and past tense forms.
Nōte.—Many causals formed with the suffixes ər and ər have, in course of time, acquired shades of meaning slightly different from the old causals formed with the suffixes -tu, -pu, -ku.

2. TAMIL DIALECTS

106. KORAVA OR YERUKALA

The Koravas or Yerukalas are a wandering tribe of basket and mat-makers, pig-breeders, etc. They are found all over the Madras Presidency and in several districts of the Bombay Presidency. (L.S., Vol. IV, p. 318.)

(a) The present tense is formed in this dialect as in Tamil:—ādikērī 'I strike', hōgārē 'I go', ādikīr, 'I shall strike', sāgārē 'I die', igārū 'he is'. The suffixes kēr, kēr, gār are clearly identical with the Tamil ɨkɪrə ɨkɪrə. (L.S.Vol. IV, 320.)

(b) The past tense is formed by adding the suffixes -nə, and -na, or, in most cases, in the same way as in Tamil:—ādāstā 'thou struckest', hōnū 'he went', kūŋtān 'he gave', kūŋtā 'she gave', vaŋcu 'it came'.

107. KAİKADI

Kaikādis are a wandering tribe of mat-makers found in the Bombay Presidency, Berar and Central provinces (L.S., Vol. IV, 333.)

(a) The present tense of the verb substantive is as follows:—igārī 'I am', gārd 'thou art', igārū 'he is', igāda 'it is', igār 'we are', igrāng 'you are', igrāng 'they are', igadgā 'they (neuter) are'. In Berar we find ɨkɪr ɨkɪr etc., used instead. (L.S., Vol. IV, 335, 666, 668.)

(b) The present tense of finite verbs is formed by adding a suffix ək (gək) or ar. Thus ēdākē 'I strike', nārōk

(c) The past tense is formed by means of the same suffixes as in Tamil.

Forms such as śeiddu ‘he has done’, yakṣīsū ‘he spent’ are compounds. Compare Tamil urēy pronounced utīy ‘I was’. Forms such as bhēśītìnō ‘he met’, raṃsī ‘it came’, tiṅgāntun ‘the pigs ate’, should be compared with the vulgar Tamil forms such as paṭīcōṇ ‘he learned’, paṭīcētu ‘it learnt’; āccu, āccutu instead of utīy ‘it became’, ‘it was’; Aṁ ‘it was’ in a specimen received from Akola, directly corresponds to the vulgar Tamil āccu.

In Elichpur we find forms such as pesu ‘he said’, guḍtun ‘he gave’, hōsu ‘he went’. They appear to contain the suffix -tsa or -tsu of the 3rd person neuter. Similar forms occur in Burgandī also.

(d) The future apparently corresponds to the Tamil present. Thus iktār ‘I shall be’, cōkārī ‘I shall arise’, idrī ‘shall strike’, hōgrī ‘I shall go’. (L.S., Vol. IV, 335.)

(e) Kaikōdī thus agrees with vulgar Tamil in most respects. Like other Tamil dialects, in several points, it agrees with Kanarese, and it must therefore be derived from an older form when Tamil and Kanarese had not as yet been differentiated so much as is the case at the present day. (L. S., Vol. IV, 333.)

108. Burgandī

Burgandī is the dialect of another vagrant tribe in Nimar and the Central India Agency. It is closely connected with Kaikōdī, but is apparently dying out. (L.S., Vol. IV, 343.)
(a) The following are the forms of the present tense of the verb substantive. (L.S., Vol. IV, 343.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. <em>sīrā</em></td>
<td>1. <em>sīrā</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. <em>sīrā</em></td>
<td>2. <em>sīrā</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. <em>sīrā</em></td>
<td>3. <em>sīrā</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*S* is in this verb interchangeable with *e*. Thus we also find *cīr* 'he is', *cīrā* 'they are'. Such forms correspond to *kīrē* 'I am', and so forth in some forms of *Kākādā* (L.S., Vol. IV, 344.)

(b) The past tense of the verb substantive is given as *nīdis* in all persons and numbers. The first specimen, however, contains the plural form *nīdisu* 'they were'.

(c) The present tense of finite verbs is formed much as in *Kākādā*. Thus *nikāke* 'I live', *sāgākē* 'I die', *pōgākē* 'I go', *tiṅgākō* 'let us eat', *siyākō* 'let us do', *tiṅgākā* 'they eat'.

(d) The past tense is formed by one of the suffixes *s* (or *e*) and *a*. Thus *aḍā* 'I struck'; *aḍaṇ* 'thou struckest'; *aḍeś* 'he struck'; *aḍeṇ* 'we, you, or they struck'; *pōinē* 'I went'; *pōina* 'thou wentest'; *pōś* 'he went'; *pōinō* 'we went'; *pōinānt* 'you or they went'; *saṅjē* 'I did'; *saṅja* 'thou didst'; *saṅjō* 'we did'; *akna* 'thou madest'; *tiṅgasū* 'they ate'; *nikasū* 'they lived'.

The 3rd person singular always ends in *s* or *e*. Thus *thōraṇ* 'he sent', *patas* 'he saw', *pōras* 'he ran', *enpiskus* 'he wasted', *vaṇe* 'he came'. *Is* or *as* is sometimes added. Thus *mandisō* and *mantis* 'he began'; *pēsis* or *pesus* 'he said'; *saṅjus* 'he did'.

(e) There are several other forms which apparently contain a suffix -yō. Thus *vaṅgyōt* 'I drove'; *vaṅgu* and *vaṅgyōtus* 'he drove'; *teyōs* 'he went'; *vaṅyoś* 'it happened'.
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Forms such as əlyə nđiś 'he had gone', lit. 'gone he was' seem to point to the conclusion that this -yə is the suffix of a past participle passive. It is therefore probably borrowed from Rājasthānī.

A perfect is vənčir 'he has come'. It is formed from the conjunctive participle vənc by adding ir, another form of sir 'he is'.

(f) The future is apparently formed as in Kaikāṭi. Thus aŋkra 'thou wilt strike'; agarē 'I shall be'; agar and aŋyəgar 'he will be', Mētirisuṅga 'I shall fill', is in its termination apparently a Rājasthānī form. Other forms are khālak 'I shall go', sarā 'I shall say', Koŋtur 'I shall give', pərak 'I shall throw'.

Note.—Everything stated above in regard to Tamil dialects is taken almost verbatim from the Linguistic Survey of India.

OLD TAMIL.

Note.—Tol-kāppiyam is our main authority for the grammatical forms of Old Tamil but the work does not refer to tense-suffixes as such though of course it gives verb-forms containing such suffixes; in fact the term īfamila does not occur in the work at all. One is therefore left in considerable doubt as to which of the suffixes of modern Tamil were in use in that early period. The commentaries supply the omission, but having been written several centuries after the date of Tolkāppiyam, they will naturally include later developments and formations, and are not reliable authorities in all cases for the grammatical forms of the archaic period. It has therefore been thought necessary to examine all the verb-forms occurring in Tolkāppiyam itself and the Caṅkam and other early Tamil works mentioned already. The results of this examination may be summarised thus—It is
surmised that the omission in Tolkëppiyam to enumerate or classify the tense-suffixes may partly be due to the difficulty of saying except with reference to the context what tense any particular participle indicated. It is also possible that the grammarians then regarded a pronominalised verb as made up of a participle and a pronominal ending and had not yet risen to the conception of a tense suffix or sign.

109. THE PAST TENSE.

This was the only tense in Old Tamil which denoted a definite time; all other tenses were practically aorists.

The signs of the past tense were as in modern Tamil t, d (intervocal t), nt and i or it, but poets occasionally formed the conjunctive participles with i even in the case of bases which did not end in short u. Example:—

micii 'having eaten' from mici 'eat'; malai 'having warred' from malai 'war', kurii 'having intended' from kuri intend.

Such forms occur in Tolkëppiyam itself. It is not possible to say now whether this was merely a poetical license or was a characteristic of the living language of the time.

Finite verbs formed conjunctive participles ending in i were as numerous in Old Tamil as the finite verbs containing the tense suffix -it, but past relative participles always ended in -iva, and not one ending in -ina could be found in the earliest works. Both the relative participles in -iva and the finite verbs formed from conjunctive participles ending in -i have now fallen into disuse except in a few stereotyped cases like veiyiya 'required', nāyiya 'desired', etc., but the

1. Vide Tolkëppiyam I, 83; 121; 141; 226; II, 40; 57; 115; 163.
existence of the former in colloquial Malayalam and of the latter in colloquial Telugu would show that they were once in common use in the speech of the people in the Tamil land also.

110. THE T-AORIST

This suffix was different in origin from the -t suffix of the past tense and was confined to the 1st and 2nd persons only. The suffix combined with the personal endings took the forms: 1st person (sing.) -tu, (plur.) -tum; 2nd person (sing.) -ti or -tai, (plur.) -tir. The use of t in many of the following examples merely shows the intervocal pronunciation like that of the t of the past tense. The aorist t also changed to ŋ and r in combination with the final of the base. Examples:—

1. nīgāti 'you think'.
2. kānti 'please see'.
3. cēri, cērti, _IGNORE_ ēkuti 'please go'.
4. ēkri (1) 'you will say'. (2) 'you say'. (3) 'you are in the habit of saying'.
5. irattir (1) 'you will beg'. (2) 'you beg'.
6. vipacutir 'you will ask'.
7. kaṭattir 'you cross'.
8. varūtum 'we will come'.
9. puñiṟu nāṟutum 'we smell of confinement (childbirth)'.
10. varuṇitutum 'we will suffer'.
11. ōṅrutum 'we will be with you'.

The above examples show that these t forms constituted an aorist tense. These aorist forms were in extensive use in Old Tamil, but they are now unknown to the spoken
Tamil of the people and are but rarely used in literary Tamil having been superseded in both these dialects by tense-forms containing the suffixes-kiṟu and -kiṟru. The Old Tamil forms correspond to the aorist tense in Telugu and must have been in popular use in old times. Their total disappearance from colloquial speech is doubtless due to the confusion between them and the dental past forms.

111. THE K-AORIST

This suffix used sometimes with, sometimes without personal endings, took the following forms:—1st person singular -ku, 1st person plural -kum, 3rd person singular and neuter plural -kum which usually became -um after unaccented roots; but -k was never elided in the 1st person. -ku and -kum in the 1st person often had an infinitival force. The ordinary personal endings were sometimes added to -ku in the 1st person. Examples:—

(1) telikku ‘I assure (you)’ (Kali: 88, 91).
(2) ney toḻuku ‘I touch (your) body’ (=I swear) (Ibid. 95).
(3) nīṟ uṇi nalaṉu nukarku ‘I will enjoy your graces’. (Pattu: VIII-181.)
(4) nāṟari nāṟ maṇam ayyakam ‘we shall have a proper wedding in public’. (Pattu: VIII-232.)
(5) uṟṟan arum tayar kalaiṅkē ‘I will remove your unbearable suffering’. (Gilap : XV-6, 68.)
(6) yaṅku arikōm ayya ‘How can we know, sir’. (Ibid VII-6.)
(7) irakkku vārēn ‘I will not come to beg’. (Patiṟṟu: 61.)
(8) nalukku nōy kaṟimmukum ‘The trembling increases’. (Gilap: XVIII.)
(9) mayaṅkum eṅ neṅcu ‘my mind reels’. (Ibid.)
(10) vellavaṅkōṭai vēntarku uraikkum 'Vellavaṅkōṭai replies to the king'. (Cilap: XXV, 151.)

(11) kōṅku vantici 'I have come to see'. (Patiṟṟu: 16.)

(12) uraikkēy, paṭarkēy 'I shall say, I shall go'. (Maṇi: Chap. XI, XII.)

It is obvious from the above examples that -ku in the 1st person signified the present or the future. With the personal endings -eg, -um, -dm it signified the future; such $k$ forms with personal endings are now confined to the negative voice. The use of -kum in the 1st person plural was rare; here -m is the sign of the plural number. -Kum and -um in the 3rd person singular and neuter plural often signified the present in addition to their usual sense of the future and the habitual present; here -m has taken the place of a previous -p.

112. THE P-AORIST

(a) Tense forms with the -p suffix expressed not only futurity, obligation, promise etc. as in modern Tamil, but were often used with a present signification. One well-known instance of the use of p (v) to signify the present, which has survived into modern Tamil is in the attestation of documents where each witness writes aricēy after his signature, which means ‘I know’. The suffix was also extensively used for forming the nomen actionis and the nomen agentis.

(1) yāṅ arikwey am paṭtalevr uraippōn "He replies saying ‘I know how it happened’." (Cilap: Patikam-l. 11.)

(2) mākil vilō-k-kāŋpōŋ 'he who witnesses the joyous festival'—that is—'while witnessing the joyous festival'. (Cilap: VI-l. 34.)
(3) poṇṇurai kāṇṭor 'gold assayers'. (Maṇi: XXVIII.)
(4) varuṇārum pāvārum 'comers and goers'.
(5) koṭūrārum koṭuppanum 'buyers and sellers', literally 'receivers and givers'.
(6) nātavu, uṭaippu, tiṟappu, óyavu; 'transplanting, breach, opening, cessation'.

These action and agent nouns are also very freely formed in modern Tamil.

(b) The 3rd person epicene plural suffix -mār which formed a future adverbial participle (an infinitive of purpose, in sense) may be mentioned here. (Tolkāppiyam II.209; Naṟṟul 326.)

A koṇmār vantār 'They came to lift cattle'; eḷḷumār vantōṟē inku 'They came here intending to deride'.

In these instances and in the other examples given in grammars, mār appears to form agent nouns in the future tense. Eḷḷumār may well be regarded as made up of eḷḷum and at, and koṇmār of koḷḷum and ār, ār being the ordinary epicene 3rd person plural suffix and eḷḷum and koḷḷum being future relative participles. The forms will then be the same as those of agent nouns referred to below, and it is also seen that they can be replaced in the above examples by eḷḷucār and koḷvār.

(c) A plural termination mār also occurs in poetry in combination with the negative at, the combined aśmār being the suffix of the negative imperative second person epicene plural: puṭiṇ mănṉarai-p-pāyamār emaṟē 'May not bards like myself sing (the praises of) ignoble kings.' (Puṟam, 375.) Kāma * * * noḻmali varuttam koṇṭmār emaṟē 'May our class not suffer (witness) the pangs of unrequited love.' (Naṟṟinai 64.)
GENAVARAIYAR, the commentator on Tolkappiyam explains KANMATMAR and PATAMMAR as the negatives of the finite verbs KANPAR and PATUVAR (that is, as made up of KAN+AL+P+AR and PATU+AL+V+AR), and that -P and -E have been replaced by -M in the new compound.

113. BENEDICTIVES, INJUNCTIVES, AND PRECATIVES

One of the suffixes -I, -eya, -yevar was added to the root or base and the combination thus formed was used as a benedictive in all persons, numbers, and genders, without any further inflection.

vaIi toli 'may you flourish! friend' equivalent to the English 'God bless you! friend';
vaIiya naloE 'may good (virtue) flourish';
vaiyvar vennay 'long live the king';
poEy-y-akiyarO 'may (it) turn out false'. (Puram. 233.)

Benedictives and injunctives were also formed by adding -ka to the base. These were originally used only in the 3rd person as in Old Kanarese, but appear to have been gradually extended to other persons also. These forms had a precative sense in the 2nd person.

keIuka niI avalam 'may your grief disappear'. (Pattu. VI-209.)
peIuka iyI yaseI 'may I get (it)'. (Puram. 306.)
vurakka tilla 'please do not come' (Kuruntokai 360.)
(Note.—til and tilla express wish.)

114. PEYARECCAM OR RELATIVE PARTICIPLES

(a) These are of the following types in Modern Tamil:—
evta 'that did', evkkaIra or evkira 'that does', and evyum 'that will do'.
In Old Tamil the types were ceyla, ceysum, and ceysmana (Tolkāppiyam II-224); thus showing perhaps that kiyru and kiru had not come into use as signs of the present tense in those old days. Further ceysum which now indicates future time was then the present and the aorist relative participle.

(b) There appears to be no instance of the use of ceysmana as a future participle in Caṅkam works; but several instances occur in Tolkāppiyam itself of verbs with the suffix moya.

(1) ceysmana pulavar 'learned men say'.
(2) tiriyumay payiṟṟē (I-172) '(it) will change often'.
(3) molimay (II-165) '(they) say'.
(4) icakkumay colle (II-1) 'words will connotate'.
(5) mulliyumay poruḷ (II-233) 'the sense will become complete'.

In some of these cases the sense conveyed is not future but indefinite present.

(c) Agent nouns.—In Modern Tamil agent nouns like ceylaṟṟ, ceylavai, ceyskayṟṟ, ceyskayṟṟal, are formed from the relative participles ceyla, and ceyskayṟṟa, but none from the future participle ceysum. In Old Tamil such nouns were formed from ceysum also.

(1) unarumār, teliyumār 'those that know'.
(2) nyakkappattumār 'those that are admired'.
(3) koyumōṟ, valumār 'reaper, residents'.
(4) tam kuṟi nyrumār 'those that establish (settle) their subjects'.

In Modern Tamil the above words assume the forms unarvār, telivār, nyakkappattuvār, koyvār, valivār, nīrppōr, or unarpavar, telipavar, nyakkappattupavar, koypavan, valpavār, nīrpppavar.
Note.—The agent noun *nāṭappavān* ‘walker, he who walks’ from the accented root *nāṭa* exists also as *nāṭappōṇ*, the syllables are being shortened into ṭ. Agent nouns from the unaccented roots *kōy* ‘cut’, *vāl* ‘reside’, *tēli* ‘know’ etc. should be *kōyavān*, *vālīvān*, *tēliavān* etc. and their shortened forms *kōyōṇ*, *vālōṇ*, *tēliōṇ*, etc.; but the longer forms exist only as *kōyavān*, *vālīvān*, *tēliavān*, etc. through the operation of the law of dissimilation.

(d) In Purāṇāṇūru there are about twenty-five instances in which relative participles of the type *ceyyum* have *-tu* added to them. These may be regarded as neuter singular verbs or as agent nouns formed in the above manner.

1. *nīkkōṇi kāṭyppēyar-k-kuntu* ‘the water-fowl scratching (scratches) the sail’. (395.)
2. *nicai-p-pāyuntu* ‘jumping above’. (24.)
3. *ariyal ērantu* ‘drinking toddy’. (395.)
4. *mutēkantu* ‘becoming pearls’. (380.)
5. *karai cērkkantu* ‘bringing to the shore’. (343.)

115. VINAIYECCAM OR ADVERBIAL PARTICIPLES

(a) In Old Tamil these were of the types, *ceyyu, ceyyā, ceypu, ceystu, ceiyā, ceiyiyan, ceiyiyar, ceyin, ceya, ceyarku*. (Tol. II.)

(b) Of these, *ceya* and *ceyarku* were infinitives, *ceyarku* being the fourth case of the verbal noun *ceya*, ‘doing’; *ceiyiyan* and *ceiyiyar* had mostly an infinitive sense though occasionally used as conjunctive participles also. *Ceyin* was a subjunctive form, *Ceyiyu* and *ceypu* were present participles though sometimes used with a past signification; *ceylyu* which included the type *kāṭti* ‘having shown’ was the conjunctive participle proper. *Ceytēnga* always indicated past time.

(c) The types *ceyyōṇi, nāṭappōṇi, ceypākku* of Nāṇūl are not mentioned in Tolkkāppiyam. But there are a few instances
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(three have been counted) of the types ceṉāṁ, naṭappūn in Caukam works. They appear to be imported Malayalam forms which occur largely in later literature but have failed to secure a place in the popular speech. Kūṟaḻ appears to be the earliest work, in which the suffix pūkku occurs.

(d) There is reason to believe that infinitives of the type ceva like pāṭikka, pōka, tīga, vara etc., originally ended in l, for there are forms like ṭēḻ ṭoṭaṅku in old poetry where we now say ṭēṭṭoṭaṅku ‘begin to dance’. This surmise becomes a certainty when it is seen that gevya and gevval ‘doing’ are both regarded as infinitives in Kanarese and that Kanarese grammarians regard the former as arising from the latter by the elision of the final l. (K.K.G., S. 187 (2.).

The following instances of the full form may be quoted from Nāṟṟiniṇai.

(1) ṭēḷ ṭoṭaṅkīṇaḷ ‘she began to weep’. (371.)
(2) kōyel ṭoṭaṅkiṇaḷ ‘they began to cut’. (306.)
(3) peyel ṭoṭaṅkiṇaḷ ‘they began to pour’. (371.)

(e) Infinitives and subjunctives of accented roots are always of the form naṭakka, naṭaktiṇi, and naṭakkiḷ, in modern colloquial Tamil. In Old Tamil they were always of the forms naṭappa and naṭappiṇ, and formations with double -kk- are very rare in really old works. The frequent occurrence of -kk- in infinitives and subjunctives is a sure sign of lateness. Other subjunctive terminations were ēḷ and Ṇḷ as in modern Tamil.

(f) There were no instances of any adverbial present participles, but late in the Caukam period or after the close of it, an abortive attempt appears to have been made to form present adverbial participles with the suffix snaṭ. Only three or four instances of such participles have been counted.

1. Pari: VII. 1. 57; X. 1. 9; Kali: 97.
Nitu-kiyru ññkiya oru perunkôyil 'a large temple that grew up lengthening'. (Manî.)

kulavi aukiyru çepakku êli tammin nir ñívmiin evraâlu "when an infant weeps it does not weep saying 'give me milk, wash me'."

This use of kiyru may be compared to that of the auxiliary konţu in colloquial Tamil as in ñiñki-k-konţu 'sleeping'.

116. OTHER SPECIAL FEATURES IN OLD TAMIL

(a) Inflected verbs used as new bases. The rule that the second person singular imperative is the verbal base itself was often made use of by poets to start a new series of verbal formations from the special forms which this imperative singular occasionally assumed. Thus, in the examples given already, konţai, çenţi, are special forms of the second imperative singular; from these as bases new finite verbs were formed like konţaippai 'please see' çenţika 'please go'. Such forms appear to have perplexed commentators who pass them by with the remark that the forms are corrupt.

(1) konţaippai 'please see' (Kali. 89.)
(2) çanîtyaay 'he will not come' (Kali. 71.)
(3) marantîfiyy 'you have forgotten' (Kali. 28.)
(4) iruntuikka 'please remain (here)' (Gîlap. XIX, 67.)
(5) kîftaikka 'please hear' (Gîlap. XVIII, 49.)
(6) veñïka venuu 'may the king be victorious' (Kûrâl 1268.)

In the above examples the inflected forms konţai, çanti, maranti, iruntuai, kîftai, veñï are taken as identical with the uninflected bases êta 'see', çà 'come', mara 'forget', iru

1. Iraîyânâr Akapporul with Nakkarâr's commentary (p. 126). Other instances will be found at page 53, Ibid.
"be", kēḷ ‘hear’, nel ‘conquer’ and are inflected a second time.

(b) Kiru. This suffix is conspicuous by its absence not only in Old Tamil but also in inscriptions and literature for a long time afterwards. It does not occur at all in Cintāmani or Kambahārayanam. As it is not found in Malayālam, Kanarese, or Telugu, we may conclude that it was a late immigrant into the Tamil land.

Note.—Kiru occurs once in Manimēkalai (XXIX, l. 299, 300), but such an isolated instance may really owe its existence to the ignorance of copyists who might not have known that kīru is a late suffix.

(c) Kīru. This suffix occurs but rarely in Caṅkam works—the number of occurrences being only about 43 in something like 20,000 lines; it is always found in these works in combination with the verb ak ‘become’ and without personal endings (except in one or two instances) just as kummu is now used in Malayālam.

1. nakal ākiṅṛ ĉoli 'it is (has become) matter for laughter, friend', (Nārinnai 245.)

2. kovai ākiṅṛata ārya ‘it is common talk, Sir’ (Nārinnai 354.)

3. nūy ākiṅṛ ‘it has become painful, distressing’. (Kuruntokai 224.)

4. peṇnaru oru tiray ākiṅṛu ‘one side is a female form’. (Puram. Intro.)

5. iyi niyaimu irakkaṁ ākiṅṛu ‘it is grief to think of it now’. (Puram. 243.)

In many of these instances, it is difficult to say whether ākiṅṛu should be split up as a+kiṅṛu and construed ‘it becomes’, or as āku+in+tu and construed ‘it has become’.
in one or two instances the latter appears to be the correct interpretation. The use of *kīṟu* in finite verbs without personal terminations is exceedingly rare outside Caṅkam works. There is only one instance in these works of *kīṟu* entering into a relative participle like *cērkīṟa*. Such relative participles and finite verbs with personal terminations begin to appear in Cilappatikāram and Maṉimēkalai, and are more frequent in Cintāmaṇi; they are quite common in Kamparāmāyaṇam and in the religious poetry of the Nāyaṉmārs and the later Āḻvārs. The earliest inscriptions in Malabar being in Tamil, *kīṟu* has found its way into Malayāḷam literature.

**Note.**—A relative participle with *kīṟu*—*cērkīṟa*—occurs once in Paripāṭal (XXII-1-25); *ākīṟatu* occurs twice in Nāṟṟipai (227, 354) and *ākīṟṟu* occurs once in Kalittokai (108). But for reasons already stated such isolated instances should not be relied upon as evidencing the use of such relative participles and verb-forms in the Caṅkam period. Even if such occasional use is admitted its infrequency will show that the suffix was then new and just coming into vogue. *Kīṟu* occurs a few times without personal terminations in the poetry of the Āḻvārs; in two or three of these the forms may be construed as verbal nouns.

(3) *kuṟu*. This suffix spelt indifferently as *kuṟu* or *kiṟu* was used extensively to form the *nomen agentis* in cases where modern Tamil uses *kīṟu* or *kīṟu*. Such formations were decidedly on the decrease at the time of the twin epics and are scarce now.

(1) *neykūṟar* = *neykiṟavar* = 'weavers'.

(2) *miṅ piṭikkūṟar* = *miṅ piṭikkiṟar* = 'fishermen'.

1. Tiruvāyumolī I-4-9; I-10-5; V-1-1, 7.
(3) ātuṇar, pātuṇar, sētuṇar = 'dancers, songsters, warriors'.

e) Special expletive. Tolkāppiyam enumerates a large number of expletives, many of which are used with the imperative second person; these appear to be terms of address or remnants of old conjugations which had fallen into disuse even in the time of that ancient grammar. Some of the more important of these expletives are miyā, ika, mō, maṭi, ikum, eiū (II.274). Of these eiū is referred to as ieīū by later writers; this and ikum may also be used with persons other than the second. Ieīū is always used with the past verbal participles and there are about a hundred instances of its use in the works of the Caṅkam period.

(1) Kaṇṭu vaiṭṭiciyē 'I came seeing i.e., I saw as I was coming' (Paṭīrū. 15.)

(2) uaiṭticīyē 'please say' (Aiṅkūrū. 59.)

(3) kaṭṭiciyē 'please hear' (Kūṟuntokai 30.)

(4) uyiṭticīyōr 'great men'; literally 'elevated men' (Purān. 214.)

(5) kaṇṭikum allāmō 'Have we not seen?' (Aiṅkūrū. 121.)

(6) kaṇṭika, kaṇṭai, kaṇṭaikka, kāṇika 'see!' (Kali. 105.)

(7) kaṇṭiku 'see'.

(8) ceṟika 'go', 'may (he, she, it or they) go'.

These expletives have no counter-parts in the other Dravidian languages and will not be examined in detail in this book.
4. MALAYÁLAM

117. (a) PERSONAL ENDINGS

This question whether personal endings were ever in use in popular speech in Malabar is referred to briefly by Gundert in his Grammar; he seems to think that, as these endings are found used in poetry and old prose works, it may be inferred that they were once current in popular speech also but have since been discontinued. (G.M.G., S. 198.) Mr. Seshagiri Prabhu discusses this question in para. 155 of his Vyākaranāntātram; he says that tense forms are used with and without personal terminations in poetry but that such terminations are wholly wanting in prose works. He suggests the possibility that the partial use of personal endings in poetry in imitation of Tamil might have been necessitated by the exigencies of metre, but leaves the question unsettled as he thinks that it is difficult of decision. As already indicated it is assumed in this work that the Dravidians were at one time using as finite verbs what have since come to be regarded as participles. There is nothing improbable in the supposition that Malayalam, which in other respects has changed the least since ancient times, still preserves the old habit of using participles as tense forms and it is unnecessary to assume that the people adopted the use of personal endings at one time and have again discontinued their use. Malabar literature and inscriptions have been greatly influenced by Tamil.

(b) STRONG AND WEAK VERBS

The classification of roots is the same as in Tamil, but Malayalam grammarians give the names 'strong' and 'weak' to the two classes which have been designated above as 'accented' and 'unaccented'; this is a mere question of names and is of no importance. It is, however, different when these
grammarians take the stem of the verb to be the form which it assumes in the infinitive, not the simpler form which it has in the 2nd imperative singular. Thus nadakka 'to walk', košukka 'to give', keḻkka 'to hear', pōka 'to go', are taken as stems instead of naga, košu, keḻ, pō. This has the effect of obscuring the real nature and form of all suffixes beginning with k. Thus the suffix of the present tense which really is kungu becomes unju in Malayālam grammars as the initial k is removed from the suffix in the analysis of nadakkunju as nadakka+unju instead of naga+kungu. In this book the 2nd person singular is taken as the base or stem of Malayālam verbs. Bishop Caldwell thought that the Malayālam present tense suffix was kungu, a modified form of the Tamil suffix kigr. (C.D.G. pp. 384-4.)

118. THE PRESENT TENSE

The suffix, which is also the termination, is kungu, the initial of which is generally elided after unaccented bases. Example:—naddakkunju, keḻkunju, keṭungu, varungu. Dr. Gundert thinks that the present tense suffix was formerly—iṅru (corrupt form iṅgu) and that this was subsequently changed to uṇju (G. M. G., S. 303); that is to say, he derives the Malayālam suffix kungu from the Tamil suffix kigr of the inscriptions and literature. It seems more reasonable, however, to assume that the forms kigr and kungu must have developed independently of each other, though both are perhaps derived, as will be indicated later, from the same Aryan source. The form kigr, originally kigr, must have come from the Tamil country and the latter occurs in the Trivancore Tamil inscriptions of the 10th and 11th Centuries A.D. The forms vāḷkigr and vāḷkigr 'ruling' occur in the inscriptions of the time of Sthāṇu Ravi, and ēṭkigr 'doing' occurs in an inscription of the time of Bhāskara Ravi Varman. (T.A.S., 1916, pp. 67, 80, 40.) The latest occurrences of
**SEC. 120**] MALAYALAM FUTURE TENSE

*kirru* traceable in published inscriptions are found in an inscription of 1603 belonging to the time of Vira Ravi Varman where the forms *arulyira* ‘gracing’, and *kollirra* ‘taking’ occur. (T. A. S., Vol. I, pp. 176-77.) The suffix *kunru* appears in the Parur Romo-Syrian inscription of 1624 (T. A. S., Vol. I, p. 300) where we have the relative participle *cellunru* ‘passing’ and in the Pālayam plates of 1662 embodying the agreement between the Dutch East India Company and the Royal family of Cochin, the Malayālam forms in *kunru* are freely used. (T. A. S., Vol. I, pp. 30 et seq.) The suffix *kunru* corrupted later into *kunru* and derived probably from an original Tamil-Malayālam stock must have been in use among the lower classes, while *kunru* and *kirru*, which it ultimately supplanted, were confined to literature and inscriptions.

119. THE PAST TENSE

The suffixes of the past verbal participle which is also used as the tense form are the same as in Tamil —viz., *tu, du* (intervocal *t*) and *i*, but the conjunct consonants in the participles have become palatalized or otherwise modified; thus *-ru* has become *-ru*, -*ti* has become *ceu* after *y* and pala tal vowels, -*du* has become *-ju* and -*ni* after *y* and palatal vowels, and -*ru* in other cases. Example:

(1) *imru*, *naaru*, *pararu*.
(2) *paiccu*, *coiccu*, *meycu*, *paritu*.
(3) *odi*, *kaftti*, *egni*.
(4) *idiyu*, *adiju*, *meyiju*; *idiyu*, *adiyu*, *meyyanu*,
    *ceyu*, *ceyu*, *konru*.

120. (a) THE FIRST FUTURE TENSE

(a) The suffix-termination is *ku*nu, the initial *k* of which is doubled after accented roots and generally elided after the unaccented. Example:

*kedukku*, *kollku*, *aknu*, *poknu*, *kudum*, *ulum*.
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(b) The second future tense. In poetry and old literary works the final -m of the first future forms are often found omitted and the preceding u sometimes lengthened also. Sometimes the future takes the terminations ū which becomes eru, u after unaccented roots; eru becomes mu after nasal stems.

These forms are collected by grammarians under the head 'second future tense' and it is to these forms that personal endings are found added in literature. Example:—
kōduppu, sāyppu, ṣelū, ṭōvu, koṭukkukāṛa, rakṣikkūra, vilvum, mudīvar, ṭīṛphu, uṇmu, tiṇmu, kaṇmu.

121. Other finite and miscellaneous verb forms

(a) Relative participles. The present and past relative participles are formed by adding a to the corresponding tense forms. The future relative participle is the first future form. Example:—

(1) nājakkunna, ọdunna, varunna.
(2) ọdiya, ẹriya, koṇna, padiçca, aliña.
(3) koṭukkum, pōcum, uṣum.

Agent nouns are formed from all these relative participles and from the second future forms.

(1) nājakkunyavaññi.
(2) ẹriyawaññi.
(3) vālumavaññi, idumavaññi, vāluvaññi, iriyawaññi, coluwar.

(a) Imperative. The imperative second person singular is the root or base itself. The plural appears to be a future form and is obtained by adding -in to the second future. Example:—

(Singular) pu, iru, koḍu.
(Plural) varuniñ, kaṇuniñ, uskiniñ, nilpiniñ, kalpiniñ.
(b) Optative. The optative is obtained by adding -ka to the root or base and is the same for all numbers, persons and genders. The initial -k of this suffix is doubled after accented roots and never elided after unaccented roots. Example:

koṣuṅka, taruka, karuka, ceṣa, ḍuṅka.

(c) Permissive imperative. There is another optative called also permissive imperative, which is obtained by adding -ffe to the ancient form of the infinitive to be mentioned presently. This is used only in the first and third persons. Example:

īrikaffe, pōkaFFE, varaffe.

(d) These forms correspond to the permissive imperatives in kaffe and kaffe of Tamil; they must therefore be regarded as obtained by adding kaffe to the root, k being elided after unaccented roots.

(e) Infinitives. The following ancient forms occur in literary works:—naṭukka, ceṣya, ḍa, tara, tinna, arıya—in which k has disappeared after unaccented roots as in Tamil. In colloquial language, however, the k appears in every infinitive:

tinnaka 'to eat', ceṣya 'to do', ḍuṅka 'to play', taruka 'to give', arıka 'to know'.

Forms of the types ḍuṇā, kānma, naṭappā are infinitives of purpose in common use. These are supposed to be formed by adding -āy to the second future.

(f) Subjunctives. These are formed by adding -al to the past verbal participle or -il to the base; in the latter case a -k- always intervenes between the base and the suffix as in colloquial infinitives. Example:

(1) koṭṭtāl, pukkāl, kaṭṭiyāl, paṭiccāl.

(2) ḍkil, urķil, ceṣkil, cōkil, varkil.
(g) Causals. These are formed as in Tamil by adding -pi (ppi) to accented roots and -vi to some unaccented roots; but most unaccented roots add only -i. Examples:—

1. appi, ṗappi (pukappi), kappi (kalpi).
2. arivi, seyvi, peyvi, tarvi.
3. kāṇi, colli, vali,

As in Tamil, the old causal bases corresponding to the conjugations of the pro-Dravidian period exist side by side with the above forms. Example:—

kāṇi kaffa; nādappi nādattu;
varuvi vanutta; aṭakkappi aṭakku.

Note.—Dr. Gundert thinks that forms like nādappi and arivi arise by adding i to the verbal nouns in -pu and -en. The explanation given in this book is different.

5. KANARESE

122. THE FINAL U OF KANARESE BASES

(a) There are apparently no roots or verbal bases in modern Kanarese which end in consonants, bases formerly ending in consonants having been lengthened by a final u. It cannot be said that this u was put in as a help to enunciation, for it is found added even to roots which formerly ended in vowels—i.e. 'bring forth', mï 'bathe', bë 'be burnt up', nöy 'pain', sày 'die'—which have now become iyu, mïu, bëyu, nöyu, sàyu. In Old Kanarese, on the other hand, it was only roots ending in explosives and sibilants that required a final enunciative u. Examples:—

aṅku 'fear'  oggu 'meet together, join'
naccu 'trust'  māju 'hide'
kaffu 'beat'  āgu 'play'
muffu 'surround'  pordu 'join'
tappu 'commit an error'  tabhu 'embrace'
nagisu 'cause to laugh'  hēchu 'finish'

In the formation of the present-future relative participles and the future tense almost every root is now assumed to end in u or may be so assumed.

(b) It will be pointed out hereafter that in Tamil-Malayālam a pleonastic suffix -ku was always interposed between the base and the future tense signs pu-er or m, and that in the case of unaccented roots the combined suffix -kum has now mostly become -um in these two languages. As the Tamil-Malayālam future m appears as a in Kanarese, and as all bases in the latter languages are unaccented, the u in the present-future participles mīnuwa, nōyewa etc., probably corresponds to the u of the um of Tamil-Malayālam.

(c) If we were certain that the initial a of the Kanarese present participle suffixes -utā, uttā is radical and not taken over from the base, we can give an additional explanation of the almost universal use of the final u which obtains at present in Kanarese bases. These suffixes are unknown to Tamil-Malayālam and probably did not exist in pro-Dravidian. In their original forms -uttam, utte, -uttam, they were probably just coming into use when Kanarese first comes within our ken in the 6th, 7th, and 8th centuries of the Christian era in the inscriptions of the Western Chālukya and Rāṣṭra-kūṭa kings. Forms like bēyuttā, nōyuttā, nādeyuttā, and īyutam, side by side with kāduttum 'fighting', inte 'throwing', kēttute 'quivering', where the explosives and sibilant bases undoubtedly required an enunciative -u, would naturally lead to the assumption that in the former cases also the uninflected forms were bēyu, nōyu, nādeyu, and īyu.

123. THE PRESENT TENSE SUFFIXES -utā, uttā.

This is a tense formed by adding the personal endings to present verbal participles which are as follows:—iruṭā,
iruttā, nādēyuttā, baruttā, nōyuttā, əltā etc. The following is the paradigm of the verb substantive irū 'be':—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th></th>
<th>Plural</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>irutēne</td>
<td></td>
<td>irutēs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>iruti, iruti</td>
<td></td>
<td>irutīri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>irutāne</td>
<td></td>
<td>irutāre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>irutāle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>irutāde</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>irutāve, irutāve</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This tense form is entirely a creation of modern times; in the ancient and mediaeval dialects the present verbal participles were always used in subordinate constructions as follows:—

rājyam geyutt-irē 'while reigning'.
ālutt-irē 'while ruling'.
nōyuttā bandam 'he came seeing'.

The forms of the suffixes as given by Dr. Kittel appear also to have differed slightly in various periods. They were -uttā and utte in the oldest period, -utam, utē, and uttam in the ancient and mediaeval dialects, -utam, somewhat later in the mediaeval, -uttā and uttā in the mediaeval and the modern, and -uttā and -uttā in the modern (196, 172).

These suffixes are apparently related to the present tense suffixes -tum and tā of Telugu, and it is doubtful whether their initial a is radical. This a does not appear in the present tense forms of any of the Kanarese dialects dealt with in the next section.

The theory elaborated in K.K.G. 173 that utu the primitive form of these suffixes is a variant of the pronominal utor has little to recommend it.

The final e in the first and third persons of the paradigm above is stated by Dr. Kittel to have been added for the sake of emphasis (K.K.G. 196). This is not a satisfactory explanation. Why should the present alone, of all the tenses,
require an emphasis? And why should this be unnecessary in the tense forms of the second person? According to a list given by Bishop Caldwell (C.D.G. p. 512) the pronouns in the Kōta language, a dialect of Kanarese, have an e attached to them except in the second person singular:—

1. āne, nāme; 2. ni, nī; 3. avane, aver. If the Kanarese present tense which is entirely a creation of modern times was developed in a dialect which had pronouns like the Kota pronouns, there will be an e at the end of all the forms of the tense except those of the second person singular; this is probably the correct explanation of the final e.

124. The old present tense suffixes tappa or dappa.

In old Kanarese the present tense was formed with a suffix having the above form and supposed to be made up of the past verbal participle suffix -tu or du and the present future participle of the base agu, 'be, become'.

Kuṣidappam  'I drink' Kaltappam  'he learns'
Endappam  'I say' Naṇedappanu  'he walks'

Here kuṣidappam according to the above explanation is a compound form made up of kuṣidu 'having drunk' and appem 'I shall be', 'I am'.

In the mediaeval period when the p's were generally converted into h's the verbs formed as above took forms like kuṣidahem, kaltahem, endahem, naṇedahem. In modern Kanarese this h has disappeared in most cases and the vowels of the personal endings have been lengthened, thus giving rise to forms like the following:—

bandēnu (baru 'come'), nuṣidaru (nuṣi 'speak'), ādēnu (agu 'be'). Further in the case of a bases a practice has grown up of using the participles mādi, nōdi, kuṭṭi, etc., in
the formation of this tense instead of māgi-du, māṣi-du, kūṭi-du etc. as in the old times. Thus the tense forms now are:

māgyenu, māṣenu, māgyen, māṣen, instead of mādītenu, mādīdēu.

Dr. Kittel notes also a change in the meanings of these tense forms and remarks that the ancient and mediaeval present tense which has been corrupted in the above manner "is now-a-days used to convey the idea of uncertainty or possibility, and may be called the contingent present-future tense". (K.K.G.195.) It would seem, however, that a future sense was always inherent in the tense, for oppem, appam etc. are future by formation; and Dr. Kittel himself gives at page 429 of his grammar an instance of this present used in a future tense:

Akka ninage tandappem 'I shall bring for thee, sister'.

125. The past tense

This is obtained by adding the personal endings to the past verbal participles of verbs. The following examples will illustrate the ways in which these participles are formed.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{tili} & \text{du (tili 'perceive')} & \text{i} & \text{idu (iši 'descend')} \\
\text{kare} & \text{du (kare 'call')} & \text{pa} & \text{ṣe} & \text{du (paše 'acquire')} \\
\text{sāy} & \text{u (sāyu 'die')} & \text{i} & \text{tu (išu 'give')} \\
\text{nū} & \text{pu (nūlū 'plough')} & \text{n} & \text{itu (nišu 'stand')} \\
\text{tim} & \text{u (timu 'eat')} & \text{k} & \text{onu (kolli 'kill')} \\
\text{āsa} & \text{tu (āṣaru 'become weary')} & \text{ta} & \text{tu (tāru 'happen')} \\
\text{mut} & \text{tu (muttu 'surround')} & \text{k} & \text{ṭṭi (kuṭṭu 'beat')}
\end{align*}
\]

Most a bases now form their verbal participles with the suffix i, but in forming the past tense of such bases a d is interposed between the suffix and the personal endings; that is to say, the personal endings are added to a hypothetical participle in -idu. In the case of bases not ending in a of
which the participles end in -\textit{du} or -\textit{tu} or the modifications which these undergo in combination with the final consonants of the bases the personal endings are added directly to the participles. Thus Kanarese adheres, and has always adhered, to a dental suffix in the formation of its past tense. This dental is predominatingly \textit{d}, but it appears also exceptionally as \textit{t}, chiefly in some \textit{i}, \textit{s}, \textit{n}, and \textit{r} stems, and undergoes other modifications in some other cases.

Example: \textit{antu}, \textit{niltu}, \textit{uttu (u[\textit{tu})}, \textit{artu}, \textit{ma\textit{d}idenu, nu\textit{d}iday, k\textit{d}irdi, as\textit{attaru}.

Note 1.—From the universal appearance of a dental in the past tense forms, in the past relative participles, and in the old present tense in \textit{tappa (dappa)}, we may infer that the past verbal participles formerly ended always in \textit{du, idu, tu}, and that the participles in \textit{i} were a later innovation which have not succeeded in finding their way into tense forms.

Note 2.—The initial hypothesis in this book is that the Dravidians originally used \textit{verbal} participles in the place of finite verbs and that personal endings were subsequently added to these participles; and in accordance with this hypothesis all tense forms are derived from verbal participles. This method differs from that of Dr. Kittel who derives the past and future tenses of Kanarese from the corresponding \textit{relative} participles.

126. The future tense

The sign of this tense and of the corresponding relative participles called the present-future participle by Dr. Kittel is \textit{v}. Examples: —
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Relative</th>
<th>Tense form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>baru</em> 'come'</td>
<td><strong>baruwa</strong></td>
<td><strong>baruvenu</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>pājisu</em> 'worship'</td>
<td><strong>pājisuva</strong></td>
<td><strong>pājisuwenu</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>belagu</em> 'shine'</td>
<td><strong>belaguwa</strong></td>
<td><strong>belaguwenu</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>ṁu</em> 'eat'</td>
<td><strong>ṁunuwa</strong></td>
<td><strong>ṁunuvenu</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>tin</em> 'eat'</td>
<td><strong>tinuwa</strong></td>
<td><strong>tinuvenu</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>nudi</em> 'speak'</td>
<td><strong>nudiyuwa</strong></td>
<td><strong>nudiyuvenu</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>nāde</em> 'walk'</td>
<td><strong>nādeyuwa</strong></td>
<td><strong>nādeyuvenu</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Modern Kanarese effects this uniformity of formation by the device of inserting a *u* between the tense-sign and the base. In old and mediaeval Kanarese there were many future forms with *p, b,* and *h,* instead of with *v.* (K.K.G. 183.) Thus:

1. *baru* 'come' and *ṁu* 'be' which were formerly written *bar* and *ṁu,* as also *tar* 'give,' *kūr* 'love' and *gōr* 'fish' had relative participles with *p*:

   - *barpa, ṭarpa, ṭarpa, and gōrpa;* the *p* of these forms could be doubled.

In the mediaeval dialect the first four of these appear as *bappa, ippa, tappa* and *kūpa* (for *kūpa*).

2. Similarly many bases ending in *r, l,* and *n* used *p* in the future: *mārpa* (*mār* 'do'), *ārpa* (*ār* 'be strong'), *agālpā* (*agāl* 'dig'), *ānpā* (*ān* 'touch, meet').

3. Some bases ending in *n* and *n* used *b* :—*umha, umba* (*un* 'eat'), *emba, emba* (*en* 'say'), *tinba, timba, (tin* 'eat'), *nānba* (*nan* 'get wet'). Most of these could also use *b* alternatively in the modern dialect.

4. In causal and other stems formed by suffixing *issu* or *sə* to the roots and in bases ending in *gu* there were two
ways of forming the future in the ancient dialect. Either the $v$ was added as now, or the last syllable $n$ or $u$ was elided and $p$ was added. The $p$ of this $p$ could be doubled in causal verbs and not in others, unless the penultimate vowel of the base was short. Examples:

$p\text{\-j}pa$, $p\text{\-}jippa$ 'worshipping'; $al\text{\-}pa$, $al\text{\-}appa$ 'shaking'; $bel\text{\-}pa$, $bel\text{\-}appa$, 'shining'; $\text{\-}guva$, $appa$, $apa$ becoming; $p\text{\-}guva$, $p\text{\-}opa$, $hopa$ 'going'.

5. In the mediaeval dialect the forms $appa$, $ippa$, $tappa$, $bappa$ etc. became $aha$, $iha$, $taha$, $baha$ etc.

The above examples seem to show that the original future suffix was $p$, and that $v$ has arisen from the soft pronunciation of $p$ after unaccented roots. This $p$ was doubled after the causal $i$ and some other short vowels, thereby showing the existence of accent at a remote period on the final short vowels of bases. But the $p$ had become weakened into $v$ even in the ancient dialect thereby showing that there has been no stress on the final vowel in the known history of the language.

A special conjugation confined only to the third person and with suffixes $kum$, $gum$, $ku$, $gu$, was formerly in vogue and was used in all tenses without variation for number or gender. The most common of these suffixes was $gum$ which was added to most verbal bases ending in consonants and vowels. $Kum$ appears to have been used chiefly after some $l$, $l$, $r$, and $n$ bases; $ku$ appears late in the ancient dialect and $gu$ occurs only in the mediaeval. Causal and other bases formed by means of the suffix $su$ may drop the particle $su$ and take $kum$; $kkum$ was an alternative for $kum$ in verbs of Sanskrit derivation. Examples:—$m\text{\-}jugum$, $pa\text{\-}jugum$, $na\text{\-}jugum$; $irkum$, $tarkum$, $nikum$, $t\text{\-}rku$, $etc\text{\-}gu$, $em\text{\-}ingu$, $enikum$; $vartis\text{\-}gu$, $vartikku$. (K.K.G. 203.)
This conjugation has now gone out of use and its only remnants in Modern Kanarese are bēku and sāku. Bēku of which bēku is the fuller form is derived from bēgu (Tamil bēndu, Telugu Vēgu) and has the same meaning as the Tamil vēndum 'it is wanted'. Sāku or Sāku is derived from sāl and has the same meaning as Tamil sālam, Telugu chālunu 'enough'.

Note.—The doubling of k in verbs of Sanskrit derivation with the elision of su shows that the suffix in such verbs was originally only i and that there was an accent on it before it became extended by su. It is also obvious that kum and ku were the original suffixes and that gum and gu arise from the soft pronunciation of k.

127. IMPERATIVES

The forms brought together by Dr. Kittel (K.K.G. 205) under the head Imperatives include not only Imperatives proper but also Optatives and Benedictives. It is not however, necessary for the purpose of this book to separate these forms.

(a) Future forms used as Imperatives etc.—

(1) Imperative first person singular is the same as the first person singular of the future tense. Example—mādvaem, māduve, mādvvaen 'I shall do' i.e., 'let me do.'

(2) Imperative first person plural—Suffixes an, a, d, anu, anaa, and ya are added to the present future participles. An a contracted form of ām 'we' was used in the ancient dialect; this ām became merely a in the mediaeval dialect; in the modern dialect a, a, anu, anu, and anu all originating from the old an are used.
Example—(1) māḍum (2) māḍua (3) māḍua, māḍua, māḍvana, māḍāna, māḍāna, ‘let us do’.

(3) Imperative second and third persons—The third person neuter singular of the future tense is used for both singular and plural. Example—māḍwudu in the modern, māḍwudu in the ancient and mediaeval dialects.

(b) Suffix ali. First and Third persons

This suffix is not found in the ancient dialect. It is used in the mediaeval dialect in the third person and in the modern dialect in the first and third persons.

Example—māḍati ‘let (me, us, him, her, it, or them) do’.

(c) Suffixes go, ke, kke. Third person

These suffixes were used in the singular and plural of the third person in the ancient and mediaeval dialects.

Example—īgo ‘let him etc. give’ mālke ‘let him etc. do’.

(d) Suffixes a, im, i, iri. Second person

(1) Singular—The verbal base itself or the base with the suffix a in all the three dialects. Example: māḍu, māḍa, ‘do (thou)’.

(2) Plural—The suffix im, a contracted form of nim, im ‘you’ was used in the ancient dialect; this im became i in the mediaeval and modern dialects which also use the suffix iri pronounced ari by the vulgar. Example: māḍim, māḍi, māḍiri, ‘do you’.

(e) It is evident from (a) above that from very ancient times the tense which had p, a, or b for its sign represented not merely futurity but also implied obligation or promise; compare the following quotations from ancient inscriptions.
(1) ṯr-m-mattarqe ırk-kuḷa jōlam kudjwudu 'Two kular of jōlam (zonna) should be given for each mattar of land'. (I.A. Vol. X, p. 167—about 700 A.D.)

(2) I sthānānān-āḷva gorava r akhandita brahmachāri-yapudu. 'The Saiva mendicants holding this office should practice celibacy.' (E.I. Vol. VII, p. 201—about 865 A.D.)

(3) Brahmacāryya - hinnān - i samayāda goravarkkal kājaōr. 'The Goravars of this community shall remove those who break the vow of celibacy.' (ibid.)

128. MISCÉLLANEOUS VERB FORMS

Infinitives—These end in al, alu or a, the last of these arising from the loss of the final l in al. As in Tamil the following senses:—

(1) for the purpose of, (2) so as to, so that, (3) at the time that, when, while.

In the first of these senses the fourth case of the verbal noun in al or alu is also used. The suffix e—sometimes ge—is also used in the third of the above senses. (K.K.G. 187, 188, 365.)

upal bandam 'he came to eat.'
nuṭiyalke bandam 'he came to speak.'
arthi, bēḍal, dāṇiyittam 'when the beggar, begged the liberal man gave.'
gāyakam pade devam mechedidam 'when the singer sang the king was pleased'.

The above examples illustrate the use of the infinitive in old and medieval Kanarese. In the modern dialect
the use of *al* is confined to the so-called passive construction as in *iral patta, kəlalpatta* etc. and the use of the suffix *-e* appears to be confined to poetry.

**Subjunctives**—The conditional was formed in the ancient and mediaeval dialects by adding certain suffixes to the present-future and past relative participles; in the modern dialect the suffix is added to the past relative participle.

The suffixes were *ade* in the ancient and mediaeval dialects, *age* in the mediaeval, and *are* in the mediaeval and in the modern: *ade* being the original form of which the other two are corruptions apparently. (K.K.G. 314.)

Example:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>baruttiddare</em></td>
<td>'if (you) are coming,'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>kəliiddare</em></td>
<td>'if (I) had listened to.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>illadiddare</em></td>
<td>'if (the sun) were not in existence.'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 129. CAUSAL BASES

The most usual causative suffix is *isu* which appears as *su* in bases ending in *y, l, e, i* and occasionally *asu*. In the ancient and mediaeval dialects the common suffix was *chu* in the case of bases ending in *r, l, l, l* and occasionally *ichu* was affixed in the mediaeval dialect. (K.K.G. 151.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original verb</th>
<th>Causal base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>iru</em> 'be'</td>
<td><em>irisu</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>en, enu</em> 'say'</td>
<td><em>enisu, enasu</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>həku</em> 'put'</td>
<td><em>həkisu, həkaru</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>kə, kəy</em> 'guard'</td>
<td><em>kəyisu</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>kəy, kəyu</em> 'grow hot'</td>
<td><em>kəyisu, kəsu</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>niśtu</em> 'length'</td>
<td><em>niśisu</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>talir</em> 'shoot, sprout'</td>
<td><em>talirchu</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>alal</em> 'grieve'</td>
<td><em>alalchu</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Original verb  Causal base

uruş  'roll'  urušisu
urušchu
urušichu

maguš  'turn round, return'  magušchu
magušisu

keral  'cry, shout'  keralchu
keralisù
keralichu

ṭuru, ṭir  'be finished'  ċirisu
ći∫chu

sor  'drop, drip'  sorrchu
sorrisù

soru  

The suffix added to Sanskrit words to form verbs is also isù. In the ancient and mediaeval dialects a euphonic v was interposed between Sanskrit words ending in vowels and the suffix; in the mediaeval dialect this euphonic v is occasionally changed into v. (K.K.G. 151.)

Examples:—

(sans) bhram  'roam, wander'  bramisù
(sans) suddha  'clean'  suddhavisu
(sans) bhima  'different'  bhīminisu
(sans) tāra,  'high, shrill'  tāravisu


(a) Reference has already been made to the alternative forms assumed by causal stems and roots of Sanskrit derivation in the present-future inflection and in the special conjugation in kum, gum:

enisuva enipa; pājisuva, pājippa;
enisuγu, enikum; vartisugu, vartikkum.

Bases with the suffix gu had also alternative forms in the present-future inflection:—beḷaguva, beḷapa, beḷoppa; tolaguva,
tolappa, tolapa. The forms in which \( s \) is rejected take us to a stage of the language in which causal stems and stems of Sanskrit derivation ended only \( i \) and show that the real causative suffix is \( i \) and not \( s \) as supposed by Dr. Kittel. (K.K.G. 151.) The forms in which \( gu \) is elided take us to a stage in which belagu, tolagu etc., were merely be\( l \), tola etc.

(b) The above alternative forms also show that there was once a stress on the final short vowel of verbs; but this must have been long antecedent to the date of even the earliest inscriptions. For even in the records of the Chalukya kings we have forms like the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{alivön} & \quad \text{for Tamil} & \text{alippön} & \quad \text{\textquoteleft destroyer\textquoteright} \\
\text{alidön} & \quad \text{for Tamil} & \text{alittön} & \quad \text{\textquoteleft he who destroyed\textquoteright} \\
\text{padēdör} & \quad \text{for Tamil} & \text{padaiṭor} & \quad \text{\textquoteleft he who obtained\textquoteright} \\
\text{pudidudu} & \quad \text{for Tamil} & \text{putaiṭatu} & \quad \text{\textquoteleft fixed in the ground\textquoteright}
\end{align*}
\]

These are all transitive verbs strongly accented in Tamil.

As already noted in 122-3 there are a considerable number of exceptional cases in which the tenues \( t, p, k \) are still retained though the roots have lost their accent.

131. BIJAPURI

The Kanarese spoken in Bijapur is locally known as Bijāpuri, but it does not differ so much from the standard form of the language as to deserve to be called a separate dialect. (L.S. Vol. IV, p. 381.)

The dialect sometimes uses contracted forms instead of the fuller forms of the standard. The conjugation of verbs is mainly regular. The pronominal suffixes are very commonly dropped in the first and third persons singular:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{andā for andanu \textquoteleft he said\textquoteright}, & \quad \text{hōdā \textquoteleft he went\textquoteright} \\
\text{hōde \textquoteleft I went\textquoteright}, & \quad \text{koṭṭa \textquoteleft he gave\textquoteright}, & \quad \text{banda \textquoteleft he came\textquoteright}
\end{align*}
\]
The following forms deviating from the standard may be noted.

säyätäne 'I die', yejäteñi 'I will arise.'
hōgätäni 'I will go', antënu 'I will say.'
raattavä 'who was dead', hōdavä 'who had gone.'

132. GOLARI OR HOLIYA

This is the dialect spoken by the Gölars or Gölkars and Hōliyas of the Central Provinces. The former are a nomadic tribe of herdsmen and the latter are a low caste of leather workers and musicians. (p. 385.)

(a) The short final vowel of verbal forms is usually dropped. Gölari in this respect agrees with old Kanarese. We also find a final m in the 3rd person singular as in old Kanarese. The past tense of bases ending in u is formed by adding d directly to the consonant preceding u without inserting an i; the same principle also prevails in old Kanarese. (387.)

(1) sikkänu for sikkän ‘has been found.’
kyälänu for kēldän ‘he heard’; nōrdun for nōdän ‘he saw.’
mōrdun for mōgän ‘he did.’

Another peculiarity is that these shortened tense forms ending in dun are employed in places where it will be sufficient to use conjunctive participles.

(2) säythin (p. 390), säitin (392) for säyattëne ‘I die’;
tinën (392) for tinuttëne ‘he eats’; antën (394) for anuttëne ‘I will say’; mōrtan (393) for māguttëne ‘he makes.’

In these instances the verbs undergo contractions by the dropping of the final vowels and the elision of the inter-
mediate *u*. These shortened tense forms are also used as participles:

- *dürum* (far from)
- *nədrum* (saw)
- *appu* (the father)
- *magun* (the son)
- *bætan* (coming) (392)

(3) *hörain* 'I will go'; *anūtin* 'I will say'; *tināi* for *Tināin* 'I will eat' (392), *mādēva* 'we will make' (391).

These may be regarded as corrupt or contracted forms of what the authors of the Linguistic Survey call the second future and what Dr. Kittel calls the contingent present-future. (K.K.G. 195.)

(4) *āhōm, āhān* 'he is'; *nittun, nittum* 'he stayed.' In these two instances a final *m* is used alternatively in the third person masculine. (pp. 388-9, 390, 392.)

(5) Conjunctive participles such as *māk-ke* 'having done', *huk-ke* 'having gone' are due to the influence of the surrounding Aryan dialects. The same is probably also the case with forms such as *yad-kō* 'arising', *andākō* 'saying' etc. (p. 387.)

Though the dialect forms its past tense with the dental sighs *t* and *d* it seems to have forgotten the conjunctive participles from which such past tense forms have arisen and hardly uses them except in compound tenses such as *sōt-hōgidun* 'dead gone was', *kaśd-hōgidun* 'lost gone was', *tindhāšun* 'had eaten' where the suffixes *tu, du* appear to be used (391). Instead of these old conjunctive participles the dialect has formed new ones by adding suffixes *ke, kō*, etc. to the bases in imitation of Aryan dialects. The subjoined lists give the participles occurring in the four specimens
received from four different localities for purposes of the Linguistic Survey; it will be seen that the suffixes have not the same form in all the specimens.


(3) sōch-kō ‘thinking’ (p. 392).


It will be seen from below under the section ‘Present Tense Suffixes’ that there are similar variations in the forms of the suffixes in the Aryan dialects which Gōlarī has imitated.

133. KURUMVARI

This dialect is spoken by Kurumvars, a wild pastoral tribe in Chanda. These seem to be identical with the Kurbas or Kurumbars of the Nilgiri Hills and neighbouring districts.

Words undergo contractions by the omission of intermediate and short final vowels. The ō of the past tense is usually dropped; when the base ends in ə, however, the past tense sign is retained. Though a dialect of Kanarese, Kurumvāri agrees in many respects with Telugu and differs from the other language (396-7).

(1) andū for anuttade ‘she says’; antunalla for anutānde-alla ‘he says’; tartum for tarutāne ‘he brings’; kōnistaru for kānisuttare ‘they appear’; koṭtada
for kaḍuttade ‘it gives’; keṭdu for keṭṭadu ‘bad thing’ (399).

(2) māṇ runnable for māṇidenu ‘I did’; ḍagine for ḍgidanu ‘he went’; jamu-ṭqin for jamu-ṭqidenu ‘he collected’; andade (anditu) ‘she said.’

(3) verbal participle—Ad-kunṭa idaru ‘were playing’

134. Badaga

Badaga is spoken by the Badagas of Nilgris. It is a very ancient form of Kanarese. Thus the sounds ḍ and ḫ are still found in it e.g. makklu ‘children’, ḍopṣi ‘put on’. The 3rd person masculine termination ends in ː; the pronoun of the first person is nām ‘I’, dative, yena ‘to me.’ The past tense of the verbs agrees with old Kanarese. As in Tamil ːk is substituted for s (401).

(1) aṣaṣ ‘he’; appaṣ ‘father’; eṣaṣ ‘this man’; kumaṇaṣ ‘the younger’; takkaṇaṣ ‘fit man’; keṭṭaṇaṣ ‘bad man’; sattavaṇ ‘dead man’; ḍodaṇ ‘who had gone’.

(2) nām ‘I’; niṇnadaṇ ‘thine alone’

(3) ḍKuṇḍeman ‘he sent’; ḍoṃadun ‘I did’ 

ikkuṇ ‘he gave’; māṇideman ‘he made’

korachidam ‘he called’; giden ‘I served’

ennai ‘he said’; bannai ‘he came’

paṭṭaṇ ‘he felt’; idduṇ ‘he was’

(4) mancha ‘man’; dēka ‘country’

ehen ‘robe’; baricha ‘year’

(5) Other points worthy of note are:

(1) Though ek is substituted for s, the causal verbs invariably retain the sibilant:

māṣiṣide ‘(thou) hast caused to be made’;

kōrisivi ‘put on’; korachiyumbadu ‘to be called
(2) The conjunctive participles are invariably made with the suffixes *tu* and *i*.

(3) The infinitives are the datives of verbal nouns ending in *du* mostly.

- *āpāduga* 'to become'; *mēsōduga* (*mēsuva*-*du*-*ga*) 'to feed or graze';
- *tumbisōduga* (*tumbis*-*suva*-*du*-*ga*) 'to fill';
- *korachisīyumbadu*-*ga* 'to cause to be called';
- *barak-allādū* 'refusing to come'.

(4) The following tense forms may be noted:

- *sattane* 'I die';
- *iddane* 'he is';
- *ḥaadē* 'is obtained';
- *idde* 'thou art'.

7. **TELUGU**

135. One advantage which Telugu has over the other Dravidian languages is that with a single exception its pronouns end in different syllables: — (1) *u*, *mu*; (2) *u*, *ru*; (3) *a*; or *a*; *ru*; *di*, *vi*. This fact enables it to contruct its tense forms by affixing these single syllables to its participles without interfering with the forms of the tense suffixes. Another feature in Telugu is that all its verbal bases end in an enunciative *u* which disappears before tense suffixes beginning with a vowel; this appears to have been the case even from before the time of Śāktikomara of Rēnāndu seven thousand, that is to say, from the 8th century probably. How this has been brought about and what changes Telugu has introduced in the roots which it inherited from the pre-Dravidian language will be apparent from the following comparison of some Telugu bases with the corresponding Tamil roots.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tamil</th>
<th>Telugu</th>
<th>Tamil</th>
<th>Telugu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>iṣu</em> 'give'</td>
<td><em>iṣu</em></td>
<td><em>naṭā</em> 'walk'</td>
<td><em>naṇu</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>ṭiṭṭa</em> 'abuse'</td>
<td><em>ṭiṭṭu</em></td>
<td><em>mōṛa</em> (Kan) 'forget'</td>
<td><em>mōṛu</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>sāl</em> 'be sufficient'</td>
<td><em>chalu</em></td>
<td><em>tīṛa</em> 'open'</td>
<td><em>teṛu</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tamil | Telegu | Tamil | Telegu
---|---|---|---
тия 'cat' | тину | фэ 'do' | чэю
кана 'see' | кану | кой 'cut' | кёю
наго 'walk' | нажачу | кала 'mix' | калайу
ури 'peel' | олучу | нэвэ 'cause to be woven' | нэ'юнчу
нали 'crush' | налучу | катьуи 'cause to be built' | катьинчу
куди 'drink' | кучуи | коба 'be cut' | пат (Sans) 'read' | патинчу
коой 'cause to be'

Roots ending in *u* in Tamil like *iddu* and *tiṣṭu* are adopted without change, while roots ending in consonants like *śl*, *kou*, and *tin*, have an enunciative *u* affixed to them. Some roots generally corresponding, but not always, to accented roots in Tamil have a *chu* affixed to them, while *kala* has *yu* affixed to it; others like *fey* and *koy* have an apparent *u* added to them, but the addition is really *yu*. The final vowel *i* in *kući, uri*, and *nali* is changed to *u* for securing harmonic sequence with the *u* of the final syllable *chu*. In causal verbs and verbs of Sanskrit derivation as *nē'ynču, paṭhinechu* etc., the causative suffix *i* is an indispensable sign and cannot be altered; therefore a conjunct consonant *neh* has to be interposed between it and the final *u* so as to suspend the operation of the law of harmonic sequence. It would seem that in former times this conjunct could be formed either by doubling of the *ē* or by nasalising it; for both *ettichu* and *ettineku* occur in Yuddhamalla's inscription of the 9th century. The forms *tinipichināgu* and *tappichakoni* occur in a specimen of the Dāsari dialect. (L.S. Vol. IV, page 601.)

This uniformity has enabled Telugu to reject all conjunctive participles except those ending in *i*. It has four differently formed past tenses, two present tenses, three tenses
which may be utilised to express the future and finally an aorist tense. Notwithstanding this richness of forms the language is easier to learn than Tamil or Kanarese and its grammar is shorter as exceptions to general grammatical rules are fewer in Telugu than in the other languages.

136. THE PRESENT TENSE (a) SUFFIX—chun or tun.

The tense formed with these suffixes is a compound tense obtained by combining the verb substantive with the present participle; it is the recognised grammatical present tense. The present participles take the forms:—koffuchun, koffutun; nađachuchun, nađachutun, nađastun; vinutchun, vinčun; konutchun, končun; chēyuchun, chēstun.

In colloquial speech the dṛutam or the final n of the present participle is dropped, and the preceding vowel sometimes also lengthened.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{koffutu, nađuchutu, chēstu, konču, vinču, konuchu, konču, vinuchu.}
\end{align*}
\]

The tense forms with pronominal endings are:—

\[
\begin{align*}
koffuchunnānu, nađuchutannānu, nađastamināru, chēyuchunnānu, konchunnānu, vinuchunnānu.
\end{align*}
\]

(b) Suffix tā or chā. The participle formed with this suffix has no independent existence in the grammatical language; the forms koffutā, nađustā, koffuchā etc., occur only as colloquialisms and provincialisms. From these a simple tense is formed by adding personal endings:—

\[
\begin{align*}
koffutānu, nađuchutānu, chēstanu, vastādu, koffuchānu, končānu.
\end{align*}
\]

These forms have a future signification and are in colloquial use; the forms in chā are said to be used mainly by the religious Brāhmans of the northern districts.
137. The past tense

(a) Suffix i.—The past verbal participles of all bases are formed only with this suffix:

koṭṭi, naṭichī, chēśi, chēśi, vini, iḍi.

The only tense form now extant derived from this participle is the third person epicene plural:

Koṭṭiri, naṭichiri, chēśiri, vini, iḍiri.

These forms supply the defects in the other past tense forms mentioned below.

Note—It will be seen from 147 that in Beḷāḍi, one of the Telugu dialects, the third person masculine form of the past tense is also based on this verbal participle, Example:

Cheppidi ‘he said’, pōkaydi ‘he did not go’

The change of ru to ri and of ḍu to ḍi is due to harmonic sequence.

(b) Suffix yā.—The tense formed with this suffix occurs only in colloquial usage, and does not possess forms for the third person feminine and neuter. It is usually supposed to be a corrupt form of the tense formed with the suffix iṇa below. Thus koṭṭinānu, aḍīṇānu, chēśīṇānu, kośīṇāru, naṭīchīṇāgyu, pilichīṇāru are supposed* to have become corrupted in popular speech into koṭṭiyānu, aḍiyānu, chēśiyānu, kośiyāru, naṭīchiyāru, pilichiyāru. The y is however not pronounced or written after ch and s and the past forms of the bases ending in chu and ṣu are written naṭīchānu, chēśānu, kośānu, pilichānu, the ā being pronounced like the ā in the English word ‘bade’. The same pronunciation of ā is heard in the past forms paḍānu, cheḍānu, iḍānu of paḍu, cheḍu, iḍu.

*Seshagiri Sastri’s Telugu Philology, Verbs, pages 35-37.
It must also be noted here that the usual explanation given of the third person plural forms koṭṭiri, chāsiri, kōsiri etc. is that they are further corruptions of the corrupt forms koṭyānu, chēsaru, kōsaru etc.

The view taken in this book is that the past tense forms with the tense suffix yā are much older in Tamil and Telugu than the past tense forms in ina. There are now no participles formed with the suffix yā either in Tamil or Telugu, but they appear to exist in some Telugu dialects as will be seen from the forms given in Section 8 below. As in the neo-Aryan vernaculars of the north the yā suffix has become corrupted into i which is now the regular conjunctive participle suffix in Telugu.

(c) Suffix enu-(yānu)—The participle formed with this suffix is used as a finite verb without personal endings in the third person singular and neuter plural:—koṭṭenu, nādi-chenu, chēsenu, kōnenu, padenu. The final nu of these forms is often omitted in colloquial speech, and the forms are pronounced koṭṭe, koṭṭya, vachche, vachchya, konya* is very common in the Telugu dialects where sometimes they are also used as conjunctive participles.

In the case of the 13 roots mentioned below the suffix enu may optionally be changed into iyenu. Thus instead of konenu, padenu, nagenu etc. we may also say koniyenu, padaiyenu, nagiyyenu etc. Koniye, padaye, nagine etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>anu</th>
<th>'say'</th>
<th>nugu</th>
<th>'laugh, smile'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>konu</td>
<td>'buy, take'</td>
<td>tegu</td>
<td>'break'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tinu</td>
<td>'eat'</td>
<td>tagu</td>
<td>'suit, fit'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chanu</td>
<td>'go'</td>
<td>digu</td>
<td>'descend'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kanu</td>
<td>'see, bring forth'</td>
<td>padu</td>
<td>'fall'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The alternative pronunciation koṭṭya, vachchya, konya.
\textbf{PAST TENSE}

\begin{tabular}{ll}
\textit{vinu} & 'hear' \\
\textit{chedu} & 'be corrupted' \\
\textit{adi} & 'place, put'
\end{tabular}

\textbf{Note}—The alternative forms assumed by the conjunctive participles and the suffix \textit{enu} give rise to a surmise that the suffixes \textit{i} and \textit{enu} are probably corrupt contracted forms and that they perhaps contained an \textit{y} formerly.

\textit{(d) Suffix ina}—The tense forms are:—\textit{kottinānu}, \textit{paḍinānu}, \textit{chéśināvu}, \textit{kōśināru}, \textit{nāgachinādu}, \textit{nāgachinādi}, \textit{chéśināvi}.

This is the only tense form of the past which is not defective; there is no corresponding verbal participle now in use. The past relative participles of all Telugu roots are formed with the suffix \textit{ina}:

\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{kottina}, \textit{paḍina}, \textit{chéśina}, \textit{kōśina}, \textit{nāgachina}.
\end{itemize}

The thirteen roots mentioned in \textit{(c)} above have alternative forms for their relative participles:—

\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{konna}, \textit{tīna}, \textit{paḍda}, \textit{chedda}, \textit{lagga} etc.
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Note}—The view taken in this book is that the suffixes \textit{enu} and \textit{ina} are derived from the \textit{Ardhamāgadhī} suffix \textit{yāna} which found its way into Telugu rather late.

\textit{(e) Suffix \textit{ti} or \textit{iti}}. The tense formed with this suffix is the recognised grammatical tense of the past, but it is wanting in the forms for the third person. There is no corresponding verbal participle now in use.

\textbf{Example}—\textit{kottitinī}, \textit{nāṭchitinī}, \textit{nāḍitīnī}, \textit{chéśtirī}.

The \textit{ni} of the first person singular is often omitted; the change of the personal endings \textit{nu}, \textit{mu}, \textit{vu}, \textit{ru} into \textit{ni}, \textit{mi}, \textit{ni}, \textit{ri} is for the purpose of securing harmonic sequence of vowels.
138. **The Future Tense**

(a) Suffix \( {\varepsilon} \)—This suffix is in widely extended use among the common people in the Telugu districts and in the Telugu dialects; it expresses the contingent future:—

\[ \text{pađewu 'you might fall', pađaru 'they might fall', kọṭṭēnu, adēnu etc.} \]

The third person singular and neuter plural forms are exceptional.

\[ \text{kọṭṭēnī, kọṭṭīnī, chēšēnī, chēšīnī.} \]

(b) Suffix \( {\text{idā}} \)—This is the suffix of the grammatical future.

\[ \text{Kọṭṭēdanu, chēśēdanu, nadachēdanu, kōsēdanu.} \]

The \( nu \) of the first person is often omitted.

The third person singular and neuter plural forms are exceptional:—

\[ \text{kọṭṭēdīnī, nadachēdīnī, chēśēdīnū, kōsēdīnū.} \]

(c) Suffix \( {\text{kālā}} \)—Another grammatical feature is formed by combining kalanu, kalamu, kalamu, kalanu, kalada, kaladi, kalavi with the infinitive; it implies ability or obligation:—

\[ \text{Chayagalanu, pōyagalanu, chadwagalanu?} \]

With this may be compared the forms kalavāṅju, kalāṅju of the inscriptions:—

\[ \text{manēṅḍu neyī pōyangalavāṅju 'he is bound to supply a mana of ghee'?} \]

139. **The Aorist Tense Suffix \( {\text{du}} \)**

This suffix is used only in the first and the second person; the form for the second person plural is also used for the epicene plural of the third person. For the third person singular and neuter plural the bare stem with the suffix \( me \) is used.
The Imperative First person—This occurs only in the plural and includes the speaker and the person addressed.

(1) koṭṭudamu  koṭṭudāmu
(2) chēyadamu  chēyāμu
    chētamu  chētamā
(3) naṭukadamu  naṭukadāmu
    naṭatumu  naṭatumā

Note—In the case of roots ending in chu and yu the chudu and yudu of the aorist, and chudu, yuda and the chuda and yudā of the imperative are optionally replaced by tu, ta and ṭa respectively. In causal verbs we have three alternative forms:

koṭṭinchadamu  koṭṭintamu  koṭṭinpubadamu
diṅvinchadamu  diṅvantamu  diṅvimpudamu

The Imperative Second person:

(a) singular (1) the bare root, (2) suffix nu.
    Example—koṭṭu, koṭṭunu, chēyu, chēyunu.

(b) Plural suffixes anu, undu, udu.
    Example—koṭṭantu, chēyanu, chēyanu, koṇu, venuku.

Note—The forms Koṭṭandu, chēyandu, are likely to be mistaken for the third person masculine singular of the negative verb; the affixes i, i, ū usually added to the imperative
plural distinguish these from the negative, but we may have koṭṭumū, chēyudu.

(e) In the case of roots ending in chu the following peculiarities must be noticed. (Campbell's Telugu Grammar rules 359, 361, 362.)

(1) one class of roots including niluchu 'stand', lēchu 'rise', piluchu 'call', naquchu 'walk', replace chu by vu before the imperative terminations.

Example—niluvumu, niluvandī, piluvu, lēvandī.

(2) A second class including ṛuchu 'sweep', tuquchu 'cleanse by rubbing', mōchu 'bear a burden', valachu 'love' optionally replace chu by vu:

Example—uqchumū, uqvumū, mōchandī, tuquvu.

(3) A third class including rāchu 'rub', kāchu 'attend', tāchu 'weigh', enchu 'think' retain the chu always and have no optional forms.

Example—rāchamū, kāchandī, tāchunū.

(4) The fourth and the last class including causals optionally replace—chu by pu.

Example—dvinchumū, dvinpumū, dvinchandī.

The Imperative Third person.—Suffixes ēdun, tan. This is really a benedictive form and is used in blessing, cursing etc.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{niku mēlu kaligežunu} & \quad \text{May you have prosperity}.
\text{mūku mēlu kalugutanu} & \quad \text{May you have prosperity}
\end{align*}
\]

When followed by a word with an initial vowel the final \( s \) of ēdun and tan is changed into \( m \). (C.B. verbs 26 and 28.)

Example—niku mēlu kaligežumaniye.

mūku mēlu kalugutananiye.
141. Some Miscellaneous Forms

(a) Bālayākaraṇamu (C.B. verbs 27) mentions an imperative form obtained by adding the demonstrative pronoun adi to the third person singular of the aorist:—chēyunadi, 'you should do, he should do, it should be done', undunadi, prōchunadi etc.

This form corresponds to the third person neuter singular of the tense formed with the sign p or v in Tamil and Kanarese. Tamil kaṇḍūpadu, Kanarese kaṇḍṇadu 'should be given'. (98 C 124 a.)

(b) The forms pōnt 'let it go', rānt 'let it come', uṣjani 'let it be, let it alone' may be mentioned here. These imply permission or assent on the part of the speaker though supposed to be formed by the addition of the verb ñ 'give, allow' to the infinitive as thus:

\[ rānt=ran+ñ \text{ 'allow to come'}, \]

í being here supposed to be another form of the imperative immu. But a comparison with the corresponding forms in Tamil and Kanarese does not support this derivation.

(c) The form kōka used as an auxiliary in benedictives is the only remnant of the old benedictives in ka; it is the optative form of agu 'be', 'become' and is equivalent to the Tamil ōkuka 'may it become'.

Example—uṇḍeṇugāka, avugāka, 'may it become'.

142. Miscellaneous Verbal Forms

(a) Verbal nouns: Suffixes (1) aḍamu (2) ña

Example—koṭṭaḍamu, chēyaḍamu, koṭṭuṇa, chēyul, chēsul, pōyaḍamu, pōyuṇa, pōsul.  

Note—Bases ending in \( \text{nu} \) change the \( \text{nu} \) into \( \text{su} \) when taking the suffix ña.
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(b) Infinitives.—Suffixes are (1) the fourth case of verbal nouns (2) an or a.

Example—chēyaḍāniki, pōsuṭaku, chēyan, chēya, pōya.

The forms in an and a are used in the senses of (1) for the purpose of (2) so as to, so that, (3) when, while. The fourth case of the verbal noun is used only in the first of these senses. In the last of the senses the forms in -an and a are often strengthened by kan as undagan, chēyagan.

(c) Before the infinitive suffixes an and a and the verbal noun suffix -aḍanu the final syllable of roots ending in chu is replaced by su or pu in the same manner and to the same extent as before the endings of the imperative second person.

(1) niluva, naḍaḍaḍamu, piluwan, levaḍamu.
(2) uḍchan, uḍvan, tuḍuḍaḍamu, tuḍuḍaḍamu.
(3) rāchan, rāchaḍamu, kāchan, kāchaḍamu.
(4) diwinchan, diwimpan, divinchaḍamu, divimpaḍamu.

(d) Subjunctives suffixes (1) ēni, (2) an or a and (3) ē (iē). The first of these is used with finite verbs, the others with verbal participles.

(1) koffinānēni 'If I beat' Chēfinānēni, chēstinēni
(2) koffina 'If I, we, you, he, she etc., beat' koffinā, chēśina, chēśina.

(3) kōfite 'If I, we, you, he, she, etc. beat' chēšite, chēštē.

The last of these appears to be a drutaprakritika as it appears with the final a in some of the dialects. Also compare the combination chēštē + ēni = chēstenēni 'what if it is done?'

(e) Relative participles:

(1) Present—chēyuḥunna, chēṣṭunna, diwinchuḥunna, divimpuḥunna, divinchuṭunna, diwistunna.
(2) Past—Cheșina, koțina, nağičina.
(3) Indefinite—koțu, chēyu, chēseu, chēsē, chēședi, chēșeti.

The indefinite forms koțu, chēyu are drutapākrittika and should be regarded as the third person singular aorist used like the Tamil tense form ēyyum in the sense of a relative participle. They give rise to agent nouns, the druta making its appearance when the following pronoun has an initial vowel.

Example—Koțwūru, chēyuwūru, chēyunatuğu.

(f) Verbal participles:
(1) Present—chēyučun, chēşiun, chēșī.
(2) Past—koțti, chēși, nağiči.

143. CAUSAL BASES


(b) Roots not ending in chu generally form their causal bases by changing the final u into inchu.


There are about sixty exceptions to this rule of which some are mentioned below:


144. Miscellaneous observations

The y of the roots ending in yu like chōyu, kōyu etc. becomes sibilant when moved by the initial vowels of the suffixes of the past and the future tenses: i, ina, iti, i, eda, ešunu, ešini, i, ini; but not when moved by the initial vowels of the infinitive suffixes an, a or of the verbal noun suffix ašamu or of the causative suffix inchu; this y also optionally becomes sibilant before the verbal noun suffix ta, y and ch become sibilant when by the loss of the final u of roots they come in intimate contact with the t of the suffixes tun, tā, ti. The intimate contact of this t with the n of the roots anu ‘say’, konu ‘buy’, timu ‘eat’, vinu ‘hear’ etc. renders both of them cerebral.

The alternative forms in the imperative first person and the aorist first and second persons in which the final chu and yu of the roots are rejected and the d of the suffixes is replaced by t indicate a stage when there was no chu or yu added to the roots and the tense sign was t as in the old Tamil t aorist; the d of Telugu in the forms under consideration is thus merely due to the intervocal pronunciation of an original t. It is remarkable that the third person aorist forms in t should be wanting both in Tamil and in Telugu.

The alternative causal aorist forms koffintunu, koffimpu- duvu and koffincludunu appear to indicate that the causal base was originally only koffi (as now in Malayālam) then koffipu and lastly koffinchu.

The hard and mediol pronunciation of t in naqutunu, naqutanu and koffudunu respectively appears to indicate that
naḍa or naḍu was originally an accented root in Telugu as it is now in Tamil; this surmise will hold good with reference to all roots now ending in chu or yu.

The infinitive forms nilavan (intransitive) and nilupan (causal) would seem to indicate that the present Tamil practice of accenting some verbs when transitive and pronouncing them without any stress when intransitive was probably in vogue in Telugu also formerly.

These alternative forms and other relics which are preserved in Telugu are of great help to the philologist in tracing the development of Telugu roots and of Dravidian forms generally.
CHAPTER VIII

TELVGU DIALECTS

145. KOMRAU

This is the speech of the shop-keepers of Chanda and does not differ much from the standard Telugu as spoken by the people in this Presidency. (L.S. Vol. IV, pp. 594-5.)

Indefinite tense: anta 'he says', chaata 'I die'. Conjunctive participles end in i.

Kumathi—This is a dialect of Telugu spoken by the Kumathi or bricklayers of Bombay and its neighbourhood. The language has been much influenced by the neighbouring Aryan forms of speech but is still a pure Dravidian dialect. (p. 596.)

Indefinite tense: anta 'he says', nista 'I am dying', pita 'I will go', chastama 'we will make'.

Future: anuma 'shall say'.

Conjunctive participles end in i.

The past third person singular ending in enu in the standard Telugu always ends in ya in this dialect: ay ‘it became’, poyya ‘he went’, nyya ‘he stayed’, chayya ‘he said’, syya ‘he saw’.

146. DASARI

Dasaris are wandering beggars in Belgaum. Some of them speak Kanarese, others Telugu. (pp. 599-601).

Indefinite tense: tastaa ‘I die’.

Conjunctive participles end in i.
The past third person singular ending in emi in the standard Telugu always ends in e in this dialect: — emi ’he said’, aye ’it became’, cheppa ’he said’.

The oblique forms of the indefinite relative participles are peculiar: tinēta ’eating’, utoṣa ’being’.

Verbal nouns are formed from the participles in eqta: — pūṇa-eddi ’singing’, chāli-baṭṭaddi ’dancing’, eqaddi ’obtaining or becoming’. Note also maḍadāṇki ’to feed’, anipichakonadāṇki ’to be called’.

The suffix of causal verbs has the form ichu or iṭechu, not inchu: — tinipichinādu ’he has made feast’, anipichakonadānam ’causing to be called’, tappikkāṇi ’having been lost’.

147. BERADI

The Beradi are an aboriginal tribe of Belgaum scattered all over the district who speak a dialect of Telugu in which Kanarese forms are occasionally used. (pages 602-6.)

Indefinite tense: pōṭānu ’I am going’, ostān ’I will come’, ostāji ’it will come’, sastān ’am dying’. Conjunctive participles are formed with i.

The past third person Masculine often ends in īṣi: — īpeppiḍi ’he said’, īṣikkiḍi ’he was found’, īddy (ūḍdi) ’he was’, pōkkayḍi ’he did not go’.

The following past forms containing the suffix ti occur without personal endings: āḍigiti ’he asked’, ṯārk agati (agiti) ’I did not disobey’, isak-agati (agiti?) ’you did not give’, etti ’I came’.

Verbal nouns: Osward ’coming’, kēsauḍ ’doing’.

The subjunctives often end in tēn: agiṭen ’but’, ḫāṭuṭten ’if (it) was not’, pōten ’if (we) go’.
148. **VADARI**

This is the speech of a wandering tribe of quarrymen in the Bombay Presidency, the Berars and other districts. (pages 607-18.)

**Indefinite tense**: sastānu ‘I am dying’, pōitānu ‘I will go’, cheputānu ‘I will say’. The following forms are puzzling: kuṭirānu (615) ‘we are enjoying’, kuṭirīyānu ‘thou enjoyest’ (615), sauchhyānu (611) ‘I am dying’; they may be regarded as corruptions of forms containing the eha suffix, that is of the forms kuṭuchuchānu, kuṭuchuchāvānu, chauchuchana.

Future pōyānu (pōyēru) ‘They will go’ (613), pōdēnu ‘they might fall’ (614), pōyēnu ‘I will go’, cheppēnu ‘I will say’. (618.)

 Conjunctive participles end in ḫ except in two cases where they are shown as ending in ya; but in these two instances the forms may also be construed as final verbs in the third person singular. Conjunctive participles and past tense forms are often strengthened by an auxiliary of the form kin, kēn, kōn even if the verb is not used reflexively.


The past tense forms in the third person singular may be noted. Sarpu-kinya ‘he spent’, kuṭyāi-kinya ‘he collected’, karchis-kinya (609) ‘he spent’, anyā ‘she said’ (615), pāḍiyā ‘he wasted’ (611) uṇḍyā ‘she was’, uṇḍe ‘there were’ (613), dōse ‘it appeared’ (613), ane ‘he said’ (613), sikke ‘he was found’.

Verbal nouns aḡiḍi ‘dancing’, udēdi ‘music’ (610).
CHAPTER IX
PRO-DRAVIDIAN AORISTS

149. THE PRO-DRAVIDIAN AORIST

In Chapter VII are brought together all the Dravidian suffixes which it is proposed to deal with in this book. Some of them are special to individual languages and must have been adopted by these during their individual development after separation from the common parent tongue, while other suffixes common to two or more languages must have been in use from the pro-Dravidian and pro-ethnic periods. It is necessary to classify the suffixes according to the periods in which they first came into use. The verbal bases themselves have undergone great changes, most of them being now longer by one syllable \( ku \), \( tu \), \( pu \), \( rh\), or \( m \), than in the pro-ethnic period. As an examination of the changes which the bases have undergone throws considerable light on the nature and age of the suffixes we shall deal with these changes first. In groups of languages other than the Dravidian such formative additions which result in the mere lengthening of the roots arise from tense or modal suffixes—the special significations of which had become lost in course of time. It is assumed that the five formative syllables mentioned above owe their origin to similar causes and have arisen from tense and modal suffixes of the pro-ethnic and pro-Dravidian period, and we proceed to consider to what extent it can be explained on the basis of philology.

There was undoubtedly a \( k \)-conjugation in the pro-Dravidian period which was one of the earliest grammatical forms of that period and of which the following remnants have come down to us.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Grammatical suffixes</th>
<th>Person and number in which used</th>
<th>Tenses indicated by suffixes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Old Tamil (108)</td>
<td><em>kum</em> (<em>um</em>)</td>
<td>3rd person singular and neuter plural</td>
<td>present future and habitual present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>do</em></td>
<td>1st person</td>
<td>Future and present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern Tamil (98-b)</td>
<td><em>kum</em> (<em>um</em>)</td>
<td>3rd person singular and neuter plural</td>
<td>Future and habitual present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern Malayalam (117-a)</td>
<td><em>kum</em> (<em>um</em>)</td>
<td>All persons and numbers</td>
<td>Future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literary Malayalam (117-b)</td>
<td><em>ku</em> (<em>u</em>)</td>
<td>All persons and numbers</td>
<td>Future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Kanarese (123)</td>
<td><em>kum</em> (<em>gun</em>)</td>
<td>3rd person</td>
<td>All tenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>ku, ga</em></td>
<td>all numbers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Telugu (136). *Kattunu, chāyumu, etc*., of the aerist third person is of the same form as the Tamil *ēyumu* and if it is open to us to say that a *ku* has been elided in the Telugu forms as has probably been the case with the Tamil *ēyumu* (98 a) then Telugu will be brought into line with the other languages.

We have to reconstruct the pro-Dravidian *k*-conjugation from the above remnants. The theory put forth in this book is that this *k* conjugation merely consisted in adding *ku*, that is, *k* with the enunciative *u*, to all roots and using the combination in all persons, numbers and genders without any personal endings and probably in all tenses except
perhaps the definite past. The $m$ of $kum$ is the sign of another conjugation (which came to be superadded to $ku$, except in the case of the first person forms in Old Tamil where $m$ is the sign of the plural number.

The initial $k$ of the suffix was doubled after accented roots and pronounced intervocally as $k$ or $g$ after unaccented words. In Kanarese $k$ was retained only in certain harsh combinations (123 b) like $rk$, $lk$, $lk$, etc., and after the causative and the Sanskritic $i$, and became $g$ in all other cases. As stated in 98 b, the $um$ of Tamil arises from the elision of $k$ in $kum$ after unaccented roots; a similar explanation probably holds good for the $u$ of literary Malayalam. The $k$ and $\hat{a}$ of literary Malayalam may be supposed to arise from the elision of the final $m$ and the compensatory lengthening of the preceding $u$ in $kum$ and $um$.

150. ROOT-EXTENSION IN TAMIL AND MALAYALAM

Examples have been given in 95 $e$ of verbal bases in modern Tamil which are transitive or intransitive according as they are accented or unaccented. The number of such bases appears to have been much more numerous in the proto-Dravidian period and the $k$ conjugation must have given rise to two tense forms—transitive (or causal) and intransitive—corresponding to each base. Thus corresponding to the base $kuru$ which now means 'short (adj.)', there were two forms $kuru_kku$ and $kuruku$ which were probably first used as aorist tenses without personal terminations; when such terminations subsequently came to be added and other conjugational signs came to be super-added and the original forms ending in $ku$ ceased to be looked upon as finite verbs. They are now treated merely as extended uninflected verbal bases, and in the case of many of them the original roots have now no separate existence in the language.
### DRAVIDIAN THEORIES

#### [CHAP. IX]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intransitive</th>
<th>Transitive or causal</th>
<th>Original root</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>kuṟukku</em> 'become short'</td>
<td><em>kuṟukku</em> 'shorten'</td>
<td><em>kuṟu</em> 'short' (adj.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>peṟukku</em> 'swell as a flood'</td>
<td><em>peṟukku</em> 'cause to swell'</td>
<td><em>peṟu</em> (a) large (adj.) (b) become large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>paḻakku</em> 'become familiar'</td>
<td><em>paḻakku</em> 'train, accustom'</td>
<td><em>paḻa</em> 'old' (adj.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>kaṟukku</em> 'become black by heat'</td>
<td><em>kaṟukku</em> 'blacken by heat'</td>
<td><em>kaṟu</em> (1) black (adj.) (2) become black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>urukku</em> 'become liquid'</td>
<td><em>urukku</em> 'liquefy'</td>
<td><em>uruk</em> 'liquefy'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>iṟukku</em> 'become tight'</td>
<td><em>iṟukku</em> 'tighten'</td>
<td><em>iṟuk</em> 'tighten'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>viḷakku</em> 'step aside'</td>
<td><em>viḷakku</em> 'put aside'</td>
<td><em>viḷakku</em> 'put aside'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the vast majority of cases, however, the *k* of *ku* has become softened to *g* and also nasalised in the intransitive form.

| *viṇaṅgu* 'be bent, bow' | *vaṇakku* 'cause to bend' (v.t., v.i.) | *vaṇai, vaḷai* 'bend' (v.i.) |
| *inaiṅgu* 'agree, suit' | *iṇakku* 'cause to agree or to suit' | *iṇai* (v.t., v.i.) 'suit' |
| *vaṇaiṅgu* 'be dried' | *vaṇakku* 'cause to dry' (subs) | *vaṇai* 'heat' (v.i.) |
| *aṅaṅgu* 'be enclosed or subdued' | *aṇakku* 'enclose, subdue' (v.t.) | *aṅai* (v.i.) 'go in' (v.t.) 'put in' |
| *odaṅgu* 'step aside' | *odaṇkku* 'put aside' | *otta* 'go aside' |
| *puḻangku* 'be boiled or heated' | *puḷakku* 'boll or *puṇaḥ* (Sanskrit) heat' | *puṇaḥ* (Sanskrit) 'burn, consume' |
| *tuṇaṅgu* 'become bright' | *tulakku* 'burnish' | |
| *viḷaṅgu* ' become (in a fluid) | *viḷakku* 'let down' | |
ROOT-EXTENSION IN KANARESE

köluṅgu ‘shake’
kulukku ‘cause to shake’
śurũṅgu ‘shrink’
surukku ‘shorten’

There are many instances in which only one member of the couplet, either the transitive or the intransitive, exists in Tamil:

tiruku (v.t.) ‘twist’
pudukku (v.t.) ‘renovate’
oḷuku (v.i.) 1. ‘leak’
  2. ‘behave’
meḻuku (v.t.) ‘daub a place with dung, mud, chunam etc.’

nīḷuṅgu (v.t.) ‘swallow’

It is hardly necessary to add that in the case of every verb, transitive or intransitive, ending in -gu, or -ku a causal base can be formed by the addition of the suffix -vi.

It is unnecessary to give separate examples for Malayāḷam as almost all the couplets given above exist also in that language though with occasional shades of difference in meaning.

151. ROOT-EXTENSION IN KANARESE

In Kanarese also we find a large number of roots lengthened by a ku or gu suffix, but the system of accenting roots have been early discontinued in that language we find fewer couplets than in Tamil and even in those few the distinction noticed in Tamil that the suffix ku (k hard) generally occurs in causal or transitive bases and the suffix gu in the non-causal or intransitive bases is but rarely observable.

Aḍagū, adaṅgu (v.i.) ‘be compressed’ and
aduko (v.t.) ‘press into a narrow compass’

furnish a rare instance of a couplet in which the Tamil distinction is preserved. In the following instances both members are used indifferently either as transitives or intransitives or both:—
DRAVIDIAN THEORIES

mulugu
muluku \{ (v.i.) 'sink under water'

āgā \{ (v.i.) 'joint'; (v.t.) 'come in contact with'
      'attack'

ūkā \{ (v.t.) 'commence, undertake'; ādāgā is also
      used intransitively.

ūnu \{ (v.i.) 'shine, glitter'

In the vast majority of cases the bases do not occur in
couplets, and we find only one member either with a ge
or a ku suffix:

heługu \{ (v.i.) 'shine'; (v.t.) 'cause to shine'

țiugu \{ (v.i.) 'be suspended' 'rock, swing'

kargu, kalugu \{ (v.i.) 'turn back'

karagugu, kargu, karangu \{ (v.i.) 'melt, dissolve'
      (v.t.) 'melt'

ūlagugu \{ (v.i.) 'go away', 'fail', 'disappear'

kheługu \{ (v.i.) 'shine', 'be full of splendour'

kudugu \{ (v.i.) 'tremble'

nulugu \{ (v.i.) 'be crumpled', 'grown weak', 'droop'

maługu \{ (v.t.) 'lay down', 'put', 'hide'

małagugu \{ (v.i.) 'bend', 'be submissive'

malugu \{ (v.i.) 'lie down', 'recline'

milugu \{ (v.i.) 'shine', 'glitter'

misugu
kalaku (v.t.) 'stir', 'perturb'; kalaku is also used intransitively.
kedaku (v.t.) 'stir', 'dig up'
kenaku (v.t.) 'stir', 'provoke'
kuluku (v.t.) 'shake', 'agitate'
niluku (v.i.) 'stretch one's self', 'stand on tip-toe'
niliku
nilaku

There was a rule in Old Kanarese (K.K.G. 183-7) that bases ending in *gu* could form their present future relative participle either in the usual way by adding *na* to the base, or by eliding the final *gu* and then adding *na*; as remarked in 127 a., above this optional form must have arisen in a stage of the language when the bases in question had not been extended by the suffix *gu*. The grammar does not mention similar optional forms in the case of bases ending in *ku*; but it cannot be inferred from this omission that these bases were later formations. For *kalaku* and *kuluku*, for instance, in the above list occur also in Tamil and probably go back to the proto-Dravidian period.

152. ROOT-EXTENSION IN TELUGU

(a) Telugu also contains a good number of verbal bases ending in *gu* and *ku*, but these bases do not generally occur in couplets and in the few that so occur both members appear to be intransitives.

Examples—
vakku (v.i.) 'become lean or emaciated'. The forms probably have arisen from *valuku* and *valugu*,
vaggu e.g. *valiyyu* (v.i.) having the same signification.
chituku
chidugu (v.i.) 'be crushed or broken, break, burst',
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visuki
nivugu  
(v.i.) 'be tired or disgusted, be sick of'

In several cases the bases that look like couplets are really unconnected with each other and are etymologically different.

Examples—

ađugu  
(v.t.) 'ask, question, beg, demand'

ađuku  
(v.t.) 'pile up, arrange in a set or series'

degu  
(v.i.) 'go, repair, proceed, resort'

déku  
(v.t.) 'pick or clean cotton; defame, expose,

činugu  
(v.i.) 'be torn or rent'

činuku  
(v.i.) 'fall into drops'

uđugu  
(v.t.) 'give up, leave, desist from'

uđuku  
(v.i.) 'boil, simmer; be annoyed, or vexed'

dóku  
(v.t.) 'dig slightly so as to loosen the soil'

dógu  
(v.i.) 'go on all fours as an infant'

tolugu  
(v.i.) 'move, step aside, disappear'

toldu  
(v.i.) 'begin, be commenced'

tolaku, todađu (v.i.) 'be slightly shaken, be spilled'

ságū  
(v.i.) 'go on, proceed; take effect, be effective'

ságū  
(v.i.) 'extend, lengthen, prostrate one's self'

sáku, såku (v.t.) 'rear, bring up, foster, train up,'

(b) There is not perhaps a single couplet in Telugu resembling the Tamil ones instance in 147 above where the bases ending in \( ku \) (\( k \) hard) are the transitive or the causal forms of the corresponding intransitive and non-causal forms ending in \( gu \), or \( hu \) (\( k \) inter-vocal). Of the Telugu roots ending in \( gu \) a few form their causals by changing \( gu \) into \( pu \), but the vast majority of them change \( gu \) into \( chu \) or add the suffix \( incha \).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Causal and some other derived forms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>adagu</td>
<td>(v.i.) 'be suppressed, submit,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(caus.) adchu, adaginu, anzhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(der.) adakwa, anakwa 'humility'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anagu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kalagu</td>
<td>(v.i.) 'be confused or disturbed'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(caus.) kalahu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(der.) kalakwa, kalaka 'confusion'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>magugu</td>
<td>(v.i.) 'be folded, bend'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(caus.) magchu, maguchu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(der.) magaka 'a fold'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penagu</td>
<td>(v.i.) 'be twisted'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(caus.) penchu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(der.) penakwa 'a quarrel'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kagu</td>
<td>(v.i.) 'be heated, grown hot'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(caus.) kachu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(der.) kaka 'heat, anger'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sugu</td>
<td>(v.i.) 'be rocked, swing'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(caus.) uchu, uginchu, upu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(der.) uka 'swinging'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tolagu</td>
<td>(v.i.) 'vanish', step aside,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>disappear'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(caus.) tola, tolaginu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malagu</td>
<td>(v.i.) 'turn back, be twisted'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(caus.) malchu, malapu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(der.) malaka 'a bend'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>segu</td>
<td>(v.i.) 'be fired, sorrow'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(caus.) sekhu, sekinchu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(der.) sek 'fear'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tunugu</td>
<td>(v.i.) 'be cut to pieces, broken'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(caus.) tunhu, tunchu, tupu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(der.) tunka 'a fragment'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eragu</td>
<td>(v.t.) 'know, understand'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(der.) eru, eru 'knowledge'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaqagu</td>
<td>(v.i.) 'endeavour, strive, attempt'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(caus.) kaqaku, kaqaka 'endeavour'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bishop Caldwell’s explanation of the suffixes *chu* and *inchu* (G.D.G. pp. 96 to 98, 347 to 354) is that they arise from the palatalization of *ku* and *ikku*. This explanation is entirely untenable; for there are many Telugu forms as in the table above in which the *k* of the original *ku* suffix has not been palatalised and it will be shown later that the predecessors of *chu* and *inchu* are not *ku* and *ikku* but *pu* and *impu*.

153. THE PLEONASTIC KU SUFFIX

It is well to note here that we have no evidence that *ku* or *ga* was ever used as a tense sign in Telugu whether with or without personal endings. There is evidence that they were so used in the third person in Old Kanarese without personal endings; we also know from specimens that have come down to us that *ku* was so used in the first person in Old Tamil and in all persons in literary Malayalam.

*Kum* and *gum* were used in Old Kanarese in the third person as tense signs without personal endings; and *kum* and *um* are now so used as tense signs in third person in Tamil and in all persons in Malayalam. Assuming the identity of the Telugu *nu* in the aorist forms *cheyunu*, *koffunu* etc., with the *m* of the Tamil aorists *seyum*, *varum*, etc., it has been surmised that a *ku* or a *gu* has been elided in these Telugu forms. There is however, no necessity for making the surmise; for if *nu* arises from *m* the sign of a separate conjugation, it may itself express the tense of the Telugu forms without being tacked on to *ku* or *gu*. In this alternative view the Telugu forms *cheyunu*, *koffunu* etc, will not come under the *k* aorist, but under the *p* conjugation to which *m* belongs.

There are several unaccented verbal bases in Tamil to which a *ku* is often pleonastically added. Thus we have *seyvuṇu* ‘I shall do’, *pōkuṇom* ‘we shall go’, *varuṇuvar* ‘you will come’ etc. in addition to the usual forms *seyven*, *pōvom*,
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In Malayālam we have the forms koḍukkuvāθ ‘he will give’, nādakkuvāθ ‘he will walk’ etc., side by side with koḍupāθ, nādapāθ etc. In old Kanarese also in the special conjugation with kum, gum, ku. gu (K.K.G. 203) they used to add gu pleonastically to the base.

māḍikugum ‘he will cause to make’
āgugum ‘it becomes’
nilgugum ‘she will stand’

etc., side by side with māḍikum, āgugum, nilgum etc.

In negative verbs, a ku suffix is often pleonastically added to the verbal base in Tamil and Malayālam: Koḍukkāθ ‘he will not give’, nādakkāθ ‘he will not walk’ etc., side by side with koḍāθ, nādaθāy etc. In modern Malayālam the use of the suffix is obligatory in the case of accented roots.

The above are relics of an old practice of adding ku to every root before proceeding to conjugate it.

The infinitives and subjunctives of all roots in Modern Malayālam contain a ku suffix:

nāḍakka, nāḍakkil, tarikka, tarikil, ṣeyka, ṣeykil.

In non-literary Tamil a doubled K invariably appears in the infinitives and subjunctives of accented roots; in the case of unaccented roots the use of k is unnecessary though often optionally allowed:

cari, ṣeypish, ünka, unpa, unkip, unnil, ṣeykipp.

The fuller forms of Malayālam may be taken as proof that a ku suffix which had lost its original signification continued to be added to every root in some inflections; the initial k of this suffix when it was not doubled was often elided in Tamil and in literary Malayālam.

It has been stated in 112 C. above that the infinitive suffix a has arisen from the loss of i in ai, and the question arises whether infinitives and verbal nouns in Tamil and
Malayālam were formed by the addition of kal in the pro-Draavidian period. This question must be answered in the affirmative. The verbal nouns in kal appear to have been replaced by formations in tal and are now exceedingly rare in Tamil in the case of roots which have not been permanently lengthened by a ku suffix. Two of such rare instances are,

koṭukkal 'giving' and mōkkal 'smelling'
kōṭukkal vāṅgal 'lending and borrowing, money transactions'

mōkkalam mōndaṇaṇ (Kali, 54).

Per contra may be quoted cases in al where we should expect tal or kal:

Kuṭiyal enai 'oil fit for (human) consumption'.

154. THE PRO-DRAVIDIAN 'ā' AORIST

There is no trace of a t aorist even in the oldest specimens of Kanarese that have come down to us; but it existed in Old Tamil and exists now in Telugu:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Suffixes</th>
<th>Persons in which used</th>
<th>Mood or tense indicated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Old Tamil</td>
<td>tu, tum</td>
<td>1st person</td>
<td>aorist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ti, tai, tuu</td>
<td>2nd person</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tume, turu</td>
<td>3rd person epicene</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The t of the suffixes will be pronounced like d after un-accented roots in Tamil and after all roots in Telugu except...
where *wu* and *yu* of the roots are optionally omitted. The *m*
of *uma* in Old Tamil is a plural sign; *ti*, *wi*, and *hr*, in Old Tamil and *mu*, *mi*, *wu*, *uma*, and *am*a, in Telugu are personal endings, or their final syllables. It is remarkable that this
aorist should be defective in the third person in both these languages.

The theory put forward in this book is that this conjuga-
tion must have originally consisted in merely adding *ts*—
that is, *t* with the enunciative *u*—to all roots and using the
combination in all numbers and genders. The initial *t* of
the suffix was doubled or pronounced hard after accented
roots and sounded inter-vocally after other roots ending in
vowels; where the roots ended in consonants the *t* of the
suffix underwent suitable modifications in combination
with these consonants. The *t* aorist forms in Old Tamil
were often indistinguishable from the past tense forms in
*B* or *D,* and the confusion arising in consequence was no doubt
the main reason why these forms have been discontinued in
Tamil. If this aorist had ever existed in Kanarese it must
have been discontinued in that language for this same reason.
There is no such confusion in Telugu where the aorist forms
are clearly distinguished from the past tense forms in *ti*;
further, these past forms do not appear to have existed in
the pro-Dravidian period and are probably of late origin.

§ 154 (a). The pro-Dravidian *p* Conjugation

From the analogy of the *k* and *t* aorists we should expect
that in the pro-ethnic period the *p* conjugation merely con-
sisted in affixing *pu*—that is, *p* with the enunciative *u*—to
the root or base and using the form so obtained in all persons
numbers and genders without personal endings. But even
the oldest specimens that we have in Tamil and Kanarese
combine personal endings with the *p* sign and we have no
evidence that ρ tense forms were ever in use without such endings except in literary Malayalam. In the tense forms of these three languages ρ is doubled or pronounced hard after accented bases, becomes ɓ, sometimes m, after nasal bases, and is softened into ɓ after other unaccented bases.

Tense forms with the ρ or the v sign do not occur at all in Telugu. They are supplemented in Tamil in the 3rd person by forms obtained by adding kum (um) to the base; these latter are the only forms in use in colloquial Malayalam. Old and medieval Kanarese possessed a special conjugation for the 3rd person in kum (gam) besides the ρ, v, ɓ forms applicable to all persons.

(b) ALTERNATIVE FORMS WITH THE PLEONASTIC ku SUFFIX.

Putting together the Tamil and Malayalam forms with the tense sign ρ given in §98, §109, and §117, it follows that formerly there was an alternative method of forming this tense in which a pleonastic ku was interposed between the suffix pu and the root. In all these alternative forms pu was necessarily weakened into m as the final short a of the extended bases was unaccented. Thus there must have been forms like kodukkuu ‘giving, will give’, rakshikkunu ‘protecting, will protect’, naykkunu ‘placing, will place’; pūkku ‘going, will go’, side by side with koduppu, rakshippu, wayppu, pōnu; when personal endings were subsequently added, these alternative forms would have become kodukkuu, rakshikkunu, and naykkunu, pūkku of literary Malayalam.

The final m of these alternative forms appears to have been a very unstable sound and it is apparently in consequence of this that m has been substituted for it in the popular
dialect giving rise to the forms *kodukkum, rakkikum, swapkum, pōkum* (vide §155, §156-a, below). This appears to be the origin of the suffix *kum* of Tamil, Malayalam and archaic Kanarese.

In Old Tamil there were in use verbal participles of the form *sεyũ* ‘doing’, formed by adding *pa* to unaccented bases—*aŋγaũ* ‘hanging’, *aŋγaũ* ‘taking’, *pεγaũ* ‘falling’, *iŋγaũ* ‘placing’; the *p* of the suffixes having the value of the English *f*. Such participles are exceedingly common in *Paripadal*.

(c) THE MEANINGS OF THE *p* FORMS.

The illustrations given in §101 (c), §127 (a, c,) under Tamil and Kanarese suffixes make it abundantly clear that the original significance of the *p* sign was necessity or obligation which, as usual, has in most cases degenerated into mere futurity. In Old Tamil the *p* forms were also used with a present significance; in Kanarese relative participles with the *p* (*a, b*) sign are called by Dr. Kittel present-future participles and have an aorist sense.

§155. *pa* BASES IN TAMIL, MALAYALAM, AND TELUGU.

In this and the two succeeding articles are brought together a number of Dravidian forms containing suffixes of which *p, b*, or *a*, forms the essential part, but it must not be supposed that they all contain the future suffix which originally canted (§101-b above), necessity, obligation, promise etc.; most of them do not.

There are in Tamil, Malayalam a number of *pa* causal bases, the non-causal "forms of these end in *mbu*,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-causal</th>
<th>Causal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ḫamba ‘rise’</td>
<td>ḫappa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tiramba ‘turn’</td>
<td>tirappa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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kiļambu ‘rise’
kiļoppu
kāmbu ‘shut, close (as a flower)’
kūppu
niṟambu ‘be filled’
niṟoppu
kuḷambu ‘become turbid’
kuḷoppu

Kanaresan has some of these forms, but as in the case of the ku and ta suffixes, the tenses, and medize have not separate functions assigned to them. Thus tirippu, tirambu, and tirasu, are all transitive verbs; ebha is in transitive while erbu is transitive while ebba is both.

Telugu makes a fair show under the head of pu causals, but the non-causal forms of these bases have suffixes belonging to other conjugations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-causal</th>
<th>Causal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tirugu ‘turn’</td>
<td>trippu, tippu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nalugu ‘be crushed’</td>
<td>nalupa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marugu ‘be habituated’</td>
<td>marupa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malugu ‘be extinguished’</td>
<td>malupa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>merugu ‘be beaten in a mortar’</td>
<td>medupa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mēyu ‘grazo’</td>
<td>mēpu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mōyu ‘be tarnished’</td>
<td>mōpu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tēchu ‘rise’</td>
<td>tēpu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chichchu ‘die’</td>
<td>champa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mōchu ‘bear a burden’</td>
<td>mōpu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are besides bases like, chiduka ‘burst’; sāgu ‘be stretched’; tangu ‘be beaten in a mortar’; chinuga ‘be torn’; tunuga ‘be broken’; tegu ‘be cut’; digu ‘descend’; trugu ‘drink’; udugu, ‘leave’; zorugu ‘slide, pass’, which have alternative causal bases besides chidupa, sāpu, dampu, chimpu, tumpu, tempu, dimpu, trapu, udupu, zarpa.
156. THE ‘F’ INFLECTIONS IN TELUGU

A large number of Telugu bases end in chu and this syllable enters into the conjugation of these bases in almost every mood and tense; as pointed out in 143 this was not so formerly, and in the earliest stages of the language these bases were without any chu suffix. This will also be evident from the circumstance that the corresponding roots in other Dravidian languages have no such suffix and are still one syllable shorter than the Telugu bases. Thus, marachu, ‘forget’, nañchuk ‘walk’, kuñchuk ‘drink’ are only maga, nañcha, kuñch in Tamil. An examination of the special and optional forms which the Telugu chu bases assume in the infinitive and imperative moods and in the negative voice clearly shows that the suffix pu formerly played a much larger part than now in the inflection of Telugu verbs. For the purpose of this examination reference should be made to the four-fold division of chu bases adopted from Campbell’s grammar and given in 140 supra.

(a) The verbs included in the first of these four classes replace chu by vu when inflected for the imperative second person, the infinitive, and the verbal noun, and in the negative forms. Campbell’s grammar (rule 359) enumerates 15 verbs as belonging to this class and the number includes some of the commonest of Telugu roots in daily use such as lëchu ‘rise’, niluchu ‘stand’, nañchuk ‘walk’, marachu ‘forget’, piñchuk ‘call’, kuñchuk ‘suck, eat’, karachu ‘bite’, ññchuk ‘weep’, viñchuk ‘quit’ etc. Some of the inflections of the base lëchu are compared below with those of its causal form lëpu.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imperative</th>
<th>Inf. and verbal noun</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lëvu, lëvanji</td>
<td>lëvan, lëvanjama</td>
<td>lëvaka, lëvani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lëpu, lëpanji</td>
<td>lëpan, lëpanjama</td>
<td>lëpaka, lëpani</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The comparison shows that there must have been a couplet $lēvū$ and $lēpu$ identical in meaning with the Tamil couplet $dlumbu$ and $dluppu$ and identical also in form; for the Telugu $lē$ is the same as Tamil $dl$ but with metathesis of the initial vowel and while $p$ is softened into $v$ in the non-causal form in Telugu, it becomes $b$ nasalized in Tamil. Similarly we have the couplets $niluvu$, $nilupu$; $naguvu$, $nagupu$; and in all the three cases the hard pronunciation of $p$ occurs in the causal form thereby showing that the radicals $lē$, $nilu$, $nagu$, must have been accented when used in a causal sense. The hard pronunciation of $p$ can be secured in Tamil only by doubling it.

In regard to the other roots belonging to this class the causal forms do not end in $pu$ but in $pinchu$ as $marapinchu$, $kuṇipinchu$, $piṭipinchu$, and although the inflections of the non-causal bases follow those of $lēchu$, as $marawan$, $kuṇawan$, $piṭawan$ etc., the inflections of the causal bases are longer and also have optional forms: $marapimpan$, $marapinchan$ etc. But if it is assumed that this $pinchu$ arises by adding $inchu$ to a previous $pu$ or that it has replaced a previous $pu$ suffix then the conclusion is irresistible that all the bases belonging to the first class existed formerly in couplets having $su$ and $pu$ as their final syllables. The recollection of non-causal bases ending in $su$ is still so strong that the final $chu$ is rejected absolutely in the inflections now under consideration.

(b) Campbell’s grammar enumerates 18 roots (rule 363) as belonging to the second class which optionally replace $chu$ by $su$ in the above inflections: most of these are common roots in daily use such as:

$mōchu$ ‘bear a burden’; $nalu'chu$ ‘squeeze or crush’;
$tuq'chu$ ‘cleanse by rubbing’; $dādchu$ ‘sweep’;
$Lq'chu$ ‘drag or pull’; $va'chu$ ‘place or put’;
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pilchu 'draw up anything with the breath';
prōchu 'protect.'

Taking the base mōchu the inflections of the couplet may be exhibited as follows:

mōchum, mōchandi; mōchan, mōchādānu; mōchaka,
mōchanī,
mōvum, mōvandi; mōvan, mōvādānu; mōvaka, mōvanī.
mōhum, mōhanī, mōhan, mōhādānu, mōhaka, mōhanī.

Here also we can reasonably infer that there were formerly couplets of the form mōvu and mōpu but that the tradition of the ēu suffix had been lost in some parts of the Telugu country when the ēhu suffix became permanently incorporated with the root and that the grammarian has thus had to recognise a double usage. The only root of this class which forms its causal with the pu suffix is mōchu; in all other cases the causal is formed by replacing chu by pincchu.

(c) The third class of roots which retain the final syllable chu in the inflections now under consideration are in less common and daily use than the two previous classes; Campbell's grammar (Rule 361) enumerates 26 roots belonging to this class of which the following are more common perhaps than the rest:

kāchu 'attend'; rāchu 'rub'
gručchu 'string (pearls etc.); puchchu 'rot, send'
tāchu 'weigh'; ñechchu 'owe'
mōchu 'perform a ceremony'; čehu 'harass, torment'

It cannot be said that these are new bases which did not exist in the pro-Dravidian period, for most of them have corresponding roots in Tamil and all of them form their causals by adding pincchu. If these bases had formerly non-
causal forms with the suffix *wu all tradition of such forms has been entirely lost.

(d) The fourth class which optionally replace the final syllable by *pu comprise all the remaining *chu bases; they are mostly causals formed by adding *inchu or *chu to the root, as;

köfinchu, kövinchu, nadaginchu, kälüchu, käluchu.

These bases must have originally assumed the suffix *pu when taking the inflections now under consideration but a double usage has grown up as in the second class of verbs considered in (b) above. The above optional replacement occurs also before the *du of the aorist and chunu of the present tense.

The net result of the examination is that in a certain stage in the development of Telugu all bases now ending in *chu assumed the suffix *wu or *pu before undergoing certain inflections and that such of them as assumed the suffix *wu must have had causal forms ending in *pu.

157. Miscellaneous *p* forms

(a) Infinitives and subjunctives of accented roots in Tamil which were formed by adding *ppa, and ppin to roots (112 e) come under the *p* conjugation. Thus *nadappu, nadappa, nirpin, marappu* etc., must have arisen by affixing *a* and *i* to the obsolete bases *nadappu, nirpu, marappu* etc., which apparently went out of use as being needlessly long; for we have still the roots *nad* 'walk' *nil* 'stand' and *mara* 'forget' conveying the same meaning. It is worthy of note that while Telugu has had and still has inflections arising from the couplets *nilam, nilpu; nadam, nadapu* etc., corresponding to the unaccented and accented forms of the primitive roots in the non-causal and causal sense respectively, Tamil should have retained only the inflections of accented roots in a large number of cases and that in some of these cases
the sense conveyed should be intransitive and causal, as for instance, naṭa, paṇa, nil, iṟu.

(b) A very large number of nouns are formed in Tamil and Malayālam by means of the suffixes pu and ṛu; some of these are action nouns while others have acquired special significations. Examples:

kaṟippu ‘beating, a drum stick’; ṛippu ‘a settlement’
ṣṟpu ‘patience’; uḷamu ‘ploughing’
ṭṟpu ‘defeat’; vilippu ‘waking’
ṟḷippu ‘dragging spams’; veṟṟpu ‘disgust’

Malayālam sometimes uses also ma where Tamil uses only pu or ṛu; thus ōṉippu, ēṟmma ‘a settlement’; uḷamu, uḷama ‘tillage’; ēṟmma ‘recollection, thought’; ṛḷma ‘defeat’. Nouns formed from verbs by the addition of pu or ṛu are also numerous in Telugu.

maṟpu ‘dirt’; moṟpu ‘burden’; vāṟpu ‘swelling’;
ḷenṟpu ‘nourishing’; koluṟu ‘service’; taṟvavu ‘delay’;
nilṟwu ‘what is left’.

(c) These nouns must be carefully distinguished from abstract nouns or nouns of quality formed mostly from nouns and adjectives by means of the suffixes pu, ṛu, mi, mai etc., which have a different origin unconnected with the ṁ conjugation:

Tamil: karuppu; karumai ‘blackness’; śivappu ‘redness’;
vaṟmavai ‘whiteness’; arumai ‘rarity’; pudumai ‘newness’.

Telugu: telupu; ‘whiteness’; nalupu ‘blackness’; pērimal ‘greatness’; magatini ‘manliness’.

(d) There is a peculiarity in the formation of verbal nouns in Tamil, Malayālam and Kanarese by means of the suffix ṛu, which must be specially noted; it is that the vowel
preceeding \textit{su} should not be \textit{u}. In Tamil we may form nouns from accented roots ending in \textit{u}, \textit{iṟuṟu} ‘abode’; \textit{uṟuṟu} ‘dress’; \textit{aṟuṟu} ‘harvest’ etc., without changing the final \textit{u} of the roots, but when \textit{pu} becomes \textit{su} the suffix added is practically \textit{aṇu} when the roots end in \textit{u} or a consonant. Thus the nouns from \textit{uḷu} ‘plough’, \textit{uṟu} ‘be related’, \textit{nāḷu} ‘transplant’, \textit{puku} ‘enter’; \textit{miku} ‘exceed’, \textit{varu} ‘come’, \textit{ṭel} ‘go’, \textit{kāḷi} ‘steal’, \textit{uṇ ‘eat’ are uḷaṇu, uṟaṇu, naṇaṇu, puṇaṇu, miṇaṇu, vaṇaṇu, šelaṇu, kaṇaṇu, uṇaṇu; but we may have kaṇiṇu ‘passing’, iliṇu ‘descending’, kuṇiṇu ‘depression’, ilaṇu ‘loss’, iṇuṇu ‘begging’ without any change in the final vowels \textit{a} or \textit{i} of the roots. These remarks apply also to Malayāḷam. A similar state of things appears to prevail in Kanarese. Chapter X of Dr. Kittel’s Grammar contains examples of verbal nouns ending in \textit{su}, but the penultimate vowel is never \textit{u}. Where the root ends in \textit{u} the suffix is either \textit{svi}, \textit{vi}, or \textit{aṇu}:

\begin{itemize}
\item iṇaṇu ‘being’; olaṇu ‘pleasure’; haraṇu ‘coming’;
\item iliṇu ‘placing, putting’; hannaṇu ‘making ready’, ‘equipping’ (K.K.G. 243-(20-24).)
\end{itemize}

Several nouns ending in \textit{uṇu} have lost their final syllable in Modern Tamil. Thus the Telugu \textit{bīgum} ‘tightness’, \textit{koluṇu} ‘service’ are now commonly known as only \textit{bīgu} and \textit{kolu} in popular Tamil; while \textit{uruṇu} ‘shape’, \textit{karuṇu} ‘embryo’ etc., tadbhavas from the Sanskrit \textit{rupa}, \textit{garbha} etc., have become \textit{uru}, \textit{karu} etc.

On the other hand Telugu grammar has verbal nouns ending in \textit{uṇu}:

\begin{itemize}
\item bīguṇu ‘tightness’, eguṇu ‘flight’, koluṇu, ‘service’, ‘assembly’, niluṇu, ‘what is left’.
\end{itemize}
158. **The Tense Signs m and nu**

(a) The tense sign *m* is a substitute for *v*.

There are various considerations which show that the *m* of the suffixes *kum* (*um*), *gum* has arisen from a previous *v*.

(i) In Tamil the future sign appears as *p*, *v* or *h* according to connection, that is as the roots are accented or unaccented, or end in nasals:—

*naṭappēn, varūṇēn, kāṇbēn.*

In Malayālām the second future sign appears as *p*, *v* or *m* in the same circumstances:—

*kōṇippu, sēlo, kāṇmu, kōṇūppu, varūṇu, kāṇūmu* (117b).

(ii) The same plan is followed in the imperative second person plural in Malayālām, and Bishop Caldwell was the first to point out that the various forms assumed by this imperative plural were based on the plan of the future.

(C.D.G. pp. 421-2):—

*kōṇippu, varūṇi, kāṇnini* where *i* is the second person plural termination.

Tamil uses are invariable—*mi* or *miṟ* as the plural imperative suffix for all classes of verbs:—

*Kōṇūmi, varūmi, or sāmi, kāṇmi, in the negative form, however either *p* or *m* may be used kāṇnūmi, pukāṇmi, kāṇūpari, pukāppari for pukāṟ pari. (99 a, b.)*

There are other negative imperatives in Old Tamil where *m* takes the place of *p*. Thus in the verbs *kūṉamār* 'may they not witness' and *pāṉamār* 'may they not sing', *m* according to a commentator or Tolkappiyam arises from the future sign *p* (109 c.)

(iii) The agent nouns formed in Malayāḷam and Old Tamil from the aorist relative participle ending in *kum* or *um* have identically the same sense as the agent nouns
formed with the suffixes, $p$, $v$, or $b$; thus $uṇarumōr$, $telēyumōr$, $kāṇumōr$, $kāḷmōr$, $vāḷumōr$, $kōyyumōy$ have the same sense as $uṇarōr$, $telēyor$, $kāṇbōr$, $vāḷyor$, $kōyyōby$. (111 c.)

(iv) We may also note here the ordinals formed with the suffix $ām$ in Tamil and Malayālam and with $ava$ in Telugu. Thus $ārām$ in Tamil and Malayālam and $ārava$ in Telugu mean 'the sixth'; their lengthened forms meaning 'sixth thing' are $ārāmadu$ in Malayālam, $ārāvadu$ in Tamil and $ārāvädi$ in Telugu. The suffix $ām$ is a shortened form of the future relative participle $ākum 'becoming'.

In all these cases, $p$, $v$, and $b$ give place to $m$. In the alternative archaic $p$ aorist obtained by interposing the pleonastic $ku$ between the suffix $pu$ and the root or base (vide 155 b above) the $mu$ of the final $umu$ of $nāḍakkumu$, $pōkuva$ etc. was likely to be lost; it looks as if the stable $m$ took the place of this $mu$.

(b) The final $mu$ of the Telugu aorist third person is a substitute for $m$.

The Telugu aorist $cheyunu$ is identical in meaning and in application with the old Tamil $šeykum$ and $šeyyum$, and all the three are also used as aorist relative participles without regard to the number or gender of the nouns qualified; and agent nouns are formed from all:

Tamil: $šeyyumavu$, $šeyyumavar$.
Telugu: $chēyunavāṇu$, $chēyunāva$, $chēyunāru$.

There are several instances in which Telugu is known to have changed the final $m$ of grammatical particles into $n$. The copulative conjunction $um$ of Tamil, Malayālam and Old Kanarese appears as $unu$ in Telugu, the benedictive suffixes $tan$ and $ešum appear to have originally ended in $m$ for when followed by a vowel these particles become $tan$ and $ešum$. Vide also 141 a, above where it has been pointed out.
that Telugu *chēyunāi*, 'should be done' etc., have an impressive signification like the Tamil *koṭuppadu*, 'Kanarese *kuṭuwādu* 'should be given'.

Having regard to the identity of use and meaning it may be reasonably inferred that there was an identity in form also originally and that the Telugu *n* in the aorist third person has arisen from a previous *m* which arose out of the pro-Dravidian gerundive and future sign *p* (*v*).

It may be mentioned here that Bishop Caldwell also thought that the Tamil *um* was identical with the Telugu aoristic *nu* (C.D.G. pp. 406-9); but his explanation of *um* was entirely different from that given in this book viz., that *u* has arisen from pleonastic suffix *ka* and that *m* is a substitute for *v* which again was a softened *p*.
CHAPTER X

PRO-DRAVIDIAN PAST TENSE FORMS

159. DRUIDIAN CONJUNCTIVE PARTICIPLES HAVE NO PASSIVE FORCE.

Attention was drawn in 48 above to Prof. Sten Konow's remark that 'In the Dravidian a participle is active as well as passive'. This statement requires qualification. There are certain elliptical phrases such as:

Tamil: șeṣa vēlai
Kanarese: māḍīda kelasa
Telugu: chēśina pani

which are usually translated as ‘the work done’. This rendering may give rise to the supposition that the Dravidian past relative participles correspond to the Sanskrit past participle passive krita ‘done’, bhima ‘broken’; but if the elliptical subject is supplied it will be at once be apparent that the above participles are wholly active in sense.

Tamil: ṇaṇu șeṣa vēlai
Kanarese: ayanu māḍīda kelasa
Telugu: vādu chēśina pani

This will also be evident from the verb forms with personal endings. Thus Tamil: adittāt, Kanarese: hōṭedam; Telugu: Kottinddu, will mean only ‘he struck’, never ‘he was struck’.

Bishop Caldwell fully recognises the active character of these participles (C.D.G. p. 400) and Dr. Kittel is careful enough to translate such phrases as kalta pāṭha, hareda pustaka etc., by ‘the lesson which (somebody) has learnt,’
the book which (somebody) has written'. (K.K.G. pp. 328, 421.)

The same observations are applicable to present, future, and aorist relative participles such as Tamil: seykiṭa, seyyum; Kanarese: maduva, Telugu: chee etc., and to the elliptical phrases seykiṭa velai, seyyum velai, maduva kelasu, chee pani which are often rendered 'the work that is being done'. In these and in the other examples given above a misconception may arise from the circumstance that the neuter nouns which the participles qualify are the objects of the action; no misconception can possibly arise in the examples paḍiṭta pilīṭi 'the boy that read', paḍikkira pilīṭi 'the boy that is reading'.

It is necessary to emphasize here that the Dravidian conjunctive participles are wholly active in meaning; these participles were once used as finite verbs in the past tense in the active voice as they are even now in Malayalam and in some uncultivated Dravidian dialects (42). There are no instances in which these participles or the tense forms derived from them were ever used in the passive or impersonal construction with the subject of the verb in the agent or the oblique case.

160. TAMIL-MALAYALAM CONJUNCTIVE PARTICIPLE

(a) Tamil: The suffixes denoting past tense in Tamil and Old Tamil are tu, i, in and have been briefly dealt with in 97, 106. In all periods of the Tamil language known-to-us conjunctive participles have been formed with the suffix i in the case of short a bases and with the suffix tu in the case of the other bases. In Old Tamil several bases not ending in short a used the suffix i; it is impossible to say whether this represented the popular usage of the time or was merely a poetical license. If the former the suffix i must have had a
wider range of application then. Though there is little doubt that these participles must once have been used as finite verbs we do not find instances of such use even in the oldest specimens of Tamil known to us.

In Old Tamil bases ending in short a had tense forms containing the suffix in side by side with forms containing the suffix i (iy);

ērīnan, ōdīnan, kattīnan, etc. side by side with
ērīyan, ōdiyan, kattīyan etc.

But relative participles were always forms with the latter suffix; the forms of these participles were ērīya, ōdiya, kattīya, etc. not ērīna, ōdīna, kattīna etc. In modern Tamil relative participles and tense forms of short a bases are formed only with the suffix in.

(b) Malayalam: Conjunctive participles are forms as in Tamil with the suffixes in and i; these participles are used also as tense forms. The suffix in is not in use in spoken Malayalam as a sign of the past tense, but instances occur in literary works of past tense forms containing this suffix. Relative participles have the same form as in Old Tamil ērīya, ōdiya.

(c) Is y merely a ya sruti? The y in the forms ērīya, kattīya, ērīyan, kattīyan etc., is usually considered to be a ya sruti an inorganic consonant put in to fill the hiatus between the final i of the conjunctive participles and the initial vowel of the suffixes, as thus ērī (y) a. But several considerations may be urged which render it more likely that the final i of these participles is not original but has arisen from a previous ya. The Sanskrit words kanyā 'an unmarried girl or woman', pāṃḍya 'the name of a people', vandhyā 'a barren woman',
**KANARESE CONJUNCTIVE PARTICIPLES**

The suffixes used in Kanarese are *tu* and *i*. Since the 6th or the 7th century A.D., when this language first comes within our ken there has been a progressive extension of the use of *i* in the formation of its conjunctive participles. In old Kanarese the use of *i* was limited to sibilant bases and to such explosive basis as required a final *u* for proper enunciation; but a continued increase in the number of *a* bases has led to an extension, though not to an equal extent, of the use of the suffix *i*. Notwithstanding this change the relative participles and tense forms derived from every verb contain, and have always contained the dental sign *t* or *d*. This gives rise to the presumption that in the older stages of the languages when conjunctive participles were used as tense forms without personal endings these participles must have been formed in the case of all bases with the suffixes *tu*, *du*, or *idu*, and that the suffix *i* is a later innovation adopted perhaps partly in

---

1. *Igara yakaram irudi virawum (Tol.1. mofinarapu. 25.)*
imitation of contiguous languages, but mainly because the shorter form in i was more convenient. For, if forms in i were in use in those older stages we should have had, as in Old Tamil and in Malayalam, relative participles and tense forms without any dental sign in the case of the bases which then used the suffix i.

It might be argued per contra that the tense forms were as supposed by Dr. Kittel (K.K.G. 189-192) derived from the past relative participles. Then the question arises how were the relative participles themselves derived? These participles have acquired their present meanings only as derived from verbal forms used in former times as tense forms without personal endings. Thus Tamil, Malayalam ṣeydu and Kanarese geydu, both meaning 'having done' without regard to number or gender, have given rise to ṣeyda and geyda which mean 'that has done' applicable to all numbers and genders. Similarly, Malayalam ṣeykanna and Tamil ṣeykinau, both of which mean 'doing', have given rise to ṣeykanna and ṣeykina meaning 'that does', and applicable to all numbers and genders; so also the Kanarese hypothetical geyka 'does or will do', must have given rise to geykana 'that does or that will do'. It has been pointed out in 72 (b) above, following the view of Dr. Gundert, that the suffixed a of these relative participles is the subject of the action expressed by the participles. It has also been surmised that this suffixed a is short a which, like the English 'that' is both a demonstrative and a relative. The supposition that past relative participles in Kanarese are derived from the conjunctive participles ending in da is fully in accordance with the mode in which such relative participles are derived in Tamil. Malayalam, and with the way in which present future relative participles are derived in Kanarese. The presumption that all-conjunctive participles in Kanarese must formerly have been formed with a dental suffix is almost irresistible.
162. Telugu conjunctive participles and past tense forms

(a) Suffixes Ɂ, Ɂ, Ɂi. In Telugu all verbal bases from their conjunctive participles with the suffix Ɂ; but as all old vowel bases have been lengthened by one syllable Ɂhu or Ɂu (u), the real addition in the case of these stems in Ɂhi or Ɂi. Thus Ɂu ‘play’, Ɂagu ‘be submissive’, adopted without change in Telugu form their participles with the suffix Ɂ; Ɂu, Ɂagui; but Ɂa ‘walk’, Ɂa ‘forget’, Ɂu ‘be out to pieces’, Ɂukai ‘smoke’, which have become lengthened by a syllable in Telugu form their participles by the addition of Ɂhi or Ɂi; Ɂadachi, marachi, tumisi, pegaui.

The only tense forms corresponding to these participles is the third person epicene plural:—
Ɂadiri, Ɂeshiri, Ɂadachiri, Ɂagiri;
to this may be added the third person masculine singular forms Ɂeppidi ‘he said’, Ɂdu (udidi) ‘he was’, Ɂikkidi ‘he was found’, Ɂyidi ‘he became’ given in 144 above as current in the Beradi dialect.

(b) Suffixes Ɂ, Ɂ, Ɂa. Telugu grammarians do not, however, derive the above third person epicene plurals from the conjunctive participles Ɂi, Ɂadachi, Ɂagi, Ɂeh, but consider them as contactions of the colloquial and vulgar forms Ɂayapu, Ɂadicyapu, Ɂagapyapu, Ɂeyapu. These tense forms in Ɂa correspond to the old Tamil forms referred to in 161 c., and here also the question arises whether the suffixes Ɂ, Ɂ, Ɂ of the conjunctive participles are original or have arisen from Ɂa, Ɂya, Ɂya.

(c) Suffixes e, emu. The suffix emu gives rise to forms like Ɂenam, Ɂademu, Ɂesenu, Ɂadichemunu etc., used in the third person singular and neuter plural. These forms often drop their final mu and assume also the forms Ɂonemu, Ɂonje, Ɂonu.
chéya, pāḍya, pāḍiyēnu, pāḍiye etc., in colloquial speech and in the Telugu dialects. Here also the question arises whether \( e \) is original or \( ya \), and if the latter, what is the origin of the final \( nu \) in \( enu \).

There are many instances in Telugu in which \( e \) has arisen from an original \( ya \). Thus Sanskrit kanyā 'an unmarried girl or woman' has become kaniya and kannē in Telugu; Sanskrit dhāshnyā 'a seat' has become tinniya and tīnna 'a pyal'; sandhyā 'morning and evening twilight' has become sanē, and anyama 'other' has become unnēmu. Again consider the following Telugu couplets.

1. paggiya, pagge  
   'skill, cleverness'

2. mulliya, mulle  
   'a bag or bundle of jewels or money, wealth'

3. diviya, dive  
   'a light, a lamp'

4. bumiya, bume  
   'a disguise, deceit, trick'

5. bottiya, botte  
   'a small girl, a lass'

6. middiya, midde  
   'a terrace, terraced house'

7. pindiya, pinde  
   'a small berry'

8. snatiya, matte  
   'a small ring worn on the toe'

9. pudiya, pude  
   'a small ball or bend'

10. paliyamu, palemu  
    'a camp, an army'

It is well known that the Sanskrit conjunct consonant \( jn \) becomes \( gy \) in Prakrit and that the Sanskrit jñāna 'wisdom', ājñā 'order' etc., exist as gyāna, āgyā, in Hindi (H.G.G. 18-24). Similarly we can see that prajñā 'wisdom', 'intelligence' must become pagyā, which latter has apparently given rise to the first couplet paggiya, pagge. The second couplet is obviously traceable to the Sanskrit mūlyam 'capital', 'principal pride'. The words bumiya, diviya, bottiya are obviously tadbhavas from bhūnikā 'an actor's costume', dīpikā 'a light', pātrikā 'a daughter', and are clearly the original forms of bume, dive,
In regard to the other five couplets and many others that may be cited, we cannot say off-hand whether the form in ǝ or that in ǝye is the original one, but must wait till we know their etymology. But the instances given above are enough to place us on our guard against the tacit assumption usually made (L.S.IV. p. 608) that the standard forms ǝpoda, ǝkone, ǝshepa etc., are the original ones and that ǝpadya, ǝkonya, ǝshepya etc. arise from mispronunciation. The contrary supposition is the more probable one; as a matter of fact it will be seen later that ǝ has arisen from ǝya.

(d) Suffixes ǝna and ǝti. There remain two other suffixes ǝna and ǝti which enter into past tense forms in Telugu, but there are no conjunctive participles formed with these suffixes in use at present. Of these ǝna is unknown to Kanarese and Malayalam and is but partially employed in old Tamil and literary Malayalam; ǝti is altogether unknown to all these three languages. It is therefore surmised that these two suffixes were not in use in the pro-Dravidian period and are late accretions. This surmise is greatly strengthened by the character of the bases in which these suffixes are found used in Telugu.

163. Pro-Dravidian Past-Tense Suffixes.

(a) The past tense suffixes of the pro-Dravidian period are then (1) the dental suffix ǝtu which in most cases changed into ǝdu, ǝndu, and ǝttu, the last two of which further changed into ǝnu and ǝchhu after palatal sounds in Malayalam and vulgar Tamil; and (2) the palatal suffixes ǝi, ǝti, and ǝchi, which were perhaps original in some cases, but must have arisen from previous ǝya and ǝchha in the vast majority of cases.

Telugu must have formed its conjunctive participles and past tense forms entirely with palatal suffixes; there is no relic in this language of any pro-Dravidian dental suffix; if
any dental suffix was in use, it must have been wholly superseded and replaced by the above palatals.

Reasons have already been given in 159 above for holding that all non-causal bases in Kanarese must have formed their conjunctive participles with a dental suffix. Thus non-causal a bases like alka 'fear', ettu 'take', muttu 'surround', kuttu 'strike', which in Old Kanarese formed their conjunctive participles with the suffix i must in a still earlier stage have had participles of the form alkidu, ettiddu, muttiddu, kuttiddu etc. These participles would have had the same form as the conjunctive participles of the causal forms of the above bases. For as the causal suffix was then only i, not ie (127), the causal stems of the above bases will be alki, etti, mutti, ktti, etc., and the participles of these stems also will be alkidu, ettiddu, muttiddu, kuttiddu etc. It is apparently to make distinction between the two sets of participles that Kanarese appears to have adopted chi for forming the conjunctive participles of its causal and Sanskritic stems ending in i. When the accent on this i was lost, the palatal tenue ch would have had a tendency to be pronounced like the palatal aspirant s, but as this sound is not tolerated in Kanarese the tenue ch has ultimately become s and the original chi has been softened into si. As is generally admitted this si has the same etymology as the Telugu chi and si.

In Tamil both tu and i were in use; the latter was not confined then as now to short u bases.

(b) What is the cause of this diversity of usage? Was there not a period in which all Dravidian languages had common past tense suffixes? It is impossible to answer the question satisfactorily with the materials at our disposal, but it may be pointed out that this diversity has its counterpart in the usage that obtained in the Prakrits which arose out of the disruption of the Vedic dialects. The Vedic
dialekts themselves had dental and palatal suffixes for forming conjunctive participles. Of the four languages dealt with in Vararuchi's Prākrit Prakāśa the first three, viz., Maharashtri Paisachi and Magadhi formed their conjunctive participles with \textit{uma} (iv-23) \textit{tunam} (x-13) and \textit{dani} (xi-16) respectively, which arose from \textit{tuna} and \textit{tunam} by forms of the Vedic dental suffix \textit{tea} while the fourth Sauraseni formed its participles with is pronounced \textit{ya} or \textit{iy} which arose from the Vedic palatal suffix \textit{ya}. This same diversity of usage is observable in the modern Aryan vernaculars of India of which Marathi and Eastern Rajasthani use suffixes derived from the Vedic \textit{tohanam}, while Hindi, Bengali, Oriya, Sindhi, Gujarati Punjabi, Naipali use suffixes arising from the Vedic palatal suffix \textit{ya} (H.G.G. 491) through the Sauraseni \textit{t}a.

(c) It was seen in (a) above, that Gondi and Golari while possessing past tense forms containing dental tense signs have practically forgotten their old conjunctive participles from which these tense forms must have been derived, and are forming new ones in imitation of the adjoining or surrounding Aryan dialects by means of the suffixes \textit{kun}, \textit{ke}, \textit{ku} etc. It would seem that this imitation has been going on from the time that the Dravidian Languages first came in contact with the Aryan dialects; for the pro-Dravidian suffixes mentioned in (a) above, viz., \textit{tu}, \textit{i}, \textit{si}, \textit{ya}, \textit{chya} seem to be identical in form and in value with the suffixes used in pre-Christian centuries, especially about the time of Aoka and for one or two centuries previously. It is proposed to discuss here the relationship of these Aryan suffixes to the corresponding Dravidian ones. The discussion properly belongs to later chapters devoted to the etymology of Dravidian suffixes, but some of these pro-Dravidian forms appear to have given rise to new formative additions to Telugu and Kanaresce roots, viz., \textit{chu}, \textit{su}, and \textit{unhu} and it is necessary to consider the origin of these form-
mative additions here even at the expense of having to repeat the arguments over again later.

The Aryan forms that are proposed to consider here are (1) the conjunctive participles and (2) the sigmatic aorists; and it will be necessary to exhibit the changes undergone by these forms at different stages of their evolution. Four stages have been chosen, viz., (a) the Vedic stage, (b) the Pali stage, (c) The Asokic stage and (d) the stage at the time of Vararuchi. The least artificial portion of the extant Pali literature and that nearest to the popular speech of the time is probably the prose portions of the Jataka stories, and one of these stories taken at random, viz., the Mugepakhka Jataka, has been analysed for the purpose of exhibiting the Pali stage of the above forms.

164. ARYAN CONJUNCTIVE PARTICIPLES.

The practice of using the gerund of verbal noun as an indeclinable participle seems to date from the Iranian period. In the Avesta the gerunds were formed by adding the suffixes ʊ, ɒ, or ya directly to the root, but it is not clear whether these gerunds were always indeclinable (KA.V. 564; J.A.V. 718). The value of these gerunds was the same as that of the English participles—'making', 'doing' etc.

(a) Vedic dialects.

In the Vedas the suffixes added were ʊ and ya, the former being added generally to simple roots and the latter being used with roots compounded with a prefix (upasarga). If the compounded root ended in a short vowel ɪya was used instead of ya. It is stated that in the Rig Veda the suffix ya is long in fully two-thirds of the occurrences (W.S.G. 989, 983 (a)).

The Vedic gerunds have the force of indeclinable participles past or present, qualifying the actor whose action they describe. Examples:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Participles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>srna 'hear'</td>
<td>srutavā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jnā 'know'</td>
<td>jñātavā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sthā 'stand'</td>
<td>sthitavā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vijñi 'conquer'</td>
<td>vijitya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>āloch 'concern'</td>
<td>ālochya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adhi-kri 'concern'</td>
<td>adhibhiya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(caus)</td>
<td>(caus)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The by-forms of tva were tvi and tveya; two other by-forms tvanam and tevanam are mentioned by grammarians, but they do not occur in the existing Vedas though they have left representatives in Prakrits. The suffix most used in the Rig Veda is tvi.

(b) Pāli.

An analysis of the forms in the Mugepakka Jātaka shows that out of over 260 conjunctive participles used therein only 11 are formed with the suffixes ya and tya. These are:

1. āhachcha (āhatya) 'having struck'
2. adhitthāya (adhitthāya) 'standing on'
3. pattiya (pattiyā) 'having started, starting from'
4. uthāya (uthāya) 'having risen'
5. āruya (āruhyā) 'having descended'
6. āruya (āruhyā) 'having ascended'
7. paggahya (paggahya) 'having ascended'
8. pahāya (pahāya) 'leaving, abandoning'
9. patichcha (patitīya)
10. nissaya (nissṛtyā)
11. ādāya (avatāya)

All the remaining forms numbering over 250 and arising from 107 simple and compounded roots are formed with the suffixADV with a connecting i where necessary. Nearly one-half of the roots are compounded with prepositional prefixes. The following may be cited as examples:
It is clear that the rule of classical Sanskrit that *te* should be used with simple roots and *ya* with compounded roots was known to Pali. The rule of Pali grammarians in regard to the use of *ya* and *tya* may be noted here. *Tyā* which regularly becomes *cchāṇa* is merely a form of *ya*, initial *i* being inserted between the gerundial suffix *ya* and a root ending in a vowel. Example: —*pū* i *‘depart’ ya = *pūi ˈya = pūcchāna* (C. P. G. 470 (c)). It will be noted that in this rule *tya* is not restricted, as in Sanskrit, to roots ending in short vowels, but may be used with roots ending in long vowels also.

(c) Asoka inscriptions:

The conjunctive participles occurring in the various Asoka inscriptions have already been detailed in (§135) above. These end mostly in *tu* or *itu*, a few in *ti* or *ta*, two in *chha* or *cha*, and one with a doubtful reading in *l*. The forms *naṭa*, *naṣṭi*, *naṣṭita*, *janita*, *vēditu*, *tisāṭi*, *tisāṭita*, *chikhu*, *kat*, *vijñīita*, *vijita*, *agaccha*, *ālocheti*, *ālocaṣita*, *ālochayita*, *adhibhīya*, *anuṣṭāṇa*, *ālabhīta*, *ārabhīta*, *ārabhita*, may be compared with the Sanskrit and the Vedic forms given sub-para. (a) above.

The forms *adhibhīya* occurs in Asoka’s letter to the Magadha Sangham and is important as showing what we might have anticipated, that *tya* is one of the forms into which *te* is corrupted (I.A.Vol. XX, p. 166).

The form *agaccha* occurs in the Paderia and Nigiliva Edicts and is important as showing that *tya* may be added to roots ending in long vowels (E, I. Vol. V, pp. 4 and 8).

Conjunctive participles formed with *itu*, *ittu*, *chha*, occur also extensively in the canonical works of the Svetam-
bara Jains written in the Arsha Prakrit otherwise called Ardhamāgadhī. These forms will be found collected in Pischel's Prakrit Grammar 577, 587, Cf. also Chanda's sūtra II. 19, which mentions tu and chha among others, as signs of the past tense.

The above forms clearly represent a stage later than that of the Pali forms.

(d) Vararuci's Prakrits:

The suffixes given by Vararuci have already been mentioned in 161 b supra, viz., un, tuman, deni, and ia. The last of these which was in use in Sauraseni will have been pronounced iva with a ya sruti, and as the final of words of more than one syllable is usually elided in popular speech the suffix must have had a tendency to become shortened into iy; in fact it became i in Apabhramśa (P.P.G. §94) and is yi or i in most of the Aryan vernaculars of Northern India (H.G.G. 491).

It is obvious from the above (1) that in a widely understood Aryan speech in use about the time of Asoka conjunctive participles were formed mostly with the suffixes tu or itu, occasionally with the suffixes i, thya, chha, or cha, the last three of which were added to roots ending with vowels; and (2) that in Sauraseni which has been followed by most of the Aryan vernaculars of the North the suffix used was iva (or iy) arising out of the Vedic ya.

165: Aryan Sigmatic Aorists

Aorist formations including what are called the sigmatic or the sibilant aorists are common to Greek and Sanskrit, and this fact may be taken as proof that these formations must have originated in the Indo-Germanic period. In the Avestic language where the Indo-Germanic i becomes ā these aorists are formed with ā.
(a) Sanskrit grammarians recognize four varieties of the signatic aorist in the Vedic literatures but we are concerned here only with two of them, viz., those called the s aerist and the t aorist, of which the paradigms in the active voice are as follows:—

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{SingulA} & \text{Plural} & \text{SingulA} & \text{Plural} \\
1. akārshām & akārshma & apāvishām & apāvishma \\
2. akārshīk & akārshā & apāvīk & apāvishā \\
3. akārshi & akārshuh & apāvī & apāvishuh \\
\end{array}
\]

The value of the aorist forms in the Vedic language was that of a completed past or 'perfect' translatable by 'have done', but in the later or classical language they are simply preterites exchangeable with imperfects and perfects (W.S.G., 825).

The forms given in the paradigms above became greatly corrupted and shortened in the Prakrits. The initial augment totally disappeared in course of time as also the final consonants (sometimes syllables), and all persons and numbers appear to have been reduced to one and the same form—kārshi, or kāsi, and pāvi—though literary Pali distinguished persons and numbers by new formations based on kāsi and pāvi which last were appropriated to the third person singular. In some of the northern dialects the final i of the shortened forms appears to have been pronounced hi.

(b) Pali: Pali grammarians say that the aorist is the only true past tense in Pali, and this statement is fully borne out by an analysis of the past tense forms in the Mugaapakkha Jātaka. In this Jātaka past tenses are occasionally expressed by past participles, but where tense forms are used these are almost invariably aoristic formations and
no forms corresponding to the Sanskrit prefix (lāt) are found.

Singular third person is formed from stems and si to vowel stems.

Examples—

ārabhi 'he began';  
chintā 'he thought';  
paridāvi 'she cried aloud';  
ārochā 'he sang';  
ōtari (avatari)  
akōsi 'he descended';  
<yāchi 'she begged';  
anasa 'he took';  
niśṭi 'he sat down';  
adas 'he walked';  
the augment being retained in the suffixes ka, jna, da.

The second person singular is derived from the third person singular. To this latter, mṛtha in the first person singular, the second person plural, respectively, and plural mūs is added to the third person singular, with the final i of this singular.

Duroiselle says that the signs of the roots ending in vowels and the endings to the root or to the base (9).

(c) Asoka inscriptions.

A few aorist formations also occur in the Asoka inscriptions:

(1) ārabhīs, ārabiyīs, ālabhiṣ (E.I. ii. p. 449) Rock edict

(2) mā anulośhayīs, mā laśṭi 'they not permit' (E.I. ii. p. 457) Edict IV.

(3) nīkrami 'he went forth';  
nīkramā 'he went forth' (E.I. ii. p. 457)
it perfect (lit) or imperative, by adding i to consonantal

The knew'
he gave'

In the same form as the
are added m, mha, and
person plural, and the

In the third person
in singular or um replaces

Aotic aorist is used with.
inserted to join the
(P.G. 420).

and we are now consid-

they were slaughtered
(sect. 1).
reshu, nd alochayisu 'let
ii. pp. 452-453) Rock

nikramishu 'they went.
Rock Edict VIII.
(4) mā manishe 'let them not consider' (E.I. ii. pp. 463-465) Rock Edict XIII.

(d) Vararuchi's Prakrits.

But the greatest simplification in the formation of the past tenses is recorded in Vararuchi's sutras VII, 23 and 24.


"*ia* is substituted for the affix after a root in a past tense; if the root is a mono-syllable then *hia* is substituted". The substitutions are the same for all numbers and persons without distinction; that is to say, *hasta* from the root *has* 'laugh', may be used in the sense of "I, we, thou, you, he, she, it, they, laughed", and *kāhia* from the root *ka* 'do', may be used in the sense of "I, we, thou, you, he, she, it, they, did." Cowell the editor of Vararuchi says that the reference to *ēkāch* is not clear and suspects corruption in the text. He therefore quotes Hemachandra's corresponding sutras III-162, 163, which make the point clear.

III-162. *si, chi, hia, bhūdārthatasya*

III-163. *yanjanād ia.*

"*si, hi, and hia*, are substituted for the affixes of past tenses; if the root ends in a consonant then *ia* is substituted" that is to say in all persons and numbers: *si* and *hi* here have apparently arisen from the aorist forms, it is not obvious how *ia* and *hia* arose.

It is obvious from the above that the aorist forms gradually displaced the imperfect and the perfect—the *laṃ* and the *lid* of the grammarians—in popular speech, and had themselves become greatly shortened, assuming the same invariable forms in all numbers and persons:—

kāṣi, kāhi, kāhia from ka (kri) 'do' and hāria from has 'laugh'.
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166. THE DERIVATION OF THE TELUGU PAST TENSE IN 
na, AND e: cha, che; se; AND OF THE TELUGU CONJUNCTIVE 
PARTICLES IN i, chi, si, FROM ARYAN CONJUNCTIVE 
PARTICLES.

It is clear from the account given above of the changes 
undergone by the Vedic forms that some of the Secondary 
Prakrits formed their conjunctive participles with the palatal 
suffixes ya, chya, and their corruptions, and that according to 
the rule of Pali grammarians ya was added to bases ending 
in consonants, and chya to bases ending in vowels. Let us 
suppose a Prakrit forming its participles in this manner to 
be contiguous to the Dravidian dialect which has now become 
Telugu and that the speakers of this dialect employ Prakritic 
suffixes in the formation of verbal participles from Dravidian 
roots. Taking the following Dravidian roots,

(1) koffu 'strike', ana gu 'be suppressed', ending in con-
sonants, and (2) naga 'walk', kuvi 'drink', nati 'be bruised or 
bruise', ending in vowels the participles will be kofna, koffiya, 
ana giya, ana giya, nagachya nagachya, kuvi cha, kuvi ciya, nakichya, 
nakichya; and these will have been used at first in all persons 
and numbers as finite verbs in the past tense in the active voice 
(42-b). If we suppose the final vowels in these forms to be 
long as in the majority of instances in the oldest Vedic dialect 
(W.S.G. 993 (a)) the tense forms with personal endings are 
at once obtained from them by adding na, nu, na, n, etc., the 
third person singular and neuter plural alone being left 
without personal endings (42-c). The forms thus prono-
minalized kofjana, nagachyana etc., will be used as final 
verbs in the sentence, while the original forms kofya, nagachya 
etc., will thenceforth be regarded and used as conjunctive 
participles. The non-pronominalized forms kofya, nagachya 
etc., used in the third person singular and neuter plural will
in course of time assume the forms kōṭṭya, kōṭṭe, nāḍachiya, nāḍache etc. (160-c). These will also be the forms assumed by the conjunctive participles kōṭya, nāḍachya, etc., but this function is in modern times, restricted to kōṭṭi, nāḍachi, arising in the manner shown below. It is possible that the suffixes were not imitated so early as the Vedic period, but only at the Vararuchi period or even later during Apabhramśa times when they had become āya, āy, ī.

The forms used as conjunctive participles and in the third person singular and neuter plural will have been kōṭṭya, nāḍachiya, kōṭṭi, nāḍachya, kōṭṭi, nāḍachi; the first two, by and by, have become the modern finite verbs kōṭṭe, kōṭṭye, nāḍachē, nāḍachiye, respectively (160-c), while the others will have become kōṭṭi and nāḍachi, the modern conjunctive participles.

In the case of unaccented roots the ch of the -chya will be weakened into the palatal spirant s and may even become the dental s; while in the case of accented roots it will have a tendency to become doubled which will effectively preserve its sound as a tenue. In the case of the root nali which is both accented and unaccented the verbal forms arrived at in the manner indicated above will be nāli<y>̄<i>nu etc., nāli<iy>̄<u>nu etc., nāli<ie>̄<u>nu etc., nāli<ē>h, nāli<ē>e, nāli</i>ś etc., nāli</e>h, nāli</e>ś etc.

167. THE TELUGU PAST TENSE IN IS POSSIBLY DERIVED FROM THE ARYAN SIGMATIC AORIST.

It is also possible that Telugu speakers imitated the Aryan sigmatic aorists the successive deterioration of which has been described in 163. In this case the Dravidian roots combined with the Aryan suffixes will be:— kōṭṭi, nāḍasi, kuṭti, nāli, nāli each of which was a complete paradigm representing all persons and numbers. The doubled ss shows the result of accent. If Vararuchi
forms had been imitated, the finals of these forms will have been long at first, and in consonantal bases the suffix will have been iyā (163-d), in Sanskrit a double ss is often written and pronounced ts, as in the aorist avatām 'I dwelt' from the root vas 'dwell' and in the locative plural vidvatsa 'among learned men' from vidvās 'a learned man'. The conjunct ts represents the dental pronunciation of the palatal ch; the doubled ss in some of the above forms might thus have been replaced by ch.

When personal endings come to be added, the combined finite verbs will most of them ultimately assume the forms: ana girī, nālichīdi, kudīchini, nāpachini, nalisini etc. It is possible that the forms like ana girī, pillichiri etc., arose in this way and not as supposed by grammarians from contractions of forms like anagyaṇu, pillichyaṇu etc. It is impossible to say at present whether the imitation of the Aryan aorists ever produced a full paradigm; only the forms for the third person are met with now.

168. The genesis of the formative syllables chī and jī.

(a) It is hardly necessary to note here that the Telugu past tense, the genesis of which is described in the last two articles, is the colloquial tense in popular use which is not even noticed in grammars. It is the oldest of the Telugu past tenses.

What is stated above as to the formation of this tense is only a theory framed so as to accord best with the known facts of the case. The oldest specimens of Telugu known to us belong probably to the 8th century A.D., while the past tense suffixes which the language has imitated were certainly in use in the Aryan vernaculars of India in the 3rd Century B.C., if not earlier. We do not know when these suffixes were adopted or what changes Telugu underwent during
these 1000 years. All that may be said with some certainty is that the palatal past tense of Telugu appears to be made on the model of Aryan palatal conjunctive participles and possibly in a few cases, of the sigmatic aorists. But it is not known which Telugu dialects followed the aorist model and which the participial model and whether any followed both. It is also not known whether there were any dental past forms in Telugu and, if so, how these came to be superseded. It is however, certain that as in the case of the Aryan languages there must have been great differences from place to place in the spoken dialects and several attempts must have been made to introduce uniformity. We have evidence of one such attempt about the close of the pro-Dravidian period.

Comparing the verbal forms \textit{kofṣṇu, koffē, koffi} of the consonantal base \textit{koffu} with the forms \textit{nadjhyānu, kudichpānu, nalisṣāna, nadjachi, nadjachi, kudichē, kudichi, nalisē, nalisī}, of vowel bases, it must have been thought that the effective past suffixes in all forms were really \textit{ya, e, and i,} and that the bases of \textit{nadjphyāna} etc., should be \textit{nadjach, kudich, nalisī, nalisī}, with the enunciative \textit{u} the forms of the bases would be \textit{nadjachu, kudichu, nalischu, nalisu}, and having regard to the law of harmonic sequence of vowels the last three should further change into \textit{kuduchu, nalischu, and nalisu}. It is not clear why the last which assumes the alternative form \textit{nalisunu} in the aorist should further change into \textit{naliyu}; perhaps the change of \textit{s} to \textit{y} suspends the law of harmonic sequence. The vowel bases \textit{nada, kudi, nali}, have thus become lengthened into \textit{nadjachi, kudichu, nalischu, naliyu} through a mistaken etymology.

(b) The following may be given as instances of the very large number of couplets of extended bases which the palatal past tense has produced out of primitive vowel bases,
## Aryan Conjunctive Particiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-causal</th>
<th>Causal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pogāyu 'smoke'</td>
<td>pogachu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>merayu 'shine'</td>
<td>nierachu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>egazu 'fly up, soar'</td>
<td>egachu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bayu 'become separated'</td>
<td>pachu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nalīyu 'be twisted'</td>
<td>naluchu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vadīyu 'fall in drops'</td>
<td>vaduchu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tunyū  { 'be cut to pieces'</td>
<td>tunuchu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But there are many stray bases which do not thus occur in couples: for Example:

- taniyu 'become satisfied'
- tadīyu 'become wet'
- tadayu 'delay'
- uliyu 'sound'

are intransitive without corresponding transitive bases ending in chu; ganju, gunchu, 'dance, dangle' are both intransitive;
- dorayu 'be fitted, resemble'; tiriyu, tiruchu, 'beg, live by alms';
- enayu 'resemble, mingle'; are both transitive and intransitive.

Adiyu, 'break' occurs as a transitive verb in Yudhamalla's inscription lingambu adih 'having broken the idol'; but the form current now is aduchu.

169. **The Genesis of the Suffixes inchu, chu.**

It has been pointed out more than once already that the causal bases and bases derived from Sanskrit words originally ended in i, not in inchu, as koffi, anagi, nadapi, kudi, naligi, pujj 'adore', and bhujj 'eat' from Sanskrit pujj and bhujj. There appears to have been a specially marked accent on the final i of such bases, for when eja, chi, chi of the past tense come to be added to these bases the initial ch is actually written double or has an anusvara put before it, while in the case of the ordinary accented roots like, nada, kudi, nali mere pronunciation of ch as a tenue is considered sufficient; as in
naḍachi, kuḍichi, nalici. In the earlier of the two Yuddhamalla inscriptions the form ettichhe 'caused to be raised' occurs side by side with velvarinchinan 'if (they) drive (them) out', upēkshinchinan 'if (they) neglect'. Vide also causal forms without anusvara in §143 above under Telugu dialects.

The causative and the Sanskritic i is apparently considered to be a distinctive sign and it is deemed very necessary to retain it. It is apparently for this purpose that this i is given a special accent and the following consonant doubled or nasalized so as to suspend the law of harmonic sequence.—

Kośṭinchu, anaginchu, naṭapinchu, bhujinchu etc.

Another class of causals consists of bases like tola chu, pena chu, aḍa chu, ana chu, which have non-causal forms ending in gu:

Tola gu, pena gu, aḍa gu, ana gu.

Here the question is whether these causals should be regarded as contracted forms of tola ginchu, pena ginchu etc., or as arising from the primitive accented roots tola, pena, aḍa, ana an ardhamānasvāra being inserted before chu in imitation of the ardhamānasvāra before gu. The formations probably belong to a period when the unextended roots tola, pena, aḍa, ana, were in use in the language side by side with the extended bases tola gu, pena gu, aḍa gu, ana gu, and also perhaps tola ku, pena ku, aḍa ku, ana ku, and may be derived from the unextended roots by the addition of the suffix chu.

170. Classification of verbal forms.

(a) Pro-Dravidian and pro-Telugu forms.—It is necessary to emphasize here that the extended roots ending in chu, and yu the latter standing for m or n were originally employed only in the formation of the past tense. On referring to the section Telugu suffixes and to 154, it will be observed that the tenses and moods in which chu and yu are optionally or necessarily rejected are:
(1) the aorist tense including first person imperative,
(2) the imperative mood second person,
(3) the infinitives, also the verbal nouns in aduru,
(4) the negative forms.

These with the past tense are sufficient for all ordinary purposes of a spoken language and they all existed probably in the Pro-Dravidian, certainly in the pro-Telugu period.

(b) Modern verbal forms.—The tenses and forms in which the suffixes chu and ja are not even optionally removed are:

(1) the present participles formed with the suffixes tun, chun, ta, cha;
(2) the past tenses formed with the suffixes ti, in, enu, and
(3) the future tenses formed with the suffixes e and eda; eduru and edini.

As has been indicated more than once in the foregoing pages these formations appear to have come into existence after the old vowel bases had been extended by the suffixes chu and ja.

(c) Difference in the behaviour of old and new tense and mood suffixes.—The following table exhibits the forms assumed, from time to time, by some typical bases in the four tenses and moods which have existed in Telugu from the pro-Dravidian period. As the negative forms follow the infinitives closely they are not shown separately.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Aorist</th>
<th>Imperative</th>
<th>Infinitive</th>
<th>Conjugate</th>
<th>Causal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. ko'ttu</td>
<td>ko'ttadu</td>
<td>ko'ttu</td>
<td>ko'ttu</td>
<td>ko'ttapi</td>
<td>ko'ttapi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. na'gya</td>
<td>na'gyadu</td>
<td>na'gya</td>
<td>na'gya</td>
<td>na'gyapi</td>
<td>na'gyapi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. na'gyu</td>
<td>na'gyadu</td>
<td>na'gyu</td>
<td>na'gyu</td>
<td>na'gyapi</td>
<td>na'gyapi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. pilatu</td>
<td>pilatadu</td>
<td>pilatu</td>
<td>pilatu</td>
<td>pilatapi</td>
<td>pilatapi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. ko'ttindu</td>
<td>ko'ttindadu</td>
<td>ko'ttindu</td>
<td>ko'ttindu</td>
<td>ko'ttindapi</td>
<td>ko'ttindapi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The first line opposite to each base shows the oldest forms; these have \( ch \) only in the past tense. The behaviour of \( y \) in the bases \( naliyu, pogayu \) etc., shows that in the basic period the bases were merely \( nali \) or \( nalu, poga \) etc., ending in vowels, as they are even now in Tamil. When extended by \( chu \) they assumed the shapes \( naliyu, pogayu \) etc., in the intransitive forms instead of \( nalasu, pogasu \) etc. When the suffixes \( mu, undu, an, adamu \) and the causal \( i \) which belong to the pro-Dravidian period came after them no change takes place in \( y \). But if the present participial suffixes \( tun, ta, \) or the past and future suffixes, \( in, ti, su, e, eda \) come after them \( y \) at once begins to hiss, thereby showing that it is not now a \( ya \) s\( r\)uti but a substitute for \( s \).

This contrast brings out clearly what verbal forms were in existence in the oldest period of the language and what forms were added to the languages after the extension of vowel bases by the suffixes \( chu, su \). This classification is, however, open to the criticism that alternative forms without \( chu \) or \( su \) might once have existed in the case of some at least of what are classified as late editions. This is possible but we have to base our classifications on the evidence actually available; the classification may have to be altered if additional alternative forms are found to exist.

\[(d)\] Gradual encroachment of the syllables \( chu \) and \( pu \) on old moods and tenses.—The table given in the previous sub-para also shows that vowel bases not already extended by the suffix \( gu \) assumed three different forms in the pro-Dravidian period according to tense and mood. This will be clear from the forms:—

- \( pilatuna \ piluva \ pilichi \)
- \( kofinentuna koffimpan koffinch \)

and \( koffintuna koffimpan koffinch \), which show that the non-causal \( koff \) had each three different model forms.
and koṭṭi, koṭṭimpu, koṭṭinchu, used respectively in (1) the aorist and the imperative first person, (2) the imperative second person, the infinitive and the verbal noun, and (3) the past tense.

Since then pu and chu bases have been encroaching upon moods and tenses which did not originally belong to them. The alternative forms koṭṭintunu, koṭṭimpadunu, koṭṭinchudunu,

show that they have both encroached upon (1) while koṭṭinchan and mechan show that the suffix chu has encroached upon (2). The suffix chu has now established its right to enter into the formation of all moods and tenses, and has come to be regarded as an inseparable addition to a very large number of the old vowel bases. But there must have been a long period in which koṭṭimpu, koṭṭinchu, were regarded as alternative verbal bases before the latter gained the final victory. It is probably to this period that the alternative present participles koṭṭimpuchu and koṭṭinchuchu should be referred.

The causal form pilipinchu with a hard p shows that the v in piluru is a softened form of p.

171. SPECIAL FORMS OF CONJUNCTIVE PARTICLES

In Tamil, Malayalam and Kanarese there are a number of u bases of which the conjunctive participles and past tense forms are formed by doubling the last consonant of the bases. The doubled consonant has always the tenual sound even in cases where the original consonant was a media.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Tamil</th>
<th>Conjunctive participles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. uku 'be spilt or scattered'</td>
<td>ukku</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. toku 'be collected or gathered'</td>
<td>tokku</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. naku 'laugh, smile'</td>
<td>nakku</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Special Forms of Conjunctive Participles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Conjunctive Participles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tamil</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. miku 'remain, be left over'</td>
<td>mikkku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. puku 'enter'</td>
<td>pukku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. adu 'cook'</td>
<td>attu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. idu 'put, place, give alms'</td>
<td>ittu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. padu 'suffer'</td>
<td>puttu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. todu 'touch'</td>
<td>tottu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. vidu 'leave'</td>
<td>vittu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. kedu 'be spoilt'</td>
<td>kettu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. nadu 'plant'</td>
<td>nattu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. aru 'cease, become extinct'</td>
<td>attu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. peru 'beget, bring forth'</td>
<td>perttu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. sefu 'hate, kill'</td>
<td>settu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. iru 'break, be severed'</td>
<td>ittu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No separate examples are given for Malayalam as most of the Tamil words above are also found in that language.

### Kanarese

All the Tamil words shown above as ending in \( \text{aru} \) are also found in Kanarese and form their conjunctive participles in the same manner; the following may also be mentioned:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Conjunctive Participles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. itu 'discharge, shoot'</td>
<td>ichchu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. pusu 'divide, apportion'</td>
<td>pacchhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. bisu 'unite firmly, solder'</td>
<td>biichchu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. sugu 'be split'</td>
<td>ekku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. pogu 'enter'</td>
<td>pokku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Nagu 'laugh'</td>
<td>nakku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. migu 'remain'</td>
<td>mikkku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. sigu 'fall into the hands of'</td>
<td>sikku</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dr. Kittel’s explanation is that in all these cases the $t$ of the conjunctive participle suffix $ti$ changes into $t$, $ch$ or $k$ as the case may be. This explanation is hardly satisfactory. One can understand $dt$ becoming $tt$ in sandhi but it is hard to believe that $st$ and $kt$ became $chch$, $kka$ respectively.

In Telugu the thirteen roots enumerated in 134c, above form their conjunctive participles by adding the suffix $i$ but they have alternative past relative participles obtained by doubling their last consonants and eight of the thirteen have also alternative past tense forms obtained by doubling these consonants.

The past participles and finite verbs in which the last consonants of the roots are doubled can be satisfactorily derived from past forms containing the Vedic gerundial palatal suffix $ya$. Ordinarily when a Sanskrit conjunct consonant containing $y$ as its second member passes into Prakrit, the second member is often absorbed by the first consonant which is then doubled. In fact, according to Vararuchi’s rules (III-2, 50, 51) absorption and doubling seem to be the rule and the resolution of the conjunct by the interposition of a glide vowel between seems to be the exception. Prakrit instances of such resolution will be found collected in P.P.G. 134. The following instances of the doubling of the first consonant without changing it are taken from P.P.G. 279, 572:

(i) $kya$, $kka$, $chōyakka$, $chōyakya$ (a proper name);
$paraka$, $parakya$ ‘alien, hostile’;
$vāka$, $vākya(m)$ ‘a sentence’
$sakka$, $sakya$ ‘practicable’

(ii) $kkhyā$, $kkhā$, $ākkhāi$, $ākhyāti$, ‘narrates’
$sakkhā$, $saukhyā(m)$, ‘pleasure’

1. Vide next page at foot.
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(iii) gya, gga, jogga, yogga, 'fit'
veraga, nairāgya(m), 'indifference to the world'
sahagga, saubhāgya(m), 'good fortune, blessedness'

(iv) chya, chcha, muchchā, muchyatē, 'is liberated'
muchchādi, uchyatē, 'it is stated'
vācha, vāchya, 'blameable'

(v) jya, jja, jujjai, yujyati, 'it is fit and proper'
rājja, rājya(m) 'kingdom'

(vi) tya, ña, tuññai, trujjati, 'it breaks, falls asunder'
loññai, luññati, 'it wallows on the ground'.

(vii) dya, dda, kudja, kudya(m), 'a wall';
piñdai, pīdyaṭe, 'it is molested'

(viii) dhya, dha, addha, ādhyā, 'rich, wealthy'

(ix) pya, ppa, kuppai, kupyati, 'he becomes angry';
suppa, supya om 'let it sleep'; ānappa, ājanayā 'to be enjoined'; viñnapa, viñṇāpyā 'fit to be communicated or reported'.

(x) bhya, bb, bhya, bbha, pibba, pibya, 'to be drunk';
abbhantara, ābhyaṁtara, 'interior, intimate'

Adho mānayam.—The consonants m, n, ñ are elided when last in a conjunct.

Sēsahāyañor dvītam anādai. Wherever after performing an elision or substitution enjoined by a rule, a single consonant comes to represent a conjunct this letter is always doubled except in the beginning of a word.

Vargesha yujah pāraḥ. When the doubling enjoined by the previous sutra takes place wherever the single representative is an aspirate it is to be doubled by prefixing its own non-aspirate.
abhīhuvaṇṇa, abhīyuṣaṇa 'consoled', 'protected'—ibbha, ibhya, 'wealthy, opulent'.

The above examples make it clear that if we formed the past tenses of the original roots nuk, 'laugh', puk 'enter', naṭ, 'plant', ḍ 'cook', with the Vedic suffix ya the tense forms will be nukyaṇ, pukyaṇ, naḍyaṇ, ḍyaṇ, and these may change into nakkāṇ, pukkāṇ, naṭṭāṇ, ḍṭāṇ by the absorption of y and the doubling of the previous consonant. The doubled consonant may have arisen in many cases in this manner and the conjunctive participles may have subsequently coined from the tense forms. This is put forward as an alternative theory to Dr. Kittel's view who supposes that the sign t of the past tense has in every case mentioned above been changed into the last consonant of the root.

In Telugu forms pāddu du, chetta du etc., in which a has the sound of the a in the English hade would seem to indicate the previous existence of ay which has been absorbed (§134-b).

172. Suffix ṭya or ḍhya in Kanarese

The syllable sa in the Kanarese causative suffix isu appears to have the same origin as the Telugu chu. If we suppose Kanarese causative bases to have ended in the suffix i as they undoubtedly did in Telugu, the past participles with the ṭya suffix will take the forms:—madichya 'having done', hakichya 'having put', kayichya 'having heated' etc., and as Kanarese had early lost the habit of accents, the vowel endings of verbal bases, these forms would ultimately have become madisi, hakisi, kayisi, as Kanarese does not tolerate the palatal aspirant s. As in Telugu new lengthened bases formed with these suffixes will be madisu, hakisu, kayisu etc. That the Kanarese causal stems originally ended with i that there was then an accent on this i, and that the syllable sa was a latter addition are proved by the alternative forms like maṭipa, maṭikum, maṭik-
kum etc., side by side with the forms mađisuru, mađisungum, which have survived to modern times. (§ 127).

173. Suffix tyā in Tamil

It has been supposed in 161 above that, in the pro-Dravidian period, Tamil formed its conjunctive participles for vowel bases solely with the suffix tu (ttu and ntu). There are however, certain causal and other forms which are best explained on the supposition that an attempt had been made in the pro-Dravidian or pro-Tamil period to form conjunctive participles with the suffix tyā. Many vowel and consonantal bases now form their causals by means of the syllable tu;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Causal form</th>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Causal form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nađa</td>
<td>'walk'</td>
<td>sel</td>
<td>'go'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puku</td>
<td>'enter'</td>
<td>pukuttu</td>
<td>varu(sā)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iru</td>
<td>'be'</td>
<td>iruttu</td>
<td>tīn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nil</td>
<td>'stand'</td>
<td>nīruttu</td>
<td>un</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kāņ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If we suppose that an attempt had been made to form conjunctive participles in tyā, the participles of the accented, that is causal forms of the above named roots would have been:

- nađatti
- pukatti
- iratti
- nīratti
- selatti
- varatti
- tīnri
- aṭṭi
- kāṭṭi

which might, by mistaken analogy, have been supposed to arise by the addition of the conjunctive participle. Suffix i to the Causal bases shown above.
In Old Tamil there are sporadic instances of the suffix *tu* being suffixed to non-causal bases; thus roots *puku* 'enter' and *pō* 'go' are sometimes inflected with a pleonastic *du*, as if there were then in use the non-causal bases *pukudu* and *pōdu* but these have not survived in Modern Tamil.

Two causal bases *kāyechu*, *pāyechu*, derived from the roots *kāy* 'be heated, dry' and *pāy* 'to flow (as water)', require special mention here. Bishop Caldwell argued (C.D.G., pages 49, 99 and 350) from the supposed analogy of Telugu and on the basis of vulgar pronunciation in the extreme south of the Tamil country that *kāyechu* had arisen from the palatalisation of *kk* in an assumed *kāyku* and that *pāyechu* arises from *pāykku*. The form *kāyitu* appears as the causal bases of *kāy* in *Silappadikaram* (XXI-55) where *kāyittiya* is used in the sense of 'for the purpose of burning'. The form *pāyitu* is stated to have been found in an old Tamil inscription in the sense of 'irrigate'. It is thus clear that the *ēchu* of the two bases arises from *tu*, not from *kku*.

We must refer here to a small number of couplets in Tamil in which the suffix *tu* pronounced *du* and nasalized produces a non-causal base while the same suffix pronounced hard and doubled produces the corresponding causal base. Examples:—

1. (a) *'pukudinum* 'even if it enters' (Silap. XVI. 1-179) *nin manai p̣ pukudal* 'she will not enter your house (Manṭi: XXIV-81).

   (b) *pōdu* 'go'; *pōduvār* 'they will go'; *pōduvāl* 'I will go', *pōduvāl* 'she will go'; *pōden* 'I will not go' (Silap. and Manṭi.)

2. The late Professor M. Seshagiri Sastri quotes (footnote page 16 *Tamil Philology—verbs*) the phrase *pāyitu-p̣pervaraka* "They will be entitled to irrigate" from a copper plate grant obtained from Kumbakonam.
### Section 174

**Action Noun Suffixes in Tamil**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Action Noun</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Action Noun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tirundu</td>
<td>'be rectified'</td>
<td>tiruttu</td>
<td>'rectify'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>porundu</td>
<td>'be joined, fit'</td>
<td>poruttu</td>
<td>'join, cause to fit'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>varundu</td>
<td>'suffer, be afflicted'</td>
<td>varuttu</td>
<td>'cause suffering afflict'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alundu</td>
<td>'be indented or depressed'</td>
<td>aluttu</td>
<td>'depress, press'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There appear to be no corresponding couplets in Telugu or Kanarese though some of the above bases are found in these languages also:—

Kanarese: addu, addu, 'dip' (trans.); 'sink in a fluid' (intrans.)

pordu, poddu, poddu, 'join' (trans.) 'obtain' (trans.)

Tirdu, tiddu, 'make straight' (trans.)

Telugu: diddu 'correct, rectify' (trans.)

### 174. Action Noun Suffixes in Tamil

The forms mentioned in the previous para raise the presumption that formerly in certain Tamil dialects conjunctive participles might have been formed in all cases with the suffix *tya*. This surmise is rendered a certainty by the fact that the suffix *tal* may be added to all bases to form action nouns.

The usual action noun suffixes are *al* and *tal*, the former of these is added to unaccented bases, the latter may be added to any base accented or unaccented. Examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Action Noun</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Action Noun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ssy 'do'</td>
<td>sseyal</td>
<td>iruttu 'cause to sit'</td>
<td>iruttal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sseytal</td>
<td></td>
<td>iruttatal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oílu 'fall'</td>
<td>oílal</td>
<td>ki géné 'be', 'remain'</td>
<td>ki génatal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>oíludal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oílu 'run'</td>
<td>oígal</td>
<td>nil 'stand'</td>
<td>nirral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>oígal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>oígatal</td>
<td>pađu 'lie down'</td>
<td>pađuttal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The real action noun suffix is *aI* and *tal* is merely *tal* where *t* arises from the old habit of adding a pleonastic *to* to every root. Even apart from this when the final vowel of a root is accented and the suffix begins with a vowel the expiratory accent requires a consonant to spend itself on, as it were. There is no such necessity for a consonant in the case of unaccented roots where the interposition of *t* when it occurs is merely due to an old habit and is therefore optional.

There are, in use in colloquial Tamil, a large number of words originally action nouns which in many cases have now acquired special significations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Derived nouns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>käy 'heat, be heated'</td>
<td>käyachal 'fever'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>köy 'make a loud noise'</td>
<td>kūchchāl 'loud outcry'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mēy 'graze'</td>
<td>mēyachal 'grazing pasture'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trai 'make a noise'</td>
<td>iraiachal 'noise'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kalī 'discharge'</td>
<td>kañichchal 'looseness of bowels'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ēri 'burn'</td>
<td>ērīchchal 'burning sensation'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alai 'go to and from, wander'</td>
<td>alaiachchal 'wandering'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ēy 'cease'</td>
<td>ēyachal 'feeling of tiredness'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tuni 'be bold'</td>
<td>tunichchal 'temerity'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pāy 'flow (as to water to crops) spring'</td>
<td>pāyachal 'irrigation', 'to spring as of a tiger, cat, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>niā 'grow'</td>
<td>niāchchal 'growth', 'yield'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sā, sāi 'break'</td>
<td>sāṣāl, sāṣāl 'broken things'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tēy 'be worn out'</td>
<td>tēyāl 'worn out things'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maṇi 'become earth-eaten'</td>
<td>maṇṭāl 'earth-eaten things'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In all these cases the initial *t* of the action noun suffix coming after the sounds *i, ai, y* has become palatalized.
CHAPTER XI
CAUSAL FORMATIONS

175. THE MODERN DRAVIDIAN METHOD OF FORMING CAUSALS.

The manner of forming causal bases in the cultivated Dravidian languages has been explained in §§102, 118 (g), 126 and 140. As a general rule and subject to exceptions every vowel base could, in the pro-Dravidian period, be converted into its causal form by merely accenting its final vowel. (§91). This method has now become obsolete in Kanaresee and obtains only to a limited extent in Tamil and Malayalam, while in Telugu there are now practically no bases ending in vowels. The modern method of forming causals is as follows:

1. Tamil: The invariable causative suffix is $pi$ which becomes $ppi$ after accented vowel bases and is softened to $si$ after unaccented bases. The suffix is added to all roots whether ending in vowels or consonants.

2. Malayalam: Causal stems are formed as in Tamil, by the addition of $pi$ ($ppi$) to accented roots and $si$ to unaccented roots. But most unaccented roots add only $i$.

3. Kanaresee: The most usual causative suffix is $iss$ which appears as $su$ in themes ending in $y$, $l$, $s$, and $i$, and occasionally as $asu$. In the ancient and medieval dialects the causative suffix was $chu$ in the case of themes ending in $r$, $l$, $ll$, and occasionally $ulu$, was affixed in the medieval dialect.

4. Telugu: With a few exceptions bases ending in $chu$ form their causatives by changing into $puchu$. Roots
not ending in \textit{chu} generally form their causals by adding \textit{inchu}; in some cases the final syllable is changed into \textit{chu}. In the case of the following verbs and some others the final \textit{chu} is changed into \textit{pu}:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{naluchu}, \textit{tēchu}, \textit{mōchu}, \textit{chūchu}.
  \item \textit{nalugu}, \textit{malugu}, \textit{medugu}, \textit{tunugu}.
\end{itemize}

(5) All the above languages form a large number of bases from Sanskrit words by the addition of \textit{inchu} (Telugu), \textit{isu} (Kanarese), and \textit{i} (Tamil and Malayalam) to suitable bases. Examples —

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit word</th>
<th>Telugu</th>
<th>Kanarese</th>
<th>Tamil and Malayalam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bhuj ‘eat’</td>
<td>bhujinchu</td>
<td>bhujisu</td>
<td>bhujii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jaya ‘victory’</td>
<td>jayinchu</td>
<td>jayisu</td>
<td>jayi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śayana ‘lying down’</td>
<td>śayaninchu</td>
<td>śayanisu</td>
<td>śayani</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some bases are also formed in Telugu by suffixing \textit{ilu} or \textit{illu} to Sanskrit bases.

Sometimes in the ancient and medieval dialects of Kanarese a euphonic \textit{y} is used before the \textit{isu}; in the medieval dialect this euphonic \textit{y} sometimes changes also into \textit{v}.

176. **Bishop Caldwell’s Explanation of the Causative \textit{i}, \textit{vi}, \textit{pi}**

What is the origin of this causative particle \textit{i} and of the \textit{π} which is prefixed to this \textit{i} in the case of all causals in Tamil, and in the case of many causals in Telugu and Malayalam? Bishop Caldwell says in his book at page 354:

‘Origin of the Dravidian Causal particle \textit{i}.’ The oldest form of the Indo-European causative particle is supposed to be the Sanskrit \textit{eyā} (with \textit{π} prefixed after a root in \textit{a}), \textit{eyā} becomes \textit{i} in old Slavonic, and the apparent identity between this \textit{i} and the Dravidian \textit{i} is noteworthy. Notwithstanding this,
it does not seem to me either necessary or desirable to seek for the origin of Dravidian particles out of the range of the Dravidian languages, if those languages themselves provide us with the tolerably satisfactory explanation. The Dravidian causative particle i may be supposed to have been derived from i 'give'.

In regard to the b which precedes the i, Bishop Caldwell says in his book at page 353:

"The Tamil future tense signs seem to throw light on themselves to which the causal particle i is affixed. It is remarkable, at all events, that these three (future) signs, e, b, pp are identical with the formatives of the causal verb, in what-way-soever this identity may be accounted for, so that if we know which of these three signs is used by any verb in the formation of its future tense, we know at once how the causal of the same verb is formed. Compare:

cara v en 'I will come' with cara v i 'cause to come';

elu pp en 'I will take up' with elu pp i 'cause to take up, erect';

paṭi pp en 'I will learn' with paṭi pp i 'cause to learn, teach'.

"The explanation of this curious coincidence seems to be that the Tamil future was originally a sort of abstract verbal noun, which came to be used as a future by the addition of pronominal signs, whilst the same abstract neuter noun was converted into a causal (as we have seen probably the case also with Telugu causals in pīchu) by the addition to it of the causal particle. The addition of the causal particle in all cases in Kanarese to the verbal root would seem to indicate an older period of Dravidian speech." (Page 354.)

Bishop Caldwell notes the apparent identity between the Aryan (Slavonic) suffix i and the Dravidian i but does not
consider it necessary or desirable to seek for the origin of Dravidian particles out of the range of Dravidian languages. This is only one of a large number of identities which he has ignored or rejected as being merely apparent. A philologist should be guided in these matters not by what one may consider necessary or desirable but what the history of the forms shows to be the actual root in fact.

What Bishop Caldwell regards as three identities between \( v, b, pp \) of the future and of the causals is only one identity for every \( p \), whatever its origin, will become \( v, b, \) and \( pp \) after unaccented, nasal, and accented bases; e.g. \( van v \ sh 1 \) 'I will come'; \( kan b \ sh \) 'I will see'; \( nada pp \ sh \) 'I will walk'.

Further what Bishop Caldwell calls abstract neuter nouns are in many cases used as causals in Tamil, Malayalam and Telugu without the causative suffix \( i \). Thus Tamil \( a\)ppur 'raise', \( m\)irappu 'fill', \( t\)irupp \( u \) 'cause to turn'; Telugu \( n\)alupu 'crush'; \( c\)hampu 'kill'; \( m\)udupu 'beat in mortar' and a number of other \( pu \) bases enumerated in § 153 above are even now used as causal bases. It will also be seen from § 154 above that the causal forms of a large number of lengthened \( chu \) bases formerly ended in \( pu \) and that \( pin\)chu or \( in\)chu was a later innovation.

Lastly it may be remarked, in anticipation, that the causative \( p \) and the future \( p \) appear to have different origins.

177. THE ARYAN METHOD OF FORMING CAUSALS

The causal formations in Sanskrit are what are called \( n\)ich-\( a\)ntar by Hindu Grammarians; the \( n\)ich being nothing more than a suffix \( i \) (omitting \( n \) and \( ch \) which is invested with certain characteristics, in consequence of which it causes \( v\)rid\( d\)hi and \( g\)una changes in the vowel of the root to which it is attached. It is well known that the substitution of high grade and long grade vowels for simple vowels,
generally results from a shift of accent (M.V.G. Vowel Gradation).

As a thematic vowel \( a \) invariably follows the causative particle \( i \) in tense forms it is itself converted into \( e \) and becomes \( aya \) in combination with the thematic vowel in all tense forms. The accent on the \( a \) of \( aya \) is called the causal accent by foreign grammarians. A few examples will illustrate this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Original sup-positious forms</th>
<th>Strengthened form</th>
<th>Final form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chi 'collect'</td>
<td>chi ( i ) ( a )</td>
<td>chaï ( e ) ( a )</td>
<td>chaï( yaya )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śru 'hear'</td>
<td>śru ( i ) ( a )</td>
<td>śrau ( e ) ( a )</td>
<td>śra( yaya )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kri 'do'</td>
<td>kri ( i ) ( a )</td>
<td>kər ( e ) ( a )</td>
<td>kə( raya )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>char 'move'</td>
<td>char ( i ) ( a )</td>
<td>char ( e ) ( a )</td>
<td>cha( raya )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the above illustrations the modified roots end in consonants, and the \( e \) of \( aya \) has merely to attach itself to these consonants. But when the root ends in \( a \) there is a necessity for the insertion of a consonant to fill the hiatus between this \( a \) and the initial \( a \) of \( aya \) and this consonant has always been \( p \), from the Indo-Iranian period. Examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Original form</th>
<th>Strengthened form</th>
<th>Final form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sṭhā 'stand'</td>
<td>sṭhā ( i ) ( a )</td>
<td>sṭhā ( ay ) ( a )</td>
<td>sṭhā( paya )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dā 'give'</td>
<td>dā ( i ) ( a )</td>
<td>dā ( ay ) ( a )</td>
<td>dā( paya )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) In course of time the use of this interposed \( p \) in the causal formations began to be extended also to bases not ending in \( a \). Even in the Vedas it had come to be used with some bases ending in \( i \) and \( ri \). For instance:

\( ji \) 'conquer' jā\( paya \); \( kshi \) 'possess' kṣ\( hā\)\( paya \); \( śri \) 'resort' (ud)śrā\( paya \); \( ri \) 'go' ar\( paya \).

In śnā\( paya \), jś\( nā\)\( paya \), srā\( paya \), from the roots śnā 'bathe', jś\( ā\) 'know', srā 'boil', the root vowel is shortened. (M.V.G. 558.)
We have seen that in the Asoka inscriptions the interposed $p$ had come to be used almost with any kind of base and even with bases ending in consonants as in *kriṣṇapayati*, *phālapayati*. In the literary Prakrits the causal stem was made from all roots by the addition of the equivalent of *āpya*, i.e., by *aye* or *ave*. (W.S.G. 1042-n.)

(6) Although the causal sign *aye* appears in almost all tense forms it was not expressed in several important verbal formations even in standard Sanskrit, the only indication that these formations are causal, being the strengthening of the roots by a *guna* or a *vriḍhi* change of their vowels or the presence of the interposed $p$. In the past participle passive the causative particle *i* though expressed does not undergo *guna* change.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verbal noun</th>
<th>Conjugative participle in <em>ya</em></th>
<th>Gerundive in <em>ya</em> and <em>aniya</em></th>
<th>Past participle passive in <em>ta</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>māraṇaṁ</td>
<td>pratiṣṭhāpya</td>
<td>sthāpya; sthāpanīya</td>
<td>sthāpitam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘killing’</td>
<td>‘having established’</td>
<td>‘that ought to be established’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sṛḍhaṇaṁ</td>
<td>anusārya</td>
<td>.................</td>
<td>sūritam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘cooking’</td>
<td>‘having followed’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ājñāṇaṇaṁ</td>
<td>.................</td>
<td>.................</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘commanding’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All causal past passive participles are formed with *i, ta*, with strong grade of root syllable. (Brug. Vol. IV, 795). Brugmann considers that the *i* of this suffix is etymologically connected with the causative particle *aye* and that it is an organic part of the base, is in fact a root determinative from which the *aye* of the causative and of the Sanskrit denominative forms may have arisen (§§ 789 and 798). These suffixes appear to be traceable to the Indo-Germanic period. Brugmann’s view
is that the causal past participles passive Sanskrit roots and
denominative bases for instance of *vrit* 'turn round', *dhrī*
'carry support', *vṛi* 'hinder', *māntra*, 'counsel', *tarka* 'guess'
are formed from the extended bases *vart i*, *dhar i*, *var i*,
*māntr i*, *tark i*.

On the other hand, foreign Sanskrit grammarians for
instance, Professors Whitney and Macdonell, consider the *i*
of the causal past participle passive suffix *ita* to be an inorganic
union vowel. (M.V.G. 575 c; W.S.G. 1051 b.) In their
view the causative suffix in Sanskrit is *aya* and they appear to
regard the causative *i* (*nich*) of the Indian grammarians to
be an artificial device.

That it is not an artificial device is clear from allied
forms in other Indo-Germanic languages—especially Ger-
manic and Balto-Slavonic (Brug, IV 804-807). Brugmann
also considers the *p* of the Indo-Iranian suffix *paya* to be a
root-determinative (797 ibid). Allied forms in other Indo-
Germanic languages leave little room for doubt that the
Indian grammarians must be following some hoary tradition
when they take *aya* to be made up of *i* (*nich*) *a*.

(d) Another class of denominative inflexions, also of
Indo-Germanic origin, which may be mentioned here are
those of stems in which the final *a* is lengthened.

Professor Whitney notes that such inflexions may in Sanskrit
be in the middle of the active voice and that middle forms
have an intransitive or reflexive meaning; e.g., *kaliṣṭyate*
'is or becomes turbid', *tāranāyate* 'is rejuvenated', *sītihāyate*
'grows loose'.

There are certain verbal bases in Tamil which are formed
by lengthening the final *a* of nouns. These appear to be in
imitation of the above denominative stems.
(1) Śoka (i) be afflicted with grief, (ii) faint, fall in a swoon.
from Śokam (i) grief, (ii) fainting, loss of consciousness.
(2) anna 'open the mouth looking upward' from the Dravidian anna m high, upwards.
(3) angā 'yawn, open the mouth', c.f. Telugu angil i Kanarese angal i 'the palate';
(4) ēma 'be overjoyed, self-conceited, be exhilarated'. These words appear to be derived from ēmam and ēmam meaning 'security, happiness, joy', which are corruptions of the Sanskrit kshēma 'security'.
(5) icumā A third base having the same meaning is icumā the original form of which is not clear.
(6) It would seem from the examples given in §533 of Pischel's Prakritie Grammar that in popular and vulgar dialects such Apabhramṣa Ardhamāgadhi, and Jaina Mahārāṣṭri, the causative suffix may be suppressed in tense forms also, the lengthening of the roots or the presence of p being the only indication that the forms are causal. Following are some of the examples given Pischel—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prakritie form</th>
<th>Corresponding Sanskrit form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>padai</td>
<td>patati for pātayati 'fell'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marni</td>
<td>mārati for māratai 'kill'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| nasai, nasavai | \{
|               | nāśati for nāśayati         |
|               | nāśapati for nāśāpayati 'destroys' |
| vedanti        | vedanti for vēdayanti '{they} inform' |
| thavai         | sthāpati for sthāpayati 'frees' |
| hasavai        | hasapati for hāsāpayati 'causes to laugh' |
| bhumavai       | bhramapati for bhūmāpayati 'causes to whirl' |
karavai  kārāpati for kārāpayati ‘causes to be done’
vinnavai  viśāpati for viśāpayati ‘informs, requests’
palavai  pralāpati for pralāpayati ‘laments’
manavai  nirnāpati for nirnāpayati ‘creates’
adavai  ādāpati for ādāpayati ‘causes to be placed’

Other forms which may be quoted here from Pischel are:

Śamthavati, vidhavai, patthavai, karavai.

This practice seems to have begun even in the Indo-Iranian period; for in Kanga’s Avestic Grammar it is stated: ‘In some rare instances the causal is formed by changing or lengthening the radical vowel without subjoining the characteristic āya. (K.A.G. 523.)’

Examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Iranian form</th>
<th>Sanskrit form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sad</td>
<td>‘fall’</td>
<td>sādum ‘hew ye’ for sādayadhvaṃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nos</td>
<td>‘perish’</td>
<td>nāśmi ‘I destroy’ for niśayāmi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śru</td>
<td>‘hear’</td>
<td>śṛāta ‘well proclaimed’ ṣṛśēta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mru</td>
<td>‘die’</td>
<td>mṛūra ‘killing’ māraṇa.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(f) The above is a very brief account of causal formations in the Aryan languages. It is impossible in this book to go into greater details—in fact, it is unnecessary to do so. The main points to be noted in the above analysis are:

(1) the causative suffix i which bears an accent and which the Indo-Germanic philologists call a root-determinative. It is changed to e when the thematic a follows and becomes āya in combination with this a.

(2) the accent on the vowel of the root which in consequence undergoes guṇa or svidhi change:
(3) when the root thus strengthened does not end in a consonant the interposition of the consonant $\rho$ between the final vowel of the root and the causative suffix;

(4) the absence of the causative $aya$ or $i$ in several verbal formations, the strengthening of the roots, and the presence of the interposed $\rho$ being the only indications that the formations are causal;

(5) the continual extension of the use of the interposed $\rho$ to other vowel bases and even to consonantal bases, the optional use of $apaya$ for $apaya$ in the Asoka inscriptions and of $av$ ($ap$) in popular idioms without the causative sign $aya$ ($e$) or $i$.

(6) the absence of the causative sign even in tense formations in popular idioms such as Apabhramśa, Ardhamāgadhi and Jaina Mahāāśtri; and

(7) the existence of such tense formations, though in rare instances, without the causative sign $aya$ or $i$ even in the Avestic literature.

178. COMPARISON OF ARYAN AND DRAVIDIAN METHODS

(a) Telugu:—Let us take the following examples given by Pischel: $thavai$, $patthavai$, $samthavai$, $vinnavai$, $nimmaivai$, $adhavai$, $nasavai$ of which the bases should have originally had the forms:

$stiñap$ for $stiñap$ 'fix, place'; $prasthāp$ for $prasthāp$ 'despatch, dismiss';

$samasthāp$ for $samsthāp$ 'place, fix'; $viññap$ for $viññap$ 'inform, beg';

$nirmāp$ for $nirmāp$ 'cause to be built';

$adhāp$ for $adhāp$ 'cause to be deposited';

$nāsāp$ for $nāsāp$ 'destroy'
the vowels preceding the final \( p \) are shortened in these examples and there is no indication that the forms are causal except the presence of \( p \).

The Telugu causal stems of the bases mentioned in 140, 153 above, deprived of the enunciativ \( u \) will be naḻup, teḻp, mōp, chup, naḻup, maḻup, meḻup, tuḻup; these correspond exactly in formation to the Aryan stems and appear to be in imitation of them.

Again let us consider the pro-Dravidian or pro-Telugu forms (§168 a.) of a base now ending in \( chu \), say, naḻachu ‘walk’:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{causal}: naḻa \( p \) adamu, naḻa \( p \) an, naḻa \( p \) ani;
  \item \textit{non-causal}: naḻa v adamu, naḻa v an, naḻa v ani
  \item \textit{causal}: naḻa \( p \) undu
  \item \textit{non-causal}: naḻa v undu, naḻa chya, naḻa tu ṭu.
\end{itemize}

We see that Telugu uses this interposed \( p \) only for the purpose of filling the hiatus between vowels; the tenual pronunciation of \( p \) shows that the Dravidian accent in the case of causal forms has not been forgotten. This observation may be objected to on the ground that the forms naḻa \( tu \) \( ṭu \) and naḻa chya, containing the tenual pronunciation of \( t \) and \( ch \) occur in the non-causal paradigm. True: this is one of the whims that are often noticed in the languages spoken by millions of people in which the selection of forms cannot be expected to be conducted always on a logical basis. Telugu retains the non-causal forms agasi, pogasi, side by side with the causal forms agachi, pogachi. Similarly it might have retained the non-causal form naḻasi, corresponding to the causal for naḻachi; but it has not done so, and we have to accept the fact. Having selected the causal forms naḻa \( p \)u \( du \) \( ṭu \) \( ṭu \) and naḻa \( p \) i it has rejected naḻadumu and naḻasi, if these forms ever existed in the language, and has relegated naḻa \( tu \) \( ṭu \) \( ṭu \) and naḻa chya to the non-causal paradigm.
The same remarks apply to many other roots ending in *en* in Tamil also we have the anomaly that the non-causal bases *naga* 'walk', *para* 'fly', etc., are unaccented only in the past tense.

(b) Tamil:—As has been pointed out in 95 b, there are a number of verbal bases in Tamil which the rule that the final vowel should be accented when the base is used causatively is strictly observed. The number of such vowel bases was much larger in the older stages of the language and it will have been seen from the examples given in §95 (4) that even the vowels of consonantal bases were accented in some cases.

The accent in the Indo-Aryan languages was musical or pitch accent and affected the gradation of the vowels accented; while in the Dravidian languages the accent was merely a stress on the vowel the result of which was to double the initial consonants of the suffixes attached to the bases. In the examples quoted above from Pischel mere accentuation of the root-vowels *i.e.*, a change in their gradation was enough in popular speech to convert a verbal base to its causal stem, and similar examples quoted above from the Avesta would seem to show that this method is as old as the Indo-Iranian period, not an innovation on Indian soil.

The suggestion of the present writer is that the Proto-Dravidian and Tamil method of accenting the final vowel of a root to convert it into its causal stem is an imitation of the methods adopted in the popular Indo-Aryan idioms. This method has, as has been pointed out in §147-149, 153, 171 produced a large number of lengthened bases.

As in Telugu the *p* of the *pu* causals *tuppu*, *tiruppu*, *kilappu*, *kuppu*, *iruppu*, *kulappu*, etc. (§ 153) merely arises from an imitation of the Aryan interposed *p*; this *p* is used also in the literary dialect in the infinitives and subjunctives
of accented roots to fill the hiatus between two vowels. In the popular speech the hiatus is filled by ka (§ 112 c).

179. CAUSATIVE SUFFIXES *i* or *illu*, *i*, *pi* (vi)

(a) There is a root *i* or *illu* of the 10th conjugation which is thus referred to in the Dhätapätha lists of roots—

'illa *prerana* *illa* is used in the sense of 'urging or driving'. But *prerana* in grammar also denotes the 'causal form' and the Aryan cultivators of the Telugu language are in the habit of adding this *i* (or *illu*) to Sanskrit roots and using the compounds as Telugu verbal bases in the same manner as the *prerana* (causative) suffix *i* is added to Sanskrit bases for the purpose of converting them into Dravidian bases.

- *khid*  *khêtillu*  'be afflicted';
- *sbh*  *sbhiltlu*  'shine';
- *chit*  *chintillu*  'think or reflect';

(Campbell's Grammar §371)

These forms differ from the Tamil-Malayalam denominatives given in §173 (5) only in containing *illu* instead of the suffix *i*.

(b) The suffix *i* is apparently an imitation of the Indo-Iranian *i* which was originally a root-determinative and has given rise to the *aya* of the Sanskrit causals and determinatives. The only verb-forms in which it is now seen unchanged are the causal past participles passive.

(c) The suffix *pi* (or) which may be added to all Tamil bases without exception and to all vowel bases and to some consonantal bases in Malayalam is also an adaptation from the Indo-Iranian forms. It stands in the same relation to the Indo-Iranian *paya* that the suffix *i* stands to *aya* and is made up of *p* and *i*; Brugmann considers this *p* also to have been a root determinative in its inception.
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(d). The Dravidian and the Indo-Iranian thus agree in the following respects:—

(1) Accenting the vowel of a root to convert it into its causal stem. The accent changed the gradation of the vowel in Indo-Iranian, it merely led to the doubling of the initial tenues of suffixes coming after vowel bases in Dravidian. Where the suffix began with a vowel a tenue had to be interposed between the root and the suffix.

(2) Formation of causal and denominative stems by the addition of ṣya in Indo-Aryan and of i including  insanu, ēchnu, in Dravidian. There is reason to believe that i was the original of ṣya; in any case the two suffixes are etymologically related.

(3) Formation of causal stems by baya in Indo-Aryan and of pi (including pinchu) in Dravidian, the two suffixes being related in the same way as ṣya and i.

(4) Formation of denominative bases by lengthening the final a of nouns.

180. The Lengthening of the pro-Dravidian Roots.

(a) So far as we can form a conception from a comparison of the materials available in the cultivated Dravidian languages, the verbal bases of the pro-Dravidian language consisted of:—

(1) consonantal bases like,
   k-affu, 'beat'; t-affu 'abuse'; t-anu, t-afu 'push';
   k-affu 'bind' etc.
   (Note:—The final a of these bases is enunciative.)

(2) a-da, ana, kal-a, mo-da, mo-ju, po-na, to-la, t-una, eru,
   ka-da, etc. (§149 b)

(3) mo-da, mar-a, kar-a, le, nil-a, me etc. (§154 (a))

(4) n-o-li, p-o-ga, ẹ-ga, nuli, νo-di, me, etc. (§166)
It is difficult to say now whether all these radicals were used as verbal bases, and in the case of any of them whether the Tamil final vowel was a or ai, i or u. Some of these radicals are still in use in Tamil as verbal bases but the final vowels in that language are not the same as shown above in some cases.

These radicals were converted into their causal stems by laying a stress or accent on their final vowels.

(b) one of the suffixes used in the pro-ethnic period began with a k and now exists in the form ku.

It has lost its original signification, whatever that was, and is now become permanently attached to the root, forming what is called a root extension or a formative syllable (§150). In Tamil this ku has given rise, in many cases, to causal and non-causal couplets. (§147.)

\[
\begin{align*}
adakgu &\quad adakku &\quad ma\dangu &\quad madakku \\
pina\dangu &\quad pinakku &\quad odu\dangu &\quad odakku
\end{align*}
\]

Telugu possesses lengthened non-causal bases ending in gu corresponding to the radicals shown in (a) (2) above, but not accented bases ending in ku or ku (§149 b).

It is difficult to say for certain now whether causal forms with a ku suffix were ever in actual use in Telugu though it is probable that they were.

(c) Another particle which became permanently attached to the root even in the pro-Dravidian period was the letter p which in its inception was a junction consonant and was adopted to fill the hiatus between two vowels—the final vowel of the base and the initial vowel of the suffix—in imitation of the interposed causative p in low colloquial Aryan idioms. The causative meaning itself was expressed by the stress on the radical vowel. This gave rise to two forms—one with a teminal p and the other with a n or mb. Of these a
limited number of bases ending in pu are now in use as causal stems in Telugu; in Tamil-Malayalam there is a small number of couplets ending in mhu and ppu.

(d) The formative syllable tu which plays such an important part in the case of Tamil and Malayalam bases is hardly noticeable in Telugu or Kanarese. It arose out of the Vedic conjunctive participle suffix trya and has given rise, in Tamil and Malayalam, to a number of causal bases in tta: and a limited number of couplets in ndu and ttu (§171).

(e) A fourth suffix beginning with a tenue which was in use in the pro-Dravidian period as a past tense suffix was chya which became yya after unaccented roots, and has given rise to the Telugu formative syllables chu and su and a couplet of roots corresponding to each radical of the kind shown in (d) (4) above.

(f) In addition to these there were the causative suffixes i, pi which have since become lengthened into isu, inchu, pinchu but which have not yet permeated down to all colloquial strata. They appear to have been superimposed on the previous pro-Dravidian causals which they are displacing (§177).

(g) One of the old radicals which have been lengthened by each of the formatives ku, pu, chu, is the Telugu nali-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-causal</th>
<th>Causal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nalugu</td>
<td>naluku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>naluchu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naluni</td>
<td>nalupa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naliyu</td>
<td>naluschu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Successive lengthening of the stem in order of time are, for instance,

\[ \text{kottu, } \text{kotti, } \text{kottimpu, } \text{kottinchu} \]

\[ \text{kottu, } \text{kotti, } \text{kottimpu, } \text{kottinpi, } \text{kottimpimpu, } \text{kottimpinchu} \]

\[ \text{nadä, } \text{nadäpu, } \text{nadäpi, } \text{nadäpimpu, } \text{nadäpinchu} \]
CHAPTER XI-A
ARYAN GERUNDIAL SUFFIXES

181. ARYAN GERUNDS AT VARIOUS STAGES

(A) Iranian.—The practice of using the gerund or verbal noun as a verbal participle dates at least from the Iranian period. In the Avesta the gerund was formed by the addition of -Thva (changeable to -Tva after s and š), -ta, or -ya directly to the root. This form had generally the same signification as the Latin gerund in -ndum, e.g., vōta ‘blowing’ stōta ‘praising’, phoRmaṇya ‘thinking’, phrajathva ‘smiling’. (K.A.C. para. 564.)

(B) Old Indo-Aryan.—The so-called gerund in Sanskrit is a stereotyped case (doubtless instrumental) of a verbal noun, having the force of an indeclinable participle which qualifies the actor and denoting an action which accompanied or (more often) preceded that signified by the principal verb of the clause. (W.S.G. § 989.)

1. Vedic dialects.—The following suffixes occur in the Vedas -tvi, tv, tvya, ty, and ya. Some Grammarians also mention -tvanam, and tvanam; but these have nowhere been found in the Vedas available to us. In the Rig Veda in the greatest majority of cases (full two-thirds) the final of ya is long. (W.S.G. § 993.) In the Vedic dialects these gerunds expressed an action which accompanied or more often preceded that of the finite verb. (M.V.G. § 589.)

2. Classical Sanskrit.—The suffixes of the conjunctive participle in classical Sanskrit were tva and
... the latter being used for compounded roots and the former for simple roots; *ya* became *tya* after roots ending in short vowels.

Note.—It will be noted that gerunds had not always a part signification.

(C) Prakritic Corruptions.—The above suffixes underwent various modifications, changes and corruptions in the Prakrits.

(a) the forms found in the Asoka Inscriptions have been dealt with in great detail in § 76-B above. They are in order of frequency *ta, -ti, -ta, cha, -chya, -ya, ye.* Of these *-ta* arises from *-ta* by the Samprāśāraṇa of *-ta.*

*-ta* also arises from *-te* but the absorption of *-ca* in *-ti* is taken by Dr. Buhler to arise from the Vedic *-tai* by the absorption of *-n,* but M. Emile Senart would derive it from *tya* by the Samprāśāraṇa of *-ya.* (Vide Indian Antiquary, Vol. XXI, page 13.)

*-cha* and *-chya* arise from *-tya* palatalisation. *-ye* arises from the Vedic *ya*.

These corrupt forms are attached to the roots by a connecting *-i* where necessary.

(b) The Prākrit Prakāśa of Vararuchi gives for

1. Mahāraṣṭrī: *una* (IV-23). This comes from *-tunam* or *-tuna* through the following intermediate forms: *tun, d̐na* and *una.*

2. Paisāchī: *tunam* (X-13) Examples:—dātunam 'having given', kātunam 'having done', ghettunam 'having taken'; this suffix arises from *tunam* by the Samprāśāraṇa of *ta.*
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4. Sauraṣṭrī: -ia generally; and in addition jadua and kadua for the two roots gam and kri (XII-9-10) -ia arises from the Vedic -ya and duu from the Vedic -tau.

(c) The Prākṛita Lakṣaṇam of Chanda gives: -ittu, -tta, chcha, -ttum, -tuna, -ttu, -a, -ppi (II-19).

Chcha in the list appears to arise from -tya perhaps also from -tta preceded by -i or other palatal vowel; -ppi arises from Vedic -toi; -tuna arises from -tvana; and itum is merely -ttu with a final anusvāra.

Vandittu (van 'alone'); Chaittu (tyaj 'abandon')
Jaitittu (jāt 'know'); Thīchcha (sṛṣa 'stand')
hočcha (bhū 'be'); Sunittu (śru 'hear')
kinita (kri 'do'); Karisittta (krish 'drag or plough')
počcha (pro 'go or die')

These forms are very common in the canonical works of the Śvetāmbara Jains.

(d) Pallava Prakrit Inscriptions.—The forms in -tuna, -tunam, and -tunam, occur in the Pallava grants discovered in the Telugu country.—

aṭichhituna, aṭichchidya (?) , aṭikṣhipya (?)
Katuṇa, katunam, Kritvā
natuna, natunam, jñātva.

Similar forms also occur in the Amraoti, Jaggayapet and Bhattiprolu inscriptions.

(e) Siddhahemachandram of Hemachandra gives:

(1) Sauraṣṭrī: -ia, -dua; and gadua and kadua for the two special verbs and gam and kri—(IV-271-272)

(2) Paścāḥ -tuna Examples:—Ganutanā, rautuna, hasituna (IV-312)
(3) **Apabhramsa.** — *i, -iu, -iū, -aū, -appu, -appinu, -eui, and -eini* (IV.439-40). Here *-i* is what is left of *-ya*; it was originally *-ia* but the *-a* has been lost in course of time. (P.P.G. para 594.)

The Apabhramsa referred to here is supposed to be the Nāgara Apabhramsa, and the rules given have reference apparently to this dialect as it appears in literature. The Sauraṃgine referred to is apparently the traditional one of the old grammarians; put into the mouths of inferior characters in dramas.

(f) **Pischel.** — The above lists contain the chief modifications of the *kta* suffix as given by the old Prakrit grammarians. A few of the more important of the other forms collected by Pischel from works in Prakrit and given in his *Prakrit Grammar* are subjoined:

1. *-ttanam* arises from the *-tvanam* of the Vedas. It is common in the Jaina works in Ardhamāgadhi. (P.P.G. para 583.)

2. *-chehana, -chehanam;* These forms appear to have arisen from an extension of the Vedic *-ya*, just as *-ttana* and *ttanam* have arisen from a lengthening of the form of *-ta; -chehana, and -chehanam are common in the Jaina canonical works. (P.P.G. para 587.)

3. Similarly *-yanam* and *-yana* have arisen by an extension of *-ya*. These also are common in the Angas of the Svetāmbara Jains and are probably confined to these works. (P.P.G. 592.)

A curious misapprehension appears to have arisen with reference to these forms. The *-nam* has apparently been regarded by grammarians as a separable participle, inserted for the purpose of imparting grace to words and phrases, i.e.,
for ‘Vākyālaṅkāra’; and that is apparently why the suffixes
-ṣīvaṃ, -tana, -chēhanam, -chēhana, -yaman, and -yana, have not
been noted separately in Chanda’s or Hemachandra’s
Grammar. As will be seen below the people have always
regarded nam and na as integral parts of the suffixes.

Note:—It will be seen that the rule of classical Sanskrit
regarding the use of -tva and -ya is ignored in
Prakrits : Mahārāṣṭrī, for instance, uses -una for
all roots, and Paisāchī -tunam.

(D) Modern Aryan Vernaculars.—The suffixes used in
the Modern Aryan vernaculars are.—H.G.G. 491; B.A.G.
Vol. III, pp. 229-33:

(1) Marathi:—-una from -una of Mahārāṣṭrī which
again is traceable to -tvana.

(2) Eastern Rajasthani:— -u, -ne, arising from tunam:
the final -am of which becomes e.

(3) Gujarati:— -i or -i-ne, the latter of which may be
derived from -ya-nam (§ 182).

(4) Eastern Hindi:—e or -i or quiescent,

(5) Western Hindi:—-i or quiescent,

(6) Punjabi:—

(7) Sindhi:— -i or -e

(8) Naipali:—

(9) Oriya:—

(10) Bengali:—-iya

The forms in (4) to (10) are derived from the Vedic -ya
through the Śaurasenī-ia.

As has been stated in § 10 above through the habitual
neglect of the final short vowels the conjunctive participles
often assume the form of the bare stem and it has become
necessary to strengthen them by derivatives from kri which
take the forms kari, kei, ko, ke, ku, ki. Other strengthening
suffixes met with are -kun, -kama, -kane, etc. which are variously explained by scholars; the present writer thinks that these may be derived from krīna which becomes -kun in Prakrit and -kun in Pāṇḍācahi and Persian. (§ 193 a.)

182. The colloquial past tenses in Telugu in -ya, -i and -a

(a) The Aryan suffixes entering into the formation of these tenses are -ya and tya and their corruptions -i, -chya, -tya, -chi, -si. The formation of these tenses is the backbone of the theories put forward in this book, and has been dealt with in detail in Chapter IX. It will be sufficient here to merely mention the main conclusions arrived at there:

(1) the verbal participles used as finite verbs in the beginning must have been formed in the Telugu area by suffixing -ya to consonantal and -chya to vowel bases (164). It is probable that tya was suffixed in the Tamil area to Tamil bases in a certain stage of the development of that language (§171); it is just possible that the Vedic -tys, not the Prakriti -chya, was originally used in the Telugu area also and that it subsequently became palatalized;

(2) -chya became tya after unaccented bases.

(3) The pronominalization of the participles produced the finite verbs -kofyānu, naḍachyānu, chēyānu etc.

(4) The non-pronominalized tense forms of the third person -kofya, naḍachya, chēya, become the finite verbs -kofya, naḍache, chēse. (§ 164.)

(5) The forms not used as finite verbs became the conjunctive participles kofī, naḍachi, chēsi. (§164.)
(6) Possibly the terminations -i, -ii, of the Aryan sigmatic aorists were used in parts of the Telugu area, giving rise to the pronominalised forms like koṭṭiri, naṭachiritr, chōsiri; also koṭṭidi, naṭachidit, chōsidid as in the Beradi dialect. (§ 165.)

(7) The accented and unaccented vowel bases were at the beginning of the Telugu period lengthened by the syllables -chu and -su (yu) respectively, through a mistaken notion that the tense signs of these bases were -ya, -s, and -i, as in the case of consonantal bases. (§ 166-a.)

(8) There was a special accent on the causative suffix -i which led to the doubling or nasalization of tenses coming after it, as in the suffixes and forms -inchu, -inch, -impu, -intu; a similar special accent being also the cause of the causative suffix chu. (§ 167.)

(9) The necessary or optional rejection of the additional syllables -chu and -yu in some of the tenses and moods is a sufficient reason for presuming that these tenses and moods are Pre-Dravidian or pre-Telugu and for holding that the other tenses and moods have come into existence some time after the beginning of the Telugu period. The conversion of -yu into -su in the latter tenses and moods appears to confirm this view, (§ 168-c.)

(10) Since the beginning of the Telugu period the additional syllables -chu and -pu have been encroaching upon tenses and moods which did not originally belong to them; pu itself being in later times displaced by -chu except in a few causal stems. (§ 168-d.)
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(11) The syllables -chu and -su in the causative suffixes
-ichu, -isu of Kanarese have the same origin
as the final syllable chu of the lengthened Telugu
verbs.

(12) It is possible that the suffix -tya was used in the
Tamil area; it did not, however, produce any
tense form but merely gave rise to a very
large number of causal leases in -thu and to
the verbal noun suffix -tal which latter can
now be employed to form the nomina actionis
from any Tamil verbal base. (§ 171-2.)

(b) In a paper entitled "The tense signs in Dravidian"
sent to the Poona Oriental Conference of 1919, the present
writer gave an alternative explanation that the Telugu forma-
tive syllable -chu and -su were probably modifications of
the imperative second person singular endings -ssu
and -su of Prakritic verbs. A fatal objection to this supposition
is that the syllable -chu is rejected from the imperative second
person singulairs of certain classes of verbs ending in -chu and
is replaced by -pu or -su. The same objection is also fatal
to Bishop Caldwell's supposition that chu is a corruption of
-ku; for the predecessor of chu in old verbal forms is -pu,
not -ku.

183. THE TAMIL, MALAYALAM, AND KANARESE SUFFIX
-thu (§95, 115, 122).

The similarity of this suffix to the Asokic conjunctive
participle suffix -su (-sra) of which it appears to be an imita-
tion is too striking to be ignored. It is unnecessary to con-
sider here the changes which the -s of this suffix undergoes
in colloquial and vulgar speech and in combination with
final consonants of bases.

In standard Kanarese the suffix appears as -du predomi-
natingly with a connecting -i where necessary. In standard
Tamil and Malayalam it becomes -ittu after accented bases generally and -du or -ndu after other bases. It also becomes -ndu after iru 'be', kidu 'lie' and a number of other accented roots enumerated in §95-A above.

As remarked in §97 (c) the number of unaccented bases in which -du appears as du in Tamil can be counted on one's fingers; in the vast majority of unaccented bases the suffix is found as -ndu which apparently corresponds to the -du of Kanarese as can be seen from the following words common to Tamil and Kanarese.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tamil</th>
<th>Kanarese</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>marundu 'medicine'</td>
<td>marudu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nirundu 'feast'</td>
<td>birdu, biddu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ulundu 'black gram'</td>
<td>urdu, udu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parundu 'a kite'</td>
<td>paddu, haddu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>porundu 'fit, unite'</td>
<td>prodhu, poddu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the past tense forms konrān, venrān, senrān, koṇḍān, māṇḍān etc. of kol 'kill', sel 'conquer', sel 'go', koḷ 'buy', mōḷ 'die' etc. It is nd, not d, that nasalises the final of the bases.

It is noteworthy that the accented roots iru, kidu, nāḍa, etc. should have conjunctive participles of the form irundu, kidandu, nadandu etc., instead of iruttu, kidattu and naḍattu etc. These last are likely to be mistaken for the causal forms of the roots which also contain it and the nasalised -ndu is preferred probably to distinguish the conjunctive participles from the causals.

184. Telugu-Tamil Suffix -ra (95 and 184-d)

To trace the Telugu-Tamil past tense in -ra we shall begin with the consideration of the much younger Gujarati conjunctive participle suffix -i, -nt, of which various explanations have been given at different times. The suffixes used
in Gujarati are -I-ne of which the former ir, as we have seen (§179 D) derived from the Vedic ya through Sauraseni -ia.

Some appear to have attempted to derive the latter from the Mahrāshṭri -u-na, but unsuccessfully (B.A.G. Vol. III, page 233). Sir G.A. Grierson appears to have thought that it was contracted form of -i- tanE another Prakrit conjunctive participle suffix (L. S. IX, Part II, page 389) of which the latter part-tane he takes to be connected with the tana of Keratana. In the old Western Rajasthani from which Gujarati is derived the conjunctive participle suffix is i-nai, and Dr. L. P. Tesserori, Udine, in his notes on the grammar of that Language (I.A. Vol. XLIV, pp. 105 and 119) is of opinion that Gujarati -i-ne is derived from i-nai of Western Rajasthan and that nai is a declensional post-position, short for kanai (kanhai karnasmin). He also rejects the usual explanation which derives the long i from the Apabhramśa i of the Prakrit;

(1) "Sambandhinah Karatana" (Hem. IV, 422 20) 'Kara and tan are used to express connection.'

He thinks that both -i and -kanai are locative cases and that i-nai (i-kanai) is a locative absolute.

The explanation given in this book differs from the explanations both of Sir G. A. Grierson and Dr. Tesserori.

The conjunctive participle suffixes janaṃ and jau which occur in the religious works of the Jains furnish a solution of the difficulty; if we admit nam to be an integral part of the suffix janaṃ as it has always been admitted to be of -tevanam and tanaṃ, the whole difficulty disappears. If Eastern Rajasthani could produce -u-ne from -tevanam by Samprasāraṇa of ne and the elision of t we should not be surprised at modern Gujarati having arrived at -i-ne from janaṃ by the Samprasā-
rana ya: Final ane is a common change. It is but natural that -te and other modified forms of yanam should be found now in use in Gujarat and the parts adjoining, for it was at the council of Vallabhi in 454 or 467 A.D. that the Svétámbara Canon, as we now have it was fixed. (§76 e.)

We can conceive how these scriptures though in the main dating from the council of Pataliputra might have had to be recomposed in parts from time to time in the Aryan vernacular current in Gujarat which appears to have been the scene of Jaina activities for a considerable period. The originally separable particle nam if ti was separable had come to be incorporated with the suffix in popular speech. The following are a few instances of the use of yanam and yana in the Acarāṅga Sutta:—

(1) Ausanto samana tumam chevedam panagajatam padig-gahena va-ussinchiyanam1 vattiyanam ginhali2 (1; 7; 8).

(2) Bhūkupadīyas chhappena va duṣsena va valgana va aulliyana3 paripiliyana4 parisāiyana5 shattu dalajja (2; 1; 8; 1).

(3) Aggam cha malam cha vigimeha dhire palickindi yanam6 nikkannṇadami (1; 2; 1).

Some of the degenerated forms of -yanam and -yana now in use in Gujarati and the adjoining countries taken from the L.S. Vol. IX, Parts II and III are noted below:—

(a) The language of the semi-civilized tribes of Eastern Breach: The suffix -n is usually added to the past tense (II p. 389). Ṛahyan 'we lived'; gyan 'we went' conjunctive participles ka-in 'having done', chod-in 'having left'. It is obvious that yan in the above examples is yana without the final a.

(b) Gḥisadi spoken by a tribe of blacksmiths who wander over Southern India: Jay-in, hoy-ina, pad-in, kāy-in. Some—

1. Utsichya, 2. apavartya, 3. apādyā, 4. paripādyā, 5. parisāiyana, parisādīya, 6. parichehidīya.
times the final a is dropped kar-in 'having done'. (II 453 at sec).

(c) Nahikantha Bhili (II p. 13) Conjunctive participles pad-i, pad-in-ne, pad-i-ne,

(d) The Dhar state Bhili (III p. 52) Conjunctive participle suffixes -i, -i-ne (i-na).

(e) Raj-i-a Bhili (0.85) Conjunctive participle suffixes -i, -i-ne.

(f) Panchali (III 138) qat-i 'having divided; ach-in 'having seen'; kar-in 'having done'.

(g) Khandesh Bhili (III p. 154) pad-i, uda-i,

(h) Nimar Bhili (III p. 174-5) kai -ina, Jaina

(i) Baori (III p. 183-4) kar-in, uth-in, cheekk-in

The above examples are enough to show in what directions -yanam and -yana, become modified in the language of the uncultured, and how the Tamil-Telugu tense in -ina could have been derived from these suffixes.

If in addition to -yanam and -yana we can assume a by form in -yan as in rahyam and gayam of Eastern Broach we get a form like the Telugu kof yan which can be used for all persons and numbers without personal endings. In the illustrations given in 160 e above -anyam and pilyam have become annemu and palenu in Telugu. Similarly, the suffix -yan in the forms kof yan, nāthacyan etc., will become enu in Telugu and produce the forms koffenu, nāthachenu etc. How faithfully has Telugu preserved the drutam here?

The non-pronominalised forms of the third person viz. koffe (§164) and koffenu thus arise from two different suffixes -ya and -yan, and are independent of each other. It is therefore unnecessary to explain as do the Telugu grammarians the origin of koffe by assuming that koffenu loses its
final in popular speech. Of course, the form kōṭṭeyu might in popular speech lose its final and also become kotte.

The relative participles can be formed only with -ina in Telugu. In old Tamil they could be formed only with -īya but both the participle and the past tense are now formed only with -ina in spoken Tamil. The new forms have penetrated into the literature of Malabar but they are unknown to the people's Malayalam which still forms its relative participles in -īya. It is assumed in this book that the past tense in -ina is a late form as the suffixes chu and ṣu are not rejected in ina forms of naḍa chu, che ṣu, etc. It may be argued on the other side that the tense may be regarded as formed with the suffixes -yana and -chyana: the latter being suffixed to unextended roots like naḍa, che, etc. The use of -ina with the lengthened roots is not the only evidence of its modernness. We have also to take into consideration the late appearance of the suffixes yana and yana in Prakrit literature, the absence of ina in Kanarese and Malayalam, and its partial and limited use on Old Tamil.

185. The Telugu Suffix ṇi

As noted in §179 (a) above, there is a difference of opinion in regard to the original of the Asokic ṇi, Dr. Buhler suggesting -ṇi while M. Emile Senart inclines to -ṇa. However this may be, there seems to be little doubt that the Telugu past tense forms koṭṭiṇi, koṭṭitimi, etc. contain this suffix. The forms of this tense as contained in the first specimen of the Beradi dialect of Telugu published in the Linguistic Survey of India (IV, 604) contain no prenominal endings. The original Telugu form must also have been of the type koṭṭiti without personal endings, the final u of the ina being changed into i to secure harmonic sequence of vowels.
CHAPTER XI-B
ARYAN PRESENT PARTICIPLE SUFFIXES

185. Aryan Indeclinable Present Participles

The present participle i.e., the Satraata of the Sanskrit grammarians was always declined in Aryan literature, so as to agree with the noun it qualifies in number, gender and case, and even when it forms the first member of a compound tense in modern Aryan vernaculars of the present participle is generally declined and agrees in gender and number with the subject of the verb. But this is not always so and whenever a new Aryan vernacular uses an indeclinable that is an adverbial present participle in the formation of its present tense the authors of the Linguistic Survey remark that this is due to the influence of the adjoining Dravidian languages which never inflect their participles.

As pointed out in § 46 however the use of the adverbial present participle was not unknown to the Old Aryan vernaculars and the Asoka inscriptions, the earliest specimens that we have of spoken Prakrit, furnish instances of the adverbial present participle.

Three Neo-Aryan vernaculars, Gujarati, Marwari and Marathi also use adverbial present participles and Dr. L.P. Tessitori explains these forms as absolute plural genitives of present participles. (I.A. Vol. XLIV, p. 97.)

"The so called adverbial present participle", he says, "is formed by the inflecting into a the present participle. Thus from Karatau we have karata, from hutau luta. In the same way as present participles, adverbial participles too may optionally retain the dental nasal when used in poetry."
I explain it as an absolute plural genitive contracted from Apabhramsa antaha or antaha.”

The forms santam, anupatipajantam, kalantam, karatam, katam, occurring in the Asoka Inscriptions have all to be understood under this explanation as genitive plurals used absolutely; karatam is of course the genitive plural of karat in Prakrit corresponding to Karatam of classical Sanskrit and the first three of the above Asokic forms can also be described as genitive plurals if we overlook the superfluous nasal, as apparently Dr. Tressotti would. In any case, here are obvious case forms of present participles used adverbially which do not agree with the subject in number or gender and we have to accept the fact. Other forms that occur in Asoka’s edicts are kalanta and karu.

One illustration of the use of such participles has already been given in § 76 B; two more are given below:

Hetvam hi anupatipajantam hidatapalate
thus indeed following here below and in the next world.
aladhi hoti
gain is.

“For by acting thus they gain (happiness) here below and in the next world.”

Separate Rock Edict II Dhauli (I.A. XIX, p. 96).
Hetvam kalantam tuhte vagam aladhyaistatha
thus doing you heaven will obtain.

Those who wish to have more details about the use of these participles in the Asoka Inscriptions and how scholars have vainly and variously endeavoured by suitable commendations to make the participles agree with the qualified nouns may consult—I.A. Vol. V. pp. 260, 277, Vol. X, p. 210, Vol. XVIII, pp. 301, 306, 307, Vol. XIX.
pp. 7, 46, 102. E.I. Vol. II pp. 252, 460. M. Emile Senart is inclined to regard them as accusative absolutes equivalent to nominative absolutes.

In Dr. Hoernle's Grammar of the Gaudian Languages it is stated that in the evolution of the Aryan vernaculars of India "in the main a gradual alternations of the nasal has taken place. The nasal consonant of the Sanskrit becomes anuvarga in Prakrit, and anuvāsika in Gaud, and finally drops off altogether". (H.G.G. 23.) In the examples given in illustration of this statement it often happens that when the anuvādra becomes anuvāsika the preceding vowel is often lengthened. Thus, Sanskrit simha 'a lion', hamsa 'a swan', chandra 'the moon', becomes sih, has, chad, in East Hindi.

Thus the Asokic participle karatam may have become karata which is the form of Dr. Tessitori's adverbial present participle and also karata by the ultimate dropping off the nasal sound. The form karata is also what we obtain by the equivalence of the final an -a which E. Senart has established. (76 B.C.)

It may be remarked in passing that the Sanskrit periphrastic future which has its roots in the Indo-Iranian period shows that fifteen or twenty centuries before even the date of Asoka inscriptions the Asiatic Aryans were forming compound tenses, by affixing the first and the second persons of the verb substantive as or ah 'be' to an indeclinable form derived from the root to be conjugated (§47 above). In all countries the spoken vernaculars evince a tendency to drop unnecessary inflections to the influence of adjacent foreign idioms.

187. (a) THE TELUGU SUFFIX-ia

This might have arisen by imitating the ending tam of Prakrit genitive plurals used adverbially in the Asoka inscriptions. In Emile Senart's analysis we saw that final an be-
comes -a. (76 B.C.) This lengthening of a vowel as compensation for the loss of a nasal is also deductible from colloquial Telugu where the suffix ta is mostly in use; for

kottinam, chéstun, guramulu, became in colloquial speech, kottina, chéstā, gurrālu.

The old Kanarese suffix -uttam has become utta in modern times. With the equivalence am -a the Telugu colloquial present participle in -ta and the colloquial tense formed with this particle are brought into agreement with the Asokic adverbial present participles ending in tam. Examples—

Kottutam—Kottuta, chēyutam—chēyutā, chēstā.

These colloquial forms kottuta 'beating', chēstā 'doing', etc., it will be noted are strikingly similar in formation to the Hindustani forms used by the Madras Mussalmans e.g. Khata hai 'he is eating', sota hai 'he is sleeping' etc.

The Telugu suffix -cha used by certain religious Brahmins of the Northen Circars is supposed to be a corruption of -ta.

As the suffix -ta occurs only in colloquial speech and is unknown to literature it is not possible to say whether it was borrowed as tam or ta.

(b) THE KANARESE SUFFIXES uta, utta.

The original of these suffixes was apparently -uttam the compensatory lengthening of -a being due to the loss of the final nasal. Are the initial -u and the doubled -t radical? Neither of these occur in the forms in use in the Kanarese dialects which however preserve the tenual pronunciation of -t.

The pre-Dravidian -t of the past tense suffix generally became -d after Kanarese roots which had lost their accent. Is the doubled -t in the present case a device of the Jain cultivators of Kanarese to preserve the tenual pronunciation.
of the -t of the present participle suffix, and was the initial -u put in to prevent this -t from combining with finals of the roots? If so, the Kanarese suffixes are identical with the Telugu suffixes -tam and -ta already considered.

If, however, the initial -u and the doubled -t are taken to be essential elements of the suffix then we must seek for the original of -uttam in the languages which were contiguous to Kanarese in the pre-Kanarese period when it appears to have been first adopted. The form huttam may be regarded as a Maharashtri tadbhava of the genitive plural—bhavatām of the participle bhavai; for apahutta is used in Saṣṭācīte (5-36) as a tabdhava of the present participle aprabhacacun 'unable, incompetent'. If so, uttam (huttam) may be taken as an indeclinable Aryan present participle used as an auxiliary to Kanarese bases just as the Aryan conjunctive participles ki, ke, ke, are used by Golari to form Dravidian conjunctive participles like mad-ke 'having made', od-ki 'having run', tis-ku 'having eaten' (10-2). According to Dr. L.P. Tessitori in the old Western Rajasthani the indeclinable present participle hutai (bhavantakam) of the auxiliary bhū 'be' is often added pleonastically after present participles used adjectively or absolutely; sometimes karatāi (karantakam) is so used. The participles hutai is also used after participles used as adjectives. (I.A. XLIV, pp. 96-104.) Here hutai which like huttam is an indeclinable present participle from bhū 'be' is used as an auxiliary in Aryan vernacular; the two uses are similar though uttam (huttam) is added to the bare root in Kanarese not to a participle.

188. The Telugu and Old Tamil.-t-aurist

Dr. Tessitori's examples of adverbal present participles are apparently taken from standard literature but in colloquial and rustic dialects we can find several other examples.
of the indeclinable present participles besides the genitive plural.

Hindi has two sets of forms; one indeclinable, originally ended in -ant and still exists in several rustic dialects with the termination -at. Chand inserts or omits the nasal at pleasure to suit his metre as

bhajan 'possessing'  
sunat 'hearing'
sanjat 'shining'  
sajant 'arraying'
subhanat 'being beautiful'  
kathant 'being out'
chadhat 'mounting'

Tulsi Das chiefly uses the latter form as jat 'going'; gunat 'humming'; dhyanat 'meditating'; pavanat 'finding'; bhavanat 'being pleased'; gavanat 'singing'.

The form is also common in most mediaeval poets; dhatat 'placing'; padat 'falling'; sotat 'being beautiful'; laxat 'appearing'; chakilat 'looking'; jiyat 'living'; bandhat 'being bound'. It survives in all the dialects of the Eastern Hindi area in Oudh, Riwa and Bhojpuri and even in the Gangetic Doab (B.A.G. Vol. III, pp.123-4). Two forms are observable in Marathi or rather two sets of forms. The indeclinable ends in -t, -tam, and -tmana as sutat, suttam, suttama. The first of these agrees with Hindi. B.A.G. Vol. III, p. 125.

In the Bhojpuri dialect of East Hindi the present definite and the imperfect tenses are formed by affixing to the present participle -at in various persons of the verb substantive. Here the present participle does not change for number or gender. (L.S. Vol. V, Part II.)

There are also present participles in the Hindi area of the forms (H.G.G. 299):—

khat 'eating'; dat 'giving'; hot 'being'; rowat 'weeping'; jhat 'drinking'.
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The participles in the Telugu aorist of vowel bases corresponding to maračha 'forget'; chēyu 'do'; kova 'cut'; kudāchu 'drink'; before these roots were lengthened by the suffixes -chu, and yu, must have been of the form marat, chat, kot, kudat; or with the enunciative final -a maratu, chetu, kotu, kudatu. These last have apparently produced the forms:—
maračalu, chēyuḍumu, kovuḍu, kudāchuḍu. So also in Old Tamil the forms:—
Kadattir 'you are crossing'; nadattum 'we shall walk'; pōtum 'we are going'; are derived from the participles kadat, nadat, pōt.

The Hindi and the neo-Aryan participles are formed with the Vedic-Avestic present participle suffix -at transmitted through the Prakrits. The Dravidian has apparently drawn from the same source which has been in existence at least since 2,500 B.C.

§189. THE ARYAN DECLINABLE PRESENT PARTICIPLES

(a) We saw in Chapter III that the Dravidian languages have also imitated some of the terminations of the Indo-Iranian declinable participles. The termination of the crude form of Indo-Iranian Active Paraśmaipada present participle is usually taken to be -at, but the real termination is -ant of which the -at is Indo-Germanic and appears, for instance, in the English words 'solvent', 'adherent', 'dependent' etc. In declension, however, either n or t is rejected in most of the Indo-Iranian forms, -nt appearing only in the remaining few: in the Iranian language and the Prakrits both n and t are rejected in a few forms, and the declension is on the whole very irregular.

The correspondence between the terminations of the Tamil aṇam, Badaga and Old Kanarese aṇam, Tulu aṇa, Kui sanju, Telugu and Gondi aṇdu, naṇa, aṇu, on the one hand, and those of the Vedic bharat, Māgadhi and Ardhamāgadhi
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baram, Avestic *dravas, bara, Apabhramśa *hastu, and the inference to be drawn therefrom, have been exhaustively dealt with in Chapter III above (§§49-53). It will be sufficient here to recapitulate the main results arrived at there.

The Dravidian singular termination *a was traceable to the Indo-Germanic *nt being an imitation of the final letter in the Sanskrit participle and possessive forms bharan 'bearing', bharishyan 'about to bear'.

Guṇavan, 'possessing good qualities', buddhiman 'possessing intellect'; *m originally indicated the Sanskrit grammatical masculine, neuter, and feminine as in the Tamil manidan 'a man', araśan 'a king', idam 'a place', mara 'a tree', akkan 'elder sister', avan 'mother'. Subsequently, the final *a became generally restricted to the male sex and was replaced by other terminations in the remaining two sexes e.g. manidan, araśan, idam, mara, akka, awa, or avai.

The Telugu and Madras-Gondi -nda, the Kuiinju Badaga *m which are masculine terminations, the feminine terminations -l of Tamil and Kanarese, -lu of Telugu, and kai and di of Telugu, and the oblique suffix -t of neuter nouns in Tamil, are also traceable to the same Indo-Germanic *nt.

(b) It might be objected that the Telugu masculine termination generally appears as -ndu not as -nnda which is the form corresponding to the Prakritic present participle termination -nta or -nntu. True: but the Sanskrit masculine names ending in *a end mostly in *u in Apabhramśa (P.P.G. 363) from which they were adopted as -U stems in Telugu, and were being declined as such when the new masculine termination *nda was added in the nominative case, c.f. Bālayōkarāṇamu, Tatsama-parichēṭdānu, (Sutra 21) according to which the Sanskrit Pratīpātikas Īddā, Rāma, Bhūrgava,
and Rāja-puruṣa, should appear as Diddu, Rāmu, Bhārgava, and Rāja-puruṣa in Telugu declension.

In Tamil also Dāta ‘messenger’, Amātya ‘minister’, Gōfa a proper name, Rāms ‘a proper name’ etc., sometimes appear Dātu, Amachhu, Gōpu, Rāmu etc.

(c) It has also been suggested in § 152 above, but with some reserve, that the alternative form -ento or -entu of the Prakritic participial termination may have given rise to the Telugu participial termination -edu in such words as chēsēdu ‘which or who is doing’; kottēdu ‘which or who is beating’.

These have alternative forms chēsē, kottē, in which the final ēdu is dropped and the preceding vowel is lengthened in compensation. With the oblique declensional suffixes -i, -iti, these participles take the forms chēsēdi, kottēdi, chēstī, kotteti (§142).

In the Dāsari and Vadari dialects (§145-8) verbal nouns are formed by suffixing -du to the indefinite participles ending edu, e.g. uđedi ‘singing’, uđedi ‘dancing’, pūda eddi ‘singing’ etc. In the former dialect the oblique form of the participle shows the suffix -ta e.g. tineta ‘eating’, unleta ‘remaining’.

(d) In old Tamil the future relative participle was of the type sṛmanā ‘that will do’, and there are several instances of forms containing this suffix, Ex. enmanār pulanār ‘learned men say’, molimanār ‘they say’ etc, and indicating the indefinite present (114 a-b). These arise probably from the imitation of the Aryan present participle suffix -mana. The suffix appears also as sana in some cases in Tamil literature.
CHAPTER XI-G
ARYAN ABSTRACT NOUN SUFFIXES

190. (a) THE ARYAN SUFFIXES -tua AND -tavana

These two suffixes, the latter of which is an extension of the former, are used in the Vedas and in later Sanskrit to form neuter abstract nouns and adjectives (M.V.G. 17, 218).

Examples:

bhṛdṛtya ‘brotherhood’, amṛitata ‘immortality’, sahkit-

Of these -tava becomes -tana in Prakrit.5

Examples:

piṇḍatana ‘fatness’, niṣṭhitatana ‘folly’. This -tana
has been adopted practically without change in cultivated
Dravidian in the form -tanamu or -tanam.

Examples:

Telugu: chinnatanamu ‘smallness’; peddatanamu ‘greatness’
Tamil: kattatam ‘badness’; nallatam ‘goodness’
Kanarese: kēyatana ‘friendship’; viratana ‘valour’

(b) The Dravidian suffixes -paṇ and -pa (153-G).
It has already been pointed out that in the Girnar inscriptions
of Asoka the Sanskrit absolutive suffix -tva was written -tva
(§176); this peculiarity of pronunciation extended also to
other words in the inscription in which the conjunct con-
sonant -t occurred. e.g. Chatvāro became chatpāro.

This process carried a step further has converted all con-
jects -tvo into -pp in some dialects. Thus the suffix -tvana

(1) talavāyōr dattana (Var. IV-22)—
-dā and -tavana are respectively substituted for the
suffixes -tāl and -tovā.
forming abstract nouns and nouns of condition became -ppam in Saurusdr̥i, and this form has been transmitted to all the neo-Aryan vernaculars where -ppu and -ppan are the suffixes of abstract nouns.

Examples:

metappu 'fatness', bālakappan 'childhood', svaruppan 'heaviness' (H.G.G. 228-231); while the Vedic absolutive suffixes -to and -teinam have become -ppi and -ppu in the Apabhraṃśa (P.P.G. 300, 586). From Mr. Beane's Grammar we also learn that in Hindi and Sindhi, in addition to the terminations -pāna, -pantu, -pāni, containing n and ni and arising from -toana, there are also abstract noun terminations -pa, -po, -pp, -p, etc. which must have arisen from -toa and -toaka, and which show that -toa itself had become -ppa and -pu (B.A.G. Vol. II, p. 73).

There are certain nouns of quality ending in -pu or -pam in Dravidian.

Telugu: telupu 'whiteness', erupu 'redness', panupu 'yellowness', nalupu 'blackness'

Tamil: aṭpam 'clearness' nuṭpam 'minuteness'; titpam 'firmness', veluppu 'whiteness'; śivuppu 'redness'

These terminations appear to be derived from the Vedic -sa and -toana.

Kanarese having converted its -p's into -k's these suffixes do not occur in that language.

(a) The Dravidian suffixes -mi, -mai (§155.C). These occur as suffixes of abstract nouns and appear to be only different forms of the suffixes mentioned in (b) above, and to have also arisen from the Aryan suffix -te.

Tamil: perumai 'greatness'; venmai 'whiteness'; kurmai 'sharpness'

Telugu: perimī 'greatness'; magatimī 'manliness'
It is noteworthy that the change of -ṭ to -m in the abstract noun suffixes occurs in Bengali and Oriya where mi or ami occur side by side with, and more frequently than, paw, pam etc.

luchami 'profligacy', chadani 'roguery', dhilami 'largeness' (H.G.G. 230).

The Tamil mai may also be compared with the ending mā of the Sanskrit words.

ānimā 'minuteness'; mahimā 'largeness';

garimā 'heaviness'; laghimā 'lightness' as the final of Sanskrit words is usually pronounced ai in Tamil, e.g. makimai 'greatness', 'mālai' etc. for the Sanskrit mahimā, mālā etc.
CHAPTER XI-D

THE ARYAN VERB-FORMS

kri, kriyu, and grihya

§191. Kri in the Aryan Languages

(a) The Vedas: The practice of using kri as an auxiliary
to other verbs is as old as the Vedas in Sanskrit.

The earliest use of kri in this manner occurs in the peri-
phrastic perfect, as in vidam chakāra 'he learnt', vidam chakruh
'they learnt' etc., where the various persons of the perfect
of kri were made to govern the accusative of a noun
form derived from the root conjugated. But forms other than
the perfect of kri have also been in use as auxiliaries even
from very early times (W.G.G. 1091-4).

svadaha karōti vashat kuryāt
śrīlam kriyā nagānum kritya
syēti akarēta krātī kurvanti

(b) Modern Aryan Vernaculars: As pointed out in §-c
above, in the Aryan vernaculars of the north, kri is very
largely used as an auxiliary in forming conjunctive partici-
niples. The forms it takes in Hindi are kari, kar, karka, and
karkar; ke which arises from kari is used in the Hindi rustic
dialects (B.A.G. Vol. III p. 231). Other derivatives from kri
used for the purpose in the modern Aryan vernaculars of
India are ki, ku, kō.

In Eastern Rajasthani which uses kar in verbal partici-
iples the initial k of the suffix is elided as in unaccented Tamil
roots (H.G.G. 491) Thus in the broken dialects of the Dangs
the following contracted forms occur:
laikar 'having taken', uthikar 'having risen', dēkhar 'having seen', õkar 'having come', jākar 'having gone', karikar 'having done', hōkar 'having been' (L.S. Vol. IX, Part I, pp. 346 and 399). Alternative forms like bōlar, bolarkai, bolakan, bōlarkain, occur in some of these dialects (p. 343 ibid). This shows that the strengthening additions are some times duplicated kar, karkai, karkan, karkain.

The auxiliary also enters largely in the formation of verbal participles in Marwari, Punjabi, and Braja. (I-A Vol. XLIV 105); and in most other Hindi dialects.

In Oriya which has the conjunctive participle with kari as in dēkhar 'having seen', kari is often pronounced kiri in common speech (B.A.G. Vol. III, p. 232).

§192. KRI IN THE DRAVIDIAN LANGUAGES

(a) One of the suggestions in this book is that kiri the suffix of the present tense in Tamil is nothing but the Sanskrit root kri 'do'. When one has to deal with an unfamiliar verb, one generally combines it with a familiar verb meaning 'do', and this is what we should expect Northerners to have done with Dravidian Verbs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ṙdu- kir- ēn</th>
<th>nada- k- kir -ēn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>run do I</td>
<td>walk do I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

are 'I do run', 'I do walk', in English, but in the inverse order 'Run do I' and 'Walk do I' are the exact renderings of the Tamil forms. English knowing Indians, especially school boys, often indulge in such hybrid formations when speaking in their vernaculars:

Tamil: enda varusham pāsī saydāy?
English: what year(in) pass you did?
Tamil: avanai dismiss saydvittārkal
English: him dismiss they have done.
The suggestion that the Tamil *kāru* is the same as the Sanskrit *kṛt* 'do' is not a new one, but was made more than fifty years ago by the late Rev. D. G. U. Pope in certain grammatical notes of the Toda language appended to Colonel Marshall's book entitled 'A Phcenologist among the Todas'; But Bishop Caldwell and those belonging to his school who believed that the Dravidian languages had attained their development long before the arrival of the Aryans in India simply ignored the suggestion. Bishop Caldwell's view is that *kāru* is merely another form of *kāru*, and in regard to the latter he appears to accept the derivation given by Drs. Kittel and Graul, viz. that the suffix is made up of *ku* a future sign, and *inru* meaning 'today', or 'now' (C.D.G. p. 385).

Some varieties of Kaikadi and Burgandi, two of the dialects dealt with in §§ 104, 105, have forms of the verb substantive like *kīr*, *kīr*, 'I am'; *chir* 'he is'; *chiru* 'they are'; *sīr* 'I am', and *sīr* 'he is'; etc. Dr. Sten Konow appears to take the bases of these forms viz. *kīr*, *sīr*, to be the verb substantive *kīr* being the oldest, and considers that the Tamil present tense *nūlakkīrēnu* contains this verb substantive (L.S. Vol. IV. p. 296).

As stated in §99 a, above, the true explanation of the Burgandi and Kaikadi forms is that, as in the Madras vulgar Tamil, they arise through successive contractions *kūrā*, *kūrān*, of the standard form *irakkūrān*; this explanation receives support from the existence of the intermediate forms *igāra*, *igāru*, etc. in Kaikadi (§107).

The suffix *kuru* as a present tense sign is not of old standing in any of the Dravidian languages. The only members of that group in which it is used are Tamil, and the dialects thereof spoken by Tamil tribes now settled in Dakkan, in which the suffix appears as, *gar*, *kar*, or *kūr* (L.S. Vol. IV-
The Kurmis of Dravidian stock settled in Manbhum and Kharsawan also use kri as an auxiliary: — shabekeris 'existing thou doest'; that is, 'you are' (L.S. Vol. V, part ii-p. 147). When it is remembered that the auxiliary is unknown to Telugu, Kanarese, and Malayalam, and also to Old Tamil, the conclusion seems to be irresistible that it is a late immigrant from the north.

(d) The various derivatives from the Sanskrit kri or kiru which are used in the Dravidian languages and which are noted in succeeding articles are:

The formative syllable ku (§193) the non-reflexive auxiliaries kon, konu, kal (§195 c §196 c), the present tense suffixes kantu, kunu, kunu (§196 d) perhaps the Telugu present suffix chun (§197 c), the suffixes kadava, kala, the permissive imperative suffixes kattu, kattum, katta (§203 a), and the benedictive suffixes ka, ge, ke, khe (§203 b).

193. THE DRAVIDIAN FORMATIVE SYLLABLE

§147-9) ku—HINDI ANALOGIES

(a) In colloquial speech the of kiru is pronounced most indistinctly i.e. as if the words adukir'en, nadakkir'en, were adukar'en nadakkar'en. Two of the roots one most frequently hears in Tamil colloquial speech are the auxiliaries iru 'be', kidu 'be', 'lie uncared for'. In the present tense suffix was only ku; the third person neuter is irukku, kidakku (§99 b above). Such contractions of kiru to ku occur also after other accented roots; whether accented or unaccented, the third person neuter has only ku in the speech of the uneducated classes; e.g., akudu, pokudu, varukudu, nadakkudu, as if the non-pronominalised forms were aku, poku, varuku, nadakku. This change of kiru (Sanskrit kri) to ku in modern times raises the presumption that the formative suffix ku of the pro-ethnic period which now forms the final syllable of many roots in the cultivated Dravidian languages has also arisen from kri.
Dr. Hoernle mentions several cases of compound roots in Hindi where an auxiliary kri has dwindled into an affix -k (H.G.G., p. 353). Hoernle’s examples are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hindi</th>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dukk ‘blow’</td>
<td>sput ‘blow, blossom’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bukk ‘bark’</td>
<td>brū ‘say, call’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(alternatively)</td>
<td>vad ‘speak’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhakka ‘destroy’</td>
<td>dhvamsk ‘destroy’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phakk ‘swell’</td>
<td>sput ‘expand’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chikk ‘pain’</td>
<td>ehit ‘hurt’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tank ‘bind’</td>
<td>tanh ‘contract’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bahak ‘stray’</td>
<td>bahis ‘outside’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uchak ‘be raised’</td>
<td>uchha ‘high’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kasak ‘pain’</td>
<td>kash ‘injure’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rok ‘hinder’</td>
<td>rugh ‘surround, obstruct’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chuk ‘cease’</td>
<td>chyut ‘ceasing, chyn ‘cease’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chamak ‘glitter’</td>
<td>chamakri ‘be clever, show off’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What has happened in modern times may have taken place in the past. The Dravidian -ku, it will be noted, is merely an affixed k as in Hindi, but with an enunciative u added.

The modern Tamil suffix -kiu is a recent borrowing of the same kri which had become ku in the proto-dravidian period.

§191. The Dravidian reflexive auxiliaries kō and kōn traceable to the Sanskrit ghn.

(a) There are several circumstances which led to the presumption that the auxiliaries, Tamil kō, and Telugu kōna, are traceable to the Sanskrit stem grihṣa. The vowel
ri of Sanskrit is more or less artificial, and takes various forms in popular speech. Even in classical Sanskrit it became ar, it, and ur as in the forms karōti 'he does', chikṣarati 'he wishes to do', kruta 'do', which the root kri 'do' takes in various tenses, and we saw that in the Dravidian languages the Sanskrit kri took the forms kir, ger, gar.

These changes of kri are also exemplified by the modification which the root grih 'take, accept' undergoes. This root becomes ghre and its conjugational stem grihna becomes ghen in Prakrit. Other modifications which this stem underwent in popular speech were apparently ghna, glu and ghrin, which have been re-adopted in classical Sanskrit. These forms illustrate another phonetic law in Sanskrit, viz. that when the aspirate h is lost in one part of a verb it sometimes appears in another part as compensation.

The root ghnuts 'revolve', 'whirl round', seems to be the Prakrit form of ghuta having the same meaning and has been re-adopted in Sanskrit.

The two roots ghnus derived from grihna and ghurra belong to the bhru class of Sanskrit roots, and take the forms ghn in conjugational tenses, and the second of them meaning 'revolve' 'whirl round' is changed into ghul in Prakrit (b), l replacing the final n of ghnus.

(b) The reflexive use of kof and konus may be illustrated as follows:

1. 'ur au raparāh' 'The forms ur, ir, ur, often take the place of ri Pāṇini).
2. Vararuchi VIII 15-16.
3. ghini, ghunya, ghriini, ghrante (D.P.) 'the roots ghinn, ghun, ghrein, have the meaning 'taking' or 'accepting'.'
4. Thus in the im-
Tamil (1) *ēdu 'take', *ēttuttu-k-kōḷ 'take for yourself'
(2) *talayilaḍī 'strike on the head'—
*talayilaḍittu-k-kōḷ 'strike yourself on your head'.
Telugu—*kota 'strike', *kottuka (*kotta-kōṇu) 'strike yourself'
(c) Dravidian reflexive auxiliaries kōḷ and kōṇu.

But there is another class of idioms containing participles from kōḷ and kōṇu which have no reflexive force. We saw in §100 f above, that in Tamil conjunctive participles are often used in the sense of present participles and that to avoid ambiguity the participle kōṇu is added to impart a continuative force.

Similarly in Telugu, it is generally supposed that in all such phrases as *chēsi-kōṇu 'doing', *chēchukōṇu 'seeing' etc., it is the reflexive auxiliary that is in use. The grammarian has, however, seen that kōṇu imparts no reflexive force to the verb in some cases, and takes kōṇu to be a mere sārtha auxiliary in such cases as *pandu-kōṇu 'lying down' (C.B. verse 108). It is also noticeable that in colloquial speech kōṇu is often pronounced kūṇ.

In these and similar cases, the auxiliary used does not seem to be related to the Sanskrit ghum (grihma) but appears to be derived from the Vedic kṛīṇu.

§195. The Vedic kṛīṇu and the Dravidian kūṇa, kōṇu, kōḷ, kīnru, kūnru, kūnṇu.

(a) Prākrit kūṇ and Paśāchi kūṇ. The root kṛī is used in the Vedas generally as kṛīṇu with the class sign nu added, and kṛīṇu becomes kūṇa which is extensively used in literary Prakrit poetry, kār being used in colloquial speeches like Saureseni

1. Kṛīṇaḥ kūṇa su (Vararuchi VII–13) kūṇa is optionally used for the root kṛī, e.g. kūṇai or kārāi 'he does'
In the Paisāchi dialect which substitutes n for τ, kun becomes kun (2).

The Avestic kriŋu has also become kun in Modern Persian.

These roots kun, kum, are inflected in the languages concerned as roots of the a conjugation:

(b) Tamil and Telugu auxiliaries kun (§113 d). The Paisāchi form kun appears to have found its way as an auxiliary verb into Tamil, Malayalam, and Telugu. In old Tamil it was extensively used in the formation of the nominal agent where modern Tamil uses kiru—

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minpidikk\text{n\text{a}}r} & \quad \text{‘fishermen’} & \quad \text{minpidikki\text{\text{v\text{a}}r}} \\
\text{vird\text{n\text{a}}r} & \quad \text{‘sellers’} & \quad \text{virdki\text{\text{v\text{a}}r}} \\
\text{var\text{n\text{a}}r} & \quad \text{‘comers’} & \quad \text{var\text{\text{v\text{a}}r}} \\
\text{ik\text{n\text{a}}r} & \quad \text{‘despisers’} & \quad \text{ik\text{\text{v\text{a}}r}} \\
\text{udalk\text{n\text{a}}r} & \quad \text{‘fighters’ (enemies)} & \quad \text{udalk\text{\text{v\text{a}}r}}
\end{align*}
\]

It has been pointed out in §102 (c) that the non-reflexive auxiliaries—Tamil koḻ, and Telugu kun—should be derived from the Vedic kriŋu.

It will have been seen from §10-b that Gōndī strengthens its conjunctive participles by the addition of kun which, the editors of the Linguistic Survey think, is borrowed from Aryan; and it has been pointed out in §148 that in the Telugu dialect Vadari conjunctive participles and finite verbs are often strengthened by participles, kinya, kosi, kun, derived from an auxiliary of the forms kn, kon, km, though the verb thus strengthened in not used reflexively. These facts are best explained on the supposition that just as the Aryan vernaculars of the North

1. no nah (Vararuchi X-5) “in the Paisāchi language n becomes n”

2. In the last three examples ku is elided after unaccented roots.
strengthen their participles by other participles derived from Sauraseni kar, the Dravidian languages use participles derived from the Paisachi kun for a similar purpose.

(c) Indo-Aryan particles kan, kne, kane.

It has been stated (Kellog) that certain rustic dialects in the Hindi area use the suffix kne to form present participles. Eastern Rajasthani uses kane to form conjunctive participles. Newari kus and Naipali kan e.g. gari-kan 'having done', khai-kan 'having eaten', hari-kan 'having sat' (H.G.G. 401). These suffixes are very similar to the Dravidian suffixes above, and are possibly derived from the Vedic kriyā which as shown above, might take the forms kina, kin, and kun. Compare the Hindi continuative particle -kne with the particle of almost 'identical form in vulgar Tamil': rāḥ pārtu-kne vaḍēn—'I looking came' i.e., 'I was looking as I came.' Here kne is usually supposed to be corrupt for konde, -konde.

This is not, however, the explanation given by some scholars who have drawn attention to the existence of those forms vide § 198 below.

196. (2) Tamil Malayalam suffixes kingly, kunru, kunru (§ 196 a and 195).

The Malayalam present tense suffix kunru was kingu formerly (14). The suffix kingu is the present tense sign of literary Tamil. We have seen that this suffix was rare in Sangam works, and that there were only a few instances in Old Tamil of its being used in the formation of adverbial present participles (III.1)2 Two of the instances are nūdakiru ongiya 'that grew up lengthening', kulavi aļukiru, a child crying 'a child when crying'.

In colloquial and vulgar Tamil ny is pronounced nd and the literary kingu pronounced kingu and confounded with kondu the past verbal participle of the reflexive auxiliary holi
is in use in such phrases as: tūṅgi-k-koṇḍu-irukkinṟan ‘he is sleeping; āṭi-k-koṇḍu-irukkiṟkaḷ ‘they are playing’.

Kuṟṟu and kuṟṟu are apparently identical. Their first syllables kun and kun being Prakritic adaptations of the Vedic kriṇa ‘do’; but what is the second syllable ru? This evidently arises from a suffix in the initial t of which is changed to r when combining with n; and the affinities of kuṟṟu and koṇḍu will be evident when the following sentences are compared:—

Tamil: āṭi-k-koṇḍu irundārkaḷ
Telugu: āṭu-kuntu unniti
Kanarese: āṭ-kunṭa iddaru

They were playing.

The Kanarese form is taken from a specimen of the Kurumvāri dialect given at page 399 of Volume IV of L.S.I., but āṭ-kunṭa is really a Telugu form. In all the three cases the participles have a continuous sense and have no reflexive force; the bases of these suffixes must be derived from kriṇa not from ghum or ghol. The final t of the suffixes kuṟṟu and kuṟṟu is probably the aorist sign of the pro-Dravidian period, this sign is not now added directly to the root as in naḍattum ‘we walk’, naḍattir ‘you walk’, of Old Tamil, but to the auxiliary kiri ‘do’, which is suffixed to the root as in the naḍakkirir ‘you walk’.

197. Telugu present tense suffixes -chu and -tu (§136a)

(a) These suffixes are drutapurakritakas, and there is no doubt that-chu and -tu are the real forms, though they are written sometimes as chu and tu without the drutam, or as chuṇu and tuaṇu as if the conjunction nu were added. One of the explanations given of chun is that it is a corruption of the Malayalam kunu; but kunu is only a modern form, the original of which was kunru (§117) and this would correspond to chunḍu in Telugu, not chun.

It is highly problematical whether ku would palatalise into -chu after Telugu a bases; if this be possible, we can.
compare -chua with the svārtha auxiliary kaṇa which was also employed largely in the formation of the nominative agent in Old Tamil.

It is also doubtful whether the suffix -tun can be derived from the grammatical -chua. The tendency to change is just the other way and we assumed in §187 a that the suffix ta of the Telugu colloquial present tense becomes changed to cha in the speech of certain religious Brahmans.

Can -tun be derived from the Paśāchi conjunctive participle suffix -tava employed in the Prakritic inscriptions in the Telugu area? (§181). The Aryan gerundial suffixes had not always a past signification and often expressed an action which accompanied that of the principal or finite verb (§§ 164, 181). They might impart a present signification to participles as sometimes in Tamil:

naḍandu varukirāṇi 'he comes walking'
āṟṟai vaṇṭi -k-kadu-k-kirāṇi 'he crosses the river swimming'.

(b) Bishop Caldwell thought that aunu and chunu were made up of chu plus unnu and tu plus unnu, -unu being understood by him to be a participle of the verb substantive undo 'be'; he was also of opinion that the first part -tu of -tunu, the -t of the Telugu aorist and -tu the present participle suffix of Kanarese were originally identical (C.D.G. p. 382). The suffix -tun is as was pointed out in Chapter X (170 b c) a late adoption while the -t of the Telugu aorist belongs to the pro-Dravidian period. Similarly, the Kanarese present participle suffixes were probably adopted for the first time by Jain cultivators of Kanarese in the post-Christian centuries. Their initial t and double t supposing these to be radical, show them to be connected with some such Aryan form as huttam (bhavatām) (§187 b). These considerations seem to be fatal to Bishop Caldwell's theory.
(c) The suffix *tu* is not likely to have arisen from a previous *-chun*. Further in the forms *tu* and *tu*, it is so widely spread in the Telugu Districts and so deeply rooted in the speech of the common people, that it must be regarded as an independent suffix perhaps derived from the Paisāchi *-tun* of the Prakritic inscriptions. The suffix *-chun* is perhaps a palatalised form of the Paisāchi *-kun*.
CHAPTER XI-E

§198. Aryan Gerundive, Imperative, Infinitive
Verbal-Noun Suffixes.

Final \( \pi \) in Telugu often corresponds to \( l \) in Tamil (including Malayalam and Kanarese).

As one goes through the volumes of the *Linguistic Survey of India* one is struck with the frequently recurring remark that the infinitive has the same form as the future passive participle. This is so in Naipali, Kumauni, Rambani, Poguli, to quote only a few of the very many instances that have been noticed. Even where the forms are not absolutely identical they are nearly so, having been derived from the same verbal formations. Another point that may be noted here is the absolute identity of the infinitive and the verbal noun in many languages; for the infinitive is only a case form of the verbal noun. The gerundive is also often the base of the future tense and may be used as an imperative.

These observations apply almost verbatim to the cultivated Dravidian languages, but before developing these points we shall draw attention to certain correspondences in these languages:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Telugu</th>
<th>Kanarese</th>
<th>Tamil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>verbal base</td>
<td>cheyu</td>
<td>geyyu</td>
<td>sey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imperative</td>
<td>cheyan</td>
<td>geyyali</td>
<td>seyal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infinitive</td>
<td>cheyan</td>
<td>geyyal</td>
<td>seyal (O. Tamil)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verbal noun</td>
<td>cheyan</td>
<td>geyyal</td>
<td>seyal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subjunctives</td>
<td>{ chestin(i)-ani</td>
<td>seyden-bl }</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{ chestin-an }</td>
<td>seyd-( \pi )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{ chestin-a }</td>
<td>sey-in, sey-il</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Compare also Telugu-Tamil couplets —

\begin{align*}
\text{Chanu} & \quad \text{go}^* \quad \text{sel} \\
\text{konu} & \quad \text{buy} \quad \text{ka} \\
\text{tamnu} & \quad \text{accept} \\
\text{tanu} & \quad \text{push aside}, \quad \text{tallu}.
\end{align*}

In Telugu verbal noun from \text{konu} is \text{kola}.

The above examples bring out that a final \( a \) of particles and words in Telugu often corresponds to \( l \) in Tamil and Kanarese, and that in all these languages the infinitive loses its final consonant and has an alternative form ending in \( a \).

In Tamil itself there are several instances in which the final of participles may be \( a \) or \( l \) —

(i) the old instrumental locative suffix \( an \) is now \( al \).
(ii) one of the old locative suffixes \( in \) is now \( in \) or \( il \).
(iii) one of the subjunctive suffixes is \( in \) or \( il \).
(iv) The word \text{mēl} ‘above’ appears as \text{mēn} in \text{Tolkāppiyam}.
(v) \text{val} ‘hard’, and \text{mēl} ‘soft’, have also the forms \text{vai} and \text{vai}.
(vi) One of the verb endings in the first person singular is either \text{an} or \text{al}.

\textit{cf.} also table showing correspondence of finals in §91.

Outside the Dravidian area the inter-change of \( l \) and \( a \) is common in many of the Bhilli dialects dealt with in Vol. IX Part III of the \textit{L. S. of India} (pp. 3-4) as in the Bhilli of Kapiplia (p.84), the Naikadi, of Panchmahals and Surat (pp.91 and 93), Gamati (p. 119), Ranawat (pp. 142-4).
§199. Aryan gerundive suffixes -va, -ya, ania, taya.

Aryan gerundives: Gerundives were generally formed in the Avesta by suffixing -thwa, thaya (changeable to tho and ty after s and s), tya, ata, or sometimes ta or ya. These suffixes imply that the action which the verb expresses 'must be done', 'is allowed', or 'deserves to be done' (K.A.G. 565): Examples:

Kārthya 'fit for cultivation'; gāthaya 'what ought to be sung'; yāzata 'fit for adoration'.

In Sanskrit gerundives are ordinarily and regularly formed with the suffixes -ya, taya, ania. Derivatives in -ya having a gerundival sense were being made in all periods of the language from the earliest down; the other two are of more modern origin. Some of the other formations of a kindred kind found in the Vedas are ya, or tva, and enya or enya (W.S.G. 962, 968).

Examples:

nāya 'to be praised'  yaudhāya 'to be combated'
śodhāya 'to be fought'  sāpārṇāya 'to be adored'
kartēdā 'to be done'  karitāya 'to be done'
hantēdā 'to be slain'  śrītadhāya 'to be heard'
varjantēyā 'to be avoided'  manantēya 'to be contemplated'

(The examples for ya, ania, and -tva are taken from A.A. Macdonell's Vedic Grammar 578-581).


The Sanskrit anīya. This suffix has given rise to a large number of suffixes used in the Aryan vernaculars of the north to form future participles both active and passive, verbal nouns, and infinitives. Anīya became anī, anīna in Prakrit. The
last of these has become ana (feminine anī) in East Hindi and some other languages, and is used to form declinable future passive participles and verbal nouns both of action and of agency over a large area. There are also terminations -an -an similarly used. (H.G.G. 315-21; B.A.G. Vol. III pp. 236-8) Mr. Beames mentions a suffix anu derived from the Sanskrit verbal noun suffix -anu which was formerly used to form infinitives over a large area. An still survives in Kanuji (ibid p. 236). Specimens given in the Linguistic Survey Vol. IX, Part I, show that this suffix also survives in Musalmans (p. 61), Antarbedi (p. 81), Bundeli (p. 93) and elsewhere.

(i) Gerunds and verbal nouns in East Hindi
(H.G.G. 317-19)

dē 'give' -dēn, dēna, or deni 'what is to be given', 'a debt'
tē 'take', -ten, tena, leni 'what is to be taken, a receipt'
len den 'intercourse, traffic'
boj 'be played' bajan, bajana 'what is to be played, a musical instrument.'

udh 'put on, wear' -udhana, udhāni 'what is to be put on, a cloak or sheet'

kud 'leap' -kudan 'leaping'

dol 'move' -dolān, dolāni 'movement'

kāh 'speak' -kahan, kahāni 'speaking'

kar 'do' karan, karāni 'action'

rah 'remain, live' -rahān, rahāni 'existence, living'

sun 'hear', suman, sumāni 'hearing'

(ii) Obsolete forms of the infinitive from Old Western Hindi literature (B.A.G. Vol. III p. 236)

bundhan 'to stop'; chalan 'to go'; jarān 'to join';

jan 'to go'; dekhan 'to see'
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These indeclinable infinitives still survive in Kanuaji, Musalmani etc. Vide also Linguistic Survey references noted above.

The above examples indicate in what directions the original gerundival suffix -aniya and the verbal noun suffix an of Sanskrit have become corrupted. Even apart from the forms current in the Modern Aryan vernaculars we could have inferred that -aniya and -ana would have become -ani(y) and an in popular speech which generally elides the final short vowels. (§ 90).

(a) Telugu -ani (§ 140 b). The Aryan suffix -aniya must have become ani as in pani 'that ought to be drunk'. It is suggested here that the suffix in the Telugu forms pani 'let (it) go', rani 'let (it) come', vādu chāyani 'let him do it' is an imitation of the Aryan gerundive suffix which in some areas is used to form polite imperatives (Cf. L.S. Vol. IX Part IV, pp. 34 470). These Telugu forms are usually construed as if compounded of the infinitive or verbal nouns ran, pona, chāyān, and the root i or ichhu 'give' and another form runnāva du: he will not allow (it) to come' is formed from it on this supposition.

The corresponding Kanarese imperatives geyyal; in the singular and geyyilm in the plural are not thus construed (§ 127 b). The Tamil imperative seyal has the same form as the verbal noun seyal (§ 196) and appears to have been formed in a manner similar to the shorter Hindi forms which are both gerundives and verbal nouns but with this difference that the Aryan final a becomes i in Tamil. Thus the Kanarese and Tamil forms do not support the construction usually put on the final i of chāyani, kottani etc. The suffix ani in these imperatives appears to be merely an imitation of the Aryan anija or ani.
CHAPTER XII

§216. The Current Dravidian Theory has the Support of a Continuous Tradition of over Eighteen Centuries

What is then the explanation of the theory now almost universally accepted that the Dravidian languages have no radical and deep-seated affinities with Sanskrit, a theory which has behind it the support of a continuous tradition of over eighteen centuries? The original stock of Indo-Aryan words which the pre-historic immigrants from the North-West must have brought with them appears to have undergone a process of gradual deterioration in South Indian months. The causes that tended to this deterioration have already been exemplified above. The foremost of them was the extremely limited number of consonantal sounds to be found in South Indian speeches which were even fewer than the sounds to be found in the rudest of Aryan dialects like the Chālīka Paśāchika mentioned by Prākrit grammarians. The second was the change from the Indo-Aryan system of varied accents to the South Indian monotony under which the highest stress was on the first syllable of each word and the pitch gradually decreased in the succeeding syllables; this naturally led to the loss or deterioration of all syllables in a word except the first or the first two, and also to a change the first vowel of each word. A third was the entire absence of sibilants in South Indian speeches, and the consequent deterioration and final omission of all sibilants from Indo-Aryan words. A fourth was the South Indian habit of pronouncing non-initial single k and p, and initial and non-initial single ch, as spirants. This has led to the complete loss of non-initial k and ch in a very large number of words and to the conversion of non-initial p into v in almost all words. Another cause was the inability of South Indians to pronounce an initial
sec. 216] the current dravidian theory has...

τ, ι, υ which has led to the insertion of an initial on-glide or the substitution of other letters in the place of the first two and the entire omission or nasalisation of the last. A similar inability to pronounce a final τ, ρ and ι, has led to the conversion of these sounds into ι, υ, ι; υ, ι. Owing to the steady operation of these causes, it must in course of time have become impossible to see any connection between these altered words and the speech of the northern Aryans. More important than all these was the difference in grammatical structure and syntax; while the Aryan speeches were highly synthetic, the Southern idioms arising out of their debris were mainly analytical, with a tendency to become agglutinative again.

All but the memory of the pre-historic Aryan immigration under the leadership of Agastya had been lost by the beginning of the Christian era, and the original stock of Indo-Aryan words brought by the immigrants having been altered beyond all recognition in the speech of the South Indians; it came to be tacitly assumed—when attention was first directed to the materials and structure of South Indian idioms—that this altered vocabulary was part of the indigenous speech of the land except in regard to recent obvious borrowings from Sanskrit, and that the immigrants had forgotten their mother tongue and had adopted the language of the land in its stead. Kumātīla Bhatta (7th Century A.D.) refers in his Tantvasculara, to the South Indian languages as Dravīḍi Bhāṣā evidently under the impression that these languages were foreign to Sanskrit, and he had no idea that the basic portion of the vocabularies of these languages and the suffixal elements entering into the composition of their verb-forms had been borrowed from the Vedic idioms, or from Sanskrit. In fact he mentions with disapproval the attempts of certain contemporary writers to adopt words from these non-Aryan languages into Sanskrit after giving them an Aryan shape by means of suitable affixes.
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Earlier than this (during the Sangam period which was a time of great literary activity in the Tamil land) nobody appears to have thought that the Tamil language was in any way indebted to Sanskrit except of course in regard to obvious loan words and easily recognisable Sanskrit derivatives. These words and derivatives were placed in a special class as of Sanskrit origin. And as time passed, the theory that Tamil was a distinct language gained further strength, and was incorporated in the Purāṇas and other sacred writings.

From the very beginning, owing to the increasing needs of a progressive civilization and to the requirements of a rapidly developing philosophy and religious system, the tātsamas and the semi-tātsamas Sanskrit element in the South Indian vocabularies has been steadily increasing, and it now occupies considerably more than half their volume. During the middle of the last century, certain orientalists, perceiving the very large number of obvious Sanskrit derivatives in these vocabularies, started a theory that the Dravidian languages were descended from Sanskrit like the Aryan vernaculars of northern India, but the theory was very short-lived, and was abandoned after the publication of Bishop Caldwell's Dravidian Grammar.

§ 217. THE CURRENT DRAVIDIAN THEORY REQUIRES RECONSIDERATION.

The aim of the present book is to secure a reconsideration of the current theory of Dravidian Languages on the ground that the theory is based on a mis-apprehension of the real facts of the situation, and is supported by assumptions some of which can be easily disproved. A complete treatment of the question requires an investigation of the subject under the three heads, vocabulary, nominal declension, and verbal inflexions. The vocabulary of the Tamil language alone consists of about fifty or sixty thousand words. Omit-
ting obvious Sanskrit derivatives, the ultimate roots to which the remainder can be reduced must be at least a thousand, and having regard to the fact that a very large number of roots will require detailed individual investigation, it will be impossible to investigate the affinities of all the Dravidian roots within the limits of a single volume, or even of two. It was in consequence of this that the scope of the present work was limited to the consideration of tense and mood signs which are limited in number and belong to the fundamental structure of the languages. If these signs could be proved to be of Aryan origin, it would necessarily follow that the original languages of South India must have been under the influence of Aryan languages from very early times. The present state of the Dravidian question is such that we are unable to discuss the origin of these tense and mood signs without previously disposing of a large number of misconceptions and untenable theories about Dravidian languages and Dravidian culture, which have come into existence since the publication of Bishop Caldwell’s *Dravidian Grammar* in 1856. It has thus come about that discussion of these and similar subsidiary matters occupies more than half the present work. The tense and mood signs are dealt with in Chapters VII-XI of the book, and the results of these chapters are summarised in § 208-9 of Chapter XI.* The space devoted to the consideration of these signs is less than one half of the book, the remainder of the book being devoted to a discussion of the subsidiary questions mentioned in the last article as the outworks and entrenchments of the Dravidian theory.

(a) The supposition that there was a pre-Aryan Dravidian culture is wholly based on the assumption that the words for *rice*, *peacock*, *ginger* etc. in European languages are derived from their Tamil names. This question is dealt

---

* These sections are missing [Ed.].
with in Chapter II of the book, and the conclusion arrived at there is, that to the extent to which the names of the commercial products of South India are evidences of any civilization they demonstrate the civilization of an Aryan speaking population. (§ 34).

(b) The alleged influence of the Dravidian Languages on Sanskrit vocabulary and grammar is discussed in Chapter III and the conclusion arrived at there (§ 73) is —

(1) that the cerebral letters of the Sanskrit alphabet are not due to the influence of the Dravidian Languages—some of which retained their alveolars down to historic times and two of which still retain them;

(2) that the grammatical forms which Sanskrit is supposed to have derived from the Dravidian languages were not evolved by it on Indian soil but were inherited by it from the parent Aryan tongue;

(3) that the other changes which Sanskrit has undergone on Indian soil are changes incidental to a transition from a synthetic stage to the analytical stage, as in the parallel cases of English and Modern Persian; and

(4) that there is therefore no reason to suppose that the Dravidian languages were once spoken throughout India.

In the course of this discussion, we came upon the startling discovery that the final *g, ḷ, di,* representing respectively the masculine, the feminine, and the neuter, singulars in Dravidian are derived from the Indo-Germanic *st as also the terminations *g, ndu, ndu, m, na,* indicating the masculine nominative singulars in various Dravidian dialects; and that the Demonstrative and the interrogative bases *as, iu, ad, id, ydu, yat, yd* have been derived from the Indo-Aryan languages.

(c) In Chapters IV, V, and VI, it is pointed out that the earliest available specimens of Indo-Aryan speech are at least one thousand years older than the earliest specimens of
Dravidian speech, that the utfu-luttu is derived from the Brāhmi script (§ 82) and the Agastya tradition is based on solid fact (§ 92).

The fact that the Dravidian tense and mood signs are derived from Aryan particles and words, though it raises a strong presumption that the two groups of languages must have radical affinities will not appeal so much to the general reader as identity of names for the commonest objects and things. Opportunity has therefore been taken as in §§ 6, 7, 8, 31, 40 and in Chapter VI generally, to illustrate by copious examples, the change through which the old Indo-Aryan words have acquired their present South Indian forms and in §§ 210-13 more than one hundred Dravidian verbal bases mostly of ordinary occurrence have been shown to be derived from Indo-Aryan roots. It will be seen from these that such common words as:

Substantives:

tułai 'head'; mayir 'hair'; ṣevi 'ear'; megri 'the forehead'; mākku 'nose'; uḍaṇu 'the lip'; ṣāy 'the mouth'; 'piḍari' 'the nape of the neck'; kai 'the hand'; ādi 'the foot'; ōdu 'sheep'; mādu 'cattle'; māg 'a deer'; erumai 'a buffalo'; kudirai 'a horse'; vēngai 'a tiger'; pāmbu, aravan 'a snake',

mādu 'country'; ār 'village';

pura, prā 'a dove'; vui 'paddy stalks'; ṣeṛ, kuḷandai 'a child'; pey 'a demon'.

Common verbs:

uṇdu 'walk'; nil 'stand'; uṇkar 'sit';

uṭuṇu 'sleep'; tiṇ 'eat'; tāl 'be, live, flourish'

ādi 'beat'; kodi 'bite'; uṇi 'destroy';

uṭuṭtu 'cut'; tōngu 'hang'; uṇi 'peel off the skin';

pura 'be born'; pōga 'fly'; uṇi 'be'.

* These sections are also missing.
The known history and civilization of South India appears thus to be a history and civilization of Aryan-speaking immigrants from the North and so far no facts have been adduced to make us doubt the statements in the Rāmāyaṇa that Agastya found South India inhabited by cannibals. Archaeology says that when the Aryans penetrated into Southern India, they found the country inhabited by men in the neolithic stage of culture. The South Indian words for 'paddy', 'rice', 'ragi'; for 'plough', 'cattle', 'buffaloes', and 'sheep'; and for 'boats' and 'rafts' appear to be derived from North Indian names brought by Aryan-speaking immigrants.

§218. Linguistic Evidence Showing a Pre-Historic Aryan Immigration into South India.

(i) It has been shown in Section 93 above that Sir George Grierson divides the Prakritic languages of India into two groups which may conveniently be referred to as the North-Western and the West-Hindi groups and that Tamil contains a very large number of words which show the North-Western characteristics. These are, no doubt, a few cases in which the vowels of Prakritic forms are lengthened as in the West-Hindi group but these may be due to importations from the Hindi area in post-Christian centuries.

(ii) The language of the Brahmi inscriptions of the second and the third century B.C. recently discovered within the limits of what was of old known as the Pandya kingdom is neither Tamil nor any known Indo-Aryan idiom. It is supposed to be a mixture of Tamil and Prakrit, but much of what is thought to be Tamil in them namely, *rāda, śr, laxapita* are derived from Indo-Aryan. This shows Indo-Aryan activity in the Pandya country from before the 3rd century B.C. (§ 24).
Attention has already been invited (§ 83) to the presumption which these inscriptions raise, e.g. that Tamil as known to us, even the oldest dialect of it had not perhaps come into existence at the time of these inscriptions.

§ 219. ARYAN IMMIGRATION INTO SOUTH INDIA AND THE DAKHAN—IN THE HISTORIC PERIOD.

Having summarised the results arrived at in this book in regard to the composition and structure of the cultivated Dravidian languages we shall proceed to consider what evidence there is to show that there have emigrated into the Dravidian area large bodies of Aryans and Aryanised immigrants from the North.

We know that throughout the Historic Period of South India—that is, from the beginning of the Christian era and for a few centuries earlier—there has been a steady movement of people into the land of the Dravidians from North India.

The Maurya Period:

The earliest recorded movement is perhaps that of a portion of the Jain community which left Magadha during the reign of Chandragupta Maurya, in consequence of a prolonged famine, and emigrated to the Karnata country.\(^1\) There appears to be a tradition\(^2\) that the Tulu country and the adjoining parts were colonised by another migration under the leadership of Tulu, a son of Chandragupta, while the existence of Asoka inscriptions at Siddhapura, Brahmagiri, etc., shows that the Maurya empire had been extended.

---

1. Introduction to Hoerale's Uvasagadesa.
2. Narrinai by Pandit Narayanasami Aiyar—p. 73 of Agananooru.
regard to the second Ptolemy says "in like manner the parts under Mount Bettigo are occupied Brakhmanoi Magoi as far as the Batai with this city Brahkm." In regard to this city Bishop Caldwell asks "can this Brahkm be Brahudesan, an ancient town on the Tamraparni; not far from the Podogai mountain (Mount Bettigo) which I have found referred to in several ancient inscriptions". Others are of opinion that the city and tract should be sought for in the Kanarese country about the upper Kaveri. Even the oldest Tamil works available make reference to Brahman settlements in various parts of the Tamil country, and also to various Jain and Buddhistic settlements. But it is doubtful whether these Brahman settlements and those referred to Ptolemy belong to Aryan immigrations during the historic period or to people who settled in the Tamil country in pre-historic times.
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I am forwarding to your address to-day copies of a paper entitled 'The Aryan Affinities of Dravidian pronouns' which I read at 'The Third All-India Oriental Conference' held at Madras last December.

2. I have now been before the public for some years proclaiming that the language spoken in Southern India in the pre-Aryan period of Indian History could not have been of the Dravidian family comprising Tamil, Malayalam, Kannarese, Tulu, Telugu etc.; that these Dravidian languages are in all their essential characteristics mainly a creation of Aryan and Aryan-speaking immigrants from the North; that whatever were the original languages of Southern India they must have been replaced by the new Dravidian idioms by the beginning of the Christian era except in the case of the names of a few numeral and perhaps of a varying number of special South Indian products; that from such extensive changes, amounting to practical displacement, we may safely argue that the immigrants, typified by Agastya, must have settled here in large colonies; and that what is known as the Dravidian civilization of the South is merely the civilization of these Indo-Aryan immigrants from the North.

3. The following particulars will show why the Dravidian idioms should be regarded as a creation of Indo-Aryan immigrants from the North:—

(i) There are about one hundred suffixes used in the cultivated Dravidian languages for indicating the tenses and modes of verb-forms. Most of these tense and mode signs are of Indo-Aryan origin.

(ii) The personal terminations of Dravidian finite verbs indicating the number, gender, and person, of the
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agent are also of Aryan origin; as also the pronouns of which these terminations are early forms.

The Dravidian Demonstrative and the Relative-Interrogative pronouns have the same bases as in Indo-Iranian; the number and gender signs of the Dravidian pronouns are corruptions of Aryan terminations. The Dravidian Reflexive pronouns are derived from Sanskrit words used for this purpose in the Vedic dialects. Dravidian pronouns of the First and Second persons have remote Aryan affinities.

(iii) The basic portion of the Dravidian vocabularies consists largely of words of Indo-Aryan origin though, owing to the extremely limited character of Tamil and other early Dravidian alphabets, these words have been grossly corrupted and are very difficult of recognition.

Item (i) above formed the subject of a paper entitled "Tense Signs in Dravidian" which I sent to the Poona Oriental Conference (1919), and a summary thereof was printed in the Conference Proceedings, Volume I, but the paper itself has not, I am sorry to say, yet been published. This delay has enabled me to perfect my theory in many of its details, and I am taking steps to bring out my work soon. Item (iii) and several other important matters have been dealt with in my Readership Lectures delivered last year in the Calcutta University; these lectures will come out soon, I hope. Item (ii) is dealt with in the present paper of which I am sending you copies herewith.

4. My views differ from those of all previous scholars because they contented themselves with comparing the Dravidian languages with Classical Sanskrit, and naturally saw no deep seated affinities. When one language is extensively affected by another we should seek for the source of influence not in the artificial language of high literature but in the spoken idioms of the common people. It is
necessary to compare Dravidian idioms with the Vedic dialects and the Prakrits of pre-Christian centuries, before we can decide the question of Aryan-Dravidian affinities. Such a comparison will irresistibly lead to the conclusions I have stated above.
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THE ARYAN AFFINITIES OF DRAVIDIAN PRONOUNS.

By

MR. R. SWAMINATHA AIYER, B.A., MADRAS

*The Current Dravida Theory.*

The class of words known as Pronouns belong to the most fundamental elements of a language. I propose to bring together in this paper a body of facts which seem to show unmistakably that the Demonstrative, the Relative, Interrogative, and the Reflexive pronouns of the Dravidian languages are of Aryan origin, that their Personal pronouns have some Aryan affinities and that most of the gender and number signs in these pronouns are also of Aryan origin. These facts are totally opposed to the assumption made by Western scholars that the Dravidian languages had attained their development long before the arrival of the Aryans in India and to the current Dravidian theory of which that assumption is, as it were, the sheet anchor. This theory is undergoing a process of evolution and it is not the same now that it was forty or fifty years ago. Bishop Caldwell, who is regarded as the father of Dravidian philology, maintained that the Dravidians were not an autochthonous Indian race but were Turanian immigrants who entered India by the North-West, that the Dravidian languages had become fully developed long before the arrival of the Aryans in India, that these languages had no structural
relationship with Sanskrit, that their affinities were mainly Turanian, occasionally Semitic, and that where the affinities were Aryan, these did not come into existence on Indian soil, but belonged to the pre-Aryan period of the pre-historic past when the Indo-European and Turanian were living as one undivided race.

This theory elaborated in great detail in Bishop Caldwell's *Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian Languages* (1st Edition 1857, 2nd Edition 1875) found general acceptance at one time, but is dissected from in several important particulars at the present day. As pointed out by Professor Sten Konow in his introduction to the Dravidian languages in Volume IV of the *Linguistic Survey of India* (1906), it is now generally recognised that these languages constitute an isolated family in India and that the attempt to connect them with other linguistic families outside India has been a failure. Professor Sten Konow is also of opinion that all attempts to show a closer connection with the Indo-Germanic family have proved just as futile, and that there is no philological reason to connect the Munda group with the Dravidian.

While it is assumed that the Dravidian languages have remained unaffected in structure by the contiguous Indo-Aryan idioms, most Dravidian scholars hold that these idioms have, by contact with Dravidian languages, undergone important changes not only in their vocabulary but also in phonology, grammar, and syntax; and Professor Sten Konow (Vol. IV of the *Linguistic Survey of India*) gives a pretty long list of items in which Sanskrit and other Indo-Aryan tongues are stated to have undergone changes by imitating Dravidian idioms. The most important item under phonology is the adoption of the cerebral series of letters in Sanskrit, and as these letters are found even in the
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oldest Vedas composed while the Aryan immigrants were still confined to the Panjab it is inferred that these immigrants must have been in contact with the Dravidians from the very beginning and that the Dravidians though confined now to the Dakhan and Southern India, must once have occupied also the West and the North-West of India.

§ 2.—The Present Writer's Conclusions.

The conclusions which I have arrived at after a detailed examination of the question extending over several years are entirely at variance with the current theory:

(i) There are about one hundred suffixes employed in the cultivated Dravidian languages for the purpose of indicating the tenses and modes of verb-forms. I find that most of these suffixes are of Indo-Aryan origin.

(ii) The personal terminations of Dravidian finite verbs and the pronouns of which these terminations are in many cases early forms are also most of them of Aryan origin.

(iii) The basic portion of the Dravidian vocabularies consists largely of words of Indo-Aryan origin though, owing to the extremely limited character of Tamil and other early Dravidian alphabets, these words have been greatly corrupted and are very difficult of recognition. These conclusions clearly indicate that what are known as Dravidian languages are in all their present essential features a creation of Aryan and Aryanised immigrants from the North. Further, the existence in the Tamil language of words and forms which are met with in the Vedas and in the Avestic language but have disappeared from the post-Vedic Indo-Aryan tongues, would seem to show that these immigrants must have separated from the main body of Indo-Aryans in the North-West in pre-historic times—in the pre-Vedic or
even pre-Vedic period. It also follows from the above that the tradition about Agastya’s immigration to the south is not a mere myth, and that what is known as the Dravidian civilization of the South is merely the civilization of these Aryan and Aryanised immigrants.

The above conclusions are tantamount to a total negation of the current Dravidian theory in all its details and will have no chance of being listened to by the literary world unless they are presented with all the arguments which I have to urge in their support; a piecemeal treatment of the question in a number of small papers is therefore out of the question. Some of my conclusions formed the subject of a paper entitled “Tense Signs in Dravidian” which I sent to the Poona Oriental Conference, 1919, and a summary thereof was printed in the Conference Proceedings, Volume I, but the paper itself has not yet been published. In my Readership lectures delivered at the Calcutta University in August last, I have dealt with the influences alleged to have been exercised by the Dravidian languages on the Indo-Aryan phonology, grammar and syntax; the conclusion arrived at there is that what are called Dravidian characteristics in Indo-Aryan phonology and inflexional system are really Indo-Aryan characteristics in Dravidian, and that in this matter many Dravidian scholars have mistaken the reflection for the original and the original for the reflection. In the course of those lectures I have had to deal exhaustively with the gender-distinguishing pronouns of the Dravidian languages. For the sake of completeness I am dealing with all Dravidian pronouns in the present paper but my treatment of the gender-distinguishing class will be as brief as possible consistently with perspicuity.
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§3 (1)—Summary.

We shall now summarise the conclusions arrived at in this paper.

(a) Demonstrative. The Dravidian demonstrative bases may be arranged in the following order of importance as determined by wideness of use: — an, i, ad, id, on, in, um, um, ad, u. The circumstance that a appears in the Tamil forms oe-yana, and ivan; and that v and m appear as initials in such forms as Telugu vandu, vindu, etc., and Tulu mer, molu, and mokulu, clearly shows that these consonants should not be considered as euphonic. Of the above bases an, in, ad, id, and on are common to Indo-Iranian and Dravidian, um is common to Indo-\-Aryan and Dravidian. The bases, um, ad, u are Dravidian formations, the initial u arising out of an common to Indo-Iranian and Dravidian.

The Dravidian adjectives a, a, o, e, i are also found in the later Iranian and Indo-\-Aryan dialects, but used as pronouns.

(b) Relative-Interrogatives. The same sets of pronouns are used both as relatives and as interrogatives in Dravidian as in many other languages of the world. The chief Dravidian interrogative bases are: — (1) e; (2) enn, enu, eni; (3) yana; (4) ay. These are derived respectively from the Indo-\-Aryan relative bases (1) pad; (2) ādu, ādu; (3) yana; (4) yā. The last two exist as āu, āu, e, a in later Dravidian. The Prakrit relative bases jāna, jā, have given rise to the Dravidian bases dāu, dā. The base ya has also been changed into nē.

(c) Gender and number signs in demonstrative and interrogative pronouns.

(i) The signs of the masculine singular are y, yāu, (du, du, āja, r, m). All these have arisen from imitation of the
terminations of the Indo-Āryan present participle in ant in the masculine singular nominative; the signs ṣd, (du, ṣatu) arising from the cerebralisation of the nt of these participles which is Indo-Germanic in origin. The termination e in Tulu is imitated from Ardhamāgadhī.

(ii) The sign of the feminine singular l or lā is derived from ṣd, the cerebralised form of the same Indo-Germanic nt; this ṣd lost the nasal and the remaining d was converted into f.

(iii) Two other signs of the feminine singular are di and ti. The former of these is taken from the neuter singular adi, 'it'; the latter is derived from the Sanskrit stri 'a woman.'

(iv) The neuter inflexional increment t appears to have been taken over from bharaḥ, the nominative neuter singular of the Indo-Āryan present participle in at.

[Note. The a-forms of the Dravidian demonstrative and interrogative pronouns have throughout this paper been exhibited as derived from the bases an, ān, ān by attaching to these number and gender signs arising from the termination ant. Most of these forms can also be derived from the Vedic tānt, yāvant and the possible *āvant.]

(d) Reflexives. The so-called reflexive base ta appears to be identical with the Indo-Āryan demonstrative base ta. The pronouns tāg, tām, formed from this base were originally, really demonstrative or third personal pronouns. But their oblique forms tan, tam were indistinguishable from two nouns tan, and tam derived later from the Sanskrit tām 'body', tāman 'soul or body', used as reflexives in Sanskrit. The result is that the pronoun tāg has come to be called 'the reflexive pronoun', although it has not yet lost all its demonstrative uses, and although when it is used in reflexive constructions
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the reflexive force is in most case furnished not by itself, but by the added particle \(a\) or the reflexive verb \(ka\).

It is a moot point whether the forms \(t\&m\), \(t\&ge\), \(t\&maru\),\n\(t\&mu\), used as honorific pronouns of the second person in various
Dravidian dialects, should be derived from the pronoun \(t\&m\) or the noun \(t\&m\) (from \(t\&ma\)).

(e) The number signs in personal and reflexive pronouns.

(i) The plural sign \(m\). There is no doubt that this
sign is related to, though not actually derived from, the
Dravidian copulative conjunction \(um\) which appears mostly
in what are literally desendent compounds. It is probable
that this \(um\) is the same as the Indo-Germanic dual particle
\(n\) with an inorganic nasal attached. The inclusive plural
of the first person, viz., \(\&n\) appears to be the same as the
Indo-Aryan dual \(\&na\).

(ii) The plural sign \(ka\) must have arisen from the
plurals, formed with \(\&\) or \(lu\), of noun stems containing the
pleonastic suffix \(ka\).

(iii) The plural sign \(\&\) or \(lu\). It is possible that this
has arisen from the Indo-Germanic \(nt\) in the same manner
as the feminine suffix \(\&\) or \(lu\).

(f) The bases of personal pronouns. It is clear that the
final \(n\) and \(m\) of these pronouns are the singular and the
plural suffixes. It has been pointed out in § 24 (b) above, that
the initial \(n\) and \(m\) also might not be radical in some cases
but might have arisen adventitiously in various ways. If
this view is accepted, the primitive bases will be reduced
to \(a\), \(d\), \(i\), or \(ya\), \(ya\), \(ri\). There is nothing corresponding to
these in Indo-Iranian, and if the affinities of these bases are
Aryan, we have to go back in search of the originals to a
period when the Vedic \(ah\&m\) and the Iranian \(a\&m\) had not
acquired their affixes.
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It will have been clear from what has gone above that pre-historic forms of great antiquity, lost to literature, are often preserved in the submerged popular patois despised by men of culture, and that they crop up again most unexpectedly in modern times. Thus the Indo-Iranian demonstrative \( \text{a} \text{r} \text{a} \), obsolescent in the Veda and unknown to later Sanskrit and to the Prakrits, comes to the surface in the modern Indo-\( \text{A} \text{r} \text{y} \text{a} \) vernaculars in the form \( \text{a}, \text{i} \); the original form has throughout been preserved in Dravidian. If it is admitted that there was a large immigration of Indo-\( \text{A} \text{r} \text{y} \text{a} \)ns into South-India in pre-historic times, we should not be surprised at their speeches preserving \( \text{A} \text{r} \text{y} \text{a} \)n forms not found in the available Iranian and Indo-\( \text{A} \text{r} \text{y} \text{a} \)n literature, but the materials available are not sufficient to justify anything more in regard to the bases of the personal pronouns than the general observations contained in § 24 above.

§ 3 (2)—Conclusion.

The identity of the demonstrative, the relative-interrogative, and the so-called reflexive bases of the Dravidian languages with those to be found in the Indo-\( \text{A} \text{r} \text{y} \text{a} \)n and Iranian languages; the adoption of the Indo-\( \text{A} \text{r} \text{y} \text{a} \)n relative stems in the Dravidian relative-interrogative system; the derivation of the Dravidian masculine, feminine, and neuter, pronominal signs from the endings of the Indo-\( \text{A} \text{r} \text{y} \text{a} \)n present participles in \( \text{a} \text{n} \); the adoption of the Sanskrit words \( \text{n}\text{a} \text{r} \text{a} \), \( \text{t}\text{a} \text{r} \text{a} \), and \( \text{t}\text{r} \text{a} \text{m} \text{a} \), in the Dravidian pronominal system; to say nothing of the other influences referred to in the course of this paper, such as those of the pleonastic suffix \( \text{k} \text{a} \) and of the dual sign \( \text{a} \text{r} \); all these clearly indicate that the present Dravidian theory should be totally abandoned.

One thing comes out most clearly from the discussion in this paper; viz., that some knowledge of Vedic Sanskrit and
of the Indo-Āryan vernaculars of pre-Christian centuries is necessary to deal adequately with the questions involved in Dravidian philology.

APPENDIX III

NOTE.—To the foot-note at page 15

The author first propounded his views in a series of lectures delivered in Tamil under the auspices of the Tamilian Education Society, Madras, and they were published in 1922-23 in the Society’s magazine The Tamilian’s Friend, Vol. VI, as an appendix.

At page 4 of his written out matter, we find a list of words picked out from Caldwell. They are:

(a) Ennuppayarkal : onru, irantu, manru.
(b) Sarandanaṅkal : nāṇ, ni, nām, nīr, avaṇ, avaḷ, avar.
(c) Uruppuppayarkal : talai, mayir, śeva, kaṇ, mūkku, vāy, kai, kāl, aṭi.
(d) Vastuppayarkal : nilam, nir, ti, vali, pāṇai, nāy, āḍu, maram, kōḷi.
(e) Vinaippayarkal : nada, nil, iru, vā, pō, up, padau.
(f) Muraiippayarkal : tantai, tāy, āy, anṇaṇ, tampa, taṅkai, pillai, makan, kōḷuṇaṇ.

See also pages 18 and 19 of this book where some of these words are considered.
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Note.—All those concerned in seeing this scholarly book through the Press regret the errors which are likely to irritate the scholarly readers. Most of them are of the mechanical kind — transposed or missed letters, missing or mis-placed diacritical marks, mis-directed or wrong references. The scholarly reader will spot most of them. The less obvious errors, and some sample errors of the kinds indicated, alone are noted here. We request the readers’ forbearance, and hope to be forgiven.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Correction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Telugu battigo</td>
<td>(should go as the third completely, entirely line)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>as</td>
<td>(omit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>Eastern .... and</td>
<td>(omit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>-n-</td>
<td>-r-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>fear</td>
<td>bear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>woop</td>
<td>wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>order</td>
<td>border</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>erailing</td>
<td>trailing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>might taws</td>
<td>(transpose)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>last</td>
<td>stores</td>
<td>stones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>come caṭṭan</td>
<td>become caṭṭān</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>vēṟru</td>
<td>verru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>uṟru</td>
<td>ūṟru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>avarṇīruntu</td>
<td>avarṇīruntu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>then</td>
<td>them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>The three words should go correctly below the three words in line 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
last balayän balavän
last

column
1st line after or add ya
day the
day and the
last but
one line even-o
evan-arivänō

1 soli šulnta oji šulnta
2 arikirän o arikiränō
cantali cäntati
cnau enku
cn őn
cnimi cninniyu
cn őn
cnı razu

counds sounds respectively

13 peṭakah pëṭakah
4 ṇ akkam inakkam
cn em cn tam
11 katayam kalyam
cn őn
cnv(łu) cva(łu)
c cnir

21 forms formed by

20 above (3) Bijapuri insert kanarese Dialects

25 from from disused
25 proceed proceed on this assumption

11 allure adore

This section had been numbered as (13) in the TS and there was a gap above it of about 5 lines. There may have been a (12) which is now missing.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Errata</th>
<th>Correction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>420</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>(98-b) Old Tamil</td>
<td>(S.101) Old Tamil (S.108)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(117-a)</td>
<td>(S.120)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(117-b)</td>
<td>(S.120)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(123)</td>
<td>(S.126)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(136)</td>
<td>(S.139)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(98-a)</td>
<td>(S.101)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(123-b)</td>
<td>(S.126-5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>421</td>
<td></td>
<td>(38-b)</td>
<td>(S.101)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(143)</td>
<td>(S.143)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>433</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>140 Suapr</td>
<td>(S.140 Supra)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>433</td>
<td></td>
<td>(112-c)</td>
<td>(S.115-c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>436</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>(99.a,b)</td>
<td>(S.102-a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>439</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>(109.c)</td>
<td>(S.112.c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>439</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>(111.c)</td>
<td>(S.114.c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>440</td>
<td></td>
<td>(141-a)</td>
<td>(S.144)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>440</td>
<td></td>
<td>(97-1)</td>
<td>(S.100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>443</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>(106-)</td>
<td>(S.109)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>447</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>(S.147)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>(S.147)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>161.c.</td>
<td>(S.160.c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>454</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>(S.161)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>455</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>(S.129)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(S.145)</td>
<td>(not known)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>459</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>(161-b)</td>
<td>(S.160-c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>460</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>(42-b)</td>
<td>(S.42-b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>461</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>(S.165)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>461</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>(163-d)</td>
<td>(S.165)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>464</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>(S.143)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>470</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>Suffixes and</td>
<td>Suffixes (S.168) and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>to 154</td>
<td>to S. 154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>134-r</td>
<td>S.137-c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page</td>
<td>Section</td>
<td>Erratum</td>
<td>Correction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>472</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>134-b</td>
<td>(S.137-b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>473</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>(127)</td>
<td>(S.130)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>477</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>(102)</td>
<td>(S.105)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>118 (g)</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>(S.121 (g))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>140</td>
<td>(S.129)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>91</td>
<td>(S.143)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>480</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>(S.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>154</td>
<td>(S.155)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>140</td>
<td>(S.156)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>153</td>
<td>(S.143)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>95-b</td>
<td>(S.156)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>(S.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(147-49)</td>
<td>(S.98 A-4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>153</td>
<td>(S.150-151)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>153</td>
<td>(S.155)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>112-c</td>
<td>(S.155-c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>489</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>173 (5)</td>
<td>(S.175 (5))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>180</td>
<td>149-b</td>
<td>(S.175)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>154 (a)</td>
<td>(S.152 b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>166</td>
<td>(S.157 (a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>490</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>(S.168 (b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>149(b)</td>
<td>(S.168)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(c) A fourth</td>
<td>(S.166)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>492</td>
<td></td>
<td>76-B</td>
<td>(S.167)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>495</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>(S.168-a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>498</td>
<td></td>
<td>(164)</td>
<td>(S.166)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>499</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>(171)</td>
<td>(S.166)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(164)</td>
<td>(S.166)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(164)</td>
<td>(S.166)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
<td>(165)</td>
<td>(S.166)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(166-a)</td>
<td>(S.168-a)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Errata

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Erratum</th>
<th>Correction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>501</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>(168-c)</td>
<td>(S.170-c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>(168-d)</td>
<td>(170-d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>184</td>
<td>tu (5,115)</td>
<td>tu (S.98, 117)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>503</td>
<td></td>
<td>(171-2)</td>
<td>(S.174)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>505</td>
<td></td>
<td>95-A</td>
<td>S.98-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>506</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>97 (e)</td>
<td>S.100 (e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>508</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>Ina (95 and 134-d)</td>
<td>(S.100 and 137d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>510</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>(179-D)</td>
<td>(S.181.D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>160-c</td>
<td>(S.162-c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(164)</td>
<td>(S.166)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>179 (a)</td>
<td>S.181.c. (a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>76 B</td>
<td>S.76 B (b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>76 B.c.</td>
<td>S.76 B (e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>76 B.E.</td>
<td>S.76. B (e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td>Para. 3. Vedic pantheon (11.169-173)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Similarly in page 75**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Erratum</th>
<th>Correction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>421</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>(1146-48)</td>
<td>(11.46-48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>425</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>(1148-49)</td>
<td>(11.48-49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>426</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>(1149-51)</td>
<td>(11.49-51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>429</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>(1152-53)</td>
<td>(11.52-53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1154-55)</td>
<td>(11.54-55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1156-57)</td>
<td>(11.56-57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1160-61)</td>
<td>(11.60-61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1162-64)</td>
<td>(11.62-64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>XIV (11111-12)</td>
<td>(11.111-12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(95-c)</td>
<td>(98-c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(127-a)</td>
<td>(S.130)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>147</td>
<td>(S.150)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>112 c</td>
<td>(S.115.c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page</td>
<td>Section</td>
<td>Erratum</td>
<td>Correction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-430</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>(107)</td>
<td>(S.110)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-431</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>(S.101)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>(124 a,e)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(S.127)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>(98.b)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(S.101)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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